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Foreword

Although elements of gas well testing methods have been practical almost since
gas reservoirs were first recognized, the concept of gas well testing techniques
has taken form only within the past three decades. Many individual monographs
and at least one manual on the subject have been published in the open literature,
and it is probable that proprietary presentations of gas well testing concepts
are to be found within the internal libraries of some oil- and gas-producing
companies. In the present volume, the author presents a treatment of the subject
to be published in book form.

The roots of gas well testing are to be found in reservoir engineering taken in
its broadest sense as the technology that deals with the well/reservoir behavior
through the measuring and analysis of deliverability test, flow, and transient
pressure responses in unfractured and fractured gas wells. The concepts related
to gas well test data acquisition and interpretation are presented from a practical
viewpoint. These concepts are emphasized throughout the book by means of
examples and field case studies.

In Gas Well Testing Handbook, the author has presented a comprehensive
study of the measuring and analysis of deliverability tests, flow, and transient
pressure responses in gas wells. The basic principles are reviewed and the
applicability and limitations of the various testing techniques are critically
discussed and illustrated with actual field examples. The material is presented
in a form that will allow engineers directly involved in well deliverability,
pressure build-up, and flow testing to re-educate themselves on the subject.
At the same time, with its up-to-date review of the literature and extensive
bibliography, the book will serve as a useful guide and reference to engineers
directly engaged in well pressure behavior work. The author has accomplished
the intended objectives of the book in a thorough and excellent manner.

The author has illustrated by field application examples and field case studies
to describe the types of wells and reservoir behavior encountered in modern
production practice. The source, nature, and precision of the data and studies
upon which the calculations and analysis are based are discussed subordinately.



Numerous examples are provided to help the reader develop an understanding
of the principles and limitations of applied gas well testing methods.

The book is essential and important to engineers concerned with evaluating
well/reservoir systems and the pressure performance of gas wells. The author
has extensive experience in this field and is most qualified to treat the subject.
It is a timely addition to the literature of petroleum technology.

Dilip Borthaker
Head of Gas Engineering Department

Gulf Indonesia Resources



Preface

The major purpose of writing this book is to provide a practical reference
source for knowledge regarding state-of-the-art gas well testing technology.
The book presents the use of gas well testing techniques and analysis methods
for evaluation of well conditions and reservoir characteristics. All techniques
and data described in this book are "field-tested" and are published here for
the first time. For example, this book contains new tables and comparisons
of the various methods of well test analysis. Most of these techniques and
applications are clearly illustrated in worked examples of the actual field data.
Several actual field example calculations and field case studies are included
for illustration purposes.

This text is a must for reservoir engineers, simulation engineers, practicing
petroleum engineers, and professional geologists, geophysicists, and technical
managers. It helps engineering professors better acquaint their students with
"real-life" solution problems. This instructive text includes practical examples
that readers should find easy to understand and reproduce.

Fundamental concepts related to well test data acquisition and interpretation
are presented from a practical viewpoint. Furthermore, a brief summary of the
advances in this area is presented. Emphasis is given to the most common
interpretation methods used at present. The main emphasis is on practical
solutions and field application. More than 129 field examples are presented
to illustrate effective gas well testing practices, most analysis techniques, and
their application.

Many solutions that are presented are based upon the author's experience
dealing with various well testing techniques and interpretation around the
world. I am very thankful to the many companies with whom I had the oppor-
tunity to work in well test analysis for many years.

A properly designed, executed, and analyzed well test can provide infor-
mation about formation permeability, reservoir initial or average pressure,
sand-face condition (well damage or stimulation), volume of drainage area,
boundary and discontinuities, reservoir heterogeneity, distance or extension of



the fracture induced, validation of geological model, and system identification
(type of reservoir and mathematical model).

Further, it is important to determine the ability of a formation to produce
reservoir fluids and the underlying reason for a well's productivity. These data,
when combined with hydrocarbon production data and with laboratory data on
fluid and rock properties, afford the means to estimate the original hydrocarbon
in-place and the recovery that may be expected from the reservoir under various
modes of exploitation. In addition, well test data and IPR well performance
equations, combined with production data, help in designing, analyzing, and
optimizing a total well production system or in production optimization.

The rigorous discussions, practical examples, and easy-to-read manner
make this a valuable addition to every petroleum professional's library. Our
colleagues' discussions and their suggestions were very valuable in making
this book useful to a practicing engineer. Most users of this book will find
it logically organized and readily applicable to many well testing problem
solutions and field applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Role of Gas Well Tests and Information
in Petroleum Engineering

Gas well test analysis is a branch of reservoir engineering. Information
derived from flow and pressure transient tests about in-situ reservoir condi-
tions is important in many phases of petroleum engineering. The reservoir
engineer must have sufficient information about the reservoir/well condition
and characteristics to adequately analyze reservoir performance and forecast
future production under various modes of operation. The production engineer
must know the condition of production and injection wells to persuade the best
possible performance from the reservoir.

Pressures are most valuable and useful data in reservoir engineering.
Directly or indirectly, they enter into all phases of reservoir engineering cal-
culations. Therefore accurate determination of reservoir parameters is very
important. In general, gas well test analysis is conducted to meet the following
objectives:

• To obtain reservoir parameters.
• To determine whether all the drilled length of gas well is also a producing

zone.
• To estimate skin factor or drilling and completion related damage to a

gas well. Based upon magnitude of the damage a decision regarding well
stimulation can be made.

1.2 History of Gas Well Testing

The first analysis was based on the empirical method applicable to very
porous and permeable reservoirs developed by Schellherdt and Rawlins,1

"Back-Pressure Data on Natural Gas Wells and Their Application to Produc-
tion Practices." Monograph 7, U.S.B.M. This method today is known as the
four-point (sometimes as the one-point) method. The [ (p2

R — p^) versus qsc ]
square of the average reservoir pressure minus the square of the flowing



sand-face pressure is plotted versus the respective flow rates on log-log
paper. The maximum rate is read at the pressure equal to the average reservoir
pressure after a straight line is drawn through test points for four semi-stabilized
flow rates. Later, more practical methods of testing were developed. These
included the isochronal test and the modified isochronal test. Such tests have
been used extensively by the gas industry.

Most recently flow and pressure transient tests have been developed and
used to determine the flow characteristics of gas wells. Development of even
tighter gas wells was common during the late 1950s and fracturing with large
amounts of sand was routine. Pressure difference across the drainage area
often was great. By 1966, a group of engineers working with Russell, Shell
Oil, published articles using basic flow equations applicable to all gas wells,
regardless of the permeability and fractures used by the operators. The state
of the art was summarized in 1967 in "Pressure Buildup and Flow Tests in
Wells" by Matthews and Russell,2 SPE Monograph 1, Henry L. Doherty
Series. Earlougher4 again reviewed the state of the art in 1977 in "Advances in
Well Test Analysis" in SPE Monograph 5. One book5 was published in 1975
covering different aspects of flow and pressure transient analysis.

The analysis of pressure data for fractured gas wells has deserved special
attention because of the number of wells that have been stimulated by hydraulic
fracturing techniques. References 4 through 7 have presented a summary of
the work done on flow toward fractured wells in 1962 and 1978.

1.3 Gas Well Test Data Acquisition, Analysis,
and Management

Throughout the life of a gas well, from exploration to abandonment, enough
well test data are collected to describe well condition and behavior. It is
emphasized that the multidisciplinary professionals need to work as an in-
tegrated team to develop and implement well test data management programs.

Efficient Gas Well Test Analysis Programs

Initial bottom hole pressure measurements should be made, preferably at
each well and at a selected "Key Gas Well" periodically. According to Woods
and Abib, key gas wells represent 25% of the total wells.2 Also, they found it
is beneficial to measure pressure in all wells at least every 2 to 3 years to aid
in calibrating reservoir models. It is essential to establish the specification of
what and how much well test data need to be gathered and the procedure and
frequency to be followed. A logical, methodical, and sequential well test data
acquisition and analysis program is shown in Figure 1-1.



Figure 1-1. Logical well test data acquisition and analysis program.

1.4 Selecting Gas Wells for Optimum
Stimulation Treatment

The key to determining whether or not a well is a good candidate for stimula-
tion treatment is diagnosing the well to find the cause for its low productivity.
Buildup, drawdown, or drill-stem tests, core analyses, offset well data, and
other information can be used to accomplish this. After diagnosis, the opti-
mum well stimulation treatment, either small or massive hydraulic fracturing,
can be designed for the well. Figure 1-2 shows several sets of calculations de-
signed to evaluate well/reservoir behavior and evaluate reservoir parameters,

Well test
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Figure 1-2. Shows selection of gas wells for optimum treatment.

quality, and stimulation efforts to optimize completion methods for enhancing
hydrocarbon gas recovery and maximizing profitability.

1.5 Reservoir System Characterization Process

An efficient gas well test data acquisition and analysis program requires
careful planning, designing, conducting, and evaluation and well-coordinated
team efforts through an integrated approach. Figures 1-3 and 1-4 indicate
general activities in reservoir description and inputs from various engineer-
ing disciplines (integrated approach). Core analysis measurements of samples
selected by the geologist provide data for the preliminary identification of
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Figure 1-3. Reservoir system characterization flow chart process using inte-
grated approach.

reservoir rock types. Well test results using various techniques were reason-
able when compared with known geologic and core data. Well test studies aid
in recognizing flow barriers, fractures, and variations in permeability. Vari-
ous simulation studies can be used to test the physical model against pressure
production. Performance adjustments are made to the model until a match is
achieved. The major goal is optimization of gas recovery through characteri-
zation of the reservoir system.

Most Common Gas Well Test Interpretation Methods

Figure 1-4 shows gas flow and pressure analysis methods. Theory and
example applications to illustrate effective well test analysis practices can be
found and are discussed in the following chapters.
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1.6 Scopes and Objective

This book is very important to professional petroleum engineers, teachers,
graduate students, and those concerned with evaluating reservoir systems and
the pressure performance of gas wells. The data in this book should enable
petroleum professionals to design, conduct, and analyze pressure transient
tests to obtain reliable information about reservoir and well conditions.

1.7 Organization

The book presents the following:

• Sound fundamental concepts/methodology related to gas well test data
acquisition and interpretation from a practical viewpoint

• Modern gas well testing methods and pressure transient test analysis tech-
niques

• Examples illustrating effective well test analysis techniques
• An excellent practical reference source related to pressure transient anal-

ysis techniques and their interpretations
• Theory and practices of testing methods and their roles in reservoir engi-

neering management
• Practical examples showing step-by-step solutions to problems
• Various charts, formulae, and tables included for ready reference and

quick solutions for gas well testing and analyses

This chapter is an overview of gas well testing and analysis techniques. It
also includes a short discussion of unit conversion factors and the SI (metric)
unit system. Appendix A provides a list of conversion factors.

Details and supporting materials are presented in the appendices for the
benefit of those who would like to learn more.

1.8 Unit Systems and Conversions

In any book of this nature, it is worthwhile to include a comprehensive
list of unit conversion factors, since data are often reported in units different
from those used in the equations. Such factors are presented in Appendix A.
Because of the possibility of eventual conversion of engineering calculations to
a metric standard, I also include information about the "SI" system of weights
and measures. Finally, I compare some important units and equations in five
different unit systems. The calculation procedure is illustrated in following
example.



Example 1-1 Converting Factors and Arithmetic to English Oilfield Units
The equation of interest, expressed in Darcy units, is

*»-'"=sKs)-a7H (w>
Equation 1-1, when expressed in field units, becomes

atm «Mscf/d 1 ^ H J g S
(P-ZV)PS1 — - 2nkmD\±\hft\f\ »<

x [/»( — ) -0.75 + s 1 (1-2)

In this conversion the ratio is

r.cc/sec reservoir cc/sec 1 1
s.cc/sec standard cc/sec f3g Gas formation volume factor

and in field units,

Tscp 520p p
Pg = Tp = ,A nri rj, = 3 5 . 3 7 — (1-3)

psczT 14.1OzT zT
p, the pressure at which fig is evaluated, is as yet undefined. The full conversion
of the rate term in Eq. 1-1 can be expressed as

Mstb/d stb/d s.cc/sec 1
#5C Mscf/d — = fe r.cc/sec

Mscf/d Mstb/d stb/d ySg

feMscf/d - i - 110001 |1.84| - ^ - = f e r.cc/sec
J .OIJ 35.37/7

9.2647 ^ - Mscf/d = ̂ c r.cc/sec
P

Including the remaining conversion factors in Equation 1-1 yields

Fetkovich11 has compared Eq. \-A with the numerical simulation. This
author found that for the same reservoir and flow condition the two were
in close agreement provided that the pressure p at which the gas formation



volume factor was evaluated was set equal to the average of the current, average
reservoir pressure, and the bottom hole flowing pressure, i.e.,

P = ̂ ± ^ d-5>
Furthermore, both /xg and z should be evaluated at this same pressure so that

I PR - Pw/ I , I PR - Pw/ I „ , .
Vg = Mg\ Y^ a n d z = z\ Y^ \ ( 1 " 6 )

and substituting these values of p, jng, and z in Eq. \-A gives

Equation 1-7 is in pressure-squared form. The Equation 1-7 can be written in
pseudo pressure form:

nM _ , w _ ^ x l O V T - [* ( i ) - 0.75 + ,J ,.-«)

Equations 1-7 and 1-8 are the same as Eqs. 4-4 and 4-3 in Chapter 4. Note
that the gas flow rate qsc is in mmscfd.
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Chapter 2

Application of Fluid
Flow Equations to
Gas Systems

2.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to develop and present the fundamental equations
for flow of gases through porous media, along with solutions of interest for
various boundary conditions and reservoir geometries. These solutions are
required in the design and interpretation of flow and pressure tests.

To simplify the solutions and application of the solutions, dimensionless
terms are used. Assumptions and approximations necessary for defining the
system and solving the differential equations are clearly stated. The princi-
ple of superposition is applied to solve problems involving interference be-
tween wells, variables flow rates, and wells located in noncircular reservoirs.
The use of analytical and numerical solutions of the flow equations is also
discussed. Formation damage or stimulation, turbulence, and wellbore storage
or unloading are given due consideration. This chapter applies in general to
laminar, single, and multiphase flow, but deviations due to inertial and tur-
bulent effects are considered. For well testing purposes two-phase flow in
the reservoir is treated analytically by the use of an equivalent single-phase
mobility.

The equations of continuity, Darcy's law, and the gas equation of state
are presented and combined to develop a differential equation for flow of
gases through porous media. This equation, in generalized coordinate nota-
tion, can be expressed in rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates and
is solved by suitable techniques. The next subsections describe steady-state,
pseudo-steady-state, and unsteady-state flow equations including the gas radial
diffusivity equation, basic gas flow equations, solutions, and one-, two-, and
three-dimensional coordinate systems.



2.2 Steady-State Laminar Flow

Darcy's law for flow in a porous medium is

k dp kAdp
v = or q=vA = (2-1)

H<g ax /ig ax

where

v = gas viscosity; q = volumetric flow rate; k = effective permeability;
/jig = gas viscosity; and ^ = pressure gradient in the direction of flow

For radial flow, Eq. 2-1 becomes

, = ^ ^ * * (2-2)
/Xg dx

where r is radial distance and h is reservoir thickness,
Equation 2-2 is a differential equation and must be integrated for applica-

tion. Before integration the flow equation must be combined with an equation
of state and the continuity equation. The continuity equation is

pxqx = p2 q2 = constant (2-3)

The equation of state for a real gas is

The flow rate of a gas is usually desired at some standard conditions of
pressure and temperature, psc and Tsc. Using these conditions in Eq. 2-3 and
combining Eqs. 2-3 and 2-4, we get

pq = Pscqsc,

or

pM _ pscM

zRT ZscRTsc

Solving for qsc and expressing qsc with Eq. 2-2 gives

pTsc lnrhkdp

psczT /a dr



The variables in this equation are p and r. Separating the variables and
integrating:

P rc

f A qscPscTfigZ f dr

J Tsc2rckh J r
Pw rw

P2 ~ PJ = qscPscT ill f re\

2 Tsclnkh \rw)

pscTfigz In(^)

In this derivative it was assumed that /Jig and z were independent of pressure.
They may be evaluated at reservoir temperature and average pressure in the
drainage area such as

P-P

2

In gasfield units, Eq. 2-5 becomes

OmiOllkhlP2 - Pl)

_ 0 . 0 0 0 3 0 5 ^ ( P 2 - P w
2 )

Where qsc = mscf/d; k — permeability in mD; h = formation thickness in
feet; pe = reservoir pressure, psi, pw = well bore pressure, psia, T = reservoir
temperature, 0R; re = drainage radius, ft; rw = well bore radius, ft; z = average
compressibility factor, dimensionless; and jlg = gas viscosity, cP.

This equation incorporates the following values for standard pressure and
temperature:

psc =z 14.7 psia,

Tsc = 600F = 5200R



The gas flow rate is directly proportional to the pseudopressures. The pseudo-
pressure is defined as

P

^{p) = 2 f JLdp (2-8)
J ^z

Pref

In Eq. 2-8, pref is a reference pressure, At the reference pressure, pseudo-
pressure is assigned a datum value of zero. The Eqs. 2-6 and 2-7 in terms of
pseudopressure become

_ 0.0007Q27fc/i[^(j>) -js(pw)]

«" " T In(^) ' ( 2 " 9 )

0.000305J/i[«-(/i) -<(•(/>„)]

«« fsgsj <2-"»
p2 and is(p) have identical values up to 2500 psia. Above 2500 psia, p2 and
if/ (p) exhibit different values. Thus, below 2500 psia, either p2 or ty(p) can
be used. Above 2500 psia, ty{p) should be used. Gas pseudopressure, ^(/?),
which is defined by Eq. 2-8, is considered, i.e.,

J /lgz J flgZ
Pref Pref

It is more difficult and generally engineers feel more comfortable dealing
with pressure squared, p2, rather than an integral transformation. Therefore,
it is worthwhile, at this stage, to examine the ease with which these functions
can be generated and used. We evaluate the integral in Eq. 2-8 numerically,
using values for \xg and z for the specific gas under consideration, evaluated
at reservoir temperature. An example will illustrate this calculation.

Example 2-1 Calculating Gas Pseudopressure
Calculate the gas pseudopressure %// (p) for a reservoir containing 0.732

gravity gas at 2500F as a function of pressure in the range 400 to 4000 psia.
Gas properties as functions of pressure are given in Table 2-1 .

Solution For p = 400 psia:

p

^(400) = 2 f —dp
J VgZ

Pref



Table 2-1
Generation of Gas Pseudopressure as a Function of the Actual Pressure

Pressure,/? /ig Z P/VgZ *1>(P)
(psia) (cP) - (psia/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

400 0.014337 0.9733 28.665 11.47
800 0.014932 0.9503 56,378 45.48

1200 0.015723 0.9319 81,899 100.83
1600 0.016681 0.9189 104,383 175.33
2000 0.017784 0.9120 123,312 266.41
2400 0.019008 0.9113 138,552 371.18
2800 0.020329 0.9169 150,217 486.72
3200 0.021721 0.9282 158,719 610.28
3600 0.023151 0.9445 164,638 739.56
4000 0.024580 0.9647 168,689 872.92

_ 2 LV1Wo V*W4ooJ

= 2^±f^)<400-0>
= 11.466 x 106psia2/cp

For p = 800 psia:

VK800) = 11.466 x 106 + 2 ^ 2 ^665 + 56,378^ (80() _ ^

= 11.466 x 106 +34.017 x 106

= 45.483 x 106 psia2/cp

Proceeding in a similar way, we can construct Table 2-1. These results are
plotted in Figure 2—1. This plot is used in the gas well test analysis, in which it
is assumed that for high pressure, in excess of 2800 psia, the function is almost
linear and can be described by

f(p) = [0.3218/? - 416.85] mmpsia2/cp

For low pressure, less than 2800 psia, the function is described by a poly-
nomial equation of the form

^(p) = A +Bp+ Cp2 + Dp3 + Ep4 + Fp5



Pressure, psia

Figure 2-1 . Gas pseudopressure XJr(P) versus pressure, psia.

where A, B, C, D, E, and F are polynomial coefficients whose values are

A = 39,453; B = -222.976; C = 72.0827

D = 5.287041E-04; E = -1.993697E-06; and F = 1.92384E-10

These relationships and the plot can be used to convert from real to pseu-
dopressure and vice versa.

Example 2-2 Determining Wellbore Pressure Assuming Steady-State Flow
Conditions

Perform this calculation given the following data:
k = 1.50 mD, h = 39 ft, qsc = 3900 mscfd, pe = 4625 psia, T =

712° R, re = 550 ft, rw = 0.333, p, = 0.02695cp, yg = 0.759, Tsc = 5200R,
Psc = 14.7 psia.

Solution The solution is iterative since z = f(p), where p = (pe + pw)/2,
and pw is the unknown. As a first estimate, assume z = 1.0.

V(
P)

, 
Ps

eu
do

pr
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, m
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ia

2/c
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First trial using Eq. 2-6:

2 _ 2 _ fiTln(re/rw)qscz
Pw-Pe- 0.0007027fc/z

_ 2 (.02695)(712)(550/.333)(3900) x z
"~4 .0007027(1.5(30)

= 2.139 x 107 - 1.756 x 107(1.0)

= 3.83 x 106

or pw = 1957 psia.

Second trial:

p = 4 6 2 5 + 1 9 5 7
 = 3291 psia, z at 3291 psia = 0.88

pi = 2.139 x 107 - 1.756 x 107(0.88)

= 5.937 x 106

or pw = 2436 psia.

Third trial:

4625 + 2436
p = = 3530 psia, z at 3530 psia = 0.890

= 2.139 x 107 - 1.756 x 107(0.89)

= 5.762 x 106

or pw = 2400 psia.

4625 + 2400
p = = 3512 psia and z at 3512 psia = 0.890

Since the value for z is the same as for second trial, the solution has con-
verged and the required wellbore pressure is 2400 psia. The solution would
have been more complicated if a constant value for /x had not been assumed.
The above treatment of steady-state flow assumes no turbulence flow in the
formation and no formation or skin damage around the wellbore.



2.3 Steady-State Turbulence Flow

The above treatment of steady-state flow assumes no turbulent flow in the
formation and no skin damage around the wellbore. The pressure squared
and pseudopressure representations of the steady-state equations including
turbulence are

2 2 50.3 x 106figZTPscqsc f re 1
Pe -Pl = TUT ln 7" + s + Dqsc ( 2"U )

Knlsc [_ 'w J

f(p) - f(pw) = L 4 2 2 *!°3TqSC U - - 0.5 + s + Dqsc] (2-12)

where Dg^ is interpreted as the rate-dependent skin factor, and

Expression D is the non-Darcy flow coefficient in psia2/cP/(mscf/d)2 and is
calculated from Eq. 2-13
where

or

973 Y in1 0

where k is the permeability near the wellbore region in mD. Values of the
velocity coefficient /3 for various permeability and porosity can be obtained
from Ref. 1 or calculated from Eq. 2-14a or 2-14b. The foregoing equations
2-11 and 2-12 have the forms

p2
e -pi= AAfqsc + BB'q2

K (2-1 Ia)

where

AA' = 50.3 x 103 M * z r P j c [In(^ZrH,) - 0.75 + s] (2-1 Ib)
khTsc

BB' = 50.3 x 103 ^zTPsc
D (2-1 Ic)

khTsc

HP) ~ f(Pw) = AAqsc + Bbql (2-12a)



where

1 422 x 103

AA = —— [ln(re/rw) - .75 + s] (2-12b)
kh

BB =>A22X 1037D (2-.2C)
kh

Example 2—3 Calculating Influence of Turbulence in a Vertical Well Using
Steady-State Flow Equation

A vertical gas well is drilled in a 45-ft-thick sandstone reservoir with perme-
ability of 12 mD. The initial reservoir pressure is 2150 psia and well spacing is
640 acres. The well could be operated with a minimum bottomhole pressure of
350 psia. The other data are T = 5900R, /xg = 0.02 cP, z = 0.90, yg = 0.70,
rw = 0.29 ft, s' = 0, perforated length hp = 45 ft.

Use the p2 equation to calculate the flow rate.

Solution To solve this problem, the Eq. 2-1 Ia has the form

p] -pi= AAfqsc + BB'ql

where

BB' = 50.3 x I O 6 ^ ^ " D

Substituting these parameters in the above equations, we have

= 237.34

The value of BB' can be calculated using the preceding equation:

= 0.027965 x 106D

where

_ 2.222 x \Q-X5ygkhp
ixgrwh2

p



and

p = 2.73 x 1010 A;-11045, I/ft

= 2.73 x 1010(12)-11045 = 1.7547 x 109l/ft

2.222 x 10-"(0.7)(12)(45) ^
(0.02) (0.29) (45) (45) ^ '

= 1.255 x 10"4, 1/mscfd

Substituting value of D into Eq. 2-1 Ia, BB' is calculated as

BB' = 0.027965 x 103(1.255 x 10~4) = 0.3511/mscfd2

Substituting values of AA' and BB' into Eq. 2-1 Ia:

p1 -pi= 237.34^c + 0.35\q]c

This quadratic equation is rearranged as

0.351?2 + 237.34?« - (p2
e -P

2
w)=0

By solving the above quadratic equation the value of qsc is calculated as

_ -237.34 + 7(237.34J2 + 4(0.351)(^g
2 - p2

w)
qsc " 2(0.351)

_ -237.34 + ^56,330.271 + 1.404(/72 - p2
w)

~ 0.7020

Calculated values of qsc, both with and without turbulence for various values
of pw, are summarized in Table 2-2. This table indicates a significant effect
of turbulence on well productivity.

Table 2-2
Effect of Turbulence on Vertical Well Productivity

No turbulence, With turbulence
Pw (psia) pi — p\ (psia2) D = Oq (mmscfd) q (mmscfd)

1800 138 x 104 5.816 1.673
1400 266 xlO 4 11.208 2.435
1000 362 x 104 15.252 2.891
500 437 x 104 18.412 3.207



2.4 Pseudo-Steady-State (Finite) Flow

The equations for pseudo-steady-state flow in terms of pressure squared and
pseudopressure are:

In terms of pressure-squared treatment:

= 0.0007027*/» (/% -pi)
q&c Tp,gz In(OA12re/rw)

The effects of skin damage and turbulence are included in Eq. 2-15 as
follows:

= 0.0007027^(^-/4) (2_m
Qsc Tflgz[ln(0A72re/rw)+s + Dqsc]

It is frequently necessary to solve Eq. 2-16 for pressure or pressure drop
for a known flow rate, qsc.

P2
R-Pl= 1A22Xl^Tllg'Zqsc[ln(0Anre/rw) + s + Dqsc] (2-17)

Equation 2-17 may be written as follows:

P2R-Pl= Msc + Bq2
sc (2-17a)

where

A = 1.422 xlO^zT^O^y^

and

B=LU2^10%zlD

kh

It is sometimes convenient to establish a relationship between the two pa-
rameters that indicate the degree of turbulence occurring in a gas reservoir.
These parameters are the velocity coefficient P and the turbulence coefficient
D. Equation 2-17a can be written for pseudo-steady-state flow as

/ Q 472r \
p \ -pi = 1.422 x 1 O3PL8ZT f i n ' e +s)qsc

+ 3..«. x . O H ^ < 2 _ n b )



This form of the equation includes the assumption that re ̂ > rw. Equating the
terms and multiplying qjc in Eqs. 2-17a and 2-17b yields

1.422 x 103AgZr 3.161 x lO~nygzT
Vh D = Tjfi p

or

D = 2.22 x IQ-1V^
flghrw

Expressing /? in terms of permeability from Eq. 2-14b, the preceding expres-
sion becomes

flghrwk02

In terms of pseudopressure treatment:

is(PR) ~ ^(Pw) = A'qsc + B'ql (2-17d)

where

. 1.422 XlO3Tf (QAlIre\ 1

and

^ 1 . 4 2 2 x 1 0 3 7 ^
kh

It is sometimes convenient to establish a relationship between the two pa-
rameters that indicate the degree of turbulence occurring in a gas reservoir.
These parameters are the velocity coefficient P and the turbulence coefficient
D. Equation 2-17d can be written for pseudo-steady-state flow as

/ Q 472r \
tiPR) ~ Ir(Pw) = 1-422 x 1 0 3 T i I n - — ^ +s\qsc

+ *.m*«r«r.T,d (2_17e)

This form of the equation includes the assumption that re^> rw. Equating the
terms and multiplying qjc in Eqs. 2-17d and 2-17e yields

1.422 x W3jjLgzT _ 3.161 x W~nygzT



or

D = 2.22 x I Q - 1 V ^
hrw

Expressing /3 in terms of permeability from Eq. 2-14b, the preceding ex-
pression becomes

2.5 Unsteady-State (Transient) Flow

A well flows in the unsteady-state or transient regime until the pressure
disturbance reaches a reservoir boundary or until interference from other
wells takes effect. Although the flow capacity of a well is desired for pseudo-
steady-state or stabilized conditions, much useful information can be obtained
from transient tests. This information includes permeability, skin factor, turbu-
lence coefficient, and average reservoir pressure. The procedures are developed
on transient testing and the relationship among flow rate, pressure, and time
will be presented in this section for various conditions of well performance
and reservoir types.

2.6 Gas Radial Diffusivity Equation

By combining an unsteady-state continuity equation with Darcy's law and
the gas equation of state, one can derive the diffusivity equation. The equation is

>(±>»J.).±lM (2-1 S ,
dx \ ix ox J dt

Equation 2-18 can be written in three-dimensional form:
a (kxPdp\ d (kyPdp\ 3 (kzP (dp \ \ a

Equation 2-19 represents a general form for the combination of the continu-
ity equation and Darcy's law. The final differential equation, which will result
from this equation, depends on the fluid and the equation of state of interest.

For the radial flow case we obtain in a similar manner

ld/rpkrdp\ 3

r Sr \ fi or J dt



In the case of flow of a nonideal gas, the gas deviation factor zg is introduced
into the equation of state to give

'-iff <2-21)

RT Z8

If we assume laminar flow, neglect gravity, and assume constant rock prop-
erties, then Eq. 2-19 becomes, for isothermal conditions,

' ( i .y+ ' (4)+»(±*) .wi) (2-22)
dx\fjLzgdxJ dy\fizg oy J dz\/xzg dz/ k dt \zg J

For radial flow Eq. 2-22 can be expressed as

lL(jLr*E\ = ±L(E\ (2-23)
rdr\nzg dr/ kdt\zg/

Equation 2-23 in gasfield units is

\L(jLr^E\ = * d (p\ (2-24)
rdr\iizrdr) 0.000264 3f \ z /

Equation 2-24 can be modified to account for simultaneous flow of gas, oil,
and water; the equation is

rdr\dz) 0.000264A, dt K

where

z = gas deviation factor
ct = total system isothermal compressibility, psi"1

Xt — total mobility

ct = CgSg + coso + cwswcf (2-26)

Xt = *L + k + bL (2_27)
Hg ixo fiw

2.7 Basic Gas Flow Equations

Gas flow is characterized by Darcy's law and for a gas described by the
equation of state:

M p

»=Rfl <2-28)



Equation 2-19 becomes, for constant <p and k and negligible gravitational
forces,

JL(JL*E) + L(JL*£\ + 1(JL*£\
dx\(iZgdx) dy\nzgdy/ z\I^ZgdzJ

0.000264* 9*Vz«/

Equation 2-29 has a form similar to the following equation:

92p 92p d2p = 4>IMC dp

dx2 dy2 dz2 0.000264fc dt

For radial flow, the corresponding equation is

1 3 / 8p\ _ ^ c dp

rdr\ drj 0.000264fc dt

We define a pseudopressure,J*(/>), as follows:

p

x{r(p) = 2 f -?-dp (2-32)

Po

where po is a low base pressure, now:

d /P\^d(fg)dp ^cgPdp

dt\Zg) dp dt Zg St

because

8 p dp p dp

and also

dx/s _ dx/s dp dp

dt dp dt dx

Similar expressions apply for ^- and ̂ -. Thus, Eq. 2-29 becomes

dx \ dx ) dy\dy J dz \ dz ) 0.000264A: dt



For radial flow, the equivalent of Eq. 2-33 is

1 3 / 8 V A _ 0/xcg djr

rdr\ dr J 0.000264A; dt

2.8 One-Dimensional Coordinate Systems

Equation 2-29 may be expressed in terms of rectangular, cylindrical, or
spherical coordinates:

V2P = ^ I (2-35)
k at

where V2/? is the Laplacian of p. The expression "one-dimensional" refers to
a specified coordinate system. For example, one-dimensional flow in the x-
direction in rectangular coordinates may be expressed in cylindrical
coordinates.

Linear Flow

Flow lines are parallel, and the cross-sectional area of flow is constant and
is represented by Eq. 2-36, which is in the rectangular coordinate system and
is the one-dimensional form of Eq. 2-35:

d2p 4>ficdp
T-y = —r- — (2-36)
dx2 k dt

Fractures often exist naturally in the reservoir, and the flow toward the
fracture is linear.

Radial Cylindrical Flow

In petroleum engineering the reservoir is often considered to be circular and
of constant thickness h, with a well opened over the entire thickness. The flow
takes place in the radial direction only. The flow lines converge toward a central
point in each point, and the cross-sectional area of flow decreases as the center
is approached. Thus flow is directed toward a central line referred to as a line-
sink (or line-source in the case of an injection well). In the petroleum literature
it is often simply called radial flow in the cylindrical coordinate system and is
given by one-dimensional form of Eq. 2-35:



Radial Spherical Flow

If the well is not opened to the entire production formation because of a
thick reservoir (h is very large), then to measure vertical permeability, the
one-dimensional form of Eq. 2-35, in the spherical coordinate system, is of
interest. It is known as the radial-spherical flow equation and is given by

3 a/ dP\_^cdp

2.9 Radial Gas Flow Equations in Dimensionless
Variables and Groups

Equation 2-35 and the relevant boundary conditions in dimensionless terms
are:

V2(ApD) = -^-(ApD) (2-39)
OtD

where the subscript D means dimensionless, and the dimensionless terms are
defined in the next section for various modes of flow.

Pressure Treatment

The pressure case will be considered along with the boundary and initial
conditions. Assuming a well is producing at a constant rate qg from an infinite
reservoir, the equation governing flow is

B9_/9p\*?c*P
r dr\ or) k dt

with the following boundary and initial conditions:

Inner Boundary Condition:

Assuming at the wellbore, the flow rate is constant and from Darcy's law,

S- =k-^ for,>0 (2-41)
lnrh welI ii dr wdl

That is,

dr well 2 * k h



and in terms of standard conditions,

rdp =q^^Tl
dr well lnkh pTsc

Outer Boundary Condition:

At all times, the pressure at the outer boundary (radius = infinity) is the
same as the initial pressure, pt, that is,

p —>• pi as r —• o o

for all t.

Initial Condition

Initially, the pressure throughout the reservoir is constant, that is,

p = pi at t = O

for all t.
At this stage, the variables which affect the solution of Eq. 2-40 are /?, /?/,

r, rw, qsc, Vg, k, h, 0, c, and t. Let

&P = Pi- P
r

rD = —(dimensionless)
rw

APD~~~^~

Then Eq. 2-43 becomes

ro^(AP'D) = -q^Pf_lTsc (2-44)
drD

 u
 rD=1 pilnkhp

Let the dimensionless flow rate be

_ qsciiPscTl

Pi27tkhpTsc

Equation 2^44 becomes

9 ^ D L <ID \rD=x



Let the dimensionless pressure drop be

(Apf

D) pi -p
ApD = =

<7D Pi q D

Then Eq. 2-45 becomes

a
rD — (ApD) = - 1

3rD rD=\

Equation 2-37 becomes

1 A [ a ( A p D ) l = ^ a ( A p D ) (2^6)
?D orD L orD J k dt

Let dimensionless time be

kt
tD ~ 1 T

Equation 2-37, the radial cylindrical flow equation, may now be expressed
in dimensionless terms by

i a r a i a
— TT" VD J - ( A?D) = ^ T " ( APD) ( 2 " 4 7 )

with the boundary and initial conditions as follows:

1. rD^(ApD) =-l forfD>0
TD = I

2. ApD -> 0 as rD -+ oo for all rD

3. A/?z> = 0 attD =0 for all rz)

The solution of Eq. 2-47, which is the dimensionless form of Eq. 2-40, now
involves only ApD, to, and rD. The dimensionless terms in terms of pressure
treatment case are defined in gasfield units as follows:

0.0002637fcf
tD - . . - 2 (2-48)

Ap D = ?LUL^ (2-49)
Pi 9 D

and

= 7.085 x 1 0 V № - ( 2 _ 5 0 )

pkhpi



where/: = formation permeability, mD;f = time, hours; 0 = porosity, fraction;
flg = average gas viscosity, cP; T = reservoir temperature, 0R; z = gas
compressibility factor at average pressure; APD = dimensionless average
reservoir pressure, psia; pi = initial reservoir pressure, psia; h = reservoir
thickness, ft; qsc = gas flow rate, mmscfd; Tsc = base temperature, 0R; Psc =
base pressure, psia; and c = gas compressibility, psi"1.

Pressure Squared Treatment

Dimensionless variables in terms of pressure squared treatment are defined
in gasfield units as follows:

0.0002637**
to = . . . 2 (2-51)

PD = ^ V ^ - (2-52)
PiQD

and

qD = 77-2 (2-53)
khpf

Pseudopressure Treatment

Dimensionless variables in terms of pseudopressure treatment are defined
in gasfield units as follows:

0.0002637^
to = ^ . _ 2 (2-54)

ApD = — J~ (2-55)
№ QD

and

1.417 x lO«Tqsc

<1D = — (2-56)
khx//i

Example 2-4 Calculating Dimensionless Quantities Using p, p2, and x/r (p)
Treatment

A gas reservoir was produced at a constant rate qsc of 6.5 mmscfd for a time,
r, of 36 hours. The sandface pressure, pWf, at that time was 1750 psia. General
data are as follows:



p = 1925 psia, pt = 2100 psia, Zi = 0.842, Zi = 0.849, Zi750 = 0.855,
Ct = 0.000525 psi"1, Ci750 = 0.000571 psi"1, c = 0.000548 psi"1, k =
18.85 mD, T = 595°R, rw = 0.39 ft, 1̂- = 0.01495 cp, ft = 0.01430 cp,
/X1750 = 0.01365 cp, h = 40 ft, and </> = 0.138 fraction.

Calculate the dimensionless quantities to, PD, and qo using the p, p2, and
T/T treatments.

Solution Pressure treatment, /?, from Eq. 2-48:

0.0002637£r

0.0002637(18.85)(36) = Q g ?

" D (0.138)(0.01430)(0.000548)(0.39)2 ' '

From Eq. 2-50:

7.085 x lO5qscflTz

pkhpi

= 7.085 x 105(6.5)(0.0143)(595)(0.849) =Q0lQ9U

"q° (1925)(18.85)(40)(2100)

From Eq. 2-49:

. A = n-P =
 2 1 0 ° - 1 7 5 0

 = _^_ = 15 27
PD piqD 2100(0.010914) 22.92

Pressure-squared treatment, p2, from Eq. 2-51:

0.0002637fcr
to = ——3-^—

0.0002637(18.85)(36) = Q g 7

" D (0.138)(0.01430)(0.000548)(0.39)2

From Eq. 2-53:

1.417 x XO6ITqscjl
qD — 7T~i

khpf

= 1.417 x 106(0.849)(595)(6.5)(0.0143) =

(18.85)(40)(2100)2



From Eq. 2-52:

^ = ^
Pi ID

= 21002 - 1.7502
 =

21002(0.020010)

Pseudopressure treatment, \fr, from Eq. 2-54:

0.0002637&f
tD = —--rr-2—

0.0002637(18.85)(36) _

" D (0.138)(0.01430)(0.000548)(0.39)2 ' '

From Eq. 2-56:

1.417 x 1 0 6 T ^
qD = khfi

Pi = 2100 psia 4> r̂1- = 335 mmpsia2/cp

From Eq. 2-55:

A ^i ~ irwf
&PD = —;

p = 1,750 psia «-> yjf(p) = 223 mmpsia2/cp

(335-223)IQ6

' • A P D = 335 x 10^(0.021696) = 1 5 ' 4 1

Calculating Gas-Pseudopressure t/̂ (/;) Function

Accuracy of gas well test analysis can be improved in some cases if the pseu-
dopressure \/f(p) is used instead of approximations written in terms of pressure
or pressure squared. In this section, we discuss the calculations of pseudo-
pressure. Detailed discussion, including systematic development of working
equations and application to drawdown, buildup, and deliverability tests, is
provided in Ref. 2. The applications of real gas pseudopressure i//(p) to flow
in gas wells under practical conditions are as follows:



1. When turbulence is not present, the drawdown test provides accurate
results. When turbulence is significant, the drawdown test can be mis-
leading.

2. The buildup test can be interpreted accurately even with extreme
turbulence.

3. The use of a p2 well-test plot is usually equivalent to the A(p) method,
when well pressures are below 2000 psi.

4. Flow capacity can be determined accurately from (p)2 or p well-test
plots if point values, rather than average values, are used for slopes and
gas properties.

Calculation of Pseudopressure

Gas pseudopressure, i/s(p), is defined by the integral

p

Ir(P) = 2 I ^-dp (2-57)
J ^z

pBASE=o

An example will illustrate this calculation.

Example 2-5 Calculating Gas Pseudopressure
Given data are gas gravity = 0.7, T = 2000F. Gas properties as functions

of pressure are given in Table 2-3.

Solution Use the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration.
For p = 150psia,

*(150) = 2 / ^ ^ 2 [ ( ^ ) o + ^ ) l 5 o ] ( 1 5 O - O )
J MZ 2

Phase

= 2 [ Q + 1 2 ? 2 9 0 ] ( 1 5 0 ) = 1.844 x 106 psia2/cp

Table 2-3
Gas Properties as Functions of Pressure

Pressure P Gas viscosity Compressibility p/v>z
(psia) (cP) factor z (psia/cP)

150 0.01238 0.9856 12,290
300 0.01254 0.9717 24,620
450 0.01274 0.9582 36,860



For p = 300 psia,

[YJl) +(*-) 1
^(300) = 1.844 x 106 + 2 *z 5 0 — ^ 30° (300 - 150)

-..844XlQO + 2 ' ' 2 ' 2 9 0 + 2 4 '6 2 0 '(300-.5Q

= 7.381 x 106psia2/cp

2.10 Analytical Solutions of Gas Flow Equations

Radial flow geometry is of greatest interest in gas well testing. This radial
flow equation was developed in terms of dimensionless variables in previous
sections. It is Eq. 2-41 and is repeated below.

i a r a i a
—-r- VD j - (A?D) = ̂ r (A?D) (2-58)

?D drD L drD J dtD

Equation 2-58 can be solved for pressure as a function of flow rate and
time. Solutions to Eq. 2-47 depend on the reservoir type, the boundary and
initial conditions. Direct analytical solutions will be presented in this section.

Constant Production Rate, Radial Cylindrical Flow,
Infinite-Acting Reservoir (Transient)

The Eq. 2-58 is reduced to an ordinary differential equation by applying the
Boltzmann transformation X = r^/^to). This is then solved by separating
the variables and integrating with the above three conditions. The equation
form of the solution is

ApD = -0.5Ei(-^-) (2-59)

or

a"° = - a 5 £ ' ( - a = s ) ^



Values of Ap D versus to can be found in Ref. 5 for various reservoir sizes,
that is, for various values of rD. Et is the exponential integral and is defined by

OO

/

e~udu x x x

'-^ = ln(1.781) - £ + JL^ _ *
u 1! 2 x 2! 3 x 3!

JC

X4 (~x)n

4 x 4 ! n x n\
For values of x less than 0.02, Eq. 2-62 can approximate the exponential

integral with an error of less than 0.6:

Ei(-x) = ln(1.78Lc) for* < 0.02 (2-62)

For computing pressures at the borehole such as drawdown pressures or
buildup pressures Eq. 2-61 may be used. However, if practical units are used
and logarithms to the base 10 are used, constants for Eq. 2-62 must be evalu-
ated. Darcy units apply to Eq. 2-62. Table 2^- lists Darcy units and practical
units.

For x > 10.9 the exponential integral is closely approximated by zero. To
evaluate the Ei function, we can use Table 2-5 for 0.02 < x 10.9.

Thus Eq. 2-59 becomes

pD = 0.5 l n f - ^ f y ) for ^ > 100 (2-59a)

pD = 0.5| In(-J 1 + 0.809071 for % > 25 (2-63)
L \rD/ J rD

Table 2-4
Darcy and Practical Units for Parameters in the
Exponential Solution of the Diffusivity Equation

Parameter or
variables Darcy units Practical units

C vol/vol/atm vol/vol/psi
(f> Porosity Porosity
h cm ft
K Darcy Millidarcies
/x Centipoise Centipoise



Table 2-5
Values of the Exponential Integral, -Et(-x) (after Lee, © SPE, Well

Testing, 1982)5

-Ei(-x), 0.000 < 0.209, interval - 0.001

Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.00 oo 6.332 5.639 5.235 4.948 4.726 4.545 4.392 4.259 4.142
0.01 4.038 3.944 3.858 3.779 3.705 3.637 3.574 3.514 3.458 3.405
0.02 3.355 3.307 3.261 3.218 3.176 3.137 3.098 3.062 3.026 2.992
0.03 2.959 2.927 2.897 2.867 2.838 2.810 2.783 2.756 2.731 2.706
0.04 2.681 2.658 2.634 2.612 2.590 2.568 2.547 2.527 2.507 2.487
0.05 2.468 2.449 2.431 2.413 2.395 2.378 2.360 2.344 2.327 2.311
0.06 2.295 2.280 2.265 2.249 2.235 2.220 2.206 2.192 2.178 2.164
0.07 2.251 2.138 2.125 2.112 2.099 2.087 2.074 2.062 2.050 2.039
0.08 2.027 2.016 2.004 1.993 1.982 1.971 1.960 1.950 1.939 1.929
0.09 1.919 1.909 1.899 1.889 1.879 1.870 1.860 1.851 1.841 1.832
0.10 1.823 1.814 1.805 1.796 1.788 1.770 1.770 1.762 1.754 1.745
0.11 1.737 1.729 1.721 1.713 1.705 1.697 1.690 1.682 1.675 1.667
0.12 1.660 1.652 1.645 1.638 1.631 1.623 1.616 1.609 1.603 1.696
0.13 1.589 1.582 1.576 1.569 1.562 1.556 1.549 1.543 1.537 1.530
0.14 1.524 1.518 1.512 1.506 1.500 1.494 1.488 1.482 1.476 1.470
0.15 1.465 1.459 1.453 1.448 1.442 1.436 1.431 1.425 1.420 1.415
0.16 1.409 1.404 1.399 1.393 1.388 1.383 1.378 1.373 1.368 1.363
0.17 1.358 1.353 1.348 1.343 1.338 1.333 1.329 1.324 1.319 1.315
0.18 1.310 1.305 1.301 1.296 1.292 1.287 1.283 1.278 1.274 1.269
0.19 1.265 1.261 1.256 1.252 1.248 1.244 1.239 1.235 1.231 1.227
0.20 1.223 1.219 1.215 1.211 1.207 1.203 1.199 1.195 1.191 1.187

-Et(-x),0.00 < x < 2.09, interval = 0.01

0.0 oo 4.0380 3.3548 2.9592 2.6813 2.4680 2.2954 2.1509 2.0270 1.9188
0.1 1.8230 1.7372 1.6596 1.5890 1.5242 1.4645 1.4092 1.3578 1.3099 1.2649
0.2 1.2227 1.1830 1.1454 1.1099 1.0763 1.0443 1.0139 0.9850 0.9574 0.9310
0.3 0.9057 0.8816 0.8584 0.8362 0.8148 0.7943 0.7745 0.7555 0.7372 0.7195
0.4 0.7024 0.6860 0.6701 0.6547 0.6398 0.6354 0.6114 0.5979 0.5848 0.5721
0.5 0.5598 0.5479 0.5363 0.5350 0.5141 0.5034 0.4931 0.4830 0.4732 0.5721
0.6 0.4544 0.4454 0.4366 0.4281 0.4197 0.4116 0.4036 0.3959 0.3884 0.3810
0.7 0.3738 0.3668 0.3600 0.3533 0.3468 0.3404 0.3342 0.3281 0.3221 0.3163
0.8 0.3107 0.3051 0.2997 0.2944 0.2892 0.2841 0.2791 0.2742 0.2695 0.2648
0.9 0.2602 0.2558 0.2514 0.2471 0.2429 0.2388 0.2348 0.2308 0.2270 0.2232
1.0 0.2194 0.2158 0.2122 0.2087 0.2053 0.2019 0.1986 0.1954 0.1922 0.1891
1.1 0.1861 0.1831 0.1801 0.1772 0.1744 0.1716 0.1689 0.1662 0.1636 0.1610
1.2 0.1585 0.1560 0.1536 0.1512 0.1488 0.1465 0.1442 0.1420 0.1398 0.1377
1.3 0.1355 0.1335 0.1314 0.1294 0.1274 0.1255 0.1236 0.1217 0.1199 0.1181
1.4 0.1163 0.1146 0.1129 0.1112 0.1095 0.1079 0.1063 0.1047 0.1032 0.1016



Table 2-5 (Continued)
1.5 0.1002 0.0987 0.0972 0.0958 0.0944 0.0930 0.0917 0.0904 0.0890 0.0878
1.6 0.0865 0.0852 0.0840 0.0828 0.0816 0.0805 0.0793 0.0782 0.0771 0.0760
1.7 0.0749 0.0738 0.0728 0.0718 0.0708 0.0698 0.0679 0.0669 0.0669 0.0660
1.8 0.0651 0.0642 0.0633 0.0624 0.0616 0.0607 0.0599 0.0591 0.0583 0/0575
1.9 0.0567 0.0559 0.0552 0.0545 0.0537 0.0530 0.0523 0.0516 0.0509 0.0503
2.0 0.0496 0.0490 0.0483 0.0477 0.0471 0.0465 0.0459 0.0453 0.0448 0.0432

2.0 < x < 10.9, interval = 0.1

2 4.89 4.26 3.72 3.25 2.84 2.49 2.19 1.92 1.69 1.48
3 1.30 1.15 1.01 8.94 7.89 6.87 6.16 5.45 4.82 4.27
4 3.78 3.35 2.97 2.64 2.34 2.07 1.84 1.64 1.45 1.29
5 1.15 1.02 9.08 8.09 7.19 6.41 5.71 5.09 4.53 4.04
6 3.60 3.21 2.86 2.55 2.28 2.03 1.82 1.62 1.45 1.29
7 1.15 1.03 9.22 8.24 7.36 6.58 5.89 5.26 4.71 4.21
8 3.77 3.37 3.02 2.70 2.42 2.16 1.94 1.73 1.55 1.39
9 1.24 1.11 9.99 8.95 8.02 7.18 6.44 5.77 5.17 4.64
10 4.15 3.73 3.34 3.00 2.68 2.41 2.16 1.94 1.74 1.56x60"6

ApD varies with the boundary conditions, but for the case of constant pro-
ductivity rate from an infinite-acting reservoir, Ap& is given by

ApD = -0.5Ei(-^-\ (2-64)

When r = rw, rD = 1. In terms of the logarithmic approximation, from
Eq. 2-63

ApD = 0.5 (In tD + 0.809) for tD > 25 (2-65)

It is evident that pD for an infinite-acting reservoir is identical to the rD = 1
curve for po, is expressed in dimensionless terms, and is the value at the
well without inertial-turbulent and skin effects.1 The effects of skin inertial-
turbulent flow are treated earlier.

Example 2-6 Calculating Flowing Pressure at the Well due to Laminar
Flow in an Infinite-Acting Reservoir Using py p

2, and Pseudopressure Treat-
ments.

Using the following data, calculate the pressure at the well after a flowing
time of 24 hours using p, p2, and ty treatment. Given data are h = 40 ft,
k — 20 mD, pi = 2000 psia, rw = 0.399 ft, T = 5800R, qsc = 7.0 mmscfd,
0 = 0.16, z = 0.850, (I = 0.0152 cP, c = 0.00061 psi"1.



Solution Pressure treatment:
From Eq. 2-54:

0.0002637**
tD = , - - 9

= 0-0002637(20)(24) =

0.16(0.0152)(0.00061)(0.399)2

From Eq. 2-65, since tD > 25:

:.ApD = 0.5(lnfD+0.809)

= 0.5(ln(535,935) + 0.809)) = 7.00

The value of ApD can also be obtained from Ref. 5, rp = 1.0 curve.
First trial:

Assume

p = Pi = 2000 psia

From Eq. 2-50:

7.085 x 105zTqscfl
QD = —TT

pkhpt
^ 7.085 x 105(0.85)(580)(7.0)(0.0152) ^

(2000) (20) (40) (2000)

Using Eq. 2^9:

PiQD

P = Pi- Pi&PDQD == 2000 - 2000(0.01161)(7.00)
= 2000- 163 = 1837 psia

Second trial:
Assume

„ Pi+p 2000+1837 .
P = — y - = 2 = pSia

From Eq. 2-50:

7.085 x 105(0.85)(580)(7.0)(0.0152)
H 1919(20)(40)(2000)



or

p = 2000 - 2000(7.0)(0.01210) = 1831 psia

Third trial:
Assume

_ Pi+p 2000+1831 .
p = —j- = = 1916 psia

= 7.085 x 105(0.85)(0.0152)(580)(7.0)
qD 1916(20)(40)(2000)

or

p = 2000 - 2000(7.0)(0.01212) = 1830 psia

Pressure-squared treatment:
Assuming /2, z, and c are constants, therefore, using Eqs. 2-65 and 2-53:
From Eq. 2-53:

1.417 x 106zTqscfl
q° = TTi

khpf

= 1.417 x 106(0.85)(580)(7.00)(0.0152)
(20) (40) (2000)2

From Eq. 2-52:

AP. = ^

PiQD
or

p = yjpf - pfApDqD = [20002 - 20002(7.00)(0.02323)]a5

= 1830 psia

(the same as the results from the pressure treatment).



Pseudopressure treatment:
The values of z,, /z, and c,- are calculated at pt; therefore

ft = 329.6 mmpsia2/cP, zi = 0.84, /x, = 0.0156 cP,

Ci = 0.00058 psi"1

From Eq. 2-54:

_ 0.0002637^

(frliiCtrl

= 0.0002637(20)(24) =

(0.16)(0.0156)(0.00058)(0.399)2

Since to > 25 and using Eq. 2-65:

Ap D = 0.5 (In f z) +0.809)

= 0.5[ln(549,203) + 0.809] = 7.013

From Eq. 2-56:

1.417 x 106 Tqsc

APD = khtt

= 1.417 x ltf(S8O)C7.O) =

(20) (40) (329.6 x 106)

From Eq. 2-55:

ApD = —: L

^tq D

Therefore:

^wf= ^i - 1^i q D Ap D

= 329.6 x 106 - 329.6 x 106(0.02182)(7.013)

= 279.16 mmpsia2/cP =1818 psia

The values of pwf calculated by the /?, p2, and ^ treatments are 1830,1830,
and 1818 psi respectively.

Example 2-7 Calculating Flowing Pressure away from the Well due to
Laminar Flow in an Infinite-Acting Reservoir Using p, p2, and Pseudopressure
Treatments



A gas well is situated in an infinite-acting reservoir. Calculate the flowing
pressure, due to laminar flow, at a radius of 100 feet from the well, after 24
hours of production. Reservoir and well data are as follows:

Pt = 2000 psia, V, = 329.6 mmpsia2/cP, n = 0.835, fit = 0.0159 cP,
C1 = 0.00055 psia"1, r = 50 ft, rw = 0.33 ft, 0 = 0.15, k = 20 mD,
t = 24 hours, qsc = 7.50 mmscfd, T = 5800R, h = 40 ft.

Solution From Eq. 2-54:

0.0002637JU
tD — 1 9

= 0-0002637(20X24)

(0.15)(0.0159)(O.0O055)(0.33)2

rw .33

tD _ 886,079 _

- ̂  - " w -38-35

Since -z- > 25 and using Eq. 2-63:

ApD = 0.5[ln( % J + 0.809071

= 0.5[ln(38.35) + 0.80907] = 2.228

From Eq. 2-56:

1.417 x \06Tqsc
qD = TTTi

= 1.417 x ltf(S80)(7.50) =

(20)(40) (329.6 x 106)

From Eq. 2-55:

^PD = ~

.'-fwf= ft -fi&pDqD

= 329.6 x 106 - 329.6 x 106(2.228) (0.02338)

= 327.88 mmpsia2/cP

Using the \(r-p curve, pwf = 19Al psia.



Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Finite Reservoir, Constant
Production Rate, with No Flow at Outer Boundary
(Pseudo-Steady-State)

Equation 2-58 can be written as follows:

d2 Id d
—=- (Ap D) + — — (Ap D) = — (Ap D) (2-66)
drp rD drD dtD

Using Laplace transform15 and Bessel functions, ApD, which is the solution
at the well, is obtained as follows.

For values of tD < 0.25 r2
eD :

ApD = 0.5 Info + 0.80907) (2-67)

For -^- > 0.25: the equation of the form solution is

ApD = -f+ ln(0.472 reD) (2-68)

where

rereD —
rw

Values of ApD versus tD can be found in Ref. 5 for various reservoir sizes.
At early times the solution is represented by Eq. 2-61 and for large times and
where rw « r e , the solution at the well is given by Eq. 2-68. The transition
from infinite to finite behavior occurs at

tD ^ 0 .25 r2
eD (2-68a)

Example 2-8 Calculating Flowing Sandface Pressure in Finite-Acting
(Closed) Reservoir

A gas well in a finite-acting (closed) reservoir (re = 1850 ft) was produced
at a constant rate of 7.5 mmscfd. Assuming gas composition, reservoir, and
well data pertinent to the test are the same as in Example 2-1 , calculate the
flowing sandface pressure, /?w/, after 80 days of production.

Solution Since the gas is the same as that of Example 2-1 , the \js-p curve
already constructed for Figure 2-1 is applicable to this problem.

t = 80 x 24 = 1920 hours



From Eq. 2-54:

0.0002637fo

= 0-0002637(20)(l,920) =

(0.15)(0.0159)(0.00055)(0.33)2

From Eq. 2-56:

1.417 x W6Tqsc

kh\j/i

= 1.417 x 10*(580)(7.5)
(20)(40)(329.6 x 106)

re 1850
reD = — = —— = 5606

rw .33

r2
eD = 56062 = 31,427,236

70,886,315
lreD 31,427,236

Since 1^Li > 0.25, A/?/) is given by Eq. 2-68:
" eD

ApD = ^- + ln(0.472 reD)

= 2(2.256) + ln(0.472 x 5606)

= 12.392

:.fwf= ft -fiApDqD

= 329.6 x 106 - 329.6 x 106(12.392)(0.02338)

= 234.11 mmpsia2/cP

pwf= 1790 psia (Figure 2-1)

The transition from infinite to finite behavior occurs at

025^/w2,
0.0002637)k

0.25(31,427,236)(0.l5)(0.0159)(0.00055)(0.33)2

= 0.0002637(20) ~ = 2U* h°WS



Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Finite Circular Reservoir,
Constant Production Rate with Constant Pressure
at Outer Boundary (Steady-State Conditions)

The conditions for this situation are:

1. Flow rate at the well is constant
2. The pressure at the boundary is constant at all times, pe = pv for all t
3. Initially the pressure throughout the reservoir is uniform

By the use of the Laplace transform, Bessel functions,3 and the above bound-
ary conditions, the solution of the Eq. 2-66 is found to be (Carslaw and Jaeger,
1959, p. 334)20

ApD = In reD fovtD > 1.0 r*D (approximately) (2-69)

This equation may also be derived directly by integration of Darcy's law
for a radial flow. Equation 2-69 represents the steady-state condition. Values
of ApD versus to can be found in Ref. 5 for various reservoir sizes, which are
for various values of rr>.

Example 2-9 Calculation of Flowing Bottom-Hole Pressure Assuming
Steady-State Conditions

Rework Example 2-9, assuming a steady-state condition is achieved after
long producing time. Calculate the flowing bottom hole pressure, pwf, after
1920 hours of production.

Solution From Example 2-8, we have tD = 70,886,315, qD = 0.02338,
reD = 5606, (reD)2 = 31,427,236. Since tD > l.Or^,, ApD is given by
Eq. 2-69,

ApD = ln(reD) = ln(5606) = 8.632

From Eq. 2-55:

V v = ^i -fi^PDqD

= 329.6 x 106 - 329.6 x 106(8.632)(0.02338)

= 263.8 mmpsia2/cP

From Figure 2-1 , pwf = 1970 psia.



Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Infinite and Finite Circular
Reservoir, Constant Production Rate, Solution at the Well

The Apr> functions may also be expressed in steady-state form by intro-
ducing the idea of an effective drainage radius. This concept, along with the
concepts of radius of investigation and time to stabilization, is discussed in de-
tail hereafter. Possible expressions for the effective drainage radius for various
systems are as follows.

Infinite reservoir:

ln( — ) = -OntD + 0.809) fortD > 25. (2-70)
\rw J 2

Closed outer boundary:

rd = 0A72re for tD > 0.25r2
eD (2-7Oa)

Constant-pressure outer boundary:

rd = re for rd = re

In terms of pressure treatment:

ApD = ^ ^ = I n ( ^ ) (2-71)
Pi q D \rw/

In terms of pressure-squared:

f\Pli = JrA (2-72)
pf q D VwJ

In terms of pseudopressure:

±J^l = drA\ (2_73)
VtqD VwJ

Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Constant Well Pressure, Infinite
and Finite Circular Reservoir

When the well is producing at a constant pressure, the flow rate is not
constant but declines continuously. The cumulative production is given by
Katz et al. (1959, p. 414)21 and may be written as

Gp = 2ncl>crlh^^-(pi - pwf)QpD (2-74)



where

Gp = cumulative gas produced, and
QpD — dimensionless total production number which has been tabulated

for certain boundary conditions, and can be found in Ref. 5.

For tD < 0.01:

QPD = i f ) (2-75)

For tD > 200 or

-4.29881 + 2.02566rDto oc QpD = ^ : (2-76)
mtD

0.0002631kt

In terms of pressure-squared treatment:

O.m<phrlc(pf - plf)
P = T ^ QpD (2-77)

where

Gp- cumulative gas produced, mscf, and
rD = r/rw

Values of QpD as a function of dimensionless time to and dimensionless
radius can be found in tabular form in Ref. 5.

Linear Flow, Constant Production Rate, Infinite Reservoir

When flow is in the vicinity of a fracture (of length x/), the flow will be
linear and the pressure at any distance x from the sandface {x / 0) is given
by Katz et al. (1959, p. 411)21 as

*•- M%T'->(-£)-4K^)I <2-78)
where

0.0002637fo
to = .__ 2 (2-79)

<t>ixcxj



Xf is half fracture length, ft

x
xD = —

xf

In terms of pressure treatment:

4.467 x UPzTqxJh
qo = — (2-80)

pkhpi

In terms of pressure-squared treatment:

8.933 x l06zTqscfl

<lD = TT—2 (2-81)
khpf

In terms of pseudopressure treatment:
8.933 x 106Tqsc

qu = — (2-82)
khfi

and erf is the error function defined as
X

erf X = -^- [ e~t2dt (2-83)
V* J

o

erf(oo) = 1, the complementary error function, and is defined by

OO

erfc x = 1 - erf x = -^= f e~{''dt (2-83b)
x

The values of error and complementary functions are given in Table 2-6.
Radial-Spherical Flow, Constant Production Rate,
Infinite Reservoir

The dimensionless ApD, at any radius r, is given by (Carslaw and Jaeger,
1959, p. 261)20

1 / r 2 \ a 5

ApD = -erfc(-^\ (2-84)
2 \4fD/



Table 2-6
Complementary Error Function (after Katz et al., 1959,

© McGraw-Hill)21

X erf x erfc x = 1 — erf x

0.0 0.0000 1.0000
0.1 0.1114 0.8887
0.2 0.2227 0.7773
0.3 0.3256 0.6745
0.4 0.4284 0.5716
0.5 0.5162 0.4839
0.6 0.6039 0.3961
0.7 0.6730 0.3268
0.8 0.7421 0.2579
0.9 0.7924 0.2076
1.0 0.8427 0.1573
1.1 0.8765 0.1235
1.2 0.9103 0.0897
1.3 0.9313 0.0687
1.4 0.9523 0.0477
1.5 0.9643 0.0356
1.6 0.9763 0.0237
1.7 0.9827 0.0173
1.8 0.9891 0.0109
1.9 0.9922 0.0078
2.0 0.9953 0.0047
2.1 0.9967 0.0033
2.2 0.9981 0.0019
2.3 0.9987 0.0013
2.4 0.9993 0.0007
2.5 0.9996 0.0005
2.6 0.9998 0.0002
2.7 0.9999 0.0001
2.8 0.9999 0.0001
2.9 1.0000 0.0000
3.0 1.0000 0.0000
3.1 1.0000 0.0000
3.2 1.0000 0.0
3.3 1.0000 0.0
3.4 1.0000 0.0
3.5 1.0000 0.0
3.6 1.0000 0.0
3.7 1.0000 0.0
3.8 1.0000 0.0
3.9 1.0000 0.0
4.0 1.0000 0.0



where

0.0002637fr

In terms of pressure treatment:

7.110 XlOPzTqxH
qD = — (2-86)

pkrpt

In terms of pressure-squared treatment:

1.422xl06zr^c/2
#£> = ;—5 (2-87)

In terms of pseudopressure treatment:

1.422 x IVTq30qD = j — (2-85)

In thick formations, radial-spherical flow may exist in the vicinity of the well
when only a limited portion of the formation is opened to flow.

2.11 Application of Superposition Techniques

Superposition may be considered to be a problem-solving technique in
which the pressure behavior at any point at any time is the sum of the histories
of each of the effects that may be considered to affect the solution at that point.
Particular applications of superposition, which are important in the analysis of
pressure test data, are discussed in the following section.

Investigating for Rate Change Effects

The following example will illustrate the principle of superposition as
applied to the pressure drawdown due to two different flow rates. The method
may be extended to any number of changing flow rates. Thus the total pressure
drop for the well would be

(Axj/)totai = \^iApDiqm\qi + \i/iApD2qD2\q2-qi

+ I x/fi ApD3qD3 \q3.q2 + • • •. (2-89)

fmf = r̂1. - (Aif)total (2-90)

The variable-rate production history is illustrated in Figure 2-2.



Time t, hours

Figure 2-2. Variable-rate production of a gas well.

Example 2—10 Calculating Flowing Sandface Pressure Accounting for Rate
Change Effects

A well situated in an infinite-acting reservoir was produced at constant rate
of 5 mmscfd for 55 hours, at which time the flow rate was changed to 15
mmscfd. The stabilized shut-in pressure, pR, prior to the test was 2100 psia.
General data pertinent to the test are as follows: k = 25 mD, T = 6000R,
rw = 0.35 ft, h = 35 ft, 0 = 0.16, a = 0.00053 psi"1, /x, = 0.0147 cP,
i/ri = 320 mmpsia2/cP, t\ = 45 hours, ^ = 70 hours, q\ = 5 mmscfd, ^2 = 15
mmscfd.

Using the principle of superposition, calculate the flowing sandface pres-
sure, pwf, after 40 hours of production at the increased flow rate.

Solution Total production time = t\ + ti — 45 + 70 = 115 hours.
From Eq. 2-54:

0.0002637JU
to = — Y~

_ 0.0002637(25) (115) _
tm ~ (0.16)(0.0147)(0.00053)(0.35)2 = ' ' ?

tm = (0.16)(0.0147)(0.00053)(0.35)2 = 3 ' 0 2 2 ' 0 3 1
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From Eq. 2-56:

1427 x 103r^c
qD = —kWt—

qm = (25X35X320 *: 106) = 0 0 1 5 1 8

1427 x 106(600)(10)
qm = (25)(35)(320 x 10«) = a O 3 0 3 6

Since the reservoir is infinite-acting, Eq. 2-65 applies, so that

Ap D - 0.5 [lnfD + 0.809]

APDI = 0.5 [ln(4,964,765) + 0.809] = 8.1134

ApD2 = 0.5 [In(3,022,031) + 0.809] = 7.86522

(A\/r) totai = iriApDiqDi + tiApmqm

= 320 x 106(8.1134)(0.01518) + 320 x 106(7.86522)(0.03036)

= 115.82 mmpsia2/cP

ftwf= ^i - (Al//)total

= 320 x 106 - 115.82 x 106 = 204.18 mmpsia2/cP

from Figure 2-1; .-. pwf— 1604 psia.

Estimating for Effects of More Than One Well

In some cases more than one well is producing from a common reservoir.
As an example, consider three wells A, B, and C that start to produce at the
same time, from an infinite-acting reservoir, the pressure at a point C in the
producing wells (see Figure 2-3). Thus the pressure at a point C in the reservoir
is obtained by superposing (adding) the solution at point C due to well A to
that at point C due to well B. Each of these solutions is independent of the
other and, to obtain it, the pressure behavior at any point r in the reservoir is
required: that is, the general solution of the partial differential equation and



Figure 2-3. Three wells in an infinite reservoir,

not just the solution at the well. Thus

Ap\PointC = A<7AJ-0.5£, ( J f )1 + PiqBD\-0.5Ei ( ^ ) ] (2-91)

where

rA — distance from C to well A.
rAD = rA/rw

rB = distance from C to well B
rBD = rB/rw

This is the basis of "interference" type tests used to determine reservoir
characteristics. In such a test, point C is really an observation well and the
interference of other producing wells is measured at C. Figure 2-3 illustrates
this concept.

Example 2-11 Accounting for the Effects of More Than One Well
Consider the three wells in Figure 2-4. Well B is put on production at rate

of 3.0 mmscfd after well A has produced for 2 months at a rate of 5.2 mmscfd.
After well A has produced 3 months, what is the pressure at well C, where a
well C is to be drilled? Rock and fluid properties are as follows:

Pi = 3700 psia, 1̂- = 772.56 mmpsia2/cP, a = 0.00023 psi"1, fit =
0.0235 cP, 0 = 0.1007 fraction, rw = 0.4271 ft, T = 7100R, A = 41 ft,
k = 8.5 mD.

WeIlC Weil B

Distance, rAB

WeIlA

Distance, rAC



Well A Well B
Ii = 2 months '2 = 3 months

qsc, = 5.2 mmscfd qsc2 = 3.0 mmscfd

Figure 2-4. Illustration of three wells in infinite system.

Solution From Eq. 2-51:

0.0002637/:?
tD = — 5—

- ° - 0 0 0 2 6 3 7 x 8.5 x 2 x 30.5 x 24
tDA ~ 0.1007(0.0235) (0.00023) (0.4271 )2 ' ' "

- ° - 0 0 0 2 6 3 7 x 8.5 x 3 x 30.5 x 24
tm ~ 0.1007(0.0235)(0.00023)(0.4271)2 ' ' "

From Eq. 2-56:

1427 x 1037tfsc
qD= kWt

1427 x 103(710)(5.2)
qm = (8.5)(41)(772.56 x 10') = ° -° 1 9 5 6 8

1427 x 103(710)(3.0)
qm = (8.5)(41)(772.56 x 10«) = °-° 1 1 2 8 9

rA = distance from well C to well A = 700 ft

rA 700
' " = ; ; = a427T = 1638-96

rB = distance from well C to well B = 1000 ft

r"> = o ^ r = 2-341-37

WeIlC



Using Eq. 2-91:

ApLeuc = Pi(qAD)\o.5Ei(^-X\ + p, (̂ Z>B) fo.5^ ( ^ p - ) l

8370^HHiS]]
+ 3,700(0.011289)[0.5£i(^|fl|^)]

= 72.4016[0.5E,-(0.020318)] +41.7693[0.5E1-(0.027644)]

From Table 2-5, E1-(0.020318) = 3.355 and E1-(0.027644) = 3.062

... ApU//c = 72.4016[0.5(3.355)] +41.7693[0.5(3.062)]

= 185.40 psia

Pressure at well C = 3700 - 185.50 = 3515 psia.

Determining Pressure Change Effects

Superposition is also used in applying the constant pressure-rate case. In
cases where two pressure changes have occurred, the constant-pressure solu-
tion will be applied to each individual pressure change. This means that in this
particular case we have to use Eq. 2-92 two times. The following generalized
form of Eq. 2-92 will be used in applying the principle of superposition to
pressure changes in the constant-pressure case:

Gp = -— 2L [ ~^~) Qp° ( 2 " 9 2 )

1 y=i \ z /

AP2j = Pirn - PLw

and

i t x j A / PoId + Pnew \

z is calculated at I — — 1

For illustration, let us assume that a well has experienced the pressure history
shown in Figure 2-5,



/ hours

Figure 2-5. Variable pressure history of a gas well.

Simulating Boundary Effects

The principle of superposition concept can be applied to infinite-acting
solutions to reservoirs that are limited in one or more direction, i.e., pressure
behavior in bounded fault. Figure 2-6 shows a well, A, located at a distance
L/2 from a no-flow barrier and producing at a constant rate. This system can
be treated by replacing the barrier by an imaging well Ar identical to the real
well but situated at a distance L from it. Thus the pressure history of the well
will be that of an infinite-acting well at A, plus the effect at point A' of an
infinite-acting well at A', that is,

ApD]-" = PiqD[-°-5Ei(-^iki)]
«— caused by A ->

-> effect of A' at A - •

Equation 2-67 may approximate the first Et term because the agreement is
usually less than 0.01 for all practical times. However the second Et term is not
true because of the presence of L2 (usually a large number) in the argument.
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Figure 2-6. Well near no-flow boundary illustrating use of imaging.

Therefore:

*PD = PiqD\o.5(\ntD +0.809) - °-5E<(-Q^Wkt)] (2~94)

The following example will illustrate the principle of superposition applied
to the simulation of no-flow barriers within a reservoir.

Example 2—12 Simulating No-Flow Boundaries within a Reservoir
In an infinite-acting gas reservoir, a well is situated 150 ft from a barrier and

produced at a constant rate of 5 mmscfd for 36 hours. The stabilized shut-in
reservoir pressure, /?#, prior to the test was 2100 psia. Calculate the flowing
bottom hole pressure. Other data are as follows:

k = 25 mD9 T = 5S0°R,h = 41ft,rw = 0.35 ft, 0 = 0.16, [X1 = 0.0157 cP,
Ct = 0.00059 psi"1, pi = 2,100 psia, Vv = 320 mmpsia2/cR

Solution From Eq. 2-51:

0.0002637fcf

= 0-0002637(25)(36) = ^ 3 0 7 3 9

(0.16)(0.0157)(0.00059)(0.35)2

From Eq. 2-56:

1417 x 10 3 r^ e
qD = khfi

_ 1417xlQ3(580)(5) _

(25)(41)(320 x 106)

No flow barrier

Image well, A

Real well A



Equation 2-55 may be written in terms of pseudopressure as

^Wf= ti -^i ApDqD

where

ApD = 0.5QntD + 0.809) - 0 . 5 £ , ( - ^ ^ )

= 0.5(ln 1,307,209+ 0.809)

0 5 E ( (0-1 6)(0 '0 1 5 7)( a 0 ( ) Q 5 9)(1 5 Q)2^
1V (0.00105)(25)(36) /

= 7.446 - 0.5E1-(-0.353) = 7.447 - 0.5(2.75) = 6.07

Therefore

VV = 320 x 106 - 320 x 106(6.07)(0.01253)

= 320 x 106 - 24.34 x 106 = 295.66 mmpsia2cP

from .-. pWf = 1865 psia.

Use of Horner's Approximation

In 1951, Horner11 introduced an approximation that could be used in many
cases to avoid the use of the tedious superposition principle as applied to model
production history of a variable-rate well instead of using the sequence of E1-
functions, i.e., one Et function for each rate change. With the help of this
approximation, we are able to use one equation with one single producing rate
and one single producing time.

Thus, mathematically,

., - ^ (2-95)
tflast

where

Gp = cumulative production, mmscf, and
qlast z= constant-rate just before shut-in, mmscfd.



Accounting for Different Reservoir Geometry

Ramey22 has presented models of pseudo-steady-state flow in more general
reservoir shapes. For practical applications, the concept of the shape factor,
CA, which depends on the shape of the area and the well position, is quite
useful. Defining a dimensionless time based on drainage area, A, as

0.0002637A*
tD = — — (2-51)

(pficA

tDA = tD

r-f (2-96)

Pi - Pw/ = PiqD\|ln(2'24^AfzMj + 4ntDA - F\ (2-97)

where dimensionless pressure ApD is

A № = > [ l n ( ^ p ) + 4 ^ _ F ] <2_98)
and F is the Matthews, Brons, and Hazebroek23 dimensionless pressure func-
tion that has been evaluated for various reservoir shapes and well locations. For
small values of tDA, that is, the transient region of flow, the well is infinite-acting
and

F = 4ntDA (2-99)

and

A P D = 0 . 5 1 n ( 2 - 2 4 5 ^ ) (2-100)

For large values of tDA, when all the boundaries have been felt, that is, at
pseudo-steady state,

F = In(C AtDA) (2-101)

and

ApD = 0.5 l n ( 2 ' r

2

2

4 ^ 8 A ) + 2^tDA (2-102)

The late transient between transient and pseudo-steady-state varies with
each situation. During this period, the pressure drop function may be obtained
from

APD = 0.5[ln( 2 - 2 4 5 J? A f n 4 ) + Antm - F ] (2-103)



Figure 2-7. Gas well is situated in the center of a rectangle.

Dimensionless pressure function / is obtained from Table B-I23 or graphic-
ally23 from Figures B-I through B-7. Shape factors CA for various drainage
shapes and well locations can be found from Table B-I.13

Example 2-13 Accounting for Different Reservoir Geometry
A gas well is situated in the center of a rectangle, as shown in Figure 2-7,

having closed no-flow boundaries and an area A of 8 x 106 sq ft, was produced
at a constant rate of 5 mmscfd. The stabilized shut-in reservoir pressure, /?#,
prior to the test was 2100 psia. Use gas composition given in Example 2-1.
Other data are as follows: k = 25 mD, T = 5800R, h = 41 ft, rw = 0.35 ft,
0 = 0.16, & = 0.0157 cP, Ci = 0.0059 psi"1, pR = 2100 psia, \jrR = 320
mmpsia2/cP.

Calculate flowing pressure, pwf, after 40 and 2000 hours of production.

Solution Since the gas is the same as that of Example 2-1, the ^ — P curve
already constructed (Figure 2-1) is applicable to the problem.

t = 40 hours:
From Eq. 2-51:

0.0002637£r
*DA = —7 :—

= 0-^637(25)(40) =

(0.16)(0.0157)(0.00059) (8 x 106)

From Eq. 2-56:

1417 x 103r^c
QD = TT-.

k hyi
= "17 x 103(580X5) , a 0 1 2 5 3

(25)((41)(320 x 106)



Calculate F from Table B-I:23 F = 0.2806.

From Eq. 2-103:

Apo=0 .5[ln^!^+4^-F]

= 05^ 2.2458(8 x g)(0.02224) + 4(22/7)(0 M253) _ „ 2 g 0 6 ]

= 7.29

Also,

^PD = —:
^iq D

After rearranging:

^wf - ft -fiApDqD

= 320 x 106 - 320 x 106(7.29)(0.01253) = 290.77 mmpsia2/cP

From the V - P curve (Figure 2-1), Pwf = 1845 psia.

t = 2000 hours:

From Eq. 2-51:

0.0002637^
tDA = 1 A

_ 0.0002637(25) (2000) _
~ (0.16)(0.0157)(0.00059)(8 x 106) ~

From Eq. 2-56:

1417 x 103r^c

4° = TTi
khy/i

= 1417 x 103(580X5)
(25)(41)(320 x 106)



Calculate F from Table B-I:23 F = 3.2000

From Eq. 2-103:

ApD = 0.5 In h 4ntDA - F
L ^w J

_ ^TMX9XgHUm +4(22/7)(0.01253) _ 3.200]

= 14.84

Also,

A n in - jfmf
^PD = —;

After rearranging the preceding equation:

^Wf= ^i -\lriApDqD

= 320 x 106 - 320 x 106(14.84)(0.01253) = 260.50 mmpsia2/cP

From the x// — p curve (Figure 2-1), Pwf = 1746 psia.
Alternatively, from Table B-2,13 tDA required for stabilization equals 0.15

and CA = 21.8369. Because tDA at 2000 hours = 1.1120 > 0.15, Eq. 2-102
can be used to evaluate ApD.

From Eq. 2-102:

/2.2458 A \
ApD = 0.5 InI 2̂ c J + 2ntDA

Therefore,

^Wf= fi -fiApDqD

= 320 x 106 - 320 x 106(14.84)(0.01253) = 260.50 mmpsia2/cP

From the x/r - p curve (Figure 2-1), Pwf = 1746 psia.



2.12 Choice of Equation for Gas Flow Testing
and Analysis

This section will discuss correlation of the gas flow solutions in terms of
the pressure; pressure squared, and real-gas pseudopressure approaches. An
analysis of these approaches has been conducted by Aziz, Mattar, Ko, and
Brar.7 They consider the analytical solution at the well for an infinite reservoir
given by Eq. 2-104:

ApD = -0.5Ei(-^-) (2-104)

Calculate the sandface pressure from this equation, using different ap-
proaches.

Pressure Case

For pressure >3000 psi the simpler form is in terms of pressure, p. The
differential equation is

±jL(r-\ = 0/XC gg (2-105)

rdr\ drj 0.000263Ik dt v ;

The diffusivity equation in dimensionless variables becomes

i a r a i a
— ^-\rD--(ApD) = —(ApD) (2-106)
rD drD L drD J dtD

The dimensionless time, ̂ , in Eq. 2-106 is defined by

| p = 0.0002637*,/JN

<t>rl \iLcJ

The definition of Ap#, however, is different for this approach. For the
pressure case,

kh K p )

Both quantities (^) and (^) in Eqs. 2-107 and 2-108 are evaluated at

(Pi + P) /2.



Pressure-Squared Case

For pressure <2000 psi a simple form in terms of p2 is more generally
applicable.

a y i dp2

 = <t>^c dp2

dr2 r dr 0.0002637/t dt

The diffusivity equation in dimensionless variables becomes

a ^ + 1 3 A ^ a
dr2

D rD drD dtD

The definition of Ap#, however, is different for this approach. For the
pressure-squared case,

^ = M.7xL"Z ) (2-1H)

The quantities ( ^ ) and (fiz) in Eqs. 2-107 and 2-108 are evaluated at p(.

Pseudopressure Case

For both low and high pressures the equation in terms of pseudopressure is
best fitted to this role, is denoted by x/r (p), and is defined by the integral10

p

Ir(P) = 2 f —dp (2-112)
J VZ

Phase

The differential equation in terms of this approach is

i a W_ №, w r2_113)

rdr\ dr J 0.0002637A: dt

The diffusivity equation in dimensionless variables becomes

± J L ( , 0 ^ ) = ^ <2_I14)

?D orD \ drD J dtD

The definition of Axj/j) is

The properties are evaluated at initial conditions.



2.13 Skin, IT Flow, and Wellbore Storage Effects

In the derivation of the equations it was assumed that the porous medium
was homogeneous and isotropic and that flow was single-phase and obeyed
Darcy's law. It was also supposed that opening and shut-in of the well was
done at the sandface. In actual fact these idealizations are not realistic, and
derivations from the ideal model are too frequent and important to be ignored.
Ways of accounting for skin effects; IT flow, and wellbore storage will be
treated in the following sections.

Accounting for Effects of Formation Damage

The permeability of the formation immediately around the well can be
damaged by the well drilling process or improved by fracturing or acidizing
the well on completion. To account for this altered permeability a skin factor
was defined by Van Everdingen8 as

(ApD)skin = s, a constant (2-116)

so that

&PD \weii (including skin) = pD + s (2-117)

This essentially states that there will be an added pressure difference due to
the skin effect given by Eq. 2-117. A position value of s indicates a damaged
well, and a negative value, an improved well. Hawkins9 proposed that the skin
be treated as a region of radius rskin with permeability ksidn, with the skin factor
given by

s = (-^-l)ln^ (2-118)
\ ^ skin / f\v

Equation 2-118 is valid for both positive skin (Jc5Jdn < k) and negative skin
(ksktn > k) but there is no unique set of values of kskm and rskin for a particular s.

An alternative treatment of the skin effect is that of an "effective wellbore
radius" (Matthews and Russell, 1967, p. 21),15 defined as that radius which
makes the pressure drop in an ideal reservoir equal to that in an actual reservoir
with skin. Thus:

rw (effective) = rwe~s (2-119)

For positive skin, rw (effective) < rw, that is, the fluid must travel through
additional formation to cause the observed pressure drop, Ap. For negative
skin, rw (effective) > rw. This is a useful concept in hydraulically fractured
wells.



Accounting for Effects of Turbulence

For gas flow, however, inertial and/or turbulent (IT) flow effects, not
accounted for by Darcy's law, are frequently of significance and should not
be ignored. IT flow is most pronounced near the well and results in an addi-
tional pressure drop similar to the skin effect, except that it is not a constant
but varies directly with flow rate.24 Smith25 confirmed with actual test results
and with numerical solutions that IT flow could be treated as an additional,
rate-dependent skin effect.

(ApD)IT = Dqsc (2-120)

Where D — IT flow factor for the system, the pressure at the well is given
by

Apz)U// = PD + s + Dqsc (2-121)

or

s' = (ApD)skin + (&PD)IT = s + Dqsc (2-122)

The following example will show how pressure drop is attributed to laminar
flow, skin, and IT flow effects. It assumes negligible effects of viscosity on
turbulence.

Example 2-14 Calculating Pressure Drop due to Laminar Skin and IT Flow
Effects

In an infinite-acting gas reservoir, a well was produced at a constant rate,
qscU of 8 mmscfd for a period of 35 hours. The flowing bottom hole pressure,
pwp, at that time was 1550 psia. The same well was produced at a constant
rate, qsc2, of 11 mmscfd for a time of 25 hours. The flowing bottom hole
pressure, p^p, at that time was 1300 psia. The stabilized shut-in pressure, PR,
prior to each of the two flowing periods, was 2100 psia. Other data pertinent
to the test are given below:

k = 25 mD, rw = 0.35 ft, h = 35 ft, T = 6000R,
0 = 0.16, [ii = 0.0147 cP, Ci = .00053 psi"1, f{ = 320.00 mmpsia2/cP
t\ = 35 hours, qscl = 8 mmscfd, pWfj = 1550 psia
h = 25 hours, qSC2 = 11 mmscfd, pwf2 = 1300 psia

Calculate the skin and IT flow effects, s and D, respectively. Also calculate,
for the second flow rate, using the same gas composition given in Example 2-2:

(a) the pressure drop due to the laminar flow effect
(b) the pressure drop due to skin effects



(c) the pressure drop due to IT flow effects
(d) total pressure drop

Solution From Eq. 2-54:

0.0002637Jfcf
tD = — —

Therefore

0.0002637(25)(35) _
D1 (0.16)(0.0147)(0.00053)(0.35)2 ' '

and

0.0002637(25)(25) _
D2 (0.16)(0.0147)(0.00053)(.35)2 ' '

From Eq. 2-56:

1417 x 103Tqsc
<ld = —

khx/fi

Therefore

1417 x 103(600)(8)

^ = (25 ) (35 ) (320xm = 0 - ° 2 4 2 9

1417xl03(600)(ll) . „ , . .
g D 2 = ( 2 5 ) ( 3 5 ) ( 3 2 0 x l 0 6 )

= ° - 0 3 3 4 0

Since the reservoir is infinite-acting, Eq. 2-65 applies, so that

pt = pD = 0.5 [In tD + 0.809]

Therefore,

pn = Pm = 0.5 [In(1,511,015) + 0.809] = 7.519

Pt2 = Pm = 0.5 [In(1,079,296) + 0.809] = 7.351

From Eq. 2-55:

A fi ~ fwf
^PD = — ~

^i q D

From the \/f — p curve, Pwfj = 1550 psia ^> ijrwfi = 207 x 106 psia2/cP
pwf2 = 1300 psia «e> x//Wj2 = 145 x 106 psia2/cP



Therefore,

320 x 106 - 207 x 106

APDI = 320 x 106(0.02429) = UM

32Ox 1 0 6 - 1 4 5 x 106

APD2 = 320 x 106(0.03340) = l631

From Eq. 2-121:

^PD = PD or pt=s + Dqsc

Substituting the calculated values of ApD, pD, or pt and qsc in the above
equation gives

14.54 = 7.519+ J + 8D

16.37 = 7.351+5 + H D

Solving these equations simultaneously gives

^ (16.37 - 14.54) - (7.351 - 7.519) n , _
D = ^ - ^ = 0.666

s = 14.54-7.519(8)(0.666) = 1.69

For the second production rate, qsc2 is as follows:

(a) Pressure drop due to laminar flow effects is given by

Pa = —

Therefore

^ = XJf1- fiPaqDi

= 320 x 106 - 320 x 106(7.351)(0.3340)

= 241.43 mmpsia2/cP

= 1720 psia (from x// — p curve)

and Apiaminarfiow = Pi~P = 2100-1720 = 380 psia.

(b) Pressure drop due to skin effects is given by

ttqDi
... ilr = \ln- ft sqD2 = 320 x 106 - 320 x 106 x 1.69 x 0.03340

= 302 mmpsia/cP *> p = 1910 psia

kPskin = Pi- P = 2100 - 1910 = 190 psia



(c) Pressure drop due to IT flow effects is given by

Dqsc2 = —
^iq D2

:. xjf = ^ - xj/iDqsc2qD2

= 320 x 106 - 320 x 106 x 0.666 x 11 x 0.03440

= 239.35 mmpsia2/cP op = 1690 psia

... ApITflow = pi - p = 2100 - 1690 = 410 psia

(d) Total pressure drop = Apiaminarflow + Apskin + Ap17 flow = 380 + 190 +
410 = 980 psia.

Wellbore Storage Effects

Wellbore storage effects are associated with a continuously varying flow
rate in the formation. One solution8 is to assume that the rate of unloading
of, or storage in, the wellbore per unit pressure difference is constant. This
constant is known as the wellbore storage constant, Cs, and is given by

C5 = Vws x Cws (2-123)

where

Vws = Volume of the wellbore tubing (and annulus, if there is no packer) ft3

Vws = irrlL, ft3

L = well depth, ft
Cws = compressibility of the wellbore fluid evaluated at the mean

wellbore pressure and temperature, psi"1

The wellbore storage constant may be expressed in a dimensionless term as

^ - ^ <2- i24>

<t>hCrl

The rate of flow of fluid from the formation may then be obtained from

q = qJl.O - CSD^-(ApD) 1 (2-125)
L <™0 wellborn J



The time for which wellbore storage effects are significant is given by

twss = 60CSD (2-126)

The time at which wellbore storage effects become negligible is given by

36,177MC5 t h o u i g

kh

Example 2-15 Finding the End of Wellbore Storage Effects
The following characteristics are given: well depth = 5500 ft, rw — 0.39 ft.,

Cws = 0.000595 psi"1, h = 5 ft, k = 25 mD, /x = 0.0175 cR Assume there is
no bottomhole packer. Calculate the time required for wellbore storage effects
to become negligible.

Solution From Eq. 2-123:

Vws = nrlL = 22/7(0.39)2(5500) = 2629 ft3

From Eq. 2-123: C5 = CWSVWS = 0.000595 x 1629 = 1.565 ftVpsi"1

From Eq. 2-127:

36,177(0.0175)(1.565)
tws = 25(45) = r S

After a time of 0.88 hours, wellbore storage effects become negligible and
the analytical solutions for transient flow apply.

Radius of Investigation

The radius of investigation has several uses in pressure transient test analysis
and design:

1. Provides a guide for well test design
2. Estimates the time required to test the desired depth in the formation
3. Provides a means of estimating the length of time required to achieve

"stabilized" flow (i.e., the time required for a pressure transient to reach
the boundaries of a tested reservoir)

An infinite reservoir may be considered to be a limited reservoir with a
closed outer boundary at r, provided r is allowed to increase with t&. This
changing value of r is defined as the radius of investigation, rinv, that is,

tD = O.25rjk

or (2-128)

r2
eD = 4tD



fa?.\2 = 4tD (2-128a)

/0.00105fcAa5

r™ = —2 ' ft- f o r r'«v < re (2-128b)

If the value of rim obtained from Eq. 2-128a is greater than re, then the
radius of investigation is taken to be re.

Time of Stabilization

If a well is centered in a cylindrical drainage area of radius re, then setting
rim = re, the time required for stabilization, ts, is defined as follows:

tD = Q25r2
eD

or

1. (j)iiCr2
e

ts - 4 * 0.0002637fe
(2-129)

9480/xCre
2
 u

= L , hours

Example 2-16 Estimating Radius of Investigation
We want to conduct a flow test on an exploratory gas well for a long enough

time to ensure that the well will drain a radius of more than 1500 ft. Well
and fluid data are as follows: 0 = 0.18 fraction, k = 9.0 mD, rt = 1500 ft,
fit = 0.0156 cP, Cti = 2.2 x 10~4 psi"1. What length of flow test appears
advisable? What flow rate do you suggest?

Solution From Eq. 2-128a, the time required is

/0 .00105i tA a 5
 £

rinv = T » f t ' for rinv < re

\ <t>^ct )
In principle, any flow rate would sufficient required to achieve a particular
radius of investigation is dependent of flow rate.



2J4 Numerical Solutions of Partial Differential
Equations

Numerical methods must be used for cases where the partial differential
equation and its boundary conditions cannot be linearized, where the reservoir
shape is irregular, or when the reservoir is heterogeneous. In some complex
situations, analytical solutions may be so difficult to apply that numerical meth-
ods are preferred. In this section a brief discussion of the numerical approach
is presented including difference equations.

Three-Dimensional Models

Gas flow equations are different from those for liquid flow in that the equa-
tions of state that are used are quite different in functional form from those for
liquids. The ideal gas law gives the equation of state for an ideal gas:

m m M
PV = -RT and ? = - P = p

where p is the density.
In the case of flow of a nonideal gas, the gas deviation factor zg is introduced

into the equation of state to give

If we assume laminar flow, neglect gravity effects, and assume constant
rock properties, Eq. 2-130 becomes

*-(j-*L\ + L(^dj\ + A(_£J\ = ±L(L\ n on

dx\nzgdx) ^dy\nzgdy) dz\v.Zg%) kdt\zg)

In field units Eq. 2-131 can be written as

dx\nzgdx) dy\iizgdy) dz\^ZgfJ 0.000264* dt \z J

(2-132)

In terms of pseudopressure, \jf{p), the equation can be written as follows:

p

fip) = 2 I -^- dp (2-133)
J HZg
Po



where po is a low base pressure. Now,

d (p\^d(f~g) dp ^cgPdp

dt\Zg) dp dt Z8 dt'

because

Co = l dp = Zg ^
8 p dp p dp

Also note that

dx/r drfr dp 2p dp

dt dp dt fjLZg dt

and

df _ 2/7 dp

dx fjLZg dx

d\lr dx/f
Similar expressions apply for — and — . Thus Eq. 2-131 becomes

dy dz

d_(djr\ B(W\ + JL(W\ = ^cs W (2_l34)
dx\dx J dy\dy) dz\dz) 0.000264fc dt

Equations 2-131 and 2-134 are in three-dimensional form for single-phase
flows and can be used for the study of completely heterogeneous reservoirs.

Radial One-Dimensional Model

For radial flow, the equivalent of Eq. 2-131 is

i_a_(2_rap\ = 4> Z ( P ) ( 2 _ 1 3 5 )

rdr\nzg drj 0.000264k 8t\zg J

In terms of pseudopressure, W(p) is

l d / d * \ _ 0 df

rdr\ dr ) 0.000264it dt

For single-well problems, the use of the cylindrical coordinates provides
greater accuracy than other coordinate systems. For the study of multiwell
systems it is usually necessary to use rectangular coordinates with closely
spaced grid points near the well.



Radial Two-Dimensional Coning Model

Where vertical flow is important, a two-dimensional radial model must be
considered. The equation to be solved in this case is

rdr\jjizg
r dr) dz \^zg dz) 0.000264£ dt \zg)

In terms of pseudopressure, ^(p) is

i d _ ( ty\ a ( W \ = 4>nc8 d/P\
rdr\ dr ) dz\dz) 0.000264Jfc dt \zg)

Models of this type can be used to study the effects of anisotropy on the
transient pressure analysis of buildup and drawdown tests.

Areal Two-Dimensional Models

Multiwell problems can be solved through the solution of Eq. 2-139:

The injection or production from different wells is accounted for by the
q term. The reservoir shape may be completely arbitrary and there may be
different types of boundary conditions such as no-flow or constant pressure.
This model can also be used for interference test analysis.

Studies of this type for Darcy's flow have been reported in the literature, for
example, by Carter.12

Multiphase (Gas-Condensate Flow) Model

In this section we outline a detailed derivation of an equation describing
radial, and a multiphase mixture of gas, condensate, and water. We assume that
a porous medium contains gas condensate and water, and that each phase has
saturation-dependent effective permeability (kg, ko, and kw)\ time-dependent
saturation (Sg, S0, and Sw); and pressure-dependent viscosity (/x^, /JLO, and
jiw). When gravitational forces and capillary pressures are negligible, the
differential equation describing this type of flow is

1A/3VA *,ct 3±

rdr\ dr J 0.000264A, dt



where

ct = Sgcg + S0C0 + Swcw + Cf (2-141)

ct is the effective total compressibility and is the sum of the fractional
compressibilities. The fractional compressibility of a fluid is its compressibil-
ity multiplied by the fraction of the pore space that it occupies (that is, its
saturation). The effective total mobility, (k//ji)t, is given in terms of the in situ
permeability to each of the phases by

kt = (-) = ^ - + ^ + — (2-142)

The in situ permeability to each phase is the product of the permeability
of the formation and the relative permeability to that phase. This latter factor
depends on the prevailing saturation conditions. The effective total production
rate is simply the sum of the individual fluid flow rates.

9t=qg+qo + qw (2-143)

Substituting these effective total properties and the total porosity, <j>t, for their
single-phase equivalents in Eq. 2-108 makes it possible to use the solutions of
this equation for multiphase (gas-condensate flow) problems.

Compositional (Multicomponent) Model

In a reservoir system there are generally several species of chemical com-
pounds. These components vary in composition in different phases, and each
phase flows at a different rate. Therefore a mass balance must be made on
every flowing fraction instead of each phase. Figure 2-8 shows compositional
mass balance on element. Detailed discussion and numerical equations can be
found in Refs. 16 and 17.

Compositional Mass Balance on Element

There are Af species of chemical compounds flowing into the reservoir
element in three phases. With the element there are changes due to either or
all of the following:

1. Pressure change
2. Production
3. Injection



Figure 2-8. Composition mass balance on element (after Roebuck et al.
© SPE, AIME 1969).16

Then we can write

° (Kpor °Po kgpg dpg kwpw dpw\

ax \ IJL0 ox fig ox jiw ox )

3
= —WSQPOCMOJ + <t>SgPgCMgj + <t>SwpwCMwj) (2-144)

ot

Consider the conservation of mass applied to one compound. Let

CMoj = mass fraction of y'th component in oil
CMgj = mass fraction of jth component in gas
CMwj = mass fraction of jth component in water

Equation 2-117 describes the flow of a single component, e.g., CH4 in a
linear system without any sources or sinks. Equation 2—117 also shows that
each term on the left represents the mass flux of the j th component in each
phase, which is simply derived by the following:

Total mass flux = Density x Volumetric rate

Kpo op 0 / o ....
= poqo = — (2-145)

fio dx

Component mass flux = CMoi-^—— — - (2-146)
/jio dx

Water

Gas

Oil Oil

Production or injection

Gas

Water



Table 2-7

Unknown Number

Cmij 37V
Pi 3
Si 3
Pi 3
1I1 3
*/ 3

3A^+ 15

N o t e : Cmij = 1 , 2 , 3 7 = I , - - - , N;
to ta l = 3AT

Similarly, the accumulation term embodies the changes in each phase of the
specific component:

n t Mass at time (t + Ar) - Mass at time t
Mass rate of change =

A general equation for the Af species under observation will be of the form

T-[ / ^ CMij— = —I }<S>SiPiCMij , J = 1,...,N

(2-147)

where

i = represents the phases and
j = the number of components.

We must determine the number of independent variables in the system.
These data are listed in Table 2-7 for an AT-component system.

In order to solve the system we must have 3 N+15 independent relationships.
These relationships come from several sources:

1. Differential equations
2. Phase equilibrium
3. PVT data
4. Relative permeability data
5. Conservation principles
6. Capillary data



Relationship Development

Develop the necessary relationships as follows:

1. Write one partial differential equation for each component in the system,
thus providing N relationships.

2. Since the pore space is always fluid-filled, the fluid phase saturations
must always sum to unity:

S0 + Sg + Sw = 1 (2-148)

This is one relationship.
3. The mass fraction of each component in each fluid phase must sum to

unity, since mass conservation of each component is required.
Thus:

N

E CMOJ = 1
7 = 1

E CMgj = 1 (2-149)
7 = 1

z2 CMWJ = i
7 = 1

This provides three relationships.
4. The following can be obtained from the PVT data.

V>o = J (POXMOJ)

VS = I (PS, CM,) (2-15°)

A6W = / (Pw, CMWJ)

Po= J (Po, CMOJ)

P8 = f(Pg> CM,) (2-151)

Pw = / (Pw> CMWJ)

Note: These provide six more relationships. Viscosity and density are
computed experimentally or from well-known correlations, which relate
these parameters to compositions and pressures.

5. For mobility calculations, we need relative permeability data:

ko = f(Sg,So,Sw)
kg = f (S89 S0, Sw) (2-152)

Kw
 == J \^g> ^Oi ^w)

This provides three more relationships.



6. For distribution of a component between its liquid and gaseous states,
the equilibrium constant can be derived from thermodynamic principles.
For example,

CMgj _ v

r
m (2-153)

LMgj _
r — Ajgw

These equilibrium constants are a function of several variables:

Kjgo = J (Pi T, Ctj) (2-154)

from which

Kj0 Kjgw

— — —— — &gow (Z-IDD)

Equations 2-154 and 2-155 provide an independent relationship when
written for each component in the system.

7. Capillary pressure provides the remaining relationship:

Pg ~ Po = Pego — J (Sgi S0, Sw)
(2-156)

Po ~ Pw = Pcow — J (SgI S0, Sw)

These relationships are summarized in Table 2-8.
Therefore, according to Table 2-8, we have 3 Af + 15 independent unknown

and 3N + 15 independent relationships that can be used to solve the system.

Assumptions

Several simplifying assumptions are usually made to make the problem
more amenable to solution:

Table 2-8

Relationship Unknown Equations

Differential equation N 2-147
Phase equilibrium 2N 2-153
PVT data 6 2-150 and 2-151
Relative permeability 3 2-152
J2 Mass fraction 3 2-149
J2 Saturation 1 2-148
Capillary pressure 2 2-156



1. Capillary pressure between oil and gas is generally neglected.
2. Several components are grouped together, e.g., a system containing the

following nine components will be grouped as shown below:

Ci Component 1

C2

C3

Ci 4
Ctn Component 2
C15

Cn5

C6

C7 + Component 3

3. The mass fraction of components present in the water is so small that the
CMwj terms are also zero. This means that oil and gas are the only phases
in which mass transfer occurs. The equation for the water present is still
needed.

Sources and Sinks

Sources and sinks can be included in Eq. 2-139 by the addition of a term
representing the source or sink:

f ( E ~ C ^ ) - £>**«(*) = £(][>*ACW) (2-157)ox Vf-f № ox ) f-f dt Vfrf /

where

qt = Mass injection rate of phase in suitable units

atj = Mass fraction of jth component in /th phase

8(x) = Delta function

The delta function 8(x) is defined as follows:

Production or injection in all at x : <$(*) = 1

No production or injection in all at x : 8(x) = 0

The locations of these wells are shown in Figure 2-9.



Figure 2-9. Well locations.

Procedure Outline for Solution of Flow Equations

The solution of the compositional model is an iterative one. The process
indicated in Figure 2-10 is essentially the solution outline.

2.15 Summary

Chapter 2 provides the basic flow theory for gas well testing and anal-
ysis techniques. General equations are used for transient pressure behavior
with dimensionless pressure solutions desired. Some important dimensionless
pressure functions are presented in this chapter and references to others are
provided. The dimensionless pressure approach provides a way to calculate
pressure response and to devise techniques for analyzing transient tests in
a variety of systems. Sections covering turbulence, wellbore storage effects,
wellbore damage, and improvement are included, since the effects have a sig-
nificant influence on transient well response.



Flash at initial conditions to obtain original mole
fraction in each phase

Using gas or extrapolated thermodynamic data,
set up coefficients for the flow equations

Recalculate mole fractions of each component

Determine fluid compositions at new pressure

Solve flow equations

Figure 2-10. Solution Outline.
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Chapter 3

Well Testing
Techniques
in Horizontal
Gas Wells

3.1 Introduction

This chapter includes steady- and pseudo-steady-state equations for gas flow
through a reservoir. For each subsection, flow equations for vertical wells are
described first, followed by mathematical equations for horizontal wells. The
mathematical determinations of the equations are avoided; this role is filled
much better by other publications.1"5 Field examples are included to provide
hands-on understanding of various solution techniques and their applications.

3.2 Steady-State Gas Flow

Steady-state equations for gas flow through a reservoir are given below.
Gas flow rate is proportional to the pressure-squared terms. This is generally
employed when reservoir pressures are less than 2500 psia. In terms of gas
pseudopressure, the gas flow rate is directly proportional to pseudopressure.
The pseudopressure is defined as

p

f{p) = 2 f -E-dp (3-1)
J fiz

PRef

pl_plf = 50337x10^7^ JrA (3_2)

KHISC Vw//

or

2 2 115.98IxIO3^ZrP (re\



Also,

50.337 x 103^sTPSC (re\
f(Pe) ~ ir(Pwf) = , , - , 8 In -7- (3-*)

. , , . , , 115.981 x l03qgTPsc , (re\+(Pe) ~ fiPwf) = ^ r log(-J (3-5)

where

#g = gas flow rate, mscfd
pe = pressure at external radius, re, psia

pwf = wellbore flowing, psia
fl = average viscosity, cP
z = average gas compressibility, dimensionless
T = reservoir temperature, 0R
re = drainage radius, ft

r'w — effective wellbore radius, ft
k = permeability, mD
h = thickness, ft

Psc = base pressure, psia
Tsc = base temperature, 0R

The correct value of (1 l\xz)avg to use in the equation for gas is (2 fp p/fiz)/

(p2
e - pif)> It has been found that for most natural gases a value of (l//xz)avg

evaluated at the arithmetic average pressure (pe — pw/)/2 will be reasonably
accurate. Equations 3-2 through 3-5 are for vertical wells; they can be used
to calculate steady-state gas production rate from a horizontal well. This is
accomplished by substituting effective wellbore radius rf

w of a horizontal well
in the foregoing equations. The following equations can be used to calculate
effective wellbore radius rf

w for a horizontal gas well. Figure 3-1 shows major
and minor axes of a horizontal well. Assume elliptical drainage area:

Drainage area = itr\h — no!b'

where

a! — half the major axis of an ellipse = L/2 + rev

br — half the minor axis of an ellipse = rev

L = length of wellbore, ft
„ _ /acresx43,560\Q.5 ftrev — v J1 ) 1 1 L



Figure 3-1. Major and minor axes of elliptical drainage area of horizontal gas
well.

Radius of Vertical Well

The effective wellbore radius, r'w of a horizontal well is

reh = [(L/2 + rev)(rev)f\ ft (3-6)

r' = r*«J* (3-7)
w a[l + Vl - (L/2a)2][/3h/(2rw)]h/L

where

a = 0.5 x L[0.5 + (0.25 + (2r^/L)4)0'5]0-5 (3-8)

i8 = (W^v)0-5 (3-8a)

Example 3-1 Steady-State Gas-Flow Rate Calculations (Infinite-Conductivity
Fracture)

Estimate steady-state gas flow rate from a well with a 120-ft-long infinite
conductivity fracture. The 6-ft-thick reservoir has a pressure of 2000 psia. The
wellbore diameter is 9^ in. Given data are: Base pressure Psc = 14.7 psia;
base temperature r5C = 520°R; reservoir temperature T = IlO0F; gas com-
pressibility z = 0.9500; gas viscosity /JL = 0.0250 cP; reservoir permeabil-
ity kh =0.1 mD; vertical permeability kv =0.1 mD; well flowing pressure
pwf = 400 psia; and drainage area A = 40 acres.

Solution Drainage radius, re = J40^f0 = 745 ft

P = (O.l/O.l)05 = 1

Equation 3-2 can be rearranged as

_ 0.019866 x lO~3khTsc(p
2

e - p2
wf)

q* = fizTPscln(reK) ( 3 " 2 a )



For an infinite-conductivity fracture of total length 120 ft, half-length Xf is
60 ft. The effective wellbore radius r'w of an infinite-conductivity fracture is

r'w =jc//2 = 60/2 = 30ft

Substituting the value of r'w in Eq. 3-2:

_ 0.019866 x IP"3 x 0.1 x 60 x 520(20002 - 4002)
q§ ~ 0.0250 x 0.950 x (110 + 460) x 14.71n(745/60)

= 1196.03/ ln(12.4167) = 1196.03/2.519 = 474.8mscfd

Example 3-2 Calculating Flow Rate for Horizontal Well Assuming Steady -
State Conditions

Two horizontal wells are 1000 and 2000 ft long and drain 100 and 150 acres,
respectively. AU reservoir properties and drainage areas are the same as those
noted in Example 3-1.

Solution The steady-state gas flow rate can be calculated using Eq. 3-2:

_ 0.019866 x \Q-3khTsc(p
2

e - pi)
qg~ flzTPscln(re/rw)

Using the same reservoir properties as Example 3-1, we have

qg = 1196.03/ lnfo/r^), mscfd

For a horizontal gas well, r'w is calculated from Eq. 3-7:

yl = reh(L/2)
Tw a[l + Vl - (L/Ia)2Wh/(2rw)f/L

For 100 acres,

Therefore for a 1000-ft-long well from Eq. 3-6:

reh = \\^Y~ + 1177-29 ) (1177.29) 1 = 1405 ft

and from Eq. 3-8:

a = 0.5 x 1000[0.5 + (0.25 + (2 x 1405/1000)4)0-5]0-5

= 500[0.5 + (0.25 + 62.35)a5]a5 = 500[0.5 + 7.92]05 = 1450 ft



Substituting this into Eq. 3-7:

1405(1000/2)

~ 1450[l + y/\ - (1000/(2 x 1450))2][l x 60/0.792]60/1000

702,500

~ 1450[l + Vl - 0.344829] [75.7576]006

= Z 0 ^ = ^ 1 S O O =

1450[l + 0.65517(1.296479)] 2681.651

Therefore

qg = 1196.03/In (-j—) = 1196.03/1.67956 = 712.108 mscfd

For 150 acres,

For a 2000-ft-long well, with 150-acre well spacing, using the procedure shown
above:

a = 1624 ft
r'w = 520.20 ft
qg = 1173.070 mscfd

Thus, comparing the results of Examples 3-1 and 3-2, one can see that for a
steady state, a fractured vertical well with 40-acre spacing can produce at a rate
of 475 mscfd. A 2000-ft-long horizontal well at 100-acre spacing can produce
712.108 mscfd. A 2000-ft-long horizontal well at 150-acre well spacing can
produce 1173.070 mscfd.

3.3 Pressure Transient Characteristics
in Horizontal Gas Wells

Horizontal wells have high potential in gas reservoirs. They are suitable
and applicable in low- as well as high-permeability gas formations. In low-
permeability formations, they drain larger volumes than vertical wells and
provide an alternative to achieve long penetration lengths to the formations.
They reduce near-wellbore turbulence and enhance well deliverability in high-
permeability gas formations. Figure 3-1 a illustrates the character of the log-log
plot of the pressure—time data in conjunction with the derivative curve. This
figure also shows the effects of wellbore damage associated with the minimum



Log At

A -^ Duration of storage effects
B -^ Wellbore damage
C -^ Portion to estimate vertical permeability

(Early radial flow)
D -> Effective length of horizontal well
E -^ Portion to estimate horizontal permeability and reservoir pressure.

(Pseudo radial flow)

Figure 3-la. Pressure transient responses and major flow regimes in horizon-
tal gas well (after Daviau et al.).7

and maximum flexures (i.e., zero curves on the derivative curve). Each of
the flow regimes, which ideally establish a unique shape on the log-log plot,
provides an opportunity for estimating particular reservoir parameters that are
much more difficult to determine during other flow regimes6 (see Figure 3-la).

Wellbore Storage Effects

Horizontal wellbore storage can have serious consequences on the effec-
tiveness of a pressure transient test, even when the measurement tool is located
below a down-hole shut-in device. Reference 7 has shown that the first semilog
straight line associated with early-time radial flow almost always disappears
because of the effects of wellbore storage. Wellbore storage effects lasts longer
than for a vertical well in the same formation, because of greater wellbore vol-
ume and also because anisotropy reduces the effective permeability for a hori-
zontal well. At the present time, for horizontal wells, methods are not available
to estimate the precise time required to end the wellbore storage flow regime.

Derivative Curve

Log-log curve

L
og

 A
P



Figure 3-2. Horizontal and vertical well drainage area.

Horizontal Well Drainage Area Concepts

In general, a horizontal well drains a larger reservoir volume than a vertical
well. A horizontal well drains an ellipsoid volume whereas a vertical well
drains a cylindrical volume. As a rule of thumb, a lOOO-ft-long horizontal well
can drain two times the area of a vertical well while a 2000-ft-long well can
drain three times the area of a vertical well in a given time. Figures 3-2 through
3-A show drainage areas for vertical and a horizontal wells. The area drained
can be calculated by two methods. The first method assumes that a horizontal
well drains an ellipse with minor axis a' and major axis b'. The second method
is represented as two half circles of radius rev at each end and a rectangle, of
dimensions L x 2rev, in the center. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 show the calculations
for the first method.

Concept of Skin Factor in Horizontal Wells

Normally, skin factors are determined using drill stem testing (DST) or
pressure buildup testing. If the skin factor is known, the pressure drops across
the damaged zones can be estimated by the following equations:

\APskin\Vertical = [ 1 4 1 ^ l . | L ( , ) (3-9)
L & \ h

\APskin\Horizontal = [ 1 4 1 J ^ l • ̂ (S) (3-10)

Equations 3-9 and 3-10 indicate that for the same positive skin factor, s,
the pressure loss in the skin region is smaller than that in a vertical well (see
Figure 3-5).

Vertical drainage radius, rev = (acresx43,560/7i)0'5, ft
Gas

Horizontal well
drains ellipsoid

volume



Figure 3-4. Horizontal and vertical well drainage areas for a given time.

Horizontal well
draining 101

acres
(xL,/yc = 2.5)

40 acre spacing
vertical well
(xe/ye=\ )

Figure 3-3. Drainage areas of 1000- and 2000-ft-long horizontal wells.

Well length = 2000 ft
Drainage area = 108 acxres

xe/yc, = 234

WeI !length= 1000 ft
Drainage area = 74 acres

xe/ye = 1.67



Table 3-1
Various Horizontal Well Lengths Draining 400-Acre Lease

Horizontal
well length,
L (ft)

500
1000
2000

Half minor
axis b'(ft)

rev

745
745
745

Half major
axis a'(ft)
L/2 + rev

995
1245
1745

Drainage
area

A, acre
7ra'6743,560

53.5
66.9
93.8

reh, (ft)
(AX43,560/TT)0-5

861
963
1140

Number of
wells for
400-acre

field 400/A

7
6
4

Table 3-2
Various Horizontal Well Lengths Draining 600-Acre Lease

Horizontal
well length
L (ft)

500
1000
2000

Half minor
axis b' (ft)

912
912
912

Half major
axis a1 (ft)
L/2 + rev

1162
1412
1912

Drainage
area

A (acre)
7^743,560

76.4
92.9
125.8

reh (ft)

1029
1135
1320

Number of
wells for
600-acre

field
600/A

8
6

4 or 5

Figure 3-5. Skin factor effects on well flow performance.



Relationships between Effective Wellbore Radius
and Skin Factor

The equations listed below along with their practical applications are pre-
sented in subsequent sections.

s = ll5Jnpd~f(pw/)_lj h U 3 2 3 I (3_H)
L mh \4>HgCtrlJ J

[(A\ls)skin]Horizontal = 0.869 mh s (3-12)

s = -\n(r'w/rw) or r'w = rwe(~s) (3-13)

r> = ^ ^ (3-14)
w a[l + Vl - [L/(2a)]2][h/(2rw)]h/L

where

a = L/2[0.5 + V0.25 + (2reh/L)4f5 (3-15)

reh = [(L/2 + rev)(rev)f
5, ft (3-6)

where

Acre spacing = na'b'/43,560
a' = half major axis = L/2 + rev

&' = half minor axis = rev

Drainage area of vertical well in acres = A
rev = (A x 43,560/TT)0-5

A is the drainage area of vertical well in acres

3.4 Pseudo-Steady-State Gas Flow

The pseudo-steady-state equations for vertical wells, fracture vertical wells
and horizontal gas wells on the basis of circular drainage area are

_2 2 _ 50.335 x 10~3qgfLzTPsc

x [ln(re/rw) - AC' + s + sm + sCA - c' + Dqg] (3-16)

50.337 x 10\TPsc

IT(PR) - ir(pwf) =
Knlsc

x [ln(re/rw) - AC' + s + sm + sCA ~ c' + Dqg] (3-17)



where

D = 2-222 x IQ-" x y g W

VPwfrwh2
p

P = 2.73 x 101X1 1 0 4 5 (3-19)

or

ff = 2.33 x 1010JkJ1-201 (3-20)

where

s — equivalent negative skin factor due to either well
stimulation or horizontal well

sm = mechanical skin factor, dimensionless
sCA = shape-related skin factor, dimensionless
d = shape factor conversion constant, dimensionless
k = permeability, mD
h = reservoir height, ft
pR = average reservoir pressure, psia
pwf — well flowing pressure, psia
qg — gas flow rate, mscfd
T = reservoir temperature, 0R
/2 = gas viscosity evaluated at some average pressure between

pR and pwf, cP
fj,g = gas viscosity at well flowing conditions, cP
z = gas compressibility factor evaluated at some average pressure

between pR and pwf
ft = high velocity flow coefficient, I/ft
yg z= gas gravity, dimensionless
rw = wellbore radius, ft
hp = perforated interval, ft
ka = permeability in the near wellbore region, mD
AC = 0.75 for a circular drainage area and AC = 0.738 for a

rectangular drainage area

Equation 3-19 for ft is given in Ref. 6 while Eq. 3-20 is given in Refs.
2 and 8. Depending upon the ft definition used a somewhat different answer
will be obtained. We can also write similar equations on the basis of square
drainage area:

_2 2 _ 50.335 x 10"3qgjlzTPsc

x [ln(re/rw) - 0.738 + s + sm + sCA ~ c1 + Dq8] (3-21)



Figure 3-6. An areal view of a fractured gas vertical well.

+ (P*) - *(*,/> = 5 0 3 3 7 ^h
l
T°3qgTP-[Mre/rw)

Knlsc

-0.738 + s+sm+sCA-cf + Dq8] (3-22)

Shape-Related Skin Factors for Vertical
and Fractured Gas Wells

In the preceding equations, definitions of SCA and c'depend upon the type
of well. For a vertical well,

cf = 0, SCA from Table 3-4

For a fractured vertical well (Figure 3-6),

c' = 1.386 and SCA = SCAJ

scA,f = toj30.&S/cf

Cf is obtained from Table 3-3.

Shape Factors for Horizontal Gas Wells

For a horizontal well (Figure 3-7),

d = 1.386, and ĈA = $CA,h

SCAM i s obtained from Figures 3-8 through 3-11 or Table 3-A.
Dqg is a turbulence term and is called turbulence skin or rate dependent

skin factor.2'6 Equations 3-21 and 3-22 can be used for different well flowing



Figure 3-7. A schematic of a horizontal well located in a rectangular drainage
volume.

pressures to calculate gas flow rates. Equations 3-21 and 3-22 are rewritten as

0.019866 x M)-3khTsc(p
2

R - p2
wf)

qg~ flzTPsc[\n(re/rw) - 0.75 + s + sm + SCA + c* + Dq8]

cc (3"23)

BB + Dq8

0.019866 x lQ-3khTscW(pR) - f{Pwf))
qg " TP50[In (^) - 0.75 + s+sm+sCA-C + Dq8]

(3-24)
_ CC
~ BB' + Dq8

Table 3-3
Shape Factors C/ for Fractured

Vertical Wells in a Square
Drainage Area3

Shape factor,
Xf/Xe Cf

0.1 2.6541
0.2 2.0348
0.3 1.9986
0.5 1.6620
0.7 1.3127
1.0 0.7887



Dimensionless Length, L0

Figure 3-8. Shape related skin factor SCA h for a horizontal well in a square
drainage area (xe/ye = 1 ).8

Dimensionless Length, LD

Figure 3-9. Shape related skin factor SCA h, for a horizontal well located in a
rectangular drainage area (xe /ye = 2).8
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Dimensionless Length, LD

Figure 3-11. Shape factor CAh for a horizontal well located in a square
drainage area for different dimensionless length.8

Dimensionless Length, LD

Figure 3-10. Shape related skin factor SCA h for a horizontal well located in a
rectangular drainage area (xe/ye = 5).8
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Table 3-4
Shape Factor Dependent Skin Factors, SCA> for Vertical Wells

(after Fetkovich and Vienot)4

C A S 'CA tD a p s s

31.62 0.000 0.1

30.88 0.012 0.1

31.60 0.000 0.1

27.60 0.068 0.2

27.10 0.077 0.2

21.90 0.184 0.4

21.84 0.185 0.3

5.379 0.886 0.8

2.361 1.298 1.0

12.98 0.445 0.7

4.513 0.973 0.6

10.84 0.535 0.4

4.514 0.973 2.5

2.077 1.362 1.7

2.690 1.232 0.8

0.232 2.458 4.0

0.115 2.806 4.0

Geometry



Equations 3-23 and 3-24 are quadratic equations and can be written as

Dq] + BBqg -CC = 0 (3-25)

Dq] + BBrqg - CC' = 0 (3-26)

and

-BB + V(££)2 + 4D(CC)
9g = 2D ( 3 " 2 ? )

-BBf + J(BB>)2 + 4D{CC)
qg = 2 D

 ( *

To solve Eqs. 3-27 and 3-28 we need to calculate turbulence factor D using
Eqs. 3-18 and 3-19 and assuming k = ka.

Calculation of Skin Factor for Horizontal Gas Well

r'w = L/A (3-29)

s = -\n{rjrw) (3-30)

Figure 3-12 shows a graphic correlation for shape factor C/.10 To convert
this shape factor Cf to C/, the following equation can be used: C/ = 0.25C^.
Instead of calculating shape factors, one can adjust effective wellbore radius of
a fractured vertical well to account for both fracture length and shape factor.10

Figure 3-13 shows a plot of effective wellbore radius for vertical wells with uni-
form flux and infinite conductivity fractures for different fracture penetration.7

The effective wellbore radius, rf
w, calculated from Figure 3-13 can be directly

substituted in place of rw in the following equations to calculate gas flow
rate in fractured vertical wells, where the vertical well is located centrally in
square drainage area. These results can also be extended to rectangular drainage
boundaries for varying 2xe/(2ye) ratio by replacing (x//xe) with ( 2 J C / / \ / A ) on
the x-axis or Figure 3-13.

0.0007021kh(p2
R- plf)

qg= Tz/l[ln(re/rw)-0J5]

and

= 0.0007027^[VrQ)7Q - jr(pwf)]
qg T[\n(re/rw) - 0.75]



Figure 3-12. Shape factors for fractured vertical wells for different fractured
penetration (after Gringarten).10

Well centrally
located in

drainage area

Uniform - flux

Infinite-conductivity
Constant pressure boundary
Closed boundary

Reciprocal fracture penetration
Ratio, Xf /xe

Figure 3-13. Effective wellbore radius for fractured vertical wells for different
fracture penetration (after Gringarten).11
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Shape factors Cf for off-centered-fractured vertical wells9 are shown in
Table 3-5. Shape-related skin factors Scah f° r horizontal wells for various well
penetrations and different rectangular drainage areas are shown in Table 3-6.

Shape factors, C/, for fractured vertical wells located centrally in the rect-
angular drainage area9 are shown in Table 3-7.

Calculation O/SCA

Assuming a square drainage area with each side being 2xe for 640 acres,
we have

2xe = ^/acre x 43,560, ft (3-31)

Find L/(2xe), kv/kh and

LD = (L/(2h))y/kJh (3-32)

From Figure 3-8 or Table 3-6, corresponding, to LD and L/2xe, find SQA-

3.5 Horizontal Transient Well Testing Techniques

Possible Flow Regimes and Analytical Solutions

Figure 3-15 shows possible four transient flow regimes depending on the
well length relative to the reservoir thickness and drainage area.613 Under
certain circumstances, permeability, k anisotropy, and skin factors can be
estimated by analyzing these transient flow pressure data. Time and pressure
response equations relating to each of the flow regimes to solve for specific
reservoir parameters for drawdown and buildup tests can be found in the next
sections. Figure 3-14 illustrates the horizontal model.

Well Test Planning Using Flow Time Equations

There are four transient flow regimes that are theoretically possible with
a buildup or drawdown test in a horizontal well. In chronological order of
development, they are:

Early-Time Radial Flow. The flow is radial and is equivalent to a fully
penetrating vertical well in an infinite reservoir (see Figure 3-16).

Intermediate-Time Linear Flow Equation. A horizontal well will generally
be long compared to the formation thickness; a period of linear flow
may develop once the pressure transient reaches the upper and lower
boundaries (see Figure 3-17).



Table 3-5
Shape Factors C1 for Off-Centered-Fractured Vertical Wells9

< Influence of yw Iy * >

ywlye XfIx6 0.25 0.50 1.00

xelye = 1
0.1 0.2240 0.8522 2.0200
0.3 0.2365 0.7880 1.8220
0.5 0.2401 0.7165 1.6040
0.7 0.2004 0.5278 1.3170
1.0 0.1451 0.3606 0.7909

xelye = 2
0.1 0.2272 0.7140 1.4100
0.3 0.3355 0.7700 1.3610
0.5 0.4325 0.8120 1.2890
0.7 0.4431 0.7460 1.1105
1.0 0.2754 0.4499 0.6600

xe/ye = 5
0.1 0.0375 0.09185 0.2110
0.3 0.1271 0.20320 0.2864
0.5 0.2758 0.38110 0.4841
0.7 0.3851 0.49400 0.5960
1.0 0.2557 0.31120 0.3642

< Influence of xwlxe >

xwlxe Xf / xe 0.50 0.75 1.00

Xelye = 1
0.1 0.9694 1.7440 2.0200
0.3 1.1260 1.7800 1.8200
0.5 1.2708 1.7800 1.6000

x6/y6 = 2
0.1 0.3679 1.0680 1.4098
0.3 0.5630 1.2980 1.3611
0.5 0.8451 1.5470 2.2890

Xelye = 5
0.1 0.0058 0.0828 0.2110
0.3 0.0317 0.2540 0.2864
0.5 0.1690 0.7634 0.6050

*xw and yw represent the distance of the fracture center from the nearest y and x boundary, respectively.



Table 3-6
Shape-Related Skin Factors Scah for Horizontal Wells for Various

Well Penetrations and Different Rectangular Drainage Areas9

UQx9)

tD 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.10

(X) xe I ye = 1
1 3.772 4.439 4.557 4.819 5.250
2 2.231 2.732 2.927 3.141 3.354
3 1.983 2.240 2.437 2.626 2.832
5 1.724 1.891 1.948 2.125 2.356
10 1.536 1.644 1.703 1.851 2.061
20 1.452 1.526 1.598 1.733 1.930
50 1.420 1.471 1.546 1.672 1.863
100 1.412 1.458 1.533 1.656 1.845
(2)xe/ye = 2
1 4.425 4.578 5.025 5.420 5.860
2 2.840 3.010 3.130 3.260 3.460
3 2.380 2.459 2.610 2.730 2.940
5 1.982 2.020 2.150 2.310 2.545
10 1.740 1.763 1.850 1.983 2.198
20 1.635 1.651 1.720 1.839 2.040
50 1.584 1.596 1.650 1.762 1.959
100 1.572 1.582 1.632 1.740 1.935
(3)xe/ye = 5
1 5.500 5.270 5.110 5.140 5.440
2 3.960 3.720 3.540 3.650 3.780
3 3.440 3.190 3.020 3.020 3.250
5 2.942 2.667 2.554 2.493 2.758
10 2.629 2.343 2.289 2.155 2.399
20 2.491 2.196 2.022 2.044 2.236
50 2.420 2.120 1.934 1.925 2.150
100 2.408 2.100 1.909 1.903 2.136

Late-Time Radial Flow Equation. If the horizontal well length is sufficiently
small compared to the reservoir size, a second radial flow known as
pseudoradial flow will develop at late times (see Figure 3-18).

Late-Time Linear Flow Equation. This flow period occurs when the pressure
transient reaches the lateral extremities of the reservoir. This second and
final linear-flow period develops only for reservoirs of finite width. The
identification of these flow regimes is critical to the proper interpretation
of a horizontal well test (see Figure 3-19).



Table 3-7
Shape Factors, C/, for Fractured Vertical Wells Located

Centrally in a Rectangular Drainage Area

Cf
Xf/xe 1 2 3 5 10 20

0.1 2.020 1.4100 0.751 0.2110 0.0026 0.000005
0.3 1.820 1.3611 0.836 0.2860 0.0205 0.000140
0.5 1.600 1.2890 0.924 0.6050 0.1179 0.010550
0.7 1.320 1.1100 0.880 0.5960 0.3000 0.122600
1.0 0.791 0.6662 0.528 0.3640 0.2010 0.106300

Figure 3-14. Horizontal well model.

Flow Time Equations and Solutions

These sets of equations are presented here for estimating for the various
flow regimes based on the concepts of Daviau et al.9 Kuchuk et al., Odeh
et ah, and Clonts and Ramey respectively.712"14

Method 1: Goode andR. K. M. Thambynayagam's Equations6

Early-Time Radial Flow. The early-time radial flow period ends at

te\ — yj—Dj)

K

Horizontal wellZ or v



Figure 3-15. Flow regimes and horizontal wellbore pressure responses during
flow period.

Intermediate-Time Linear Flow. Intermediate-time linear flow is estimated
to end at

= 20.8 M,c,L2
 ( 3_ 3 4 )

ky

The intermediate-time linear flow may not develop, if the time estimated
from Eq. 3-34 is less than the time calculated for the early-time radial
flow to end (Eq. 3-33).

Early Time Radial
Flow

Time to end the
early radial flow

Early time
linear/low

Pseudoradial
flow period

Buildup tests
W(p)
vs.

\og(tp+At)/At

Drawdown tests
W(Pi) - Wfawj)

vs.
logt

This flow regime can
be short and may be

difficult to identify in
field applications

(Figure 3-16).

This flow period
ends when the

effect of the top or
bottom boundary

is felt.

Transient Flow Regimes
and Analytical Solutions

If horizontal well
is long enough
compared to

formation
thickness, a

period of linear
flow may develop,
once the pressure
transient reaches

the upper and
lower boundaries.

If the well length is
sufficiently short to

the reservoir size, the
pseudo-steady-state
will develop at late

times. The flow period
ends when the

pressure transient
reaches one of the
outer boundaries
(see Figure 3-19).

Buildup tests
W(P)
vs.

\og(tp+At)/At

Drawdown tests
W(Pi)~W(pwj)

vs.
log/

From slope, estimate (kv ky)
05 and s.

Parameter L(kv ky) °'
5 can be estimated,

if reservoir isotropic kx = ky = ki,, then
keff=(khkv)

0-5

One can estimate producing well length L,
if producing well length L is known from

well logging.

From slope, estimate
kh = (kxky)°-5ands.

Extrapolate initial reservoir pressure
Pi-



The pressure transient is
moving radially from the

wellbore and has not
encountered any boundaries

The duration of this second
major flow regime is directly

related to the effective length of
the horizontal well

Pressure transient becomes
effectly radial in nature after a

long enough time.

Figure 3-18. Late-time radial flow (pseudoradial flow).

Figure 3-17. Intermediate-time linear flow.

Figure 3-16. Early-time radial flow.

Horizontal Well

Horizontal Well



Figure 3-19. Late-time linear flow (pseudo-steady-state).

Late-Time Radial Flow or Pseudoradial Flow. If this flow develops, it will
begin at approximately

12MMHW. (3_35)

Reference 9 suggested the following equation to determine the beginning
of pseudoradial flow:

1480LW, ( 3_ 3 6 )

For a reservoir of finite width, pseudoradial flow would end at

, 297.0(L^1+L^)2 Q 9 5L-Q Q 9VM gQ
Ui = : (3-37)

This radial flow period will not develop if the estimated time to the end
of late-time radial flow (Eq. 3-37) is less than the calculated beginning of
pseudoradial flow (Eq. 3-35). It also means that the reservoir is smaller than
anticipated. A plot of pwf versus +Jt can be used to calculate Lx\ and LXd in
Eq. 3-37,

where

dz — distance from the upper reservoir boundary to the center of
the horizontal well, ft

kv = permeability in vertical-direction, mD
L = effective length of horizontal well, ft
kx = permeability in x -direction, mD
Lxi = distance in x -direction to beginning of horizontal wellbore, ft
LxD = distance in x -direction to end of horizontal wellbore, ft

This is the last major flow
regime; it is not commonly

seen in tests.



Method2: A. S. Odeh andD. K. Babu's Equations13

Early-Time Radial Flow. The duration of this period may be approximated
by the minimum of the following two terms:

= 180(KW, (3_38)
kv

or

U = ^ ^ (3-39)

Intermediate-Time Linear Flow. Time duration for the start and end of linear
flow can be found by

= 1800D^c1

and

,* = 160<l>^L2 (3-U)

Late-Time Radial Flow. This flow period starts at

148OL20Mgc,
*<?3 = 7 (-3-42)

and ends at the minimum of

2000^0(4+ I)2

r̂3 _ p-̂ --̂ ;
kx

or
1650 (f)^gctd

2
y

ky

Late-Time Linear Flow. The flow ends at the larger of

= 4 8 0 0 ^ ^

or



where

dz is the shortest distance between the well and the z-boundary, ft
Dz is the longest distance between the well and the z-boundary, ft
= (h-dz) and h is the reservoir height
ky = permeability in y -direction, mD
dx is the shortest distance between the well and the x -boundary, ft
Dx is the longest distance between the well and the x -boundary, ft

Method 3: Ozham, Raghavan, andjoshi's Equations15

Early-Time Radial Flow

LD = ^KIh (3-47)

rwD = (2rw/L)Jkh/ky (3-48)

and assuming isotropic reservoir, i.e., kx — ky, Eq. 3-48 reduces to

rwD = 2^- (3-49)

Figure 3-20 tell us that horizontal well pressure response depends upon
dimensionless well length Lj) and dimensionless wellbore radius rwD-
The time between dashed lines AA and BB represents transitional flow pe-
riod from early-time radial flow (vertical radial flow) to pseudoradial flow.

Dimensionless time, tD

Figure 3-20. Pressure response of horizontal wells (after Ozkan et a/.).15
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(Note that the intermediate linear flow regime is not included in Figure
3-20.) As shown in Figure 3-20, once the pseudoradial flow starts, the
horizontal well solutions for Lo > 10 are practically the same as the
vertically fractured well solution. After estimating the value of Lo and
rW£>, and using Figure 3-20, one can find to, (dashed line A-A) and the
duration of the early-time radial flow, which is given by

tD4>figctLl
tel = 0.001055** ( 3 " 5 0 )

Late-Time Radial Flow. The start of this radial (pseudoradial) flow can be
calculated by using Eqs. 3-47 and 3-48, finding to from Figure 3-20,
dashed line B-B, and then using Eq. 3-50,

where:
Lo= dimensionless length
h = reservoir thickness, ft
rwD = dimensionless radius
to = dimensionless time

Example 3-3 Calculating the Time Required to End of Early-Time Radial
Flow

A horizontal oil well is 2000 ft long and is drilled in a reservoir with the fol-
lowing characteristics: h = 120 ft, rw = 0.354 ft, 0 = 15.0%, /xg = 0.02952 cP,
Ct = 4.25 x 10"5 psi"1, kh = 0.8 mD (from well test data), kv = 0.2 mD (from
core data). The well is in the central elevation of the reservoir and the distance
from the upper reservoir boundary to the center of the horizontal well is 20 ft.
Estimate the time required to end initial radial flow.

Solution dz = (120/2 - 20) = 40 ft

Method 1, using Eq. 3-33:

l90.0df095r-0095</>tigct
tel = k

/Vy

_ 190.0 x 402095 x 0.354-095 x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10~5

~ 2
= 0.448 hours

Method 2, using Eq. 3-40:

_ 1800 dfyngCt
tel ~ Jk

1800 x 402x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10"5 ^ ,
= = 2.71 hours

0.2



_ l25L2(/)figct _ 125 x 20002 x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10~5

hl~ ky " O8

= 117.62 hours

The minimum of these two values is 0.448 hours. Thus, the initial radial flow
period will end in 0.448 hours.

Method 3, using Figure 3-20:

LD = 2000/(2 x 120)^0.2/0.8 = 4.17 (Eq. 3-47)

Assuming it is an isotropic reservoir, and therefore kx = ky = kh:

rWD = ^yfhlk'y = 2 ^ Q 0 Q 5 4 x 1 = 3.54 x 1(T4 (Eq. 3-48)

With LD, rWD known, the time to the end of the initial radial flow period
is given by dotted line A-A (tD = 1.5 x 10~3), and after rearranging and
substituting these values in Eq. 3-50,

_ (f)figctL
2 _ 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10~5 x 20002

tel = .001055**' tD ~ 0.001055 x 0.8

x (1.5 x 10"3) = 1.34 hours

Therefore the initial time required to end initial radial flow would last
between 0.448 and 1.34 hours. The reservoir engineers will have to use down-
hole shut-in devices to enhance the chances of measuring the early radial flow
regime.

Example 3-4 Calculating the Time to Start and Time to End of Early-Time
Linear Flow

For the well described in Example 3-3, assuming kx = ky = 0.8 mD,
calculate the time to start and time to end of early-time linear flow.

Solution The maximum distance of well from either top or bottom boundary

is:

Dz=h-dz = 1 2 0 - 4 0 = 80 ft

From Eq. 3-38:

_ 1800 Dtyfict _ 1800 x 802 x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10~5

tel ~ kv ~ O2
= 10.84 hours



From Eq. 3-41:

_ 16O0/xcrL
2 _ 160 x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10~5 x 20002

te2" Tx " ^
= 150.55 hours

From Eq. 3-34:

_ 2O.8 0/xcrL
2 _ 20.8 x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x IO"5 x 20002

tel " Ix " O8
= 19.57 hours

Thus, this flow period will end in about 20 to 150 hours. This indicates that
the current well is sufficiently long compared to the reservoir height. Therefore,
it is possible to analyze pressure data of the flow period.

Example 3-5 Calculating the Time Required to Start a Pseudoradial Flow
For the well/reservoir data given in Example 3-4, calculate time to start and

time to end early-time linear flow.

Solution

Method 1, from Eq. 3-35:

_ 123O0/zc,L2 _ 1230 x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10"5 x 20002

tel ~ Tx " a s
= 1157.4 hours = 38 days

Method 2, from Eq. 3-36:

_ 14800/XQL2 _ 1480 x 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10~5 x 20002

te2~ Tx " O8
= 1392.6 hours = 46 days

Method 3, from Figure 3-20 Time to start of pseudoradial flow (dashed line
B-B) is tD = 3.0; thus from Eq. 3-50,

4>fictL
2 _ 0.15 x 0.02952 x 4.25 x 10~5 x 20002

tel ~ 0.001055Jfc//D " 0.001055 x 0.8
= 2675.7 hours = 88 days

It will take 38 to 88 days to reach pseudoradial flow. It will be economically
difficult to shut in a well for such a long time. In this case one will have to
obtain the necessary information from early-time radial or linear flow periods.



Solution under Pressure Drawdown Tests
Certain reservoir parameters can only be approximated during particular

flow regimes; therefore it is important to calculate the times relating to each
of the flow regimes. Goode et al.6 developed pressure response function at the
horizontal wellbore for conditions of both pressure drawdown and pressure
buildup. These pressure response equations, published in 1987, assumed an
effective pressure point along the horizontal wellbore. Later work by Kuchuk
et al.12 was based on pressure averaging under conditions of pressure draw-
down. These equations provide pressure response during each flow regime. In
Eq. 3-5 Ib the qg is conveniently expressed in mmscfd, and the gas formation
volume factor, fig9 is then expressed in reservoir barrels per mmscfd, so that
the product qg/3g is in reservoir barrels per day (rb/d) as in the analogous equa-
tion for slightly compressible liquids. AU gas properties (/3g, fig, and Cg) are
evaluated at original reservoir pressure, /?,-:

ft = ( U T ^ T K ( J _ 5 0 a )

Pi * sc

Early-Time Radial Flow. The wellbore pressure response during this flow
period is given by the following equations:

Pseudopressure case:

57.920 x l06qgTPsc
f(Pi) - if(Pwf) = nnriT —

x log ; y . -3 .23 + 0.868s (3-51)

Pressure-squared case:

2 2 _ 57.920 x l06qgTiIgzpsc
Pi ~ Pwf = IkTLT

x log I y . - 3.23 + 0.8685 (3-5Ia)

Pressure case:

_ , ]^Mfi.LJfhL\ _ 3.23 + 0.868s]
JETyL L \<l>tigC,rlJ J

(3-5Ib)

where 5 is mechanical skin damage due to drilling and completion. Equa-
tion 3-5 Ib indicates that a plot of wellbore pressure pwf or (p, — pwf)



versus log t will exhibit a semilog straight line with slope given by

mx =
 1JZpHi?* (3-52)

-»/ /Cy /Cy Ld

The equivalent permeability in a vertical plane around the wellbore
can be calculated as

1 6 2 . 6 g ^
miL

Extrapolating the semilog straight line to t = 1 hour, the following
equation is obtained:

Pi - Phhr = m\\og( Kky ^) - 3.23 + 0.868*1 (3-54)

where pt is initial reservoir pressure, and p\^r is the pressure obtained
at t = 1 hour. Rearranging Eq. 3-54 gives

s = U51[PLZPl* - U - & +3.23)1 (3-55)

Using Eq. 3-55 one can estimate the skin factor s. If the reservoir is
areal isotropic (kx =ky = kh), then using Eq. 3-52, we have

L ^ y = Lkeff=
l62'6q^ (3-56)

mi

where keff (= y/khkv) is the effective reservoir permeability. Thus, if keff is
known, one can estimate producing well length Lw. Conversely, if produc-
ing well length L is known by well logging, then one can calculate the ef-
fective reservoir permeability. As mentioned earlier, this flow regime can
be short in duration and may be difficult to identify in field applications.

Intermediate-Time Linear Flow. Pressure response during this flow period
is given by

p,_p./ = ̂ | A / Z I Z + i l l ^ f t f e + s ) (3_57)
Lh Y kyCp/jLgCt Ly/kyky

where sz is the pseudoskin factor caused by partial penetration in the
vertical direction and is given by9

Sz = l n ( j M + 0 . 2 5 I n ^ ) - l n ( sin } ^ . \ _ L838 (3-58)



where zw = vertical location of well, ft, and h = reservoir height, ft.
Equation 3-57 indicates that a plot of Ap = pi — pwf versus V7 will
exhibit a straight line with slope given by

m 2 =!«ra: (3_59)
Lh Y (pCfky

Hence the product of the producing well length square L2 and perme-
ability ky can be obtained from the slope

= / 8 . 1 2 8 , , M ^ ( 3 _ 6 0 )

V hm2 J 4>Ct

Additionally, extrapolating the straight line to +Ji — 0 gives

A P U = 1 4 1 ; 2 ^ ' f a + J) (3-61)

where

s = O058 [JkT(P1-KfJO = hrA _ ̂

Late-Time Radial Flow. Pressure response during this radial (pseudoradial)
flow period is given by4

162.6 qgpgng[ ( kxt \ I

t^ht.) (3-63,

Equation 3-63 indicates that a plot of /?wy or {pt — pwf) versus log t will
exhibit a semilog straight line of slope my.

The equivalent horizontal permeability y/kxky can be estimated as

^ = JkJT,= 162'6*?'*' (3-65)



Figure 3-21. Spencer function (after Spencer, SPEFormation Evaluation, Dec.
1987).6

The skin factor can also be obtained by

1.151L [kv"f Pi-plhr ( kx \ , ^ ^ ]
s = — - — / — log — J + 2.023 -sz (3-66)

h ]f kxl m3 \</>tigctLlJ J

where p\hr is obtained by extrapolating the late-time radial flow semilog
straight line to t = 1 hour. Equation 3-58 gives pseudoskin factor. sz can
also be estimated using the Spencer function6 (Figure 3-21):

sz = a 0 7 9 5 8 f t ' W ( g i ) + № ) - f&) - ^ g 4 ) ] (3-67)
F w a

where

0.52jirwa

Ii = ;

2̂ = ^ ( 2 ^ + 3.48^)

3.38jrrwa

?3 = ;
hz

and

h = ?-(2hs=0.52rwa)



where

rwa = apparent wellbore radius, ft
hs — horizontal well in center of reservoir, ft
hz = partial penetration in vertical direction, ft

If the bottom and top boundaries are maintained at constant pressure
then the pseudoradial or late-time radial flow period will not develop,6

and there will be steady-state flow at the late time.
Late-Time Linear Flow. Pressure response during this period, r also known

as pseudo-steady-state is given by4

8.128^ft, / lint 141.2*7,,PxIIg
2xeh y ky(/)ct Ly/kyky

where

2xe = width of reservoir, ft
sz = pseudoskin factor due to partial penetration in a vertical

direction (Eq. 3-58 or 3-67)
Sx = pseudoskin factor due to partial penetration in the

^-direction.

Reference 4 gives an expression for Sx:

where

h = reservoir height, ft
hx = height between the well and the x -boundary, ft

Equation 3-68 indicates that a plot of pwf{pt — pwf) versus \ft will
exhibit a straight line of slope m^\

m 4 = 8 . 1 2 8 , A % ( 3_7 0 )

hxhyj4>ctky

Reservoir parameter hx or J ^ 1 can be obtained as

hx = 8 - 1 2 8 ^ ( 3 _ ? 1 )



or

\(t)ctky 8.128qg P8[Ig

Y №g m^h^/^Ctky

The skin factor s can be found from

, = « | l t e ) _ {Sx + Sz) (3_72)
hhx Y (t>iXgCt \ m4 J

where pw/ (0 hr) is the pressure obtained at t = 0 hour.

Solution under Pressure Buildup Tests

Early-Time Radial Flow. Pressure buildup response during this flow period
is given by the following equations:

Infinite reservoir:

162.6 Qo^o[IA, / % + AA "I ^ , _

"•-"••=^|^ i L i o s ( J ^-) + H <3-73)

where

" = T S I M T ^ T T ) - 2-023l - l0S(f)h\\kx\_ \<p[xgctLlJ J

- logf/^^.) + 3.227 + 0.869s,

Equation 3-73 indicates that a plot of Ap versus l o g ( ^ f

 f ) will exhibit

a semilog straight line with slope, m\r, given by

162.6 qgpglig
m\r = nrj-j (3-/4)

-t/ ACy »C-y 2-/

The equivalent permeability in the vertical plane can be estimated by

/!62.6,^y (3_?5)

Extrapolating the semilog straight line to t = 1 hour, the following equa-
tion is obtained to estimate s:

s = 1 1 5 1 rp^-^/_ l o g /_M^\ + 3 2 3 i (3_76)



Finite (bounded) reservoir:

162.6 qgPgfjLg F1 (U + AA 1
pf - Pws = T = T ^ log J L — ~ ) + K2 (3-77)

y/kykyL I \ At J J

where

n _ ^ / ^ - 1 O g ( ^ ) + 3.227 + 0.868fe + «)

Equation 3-76 gives s.
Intermediate-Time Linear Flow. Pressure buildup response during this flow

period is given by the following equations:

Infinite reservoir, first linear flow:

8.128 ft & j/jioAt

Pt - P^s = — r r ^ J r V - + w (3-78)

hL y ky(j)ct

where

A plot of Ap versus +/Ki will exhibit a slope given by

mu = SAlS^8 ( 3 _ 7 9 )

ft * / /Cy fv-y

The equivalent permeability in the vertical plane can be calculated by

_ /UMV (3_S0)

The skin factor s is given by

_ 0.058 firi>i f t r-/wl
/z Y ̂ VgCt L m i / J

Finite (bounded) reservoir:

Pi ~ Pws = — J1 , I V A^ : I
hL y ky<pct \ hx J

+ '
4 ' ;2^i"S, (3-82,



Using Eq. 3-81 gives sx:
Late-Time Radial Flow. Pressure buildup response during this flow period

is given by the following equations:

Infinite reservoir:

p,_p,., = ]^№[, o g (^ ) l ( 3_S3)

A plot of pws versus l o g ( ^ A * ) will exhibit a straight line with slope
given by

m2r = 1 6 2 " 6 ^ (3-84)
fl -\/ /vy »vy

The skin factor s is given by

, , ! ^ & £ » ^ _ loE(-A-,) + 2.023] - S1
h y kxl m2r \(/)figctL

2J J

(3-85)

Finite (bounded) reservoir:

Pi - pws = — SJ. log ^ + y4\ (3-86)

where

y4 = ̂ A / ^ - l o g f - ^ ) + 2.023 + 0.868,z

Calculate s using Eq. 3-85. Generally, only the initial part of the Horner
plot generated by Eq. 3-86 will be a straight line.

Late-Time Linear Flow. During this flow period the infinite reservoir case
does not exist (pseudoradial flow) and the pressure buildup response for
a finite (bounded) reservoir is given by

_ Pws = *M*^rEftf _ yz7) (3-87)
hhX Y Ky(J)Ct

A plot of pws versus (*Ji — ̂ fKi) will produce a straight line that will
extrapolate to pt while a plot of Ap versus («/t — <sfKi) will exhibit a



straight line of slope m^:

m4l = ^ = L (3-88)

or

l(/)ctky SA2SqsBsZ±Z = J ^ L ( 3_ 8 9 )
Y fio mAihhx

The skin factor s is given by

0.058L [~kv (pxhr - Pw f\
s = -rr-J ^ - f )-(Sz + sx) (3-90)

3.6 Problems in Testing Horizontal Wells

Figure 3-22 illustrates horizontal well test configuration and Figure 3-23
shows possible parameters affecting the transient response and careful test
design procedures.

3.7 Horizontal Well Application in Tight
Gas Reservoirs

In tight gas reservoirs, the time to start of the pseudo-steady-state can be
very large. In such cases vertical gas wells can be drilled at close spacing
to effectively drain the reservoir. This will require a large number of vertical
wells. In many cases it is difficult to create long fractures in tight reservoirs,

Figure 3-22. Horizontal well test configurations.



Figure 3-23. Problems in testing horizontal wells.

especially if the reservoir is overlain or underlain by a weak cap or base rock.
During the fracture jobs, when pumping pressure exceeds the formation parting
pressure for an effective proppant placement, the high pumping pressure may
open up a large portion of the weak cap or base rock, resulting in an excessive
fracture height and fracture growth in unproductive zones.

The excessive fracture height results in a less-than-desired fracture exten-
sion in the reservoir. In such reservoirs, horizontal wells provide an alterna-
tive to obtain long fracture extension, since horizontal wells represent a long
fracture with a height equal to the wellbore diameter. Vertical wells located
near faults can also screen out because of excessive fluid loss, giving short
fracture penetration. A long horizontal well can drain larger volumes than a
single vertical well in the same time interval. This has an impact on field eco-
nomics, because one can develop the field using fewer horizontal wells than
vertical wells.

Problem in Testing
Horizontal Wells

Parameters affecting
the transient

response

Horizontal permeability,
vertical permeability, drilling

damage and completion
damage

Success of horizontal well
tests requires careful test

design

A

Tests in the pilot hole drilled before kicking off to
drill the horizontal borehole segment can yield
horizontal and vertical permeability.
A good directional drilling survey can frequently
provide an adequate estimate of the standoff.
A production log flow survey conducted with coiled
tubing can determine what portion of the wellbore
length is actually producing, thus indicating the
effective production length.
As mentioned above, wells in developed reservoirs
should be flowed for a sufficient length of time to
equilibrate pressures along the well bore. For wells
that flow at sufficiently high rates, continuous
borehole pressure and flow rate measurements can
be acquired while flowing and used to interpret the
drawdown transient response.
If downhole flow rate is not measured buildup test
should be conducted with downhole shut-in.

All these steps will provide
values for horizontal

permeability anisotropy and
the damage skin.

A



3.8 Influence of Turbulence in High-Permeability
Gas Wells

Horizontal wells are also useful in high-permeability gas wells, especially
in those wells when near-wellbore turbulence is very high. The near-wellbore
turbulence is inversely proportional to the well's perforated interval. By drilling
a horizontal well, one can increase productive length and therefore decrease
the near-wellbore turbulence and enhance well productivity.

Turbulent Flow

Darcy's law of flow through porous media is valid only for laminar flow
through the reservoir:

dp/dr = av (3-91)

where v is velocity, a is a constant, and dp/dr is pressure gradient. Forchheimer
modified Darcy's law to account for turbulence effects:

dp/dr =av+ bv2 (3-92)

Equation 3-92 can be rewritten as either:

p2

R-plf=aqg + bq2

g (3-93)

or

fCPR) - ir(Pwf) = a'qg + b'q] (3-94)

where

5 0 3 3 7 x 1 0 ^ 2 7 ^ T (re\ /Ia = — № — r w) ~ °-75+s+SCA -c J (3"95)

^ 5 0 . 3 3 7 x 1 0 3 ^ ^ ^ ( 3 _ % )

khTsc

0 , = 50.337 x •tfrfi.r^x a w + 1 + ^ _ c,1 ( 3 _ 9 7 )

khTsc L VwJ J

v _ 50.337 x ^TP,, D ( 3 _ 9 g )

khTsc

In the foregoing equations, definitions of SQA and d depend upon the type
of the well as defined earlier. D is the turbulence factor in units of 1/mscfd
and is defined in Eq. 3-18. Equations 3-93 and 3-94 tell us that the influence
of turbulence is to increase the pressure drop or pressure drawdown required



to produce the given gas production rate. Thus, the presence of turbulence
reduces net production from a well. Reducing fluid velocity near the wellbore
can minimize the turbulence effect. If there is no turbulence near the wellbore,
there will be no turbulence in the reservoir. The fluid velocity near the wellbore
can be minimized by increasing perforated producing length hp. A horizontal
well provides a means to significantly enhance perforated interval and reduce
near-wellbore turbulence.

3,9 Turbulence Identification

A multirate test can be used to confirm the existence of high-velocity effects
in a well. Flow tests are conducted with different surface pressures. At each
pressure a stabilized gas flow rate qsc is recorded. Based on surface pressure
and flow rate, downhole well flowing pressure pwf is estimated. The data are
correlated as

qsc = C(Pl - p2
wf)" (3-99)

where C is a constant and n is a dimensionless constant (1/2 < n < 1).
Equation 3-99 is rewritten as

In qsc = In C + ln (p | - p2
wf)

n (3-100)

If slope n = l, then there is no turbulence. However, if n < 1, turbulence
does exist. The lower the value of n, the higher is the turbulence effect, and
when n = 0.5 turbulence is dominant. It is important to use pseudopressure
(is(p) values) when pressure is above 2500 psia.

3.10 Inflow Performance Responses in Vertical
and Horizontal Gas Wells

The following example will illustrate the inflow performance responses in
both vertical and horizontal gas wells.

Example 3-6 Inflow Performance Responses for Vertical and Horizontal
Wells

An engineer suggested drilling a 2000-ft-long horizontal gas well not only
to reduce near-wellbore turbulence but also to ensure against water coning. De-
velop inflow performance curves for vertical and horizontal wells. Assume that
the gas reservoir is not in communication with the bottom water zone. The fol-
lowing reservoir and gas properties are given:

reservoir = sandstone; reservoir temperature = 226°F; depth = 9011 ft;
gas gravity (air = 1.0) = 0.681; reservoir pressure = 1660 psia; pseudocrit-
ical temperature = 370.0100R; reservoir thickness = 69 ft; pseudocritical



Table 3-8
Calculated Gas PVT Properties

Real gas
Gas pseudopressure

Pressure Compressibility viscosity t/? (p)
(psia) factor, z (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9598 0.023689 903.57
3750 0.9470 0.022859 816.26
3500 0.9354 0.022018 730.52
3250 0.9251 0.021176 646.66
3000 0.9127 0.020345 565.11
2750 0.9119 0.019533 486.41
2500 0.9085 0.018748 411.18
2250 0.9074 0.017997 340.12
2000 0.9089 0.017285 273.93
1750 0.9128 0.016618 213.36
1500 0.9192 0.016002 159.12
1250 0.9279 0.015441 111.91
1000 0.9389 0.014940 72.35
750 0.9518 0.014507 41.00
500 0.9665 0.014147 18.31
250 0.9825 0.013868 4.60
140.65 0.9985 0.013687 0.53

pressure = 650.59 psia; average reservoir permeability = 10 mD; base tem-
perature = 5200R; vertical permeability (assume) = 1 . 0 mD; base pressure =
14.65 psia; well spacing = 320 acres; and average porosity = 0.146 fraction.

Solution The reservoir has a permeability of 10 mD, and hence a well
drilled at 320-acre well spacing will begin pseudo-steady-state in about 30
days. Therefore, the initial transient flow portion is ignored in the following
calculations. The inflow performance curve is based upon a pseudo-steady-
state solution, i.e., Eq. 3-17. Since the vertical well is centrally located in the
drainage plane, SCA = 0. For turbulence calculations, Eqs. 3-18 through 3-20
are used. For horizontal well turbulence, the perforated length hp is simply
replaced by well length L in Eq. 3-18.

Calculation of Inflow Performance Curve
The pseudo-steady-state equation for a gas well, Eq. 3-17, is rewritten as

khTsc[\l/(pR) - jr(pwf)]
9g ~ 50.337 x 103TPsc[\n(re/rw) - 0.75 + s + sm + sCA - d - Dqg]

(3-101)



Table 3-9
IPR Calculations for Vertical Well (Example 3-6)

H= Aip D
Pwf *KPwf) = *KPR) ~ 1>(Pwf) /**,, (l/mscfd Qg (mmscfd)

(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) (cP) XlO"4) Noturb. Withturb.

250 4.60 184.40 0.013868 0.5431 16.965 15.237
500 18.31 170.69 0.014147 0.5325 15.703 14.220
750 41.00 148.00 0.014507 0.5192 13.616 12.489

1000 72.35 116.65 0.014940 0.5042 10.732 9.981
1250 111.91 77.09 0.015441 0.4878 7.092 6.762
1500 159.12 29.88 0.016002 0.4707 2.749 2.688

For a well drainage of 320 acres:

ft2
Drainage area = 7tr2

p = 320 x 43,560
acre

re = 2106 ft

To develop the nonturbulence IPR curve for a vertical well, the turbulence
term in Eq. 3-18 is ignored, i.e., Z) -O. Then Eq. 3-17 can be solved explicitly
as

_ 10 x 69 x 520[189 x 106 - f{pwf)1
9g~ 50.335 x 103 x (226 + 460) x 14.65[ln(2106/0.4271) - 0.75]

(3-102)

qg = 0.000092[189 x 106 - 1r(pwf)] (3-103)

Equation 3-103 can be used for different well flowing pressure to calcu-
late gas flow rates. The results are shown in Table 3-9 and Figure 3-24. For
turbulent flow, Eq. 3-102 is written as:

_ 10 x 69 x 520[189 x 106 - t(pwf)\
qg~ 50.335 x 103 x (226 + 460)[ln(2106/0.4271) - 0.75 + Dq8]

CC

= WTWx
 <3-104)

This is a quadratic equation:

Dq] + BB'qg - CC' = 0 (3-105)

and

-2?Z?' + V( i? l?0 2 +4xPxCC 7

Vg = J^ (3-106)



Flowing Bottom-Hole pressure, psia

Figure 3-24. IPR performance showing effect of turbulence vertical gas well.

_ -7.7533 + 7(7.7533)2 + 4 x D x 0.000709[189 x 106 - f(pwf)\
qg~ ID

(3-107)

To solve Eq. 3-107 we need to calculate turbulence factor D using Eqs. 3-18
and 3-20 and assuming k = ka:

, 2.33 x 1010 2.33 x 1010
 9

P = tL20i = !Qi-201 = L 4 6 7 x 1 0

_ 2.222 x IQ"15 x 0.681 x 10 x 69 x 1.467 x IQ9 _ 7.5326 x 10~7

~ fiPwf x 0.4271 x 69 x 69 ~ ~^f

For horizontal well calculations, Eq. 3-102 is written as

= khTsc[lS9xl06-jf(Pwf)]
q* 50.335 x 10377Uln(2106/0.4271) - 0.75 + s + sm + sCA + Dqg - cf]

(3-108)

For a 2000-ft-long horizontal well, skin factor s and shape-related skin
factor SCA need to be calculated.

No Turbulence
With Turbulence
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Calculation of Skin Factor s for a Horizontal Well

r'w = L/A = 2000/4 = 500 ft

rw = 0.4271 ft

- ^ ) - K 5 S r ) -
The flow rate results are summarized in Table 3-9 and Figure 3-24. Table

3-9 shows an effect of turbulence on well flow rates.

= khTsc[lS9xl06-jr(pwf)]
q% 50.335 x 103rP,c[ln(2106/0.4271) - 0.75 + s + sm + sCA + Dq8 - c']

(3-108)

For a 2000-ft-long horizontal well, skin factor s and shape-related skin
factor SCA need to be calculated.

Calculation of SQA
Assuming a square drainage area with each side being 2xe for 320 acres,

we have

2xe = V320 x 43560 = 3734 ft

LI(Ix6) = 2000/3734 = 0.536

kv/kh = 1/10 = 0.1

LD = (L/(2h)) — = 2000/(2 x 69)VaT = 4.58
y kh

From Figure 3-10, corresponding to LD = 4.58 and L/(2xe) = 0.536,
SCA = 2.75.

We rewrite Eq. 3-108 to calculate gas flow rate by the following equation:

= 0.000709[189 x IQ6 - jf(pwf)]
qg 7.7533 + (-7.07) + 0 + 2.75 + Dqg - 1.386

Equation 3-109 assumes that the mechanical skin factor sm — 0. For a
nonturbulence case, D = O and Eq. 3-109 is solved explicitly for various values
of pwf. The final results are summarized in Table 3-10 and Figure 3-25. For a
turbulence case, D is calculated by substituting 2000 ft as perforated length
instead of 69 ft (for a vertical well) as used in Eq. 3-18.

_ 2.222 x 10~15 x 0.681 x 10 x 69 x 1.467 x 109

" /xPwf x 0.4271 x 2000 x 2000

= 8 - 9 7 x K r ' ° 0-110)



Table 3-10
IPR Calculations for Horizontal Well (Example 3-6)

Tlirbiilence
factor Qg

H= AT/> Viscosity D (mmscfd)
Pwf 1>(Pwf) = HPR) ~ *l>(Pwf) »pwf (l/mscfd No With

(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) (cP) xlO~7) turb. turb.

250 4.60 184.40 0.013868 0.6468 63.863 63.390
500 18.31 170.69 0.014147 0.6341 59.112 59.011
750 41.00 148.00 0.014507 0.6183 51.129 51.000

1000 72.35 116.65 0.014940 0.6004 40.397 40.360

1250 111.91 77.09 0.015441 0.5809 26.697 26.120
1500 159.12 29.88 0.016002 0.5606 10.347 10.327

Bottom-hole Flowing Pressure, psia

Figure 3-25. IPR performance showing effect of turbulence horizontal gas
well.
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For turbulence calculations, the value of D from Eq. 3-110 is substituted
into Eq. 3-109:

_ 0.000709[189 x 10 - f(Pwf)] _ CC
9g ~ 2Ml+ Dq8 " BB' + Dqg ^ 1 l l )

Equation 3-111 is a quadratic equation, which can be solved as

- ^ + V W 2 + 4xDxCC7

Ig = jo (3-112)

and

-2.047 + >/(2.047)2 + 4 x D x 0.000709(189 x 106 - f(pwf)
q* = Tb

(3-113)

By substituting an appropriate D value, Eq. 3-113 is solved for various well
flowing pressure, r/r(pWf), values. In Figure 3-25 inflow performance rela-
tionships (IPR curves) for horizontal wells are shown. The plots are for two
cases: (1) without turbulence and (2) with turbulence.

Celier et al.16 presented the following Eq. 3-114 to calculate the ratio of
pressure drop due to turbulence, i.e., non-Darcy flow, in horizontal and vertical
wells:

(AP>M 2^ \hf (3 114)

<AP)Vf,- ( T + M I J
where

h = reservoir height, ft
L = well length, ft

It is important to note that the preceding equation assumes that h ft of vertical
well is perforated in an /j-ft-thick reservoir; similarly, L ft of horizontal well
is open to flow.

Example 3-7 Calculating Reduction in Turbulence-Related Pressure Drop
Determine reduction in turbulence related pressure drop in a 45-ft-thick,

10.0 mD reservoir by drilling a 2000-ft-long horizontal well. What would be
the pressure drop ratio if kv/kh = 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0?

Solution A ratio of horizontal and vertical well pressure drops due to non-
Darcy flow is given in Eq. 3—115:

(Ap)h,t 2P2 Th f

XKp)Z = OTfT)8U8I (3"115)



If kv/kh = 0.01,

\ikv/kh =0 .1 ,

If kv/kh = 1.0,

If kv/kh =0.01,

(ApW = 2 x (10)2 ( x ) o s o 6 = Q o o 9 2 o

(Ap)v>, 1 + 10
Ifikv/jfc* =0 .1 ,

(ApW = 2x (3 .16 )^ ( o o o o 5 O 6 ) = Q o o 2 4 3

(Ap)VJ 1+3.16

If kv/kh = 1.0,

( A / 7 ) M = 1^1(0.000506) - 0.000506
(Ap)v,r 1 + 1

3.11 Estimating Reservoir Properties
from Production Histories

Homogeneous Isotropic Systems

Production type curves suitable for practical applications are based on the
work by Duda17 and Aminian and Ameri.18 These type curves can be used
either for production feasibility or for estimating reservoir properties from the
production histories. These type curves are for two dimensionless wellbore
radii, namely, rwp = 2.5 x 10~4 and rwD = 5.0 x 10~4,

where

rwD = fir*/L* (3-116)



Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 3-26. Production type curves for horizontal gas wells in a 640-acre
drainage area.17

The type curves shown in Figures 3-26 through 3-29 are for production
in 320- and 640-acre reservoirs, and Figure 3-31 is for production in infinite
reservoirs with no flow across the drainage boundary.

Homogeneous Anisotropic Systems

Figure 3-30 shows a production-type curve in an anisotropic reservoir,
where a horizontal well is drilled along the x direction. The figure clearly
indicates the benefits of drilling a horizontal well along the low-permeability
direction. The curves also note loss in production by drilling a horizontal well
along the high-permeability direction. The type curves shown in Figure 3-32
also have been developed for rectangular drainage area.18

Square Drainage Area

Duda17 type curves can be used for either production forecasting or esti-
mating reservoir properties from the production histories. In these type curves
various dimensionless terms are defined as

LD = [L/(2h)](kv/kh)°-5 (3-117)
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Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 3-27. Production type curves for horizontal gas wells in a 320-acre
drainage area.17

Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 3-28. Production type curves for horizontal gas wells in a 640-acre
drainage area.17

Drainage area = 640 acre
rw=5.0E-04

Vertical
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Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 3-29. Production type curves for horizontal gas wells in a 320-acre
drainage area.17

Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 3-30. Horizontal well production type curves for an anisotropic
reservoir.17
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Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 3-31. Production type curves for horizontal gas wells in an infinite
reservoir.17

Dimensionless Time, tDA

Figure 3-32. Production type curve for horizontal gas well in a rectangular
reservoir.18
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0.001Q55fa
tD ~ ~~L 7T~ (3-1 lo)

9M9GPT
GpD = h^LhHAp) ( 3 " U 9 )

where:

L = well length, ft; h = reservoir thickness, ft;
k = permeability, mD; t = time, hours;

kv = permeability in vertical direction, mD;
kh = permeability in x direction, mD;
0 — porosity, fraction;
!A = gas viscosity, cP;

ixct — total compressibility, psi"1

T = reservoir temperature, 0R;
Gp= cumulative gas, mcf; and

if (Ap) = pseudopressure, psia2/cP

Rectangular Drainage Area

Aminian and Ameri18 reported production type curves for a horizontal gas
well in a rectangular reservoir. In these type curves various dimensionless
terms are as follows.

Dimensionless time to A is defined as

["0.001055^1
tDA = — j± \t (3-120)

Dimensionless cumulative production based on area is defined as:

T- T 7 7 - \Gp (3-121)

where

kh = horizontal permeability, mD;
ct = total compressibility, psi"1;
A = drainage area, acres;
t = time, hours; 0 = porosity, fraction;

/a = gas viscosity, cP;
p = reservoir pressure, psi,

Gp= cumulative production, mscf; and
T = reservoir temperature, 0R



3.12 Summary

Chapter 3 summarizes a discussion of horizontal wells in gas reservoirs.
The discussion presented indicates the advantages of horizontal wells in low-
and high-permeability gas reservoirs. Horizontal wells enhance the drainage
area in a given time period while, in high-permeability gas reservoirs, reducing
near-wellbore turbulence and enhancing well deliverability. Horizontal wells
have high potential in gas reservoirs.
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Chapter 4

Deliverability
Testing and Well
Production
Potential Analysis
Methods

4.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses basic flow equations expressed in terms of the pseu-
dopressure i/r(p) and of approximations to the pseudopressure approach that
are valid at high and low pressures. This is followed by deliverability tests
of gas well flow-after-flow, isochronal, and modified isochronal deliverability
tests including a simplified procedure for gas deliverability calculations using
dimensionless IPR curves. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a complete
reference work for various deliverability testing techniques. The mathemati-
cal determinations of the equations are avoided; this role is filled much better
by other publications.1"2 Field examples are included to provide a hands-on
understanding of various deliverability testing techniques, their interpretations
and their field applications.

4.2 Gas Flow in Infinite-Acting Reservoirs

References 1 and 3 have shown that gas flow in an infinite-acting reservoir
can be expressed by an equation similar to that for flow of slightly compressible
liquids if pseudopressure \j/ (p) is used instead of pressure. The equation in SI
units is

*QV) = +(Pi) + 3.733gfl [l.lSl log (125-3^'C" r-)

-s + D\qg\\



In field units this equation becomes

VK/V) = V(Pi) + 50, 3 0 0 ^ ^
J-sc KM

x[ 1 . 1 5Uo g - f a ( 1 ' 6 8 y») - , + Dte|] (4-,)

where the pseudopressure is defined by the integral

p

xlr(p) = 2 f -?-dp (4-2)
J Vgz

PB

where /?# is some arbitrary low base pressure. To evaluate i/s(pWf) at some
value of p, we can evaluate the integral in Eq. 4-2 numerically, using values
for /x and z for the specific gas under consideration, evaluated at reservoir
temperature. The term D\qg\ gives a non-Darcy flow pressure drop, i.e., it
takes into account the fact that, at high velocities near the producing well,
Darcy's law does not predict correctly the relationship between flow rate and
pressure drop. Therefore this additional pressure drop can be added to the
Darcy's law pressure drop, just as pressure drop across the altered zone is, and
D can be considered constant. The absolute value of qg, \qg\, is used so that
the term D\qg\, is positive for either production or injection.

4.3 Stabilized Flow Equations

For stabilized3 (r, < re), flow,

xlr(Pwf) = jr(PR) - 1.422 x 1 0 6 ~ \In(y) ~ °'75 + s + D^SA

(4-3)

where PR is any uniform drainage-area pressure. Equations 4-1 and 4-3 pro-
vide the basis for analysis of gas well tests. For p > 3000 psia, these equations
assume a simple form (in terms of pressure, p)\ for p < 2000 psia, they as-
sume another simple form in terms of p2. Thus we can develop procedures for
analyzing gas well tests with equations in terms of if(p), /?, and p2. In most
of this chapter, equations will be written in terms of \js(p) and p2, not because
p2 is more generally applicable or more accurate (the equations in yj/ best fit
this role), but because the p2 equation illustrate the general method and permit
easier comparison with other methods of gas well test analysis. The stabalized



flow equation in terms of pressure squared is

PIf=P2R ~ 1-422 x i(fSf^Llin(^j -0J5 + s + D\qsc\\ (4-4)

Equations 4-3 and 4-4 are complete deliverability equations. Given a value
of flowing bottom-hole pressure, pwf, corresponding to a given pipeline or
backpressure, we can estimate the flow rate, qsc, at which the well will deliver
gas. However, certain parameters must be determined before the equations can
be used in this way. The well flows at rate qsc until n > re (stabilized flow). In
this case, Eq. 4-3 has the form

IT(PR) ~ Ir(pyf) = Aqsc + Bq2
sc (4-5)

where

A = 1.422 x 106— \ln( — ) -0 .75 + J (4-6)
khl \rwj J

and

B = 1.422 x 106 — D (4-7)
kh

Equation 4-4 has the form

P2R-plf=A'qsc + B'qi (4-8)

where

Ar = 1.422 x 1 0 6 ^ - I InI-) - 0.75 + J (4-9)
kh L WJ J

B' = 1.422 x 1 0 6 ^ - D (4-10)
kh

The constants A, J9, Af, and B' can be determined from flow tests for at least
two rates in which qsc and the corresponding value of pwf are measured; PR
also must be known.

4.4 Application of Transient Flow Equations

When rt < re, the flow conditions are said to be transient and for transient
flow. In terms of pseudopressure:

t(PR) ~ f(Pwf) = Atqsc + Bq2
sc (4-11)



where B has the same meaning as for stabilized flow and where At9 a function
of time, is given by

kh L KtPgiQrlJ J

In terms of pressure squared

p2
R-p2

wf=Af
tqsc + Bfql (4-13)

A; = 1.422 x 10 6 ^^ [ i / n f -)+s] (4-14)

Br = 1.422 x 1 0 6 ^ - D (4-15)
kh

Titrbuleiice or Non-Darcy Effects
on Completion Efficiency

Reference 3 can be applied to gas well testing to determine real or present
time inflow performance relationships. No transient tests are required to eval-
uate the completion efficiency, if this method is applied. Reference 3 also
suggested methods to estimate the improvement in inflow performance which
would result from re-perforating a well to lengthen the completion interval and
presents guidelines to determine whether the turbulent effects are excessive.
Equation 4-13 can be divided by qsc and written as

p2 _ p2
- 5 ^ = A' + B'qsc (4-15a)

qsc

where A! and B' are the laminar and turbulent coefficients, respectively, and
are defined in Eqs. 4-9 and 4-10. From Eq. 4-15a, it is apparent that a plot of
(P\ — P^f)/qsc versus qsc on Cartesian coordinates will yield a line that has a
slope of B' and an intercept of Af = A(p2)/qsc as qsc approaches zero. These
plots apply to both linear and radial flow, but definition of Af and B' would
depend on the type of flow. In order to have some qualitative measure of the
importance of the turbulence contribution to the total drawdown. Reference
3 suggested comparison of the value of A! calculated at the AOF of the well
(AA), to the stabilized value of A'. The value of AA can be calculated from

AA = A! + B'(AOF) (4-15b)



where

-A'+ {A*+4B1P*]0-5

AOF= l—^ ^ - (A-ISc)

Reference 3 suggested that the ratio of AA to A! be replaced by the length
of the completed zone, /ip, since most of the turbulent pressure drop occurs
very near the wellbore. The effect of changing completion zone length on B'
and therefore on inflow performance can be estimated from

B2 = B1I-^j (4~15d)

where

B2 = turbulence multiplier after recompletion
B\ = turbulence multiplier before completion

hP\ = gas completion length, and
hP2 = new completion length

In term of real pseudopressure,

J— = A + Bqsc (4-15e)
qsc

where A and B are the laminar and turbulent coefficients, respectively, and
are defined in Eqs. 4-6 and 4-7. From Eq. 4-15e it is apparent that a plot of
^(PR) — ̂ f (Pwf)/qscversus qsc on Cartesian coordinates will yield a straight
line that has a slope B and an intercept of A = iff(P)/qsc as qsc approaches
zero. These plots apply to both linear and radial flow, but the definitions of A
and B would depend on the type of flow. The value of A is calculated at the
AOF of the well (AAA) to the stabilized value of A. The value of AAA can be
calculated from

AAA = A + B(AOF) (4-15f)

where

An* - A + [A2+ 4BiA(^)]0 5
 (A _ ,

AOF = — (4-15g)

and

B4 = B3(hPl/hP2)
2 (4-15h)

where
B4 = turbulence multiplier after recompletion
#3 = turbulence multiplier before recompletion



The applications of these equations are illustrated in the following field
examples.

Example 4-1 Analyzing Completion Efficiency
A four-point test is conducted on a gas well that has a perforated zone of

25 ft. Static reservoir pressure is 1660 psia. Determine the followings: (1) A
and # , (2) AOF, (3) the ratio A'/A, and (4) new AOF if the perforated interval
is increased to 35 ft. PR = 408,2 psia, ^ (PR) = 772.56 mmpsia2/cP.

Four-Point Test Data

Test # qsc (mmscfd) Pwf (psia)

1 4.288 403.1
2 9.265 394.0
3 15.552 378.5
4 20.177 362.6

Solution Equation 4-15a can be divided through by qsc and written as

^ - ^ = A' + B'qsc
qsc

where A! and B! are the laminar and turbulent coefficients, respectively, and
are defined in Eqs. 4-9 and 4-10. It is apparent that a plot of (P\ — P^f)/qsc

versus qsc on Cartesian coordinates will yield a straight line that has a slope of
B' and an intercept of A! — A(P2)/qsc as qsc approaches zero.

Data from Table 4-1 are plotted for both empirical and theoretical analysis.
Figure 4-1 is a plot of ( P | — P^J)/qsc versus qsc on log-log paper and is almost
linear, but there is sufficient curvature to cause a 15% error in calculated AOF.
Therefore AOF is 51.8 mmscfd. Figure 4-2 is a plot of (P% — P^)/qsc versus
qsc on Cartesian paper and it is found that intercept A! = 773 psia2/mscfd,

Table 4-1
Calculated Four-Point Test Data for Stabilized Flow Analysis

Test# (mmscfd) (psia2) (psia2/mscfd)

1 4.288 4,138 33.9
2 9.265 11,391 1,229
3 15.552 23,365 1,502
4 20.177 35,148 1,742



Gas Flow Rate, qsc mmscfd

Figure 4-1. Plot of AP2 versus qsc.

Flow Rate, qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-2. Stabilized deliverability test, showing theoretical flow equation
and constants.

Intercept = A' = 773.0 psia2 / mscfd

New A OF (after perforation) = 68.69 mmscfd

Deliverability theoretical equation is:
( P K ) 2 - W ) 2 = 7 7 3 <7~+47.17<7 J C

2

Slope = B' = (1500-1000)/(15-5)
= 47.17 psia2/mscfd2

Empirical AOF = 60.0 mmscfd

Theoretical AOF = 51.8 mmscfd



and slope Br = 47.17 psia2/mscfd2. Absolute open flow potential (AOF) is
given by

-A' + [A'2 + 4B'P*f5

AOF = != ^ - = 51.8 mmscfd
2Br

Using Eq. 4-15b:

AA = Af + B'(AOF) = 773 + 47.17(51.8) = 245,113.60

AAIA! = 245,113.60/773 = 317.094

Using Eq. 4-15d:

B2 = Bx(hPX/hp2) = 47.17(25/35)2 = 24.063 [where B1 = B']

-A'+ \Aa+AB2PIf5

_ -113 + [7732 + 4 x 24.063 x 408.22]0-5

~ 2 x 24.063

= 68.69 mscfd

The value of A' calculated in the previous example indicates a large degree
of turbulence. The effect of increasing the perforated interval on the AOF is
substantial.

4.5 Classifications, Limitations, and Use
of Deliverability Tests

Figure 4-3 shows types, limitations, and uses of deliverability tests. In
designing a deliverability test, collect and utilize all information, which may
include logs, drill-stem tests, previous deliverability tests conducted on that
well, production history, gas and liquid compositions, temperature, cores, and
geological studies. Knowledge of the time required for stabilization is a very
important factor in deciding the type of test to be used for determining the
deliverability of a gas well. This may be known directly from previous tests,
such as drill-stem or deliverability tests, conducted on the well or from the
production characteristics of the well. If such information is not available, it
may be assumed that the well will behave in a manner similar to neighboring
wells in the same pool, for which data are available. When the approximate
time to stabilization is not known, it may be estimated from

10000/x.r,2

ts = Y=-1^ <4"16)
kpR



Figure 4-3. Types, limitations, and uses of deliverability tests.

where ts is time of stabilization, and the radius of investigation can be found
from

rinv = 0.032 / ^ (4-17)

Applications of Eqs. 4-19 and 4-20 are as follows: if rinv — re^^ pseudo-
steady-state; rinv <re-* transient state; and rj = 0.472 -> effective drainage
radius. If t < ts, both C and n changes, and if t > ts, both C and n will
stay constant. If the time to stabilization is of the order of a few hours, a
conventional backpressure may be conducted. Otherwise one of the isochronal
tests is preferable. The isochronal test is more accurate than the modified
isochronal test and should be used if the greater accuracy is required. Types,
limitations, advantages and disadvantages of deliverability tests are indicated

Conventional
backpressure tests

High permeability
formations

Slow stabilization

These tests wasted valuable
natural gas, and usually

caused troublesome caving
and water coning

The drainage radius evolves
quickly to the boundaries of
the drainage area and only a

short period of time is
required for steady-state

flow conditions

Isochronal tests

Low permeability
formations

Modeled exact
solution, but takes

long time for
stabilization

Minimize flaring and
the time required to

obtain stabilized
flow conditions

Modified isochronal tests

Extremely low
permeability
formations

Procedures use excellent
approximation and are

widely used because they
save time and money

Difficult to attain
completely

stabilized flow
conditions

Classifications and Limitations of
Deliverability Tests



Figure 4-4. Practical applications and useful engineering practices.

in Figure 4-3, and practical applications and useful engineering practices are
illustrated in Figure A-A.

4.6 Flow-Rate, Pressure Behavior,
and Deliverability Plots

In the past the behavior of gas wells was evaluated by open-flow tests.
These tests wasted valuable natural gas, and usually caused troublesome caving
and water coning. The need for better testing methods was first felt about 25
years ago. For many years, the U.S. Bureau of Mines14 (Monograph 7) has
served as a guide for evaluating the performance of gas wells by backpressure
tests. Since Monograph 7, various methods of testing of gas wells have been
published and put into practice. These methods,13"15 also called flow-after-
flow, isochronal, and modified isochronal performance methods, have all been
based on experimental data and permit the determination of the exponent, n,
and the performance coefficient C, from direct flow tests.

Conventional Backpressure Test

Figure 4-5 shows flow rate and pressure with time for qsc increases in
sequences. The method is based on the well-known Monograph 7 (Rawlins
and Schellhardt, 1936),14 which was the result of a large number of empirical

Engineering and production problems

Calculation of gas deliverability into a pipeline at a
predetermined line pressure.

Design and analysis of gas-gathering line

Determination of spacing and number of wells to be
drilled during field development to meet future market

or contract obligations, etc; all depend on the
availability and use of reliable backpressure curves.

Analysis of operating
problems

Provides necessary
information useful

and essential to
predict the future
development of

gas field.

Practical Applications
and Use of

Deliverability Testing



Log gas flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 4-5. Conventional backpressure behavior curves.

observations. The relationship between the gas delivery rates and the bottom-
hole pressure take, in general, the form

qsc = C (p2
R - p2

wf)
n (4-18)

C = 2
qsc

 n (4-19)
(PR ~ Plf)

where C is the performance coefficient, and n is the exponent corresponding
to the slope of the straight-line relationship between qsc and (~p2

R — /?L) plotted
on logarithmic coordinates (see Figure 4-5). Exponents of n < 0.5 may be
caused by liquid accumulation in the wellbore.

Exponents apparently greater than 1.0 may be caused by fluid removal
during testing. If n is outside the range of 0.5 to 1.0, the test may be in error
because of insufficient cleanup or liquid loading in the gas well. Performance
coefficient C is considered as a variable with respect to time and as a constant
only with respect to a specific time. Thus the backpressure curve represents
the performance of the gas well at the end of a given time of interest. The value
of C with respect to time does not obscure the true value of the slope.

Isochronal Testing

The isochronal test consists of alternately closing in the well until a stabi-
lized or very nearly stabilized pressure ~pR is reached and the well is flowed at
different rates for a set period of time t, the flowing bottom-hole pressure pwf at
time t being recorded. One flow test is conducted for a time period long enough

Absolute open flow
potential (AOF)

Potential at the particular
backpressure

Stabilized deliverability
Zero pressure

Pressure related to a
particular

backpressure

Slope
= 1/n

L
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 (
A

p)
2, 
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Log flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 4-6. Isochronal performance curves.

to attain stabilized conditions and is usually referred to as the extended flow
period. The behavior of the flow rate and pressure with various time periods is
shown in Figure 4-6. The characteristic slope n, developed under short flow
conditions, is applicable to long-time flow conditions. Also, the decline in the
performance coefficient C is a variable with respect to time.

n = 1 O g ^ " 1 O g ^ 2
 2 (4-20)

log A(P)? - log A(p)2

where C is the performance coefficient, and n is the exponent corresponding to
the slope of the straight-line relationship between qsc and (~p2

R — pfy plotted on
logarithmic coordinates (see Figure 4-5). Exponents of n < 0.5 may be caused
by liquid accumulation in the wellbore.

Modified Isochronal Testing

This type of testing is the same as the preceding isochronal method except
that of ~pR. The preceding shut-in pressure is used in obtaining A/?2 or A \j/. The
shut-in pressure to be used for the stabilized point is ~pR, the true stabilized
shut-in pressure. The pressure and flow rate characteristic of the modified
isochronal test is shown in Figure 4-7.

Transient deliverability equation:

IT(PR) - t(Pwf) = Msc + Bq2
sc (4-21)

Curve A -> 1̂ = 1 hr duration of flow
Curve B -> ^ = 2 h r duration of flow
Curve C -> t3 = 3 hr duration of flow
Curve D -> tA = 72 hr duration of flow
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Log Gas Flow Rate qsc mmscfd

Figure 4-7. Modified isochronal test pressure-flow rate behavior.

Absolute Open Flow Potential |Transient = (AOF)t

= -At±jAt + 4B№(PR)] ( 4 _ 2 2 )

2,B

Stabilized deliverability equation:

f(PR) ~ ^(/V) = A(lsc + BqI (4-23)

Absolute Open Flow Potential !stabilized = AOF

= -A±JA2 + 4B№(PR)] (4_24)

IB

where

B. "^tuA-j:^* (4_26)

A = A ^ ~~ B9sc (4-27)
«5C

/^OF
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4.7 Gas Well Deliverability Testing and Production
Potential Analysis

Deliverability tests have been called "backpressure" tests. The purpose of
these tests is to predict the manner in which the flow rate will decline with
reservoir depletion. The stabilized flow capacity or deliverability of a gas well
is required for planning the operation of any gas field. The flow capacity must
be determined for different backpressures or flowing bottom-hole pressures at
any time in the life of the reservoir and the change of flow capacity with average
reservoir pressure change must be considered. The flow equations developed
earlier are used in deliverability testing with some of the unknown parameters
being evaluated empirically from well tests. The Absolute Open Flow (AOF)
potential of a well is defined as the rate at which the well will produce against
a zero backpressure. It cannot be measured directly but may be obtained from
deliverability tests. Regulatory authorities often use it as a guide in setting
maximum allowable producing rates.

Flow-after-Flow Tests

Gas well deliverability tests have been called backpressure tests because
they test flow against particular pipeline backpressure greater than atmospheric
pressure. The backpressure test is also referred to as a flow-after-flow test, or a
multipoint test. In this testing method, a well flows at a selected constant rate
until pressure stabilizes, i.e., pseudo-steady-state is reached. The stabilized
rate and pressure are recorded; the rate is then changed and the well flows until
the pressure stabilizes again at the new rate. The process is repeated for a total
of three, four, or five rates. The behavior of flow rate and pressure with time
is illustrated in Figure 4-8 for qsc increasing in sequence. The tests may be

Figure 4-8. Conventional flow rate and pressure diagrams.
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Figure 4-9. Deliverability test plot.

run in the reverse sequence. A plot of typical flow-after-flow data is shown in
Figure 4-9.

Empirical Method

The method is based on the well-known Monograph 7 (Rawlins and
Schellhardt, 1936),14 which was the result of a large number of empirical
observations. The relationship is commonly expressed in the form

qsc = C(J2
R- Pl)J1 = C(AP2T (4-28)

Examination of Eq. 4-28 reveals that a plot of A(P2) = P^ — P\ versus
qsc on log-log scales should result in a straight line having a slope of l/n. At
a value of A(P2) equal to 1, C — qsc. This is made evident by taking the log
of both sides of Eq. 4-28:

log (P2 - Plf) = 1 log qsc " ^ log C (4-29)

Once a value of n has been determined from the plot, the value C can be
calculated by using data from one of the tests that falls on the line. That is,

c = ( p 2 ! > r <4-3°)
VR 1^Wf)

Absolute open
potential flow

Sandface potential at the
particular back pressure

Zero sandface pressure

Slope = l/n



For wells in which turbulence is important, the value of n approaches 0.5,
whereas for wells in which turbulence is negligible, n is obtained from well
tests will fall between 0.5 and 1.0. If the values for the flow coefficient C and
exponent n can be determined, the flow rate corresponding to any value of
PWf can be calculated and an inflow performance curve can be constructed. A
parameter commonly used to characterize or compare gas wells is the flow rate
that would occur if PWf could be brought to zero. This is called the absolute
open low potential, or AOF.

Theoretical Methods

The plot of A(P2) versus log qsc that we have discussed so far are based on
empirical correlations of field data. Extrapolation of the deliverability curve
much beyond the range of test data may be required to estimate AOF. An AOF
determined from such a lengthy extrapolation may be incorrect. The apparent
line of the deliverability curve should be slightly concave with unit slope at low
flow rates and somewhat greater slope at high flow rates. The change of slope
is because of increased turbulence near the wellbore and changes in the rate-
dependent skin factor as the flow rate increases. Based on this analysis, a plot
of AP/qsc, AP2/qSXCi x//(AP)/qsc versus qsc on Cartesian coordinate paper
should be a straight line with slope b and intercept a. The AOF determined
using this curve should be in less error. The deliverability equations9 in this
case are as follows:

Case 1: Using pressure solution technique:

AP=~PR- Pwf = axqsc + bxq]c (4-31)

Case 2: Using pressure-squared technique:

AP2 = T\ - Plf = a2qsc + b2ql (4-32)

Case 3: Using pseudopressure technique:

V(AP) = V(P*) - ^(Pwf) = a3qsc + b3ql (4-33)

Interpreting Flow Tests

More information, and greater accuracy, can result from the proper conduct-
ing and analysis of tests. It will be shown in a later section that the analysis
of data from an isochronal type test using the laminar-inertial-turbulent (LIT)
flow equation will yield considerable information concerning the reservoir in
addition to providing reliable deliverability data. This may be achieved even
without conducting the extended flow test, which is normally associated with



the isochronal tests, thus saving still more time and a reduction in flared gas.
For these reasons, the approach utilizing the LIT flow analysis is introduced
and its use in determining deliverability is illustrated in the following section.

Fundamental Flow Equations

Case 1: For stabilized flow (r( > re), using pressure-squared approach:

T2
R-P*f=A'qsc + B'ql (4-34)

where

A! = 1.422 x 1 0 6 ^ - | / r c ( — J -0.75 + s] (4-35)

and

B' = 1.422 x W6^-D (4-36)
kh

For stabilized flow (r,- > re), using pseudopressure approach:

Ir (PR) ~ iK/V) = Msc + BqI (4-37)

where

A = 1.422 x 106^l InI — J -0 .75 + s] (4-38)
khl \rwj J

and

B = 1.422 x 106 — D (4-39)
kh

Case 2: For nonstabilized flow or transient flow (rt < re):
Using pressure-squared approach:

P2R-plf=K<lsc + Bfql (4-40)

where B1 has the same meaning as for stabilized flow and where A!t, a
function of time, is given by

A; = 1.422 x looMiri/nf kt
 + f Y| (4^i)

Using pseudopressure approach:

* J ? - * l l / = A r f e + B ^ (4-42)

where fi has the same value for transient and stabilized flow as shown by
Eqs. 4-40 and 4-42. At is obviously a function of the duration of flow.



For equal duration of flow, as in an isochronal test, t is a constant and
therefore At is a constant:

Determination of Stabilized Flow Constants

Deliverability tests have to be conducted on wells to determine, among other
things, the values of the stabilized constants. Several analysis techniques are
available to evaluate C and n, of simplified analysis, and a, b of the LIT(VO
flow analysis from deliverability tests. A deliverability test plot (Figure 4-10)
may be used for simplified flow analysis to obtain the AOF and the well inflow
performance without calculating values for C and n. The AOF is determined

Stabilized deliverability

Zero sandface pressure

Slope = 1/n

Particular
backpressure

AOF

Flow rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-10. Deliverability test plot—simplified flow analysis.



Flow rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-11. Deliverability test plot—LiT(^r) analysis.

by entering the ordinate at ~p\ and reading the AOF. For LIT(VO flow analysis,
a straight line may be obtained by plotting ( A ^ - bq2

c) versus qsc as shown in
Figure 4-11. This particular method is chosen since the ordinate then represents
the pseudopressure drop due to laminar flow effects, a concept that is consistent
with the simplified analysis. To perform a conventional test, the stabilized shut-
in reservoir pressure, ~pR, is determined. A flow rate, qsc, is then selected and the
well is flowed to stabilization. The stabilized flowing pressure, Pwf, is recorded.
The flow rate is changed three or four times and every time the well is flowed
to pressure stabilization. Figures 4-10 through 4-12 show the behavior of flow
rate and pressure with time for simplified, LIT(^), and flow after-flow tests.

Case 1: Simplified Analysis

A plot of (/?! - plf) — Ap2 versus qsc on a 3 x 3 log-log graph paper is
constructed. This gives a straight line of slope ^ or reciprocal slope n, known
as the "backpressure line" or the deliverability relationship. The exponent n
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Flow rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-12. Flow-after-flow test data plot.

can be calculated by using

, [(~P2R ~ Plfhsdl AA^

n = \og\ y- f (4^4)
L[PR-Pi/Ha]

or
\/n = [log (P2

R - P*)2 - log [Pl - Pl^}/[\ogqsc2 - \ogqscl\

(p2
R — pl,f)q2 should be read on the straight line corresponding to q\ and #2>

respectively, exactly one log cycle apart. The value of n may also be obtained
from the angle the straight line makes with the vertical, in which case n = ^^.
The value of performance coefficient C is then obtained from

C = 2
qsc

 n (4^5)
[PR ~ Plf)

The value of C can also be determined by extrapolating the straight line
until the value of (p2

R — p^f) is equal to 1.0. The deliverability potential (AOF)

Absolute open flow
potential

Potential at the
particular

backpressureSlope = 1/n

Particular backpressure

Stabilized deliverability

Zero sand face pressure



may be obtained from the straight line (or its extrapolation) at p\ if p^f — 0
psi, or at (p\ — /?L) when pwf is the atmospheric pressure. The following
equation represents the straight-line deliverability curve:

qsc = C(P2R ~P2Jn (4-46)

The value of n ranges from 0.5 to 1.0. Exponents of n < 0.5 may be caused
by liquid accumulation in the wellbore. Exponents apparently greater than 1.0
may be caused by fluid removal during testing. When a test is conducted using
decreasing rate sequence in slow stabilizing reservoirs, an exponent greater
than 1.0 may be experienced. If n is outside the range of 0.5 to 1.0, the test data
may be in error because of insufficient cleanup or liquid loading in the gas well.
Bottom-hole static and flowing pressures are determined by Amerada-type
downhole pressure gauges or by converting the stabilized static and flowing
tubing pressures (determined at the surface) to bottom-hole conditions using
the Cullender and Smith method.26

Example 4-2 Stabilized Flow Test Analysis
A flow-after-flow test was performed on a gas well located in a low-pressure

reservoir. Using the following test data, determine the values of n and C for
the deliverability equation, AOF, and flow rate for Pwf =175 psia.

Solution Flow-after-flow Test Data are shown in Table 4-2.
A plot of qsc versus ( P | — P2

f) is shown in Figure 4-13. From the plot it
is apparent that tests 1 and 4 lie on the straight line and can thus be used to
determine n. From Eq. A-AA,

l o g ^ c i - l o g ^ c 4 = log(2730)-log(5550)
n~log(A/72)i- log(AP2)4 ~ log(1.985 x 103)-log(4.301 x 103) " '

Table 4-2
Flow-after-Flow Test Data

(PR)2 - (Pwf)2

Test qsc (mscfd) Pwf (psia) (x 10~3 psia2)

0 201 40.4
1 2730 196 1.985
2 3970 195 2.376
3 4440 193 3.152
4 5550 190 4.301



Flow Rate qsc, mscfd

Figure 4-13. Ap2 = (pR)2 - (pwf)2, mpsia2, versus flow rate, qsc, mscfd.

From test 4, calculate C using Eq. 4-45:

r _ qsc

_ 5550

~ (4.301 x IO3)0-92

= 2.52 mscfd/psia

Therefore, the deliverability equation is

qsc — A.z>zyfR rwf)

Pwf=0,

qsc(AOF) = 2.52(2012 - O2)092

= 43579 mscfd

Pwf = 1 7 5 psia

qsc = 2.52(2012 - 1752)092

= 11812.691 mscfd

AOF = 43.57 mscfd



Case 2: Theoretical Method of Backpressure Test Analysis

The theoretical deliverability equation is

J— =a + bqsc (4-47)
qsc

A plot of (P\ — Pfy/qsc versus qsc is made on Cartesian coordinates. The
slope b may be determined either by using regression analysis or from the
line drawn through the points with greatest pressure drawdown and, thus, least
potential error. Two points are selected on this best straight line and slope is
calculated using

slope, b = — ^ ^ - (4-48)
qSc2 - qsc\

From the stabilized test, the intercept a may be found as

a _ VR ~ PH)stabilized ~ Stabilized (4^9)

^stabilized

Substituting these values in Eq. 4-47 gives a quadratic equation; this
quadratic equation is then solved for AOF using

- f l + / f l2+46(p2)

AOF = y-— (4-50)
2b

Example 4-3 Backpressure Test Analysis Using Theoretical Method
Using the theoretical method of gas well test analysis, analyze the test data

in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3
Isochronal Test Data Analysis

Flow Rate T2
R - P*f (P2

R - P^f)/qsc

(mmscfd) (psia2) (psia2/mmscfd)

2.397 2,925,039 1,220,292
5.214 7,105,644 1,362,800
6.144 9,033,036 1,470,221
7.148 10,319,104 1,443,635
(Stabilized) 6.148 10,707,471 1,741,619



Gas flow rate qsa mmscfd

Figure 4-14. Data plot of (PR)2 - (Pwf)2 versus flow rate—Example 4-3.

Solution Figure 4-14 is a plot of ( P | — Pfy /qsc versus qsc for the test data in
Table 4-3. Two points on the best straight line through the data are (1,362,800,
5.214) and (1,443,635,7.148). Substitutung these values in Eq. 4 ^ 8 , the slope
is given by

1,443,635-1,362,800 psia2

Slope b, is = - ^ - ^ ^ = 41,796.79— ~.
7.148-5.214 mmscfd2

From the stabilized test, qsc — 6.148 mmscfd and P\ - P^ = 10,707,471
psia2; thus from Eq. 4-49,

a _ \PR ~ Pwf)stabilized ~ Stabilized

^[stabilized

_ 10,707,471 - (41,796.79)(6.148) _ 10,707,471 - 1,579,831
~ 6.148 ~ 6.148

6.148 mmscfd

Thus, the stabilized deliverability curve is T\ - P^ = 1,484,651.92gJC +

41,796.79^2
C. Solving AOF, we find that it is equal to AOF = ~^+V^+4^^2

Stabilized deliverability equation is:
(PR)2- (pw/= IU9245 qsc+ 41796J9(qsc)

2

AOF =7.62 mmscfd

Intercept a = 1.1192, psia2 / mmscfd

Slope b = 41896.79, psia2 / mmscfd

(P
R)

2 ~
 (P

wj
)2> 

ps
ia

2 /
 m

m
sc

fd



Substituting the values of a and b in this equation, we have

_ -1,484,851.92 + 7(1,484,851.92)2 + 4(41,796.79)(3700)2

2 x 41,796.79
634,953.97

= - 8 3 3 1 5 8 " = 7 - 6 2 m m S C f d -

This value is quite close to the value established using the empirical method.

Case 3: LIT (^) Flow Analysis

The values of pwf are converted to W using \jr — p curve. The LIT flow
equation is given by

A ^ = f R - VV = Aqsc + Bq]0 (4-51)

where

V^ = pseudopressure corresponding \opR

\/rWf = pseudopressure corresponding to/?w/
Aqsc = pseudopressure drop due to laminar flow and well conditions
Bq]0 = pseudopressure drop due to inertial-turbulent flow effects

A plot of (A^ - bq]c) versus qsc, on logarithmic coordinates, should give
the stabilized deliverability line. The values of A and B may be obtained from
the equations given below (Kulczycki, 1955),29 which are derived by the curve
fitting method of least squares.

Nz2<isc-z2<isc22qsc

where

N = number of data points

The deliverability potential of a gas well against any sandface pressure may
be obtained by solving the quadratic equation for the particular value of AT^:

LtS

The values of A and B in the simplified LIT(^) flow analysis depend on
the same gas and reservoir properties as do C and n in the simplified analysis,



except for viscosity and compressibility factor. These two variables have been
taken into account in the conversion of p to if/ and consequently will not
affect the deliverability relationship constants A and B. It follows, therefore,
that the stabilized deliverability Equation 4-51 is more likely to be applicable
throughout the life of a reservoir. In a reservoir of very high permeability, the
time required to obtain stabilized flow rates and flowing pressures, as well as
a stabilized shut-in formation pressure, is usually not excessive. In this type
of reservoir a stabilized conventional deliverability test may be conducted in
a reservoir period of time. On the other hand, in low-permeability reservoirs
the time required to even approximate stabilized flow conditions may be very
long. In this situation, it is not practical to conduct a completely stabilized test,
and since the results of an unstabilized test can be misleading, other methods of
testing should be used to predict well behavior. The application of these method
of analysis to calculate C,n,a,b, and AOF is illustrated by field examples.

Example 4-4 Stabilized Flow Test Analysis
An isochronal test was conducted on a well located in a reservoir that had

an average pressure of 1952 psia. The well was flowed on four choke sizes, and
the flow rate and flowing bottom-hole pressure were measured at 3 hr and 6 hr
for each choke size. An extended test was conducted for a period of 72 hr at a
rate of 6.0 mmscfd, at which time pmf was measured at 1151 psia. Using the
data in Table 4-4, find the followings: (1) Stabilized deliverability equation;
(2) AOF; (3) an inflow performance curve.

The slopes of both the 3-hr and 6-hr lines are apparently equal (see Figure
4-15). Use the first and last points on the 6-hr test to calculate n from Eq. 4-44,
which gives

log g l - l og #4 = log(2,600 - log(6,300) = 8 3

log(AP2)! - log(AP2)4 " log(709) - log(2,068) "

Table 4-4
Isochronal Test Data

t = 3 hr / = 6 hr

P2R-P2Wf P2R-PIf
qsc (mscfd) pwf (psia) X103 (psia2) pwf (psia) X103 (psia2)

2600 1793 597 1761 709
3300 1757 724 1657 1064
5000 1623 1177 1510 1530
6300 1505 1545 1320 2068
6000 Extended flow 1151 2485

t = 72 hr



Flow rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-15. Deliverability da ta plot—Example 4 - 4 .

Using the extended flow test to calculate C using Eq. 4 ^ 5 :

C - «££ 6 Q Q 0 _ o 0295

" (Pi ~ P2J ~ <2 4 8 5 X 103)°-83 "

Solution

1. Given the data in Table 4-4, the deliverability equation for qsc in mscfd is

qsc = 0.0295(p| -P
2J™

2. To calculate AOF, set pwf = 0:

qsc = 0.0295(19522 - O)083 = 8551 mscfd

3. In order to generate an inflow performance curve, pick several values of
Pwf and calculate the corresponding qsc.

Well inflow performance responses are shown in Table 4-5.
The inflow performance curve is plotted in Figure 4-16. If the log-log plot

is used to determine the absolute open flow or the inflow performance, the line
drawn through the stabilized test must be used.

Absolute open flow potential
AOF =8.55 mmscfd

« = 0.83
C = 0.0295

AOF-= 8.55 mmscfd

Reflects a zero sandface pressure
= 3810 x 103psia2

Slope = n = 0.83



Table 4-5
Well Inflow Performance

Responses

pwf (psia) qsc (mscfd)

1.952 0
1800 1768
1400 4695
1000 6642
600 7875
200 8477

0 8551

Flow rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-16. Well inflow performance response—Example 4-4.

Unstabilized Flow-after-Flow Test Data Analysis

The following equation provides a convenient and useful way for correcting
unstabilized flow-after-flow test data into approximate isochronal data:

(Pi ~ P2JDesires _ ^ [ ( / ^ * + 0.809)]
(p2 _ p2\ ~~ n ^ JJ>
\ri rwf)Actual Yl (Afe)[(//I tDj + 0.809)]

7 - 1

Absolute open flow
potential

AOF= 8.551 mmscfd

IPR curve
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Table 4-6
Conventional Drawdown Test Data

T BHP Ap2 Rate,fe Aqsc, actuai

*(hr) (minutes) (psia) xlO3(psia) (mscfd) (mscfd)

0 0 3609 — 0 0
1 60 3131 3221.720 2397 0
2 120 2652 5991.777 5214 2817
3 180 2206 8158.445 6144 930
4 240 1903 9403.472 7148 1004

If the pressure drop due to turbulence and the skin factor are small relative
to the total pressure drop, this equation will provide reasonable corrections. If
enough pressure data are available for the first pressure drawdown, so that the
reservoir properties could be estimated using conventional drawdown analysis
techniques, then the following equation will provide better results without
meeting previous assumptions:

(Pf - F^) (p2 _ p2\ _ correction term (4-56)
V i wfj Desired V i wf/Actual v /

where the correction term is (0.8718) (m/qsc) x YTj=\ [(Aqsc log tj)—qsc log tD]
and tp is based on the isochronal producing time, and tp = (0.000264&f/
OILCiT^). The next example will clarify the application of this concept.

Example 4-5 Unstabilized Flow-after-Flow Test Analysis
A well is tested by flowing it at four different flow rates. The test data are

given in Table 4-6. Calculate the approximately 10 hr isochronal test data.
Other well/reservoir data are as follows:

ct = 0.00023 psi"1, M/ = 0.0235 cP, rw = 0.4271 ft, 0 = 0.1004 fraction,
k = 8.21 mD

Solution

„ _ 0.000264^ _ 0.000264 x 8.21 x (tmin)

*D ~ <t>iJLctrl ~ 0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712

- 2 1 . 8 9 6 x 103rmin

^60 = 1313.76 x 103

fi2o = 2627.52 x 103

/180 = 3941.28 x 103

;24o = 5255.04 x 103



For t = 60 minutes:

= 3221.720 x 103psia2

For t — 120 minutes:

{A 2, _ r S 0 0 1 7 7 7 , 5214(/n ^60 + 0 .809)
{ P )desired~ VWi'/n>2397(Mr120 + 0.809) + 2SIl(IntUo + 0.809)

= 5859.251 x 103psia2

For £ = 180 minutes:

2 = 6144(/Kf60+0.809)

C P )desired K • ^ 2397 (Z^i20+0.809)+930(7« fi2o + 0.809)+2817(/nfi20+0.809)

= 7860.758 x 103 psia2

For t = 240 minutes:

(Ap2)desired = 9340.585 x 103 psia2

Thus the stabilized deliverability curve on log-log graph paper will consist
of the following points:

P2R ~ Plf Isc
(psia2 x 103) (mscf/d)

3221.720 2397
5859.251 5214
7860.758 6144
9340.585 7148

Isochronal Tests

The isochronal test consists of alternately closing in the well until a stabi-
lized, or very nearly stabilized, pressure ~pR is reached, and flowing the well
at different rates for a set period of time t, the flowing bottom-hole pressure,
pwf, at time t being recorded. One flow test is conducted for a time period
long enough to attain stabilized conditions and is usually referred to as the
extended flow period. The behavior of the flow rate and pressure with time is
illustrated in Figure 4-10 for increasing flow rates. The reverse order should



also be used. Figures 4-18,4-18a, and 4-19 show plots of isochronal test data
for increasing flow rates. From the isochronal flow rates and the corresponding
pseudopressures, At and B can be obtained from Eqs. 4-52 and 4-53; At refers
to the value of A at the isochronal time t. A logarithmic plot of (Axj/ — Bqjc)
versus qsc is made and the isochronal data also plotted. This plot is used to
identify erroneous data which must be rejected and At and B are recalculated,
if necessary. The data obtained from the extended flow rate, A^, and qsc are
used with the value of B already determined in Eq. 4-52 to obtain the stabilized
value of A. This is given by:

A = ^ l M (4-57)
qsc

A and B are now known and the stabilized deliverability relationship may be
evaluated from Eq. 4-51. A sample calculation of stabilized deliverability from
an isochronal test is shown in Example 4-6 and Figure 4-17. The LIT(i/0 flow
analysis does give a more correct value and should be used instead of simplified
analysis.

Example 4-627 Isochronal Test Analysis
The data in Table 4-7 were reported for an isochronal test in Reference 23.

Estimate AOF of the well.

Time/

Extended flow rate, qsc

Flowing time t, hours

Figure 4-17. Isochronal test.



Table 4-7
Isochronal Test Data

Duration p w s or pwf qq T - p2
wf

Test (hr) (psi) (mmscfd) (psi2 x 103)

Initial shut-in 48 1952
First flow 12 1761 2.6 709
First shut-in 15 1952
Second flow 12 1694 3.3 941
Second shut-in 17 1952
Third flow 12 1510 5.0 1530
Third shut-in 18 1952
Fourth flow 12 1320 6.3 2070
Extended flow 72 1151 6.0 2486
Final shut-in 100 1952

Gas Flow Rate qSC9 mmscfd

Figure 4-18. Isochronal test data.

Extended flow rate



Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-18a. Plot of Ap2 versus qsc—Isochronal test.

Solution Plot the data (p2
R - plf) versus qg on log-log paper as shown in

Figure 4-19. From the stabilized deliverability curve in Figure 4-19, the AOF
is 8.4 mmscfd.

[P2R-P2J = 220, <7, = 1.0 and (p\ - p2
wf) = 4600, <?2 = 10.0

»/» = .oJj^#l=.ogO = 1320
\_\PR-Plf)i\ V 220/

« = 0.6

" (Pl ~ P2J2 ~ (4600)0-̂  " °-°16

Then the stabilized deliverability equation is given by

qq = 0.016(p| - ^ ) 0 7 6

Transient
deliverability

Stabilized
deliverability



Gas Flow Rate qsc mmscfd

Figure 4-19. (P2
R - P*f) versus qsc data plot.

Modified Isochronal Tests

The objective of modified isochronal tests is to obtain the same data as in an
isochronal test without using the sometimes lengthy shut-in periods required
for pressure to stabilize completely before each flow test is run. As in the
isochronal test, two lines are obtained, one for the isochronal data and one
through the stabilized point. This latter line is the desired stabilized deliver-
ability curve. This method, referred to as the modified isochronal test, does not
yield a true isochronal curve but closely approximates the true curve. The pres-
sure and flow rate sequence of the modified isochronal flow test are depicted
in Figures 4-20 and 4-21.

The method of analysis of the modified isochronal test data is the same as
that of the preceding isochronal method except that instead of ~pR, the preceding
shut-in pressure is used in obtaining Ap2 or Ai^. The shut-in pressure to be
used for the stabilized point is ~pR, the true stabilized shut-in pressure. Note
that the modified isochronal procedure uses approximations. Isochronal tests
are modeled exactly; modified isochronal tests are not. However, modified
isochronal tests are used widely because they save time and money and because
they have proved to be excellent approximations to true isochronal tests. A
sample calculation of stabilized deliverability from a modified isochronal test
is shown in Example 4-7.

Slope = n = 0.76

Reference a zero sandface pressure
= 3810 x 103psia2

n = 0.76
C= 0.016

AOF= 8.50 mmscfd

Absolute open flow potential
AOF =8.5 mmscfd



Time t,

Figure 4-20. Modified Isochronal test.

Extended flow rate qsc

Time t,

Average reservoir pressure, PR

Stabilized
deliverability curve

{pR?-(pWff Transient deliverability
curve

(pws)
2-(pwf)

2

Absolute open
flow potential

AOF

Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-21. Modified isochronal test data.

Example 4-727 Modified Isochronal Test Analysis
A modified isochronal test was conducted on a gas well located in a reservoir

that had average wellhead and reservoir pressures of 2388 psia and 3700 psia,
respectively. The well was flowed on four choke sizes: 16,24,32, and 48 inches.



The flow rate, wellhead, and flowing bottom-hole pressures were measured at
6 hr for each choke size. An extended test was conducted for a period of 24 hr
at a rate of 6.148 mmscfd at which time Pwh and PWf were measured at 1015 and
1727 psia. Well test data are presented in Tables 4 - 8 through 4 -15 and are given
directly in the solution of this problem. The gas properties, pseudopressures,
and numerical values of coefficients for predicting PVT properties are given
below:

Compositional Gas Analysis Gas Properties
and Pseudopressure

Component mole % Properties

N2 0.11 MW = 21.20, Tc = 380.16°R
CO2 7.82 S8 = 0.732, Pc = 645.08 psia
H2S 0.0 Psc = 14.65 psia, Tsc = 600F
Ci 80.55 Twh = 860F, TR = 7100R
C2 5.10
C3 4.36
iC4 0.87
nC4 0.77
iC5 0.22
nC5 0.09
C6 0.11
C7 0.00
Total 100.0

Table 4-8
Calculated PVT Gas Properties and Pseudopressure

Pressure Z /jbg Real gas pseudopressure
(psia) — (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9647 0.024580 872.920
3600 0.9445 0.023151 739.560
3200 0.9282 0.021721 610.280
2800 0.9169 0.020329 486.770
2400 0.9113 0.019008 371.180
2000 0.9120 0.017784 266.410
1600 0.9189 0.016681 175.330
1200 0.9319 0.015723 100.830
800 0.9503 0.014932 45.510
400 0.9733 0.014337 11.470

14.65 0.9995 0.013978 0.517



1. Using the simplified analysis approach:
(i) Find the values of stabilized flow constants n, C, and AOF at well-

head and bottom-hole conditions.
2. Using the LIT(VO analysis approach:

(ii) Find the values of At, B, A, and AOF9 and the equation of the stabi-
lized deliverability curve and inflow performance response at well-
head conditions.

(iii) Find the values of At, B, A, and AOF, and the equation of the stabi-
lized deliverability curve including inflow performance response at
bottom-hole pressure.

Solution Gas properties and necessary data were calculated from available
literature and gas viscosity, and real gas pseudopressure versus pressures are
shown in Figures 4-22 and 4-23. Empirical data equations were enveloped to
predict PVT properties and are shown in Table 4-9.

1. Using Simplified Analysis Approach
Gas well deliverability calculations at wellhead conditions is shown in Table

4-10.

(i) Figure 4-24 shows the data plot for simplified analysis. This is a plot
of (p2

R — p^h) versus qsc on log-log paper and extrapolation of this plot
to p\ — p^f = 5703 (where pwf = 0 psig or 14.65 psia, AOF — 7.50
mmscfd).

Pressure, psia

Figure 4-22. Gas viscosity versus pressure.
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Table 4-9
Numerical Values of Coefficients for Predicting PVT Properties

Polynomial Z-Factor Gas viscosity Pseudopressure function
coefficient — (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

A 0.999513 0.0139689 39,453
B -6.810505E-05 6.044023E-07 -222.976
C 4.707337E-09 8.323752E-10 72.0827
D 5.011202E-12 -1.145527E-17 5.287041E-04
E -6.626846E-16 1.550466E-17 -1.993697E-06
F 1.094491E-20 -1.721434E-21 1.92384E-10

Pressure, psia

Figure 4-23. Z-factor versus pressure (Example 4-9).
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Table 4-10
Gas Well Deliverability Calculations at Wellhead Conditions

Surface
Duration pressure Choke size p2 X 103 Ap2 x 103 Flow rate

(hr) (psia) (inches) (psia2) (psia2) (mmscfd)

Initial shut-in 147.2 2388 5703
Flowl 6 2015 16 4060 1642 2.397
Shut-in 6 2388 5703
Flow 2 6 1640 24 2690 3013 5.214
Shut-in 6 2388 5703
Flow 3 6 1365 32 1863 3744 6.144
Shut-in 6 2368 5607
Flow 4 6 1015 48 1030 4673 7.186
Extended flow 24 1015 32 1030 4673 6.148
Final shut-in 22.75 2388 5703

Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-24. Wellhead deliverability plot using Eq. 4-44.

Using Eq. 4-̂ 4-4, the slope of the curve, l/n, is

=
 lQg (P2R ~ PJf)2 ~

 lQg (Pi ~ Pi/) i
l0g^c,2-l0g^c,l

_ log(450/150) _ 0.47712 _
log(6/3) ~ 0.47712 ~ '

AOF = 7.50 mmscfd

Transient deliverability

n = 1.0
C = 1.3151 x IO'6 mmscfd/psia2

Stabilized
deliverability



Table 4-11
Gas Well Deliverability Calculations at Bottom-Hole Pressure

Conditions

Bottom-hole Choke Flow
Duration pressure size p2 X 103 Ap2 x 103 rate

(hr) (psia) (inches) (psia2) (psia2) (mmscfd)

Initial shut-in 147.12 3,700 13,690
Flowl 6 3,144 16 9,985 3,805 2.397
Shut-in 6 3,700 13,690
Flow 2 6 2,566 24 6,584 7,106 5.214
Shut-in 6 3,700 13,690
Flow 3 6 2,158 32 4,657 9,033 6.144
Shut-in 6 3,698 13,690
Flow 4 6 1,836 48 3,371 10,352 7.186
Shut-in 22.75 3,690 13,616
Extended 24 1,727 32 2,962 10,730 6.148

Thus, n = 1.0. Then using Eq. 4-45,

C = . 0
 qsc . .n = 1.3151 x 10"6 mmscfd/psia2

(P2R ~ Plf)

The stabilized deliverability equation is

^ = 1.3151 x H T 6 ^ - / ^ )

To determine AOF (absolute open flow potential), we substitute in the
above equation as follows:

qsc(AOF) = 1.3151 x 1(T6(23882 - 14.652) = 7.5 mmscfd

Table 4-11 shows gas well deliverability calculations at bottom-hole
pressure conditions.

(ii) Figure 4-25 shows the data plot for simplified analysis. This is a plot
of (p\ — p\) versus qsc on log-log paper and extrapolation of this plot
to (p2

R — plf) = 13,690 mpsia2, where pwf = 0 psig or 14.65 psia,
AOF =8.21 mmscfd. Using Equation 4-44, the slope of the curve, \/n
is

= log (Pl-P2J2-IQE (Pl -P2J1 = IQg(W
lOg<^c,2-log<?5c,l lQg(f)

=
 0J^l = !.000

0.69897



Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-25. Bottom hole deliverability plot.

Thus, n — 1.000, then using Equation 4-45

C = . 2
 qsc

 2,n = ^ z = 0.594 x 10-4 mmscfd/psia2

(PR - Plf) 1 0 ' 3 5 2

Stabilized deliverability is given by: qsc = 0.594 x lO~4(p2
R — pfy

To determine AOF, we substitute in the above equation as follows:

Discussion: Pressure-Squared Approach

Flow rates qsc and wellhead and bottom-hole pressure were calculated. A
plot of p2(= ~p\ — P^f) versus qsc on logarithmic coordinates gives a straight
line of slope \/n as shown in Figures 4-24 and 4-25. Such plots are used to
obtain the deliverability potential of this well against any sandface pressure,
including the AOF, which is deliverability against a zero sandface pressure.
The values of slope n, coefficient C, and AOF were found to be as follows:

Wellhead conditions Bottom hole conditions

n 1.00 1.00
C 1.3151 x 10~6 mmscfd/psia2 0.594 x 10~4 mmscfd/psia2

AOF 7.500 mmscfd 8.12 mmscfd

AOF= 8.21 mmscfd

n=1.0
C = 0.5997 x 10'5 mmscfd / psia2

Transient
deliverability

Stabilized
deliverability



Table 4-12
Gas Well Deliverability Calculations at Wellhead Conditions

Flow
Wellhead \j) Ai/> rate

Duration pressure (mmpsia2/ (mmpsia2/ qsc Aip-
(hr) (psia) cP) cP) (mmscfd) Atp/qsc qlc bq2sc

Initial shut-in 147.12 2388 452.51
Flowl 6 2015 336.61 115.91 2.397 48.36 5.746 103.59
Shut-in 6 2388 452.51
Flow 2 6 1640 230.89 221.62 5.214 42.51 27.186 163.37
Shut-in 6 2388 452.51
Flow 3 6 1365 162.99 289.52 6.144 47.12 37.749 208.63
Shut-in 6 2368 446.10
Flow 4 6 2015 91.43 354.67 7.186 49.36 51.639 244.02
Total 981.72 20.941 187.34 122.319
Extended flow 24 1015 91.43 361.08 6.148 58.73 37.798 280.09
Final shut-in 22.75 2388 452.51

The performance coefficients, C were calculated using Equation 4-46:

qsc = c(-p2
R- plf)

n

2. Using the LIT (t/>) Analysis Approach
Table 4-12 shows gas well deliverability calculations at wellhead condi-

tions.
Discarded point: None

N = 5, and ̂ (pR) =452.51

Calculate the values of At, B, and A from Eqs. 4-52, 4-53, and 4-57:

_Y,f;Y,<lsc-Y,<lscY,Axi' _ 187.34x122.319-20.941x981.72

' ~ NH<lsc-E 4sc E qsc 5 x 122.319 - 20.941 x 20.941

= 33.9572

_ A ^ E A ^ - E f e E ^ 5 x 981.72 - 20.941 x 187.34

NrZ<ii-EqscEqsc " 5 x 122.319-20.941 x 20.941

= 2.1429



Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-26. Plot of (Ais-bqsc)
2 versus flow rate qsc using modified isochronal

test—wellhead conditions.

For extended flow, AV = 361.08, qsc = 6.148, B = 2.1429, and using
Eq. 4-57:

= A * - Bqj = 361.08-2.1429 x 6.1482
 =

9«r 6.148

Results
The theoretical transient flow deliverability equation is

For n < re, V(pR) - V(pwh) = 33.9572 qsc + 2.1429 q]c

Figure 4-26 shows the Plot of ( A ^ — bqsc)
2 versus flow rate qsc using a

modified isochronal test in wellhead conditions.
The theoretical stabilized flow deliverability equation is

For n > re, V(pR) - V(pwh) = 45.5574 qsc + 2.1429 q]c

Calculate deliverability from Equation 4-54 as follows:

-A + y/(A2 + 4B[V(PR) - V(pwh)]
qsc= IB

_ -45.5574 + V45.5574 + 4(2.1429)(452.51 - V(pwh)
~ 2x2.1429

AOF = 7.323 mmscfd

Computer transient
deliverability

Computer stabilized
deliverability

Theoretical transient transient flow deliverability equation:
y{PR) - y(Pwh) = 33.952 qsc + 2.12429 {qscf

Theoretical stabilized flow deliverability equation:
\\,{PR) - M/(PVW() = 45.5574 qK + 2.12429 (qsc)
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Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-27. Inflow performance response using LIT(i/r) flow equation-
wellhead conditions (Example 4-7).

For V(pwh) = 0, qsc(AOF) = 7.323 mmscfd.
Well inflow performance response using the LIT\yfr) flow equation is shown

in Table 4-13.
Figure 4-28 shows a data plot of A^ — bqjc versus qsc (wellhead). Figure

4-29 shows the inflow performance curve (wellhead). Gas well deliverability
calculations at bottom-hole pressure conditions are shown in Table 4-14.
Discarded point—None

Af = 5, and *(P*) = 772.56

Calculate the values of At, B, and A from Eqs. 4-52, 4-53, and 4-57:

_ 294.97 x 122.379 - 20.941 x 1545.00

~ 5 x 122.379 - 20.941 x 20.941 ~ '

B ^N £ A* -lZgscT ^/qsc

_ 5 x 1545.00 - 20.941 x 294.97 _
~ 5 x 122.379 - 20.941 x 20.941 ~

(text continued on page 186)

AOF= 7.373 mmscfd
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Table 4-13
Well Inflow Performance Response for Example 4-7 Using LIT(VO

Flow Equation (Wellhead)

Wellhead pressure ifriPwh) Stabilized deliverability
pWh (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) qsc (mmscfd)

2388 452.51 0.000
2300 424.45 0.599
2200 393.04 1.234
2000 332.14 2.377
1800 274.37 3.375
1600 220.45 4.246
1400 171.10 5.001
1200 127.01 5.646
1000 88.78 6.185
800 56.96 6.621
600 31.97 6.956
400 14.10 7.191
200 3.49 7.329
100 0.90 7.363

14.65(AOF) 0.10 7.373

Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-28. Plot of A^ - B(qsc)
22 versus qsc using modified isochronal test—

bottom-hole conditions.

Absolute open flow potential
AOF= 8.284 mmscfd

Computer
transient

deliverability

Computer stabilized
deliverability

Theoretical transient flow deliverability equation:
y(PR) - y(Pwf) = 12.1511 qsc + 0.1785fc)2

Theoretical stabilized flow deliverability equation:
(PR) - V)/(/V) = 91.8273 qsc + 0.1785 (qscf
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Table 4-14
Gas Well Deliverability Calculations at Bottom-Hole Pressure

Conditions

Flow
Sandface r/>(p) Ai/> rate

Duration pressure (mmpsia2/ (mmpsia2/ qsc Atp—
(hr) (psia) cP) cP) (mmscfd) tp/qsc qfc Bq*c

Initial shut-in 147.12 3700 772.56
Flowl 6 3144 592.59 179.98 2.397 75.08 5.746 178.95
Shut-in 6 3700 772.56
Flow 2 6 2566 419.59 354.58 5.214 68.00 27.186 349.73
Shut-in 6 3700 772.56
Flow 3 6 2158 306.32 466.24 6.144 75.89 37.749 459.50
Shut-in 6 3698 771.90
Flow 4 6 1836 227.24 544.66 7.186 75.79 51.639 535.44
Total 1545.00 20.941 294.97 122.379
Extended flow 24 1721 201.25 571.30 6.148 92.92 37.798 564.55
Final shut-in 22.5 3698 771.00

Gas Flow Rate qsc mmscfd

Figure 4-29. Inflow performance response using LIT(^) flow equation—
bottom-hole conditions.

AOF= 8.284 mmscfd
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(text continued from page 183)

For extended flow,

A*I> z= 571.30, qsc = 6.148 mmscfd, B = 0.1785

Using Eq. 4-57:

= W-Bqj = 571.30-0.1785 x 6.1482
 =

^ 6.148

Figure 4-28 shows a data plot of A \j/—bq^c versus qsc (bottom-hole conditions).

Results

The theoretical transient flow deliverability equation is

For n < re, V(pR) - V(pwf) = 72.7577 qsc + 0.1785 q]c

The theoretical stabilized flow deliverability equation is

For n > re, V(pR) - * ( / v ) = 91.8273 qsc + 0.1785 q]c

Calculate deliverability from Eq. 4-54 as follows:

_ - A + ^A 2 + 4B[jr(pR) - ^ Q y ) ]
qsc~ IB

_ -91.8273 + 7(91.8273)2 + 4(0.1785)[772.56 - O)]
~ 2(0.1785)
= 8.284 mmscfd

Well inflow performance response using the LIT {\jr) flow equation is shown
in Table 4-15. Figure 4-29 shows the inflow performance curve (bottom-hole
pressure).

General Remarks

Pseudopressure Approach

A straight line is obtained by plotting (A^ — Bqjc) versus qsc on logarithmic
coordinates as shown in Figure 4-28. This particular method is chosen since the
ordinate then represents the pseudopressure drop due to laminar flow effects,
a concept which is consistent with the simplified analysis. The deliverability
potential of a well against any sandface pressure is obtained by solving the
quadratic equation (Eq. 4-58) for the particular value of *I>:

- A + [A2+4B(AvI/)]05

qsc = — (4-58)



Table 4-15
Well Inflow Performance Response Using LIT(t/>) Flow

Equation (Bottom-Hole Pressure)
WpR) - i/>(P*f) = 91.8273 qsc + 0.1785 qfc)

Bottom-hole rfiPwf) Stabilized deliverability
pressure (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) qsc (mmscfd)

3700 772.56 0.000
3500 706.80 0.715
3000 547.65 2.438
2500 399.17 4.035
2000 266.41 5.454
1500 155.04 6.639
1250 109.14 7.126
1000 70.63 7.534
750 40.06 7.857
500 17.90 8.091
400 11.47 8.159
200 2.88 8.250
100 0.74 8.272

14.65 (AOF) 0.05 8.284

A and B in the LIT\x//) flow analysis depend on the same gas and reservoir
properties as do C and n in the simplified analysis, except for viscosity and
compressibility factor. These two variables have been taken into account in
the conversion of p to x/r and consequently will not affect the deliverability
relationship constants A and B. It follows, therefore, that the stabilized deliv-
erability equation or its graphical representation is more likely to be applicable
throughout the life of a reservoir.

Least Square Method

A plot of ( A ^ — Bq^c) versus qsc, on logarithmic coordinates, should give
the stabilized deliverability line. At and B may be obtained from Eqs. 4-52
and 4-53, which are derived by the curve fitting method of least squares.

A1 =
 E ^ i f C

 V
E % E (4-59)



LIT (ip) Flow Analysis

From the isochronal flow rates and the corresponding pseudopressure, At

and B can be obtained from the foregoing equations. A logarithmic plot of
(A*I> — Bqjc) versus qsc is made and the isochronal data are also plotted as
shown in Figure 4-28. This plot is used as before to identify erroneous data
which must be rejected and At and B are recalculated, if necessary. The data
obtained from the extended flow rate, A*I>, and qsc are used with the value of
B already determined in Eq. 4-53 to obtain the stabilized value of A. Equation
4-57 gives this:

A = A * - B ^ (4-61)

A and B are now known and the stabilized deliverability relationship has been
evaluated by using the following equation:

Avi/ = V(pR) - V(Pwf) = Aqx + Bq2
sc (4-62)

Single-Point Test

If the value of slope n or the inertial-turbulent (IT) flow effect constant, b,
is known, only a one-point test will provide the stabilized deliverability curve.
This is done by selecting one flow rate and flowing the well at that rate for 1
to 3 days to stabilized conditions.

A sample calculation of stabilized deliverability from a single-point test is
given in Example 4-8 (n = 1.0 and B = 0.178).

Example 4-827 Calculating Deliverability for a Single-Point Test
Calculate stabilized deliverability from a single-point test knowing n =

1.0,B = 0.1785, for the V-p curve in Figure 4-23.

Solution Using simplified analysis, single rate test data and calculations for
single rate test (as shown in Tables 4-16 and 4-17).

qsc = c(pi - Pify
q 6.148 _ 6.148

" (p2
R - P

2
wf)

n " (37002 - 17272) " 10,707,471

= 0.5742 x 10~6 mmscfd/psia2

where slope n = 1.0, ~pR = 3700 psia.
Therefore, qsc = AOF = 0.5742 x 10"6(37002 - 14.652) = 7.86 mmscfd.

Figure 4-30 shows a plot of Ap2 versus qsc.



Table 4-16
Single-Rate Test Data

Duration Sandface P2 X 103 AP 2 X 103 Flow rate
(hr) pressure (psia) (psia2) (psia2) (mmscfd)

Extended flow 24 1,727 2,962 10,730 6.148
Final shut-in 147.12 3,700 13,690

Table 4-17
Calculations for Single-Rate Test

Sandface Flow
Duration pressure ip(p) A?/> rate qsc A-0-

(hr) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmscfd) Aift/qsc q^c Bqjc

Extended flow 24 1721 201.25 571.30 6.148 92.92 37.798 564.55
Final shut-in 22.5 3698 771.00

Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-30. Plot of Ap2 versus qsc (single-point test).

AOF =7.86 mmscfd

/1= 1.0
C = 0.5742 x 10"6 mmscfd / psia2

Single point deliverability equation is:
qsc = 0.5742 x 10"6 [(P*)2 - ( P . / ] 1 0



Flow Rate qSCi mmscfd

Figure 4-31. Plot of A^ - b(qsc)
2 versus qsc (single-point test).

Using LtT(TJ)) Analysis

Calculate the value of A for extended flow from Eq. 4-57 as follows:

= A * - Bqj = 571.30-0 .1785 x 6.1482
 =

qsc 6.1482

Calculate deliverability from Equation 4-54 as follows:

_ -91.8273 + 791.82732 + 4.0 x 0.1785(772.56 - 0)
qsc ~ 2x0.1785

= 8.284 mmscfd

Figure 4-31 shows a plot of A^ — bqjc versus qsc. For a single-point test, the
deliverability equation is

_ - A + JA2 + 4 x B[W(PR) - xlf(P^f)]
qsc~ 2xB

AOF= 8.28 mmscfdA
y/
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where
A -91.8273
B = 0.1705

qsc = 8.284 mmscfd

Wellhead Deliverability

In practice it is sometime more convenient to measure the pressures at the
wellhead. These pressures may be converted to bottom-hole conditions by the
calculation procedure suggested by Cullender and Smith.26 However, in some
instances, the wellhead pressures might be plotted versus flow rate in a manner
similar to the bottom-hole curves of Figs. 4-25 or 4-28. The relationship thus
obtained is known as the wellhead deliverability and is shown in Figures 4-24
and 4-27.

On logrithmatic coordinates the slope of the wellhead deliverability plot is
not necessarily equal to that obtained using bottom-hole pressures. A well-
head deliverability plot is useful because it relates to a surface situation, for
example, the gathering pipeline backpressure, which is more accessible than
the reservoir. Because the wellhead deliverability relationship is not constant
throughout the life of a well, different curves are needed to represent the differ-
ent average reservoir pressures, as shown in Figures 4-32 and 4-33. A sample
calculation is shown in Example 4-7.

Time to Stabilization

Stabilization is more properly defined in terms of a radius of investigation.
By radius of investigation, rinv, we mean the distance that a pressure transient
has moved into a formation following a rate change in a well. As time increases,
this radius moves outward into the formation until it reaches the outer boundary
of the reservoir or the no-flow boundary between adjacent flowing wells. From
then on, it stays constant, that is, rinv = re, and stabilization is said to have been
attained. This condition is also called the pseudo-steady-state. The pressure
does not become constant but the rate of pressure decline does. The time to
stabilization can be determined approximately by

ts £ 1000-5^ (4-63)
kpR

where
ts = time of stabilization, hr

JZg = gas viscosity at ~pR, cP
0 = gas-filled porosity, fraction
k = effective permeability to gas, mD, and
re = outer radius of the drainage area, ft



Gas Flow Rate, qc, mmscfd

Figure 4-33. Wellhead deliverability versus flowing wellhead pressure at vari-
ous stabilized shut-in pressure.

Stabilized
deliverability

Wellhead open flow
potential

AOF

Reflects the stabilized shut-in
wellhead pressure

Wellhead absolute open
flow potential AOF

Wellhead potential at particular
pipeline pressure

Wellhead
deliverability

Zero flowing wellhead pressure

Particular
pipeline pressure

Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-32. Wellhead deliverability plot.
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The rate of pressure decline at the well is

*M = _ 3 7 4 !Z% (4_64)

The radius of investigation, rinv, after t hours of flow is

rinv = 0.032 (k-0-\ (4-65)

forrinv < re.
As long as the radius of investigation is less than re, stabilization has not

been reached and the flow is said to be transient. Gas well tests often involve
interpretation of data obtained in the transient flow regime. Both C and A will
change with time until stabilization is reached. From this time on, performance
coefficient, C and A (see Eqs. 4-45 and 4-57) will stay constant. When the
radius of investigation reaches the exterior boundary, re, of a closed reservoir,
the effective drainage radius is given by

rd = 0.472 re (4-66)

Example 4-9 Calculating Radius of Investigation
Given the following data, calculate the radius of investigation: k =

6.282 mD, ~pR = 3700 psia, 0 = 0.1004, /xg = 0.02350 cP, re = 2200 ft,
t = 147.2 hr.

Solution Using Eq. 4-63, time to stabilization is

,, a lmtjvl _ 10Q0 x "• •«» x <"»*> x MW = 491 h,
kpR 6.282 x 3700

Using Eq. 4-65, the radius of investigation is

- n r > fif** - 0-Q32V6.282 x 3700 x 147.2 _ 1 o i n ^
rinv - U.Jiy ^ - 0.1004x0.0235 " ^ "

Reservoir Parameter Estimation Techniques

Brigham related the empirical constants C and n in Eqs. 4 ^ 5 and 4 ^ 4 to
the reservoir parameters in the following form of the Forchheimer equation:24

L9S7xlO-5khTsc(pl-plf)
Qsc — F , (4-67)

H11ZTPx [ln(CAJA/rw)+s + Fqsc]



Equation 4-67 can be written as

a(p2
R-plf) (A , Q ,

Vsc = , , _, (4-68)
b + Fqsc

where

1.987 x 10"5khTsc
a = zz^ (reservoir flow term)

V>8zTPsc

b = In(CAy/A/rw) + s (Darcy geometric flow term)

and non-Darcy term

Fq"=K^T) = [ / B ( C A / ^ + K ^ T ) ] (4"69)

The geometric mean of the flow rates should be used to evaluate this equation
because this is the midpoint on log-log paper. The constant C in Eq. 4-70 can
also be related to the reservoir parameters as shown below:

CV" = 1.987 x \Q-5khTsc

(qsc)
(1-n)/n jLgzPSc[ln(CAJA/rw) + s + Fqx]

Example 4-10 Reservoir Parameters Calculations Using Backpressure
Equation

A backpressure test was conducted on a gas well. Using the test data and
the following reservoir data, calculate the reservoir parameter kh/ TJl z, given:
Tsc = 5200R, Psc = 14.65 psia, CA = 31.62, A = 360 acres, rw = 0.29 ft,
s = -1 .5 .

Solution Using the methods discussed in the previous sections, the following
information is obtained from the deliverability plot in Figure 4-34. Table 4-18
shows backpressure test data.

C = 0.00229 mmscfd/psia2, n = 0.93, AOF = 44.000 mmscfd



Table 4-18
Backpressure Test Data

Pws (psia) pls(103 psia2) Ap2 (psia2) qsc (mmscfd)

201 40.4 — —
196 38.4 2.0 2.730
195 38.0 2.4 3.970
193 37.2 3.2 4.440
190 36.1 4.3 5.500

Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-34. Deliverability plot for Example 4-10.

Calculate the Darcy geometric flow term:

/ /A \b = In [cA —+ s)



Calculate the geometric mean flow rate by choosing the two flow rates of 8.0
and 25.0 mmscfd, which fall on a straight deliverability line:

qsc = 7(8.0) (25.0) = 14.142 mmscfd

Using Eq. 4-69:

The values of Fqsc, C, and n are then substituted into Eq. 4-71, to evaluate
the reservoir parameters:

kh _ Cl'n Psc[ln(CAVAj^) + s + Fqx]
7W ~ (qsc) ̂

 X L 9 8 7 x 1 0 " 5 r -

0.00229(1/a93)

= (14.142)(l-0.93)/0.93

14.65[//i(31.62y^^p^) + (-1.5) + 0.556]
X 1.987 x 10-5 x 520

_ 1.00021 14.65[10.272 - 1.5 + 0.556]
~ 14.1420-0753 x 1.987 x 10"5 x 520

= 0.8193 x 13,276.187 = 10, 836.215 mD-ft/cP-°R

4.8 Stabilized Deliverability Equation

The buildup and drawdown tests discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 result in
knowledge of various reservoir parameters and flow characteristics of gas
wells. However, these detailed tests are not always successful and in some cases
may be uneconomical to conduct. It becomes necessary to get the maximum
possible information from the limited data available through the use of limited
or short flow tests or short-time data to estimate reservoir parameters.

This section discusses a few methods for utilizing limited data to estimate
the reservoir parameters kh, s, and ~p R and the stabilized deliverability equation
for a gas well. Since these methods involve a substantial number of approx-
imations, the added accuracy is not warranted. Accordingly, any of the three
approaches, p, p2, or x/r, is used, as and when convenient.

The stabilized deliverability and the LIT flow equations in terms of pressure-
squared and pseudopressure, have been derived in the previous section and are
given below:

p2
R-p2

wf=A'qsc + B'ql (4-72)

Previous Page



The parameters A' and B' are defined, respectively, as

*A L V /-w / J

B' = L 4 2 2 X 1 ° 6 ^ D (4-74)

It is sometimes convenient to establish a relationship between the two param-
eters that indicates the degree of turbulence occurring in a gas reservoir. These
parameters are the velocity coefficient, /3, and the turbulence coefficient, D.
It is frequently necessary to solve pressure or pressure drop for a known flow
rate, qsc:

_2 2 1.422 x 106fizTqsc [ fOA72re\ 1

PR ~ Pwf = Th [In {-^—) + , + DfcJ (4-75)
This equation may be written as follows:

2 , 1.422 x 1O6MZr f /0.472re\ 1 , t r

Pi ~ P2
wf = kh [in [ — ^ J + ̂ J qsc + DqI (4-76)

The deliverability potential of a gas well may be obtained by solving the
quadratic equation for the particular value of A~p2

R.

-A' + JA* + 4B'(p2
R)

*«=—S^ (4-77)
In terms of pseudopressure, the equation is

The parameters A and B are also defined as follows:

1 .422xl0 6 r r /0.472re\ 1A = ^ — L 7 " ( — J + s J <4-79)
B = ' 4 2 2 X l 0 ' r D (4-80,

Equation 4-78 can be written as follows:

*(PR) ~ is(Pwf) = Aqsc+ + Bq2
sc (4-81)



In quadratic form Eq. 4-81 is

-A +J A* +ABHP R)qsc — (4-82)
LD

Calculation of Inertial-T\irbulent (IT) Flow Factor

The value of the IT flow factor D may be estimated by relating D to the
turbulence factor, /3:

D = 2 - 7 1 5 ^fJkMP. ( 4 _ 8 3 )

h^rwTsc

The velocity coefficient or turbulence factor P is found to be related to absolute
permeability by Ref. 10,

4.11 x 1010

P = fcl.3333 (4-84>

However, Fetkovich et al.29 observed that yS values calculated using Eq. 4-84
were about 100 times lower than calculated from the field data. Thus, Eq. 4-84
was modified to

4.11 x 1012

P = fcl.3333 ^4"8 5)

Using values of Psc = 14.65 psia, Tsc = 5200R, M = 28.966 x yg, and evaluat-
ing viscosity at present average reservoir pressure, D is calculated as

9 . 1 0 6 x l 0 - V g
D = M O - 3 3 3 3 ^ ^ 8 6 )

For convenience, the values of B and B1 may be expressed in terms of /3 rather
than D by substituting for D from Eq. 4-83 to give

, _ 1.422 x 106TCzT T2.715 x M)-l5pkMPscl

kh L h]ZrwTsc J

1.422 x lOVzr T2.715 x lQ-15^(28.966)/g)(14.65)l
kh L h]Zrw (520) J

3.1506XlO-9Zr^ ( 4 _ 8 ? )

h2rw

or

y _ 3.1506 xl0-»r<l

h2rw



where

T = reservoir temperature,0 R; h — net pay thickness, ft;
re = external radius of the reservoir, ft; rw = wellbore radius, ft;
s = skin factor, dimensionless; D = IT flow resistance, mmscfd"1;

qsc = flow rate, mmscfd; k = reservoir permeability, mD;
z = compressibility factor of the gas; M = molecular weight;

Ji = gas viscosity, cP; /3 = turbulent factor, ft"1

Reservoir characteristics and gas properties may have to be evaluated in
order to obtain the stabilized deliverability relationship. Accordingly the next
section covers the methods for estimating kh,s, and D that are used in sub-
sequent sections to develop the LIT flow equation. Calculate A', A, Bf, and
B using above equations and develop LIT flow equations as illustrated in
Examples 4-11 through 4-13.

Example 4-1127 Estimating Reservoir Parameters and Flow Behavior from
Limited Data Using Pressure-Squared Approach

Given the following gas and well/reservoir properties:

~pR = 3965 psia; T = 7100R; yg = 0.733 (from recombined gas);

k = 2.85 mD (from type curve analysis);

rw = 0.4271 ft (from field data);

re = 2200 ft (from well spacing for the area);

s = —0.22 (from type curve analysis); h = 41 ft (from well logs)

and using pressure-squared method, estimate

1. The turbulence factor, P
2. The IT flow factor, D
3. The values of A! and B'
4. The absolute open flow potential of the well

Solution

1. From Eq. 4-85:

4.11 x 1012 4.11 x 1012
 12 ,

P = fcl.3333 = 2.851.3333 = 1-0172 X I 0
1 2 ft"1

2. From Eq. 4-86:

_ 9.106 x 10-Vg _ 9-106 x 10"3 x 0.733
° ~ hkO3™JZrw

 = 41 x 2.85-3333 x 0.0235 x 0.4271
= 0.011441 mmscfd-1



3. From Eq. 4-87,

3.1506 x lO-^f tz r
B ^

_ 3.1506 x 10"9 x 1.0172 x 1012 x 0.733 x 0.81 x 710
= 412 x 0.4271

= 1882 P S i a \
mmscfd

From Equation 4-73:

, 1.422 x l O V ^ f /0.472r\ 1

1.422 x 106 x 0.0235 x 0.81 x 710
2.85 x 41

T /0.472 x 2, 200 \ 1
X H 0.4271 j ' H

= 1 ,246,040-E^
mmscfd

P2R ~ Plf = 1,246,040 qsc + 1882 q2
sc

4. From Eq. 4-77:

_ -A' + ^ 2 +4B'(p2
R)

qsc~ IB'
-1,246,040 + 71,246,04O2 + 4(1882)(3965)2

2(1882)
= 12.39 mmscfd

The above equation may be plotted on logarithmic coordinates to give a stabi-
lized deliverability line.

Example 4-1227 Estimating Reservoir Parameters and Flow Behavior from
Limited Data Using ̂ (p) Approach

Rework Example 4-14, given: ^(pR) = 861.120 x 106 psia2/cP, or pR =
3965 psia

Find the following: (1) the values of A and B and (2) the AOF of this well.



Solution From Example 4-11, p = 1.0172 x 1012 ft"1, D = 0.011441
mmscfd"1.

1. Using Eq. 4-79:

1.422 X l O 6 J f /0.472re\ "I

1.422 x 106 x 710 r /0.472(2,200) \ 1

2.85x41 I7" ( - o k - ) + ("°-22)J

= 8.6403 x 106[7.7962 - 0.22] = 65.4605 x 106PSia / C ?

mmscfd
From Eq. 4-80:

1.422 x 106 x T 1.422 x 106 x 710
B U " = 2 .85x4! ( a 0 1 1 4 4 "

= 0.0988S4 x 10« " ^
mmscfd

From Eq. 4-81:

^(P*) - fiPwf) = Msc+ + Bqjc

V(PR) ~ V(Pwf) = 65.4605 x 1 0 6 ^ + 0.098854 x l06ql

The above equation may be plotted on logarithmic coordinate to give a
stabilized deliverability line.

2. From Equation 4-82,

-A + JA2 +4Bf(pR)
qsc= IB

_ -65.4605 x 106 + 7(65.4605 x 106)2 + 4 x 0.098854 x 106(861.12 x 106)
~ 2 x 0.098854 x 106

-65.4605 x 106 + 68.012 x 106 ^ n

= 0.19771 x 106 1 2 9 1 m m s c f d

Example 4-13 Estimating Stabilized Flow Equation from a Single Stabi-
lized Flow Test

Given the data of the previous example, except for the skin factor, s, estimate
the stabilized deliverability equation for a gas well that gives a stabilized
flowing pressure, pwf, of 1640 psia at a flow rate of 5.214 mmscfd. The average
reservoir pressure, ~pR, at time of the test is 2388 psia.



Solution From Example 4-12:

B' = 1 , 8 8 2 - ^
mmscfd

Using Eq. 4-72:

~P2R-plf=Afqsc + B'q2
sc

(2388)2 - (1640)2 = A'(5.214) + 1882(5.214)2

5,702,544 - 26,889,600 = A'(5.214) + 51,163.668

Therefore

A, _ 2,961.780.332 = „ J ^

5.214 mmscfd

The stabilized deliverability is given by ~p\ - p2
wf = 568,043.79^c + 1882#2

C.

4.9 Stabilized Deliverability Relationship Using
Graphical Method

Riley28 developed the set of curves, assuming 640-acre spacing, a zero skin
factor, In(re/rw) = 9, and various test times of interest. The use of these figures
is quite simple. The test duration (4, 8,12 or 72 hrs) and a shut-in pressure are
taken from the available short-term test. The permeability may be estimated
from core data or any other reliable source. The stabilization factor, SF is
obtained corresponding to the permeability and shut-in pressure. This factor,
when applied to the short-term flow rate, gives a reasonable approximation
of the stabilized flow rate at the backpressure obtained in the flow test. The
following equations can be used:

SF(fromcurves28) x9 + s
SF (corrected) = — (4-89)

In(re/rw) +s

The fully laminar flow equation is

P2R-Pl/= A'Isc (4-90)

or

A, = _R wf (4-9Oa)
qsc

Using the value of SF, calculated above, to obtain a stabilized qsc corresponding
to

Ap2 = (p2
R-p2

wf),

A! may be calculated as illustrated by Example 4-14.



Example 4-14 Calculation of Stabilized Deliverability Relationship As-
suming Negligible Turbulence Effects

A short flow test (6 hr) is conducted on a gas well, given: pwf =2015 psia,
qsc = 2.397 mscfd, re = 2200 ft, rw = 0.4271 ft, s = -0.22, k = 10.0
mD (core data), and ~pR = 2388 psia. Determine the stabilized deliverability
relationship assuming no turbulence effects.

Solution From Ref. 28, test duration 4 hr:

SF = 0.69

From Ref. 28, test duration 8 hr:

SF = 0.74

SF = (0.69 + 0.74)/2 = 0.715

From Eq. 4-89:

SF x 9 + s
SF(corrected) =

In(re/rw) +s

0.715 x 9 + (-0.22) _ 6.215 _
~ //i(2, 200/0.4271) + (-0.22) ~ 8.327 ~ '

therefore equivalent stabilized flow rate = 0.746 x 2.397 = 1.788 mmscfd.
From Eq. 4-90:

p2
R - Plf = Afqsc = 23882 - 20152 = A'(1.788)

= 5,702,544-4,060,223 = „ J*^
1.788 mmscfd

Hence the stabilized deliverability is given by

P2
R-P^ =91S9522.93qsc

Average Reservoir Pressure Prediction

If the middle-time data are not available, then the following methods may be
used to predict average reservoir pressures from deliverability and short-flow
tests described in the following sections.

Case 1: From Known Stabilized Deliverability Equation

If the variables in the parameters appearing in Eq. 4-72 with declining
pressure or production life are small enough to be neglected, and the LIT flow



equation may be considered to be valid over a lengthy period of time. The pR

can be calculated quite easily. The test simply involves the measurement of
the stabilized flow rate and the associated bottom hole pressure. The ~pR can
be estimated by the following equations:

PR = [Plf + A'qK + Bfq2
scf

5 (4-91)

*(PR) = VK/V) + Msc + BqI (4-92)

Case 2: Not Knowing Stabilized Deliverability Equation

When the stabilized deliverability equation is not known or when there is
reason to believe that a previously obtained deliverability equation no longer
applies to.a partially depleted reservoir, the average reservoir pressure at any
time during the producing life of the well may be obtained as follows.

If the value of B' is known, say from an isochronal deliverability test, a
procedure similar to a two-rate test may be used. When a well is producing
at a stabilized rate, measure qscq and the corresponding flowing bottom hole
pressure, pwf\. Then Eq. 4-72 may be written as

P2R ~ Plfl = A'qsd + B'q2
scX (4-93)

Immediately change the flow rate to qSC2 and when the pressure has stabilized,
determine the flowing bottom-hole pressure, pwfi. Again, from Eq. 4-72:

P2R ~ Plfl = A'«sc2 + B'q2
sc2 (4-94)

Eliminating A! from Eqs. 4-93 and 4-94 gives

_ | = ^ - w ^ _ g W 2 (4_70c)

qsci - qsc\

In terms of pseudopressure

= ^iP^-^np^) _ Bqsciqsa (4_95)

qSci - qsc\

If n is calculated from an isochronal deliverability test, using exactly the
same testing procedure as described above, the following relationship may be
derived:

_ 2 9lJzPwfi - Vs'cXPlfl {A_Q,,
PR = i / « _ i / « ^ 4 " 9 6 )

When the value of Bf or n is not known, the foregoing analysis is simply
extended to include a third flow rate. This yields a set of three simultaneous



equations in three unknowns, which may be solved to obtain pR. Examples
4-15 and 4-16 illustrate calculation procedure.

Example 4-15 Calculating Average Reservoir Pressure, Knowing Stabi-
lized Deliverability Equation

Calculate the average reservoir pressure if the flowing bottom-hole pressure,
pw/, is 3144 psia corresponding to a stabilized flow rate of 2.397 mmscfd, A =
65.4605, B = 0.098854, Pwf = 3144 psia or \j/{pwf) = 592.59 mmpsia2/cP.

Solution From Eq. 4-92,

IT(PR) = f(Pwf) + Msc + Bq2
sc

= [592.59 + 65.4605 x (2.397) + 0.098854 x (2.397)2] x 106

= 748.75 x 106 mmpsia2/cP x 3,595 psia

From Eq. 4-91,

PR = [p2*+A'q« + B'q2
K]°'5

= [31442 + 1,246,040(2.397) + 1882(2.397)2]05

= ^12,876,005 = 3588 psia

Example 4-16 Calculating Average Reservoir Pressure, Not Knowing Sta-
bilized Deliverability Equation

A gas well that had been producing for some time gave a stabilized flow
rate of 2.397 mmscfd and a corresponding bottom-hole pressure of 3144 psia.
When the rate was changed to 5.214 mmscfd and the pressure permitted to sta-
bilize a flowing bottom-hole pressure of 2566 psia was obtained. A previously
conducted isochronal test on the same well gave a value for B = 0.1785. As-
suming that this value of B may still be considered valid for the well, calculate
the average reservoir pressure at the time of the test.

Solution qsc\ = 2.379 mmscfd; pWf[ = 3144 psia = 592.59 mmpsia2/cP;
qsc2 = 5.214 mmscfd; pwfi = 2566 psia = All.99 mmpsia2/cP.

From Eq. 4-96:

, ,_ x 5.214(592.59 - 2.397(417.99)
Vf(Pn) =Y FR 5.214-2.397

-0 .1785 x 2.397 x 5.214 - " - " * > ' ^ _ 2 . 2 3 1

2.817
= 738.93 mmpsia2/ cP ^ ^ 3530 psia (4-97)



4.10 Estimation of Gas Well Deliverability from
Short Flow Tests

To predict gas-well deliverability or inflow performance requires at least one
test conducted for a period long enough to reach stabilization. The following
equation can be used to calculate the approximate time to stabilization:

ts = 1 0 0 0 ^ ^ (4-98)
kpR

This can be a very long period of time in low-permeability reservoirs, especially
if a well is draining a large area. Several methods have been proposed for
obtaining a deliverability equation without a stabilized test.6 Essentially the
only difference in these methods is the method used to obtain the coefficients
AA and BB in Eq. 4-72. A method presented by Brar and Aziz7 will be described
in the following section.

Using Pseudo-Steady-State and Transient-Flow
Deliverability Equations

The pseudo-steady-state equation for gas flow is

A ( P 2 ) = P2R - Plf = AAqsc + BBq2

sc (4-99)

For unsteady-state flow, AA varies with time and will be written as AAt. The
equation can be written in terms of common logs.

For pseudo-steady-state:

A(p2) = 2ml"log №p^\ + 2^03]«« + 0.869mD^2

c (4-100)

where

kh

For transient flow:

A(p2) = ml"log f - S r r ) - 3.23 + 0.869*"L + 0.869mDq2

cL \<t>^cr^J J

(4-102)

Comparing Eqs. 4-100 and 4-101 to Eq. 4-99 implies that



AAt = mflog ( ^ ' 1 - 3.23 + 0.869*1 (4-104)
L \4>V>crl) J

and

BB = 0.869 mD (4-105)

The object of the analysis is to determine the values of AA and BB for stabilized
flow, and then Eq. 4-99 can be used to calculate inflow performance. The skin
factor s, the turbulence coefficient D, and the permeability k can also be
determined. Equation 4-99 may be written as

^SEJ. = AAt + BBqsc (4-106)
qsc

where AAt and BB are defined in Eqs. 4-104 and 4-105, respectively. The
value of AAt will increase with time until stabilized flow is reached. A plot of
A(p2)/qsc versus qsc on Cartesian coordinates will result in a series of straight,
parallel lines having slopes equal to BB and intercepts AAt equal to A(p2)/qsc

for each flow time. The slopes and intercepts can also be determined using
least square analysis. Equation 4-104 can be expressed as

AAt =m| log( ——,- ) - 3.23 + 0.869* 1 +mlogt (4-107)

Therefore a plot of AA1 versus t on semilog paper will result in a straight line
having a slope equal to m and an intercept at t = 1 hr (log 1 = 1) equal to
AAti. The procedure for analyzing short-term multirate flow tests is as follows:

1. Determine AA1 and BB from transient tests for several flow rates using
plots of Eq. 4-99 or least squares.

2. Plot AAt versus t on semilog scales to determine m and AAt\.
3. Using the value of ra, calculate k from Eq. 4-101:

t='-637fr (4-108)
mh

4. Using values of AAt, m, k at t = 1 hr, calculate s:

, = 1.151 [ ^ i - log ( - ^ n +3.23] (4-109)

5. Calculate a stabilized value for AA using Eq. 4-103.
6. Using the value of BB from step 1, calculate D using Eq. 4-105:

0.869 m



7. Calculate the stabilized well performance from Eq. 4-99 using the sta-
bilized values for AA and BB. The method of least squares may be used
to determine AAt and BB from Af transient flow tests:

N T A(p2) -T A^2)

Values for AAr and 55 will be obtained for each time at which pwf was mea-
sured. The value of BB obtained from the longest flow test is the representative
value. Equation 4-99 may be solved for qsc to obtain

-AA+ [(AA2)+ 4BB(p2
R-P2Jf5 ,, „ . .

qsc = 2BB (4~l 1 3 )

If pseudopressure V (p) is used instead of pressure squared, the pseudo-steady-
state equation is written as

A^ = ^(PR) - fiPvf) = AArqsc + BB'q2
sc (4-114)

where the coefficients AA' and BB' are given by

AA' = 1.637 x 106^-[log (^r) +log ( ^ ^ ) +0.869sl (4-115)khl VlJ \ CA J J
BB' = 0.869 m'D (4-116)

and

m' = 1.637 x 106— (4-117)
kh

For transient flow,

AV = IT(PR) ~ V W ) = AA'tqsc + BB'q]c (4-118)

where

AA' = m' log ( J_ . ) - 3.23 + 0.869s (4-119)



Equation 4-118 may be written as

AiI/
— = AA' + BBTqx (4-120)

where AA't and BB' are defined in Eqs. 4-119 and 4-116; respectively. Equa-
tion 4-119 can be expressed as

AA't = m' I log ( _* I - 3.23 + 0.869*1 + m'logt (4-121)
L \4>iLcrlJ J

Therefore a plot of AA't versus t on semilog graph paper will result in a straight-
line having a slope equal to m! and an intercept at t = 1 hr equal to AA .̂ The
method of least squares may be used to determine AA't and BB' from N tran-
sient flow tests.

NE<ii-Tl<iscT.<isc

Equation 4-114 may be solved for qsc to obtain

= -AA' + [(AA')2 + 4BB\jr(pR) - ir(pwf)]
05 ^

Calculation procedures are shown in the following Examples 4-17 through
4-20 for both unfractured and fractured gas reservoirs.

Example 4-17 Calculating Deliverability Equations from Short Flow Tests
Using Pressure-Squared Approach

Short flow tests were conducted using four different flow rates, 0.4746,
0.8797, 1.2716, and 1.6589 mmscfd, respectively, and the following bottom-
hole pressure was recorded at periods of 1, 2,4, 6, and 8 hr. The test, reservoir,
and well data are tabulated below.

~pR = 922.6 psia; JZg = 0.0116 cP; z = 0.9720; c = 0.00109 psi"1;
0 = 0.23; A = 12 ft; T = 582°R; re = 2000ft; rw = 0.23 ft.

Shut-in Pressure, P ^ , psia

922.6 921.9 919.9 917.6



Flowing Bottom-Hole Pressure, Pw/, psia

qsc = 0.4746 qsc = 0.8797 qsc = 1.2716 qsc = 1.6589
I, hrs mmscfd mmscfd mmscfd mmscfd

1 900.1 863.0 798.9 676.3
2 897.1 853.9 769.9 662.2
4 892.2 833.0 754.9 642.0
6 890.1 827.9 732.8 635.2
8 888.1 825.1 727.3 629.3

Determine the following:

1. Permeability k and skin factor s
2. Turbulence coefficient D
3. AOF for this well
4. Inflow performance response

Solution Table 4-19 shows the calculated values for AAt and B. To further
illustrate the procedure, some of the entries for t = 4 hr are calculated. For
qsc — 0.8797 mmscfd,

A/?2 = pls - p2
wf = (921.9)2 - (833.0)2 = 849,899.61 - 693,889

= 156,010.61 psia2 = 156.01 mpsia2

Ap2 156.01 2

= — = 177.345 mpsia /mmscfd.

Using Eq. 4-111:

N HiI-Y, qsc Y, q*c
_ (770.012)(5.3680) - (917.35)(4.2848)

' ~ 4(5.3680) - (4.2048)(4.2848)

4,133.424-3,930.661 202.763 rA r . 2 /
= 21.52-18.3595 = ̂ 1605" = ̂ ^ ^ ^ ' " " " ^

Using Eq. 4-112,

BB_"YA(P*)-YMC
NYil-YiscYisc

_ 4(917.35) - (770.012)(4.2848)

4(5.3680) - (4.2848)(4.2848)

_ 3669.400 - 3299.347 _ 370.053 _ psia2

~ 3.1605 3.1605 " mscfd2



Table 4-19

62.47 131.63
169.11 192.24
317.25 249.49
445.97 268.84
994.80 842.19

AAt = 83.00
BB = 119.07

t = 6

Ap2 Ap2/qsc

58.91 124.13
164.48 186.97
309.22 243.17
438.51 264.34
971.12 818.61

AAt = 74.94
BB= 121.09

t = 4

Ap2 Ap2/qsc

55.17 116.25
156.01 177.35
276.34 217.32
429.83 259.11
917.35 770.01

AAt =64.16
BB= 117.09

t = 2

WAp2 Ap2/qsc

46.40 97.77
120.75 137.26
253.47 199.33
403.48 243.22
824.10 677.58

AAt =34.11
BB = 126.30

t = 1

Ap2 Ap2Iq80

41.01 86.410
105.13 119.51
207.97 163.55
384.61 231.85
738.72 601.31

AAt =20.11
BB= 121.57

0.2252
0.7739
1.6170
2.7519
5.3680

0.4746
0.8797
1.2716
1.6589
4.2848

Flow
Rate#

1
2
3
4

E



Time /, hours

Figure 4-35. AAt versus log t plot using pressure-squared approach.

The values calculated for AAt are plotted versus t on semilog paper in Figure
4-35. The slope of the line is m = 59.9 mpsia2/mmscfd/cycle and is obtained
by drawing a straight line through the last three points. The intercept at t = 1
hr can be read from the graph as 30.0 mpsia2/mmscfd.

1. From Eq. 4-101:

16377/zz 1637 x (528)(0.0116)(0.972)
k==-^T = ( 5 9 W 2 ) -13.7OmD

For intercept, AAt at 1 hr = 30.0 mpsia2/mmscfd and using Eq. 4-109:

L m \<t>V>crl) J

= u5ir^-ioBf (13-70)a) V 3 2 3 I
" L59.3 g \0 .23 x 0.0116 x 0.00109 x 0.232/ ' J

= 1.151[0.5059 - 7.950 + 3.23]

= — 4.85 (indicating well is stimulated)

Intercept, = 30.0 mpsia / mmscfd

Slope, m = 59.3 mpsia2 / mmscfd / cycle

BB= 117.09 psia2 / mscfd2

k= 13.70 md
s = -4.85
D = 2.31 x 103 mscfd"1

A
A

,, 
m

ps
ia

2 /
 m

m
sc

fd



2. To obtain the turbulence coefficient, solve Eq. 4-110:

D = _BB_= 119.07 = 2 3 1 1 m m 8 d . i - 1

0.869 m 0.869(59.3)

= 2.31 x 10"3InSCf(I-1

3. To calculate AOF of this well, first find stabilized value of AA, using
Eq.4-103:

P /0 .472r e \ s "I

T 0.472(2000) -4.851

= 118.6[3.613 - 2.106] = 178.73 psia2/mscfd

The value chosen for BB is 117.09 mpsia2/mmscfd2 = 0.11709-psia/
mcfd2. The stabilized flow equation for determining inflow performance
is then ~p\ — p^f = HS.13qsc + 0.11907qjc for p in psia and qsc in mscfd.
Using Eq. 4-113, find qsc:

-AA + [(AA2) + 4BB(p2
R - P

2
wf)f

5

qsc " 2BB
_ -178.73 + [178.732 + 4 x 0.11709(922.62 - O)]

" 2x0 .11709
_ -178.73 + [31,944.41 + 398,663.70]05

= 0.23418

= - 411M = 2,038.933 mscfd = 2.039 mmscfd
0.23418

Bottom-hole pressure Stabilized deliverability
Pwf (psia) qsc (mmscfd)

922.6 0
900.0 0.020
800 0.078
700 1.152
600 1.423
500 1.628
400 1.783
300 1.898
200 1.977
100 2.024
(AOF) 2.039



Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-36. Inflow performance response using pressure-squared approach.

4. Figure 4-36 shows inflow performance response using the pressure-
squared approach.

P2R ~ Plf = 178.73 qsc + 0.11709 qjc

Example 4-1827 Analyzing Short-Term Flow Test Using Pseudopressure
Approach

A modified isochronal test was conducted using four different flow rates,
and the flowing bottom hole pressures were measured at periods of 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 hr. The test data are tabulated below.

JpR = 3700 psia; JZg = 0.0235 cP; z = 0.9491; c = 0.00023 psi"1;
S8 = 0.733; (p = 0.137; h = 4 1 # T = 710°R; re = 2200 ft;
rw =0.4271 ft, <fec = 0.1004

Determine:

1. permeability k and skin factor s
2. turbulence coefficient D
3. AOF for this well using least square method,
4. inflow performance response
5. AOF

AOF= 2.039 mmscfd

Stabilized flow equation is:
(P*)2 - (Pwf? = 178.73 qsc + 0.11709 {qscf
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Table 4-20
Flowing Bottom-Hole Pressure, Pwf, (psia)

Shut-in pressure Pws (psia)

3700 3700 3700 3698

Shut-in pressure ^P(PR)9 (mmpsia2/cP)

772.56 772.56 772.56 771.90

Flowing bottom-hole pressure, Pw/ (psia)

qsc = 2.397 qsc = 5.214 qsc = 6.144 qsc = 7.186
mmscfd mmscfd mmscfd mmscfd

t (psia (psia (psia (psia
(hr) mmpsia2/cP) mmpsia2/cP) mmpsia2/cP) mmpsia2/cP)

1 3,130 588.23 2,652.15 442.94 2,206.25 318.91 1,903.25 243.01
2 3,127.75 587.48 2,602.25 428.43 2,189.55 314.53 1,888.65 239.56
3 3,133.85 589.39 2,590.15 424.91 2,180.25 312.11 1,875.65 236.49
4 3,136.65 590.27 2,579.85 421.97 2,172.15 310.00 1,870.35 235.25
5 3,139.85 591.28 2,572.85 419.95 2,164.45 308.00 1,855.00 234.01
6 3,144.00 592.45 2,566.45 418.12 2,157.55 306.21 1,836.00 227.24

Solution Table 4-20 shows flowing bottom-hole pressure and Table 4-21
shows the calculated values for AAf

t and BB''. To further illustrate the proce-
dure, some of the entries for t — 6 hr are calculated. For qsc — 7.186 mmscfd,

A ^ = ^(PR) - fiPwf) = 771.90 - 227.24 = 544.66mmpsia2/cP

Ax// 544.66 mmpsia2/cp

qsc 7.186 mmscfd

Using Eq. 4-122,

*E£-E*«E««
_ (294.81)(122.379) - (20.941)0,545.56)

~ 4(122.379) - (20.941)(20.941)

_ 36,078.55 - 32,365.57

489.52 - 438.53
3,712.98 mmpsia2/cP== 1^ /2.o2

50.99 mmscfd



t = 6

^ qsc

180.11 75.14
354.44 67.98
466.35 75.90
544.66 75.79

1,545.6 194.81

AA't = 72.82
BB' = .1690

t = 4

^ qsc

182.29 76.05
350.59 67.24
462.56 75.29
536.65 75.08

1,538.1 293.66

AA't = 14.43
BB' = . 1239

183.17 76.42
347.65 66.68
460.45 74.94
535.47 74.90

1,526.7 292.94

AA't = 74.01
fl£r = .1148

Table 4-21

t =2

A</> ^

185.08 77.21
344.13 66.00
458.03 74.55
534.34 74.36

1,521.6 292.12

AA't = 13 A
BB' = .1234

t = 1

184.00 76.76
329.62 63.22
453.65 73.84
528.89 73.60

1,496.2 287.42

AA't = 72.73
BB' = .0127

(mmscfd)

5.746
27.186
37.749
51.639

122.38

qsc

(mmscfd)

2.397
5.214
6.144
7.186

20.941

Flow
rate#

1
2
3
4



Time /, hours

Figure 4-37. AA[ versus log t using pseudopressure approach.

Using Eq. 4-123:

_ 4(1,545.56) - (20.941)(294.81) _ 6182.24 - 6173.62
~ 4(122.379) - (20.941)(20.941) ~ 489.52 - 438.53

= ^ = 0 1690 m m P s i a 2 / c P

50.99 ' mmscfd2

The values calculated for AA't are plotted versus t on semilog paper in
Figure 4-37. The slope of the line is m! = 3.5 mmpsia2 /mmscfd/cycle obtained
by drawing a straight line through the best points. The intercept at t = 1 hr
can be read from the graph as 72.3 mmpsia2/mmscfd.

1. From Eq. 4-108:

1.637 x 106 x T 1.637 x 106 x 710
"= rih = 3 .5x10^x41 = 8 ' 1 O m D

Intercept AA', = 72.82 mmpsia2 / cp / mmscfd

Slope, m' = 3.5 mmpsia2 / cP / mmscfd/cycle

BB \ = 0.1690 [ (mmpsia2 /cp)/ mmscfd2]
£ = 8.10mD
5=18.19

D = 0.05556 mmscfd-1

A
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Gas Flow Rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 4-38. Inflow performance response.

From Eq. 4-109:

5 [72.3 x IQ6 / 8.1Ox(I) \

' L 3.5 x 106 ° g \.1004 x .0235 x .00023 x .427I2/

+3.23J

= 1.151[20.66 - 7.97 + 3.23] = 18.39 (indicating well damage)

2. To obtain the turbulence coefficient using Eq. 4-110:

D = TT^T- = n n^1 6 9 0 = 0.05556 mmscfd-1

0.869 m' 0.869x3.5

y/
(p

), 
m

m
ps

ia
2 /

cp



3. To determine AOF of this well, first find the stabilized value of AA' and
BB\ using Eqs. 4-115 and 4-116, respectively.

T F / A \ / 2 2458 \ 1
AA' = 1.637 x 106— log ^ ) + log — — I + 0.869*

= 1.637 x 106 7 1 °
(8.10)(41)

= 3.499 x 106| 7.921 - 1.146 + 15.98| = 79 .62 m m m p S m / c P

|_ J mmscrd

and

BB' = 0.869m'D = 0.869(3.5)(0.05556) = 0.1690 m m P s x a lc*
mmscfd

4. The stabilized flow equation for determining inflow performance is

f(PR) ~ ^ W ) = 7 9 - 6 29« + 0.1690q]c

5. The preceding equation may be solved for qsc to obtain

_ -AA' + [(AA')2 + ABB'{ir{pR) - VKPw/)]0'5
qsc ~ 2BB'

For AA' = 79.62 and BB' = 0.1690:

_ -79.62 + [79.622 + 4(0.1690)(772.56 - O)]0-5

qsc~ 2(0.1690)

-79.62 + 82.88
= 0338 = 9J m m S C f d

Figure 4-38 shows inflow performance response.

4.11 Predicting Gas Well Deliverability Using Type
Curves

To analyze wellbore storage controlled early-time data, the following pro-
cedure is described by Earlougher and Kerch25 to estimate the permeability k
and skin factor s.



Unfractured Gas Wells

1. Plot the observed test data as (/?,- — pw/)/t versus t on log-log graph
paper of the same size as Earlougher and Kerch's curve.25

2. Estimate the wellbore storage coefficient using Eq. 4-125:

Cs = VWSCWS (4-125)

3. Calculate the location of the horizontal asymptote on the data plot:

/A^A = ( f e x 10«)/»,
V t ;,.o 24CS

where

Tsc P

4. From a convenient match point, read the following values from the data
plot (see Fig. 4-39):

\ t JM V t (qscxl06)l3gJM \ M CS)M

where subscript M refers to a match point.
5. Recalculate the wellbore storage coefficient:

"= WFTU ' '
6. Estimate the permeability from

* = £ . Q [ * 5 - 6 1 ^ L (4-128)
h 5.61 (t)M

7. Estimate the skin factor from the value of Cstie
2sobtained in step 4:

s = 0.5 In [ ^ - ( C 1 ^ ) J (4-129)

where C^ is defined by Eq. 4-130:



Time t, hours

Figure 4-39. Data plot and type curve match for the short flow test—Example
4-19.

The values of k and s obtained by this type curve matching technique
are not exact and should be compared with values obtained from other
sources to improve their reliability.

Example 4-19 Short Flow Tests Analysis Using Type Curve (Unfractured
Well)

A short-flow test was conducted on an unfractured well which was produced
at a constant rate of 6.148 mmscfd. The pressure pi in the reservoir prior to the
test was 3965 psia. Reservoir and well data are given below. The early pressure-
time data are also tabulated and are given directly in the solution to this problem.
Well/reservoir data are as follows: T = 7100R; h = 41 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft;
re = 2200 ft; sg = 0.733; well depth = 12,860 ft; Cws = 0.00027 psi"1;
c = 0.00023 psi"1; JL = 0.0235 cP. Determine the permeability k of the
reservoir and the skin factor s.

Solution From the available short-flow test data, make the tabulations shown
in Tables 4-22 and 4-23.

Match point, M

Trace of the matching curve from Figure 4-40
CSDe2s=\0QQ

A
p 

/1
, 

ps
i 

/ 
hr



Table 4-22
Calculations for Short-Flow Test Data

,(hr) jyCpsia) ^ = {P^)^J^Bm

0.07 1799 30,942.9
0.10 1786 21,790.0
0.25 1768 8,788.0
0.33 1765 6,666.7
0.50 1758 4,414.0
0.75 1755 2,946.7
1.00 1756 2,209.0
1.50 1758 1,471.3
2.00 1755 1,105.0
2.50 1754 884.4
3.00 1751 738.0
4.00 1747 554.5
5.00 1745 444.0
5.50 1742 404.2
6.00 1741 370.7
6.50 1739 342.7
7.00 1738 318.1
7.50 1736 296.7
8.00 1738 278.4
8.50 1737 262.1
9.00 1736 247.7
9.50 1735 234.7

10.00 1735 223.0

1. Plot Ap/t versus t on log-log graph paper (of the same size as the type
curve6'20) as shown in Figure 4-39.

2. From Eq. 4-125,

C5 = VWSCWS = 7r(0.4271)2(12,860)(0.00027) = 1.9906 ft3/scf

3. Calculate the formation volume factor:

A-§r-wx^x a 9 i 5 s -M i o i i 7 t f* r f



Table 4-23
Short Flow Test Data

t Pwf il>(Pwf) A^ = il>(Pi)-il>(Pwf)
(hr) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.2 3670 848.90 24.10
0.3 3662 845.68 27.32
0.4 3652 841.98 31.02
0.6 3632 834.81 38.19
0.8 3621 830.68 42.32
1.0 3605 824.83 48.17
1.5 3581 815.77 57.23
2.0 3563 808.99 64.01
2.5 3547 802.89 70.11
3.0 3530 796.81 76.19
4.0 3505 787.46 85.54
5.07 3497 784.46 88.75
6.13 3492 782.70 90.30
7.00 3480 778.17 94.83
8.00 3466 772.79 100.21

10.13 3460 770.67 102.33
15.20 3433 760.61 112.39
20.00 3412 752.77 120.23
30.13 3398 747.63 125.37
40.00 3343 727.22 145.78
60.00 3324 720.28 152.72
80.00 3317 717.36 155.64

100.00 3307 713.79 159.21
120.00 3297 710.09 162.91
150.00 3277 702.55 170.45
200.00 3250 692.64 180.36

4. A match of the data plot (Figure 4-39) with the type curve CSoe2s = 103

of Ref. 24 is possible from a convenient match point. Match points are

(^) =100, (* 1AC: ) =0.076
\t)M V t (qKl&)l)JM

and

(OM = LO, (ML5^I) =14,000
\Vg Cs JM



5. From Eq. 4-128:

6. From Eqs. 4-129 and 4-130:

s = 0.5Inl^-(Csde
2s)M] = 0.5In\*^ ( Q D ^ ) M 1

T0.1004 x 41 x 0.00027 x 0.42712 1

= ° - 5 H 0.159(2.9906) * 1000J
= 0.5(-0.606) = -0.22

Check
Recalculate the wellbore storage coefficient using Eq. 4-127:

= (qsc x IQ 6 ) ^ (~T(qscxio^g)M
24

 ( ¥ ) M
where

* " dfz m W x ̂  * 9155 -MIOlWtf/taf

Therefore,

= (6.148 x 106)(0.010117) 0.076 =
S 24 X 100

This is close to the calculated value.

Fractured Gas Wells

Linear flow through fracture controls early-time data. Gringarten, Ramey,
and Raghavan's type curves6'20 may be used to analyze such data. The fol-
lowing procedure is described to estimate the flow capacity kh, the fracture
half-length Xf, and the skin factor s:

1. Plot the test data as A^r = ^ ( ^ ) - i/f(Pwf) versus t on log-log graph
paper of the same size used for Ramey's curves.

2. Slide the data plot over either Figure 4-40 or Figure 4-41, both hori-
zontally and vertically, until the best match is obtained. The most likely
curve is that for xe/xf = oo, except where the fracture length and the
duration of the test are usually large.



Figure 4-41. Type curves for uniform-flux fracture. After Gringarten, Ramey,
and Raghavan © SPE, 1972, 1974.6'20

Approximate end of
half slope period

Approximate start of semi
log straight line

Drainage area, A
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flux

Figure 4-40. Type curves for an infinite conductivity vertical fracture. After
Gringarten, Ramey, and Raghavan, © SPE, 1972,1974.620
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3. Sketch the match curve on to the data plot. Pick any convenient match
point and read

(OM and [Ax// = ^{pt) - ^ Q V ) J M

from the data plot.
4. Estimate flow capacity from

5 Q ' 3 0 Q X 1 0 6 7 7 W (lAl7^Tqsc)M

Tsc ( A V O M

5. Estimate the fracture half-length from

[2.637 x 10-4fc ( Q M ] 0 5

H •*« ( W%] <4"132)

6. Estimate the skin factor from

, = -/»(^) (4-133)

7. Calculate IT turbulent factor D from

D = Ii^IW <4"134)

where

f _ 3.161 XlO-IV1X.

Example 4-2027 Analyzing Short Flow Tests Using Type Curve (Fractured
Well)

A short-flow test was conducted on a fractured well which was produced
at a constant rate of 5.650 mmscfd. The pressure pt in the reservoir prior to
the test was 3732 psia. Reservoir and well data are given below. The early
pressure-time data are also tabulated and are given directly in the solution
to this problem. Well/reservoir data: T = 673°R; h = 20 ft; rw = 0.29 ft;
re = 2640 ft; rg = 0.680; well depth = 10,600 ft; Cws = 0.00026 psi"1;
c = 0.00022 \j/~l\ JZ = 0.0208 cP. The real gas pseudopressure ^ (P ) can be



calculated from the following equation and vice versa:

f = -516.4+ 0.372P, mmpsia2/cP

V̂  + 516.4
P = - O 3 7 2 - ' ^

Determine the reservoir permeability k and the skin factor s.

Solution Make the following tabulations from the available short-flow test
data.

Plot xf/ versus t on log-log graph paper of the same size as the type curves
of Figure A-AQ or 4-41. A match of the data plot (Figure A-A2) with the type
curve is possible. From a convenient match point:

(OM = 3.5, (AxIr)M = 80 x 106 psia2/cP(data plot in Figure 4-42)

OD)M = 1, (AfD)M = 1-68 (type curve in Figure 4-41)

Trace of the matching curve from Figure 4-42
xe/ Xf= Infinite

Match point, M

(t)M = 3.5 ; (Ay/)M = 80 mmpsia2 / cP (data plot)
OD)M= 1; (Ayo)M = 1-68 (type curve)

Time t, hour

Figure 4-42. Data plot and type curve match for fractured gas well—Example
4-20.
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From Eq. 4-131:

= 50.300 x W6TPscqsc (lAiT^TgJia
Tsc (Af)M

50.300 x 106 x 673 x 5.650 x 14.65 1.68
* = 2?7520 m^W = 5-6 6 m D

From Eq. 4-132:

_ F2.637 x 10-4A: (OM 1°'5
Xf ~ ^ /2.637xUH*,)

r 2.637 x 10-4 x 5.66 (1) I05 ,
"' -UlxIMBM x 0.00022U)I = ^0^02 = 30.1Of,

Calculate the skin factor using Equation 4-133:

7 / 0 .5x / \ /0 .5x30.10\

From Eq. 4—136:

2.73 x 1010 2.73 x 1010
 10 ,

P = - ^ n ^ = T 6 6 n ^ = °-4024 x 1 0 l ° f t "
From Eq. 4-135:

_ 3.161 x \Q-nTYgkp
ixh2rw

_ 3.161 x IQ-12 x 673 x 5.66 x 0.4024 x IQ10

~ 0.0208 x 20 x 0.29 ~ '

From Eq. 4-134:

Fkh 2.2207 x 5.66 x 20 , ^ rt 5 i
D - 1.422 x OT = 1,422 x ltf x 673 = 2 ^ 0 5 6 X 1 0 " " ^

4.12 Estimation of Skin Factors from Well
Completion Data

To improve the skin factor for a gas well, various types of stimulation
treatment are often performed. Acidizing or fracturing techniques may be
applied in low permeability wells. Table 4-24 lists the possible skin factors
that may result under different well completion conditions.



Table 4-24

Type of stimulation Skin factor s

Natural completion 0
Light acid -0 .5
Medium acid or light fracture —1.0
Heavy acid or medium fracture —2.0
Heavy fracture —3.0
Heavy fracture in low permeability —4.0
Very large fracture in low permeability —5.0

The classification of acidizing or fracturing as light, medium, or heavy is
purely qualitative. In general, light fracturing involves up to 1000 gallons of
fracturing fluid per foot of net pay, whereas more than 4000 gal/ft is usually
considered fairly heavy. Light aciding involves up to 300 gal/ft, whereas heavy
acidizing usually exceeds 600 gal/ft. The effect of either acidizing or fractur-
ing is much greater for tight sands than for fairly permeable sands. This too
is a qualitative classification requiring some engineering judgement. Gener-
ally, formations of permeability less than 5 mD are considered tight, while
those of permeability less than 1 mD are considered very tight. A formation
permeability more than 25 mD is considered to be high.

4.13 Laminar-Inertial Turbulent Flow Analysis

Pseudo-Steady State (Laminar Flow)

Pressure-Squared Relationship

Equation 4-28 is the commonly used Rawlins and Schellhardt deliverability
equation and is obtained empirically but may be related to a theoretically
derived relationship, Eq. 4-32, also called the Ap2 and UT(p) flow equation.
Combining Eqs. 2-93 and 2-99 and substituting for various dimensionless
variables, for stabilized flow (pseudo-steady-state), and assuming laminar flow
in the reservoir,

_2 2 H6-246 X I O V M Z T P fnAnre\
PR ~ p«= Th %log r 4 7 2 ^ J

or

_2 2 50.474 x lO%clxzT Psc, {nA^re\

p« - pwf= Th ^ 7 T 4 7 2 ^ ) (4-137)



The skin factor s and inertial-turbulent flow effects Dqsc may be introduced to
give

_ 2 2 116.246 x \tfnzT PK\ /0A12re\ s "I
p*-p«= Th ^ r g ( ^ T " J + Bo3>c

50.474 x ltffizT 2
+ Th D q l

= aa'qsc + bb'ql (4-138)

Therefore,

, 116.246XlOVr^f1 /O472iv\ s ]

" = Fh ^ h ( — j + 2303 J (4"139)

^ 5 0 . 4 7 4 x 1 0 ^ 7 ^

The interrelationship of aaf and Z?fo; to C and n of Eq. 4-28 has been given
in various forms by Houpeurt (1959), Willis (1965), Carter et al. (1963),
and Cornelson (1974), who gave similar relationships in graphical form for
various ranges of flow rates. One form of the interrelationship, as expressed
by Carter (1985), assumes the following:

1. Equation 4-28 is valid for qmin < qsc < qmax.
2. ~p2

R — p^f versus qsc plot is a straight-line on a log-log plot.
3. Equation 4-32 is valid for 0 < qsc < AOF.
4. The function ~p\ — p^ from Eqs. 4-28 and 4-32 is equal to the range

<lmin № qmax-

5. The rate of change of the above functions is equal at the geometric mean
ofqmin and <2w, to give

"-(^)V-(H (««>
and

C — — ^4-14^^
~ (aa'a I bb'a2) aa'+bb>qsc

\aa qsc -h oo qsc)aaf+2bb>qsc

aar + bb'qsc

n = , ^uut (4-144)
aa' + 2bb'qsc



For very low flow rates;

aa'qsc » bb'qjc, Ap2 = aarqsc

and n of Eq. 4-32 reduces to Eq. 4-28 = 1.0 for n = 1, aa' = (£).
For high flow rates,

/ 1 \ 2

£ifl'fe « bb'q^ Ap2 = ^- J

and Eq. 4-32 reduces to Eq. 4-28.
Hence n may vary 1.0 for fully laminar flow to 0.5 for turbulent flow. An

approximate AOF may be obtained from

AOF= khjPl - Plf=o) ( 4 _ 1 4 5 )

116.246 x I&VLZT % [log (0.472£) + ^ ]

or

AOF = ^P\-P2
:f=o)

50.474 x 10V^^[/n(0.472^) + ^55]

Pseudopressure Relationship

If pseudopressure T/K/?) is used instead of pressure-squared, the
pseudo-steady-state equation is written as

116.246 x IQ6JP^f1 /0472rA 5 "I
^(Pi? - 1A(Pv,/) = — — log + —— qsc

kh Tsc L V rw J 2.303 J
50.474 x 1O6J 2

+ Yh Dq« ( 4 " 1 4 7 )

= aaqsc + bbq2
c

Therefore,

116.246 x 106T Px f /0.472rA s 1

*a = n ^ log + ^ r ^ (4~148)

*A r5C L V rw J 2.303 J
50.474 x 106r Pscbb = -D (4-149)

kh Tsc

The interrelationship of aa and bb to C and n can be obtained by replacing aa!
and bb' by aa and Z?&. An approximate idea of the absolute open flow potential



of a gas well may be obtained from

AOF = ^If(PR)-jr(Pwf=o)]

1.637 x 106r[log (0.472^) + ^ ]

or

AOF = ^m-pR)-np,f=o)\
1.422 x 106r[/n(0.472^) + s]

Equations 4-138 and 4-147 can be applied to stabilized conditions only; that
is, t > ts, the time of stabilization:

ts = 1000^?^ (4-152)
kpR

Pressure Relationship

At stabilization, the flow equation (excluding skin and IT flow effects) can
be written in terms of pressure:

7.085 x IQ5ZJZTgsc [2(2.637 x Kr4)/:;] (re\

(4-153)

The rate of pressure decline is obtained by

dpwf _ 2(7.085 x 1Q5)(2.637 x 10~4)z Tqx

dt ~p(j)h~crl

= -374J^2

p<t>hcr%

= - 3 7 4 ^ § For(p = c) (4-154)

Before stabilization is achieved, the radius of investigation, rinv is given by

rinv = 0.032 / ^ (4-155)



Transient Relationship

The deliverability relationships represented by Equations 4-138 and 4-147
apply at stabilized conditions, that is, for rinv = re. When rinv < re, the flow
conditions are said to be transient. The transient flow equations in terms of
pressure-squared and pseudopressure have the following forms:

In terms of pressure squared:

? > _ ^ I ^ ^ W _ ^ ) _ , 2 3 + 0.S6*]fe

+ 1*2 X l O T ^ (4_156)

= aa'tqsc + bb'ql (4-157)

Therefore,

_ 2.637 x I O T W r / a X _ 3 B 1
*A L KtHcrl) J

In terms of pseudopressure:

3.275 XlO 6Tf / /2.637 x 10-4A:A 0.809 \ 5 "I
kh L V V <t>t*iCirl J 2.303/ 2.303 J

1.422 x 106r , ^ ^n

+ ^ Dq2
sc (4-160)

= aa^ sc + bbql (4-161)

Therefore,

3.275 x 106r / /2.637 x \Qr*kt 0.809\ s \
""• = Si 0 T 8 I **c,rl + 2303 j + 2303 J

- ^ f 1 O g ( ^ r ) - 3.23 + 0.869,1 (4-lffl)

and

^ - M M x I O T 0



Estimation of WeIIbore Storage Time

The time at which wellbore storage effects are significant is given by

^ = ( > ) ^ (4-164)
\X J kh

where

K) = 0.159, whenVWs is in ft3

X = 2.637 x 1(T4

Vws = nrl L ft3

Cws = compressibility of wellbore fluid, psi"1

Therefore,

0.159x60 (JZVWSCW\ .,^nJlVwsCws

*" = 2.637 x 10-4 \-far) = 36^11'5-lh- ( 4"1 6 5 )

Example 4-21 Analyzing Wellbore Storage Effect
Calculate the time tws required for wellbore storage effects to become neg-

ligible for a gas well with no bottom-hole packer, given the following charac-
teristics: L = 12,860 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft; h = 41 ft; Cws = 0.000552 psi"1 ;
k = 8.96 mD; and //, = 0.01723 cP.

Solution Vws = nrl (depth of well) = 22/7 x 0.4271 x 0.4271 x 12,860 =
7273 ft3. From Equation 3-164,

^ , eV>VwsCW5 36,177.5 x 0.01732 x 7273 x 0.000552
tws = 36,177.5—— = —— —

kh 8.96 x 41
= 6.81hr

After a time of 6.81 hr, wellbore storage effects become negligible and the
analytical solution for transient flow can apply.

4,14 Summary

Chapter 4 deals with deliverability testing and commonly used techniques
for predicting short-term and long-term behavior of unfractured and fractured
gas wells. Deliverability tests can be analyzed to provide reliable values of
kh,s, and D within the usual limits of engineering accuracy when costlier
buildup tests are not warranted. Data derived from a backpressure test can be
valuable in determining permeability distribution for subsequent use in engi-
neering calculations and gas reservoir simulation study. In addition, the data



obtained from the test can be used to analyze and predict gas well performance
using a numerical model which accounts for effects of turbulence, skin, after-
flow, partial penetration, pressure dependent k, and any degree of crossflow
ranging from complete to none.
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Chapter 5

Fundamentals
of Drawdown Test
Analysis Methods

5.1 Introduction

Important reservoir parameters can be determined by flowing a well at a
constant rate and measuring flowing wellbore pressure as a function of time.
This is called drawdown testing and it can utilize information obtained in both
the transient and pseudo-steady-state flow regimes. If the flow extends to the
pseudo-steady state, the test is referred to as a reservoir limit test and can be
used to estimate in-place gas and shape of the reservoir. Both single-rate and
two-rate tests are utilized depending on the information required. The purpose
of the drawdown testing is to determine the reservoir characteristics that will
affect flow performance. Some of the important characteristics are the flow
capacity kh, skin factor s, and turbulence coefficient D.

5.2 Characteristics of Flow and Gas
Well Transient Testing

Much of that information can be obtained from pressure transient tests.
Pressure transient testing techniques, such as buildup, drawdown, interfer-
ence, and pulse, are an important part of reservoir and production engineering.
As the term is used in this book, pressure transient testing includes generat-
ing and measuring pressure variations with time in gas wells and subsequently,
estimating rock, fluid, and well properties and predicting reservoir/well behav-
ior. Practical information obtainable from transient testing includes wellbore
volume, damage, and improvement; reservoir pressure; permeability; poros-
ity; reserves; reservoir and fluid discontinuities; and other related data. All
this information can be used to help analyze, improve, and forecast reservoir
performance.



Pressure transient testing and analysis is an important diagnostic tool to
define near-wellbore and interwell conditions as opposed to composite prop-
erties that would be indicated by steady-state productivity index data. In other
cases, simpler approach is adequate, or a different or combined approach is
needed to solve a problem.

Pressure interference or pulse testing could establish the possible existence
and orientation of vertical fracture of a gas reservoir. However, other informa-
tion (such as profile surveys, production logs, stimulation history, well pro-
duction tests, packer tests, core descriptions, and other geological data about
reservoir lithology and continuity) would be useful in distinguishing between
directional permeability and fractures or estimating whether the fractures were
induced or natural. It is generally good practice to run a base pressure transient
test on a producing well shortly after completion or an injection well after a
suitable period of injection. This can lead to early recognition and correction
of many problems, of which insufficient stimulation is only the most obvious.
Such tests also provide in situ data for reservoir simulation and a base for
comparison with reservoir or well problems as they arise.

5.3 Pressure-Time History for Constant-Rate
Drawdown Test

Figure 5-1 shows the flow history of an unfractured well and can be divided
into three periods for analysis:

The transient or early flow period is usually used to analyze flow character-
istics

The late transient period is more complete
The semisteady-state flow period is used in reservoir limit tests

As shown in Figure 5-1, radial flow is preceded by a period of linear flow when
wells contain fractures. If the pay interval is partly penetrated or perforated,
a spherical-flow-dominated period should be expected between the linear and
radial flow times. Also, the first flow unloads the well while accepting a con-
tribution from the reservoir. Thus, a group of curves must be constructed to
analyze well tests properly. Flow tests may better represent well performance
than buildup tests since particle movement, turbulence, and capillary constric-
tions are then included.

5.4 Characteristics of Various Flow Regimes

The different flow regimes are depicted in Figure 5-1. It is convenient to
treat each one separately.



Flowing Time, hours

Figure 5-1. Schematic pressure-time histories for a constant-rate drawdown
test (after Odeh and Nabor, JPT, Oct. 1966).1

Early-Time Flow Regime

Initially during early-time flow, wellbore storage and skin effects dominate
the flow. When the well is opened at the surface for flow at a constant rate,
the initial flow comes primarily from the wellbore itself, rather than from the
formation. In fact, flow from the reservoir increases gradually from zero until
the specified wellhead flow rate q is reached in a length of time, twb, given by

_ const Jl8C5t b _ _ (5_1)
kh

where const = a constant = 36,177 when Vwb is in ft3, and is 203,413 when Vwb

is in bbl, field units, kh is formation flow capacity, mD-ft. Cs is the wellbore
constant, is defined as the rate unloading of, or storage in, the wellbore per
unit pressure difference, and is given by

Cs = VwbCwb (5-2)

where Vwb = volume of wellbore tubing (well with bottom-hole packer)
or volume of wellbore annulus (well without bottom-hole packer); Cs =
compressibility of the wellbore fluid evaluated at the mean wellbore pres-
sure and temperature, and not at reservoir conditions as is usually the case.

Beginning of late transient

t = (<f>ngcre
2)/ 0.000264k

End of late transient

t = ((/>jugcre
2)/0.00088k

semisteady-state flow

transient flow late transient flow

Drawdown test amenable to analysis by
semisteady-state method

(Reservoir limit test)

Drawdown test amenable to
analysis by late transient method

Drawdown test amenable to
analysis by transient method

After flow fractures
and skin
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Figure5-2. Dimensionless pressure po versus dimensionless time to, in-
cluding wellbore storage and skin effects (after Agarwal, Al-Hussainy, and
Ramey).2

Equation 5-1 applies to wells with zero skin effects. Agarwal, Al-Hussainy,
and Ramey presented the combined effects of wellbore storage and skin in the
form of the type curves of Figures 5-2 through 5-7. These type curves can be
used quite effectively to define the time of start of transient flow and its use,
as illustrated in next section. Although early-time data are not analyzed in this
section, it is of interest to note that in the presence of wellbore storage effects,
a plot of ApD versus to on logarithmic coordinates will give a straight line of
slope 1.0 for the initial data.

Transient Flow Regime

In this flow regime the pressure is the same as that created by a line-source
well with a constant skin. Since a plot of ApD versus to on semilogarithmic
coordinates will yield a straight line, the analysis of transient flow data is often
referred to as a semilog analysis. The semilog analysis of drawdown data yields
consistent values of reservoir parameters. Only the permeability thickness kh
the skin factor s, and the inertial-turbulence factor D may be determined from
such an analysis. This semilog straight line continues as long as the reservoir
is infinite-acting. If a fault is encountered in the reservoir, the slope of the

Dimensionless
Storage Constant, CsD



Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 5-4. Type curves to determine end of wellbore storage distortion.2

line will double, and a new straight line will be established. The effects of a
fault/barrier are discussed further in this chapter. When the reservoir boundary
begins to have a significant effect on well drawdown, the transient region
ends; the pseudo-steady-state or depletion phase directly follows the transient
period.

Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 5-3. Type curves to determine end of wellbore storage distortion.2
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Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 5-5. Type curves to determine end of wellbore storage distortion.2

Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 5-6. Type curves to determine end of wellbore storage distortion.2
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Dimensionless Time, tD

Figure 5-7. Type curves to determine end of wellbore storage distortion.2

Pseudo-Steady-State Flow Regime

When a constant-rate drawdown test is run for a long period of time, the
boundary effects eventually dominate the pressure behavior at the well. The
pressure starts declining at the same rate at all points in the reservoir; hence
the name pseudo-steady-state. In effect, then, the total drainage area is being
depleted at a constant rate. A plot of ApD versus to on arithmetic coordinates
will yield a straight line from which the reservoir pore volume occupied by
gas and the reservoir limits can be calculated. Tests utilizing this regime of the
drawdown history are often known as reservoir limit tests.

Type Curve Applications to Drawdown Testing

From early-time to pseudo-steady-state can be combined and expressed
graphically. Such graphic representations give type curves. The most useful
type curves are Figures 5-2 through 5-7. A type curve analysis essentially
consists of matching the test data to the appropriate type curve. When a match
is obtained, the coordinates of the axes of the data plot and the type curve
plot are said to correspond to each other, providing the scales of these axes
also correspond. The use and merits of type curve analysis are discussed by
Ramey12 and by several of the authors mentioned in the previous sections. The
use of type curves for determining the time of start of the transient flow period
and reservoir parameters are discussed in next section.
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5.5 Pressure-Time Behavior in Gas Wells
with Horizontal and Vertical Fractures

Wattenbarger3 studied the effects of a vertical fracture and confirmed that
the net effect is equivalent to an effective wellbore radius equal to Jt//2, where
Xf is the distance from the midpoint of the well to the tip of the fracture. In
terms of a skin, this is equivalent to a negative skin factor s and given by

S=In(^) (5-3)

When flow into the fracture first starts, it is linear, and the pressure behavior
is proportional to +Jt^. This means that a plot of ApD versus to on logarithmic
coordinates will give a straight line of slope 0.5 for early-time data. Such
a plot would then deviate from these characteristics of the transient region.
Gringarten, Ramey and Raghavan4 presented the effects of a vertical hydraulic
fracture in the form of the type curves of Figures 4-40 and 4-41. It is essentially
a combination of the linear and radial flow equations. These curves can also
be used to define the time of start of transient flow by noting from Figure 4-40
or 4-41 that transient flow starts at a time given by

_ 15,168.750/A/QJCJ

The pressure-time behavior in infinite-acting reservoirs with horizontal or
vertical fractures is shown in Figure 5-8. The dimensionless formation thick-
ness, hD, is defined as

^ = Hf)* <5-5>
rf\kzj

Figure 5-8 compares the behavior of horizontal and vertical fractures, and
in the horizontal fracture case the transition zone involves a change in slope
from 0.5 toward 1.0 for values of ho less than 0.7. In practice, ho is often
less than 0.7, but it is quite difficult to recognize the characteristic of transition
for horizontal fractures unless data are taken early enough during a flow test.
Analysis of early-time data and short flow tests is described in the next section.

5.6 Uses of Pressure Drawdown Tests

Producing the well at a constant flow rate while continuously recording
bottom-hole pressure runs the drawdown test. In this type of test, well-
completion data details must be known so the effect and duration of wellbore
storage may be estimated. While most reservoir information obtained from a



Log Dimensionless Time, tp -^

End of linear flow to vertical fracture is:
0.0\6<f>/jgctx

2
f/\44k

Figure 5-8. Pressure-time behaviors in infinite-acting reservoirs with horizon-
tal and vertical fractures (after Gringarten, Ramey, and Raghavan).4

drawdown test also can be obtained from a pressure buildup test (Chapter 6),
there is an economic advantage to drawdown testing since the well is produced
during the test. Properly run drawdown tests may provide information about
formation permeability k, skin factor s, and the reservoir volume communi-
cating with the well. The main technical advantage of drawdown testing is
the possibility for estimating reservoir volume. The major disadvantage is the
difficulty of maintaining a constant production rate.

5.7 Analysis of Early-Time Flow Data

In this region a pressure transient is moving through the formation nearest
the well bore. Early-time data may be used to determine the time of start of
transient flow. In some instances, however, the available data are not amenable
to a transient analysis, in which case it becomes necessary to analyze early-time
data. Type-curve matching techniques are suited to this purpose. In unfractured
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wells, the early-time data are controlled by wellbore storage and skin effect.5'12

Figures 5-2 through 5-7 are particularly useful for analyzing wellbore storage
controlled early-time data. The theory of Ramey's type curves leads to the
following procedure for using the curves for test analysis:

Step 1. Plot pressure change versus time on log-log paper the same size as
Ramey's type curve on tracing paper. This plot is referred to as the data
plot.

Step 2. If the test has a uniform slope region (45° line at earliest times),
choose any point t (change in time) on the unit-slope line and calculate
the wellbore storage constant C8:
For p < 3000 psia:

Z 4 \Pi Pwf/ unit siope line

where

a Psc T f?

For p > 2000 psia:

C . ^ ^ 4 ( V T ) №-7)
^ \Pi Pwf/unilslopeline

In terms of pseudopressure, as a high-order accuracy approximation,

= qsc x 10* x p, / , \

24 l[%-)-*W]L^to

Then calculate the dimensionless wellbore storage constant:

(j)cthrl

If a unit-slope line is not present, C8 and CSD must be calculated from
wellbore properties, and inaccuracy may result if these properties do not
describe actual test behavior.

Step 3. Using type curves with CSD as calculated in step 2, find the curve that
most nearly fits all the plotted data. This curve will be characterized by
some skin factor s; record its value. Interpolation between curves should
improve the precision of the analysis, but may prove difficult.



Step 4. With the actual test data plot placed in the position of best fit, record
corresponding values from any convenient match point. To show this, we
note that dimensionless quantities are

[(P1-Pwf),PD] and (t,tD)

[ ( ^ 2 -P%f)> PD] and (tJD)

Hr(Pi)- ^(/V), PDl and ( M s )

0.000264Jfcf
to = . r 2 (5-10)

kh(Pi - pwf)
PD =-TTT-Z — P-Il)

141.2 qScligiPgi

khTsc(pf - pjf)
PD = -TT-TTT ZT (5-12)

50,300 pscqscT

khTsc[*(Pi)-*(PWf)] r s
^D = C A ̂ n A P-13)

50,300 pscqScT

s' = s + D\qsc\ (5-14)

p

V(P) = 2 f P dp (5-15)
J n(p)z(p)

Pb

where

Pgt = 0.00504 — rb/mmscf (5-16)
Pi

Step 5. Calculate k and (/>ct from match point, MP, using the following
equations:

k=14lm2*!^(_PD_\ ( 5 _ 1 7 )

h \Pi~ Pwf/MP,

Equation 5-17 may be written as

k = 50,300 P*«~№T(P°\ ( 5 _ 1 8 )

Tsch \Pt-plfJMp

= 50,300PscqscT / *D \

hTsc \[V(Pi)-y(pwf)])MP



0.000264fc / t \
4>cti = 2—1 —I (5"2°)

Step 6. Compare those with values used to determine CSD from Cs-

In summary, the procedure outlined in steps 1 through 6 provides estimation
of £, s, and C5 in terms of pressure, pressure squared, and pseudopressure cases.
Next example will clarify the use of early-time drawdown test data.

Example 5-12 1 Drawdown Test Analysis Using Ramey 's Type Curves
Determine k, s, and Cs from the data below and in Table 5-1, which were

obtained in a pressure drawdown test on a gas well: Pj = 3000, sWi = 0.22,
Vw = 290 cuft, h = 12 ft, T = 2100F, rw = 0.39 ft, qg = 1000 mcf/d,
Psc = 14.65 psia, Tsc = 5200R, Cti = 0.000333 psi"1, 0 = 0.20, /x, =
0.01925 cP, yg = 0.655, D = 11,000 ft, Drainage area = 640 acres (square);
well is centered in drainage area.

Solution We must first prepare the data for plotting (Table 5-1). The data
are plotted in Figure 5-9.

From Eq. 5-2, find

C5 = VWSCWS = 11,000 x 22/7 x 0.392 x 0.000333

= 1.751 psi"1

Then, from Eq. 5-6,

_ 0 . 1 5 9 C , ^ 0.159x1.751 = ^ 3
SD (phcrl 0.2 x 12 x 0.000333 x 0.392

For CSD = 103, the best fitting type curve is for s = 10. A time match point is
t = 1 hr when tp = 4.8 x 103. A pressure match point is i/ript) — ir{pWf) —
660 x 106, when II/(PD) = 0.107. From the match point, we also note
that wellbore storage distortion ends at t = 0.5 hr (i.e., the type curve for
CSD = 103 becomes identical to the type curve for C ^ = 0). Using Eq. 5-16
find permeability, k from the pressure match point, and from the time match
point, using Eq. 5-20, find 0c. We also note that wellbore storage distortion
ends at t = 0.5 hr (i.e., the type curve for CSD = 103 becomes identical to the
type curve for CSD = 0).



Table 5-1
Single-Rate Drawdown Test Data for Ramey's Type Curve Analysis

Time t Flowing pressure pw/ %l){pwf) Ai/? =
hr (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) i/>(Pi) — *P(Pwf)

0.02 1810.65 221.41 639.71
0.03 1807.45 220.68 640.44
0.07 1798.95 218.74 642.38
0.10 1786.35 215.87 645.24
0.17 1775.75 213.47 647.64
0.25 1768.05 211.74 649.38
0.33 1764.75 211.00 650.12
0.50 1757.45 209.36 651.76
0.75 1754.65 208.73 652.38
1.00 1755.45 208.91 652.20
1.50 1757.85 209.45 651.67
2.00 1754.65 208.73 652.38
2.50 1754.65 208.73 652.38
3.00 1751.35 208.00 653.12
3.50 1748.95 207.46 653.66
4.00 1747.35 207.10 654.01
5.00 1745.25 206.64 654.48
5.50 1742.05 205.92 655.19
6.00 1740.45 205.57 655.55
6.50 1739.25 205.30 655.82
7.00 1738.35 205.10 656.02
7.50 1738.35 205.10 656.02
8.00 1737.95 205.01 656.10
8.50 1737.55 204.92 656.19
9.00 1737.15 204.83 656.28
9.50 1737.15 204.83 656.28

10.00 1735.55 204.48 656.64
11.00 1735.55 204.48 656.64
12.00 1734.35 204.21 656.90
13.00 1733.55 204.04 657.08
14.00 1733.55 204.04 657.08
15.00 1732.75 203.86 657.26
16.00 1731.05 203.48 657.63
17.00 1730.65 203.39 657.72
18.00 1730.25 203.31 657.81
19.00 1729.45 203.13 657.99
20.00 1719.75 200.99 660.13
21.00 1724.55 202.05 659.07
22.00 1721.75 201.43 659.69
23.00 1720.95 201.25 659.86
24.00 1720.95 201.25 659.86



Flowing time t, hour

Figure 5-9. Drawdown test analysis with Ramey's type curve.

k = 50,300 PscgscT T jsD 1

h Tsc If(Pt) - ^(Pwf)jMp

50,300 x 14.65 x 1.0 x 103 x 670 T 0.107 1

= 12^52 L6607K*J = 8-47 m °

From the match point, using Eq. 5-20, find 0c:

_ .0002637 k p i _ .0002637 x 8.47 I" 1 1
0 C ~ ~^l \JD\MP

 = .01925 x .392 L4.8 x 103J

= .000159 psi"1

Compare those values of (j>c with values used to determine CSD and Cs, as
shown in Figure 5-9:

0.159C5 0.159 x 1.751 ^ e . ,
*C ^ -HC^ - 12x0.39^x103 = a O 0 0 1 5 3 PS 1"

Check

(j)c = 0.2 x 0.000333 = 0.0001 psi"1

xV
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> 

m
m
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ia

"/
cp

Match points are:
V(PD^MP = -107 [ i}/(Pi) - \|/(Pwf) ] MP = 660 mmpsia2 / cp

t= 1 hour /D = 4.8 103

Next Page



5.8 Estimating Formation Characteristics
from Transient Flow Test Data

Early-time data may be used to determine when transient flow theory
becomes applicable, with well-bore storage effects. Data should be in the
transient flow regime since reservoir parameters calculated by transient flow
analysis are far more reliable than those calculated by an early-time flow anal-
ysis. Various drawdown tests, utilizing transient flow data, that may be used to
determine well and reservoir parameters are discussed in detailed along with
examples illustrating the analysis procedures.

Single-Rate Drawdown Test

This test consists of flowing the well at a constant rate and continuously
recording the flowing bottom-hole pressure pwf as a function of time of flow, t.
Flow starts from stabilized shut-in conditions. The data obtained from a single-
rate test may be analyzed as described below to give values of kh and apparent
skin factor, sf. sf is composed of two parts: s due to the well completion,
and Drqsc due to turbulence effects. The values of s and D may be obtained
separately from two-rate tests, discussed in next section. For analyzing pres-
sure drawdown tests, we plotted (pt — pWf) versus log t on semilogarithmic
coordinates, and log(p/ — pwf) versus log t using the log-log plot to identify
the beginning of transient flow period. To analyze pressure drawdown tests in
gas reservoirs, the ordinates of the plots mentioned above may be pt — pwf,
pf ~ Pwp o r ^ e pseudopressure W(pt) — W(pwf). Now the question arises as
when to use which pressure. The rule of thumb is to use:

1. pi — pwf if reservoir pressures are greater than 3000 psi
2. pf - plf if reservoir pressures are less than 2000 psi
3. W(Pt) — W(pwf) if 1 and 2 are not valid or may be used in all cases

Wattenbarger and Ramey6 proposed plotting the product /xgz versus pressure
pwf as shown in Figure 5-10.

1. If the variation in the [igz product with pressure is linear, use pi — pwf.
2. If the variation in the ixgz product with pressure is small, use pf — pK.
3. If 1 and 2 are not applicable, then the W(pi) — W(pWf) approach should

be used.

Pressure drawdown equations and solved examples are provided for each case
to clarify the analysis techniques. All other rules suggested for identifying the
early-time region, transient flow region, and pseudo-steady-state region are
also applicable.

Previous Page



Pressure, psia

Figure 5-10. Variation of f and /xz with pressure.6

Drawdown Test Analysis Using pwj Approach

After the transient flow region is identified, the following equations are
used when the use of pw/ is appropriate to analyze a gas well drawdown test.
Equation 5-21 models transient flow at constant rate from an infinite-acting
gas reservoir.

162.6qscpgifigi F1 /1 ,6880/^GAl
Pl ~Pwf = — T h — Llog {—hi—JJ

kh = 1 6 2 - 6 ^ ^ ^ ' (5-22)
m

s> = 1.151 [ELZlIhL _ iog
 k + 3.23] (5-23)

where qsc is conveniently expressed in mmscfd, and the gas formation vol-
ume factor, pgi, is then expressed in reservoir barrels per mmscf, so that the
product qscPgi is in reservoir barrels per day (rb/d) as in the analogous equa-
tion for slightly compressible liquids. All gas properties (figi, / ^ , and C8) are
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evaluated at original reservoir pressure, px•. In Eq. 5-21,

^ = OAlSl ZiTPsc ( r b / m m s c f d ) ( 5 _ 2 4 )

Pi Tsc

= CglSg (5-25)

The factor D is a measure of non-Darcy or turbulent pressure loss (i.e., a pres-
sure drop in addition to that predicted by Darcy's law). It cannot be calculated
separately from the skin factor from a single buildup or drawdown test; thus,
the concept of apparent skin factor s' = s + Dqsc, is sometimes convenient
since it can be determined from a single test. A plot of Ap = (pt — pwf)
versus t on semilogarithmic coordinates should give a straight line of slope
m, from which formation permeability can be calculated. The apparent skin
factor s' can then be calculated using Eq. 5-23, where the value of p\hr must
be obtained from the straight-line portion of the semilog plot (extrapolated, if
necessary). The pressure drop due to skin effects may be obtained from

(Ap)skin = 0.869 msf (5-26)

Similarly, the pressure drop due to IT flow effects may be obtained from

(Ap)17 = 0.869 mDqsc (5-27)

The total pressure drop may then be obtained from

(Ap)s, = 0.869 msf = 0.869 m (s + Dqsc) (5-28)

The well flow efficiency, FE, is defined as the ratio of the drawdown at the well,
without skin or IT flow effects, to the actual drawdown and may be calculated
from

FE=(Pt-Pv)-VP)* ( 5 _ 2 9 )

(Pi - Pwf)

Drawdown Test Analysis Using p^ Approach

The most useful solution for transient flow is the so-called line source
solution. The solution is

ApD = 0.5 (IntD + 0.909) (5-30)

Equation 5-30 may be written including formation damage and turbulence
effects as

ApD = 0.5 (IntD + 0.809) + sf (5-31)



where

s' = s + Dqsc (5-32)

In terms of real variables and common logs, Eq. 5-31 becomes

(5-33)

A plot of Ap2 (= pf — p^f) versus t on semilogarithmic coordinates should
give a straight line of slope ra, from which

m = 57.920 x \0%cTflgzpsc

khTsc

From this, kh can be calculated. To obtain sf, let t = 1 hr (log 1 = 0 ) . Then

pf - p\hr = m [log k_ + 3.23 + 0.869 / 1 (5-35)

where p\hr is obtained from an extrapolation of the linear segment of the plot.
Solving for sf in Eq. 5-36 gives

s' = 1.151 \?tlAhL _ iog _ L ^ + 3.23] (5-36)

Since sf is rate dependent, two single-rate drawdown tests may be conducted
to determine s and D. The removable pressure drop due to actual damage can
be calculated from

A(p2) s =0.869 ms (5-37)

and the rate dependent pressure drop from

A(p2)D = 0.869 mDqsc (5-38)

Drawdown Test Analysis Using Pseudopressure Approach

Transient flow at constant rate from an infinite-acting reservoir in terms of
pseudopressure ^(pwf) is modeled by Eq. 5-39:

*(P«) " *( /v) = 57.920 x 1 0 6 ^ ^ [ l o g ; + log ( k )
khTsc L y^figiCtr2/

-3.23 + 0.869/1 (5-39)



A plot of A*I>[— ty(pt) — ty(pwf)] versus t on semilog coordinates should give
a straight line of slope m, from which

M _ 57.920 x 10VrP ,

The apparent skin factor s' can then be calculated using Eq. 5-41:

s> = 1.151 [ ^ l - log f k \ + 3.23] (5-41)

where Ai//\ is the value of A*I> at t = 1. This value must be obtained from the
straight-line portion of the plot (extrapolated, if necessary). The pressure drop
due to skin effects may be obtained from

(AxIr)5 = 0.869 m/ = 0.869 m (s + Dqsc) (5-42)

Similarly, the pressure drop due to IT flow effects may be obtained from

(AV)17 = 0.869 m Dqsc (5-42a)

The total pressure drop directly attributed to skin and IT flow effects may then
be obtained from

(AV)8, = 0.869 ms' = 0.869 m(s + Dqsc) (5-43)

The well flow efficiency, FE, may be calculated from

pE = \MPt) - ^ Q y ) J - ( A * ) , ( 5 _4 4 )

Sometimes it is convenient to express the drawdown in dimensionless forms.
This is easily done as follows:

0.869 m

The analysis of a single-rate test in terms of pwf, p^, and V(pWf) is illustrated
by the following Example 5-2.

Example 5-221 Single-Rate Drawdown Test Analysis Using Pseudopressure
Approach

A gas well in an infinite-acting reservoir was produced at a constant rate
of 6.148 mmscfd. The pressure, pl9 throughout the reservoir prior to the
test was 3965 psia. General data pertinent to the test are given below. From
the recombined gas analysis: CO2 = 7.84%, H2S = 0.0%, N2 = 0.11%,



G = 0.732, Pc = 380.16 psia, Tc = 645.060R, /x7 = 0.02458 cP, Q =
0.00023 psi"1. Well/reservoir data = 7100R, h = 41 ft, re = 2200 ft, rw =
0.4271 ft, sw = 0.267, sg = 0.733, cw = 3.2 x 10"6 psi"1, Cg = 0.000252
psi"1, Cf = 3.9 x 10~6 psi"1, 0 = 0.137, <t>HC = 0.1004. Calculate perme-
ability, apparent skin factor s\ and pressure drop across skin. Also calculate
the flow efficiency of the well.

Solution From Figure 5-11, find the following: P1 = 3965 psia ^> ijf(pi) =
861.12 mmpsia2/cP; Pwfo = 1811 psia ** ^(pwfo) = 221.41 mmpsia2/cP.
Using this value of i//(pi) and Figure 5-12, tabulations may be made
(Table 5-2).

To analyze this single-rate drawdown test follow these steps:

1. Plot A ^ versus t on 3 x 5 log-log graph paper (the same as for the type
curves of Figure 5-2).

2. A match of the above drawdown plot with the type curve s = 5, CSD =
103 of Figure 5-12 indicates that the time of start of the semilog straight-
line data is approximately 9 hr.

3. Plot Ai// versus log t and draw the best straight line through the semilog
straight-line data identified in step 2, as shown in Figure 5-13.

Pressure, psia

Figure 5-11. \j/—p curve—Example 5-2.
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Log t

Figure 5-12. Single-rate drawdown test analysis using pseudopressure
approach.

Log/

Figure 5-13. Single-rate drawdown test analysis using pseudopressure
approach.
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Table 5-2
Single-Rate Drawdown Test Data

Time t Flowing pressure pwf t/> (pwf) jf> (pt) - -0 (pwf)
hr (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.0 1810.65 221.41 639.71
0.03 1807.45 220.68 640.44
0.07 1798.95 218.74 642.38
0.10 1786.35 215.87 645.24
0.13 1781.45 214.76 646.35
0.17 1775.75 213.47 647.64
0.25 1768.05 211.74 649.38
0.33 1764.75 211.00 650.12
0.50 1757.45 209.36 651.76
0.75 1754.65 208.73 652.38
1.00 1755.45 208.91 652.20
1.50 1757.85 209.45 651.67
2.00 1754.65 208.73 652.38
2.50 1754.65 208.73 652.38
3.00 1751.35 208.00 653.12
3.50 1748.95 207.46 653.66
4.00 1747.35 207.10 654.01
5.00 1745.25 206.64 654.48
5.50 1742.05 205.92 655.19
6.00 1740.45 205.57 655.55
6.50 1739.25 205.30 655.82
7.00 1738.35 205.10 656.02
7.50 1738.35 205.10 656.02
8.00 1737.95 205.01 656.10
8.50 1737.55 204.92 656.19
9.00 1737.15 204.83 656.28
9.50 1737.15 204.83 656.28

10.0 1735.55 204.48 656.64
11.0 1735.55 204.48 656.64
12.0 1734.35 204.21 656.90
13.0 1733.55 204.04 657.08
14.0 1733.55 204.04 657.08
15.0 1732.75 203.86 657.26
16.0 1731.05 203.48 657.63
17.0 1730.65 203.39 657.72
18.0 1730.25 203.31 657.82
19.0 1729.45 203.13 657.99
20.0 1719.75 200.99 660.13
21.0 1724.55 202.05 659.07
22.0 1721.75 201.43 659.69



Table 5-2 (Continued)

A^ =
Time t Flowing pressure pwf I/J (pwf) r/> (pt) - ^ (pwf)

hr (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

23.0 1720.95 201.25 659.86
24.0 1720.95 201.25 659.86
30.0 1720.51 199.12 662.00
40.0 1720.21 197.92 663.20
50.0 1720.15 196.42 664.70
60.0 1720.10 195.62 665.50
70.0 1720.00 195.12 666.00
80.0 1719.80 193.72 667.40
90.0 1719.30 192.62 668.50

100.0 1719.00 191.92 669.20
110.0 1718.80 191.62 669.50
120.0 1718.40 191.12 670.00
150.0 1718.10 189.62 671.50
180.0 1717.8 188.32 672.80
200.0 1717.5 188.12 673.00

4. Find the absolute value of the slope m of the MTR line and A ^
(Pwfat 1 hour)'

(669.2 - 649.8) x 106 mmpsia2/cP

log 100 - log 10 ' cycle

and

AiA (Pwfatlhour) = 641.4 mmpsia2/cP

5. Find formation permeability k from Eq. 5-40:

_ 57.920 x 106(6.148)(710)(14.65) _

" 19.40 x 106(41)(520) " * m D

6. Estimate apparent skin factor sf from Eq. 5 ^ 1 :

s' = 1 1 5 1 r ( 8 6 L i 2 - 6 4 L 4 ) i Q 6

L i9-4 x io6

( 8-96 ^ 1
~ ° g VO. 1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/ + ' J

= 7.60



7. Determine the pressure drop across the skin from Eq. 5-42:

(Ai/)skin = 0.869(19.40)(7.60) = 128.13 mmpsia2/cP

8. Calculate the well flow efficiency FE from Eq. 5-44:

861.12-221.41-128.13

861.12-221.41

Two-Rate Drawdown Test

Two-rate test consists of flowing the well at a constant rate qsc\ for a period of
time t, and then changing the flow rate to qSC2. The first rate is usually the actual
production rate of the well. Before the flow rate is changed, the flowing bottom-
hole pressure is measured with a bottom-hole pressure gauge and flowing
bottom-hole pressure after the rate change is recorded continuously. Such data
may be analyzed by the methods of the single-rate test analysis to obtain kh
and s'. It should be noted that the duration t of the first flow must be long
enough to ensure that it is in the transient flow regime. Two single-rate tests
are necessary to determine the IT flow factor using the following equations:

s[ = s + Dq30I (5-46)

s'2 = s + Dqsc2 (5-47)

Solving the simultaneous equations:

D = Sl ~Sl (5-48)
qsc\ - qSC2

s = s[- -±± y-qscl (5-49)
(9scl - 9sc2)

where s may be positive (well damage) or negative (well improvement); D must
always be positive. Zero replaces it, and s becomes the average of s[ and s'2.
Example 5-3 will clarify the use of two sets of single-rate drawdown test data.
When wellbore storage effects are significant, a two-rate test has a definite
advantage: a two-rate test eliminates the problems caused by redistribution
of the gas and liquid phases, and in fact it has become the standard test in
some instances.13 The analysis of such a test will give kh, s, and D if pt is
available. If pt is not available, the analysis will yield kh, s, and pt. Pressure
response obtained by changing the flow rate from qsc\ to qSC2 may be analyzed
by applying the principle of superposition in time. For the second flow period



of a two-rate test, the pseudopressure drawdown is given by

*(Pi) - *OV) = 57-920 x 1 0 6 ^ flog ^ ± ^ + «=* log A / |

+ 52.920 x 106 qsclTPsc hog ( k—— ) - 3.23 + 0.869^l (5-50)
*A7« L \4>l*giCir* / J

A plot of W(Pw/) versus logi'^f) + te log At on arithmetic coordinates
should give a straight line of slope m, from which

kh = 3 7 . 9 2 0 X l O 1 W 1 .

mr J C

The apparent skin factor, s^ associated with the flow rate, qSC2, may then be
calculated from

, l*(Pwfl) - *(Pw/0)J^cI
fcl ^1 - q*l S2 = ^ ^

- ̂ ^^ h (z -^ - r ) - 3-23l (5~52>
0.869 L X^giCtrlJ J

where s[ = apparent skin factor associated with the flow rate qsc\; ^f(pwf\) =
flowing bottom hole pseudopressure at A^ = 1, obtained from the straight
line (extrapolated, if necessary); and i/(pwjh) = flowing bottom-hole pseudo-
pressure at the time of changing the flow rate from qsc\ to qsc2. To utilize Eq.
5-52, we need some additional information. Two alternative approaches may
be considered.

Case 1: *(F/) Is Known

Since the single-rate analysis applies to the first flow period of a two-rate
test, the apparent factor s[ related to the flow rate qsc\ may be obtained from
Eq. 5-53:

,; = 1.151 r*<">-»<**> - log ( _ * * - _ ) + 3.231 (5-53)

where t\ = time of changing the flow rate from qsc\ to qsc2, i.e., time corre-
sponding to the pseudopressure i/f(pw/h). The apparent skin factor sf

2 related to



the flow rate qsc2 may be calculated as

h ~ qjl 0.869 mqsc2 *w l

0.869mqsc2 L V 0 / V ^ 2 / J

The skin factor s* and the IT flow factor D may then be calculated using the
above values of s'v s'2, and Eqs. 5-46 through 5-^-9.

Case 2: * (pt) Is Not Known

In this case, the skin and IT flow effects cannot be separated. However,
^(Pi) may be estimated by assuming s[ and s'2 to be equal to an average s\
calculated from Eq. 5-52, which may be written as

WqSc\-qsc2j\ rn )

- log ( k + 3.23) + 3.23] (5-54)

and using the calculated value of sf becomes the following equation, which is
a form of Eq. 5-53:

*( P / ) = y(pwfo) + m I log (M
 k

 7 ) - 3.23 + 0.869/1 (5-55)

ty(pi) may then be converted back to pt.

Using Pressure-Squared Approach

A plot of (/?? — p^f) versus l o g ( ^ ^ ) + — log At on Cartesian coordinates
will yield a straight line of slope

51.920 x 106qsclTflgzpsc
m = TT^ (5-56)

khTsc

If the data from the first flow period are analyzed to obtain s'v a value for sf
2

can be calculated from

, <lsci[plfi - plfo] qscl - qsc2 f k 1
qsc\sx - qSc2S2 = TT^Tf, A Q ^ n log _ - 3.23

0.869 m 0.869 [ ^ ^ c r w J
(5-57)



where

p\f\ is read at At = 1

plfo is read at Ar = O

5; = i.i5i \Pi -Pur _log_* + 3 2 31 ( 5 _ 5 8 )

and

1 2 2 1

, _ <hci_ , _ jPwfi ~ PwfbjQsci qsc\ — qsc2
Sl ~ qSc2Sl 0.869 m qsc2 0.869 mqsc2

x [log ( * ) - 3.23] (5-59)

s can be determined:

s[=s + Dqscl (5-46)

^ = s + D^ c 2 (5-47)

From Eqs. 5^46 and 5-47:

D = ^ 1 " ^2 (5-48)
^ c I - qSC2

s=s[- Dqscl (5-49)

or

_ _ K - - 4 ) (5_49a)

The pressure drop due to actual damage can be calculated from

^P2) skin = 0.869 ms (5-60)

and the rate-dependent pressure drop from

A(p2)D = 0.869 mD— (5-61)
qsc\

If initial pressure pt is not known, the skin factor s, can be determined:

s = 1.151 [ - * * _ ( ^ Z Z ^ \ _ log ( _ * ) + 3.23I

(5-62)



Having found values for k and s, one may now proceed to determine p*:

P = Plf(h) + (-m) IYlog -T^j) ~ 3.23 + 0.869*1 (5-63)

or

p 2 = p2
wf (at intercept) ^ - [p2

wf ( A t = 0 ) - p j h r ] (5-64)
qsc\ - qSC2

To estimate pressure drop across the skin at rates qsc\ and qsc2 respectively, at
QscU

Hp2)skin = 0.869(-m)(j) (5-65)

and at qsc2,

Mp2)skin = O.S69(qsc2/qscl) ( -m) (s) (5-66)

A sample calculation of two-rate drawdown test is shown in Example 5-3.

Example 5-321 Two-Rate Drawdown Test Analysis When pt Is Known
A two-rate test was conducted on a well in gas reservoir, pt = 2925 psia.

The pressure-time data for the first flow rate, qsc\ = 28.000 mmscfd, was
not recorded. The flow rate was changed at ô = 6 hr, at which the flow-
ing bottom-hole pressure pwfo was 2505 psia. The second flow rate, qsc2 =
21.3 mmscfd, was continued for 52 hr during which time the following bottom-
hole pressures were recorded continuously. These pressure-time data are given
in the tabulations for the solution to this problem. Gas properties and well/
reservoir data are as follows: pc = 380.16; Tc = 645.080R; G = 0.732;
CO2 = 7.84%; N2 = 0.11%; H2S = 0.00%; /x7 = 0.0186 cP; a = 0.000274
psi"1; T = 7100R; h = 41 ft; rw = 0.25; 0 = 0.137 fraction; <pHC =
0.1004; sg =0.133.

Calculate the following:

1. The formation permeability k
2. Apparent skin factors s[ and sf

2

3. Inertial-turbulent flow factor D
4. True skin factor s
5. Pressure drop due to actual skin
6. Rate-dependent pressure drop

Solution The ^-p curve, shown in Figure 5-11, is applicable to this
problem.



Figure 5-14. Data plot for two-rate drawdown test—Example 5-3.

Given

f{Pi) = 542.35 mmpsia2/cP «-> 2,925 psia

f{pwfo) = 401.25 mmpsia2/cP ^> 2,505 psia

and t\ = 6 hr, using the xfr—p curve of Figure 5-11, the following tabulations
may be made.

Plot ijf(pWf) versus log(^j^) + — log At on Cartesian coordinate paper
and draw the best straight line as shown in Figure 5-14. From Figure 5-14,
find the slope m:

(440.0 - 412.0) x 106
 6 9

m = = 54.9 x 106 mmpsia2/cP
1.35-0.84 F

if(Pwfi)@At=ihr = 444.26 mmpsia2/cP *> 2683 psia

1. From Eq. 5-51

57.92 x l06qsciTPsc 57.920 x 28.0 x 106 x 710 x 14.65

mTsc 54.9 x 106 x 520
= 590.89 mD-ft

;. k = 590.89/41 = 14.41 mD

2. Since pt is known, it is possible to separate the skin and IT effects.

V (/Own = 444.26 mmpsia2 / cP

m = [ (440.0 - 412.0 ) x 106 ] ( 0.84 - 1.35 )
= 28.0 / 0.50 = 54.9 x 106 mmpsia2 / cP

Jk= 14.41 mD
s '/ = -4.18
s'2 = -5.54
s = -5.59
D = 0.54 mmscfcT1v(

/(/
7 lv

/),
 m

m
p

si
a2/c

P



Table 5-3
Calculations of Gas PVT Properties

and Pseudopressure

Pressure Compressibility Gas viscosity i/>(p)
(psia) factor z (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9647 0.024580 872.92
3600 0.9445 0.023151 739.56
3200 0.9292 0.021721 610.28
2800 0.9169 0.020329 486.72
2400 0.9113 0.019008 371.18
2000 0.9120 0.017784 266.41
1600 0.9189 0.016681 175.33
1200 0.9319 0.015723 100.83
800 0.9503 0.014932 45.51
400 0.9733 0.014337 11.47

14.65 0.9995 0.013978 5.17

Table 5-3 shows calculations of gas PVT properties and pseudopressure.
Two-rate drawdown test data for wells are shown in Table 5-A.
Using Eq. 5-58:

s[ = 1.151 \ f i P i ) ~ *<**> - log (J* \ + 3.23]

["(542.35-401.25) x 106

~ L 54.9 x 106

/ 14.41 x 6 \ I

° g \0.1004 x 0.0186 x 0.000274 x 0.252/ + ' J

= 1.151[2.57Ol - 9.4319 + 3.23] = -4.18

(indicating well improvement)

Using Eq. 5-59:

, _ qsc\_ s, _ If(pwfi) - f(Pwfo)]qsci qSci - qSC2
h ~ qSc2 Sl 0.№mqsc2 O.S69mqsc2

x [log (T^-T) ~ 3.23]



Table 5-4
Two-Rate Drawdown Test Data for Gas Well

Drawdown Drawdown Pseudopressure
Time Af pressure, Pw/ pressure, Pwj i^(PWf)

(hrs) (psig) (psia) Function (mmscfd/cP)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

1.00 2668 2683 0.8445 444.26
1.25 2666 2681 0.8371 444.01
1.50 2664 2679 0.8330 443.89
2.00 2659 2672 0.8311 443.23
2.50 2644 2666 0.8342 442.10
3.00 2638 2660 0.8400 441.27
4.00 2640 2655 0.8559 440.31
5.00 2633 2648 0.8741 439.51
6.00 2629 2644 0.8929 438.71
7.00 2624 2640 0.9118 436.35
8.00 2620 2634 0.9300 436.61
9.00 2615 2630 0.9478 436.79
10.00 2612 2627 0.9648 435.69
11.00 2607 2622 0.9813 435.21
12.00 2606 2621 0.9971 433.29
14.00 2600 2615 1.0268 431.19
16.00 2598 2613 1.0543 427.27
18.00 2594 2609 1.0800 423.25
20.00 2588 2603 1.1036 425.21
24.00 2577 2592 1.1469 422.37
28.00 2580 2595 1.1852 418.21
32.00 2571 2586 1.2196 417.05
36.00 2564 2579 1.2509 416.79
40.00 2559 2574 1.2794 415.20
44.00 2552 2567 1.3057 414.01
48.00 2550 2565 1.3301 412.95
52.00 2547 2562 1.3528 410.12

_ 28£ _ f (444.26 - 401.25) x IQ6 x 28.0

~~ 2L3 " L °-869 x 54-9 x 1Q6 x 21-3

28.0-21.3 / 14^41 ^ - 3 231
+ 0.869 x 21.3 \ ° g 0.1004 x 0.0186 x 0.000274 x 0.252/ " ' J

= -5 .49 - 1.1837 + 6.7/18.53[8.6538 - 3.23]

= -5 .49 - 1.1837 + 1.9611 = -4 .54

(indicating well improvement)



3. From Eq. 5-48,

s[-s'2 -4 .18- ( -4 .54) £ ,
D = —i ? - = = .054 mmscfd"1

qSc\-qSc2 28.0-21.3

4. From Eq. 5-49,

s = s[- Dqscl = -4.18 - 0.054(28.0) = -4.18 - 1.512 = -5.69

5. From Eq. 5-60, the pressure drop due to actual skin is

(A^)skin = 0.869 ms = 0.869 x 54.9 x -5.69
= -271.46 mmpsia2/cP

6. From Eq. 5-61, rate-dependent pressure drop is

Qscl

(Ar/r)sian at rate q5c2 = 0.869 x s x m x
<lsc\

= 0.869 x (-5.69) x 54.9 x ^
28.0

= -206.50 mmpsia2/cP

Example 5-421 Rework Example 5-3, Assuming pt Is Unknown. Estimate
Ir(Pi).

Solution From Example 5-3 qsc\ = 28.0 mmscfd, qsc2 = 21.3 mmscfd,
V(pwfo) = 401.25 mmpsia2/cP, f(pWf\) = 444.26 mmpsia2/cP, m = 54.9 x
106, and k = 14.41 mD. Calculate average value of apparent skin factor s' by
using Eq. 5-41:

s' = 1 151 \( qscl \ (^P^~^P^\
[\qSci ~ qSc2 J \ m )

-log (-^ +3.23)1

r 28.0 /(444.26 - 401.25) x 106\

' [28.0-21.3 V 54.9 x 106 )

( 14'41 \̂ 1
~ l 0 g \0A00A x 0.0186 x 0.000274 x 0.252 + 3 ' / + 3 ' 2 3 J

= 1.151 I ^ (0.7834 - 8.5638 + 5.3338)1

= 1.151 [3.2739 - 5.3338] = -2.37



Calculate V(Pi) using Eq. 5-55:

V(Pi) = V(Pwfa) + ml log - 3.23 + 0.869/1

= 401 25 -I- 54 9 I02 ( - I
" ' L V0.1004 x 0.0186 x 0.000274 x 0.252/

-3.23 + 0.869(-2.37)|

= 401.25 + 54.9[8.6522 - 3.23 - 2.0595]

= 401.25 + 184.61 = 585.66 mmpsia2/cP

= 585.66 mmpsia2/cP «» 2985 psia

Example 5-521 Two-Rate Drawdown Test Analysis
A isochronal flow test is performed on a gas well at two different rates.

Given the reservoir data and fluid properties below, determine the following
using pressure-squared and real pseudopressure approaches:

1. Flow capacity kh
2. Apparent skin factors s[ and sf

2

3. Non-Darcy flow coefficient D for the well
4. True skin factor s

Solution This well is completed with a tubing-annulus packer. Reservoir and
well data are as follows (and as shown in Table 5-5): pt = 2300 psia; rw =
0.5 ft; re = 2980 ft (640-acre spacing); T = 5900R; zt = 0.805; (I1 =
0.0176 cP; 0 = 0.077; and a = 0.00041 psi"1.

Table 5-5
Calculations of PVT Gas Properties and Pseudopressure

PWf Z \± z(p/fjiz) Mean Ap {zplnz) ^(Pwf)
(psia) — (cP) — z{pi^z) (psia) xAp (mmpsia2/cP)

400 0.95 0.0117 71.975 35.988 499 14.4 xlO6 14.4
800 0.90 0.0125 142.222 107.099 400 42.9xlO6 57.3

1200 0.86 0.0132 211.416 176.819 400 70.7xl06 128.0
1600 0.81 0.0146 270.590 241.003 400 96.5xlO6 224.5
2000 0.80 0.0163 306.748 288.669 400 115.5xl06 340.0
2400 0.81 0.0180 329.218 319.000 400 127.6xlO6 467.6



Table 5-6
Two-Rate Drawdown Test Data

Flow 1 qsci = 1.6 mmscfd Flow 2 qsc2 = 3.2 mmscfd

Time pwf p2
wf *l>(pwf) Pwf Pwf HPwf)

(hrs) (psia) (psia2 X 106) (mmpsia2/cP) (psia) (psia2 x 106) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.23 1855 3.44 298.21 1105 1.22 112.12
0.40 1836 3.37 294.69 1020 1.04 94.34
0.60 1814 3.29 290.17 954 0.91 85.10
0.80 1806 3.26 285.32 906 0.82 74.25
1.0 1797 3.23 279.95 860 0.74 68.41
2.0 1758 3.09 268.19 700 0.49 50.31
4.0 1723 2.97 260.04 539 0.29 26.22
6.0 1703 2.90 252.13 387 0.15 10.12

Pressure, psia

Figure 5-15. \j/{pwf) versus pressure—Example 5-5.

Table 5-6 shows two-rate drawdown test data.
It can be assumed that wellbore storage effects are negligible, since the well

is completed with a down-hole packer. The first step is to find \H/V) versus P
for this gas. The gas properties are tabulated above; the quantities 2(p//xz) and
\j/ (pwf) can be calculated and plotted versus pressure, as shown in Figure 5-15.

Using Pressure-Squared Approach
Figures 5-16 and 5-17 represent the drawdown data plotted for conventional

manner in terms of p^f.
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Log/

Figure 5-16. (pw/)2 versus log time—flow rate 1.6 mmscfd (Example 5-5).

Log/

Figure 5-17. (pw/)2 versus log time—flow rate 3.2 mmscfd (Example 5-5).

(P\vr2 )2 ^ 0.74 mmpsia2 / cp

m '? = 0.76 mmpsia2 / cp/cycle

Flow rate # 2 = 3.2 mmscfd
/c, = 5.54

s'2= 1.84

1 hour

mi'= 0.40 mmpsia2 / cp / cycle
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1. The flow capacity for flow no. 1 can be calculated from Eq. 5-34:

57.92Oq8C1T^8ZPsC
(kn)Fiow\ = ^=

m\Tsc

_ 57.920 x 106 x 1.6 x 590 x 0.0176 x 0.805 x 14.65
~ 0.40 x 106 x 520
= 54.56 mD-ft

;.k3= 54.56/10 = 5.46 mD

The flow capacity for flow no. 2 is

57.92Oq8C2TfIgZPsC
\kn)Fiow2 = r^;

m\Tsc

57.920 x 106 x 3.2 x 590 x 0.0176 x 0.805 x 14.65
~ 0.76 x 106 x 520
= 57.43 mD-ft

.-.Jt4 = 57.43/10 = 5.74 mD
2. Apparent skin factor for flow no. 1 is

,f = U 5 i [ £ l ^ _ l o g « +3.23]

[-(5.29-3.23) x IQ6

L 0.40 x 106

( 5A6 \ 1
~ 1 O g \0.077 x 0.0176 x 0.00041 x 0.52/ + 3 - 2 3J

= 1.151[5.15 - 7.59 + 3.23] = 0.904

Apparent skin factor for flow no. 2 is

s2 = 1.151 log r- + 3.23
L m*2 tWirl J

_ [(5.29-0.74) x IQ6

L 0.76x10«

~ l 0 g V0.077 x 0.0176 x 0.00041 x 0.52/ + 3 ' J

= 1.151[5.987 - 7.616 + 3.23] = 1.84



3. Calculate the non-Darcy flow coefficient D* using Eq. 5-48:

s* - si 0.904-1.84 -1.036 x
D = — — = = = 0.6475 mmscfd

qSc\-qSc2 1.6-3.2 -1.6

4. Calculate the true skin factor s using Eq. 5-49:

s=s*- D*qscl = 0.904 - 0.647 x 1.6 = 0.904 - 1.036 = -0.232

Using Real Pseudopressure Approach
Figures 5-18 and 5-19 represent the drawdown data plotted in the conven-

tional manner in terms of \j/(pwf).

1. The flow capacity for flow no. 1 can be estimated from Eq. 5-51:

__ 51.920qsciTPsc _ 57.920 x 106 x 1.6 x 590 x 14.65
{kk)Flowl ~ ^Jx " 32 x 10̂  x 520

= 48.14 mD-ft
;. Jfci =48.14/10 = 4.8ImD

V(P,) = 436.0 mmpsia /cP
nij = 32.0 mmpsia2/cp/cycle
Ar, = 4.81 mD

s '/ = 0.653

Log/

Figure 5-18. f(Pwjf) versus log t—flow rate = 1.6 mmscfd for Example 5-5.

Slope m; = 32.0 mmpsia2/cP/cycle
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Figure 5-19. f{Pwf) versus log t—flow rate 4.2 mmscfd for Example 5-5.

The flow capacity for flow no. 2 is

_ 57.920qsc2TPsc _ 57.920 x IQ6 x 3.2 x 590 x 14.65

m\Tsc 68 x IO6 x 520

= 45.3 mD - ft

Jk2 = 45.3/10 = 4.53 mD

2. Apparent skin factor for flow no. 1 is

= U 5 1 [f(Pi)-npwfl) _ _ * . + 3 23-|

[(436.0-279.95) x 106

" L 32 x 106

( 4'81 ^ 1
" ° g V0.077 x 0.0176 x 0.00041 x 0.52/ + ' J

= 1.151[4.877 - 7.539 + 3.23] = 0.653

m2 = -68.0 mmpsia2 / cp/ cycle

V)Z(P1) = 436.00 mmpsia2 / cp
m2 = -68.0 mmpsia2 / cp / cycle
k2 = 4.53md

s'2= 1.26
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Apparent skin factor for flow no. 2 is

^2 = 1.151 log + 3.23

["(436.0-70.0) x 106

" L 68^106

~ 1 O g \0.011 x 0.0176 x 0.00041 x 0.52J + 3 ' 2 3 J

= 1.151[5.382 - 7.513 + 3.23] = 1.26

3. Calculate the non-Darcy flow coefficient D* using Eq. 5-48:

* _ s\-si _ 0.653-(1.26) _ -0.607
qsc\-qsc2 1.6-3.2 -1 .6

= 0.37938 mmscfd"1

4. Calculate the true skin factor s using Eq. 5-49:

s = s[- D*qscl = 0.653 - 0.37938 x 1.6 = 0.653 - 0.607 = 0.05

Example 5-621 Analyzing Two-Rate Drawdown Test and Predicting Well
Inflow Response (When PR Is Not Known)

A two-rate drawdown test was conducted on a gas well. The reservoir data
and fluid properties were as follows, and as shown in Table 5-7:

T = 622°R; rw = 0.42 ft; re = 2640 ft; h = 56 ft; 0 = 0.05 fraction;
ligi = 0.022 cP; ct = 0.000188 psi"1; initial pressure prior to test = 4327 psia
«> 1176.92 mmpsia2/cP; first flow rate qsc\ = 27.76 mmscfd; time t\ at which
first flow rate changed = 6 hr. At that time, flowing bottom-hole pressure =
3838 psia «> 980.84 mmpsia2/cP; second flow rate qsc2 = 20.16 mmscfd.

Calculate the following:

1. Formation permeability A:
2. Apparent skin factor Sj related to flow rate qsc\
3. Apparent skin factor sf

2 related to flow rate qSC2
4. Non-Darcy flow coefficient D
5. True skin factor s
6. Pressure drop across the skin related to flow rate qsc

7. Pressure drop across the skin related to flow rate qsc

8. Reservoir pressure pR

9. The values of deliverability constants A and B
10. Absolute open flow potential AOF
11. Inflow performance response



Table 5-7
Two-Rate Drawdown Test Data for Gas Well

Pseudopressure
Time, Af Pressure, Pw/ Pressure, Pw/ Function ijj(Pwf)

(hrs) (psig) (psia) X (mmscfd/cP)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

1.00 3956 3971 0.8449 1029.37
3.00 3958 3973 0.8235 1030.18
5.00 3956 3971 0.8499 1029.37
7.00 3950 3965 0.8824 1026.91
9.00 3945 3960 0.9147 1024.87
11.00 3941 3956 0.9452 1023.23
13.00 3936 3951 0.9736 1021.19
15.00 3929 3944 1.0001 1018.32
17.00 3926 3941 1.0247 1017.09
19.00 3919 3934 1.0477 1014.22
21.00 3916 3931 1.0692 1012.99
23.00 3913 3928 1.0894 1011.76
25.00 3910 3925 1.1084 1010.53
27.00 3904 3919 1.1264 1008.06
29.00 3898 3913 1.1435 1005.59
31.00 3895 3910 1.1597 1004.36
33.00 3892 3907 1.1751 1003.13
35.00 3889 3904 1.1898 1001.89
37.00 3886 3901 1.2039 1000.66

Where X is equal to log ̂ M + 21 x iog At

Solution The i/f—p curve, shown in Figure 5-20 and is applicable to this
problem. Plot i//(pwf) versus l o g ( ^ ^ ) + ^1 log At on Cartesian coordinate
paper and draw the best straight line as shown in Figure 5-21. From the straight
line of Figure 5-21, find the slope m:

m = 86.67 mmpsia2/cP and ijf(p\hr) = 1033.0 mmpsia2/cP

1. From Equation 5-51:

kh = 57.92 x IQ6qsclTPsc

mTsc

57.920 x 106 x 27.76 x 622 x 14.65 ^ c o^

= 86.67 x 106 x 520 = 325M 1 ^

;. k = 325.36/56 = 5.81 mD



Pressure, psia in 1000

Figure 5-20. yfr-P curve for two-rate test.

Log (t+At)/At + qsc2 / qscl x log At

Figure 5-21. Semilog plot.

Slope - m- 86.67 mmpsia2/cp
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2. Since pi is known, it is possible to separate the skin and IT effects.
Calculate apparent skin factor s[ using Eq. 5^4-1:

,; = 1.151 [><">-*<**) _ log (J^L_) + 3.23I

_ T(1176.92-980.84) x 106

L 86.67 x 106

/ 5.81 x 6 \ "I

" ° g \0-05 x 0.022 x 0.000188 x 0.422/ + ' J

= 1.151 [2.26-8.98+ 3.23]

= — 4.02 (indicating well improvement)

3. Calculate apparent skin factor sr
2 using Eq. 5-53a:

, _<hc±_ , bls(Pwfi) ~ js(Pwfo)] qsc\
Sl~ qSc2 ' h 0.869 mqsc2

. qsc\ - qSc2 F1 ( k \ ]

["(1029.37 - 980.84) x 106 x 20.16 27.76 - 20.16
L 0.869 x 54.9 x 106 x 21.3 + 0.869 x 86.67(20.16)

X V° 8 0.05 x 0.022 x 0.000188 x 0.422J ~ 3 ' J

= -5.54 - [0.644 + 0.024]

= —4.87 (indicating well improvement)

4. Calculate non-Darcy flow coefficient D from Eq. 5-48:

D = AZA. = -^2-(-4.Sl) = _t
qsd-qsc2 27.76-20.16

5. Calculate true skin factor from Eq. 5^19:

s = s[ - DqscX = -4.02 - 0.111842 (27.76) = -4.022



6. Calculate pressure drop due to actual skin from Eq. 5-66:

{A\j/)skin = 0.869 ms = 0.869 x 86.67 x (-4.022)

= -302.92 mmpsia2/cP

7. Calculate pressure drop related to flow rate qsc2 from Eq. 5-61:

(A^)skin = 0.869ms — = 0.869 x 86.67 x (-4.022) x 7 ^ -
qsc\ 27.76

= -220.0 mmpsia2/cP

8. From Table 5-8, reservoir pressure PR is 3999 psia «> I/S(PR) = 1040.0
mmpsia2/cP.

Table 5-8
Average Reservoir Pressure Calculations from Various Assumed Values

Assumed average reservoir pressures PR psia
4300 4250 4100 4050 4000 3999 3990 3980
Assumed average reservoir pressures IJJ(PR), mmpsia2/cP
1161.00 1141.00 1082.00 1062.00 1041.00 1040.00 1037.00 1033.00
Predicted flow rate, mmscfd

11.078 11.203 4.942 2.586 0.053 0.000 -0.479 -1.019
20.255 18.632 13.349 11.424 9.402 9.360 8.984 8.562
26.727 25.280 20.635 18.972 17.244 17.208 16.890 16.533
32.610 31.292 27.101 25.616 24.084 24.052 23.771 23.456
37.982 36.764 32.912 31.558 30.166 30.137 29.882 29.598
42.883 41.743 38.155 36.900 35.613 35.587 35.352 35.090
47.333 46.255 42.876 41.699 40.495 40.470 40.251 40.005
51.342 50.315 47.103 45.988 44.848 44.825 44.618 44.386
54.914 53.929 50.853 49.787 48.700 48.678 48.479 48.259
58.056 57.104 54.138 53.112 52.066 52.045 51.855 51.642
60.773 59.849 56.972 55.978 54.966 54.945 54.761 54.556
63.080 62.177 59.372 58.403 57.417 57.398 57.218 57.018
64.995 64.110 61.361 60.412 59.448 59.428 59.253 59.057
66.548 65.677 62.972 62.039 61.091 61.072 60.899 60.707
67.781 66.920 64.249 63.329 62.393 62.374 62.204 62.015
68.752 67.899 65.254 64.343 63.417 63.399 63.230 63.043
69.536 68.690 66.066 65.162 64.244 64.225 64.058 63.872
70.230 69.390 66.784 65.886 64.975 64.956 64.791 64.606
70.956 70.121 67.534 66.643 65.739 65.721 65.556 65.373



9. Determine the values of deliverability constants A and B from Eqs. 4-79
and 4-80, respectively (see Table 5-7):

= 10.8005 X 10' E f I ^
mmscfd

= 0.30404 X 10« 1 ^
mmscfd

10. Estimate the absolute open flow potential (AOF) of the gas well from
Eq. 4-58:

_ -A + J A* + AB Yf (pR) - jr fo^jj
qsc~ IB

_ -10.8005 + V10.80052 + 4 (0.30404) [1040.89 - 0]

~ 4 (0.30404)

26.38
= 0^0808 =43-52 mmscfd (^3 x)

Therefore, AOF of gas well is 43.52 mmscfd. The inflow performance
(IPR) responses are shown in Table 5-9 and results are plotted in
Figures 5-22 and 5-23, respectively.

Long-term gas deliverability equation s:

[V(PR) - V(PWF)] = 10.8005 x 106#g + 0.30404 x 10 6 ^

Multirate Drawdown Tests

The multirate test is similar to the conventional deliverability test described
in Chapter 4, except that each of the flow periods is not continued to pressure
stabilization. In fact, a multirate test is intended to investigate the transient
flow regime only so that kh,s, and D may be determined by a semilog analysis



Table 5-9
Long-Term Gas Deliverability Calculations

Bottom-hole Pseudopressure Pressure ratio Flow rate ratio Calculated
pressure, Pwf i/>(PWf) ^(PW/)/^(PR) qi/Vmax flow rate, qg

(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) — — (mmscfd)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

3999 1040.89 1.0000 0.0000 0.00
3800 958.97 0.92130 0.1475 6.42
3600 875.28 0.84090 0.2659 11.57
3400 791.13 0.76005 0.3667 15.91
3200 707.58 0.67978 0.4575 19.91
3000 625.76 0.60117 0.5340 23.24
2800 546.85 0.52536 0.6041 26.29
2600 472.00 0.45346 0.6664 29.00
2400 402.28 0.38648 0.7213 31.39
2200 338.64 0.32534 0.7693 33.48
2000 281.81 0.27074 0.8104 35.27
1800 232.29 0.22317 0.8451 36.78
1600 190.28 0.18281 0.8739 38.03
1400 155.61 0.14950 0.8973 39.05
1200 127.70 0.12268 0.9157 39.85
1000 105.49 0.10135 0.9302 40.48
800 87.40 0.08397 0.9419 40.99
600 71.27 0.06847 0.9522 41.44

AOF^ 14.73 5.59 0.0000 1.0000 43.52

approach. The analysis of multirate tests is not always reliable as far as the
calculation of kh, s, and D is concerned. However, the application of the prin-
ciple of superposition in time is described below. In a multirate test, flow starts
from stabilized reservoir conditions. A constant flow rate qsc\ is maintained
for a period of time t\. The flow rate is then changed to qSC2 up to time ^ , after
which it is changed to qsci up to time £3, and so on. In general, the flow rate
history may be summarized as

qsci =qx for 0 < t < tx

qSc2 = qi, h <t < t2

qScn =qn, f/1-1 < t



Flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 5-22. ^(p^) versus flow rate.

Dimensionless pressure vs. qg/qmax

Figure 5-23. qg/qmax, dimensionless flow rate.

i|/(P*; = 1040.89 mmscfd/cP
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During the nth flow period of a multirate test, the pressure drawdown is
given by the equation below using the pseudopressure approach:

9n T ^ L In J

+ m' [log (x
 k . \ - 3.23 + 0.8695'I (5-67)

where

, _ 57.920 x lO6Tpsc

khf^c

&1j = Ij - 1j-i

to = qo=O

A plot of
n

[V(Pi) - *(/V)J/*! versus J^ Aqj/qn
 lo^f ~ 0-0

on arithmetic coordinates should give a straight line of slope m\ from which

kh = 57-920 x 1 0 * 7 ^ ( 5 _ 6 g )

m'Tsc

The apparent skin factor s'n associated with the flow rate qn may then be
calculated from

S'n = 1.151 [ ^ - log f — ^ - y ) + 3.2S] (5-69)

where

A^o = intercept

= value of [V(Pi) - V(pwf)]/qn

corresponding to a value of zero on the abscissa, obtained from the straight
line (extrapolated, if necessary). Data from each of the preceding flow periods
may also be analyzed by the method described for the nth flow period. Such
an analysis would yield values of s[, s'2,s^... qn-\-

s[ = s + Dqx

sr
2 = s + Dq2

(5-70)

s'n = s + Dqn



This may then be solved by the method of least squares to give

where N = number of flow periods.
Alternatively, a plot of sf versus qsc may be fitted with a best straight line

which will give a slope equal to D and intercept on the qsc = 0 axis equal to
s. Next, Example 5-7 will clarify the use of the multirate test.

Example 5-721 Analyzing Multirate Drawdown Test (Assuming Stabilized
Flow Conditions)

Multirate flow tests are performed on a gas well in Indonesia at four different
rates. Given the reservoir data and fluid properties below, determine the non-
Darcy flow coefficient for this well. The well is completed with a tubing annulus
packer.

The reservoir data are as follows: pR = 3700 psia; h = 41 ft; ct = 0.00023
psi"1; T = 7100R; re = 2,200 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft; sg = 0.733; Px = 14.65
psia; Tsc = 520°R; £ = 0.0235 cP; I = 0.9491; 0 = 0.137; <f>HC =
0.1004. Gas properties are as follows: T = 2500F; gas gravity = 0.732;
Tc = 380.160R; Pc = 645.08 psia; N2 = 0.11; H2S = 0.0; CO2 = 7.84;
P8 = 0.00513 ft3/scf; = 0.000913 bbl/scf = 1095 scf/bbl = 1.0948 mscf/bbl =
0.9134 bbl/mscf = 194.732 scf/ft3. Determine the values of k, s, and D as-
suming flow rates from stabilized reservoir conditions (a) using the pressure-
squared approach and (b) using the pseudopressure approach.

Solution Calculated PVT gas properties are given in Table 5-10 and results
are plotted (real gas pseudopressure versus pressure) in Figure 5-24.

(a) Using Pressure-Squared Approach
Figure 5-25 is a plot of (pwf)2 versus log time for each flow rate. From this

plot the following results are obtained: Using Eq. 5-34, the values of k can be
calculated at a different flow rate as follows:

k_ 1.637 x qscjlzT

~ mfh

Table 5-11 shows multirate drawdown test data. The necessary calcula-
tions to carry out the method proposed in this section are given in
Table 5-12.



Table 5-10
Calculated PVT Gas Properties and Pseudopressure

Pressure Gas compressibility Gas viscosity Real gas pseudopressure
(psia) z (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9647 0.024580 872.72
3600 0.9445 0.023151 739.56
3200 0.9282 0.021721 610.28
2800 0.9169 0.020329 486.72
2400 0.9113 0.019008 371.18
2000 0.9120 0.017784 266.41
1600 0.9189 0.016681 175.33
1200 0.9319 0.015723 100.83
800 0.9503 0.014932 45.51
400 0.9733 0.014337 11.47

14.65 0.9995 0.013978 0.52

Pressure, psia

Figure 5-24. ty-p curve—Example 5-7.

1.637 x 106 x 2.397 x 0.0235 x 0.9491 x 710
For flow l,k =

8.83 x 41
= 4.33 mD

1.637 x 106 x 5.214 x 0.0235 x 0.9491 x 710
For flow 2, k =

7.18x41
= 8.68 mD

1.637 x 106 x 6.144 x 0.0235 x 0.9491 x 710
For flow 3, k =

5.10x41
= 9.75 mD

(text continued on page 288)
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Table 5-11
Multirate Drawdown Test Data

Flow no. 1 Flow no. 2 Flow no. 3 Flow no. 4
qx = 2.397 q2 = 5.214 q3 = 6.144 q4 = 7.148

Flowing time (mmscfd) (mmscfd) (mmscfd) (mmscfd)
(hrs) pwf, (psia) pwf, (psia) /^/,(psia) pwf, (psia)

0.02 3670 3577 3597 2315
0.03 3485 3455 3069 2375
0.07 3310 3300 2721 2236
0.10 3188 3183 2571 2153
0.13 3068 3040 2479 2090
0.17 3066 2956 2414 2048
0.25 3040 2826 2331 2023
0.33 3033 2757 2323 2004
0.50 3000 2710 2257 1937
0.75 2987 2714 2219 1911
1.00 2972 2652 2206 1903
1.50 2952 2611 2196 1893
2.00 2933 2602 2190 1889
2.50 2930 2595 2184 1881
3.00 2900 2591 2180 1876
4.00 2899 2580 2172 1870
5.00 2896 2573 2165 1855
6.00 2881 2567 2158 1836

Time /, hours

Figure 5-25. (Pw/)2 versus log time—Example 5-7.



Table 5-12
Calculations for Multirate Drawdown Test Data Analysis

Flow no. 4
q4 = 7.148

mmscfd

Pwf ip(Pwf)
(mmpsia2) (mpsia2/cP)

5.359 710.33
5.641 360.25
5.000 400.75
4.635 304.94
4.368 288.81
4.194 278.18
4.093 272.01
4.016 267.38
3.752 251.07
3.652 244.85
3.621 243.01
3.583 240.52
3.568 239.56
3.538 237.83
3.519 236.49
3.497 235.25
3.441 234.10
3.371 233.01

Flow no. 3
q3 = 6.144

mmscfd

Pwf ^ (Pwf)
(mmpsia2) (mpsia2/cP)

12.938 738.62
9.419 569.16
7.404 463.22
6.610 419.29
6.145 393.28
5.827 374.99
5.434 352.25
5.396 350.13
5.094 332.35
4.924 322.12
4.866 318.91
4.822 316.13
4.796 314.53
4.770 313.18
4.752 312.11
4.718 310.00
4.687 308.00
4.657 306.21

Flow no. 2
q2 = 5.214

mmscfd

Pwf tP(Pwf)
(mmpsia2) (mpsia2/cP)

12.795 732.02
11.937 692.04
10.890 642.12
10.131 604.88
9.242 560.03
8.738 534.07
7.986 494.52
7.601 473.82
7.344 459.77
7.366 461.07
7.033 442.94
6.817 431.01
6.770 428.43
6.734 426.41
6.713 424.91
6.656 421.97
6.620 419.95
6.589 418.12

Flow no. 1
qi = 2.397

mmscfd

Pwf ^(Pwf)
(mmpsia2) (mpsia2/cP)

13.469 642.50
12.145 621.30
10.956 600.37
10.164 582.01
9.412 579.23
9.400 575.03
9.241 564.12
9.201 560.43
9.000 550.16
8.925 542.07
8.830 535.15
8.715 530.07
8.603 522.17
8.587 520.11
8.501 513.37
8.407 510.12
8.385 500.00
8.301 492.45

Flowing
time/
(hrs)

0.02
0.03
0.07
0.10
0.13
0.17
0.25
0.33
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00



(text continued from page 286)

1.637 x 106 x 7.148 x 0.0235 x 0.9491 x 710
For now 4, k =

3.95 x 41
= 10.04 mD

Using Eq. 5-36, the values of apparent skin factor s' can be estimated at a
different flow rate as follows:

s' = 1.151 \t-tif^ _ log ( * ) + 3.231

* fl 1 ' 1 1g1 [(13.69-8.83) x IQ6

Fbrflowl,,, = 1.151 [ ^ — ^

~ l 0 g V0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712J + 3 ' 2 3 J

= 9.48

„ fl ~ , , 1 g l [ " ( l 3 . 6 9 - 7 . l 8 ) x i 0 6

For flow 2,s2 = 1.151 22 L 0.39 x 106

( 8'68 ^ 1
~ ° S \0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712J + ' J
= 12.42

p fl 1 ' 1 1g1 [(13.69-5.10) x IQ6

For flow 3, s-, — 1.151 -,
3 L 0.42 x 106

~ 1Og Vo. 1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712J + 3 ' 2 3 J

= 15.23

p fl A * 1 1 g 1 [(13-69-3.95) x IQ6

For flow 4, S4 = 1.151 -,
4 L 0.45 x 106

/ 1004^ \ I
° g VO. 1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712J + " J

= 16.85

Calculate s and D using the least squares method.
Calculations for true skin factor using the pressure-squared approach are

shown in Table 5-13.



Table 5-13
Calculations for True Skin Factor for Example 5-7

(Using Pressure-Squared Approach)

q q2 s'q
N (mmscfd) (mmscfd2) sr (mmscfd)

1 2.397 5.746 9.48 22.7236
2 5.214 27.186 12.42 64.7579
3 6.144 37.749 15.23 93.5731
4 7.148 51.094 16.85 120.4438
J^ 20.885 121.775 53.98 301.498

Using Eq. 5-71,

_E*'E<? 2 -E^E<?
wE<?2-E<?E<7

_ (53.98 x 121.775) - (301.498)(20.885) _

~~ 4(121.775) - (20.885)(20.885) ~

Using Eq. 5-72,

^E<?2-E<?E<?
4(301.498) - (53.98X20.885) ,

= 4(121.775) -(20.885X20.885) = L 5 4 4 ° 8 m m S C f d

Alternatively, a plot of sf versus q is shown in Figure 5-26 with a best straight
line. From this plot intercept, s = 5.24 and slope D = 1.69418 mmscfd"1.

(b) Using Pseudopressure Approach
Figure 5-27 is a plot of \j/ (pWf) versus log time for each flow rate. From this

plot the following results are obtained. Using Eq. 5-40, the values of k can be
calculated at a different flow rate as follows:

5.792 x W4qscTPsc

mhTsc

5.792 x 104 x 2.397 x 710 x 14.65
For flow 1, k = = 3.78 mD

17.90 x 106 x 41

5.792 x 104 x 5.214 x 710 x 14.65
F O T f l O w 2 ' * = 17.20 x 10* x 41 = 8 - 5 7 m D



Flow rate, qsc, mmscfd

Figure 5-26. True skin factor determination using pressure squared
approach—Example 5-7.

Flow time /, hours

Figure 5-27. V" (Pw/) versus log time—Example 5-7.

True skin factor = 5.24

Slope, D = (17.35 - 5.24) / (7.148 - 0)
= 12.11 /7.148 = 1.69418 mmscfd

Flow #

1 hour
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5.792 x 104 x 6.144 x 710 x 14.65
For flow 3, Jt = 2 = 8.04 mD

21.6 x 106x 41
5.792 x 104 x 7.148 x 710 x 14.65

For flow 4, k = = 10.36 mD
19.5 x 106 x 41

Using Eq. 5-41, the values of apparent skin factor s' can be estimated at a
different flow rate as follows:

L m \<t>^iCirlJ J

, 1C1 [(772.56-535.35) x IQ6

For flow 1, S1 = 1.151 [ ^ - ^

/ 3/78 \
° 8 V0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/

+ 3.231 =8.91

[(772.56-442.94) x 106

For HOW2.4- 1-151 [< ^ ^

/ 8 ^ \
° 8 \0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712J

+ 3.23| = 14.46

[(772.56-318.9I)XlO6

/ 8̂ 04 \
° 8 \0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/

+ 3.23 = 16.32

* « A > , 1 C 1 [ (772.56-243.01) xlO 6

Pbrflow4,,4 = 1.15l[ ^ - ^

/ 1036 \
° 8 V0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/

+ 3.23] =20.63



Table 5-14
Calculations for True Skin Factor for Example 5-7

(Using Pseudopressure Approach)

Nq q2 s sq

1 2.397 5.746 9.06 21.72
2 5.214 27.186 14.58 76.02
3 6.144 37.749 16.32 100.27
4 7.148 51.094 20.63 147.46
£ 20.885 121.775 60.59 345.47

Calculate s and D using the least squares method. Table 5-14 shows calcula-
tions for true skin factor using the pseudopressure approach.
Using Eq. 5-71,

Af£<72-£<7l>

_ (60.59 x 121.775) - (345.47)(20.885) _
4(121.775) - (20.885)(20.885) " 3 ' 2 1

Using Eq. 5-72,

D= #Ejg-E*Eg
Ar£<z2-£?£<7

4(345.47) - (60.59X20.885) x

= 4(121.775) - (20.885X20.885) = 2^2 8 7 2 5 " ^

Alternatively, a plot of s versus q is shown in Figure 5-28 with a best straight
line. From this plot intercept, s = 3.51 and slope D = 2.39508 mmscfd"1 .

Example 5-821 Analyzing Multirate Drawdown Test (Assuming Semisteady-
State Conditions)

A gas well is tested by producing at four different rates for periods of 6
hr, followed by a 147-hr pressure buildup. The rate, times, and observed pres-
sures during the flow test are listed below. The reservoir temperature and



Flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 5-28. True skin factor determination using pseudopressure approach
—Example 5-7.

gas properties are the same as detailed in Table 5-10. The reservoir and
well data are as follows: pR = 3700 psia; sg = 0.733; [x = 0.0235 cP;
z = 0.9491; ct = 0.00023 psi"1; 0 = 0.137; 0Hc = 0.1004; T = 7100R;
h = 41 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft. Calculate k, s, and F using transient flow
conditions.

Cumulative time, Pw/ i/j(Pwf) qsc

(hr) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmscfd)

0 3700 772.56 —
6 3144 592.45 2.397

12 2310 418.12 5.214
18 2158 306.21 6.144
24 1836 227.24 7.148

Solution The necessary calculation to carry out the method proposed in this
section is given in Table 5-15.

True skin factor, j = 3.51

Slope D = (20.63 - 3.51) / (7.148 - 0)
= (17.12 / 7.148 = 2.39508 mmscfd-1
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Table 5-15
Calculations for Multirate Drawdown Test for Example 5-8

(Assuming Semisteady State)

1P(Pw/) Aip Function <— Function F •
t pwf (mmpsia2/ (mmpsia2/ qsc X

(hr) (psia) cP) cP) (mmscfd) — F = 0.00 F = 0.04 F = 0.05 F = 0.07

0 3700 772.56 0 — 0
6 3144 592.45 180.11 2.397 0.7782 75.14 75.04 75.02 74.97
12 2310 378.74 393.82 5.214 0.9166 75.53 75.35 75.27 75.20
18 2158 306.21 466.35 6.144 1.1023 75.90 75.66 75.60 75.47
24 1836 227.24 575.32 7.148 1.2073 76.29 76.00 75.93 75.79

For t = 24 hr, qn — 7.148 mmscfd, tn = 24, the function X is

1 n

qn 7=1

"(2.397) log(24-0)
1 + (5.214 - 2.397) log (24 - 6)

~ 7.148 +6.144 - 5.214) log(24 - 12)
_+(7.148 - 6.144) log (24 - 18)_

= —i—[3308.33 + 3536.18 + 1003.66 + 781.31]

A plot of

n- versus — ^ (qj - ^ _ 0 logfe - ^- i )
L Qn J Qn j = l

is given in Figure 5-29. In this type of analysis the value of F must be obtained
by trial and error until a straight line is achieved. The value of F = 0.05 gives
an exact straight line. The analysis is shown in Table 5-15. From this plot,
the following results are obtained: slope m! = 4.739 mmpsia2-cP/mmscfd =
4739 mmpsia2-cP/mscfd; intercept V = 73.05. Thus, from Eq. 5-51,

_ 57,9207P,c
rn'hTsc



^ Aqj /qlog(t- tj_x)

Figure 5-29. Multirate drawdown test under assumed semisteady-state
conditions.

for standard conditions at Psc = 14.65 psia and Tsc = 5200R.

, 57,920 x 710 x 14.65 e ^

* = 4739x41x520 = 5 % ^

From Eq. 5-41,

, = 1.151 № - l o g — ^ + 3.23J

= H51 T Z ^ _ I0 ( 5J^ ^
L4.739 ° g V0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/

+ 3.23J

= 1.151 [15.415 - 7.78 + 3.23] = 12.51

Example 5-921 Analyzing Multirate Drawdown Tests (Assuming Steady-
State Conditions)

Producing it at four different rates over a total period of 48 hr tests a well in
a gas reservoir. The rate-time sequence and pressures recorded at the end of
each separate flow period are listed in Table 5-16. The reservoir and well data
are as follows: P1 = 4290 psia; h = 40 ft; rw = 0.3 ft; (/xc), = 3.6 x 106 cP/psi;

Intercept b = 73.05 mmpsia2 /cP) / mmscfd

The value of F = 0.05 gives an exact straight line

Slope m = 4.739
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Table 5-16
Gas Well Test Analysis Assuming Steady-State Conditions

Assumed Assumed Assumed Assumed
Time, t Flow rate P1 = 4200 P1 = 4280 P1 = 4290 P1 = 4300

(hr) mmscfd (psia) (psia) (psia) (psia)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Function Y Function Y Function Y Function Y
12.00 10.00 625 3393 3738 4083
24.00 20.00 2666 4050 4222 4395
36.00 30.00 3681 4604 4719 4834
48.00 40.00 4428 5120 5206 5292

Gas flow rate qn, mmscfd

Figure 5-30. Gas well test analysis assuming semilog steady state.

T = 2000F; 0 = 0.20 fraction. Find the following: (1) the values of B and
F; (2) the long-term deliverability equation and inflow performance response
(IPR); and (3) the pore volume drained. The solution is shown in Figure 5-30,
which is a plot of

VV(P1)-V(PWF)1
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Table 5-17
Evaluation of Non-Darcy Flow Coefficient

Cum. Flow Gas
time time rate Sum Assume Assume Assume Assume
(hrs) (hrs) mmscfd (hrs) Function F = 0.047 F = 0.040 F = 0.035 F = 0.030
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

12.00 12.00 10.00 12.00 37 3268 3338 3388 3438
24.00 12.00 20.00 18.00 84 3282 3422 3522 3622
36.00 30.00 30.00 24.00 142 3309 3519 3669 3819
48.00 40.00 40.00 30.00 208 3326 3606 3806 4006

ILAqj/q Aog{t-tj.,)

Figure 5-31. Gas well test analysis assuming semisteady-state conditions—
Example 5-9.

versus flow rate, on coordinate paper. The intercept B = 3262 psia2 /cP/mscfd
and the slope F = 0.047 psia2 /cP/mscfd2.

MP) ~ MPwf) = 3262 qsc + 0.041 ql

Table 5-17 shows evaluation of non-Darcy flow.

1. Plot columns (12, 13, 14, and 15) versus column 10 on coordinate paper.
If the plot is not linearized, then choose other values of F.

2. Find the slope, which is 12.20 psia2/cP/mscf/d/hr, and the intercept,
B = 3176 psia2/cP/mscfd (see Figure 5-31).

3. The stabilized long-term gas deliverability equation (see Table 5-18) is

MP) ~ MPwf) = 3176^ + 0.04<72

(True value)
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Table 5-18
Predicted Long-Term Gas Deliverability

Bottom-hole Pseudopressure Flow rate Predicted flow
pressure Pw/ ip(Pwf) Pressure ratio ratio rate qg

(psia) psia2/cP — — (mmscfd)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

4273 1062.80E+06 1.00000 0.00000 0
4200 1037.53E+06 0.97623 0.14292 1.314
4000 9677.70E+05 0.91058 0.28960 2.663
3800 8976.12E+05 0.84457 0.38615 3.551
3600 8275.12E+05 0.77861 0.46351 4.263
3400 7578.78E+05 0.71309 0.52957 4.871
3200 6890.79E+05 0.64836 0.58776 5.406
3000 6214.61E+05 0.58474 0.63993 5.885
2800 5553.47E+05 0.52253 0.68719 6.320
2600 4910.55E+05 0.46204 0.73028 6.716
2400 4288.98E+05 0.40355 0.76969 7.079
2200 3692.00E+05 0.34738 0.80576 7.411
2000 3132.00E+05 0.29385 0.83872 7.714
1800 2585.65E+05 0.24329 0.86872 7.990
1600 2083.94E+05 0.19608 0.89583 8.239
1400 1622.32E+05 0.15265 0.92009 8.462
1200 1205.75E+05 0.11345 0.94145 8.659
1000 8398.06E+04 0.07902 0.95983 8.828
800 5307.66E+04 0.04994 0.97508 8.968
600 2856.97E+04 0.02688 0.98701 9.078
500 1895.99E+04 0.01784 0.99165 9.120

AOF 14.65 1549.71E+03 0.00000 1.00000 9.188

M ^ 2359T 2.359(660)
Pore volume (drained) = =

(fic)i(/) F 3.6 x 10~6 x 0.2 x 0.04

= 35.5 x 106 ft3

4>hA = 35.5 x 106

or

35.5 x 106

Area(acres) = = 101 acres
v ; 0.2 (40) (43560)

Variable-Rate DrawdownTests
In this section a theory that handles the drawdown analysis for variable

rates is presented for gas wells. We assume that the outer boundary of the
reservoir never affects the pressure behavior at the well. This allows us to



set correction terms from Ref. 8. An approximate equation relating time and
drainage radius is

t = -ii4>rjlnC (5-73)

where t = time (sec), Td = drainage radius (cm), and C — correlation term
= 0.410. For infinite reservoir behavior, from Refs. 8 and 9, considering q
positive for a flowing well, we obtain

2 2 WiizavRTT (rd\ /3W2zavRT

From Equation 5-73,

ln(rA = 0.5/»(0 - 0.5/n (-+rilnC\ (5_y5)
\rwj \ 2kp(@t=o) /

Combining Eqs. 5-74 and 5-75, we have

The pressure drawdown for a radial gas flow at constant rate in an infinite
reservoir is described by7

* - *«=°'5^^r [{int) - r 2 ^ w J
2n2rwh2M P }

where W = mass flow rate in g/sec, C = a correlation constant = 0.41, and all
other symbols denote the usual terms in cgs units. This solution is analogous
to the point source solution for liquid flow. After converting terms in Eq. 5-77
to engineering units, we have

T i ^ ^ r r ^ = O ) - 7 T
J kh L <t>Vrl J

- O . l l x l O - 1 2 ^ 2 ^ (5-78)
rwh2



where q — gas flow rate, mscfd; zav — average gas compressibility factor;
T = reservoir temperature, R°; t = flow duration, hr; 0 = gas-filled porosity;
M = gas molecular weight, lb/lb mole; and ft = quadratic flow constant, ft"1

(must be negative).
Equation 5-78 describes pressure drawdown of a gas well where the forma-

tion around it is neither damaged nor improved. If a condition of permeability
damage or improvement exists, an addition term must be added to the equation
to amount for these effects. Thus Eq. 5-78 becomes

P? - Pls = m\qlnt + q ( ' " ^ g ? ) - 7.432 + 2,] + D>q> (5-79)

where s is the skin factor and is dimensionless, and

UlAllZavT
m = kh

D' = -0.11 x 10-12 mZalT (5-80)

rwh2

Df is related to the non-Darcy flow constant D of Ramey9 by Df\

D1 = ImD (5-81)

When considering a variable-rate drawdown, we apply superposition. We con-
sider the variable flow rate as a series of constant flow rates qi, #2» #3 •••#»•
Although the total pressure-squared drop is given by three quantities; namely,

mq(lnkp@{At==0) - 7.432 + 2 A Int, and DV

superposition affects only the first. The other two are dependent only on the
instantaneous rate qn. We define qn as the sum of a series of delta rates A ^ ,
where Ag0 = q\ - <?o, Agx = q2 - q\, Aq2 = q$ - qi, etc., and q0 = 0. For
a series of rates the pressure-squared drop due to the term mqln t will then be

n=\
m^Aqtlnitn - U)

i=0

and total pressure-squared drop is given by

P(»*=o) -Plf = ™ |~E A*/n<'» - ?»> + *» ( I n k T T - 7-432 + 2 s l
L,=o ^ VWw /J

+ D'q2
n (5-82)



where tn is the total flow time, U is the time when change in rate was initiated,
and ô = 0. In many cases the quadratic term contributes only a small amount
to the total drop and we can neglect it. Then Eq. 5-82 will become

/>(® r=0) ~Plf=m [ £ *<liWn -tt)+ qn (in^'f - 7.432 + 2s j j

(5-83)

If we plot

T 1 K - I "I

(P@t=o - P1Wf) /9n versus — ] T AqJn (tn - tt)

\3n i=o J
we should have a straight line with slope of m and intercept B equal to
m(In p}@ty2] — 7.43 + 2s), provided that the quadratic flow term is negligible.
Then

kh = 7 l 2 A ^ T (5-84)
m

When the gas rate of flow per unit thickness is high, the quadratic term can no
longer be neglected. The quadratic effect puts a bow in the plot of

1 n-\

{p\@ ,=o) - P1Wf)/Qn versus — J ^ AqJn(In - U)
Q" i=o

making it impossible to determine slope m or intercept B. This problem can be
overcome quite easily, however, by a trial-and-error correction of the p}@ r=0) —
p^ values. If the quadratic effect were not present, the plot would give a
straight line. Therefore, we can correct the pressure data by using different
D' values. The Df value that, when multiplied by q%, results in correction
factors that straighten out the plot is the proper value. The correct plot is
then used to determine m and B as previous explained. The skin factor s is
given by

s = 0.5 ( * + 7.432 - J - ^ A (5-85)

and the pressure-squared drop due to skin is

(Ap2U-,, = 2(s)(m)(qn) (5-86)



If log is used in place of In, Eqs. 5-79, 5-81, 5-85, and 5-86 become

-0.11 x I O - ' 2 ^ 2 ^ (5-87)
rwh2

D'= 0.869 m D (5-88)

, = 1.151 [ - + 3.23 - log *£<**&] (5-89)

and

( A p 2 U n = 0.869 m qH (5-90)

where m is the slope of the straight line when (p2
@ ,= 0 ) — P2Jf)Iqn versus

— YIlZo ^1' l°g(f« — U) is plotted, and kh is given by

kh = UM^T

m

The following example will illustrate the applications of these equations.

Example 5-1021 Analyzing Variable-Rate Drawdown Test
A backpressure test is used to illustrate the method of analysis. The data

used to simulate the gas well are presented in Table 5-19 and as follows: rw =
0.23 ft; 0 = 0.16; sw = 0.20; h = 40 ft; ng = 0.017 cP; ct =
6.89 x 10~4 psi"1; pg = 8.28 x 10~3 cu ft/cu ft; gas gravity = 0.70; TR =
56O0R; Tsc = 5200R; Psc = 14.7 psia.

Solution Figure 5-32 is a plot of Ap2 versus — YTj=O ^Qi ' 0 S On — tj) from
the backpressure test. From this Figure 5-32, we find the slope m = 370.7 and

Table 5-19
Backpressure Test Data

Point # Duration t (hr) /fyp (psia) Gas rate (mscfd)

— 0 1691 0
1 1.25 1682 1048
2 2.25 1667 2101
3 3.25 1637 4167
4 4.25 1609 5116



Table 5-20
Pressure and Production Rate Data and Calculation of Ordinate

t Pwf qn ^P2Iqn

n (hr) (psig) mscfd (sia^/mscfd) j - YHZl ^ 1 log (tn - fc-i)

0 1676 0 — —
1 1.25 1667 1048 0.07729 0.09691
2 2.25 1652 2101 0.27416 0.17568
3 3.25 1622 4167 0.69978 0.20481
4 4.25 1594 5116 1.31431 0.34849

1 ZqnEAq1IOg (tn-tj)

Figure 5-32. Calculation of kh, k, and s from backpressure test.

intercept B = 290 psia2 /mmscfd and calculate k and s from Eqs. 5-91 and
5-89, respectively (see Table 5-20):

k = 1 ' 6 4 0 * x z ^ r
 = ( 1 6 4 ( ) x Q Q 1 3 x L Q x 56o)/(37O.7 x 15)

mh
= 2.147 mD

and

T 290 / 2.147 Y]
S = L151 [siOJ + 3*23 "1Og U l x 0.013 x 6.89 x 10-4 x 0.232JJ

= -4.19

Intercept, b = 290 psia2 / mmscfd

kh = 32.32 mD-ft
k = 2.147 mD
s = -4.19

xf= 30.37 ft

Slope m = 370.7

In (xr) = In2 (.23) - (-4.19) = 3.4135
^= e

3 '4 1 3 5 = 30.37 ft



For n = 3, qn = 4167 mscfd, tn = 3.25 hr, qo = O,to = 0, the ordinate is

ordinate = —— Kq1 - q0) log(tn - t0) + (q2 - q\) log(tn - tx)41o/

+ (43 - qi) logfe - t2)]

= 7 ^ [ ( 1 0 4 8 " °) log(3-25 - 0) + (2101 - 1048)41o/
x log(3.25 - 1.25) + (4167 - 2.101) log(3.25 - 2.25)]

= 7A3 [(1048) (0.5119) + (1053)(0.3010) + (2066) (O)]
4167

= -3—[536.47 + 316.95 + 0]
4167

= 0.2048

From the plot (see Figure 5-33) we have m = 0.02904, b = 0.00625. Thus,
from Eq. 5-91, find

kh = 28,958/zg/?g = (28,958)(0.017)(8.28 x 10~3) =

m 0.02904
k = 140/40 = 3.5mD

E [ qi - qn ) / qn] log (tn - tj)

Figure 5-33. Calculation of kh, k, and s from variable-rate test -
Example 5-10.

Intercept b = 0.00625 psia2 / mmscfd

kh= 140mD-ft
it = 3.5mD
s = -4.7

xf= 50.58

Slope in' = 0.02904



From Eq. 5-89:

s = 1.151 [A-log * 1

-1151 r°00625 ^ 3 2 1
[o.O29O4 ° g (0.16)(0.017)(6.89 x 10"4)(0.052) + ' J

= -4.7

Rate Normalization of Drawdown Pressure by Using
After-Flow Data

Equation 5-83 can be expressed in terms of the real gas pseudopressure,
*I>(p), as

711 T
fiPi) ~ tiPvfn) ~ D'q2

gn = —-^ [In(tD + 0.809) + 2s] (5-92)

where

71 IT
D' = -—-(2D) (5-93)

kh

A superposition equation for any variation of rate was given by Odeh and
Jones8 with po being approximately by the logarithm of time as

pf ~ PWJH ~ D'q2
gn l\\(iLgZ)Tr\ 1 T ^ , „ ft , J

= rf { — V (fe - qgi-\)In(tn - t^x)

+ /w ^ . - 7.432 + 2^} (5-94)

A plot of

Pi ~ Pwfn 1 V ^ / XT/ x
versus — ^ (fe ~ qgi-i)In(tn - h-X)

qgn qgn i=i

should be linear if D' = 0, with slope m' and intercept b yielding kh and s,
respectively. Flow capacity is evaluated from the slope m! by

M-711W- (5-95)
m'



and the skin from intercept b by

s = 0.5 (— - In ±
 k , + 7.432^) (5-96)

Odeh and Jones8 further recommended that if the plot bows, the data should
be corrected for the quadratic effect such as Dfq2 until the plot is made linear.
If this approach is not applicable, the logarithm of time approximation to po
is used by normalization. Equation 5-97 can be expressed in terms of the real
gas pseudopressure as

qgn

\A22T f 1 F n 1 1

= ~ u r \ - [T, (** - «,-> w » - «-.>* J+* J (5-97)

which, if D' = 0, also should result in a straight line when plotted as

J— versus — ^ ( ^ ~ 9gi-\)PD^tn - U-i)D

with slope m! given by

1422T
m> = 1 ^ (5-98)

kh
and intercept b equal to

14227;
b = iu Mkh

or

and

Xf = eln{x^ (5-99a)

where

In(Xf) = In(2rw) - s (5-99b)



Table 5-21
Calculations for Drawdown Rate Normalization

Time pwf Gas rage ip(pwf) A < 0 ( P ) &i>(p)/q £ PD-*D
(hr) (psia) (mscfd) (mmpsia2/cp) (mmpsia2/cp) (mpsia2/cp/mscfd) — —

0 4185 0 1202.50 0 0 — —
0.25 4079 1757 1153.95 48.55 27.80 -1.300 0.145
0.75 4025 1468 1129.32 73.18 49.85 -0.200 0.289
1.00 4000 1482 1117.95 84.55 57.05 0.120 0.295
7.00 3926 1494 1084.38 118.12 79.06 0.950 0.405
3.00 3888 1443 1067.20 135.30 93.76 1.180 0.491
6.00 3794 1443 1024.91 177.60 123.07 1.902 0.625

24.00 3650 1141 960.73 241.80 211.83 3.254 1.085
48.00 3562 1054 921.90 280.60 266.22 3.952 1.381
72.00 3478 1019 885.14 317.36 311.44 4.252 1.524

Example 5-112 1 Normalizing Drawdown Rate
Table 5-21 shows both the drawdown pressure and rate data declining as

a function of time. Other reservoir and well data are as follows: pi = 4185
psia; T = 635°R; z = 0.7487; rw = 0.29 ft; /x = 0.0125 cP; ct = 0.0000105
PSi-1J^ = C I l ; * = 106 ft.

Calculate k, s, and fracture half-length.

Solution Figure 5-34 is an Odeh-Jones superposition plot of the drawdown
data where the logarithm of time approximation pD-tu is used. From this plot,
slope m! and intercept b are 111,200 psi2/cP/mscfd and 182,400 psi2/cP/mscfd,
respectively.
Flow capacity is obtained from Eq. 5-95:

711ljLgzTr _ 711 x 0.0125 x 0.7487 x 635

" ~m! ~ 111,200
= 4.028 mD-ft

4.028
k = = 0.038 mD

106

and the skin factor s is obtained from Eq. 5-96:

s = 0.5 (~ - /H * , + 7.432^

/182,400 0.038 \

' VlIl,200 ~ 0.11 x 0.0125 x 0.0000105 x 0.292 + " /
= -4.11



l/qnZ(qi-qi-i) PD(U-^1 ) D

Figure 5-35. Superposition based on po - to model—Example 5-11.

Figure 5-35 represents a superposition analysis based on values of po and to-
They are obtained from the infinite-conductivity vertical fracture solution. All
points fall on a straight line. From Eq. 5-98:

m! = 196,700 psi2/cP/mscfd

14227; 1422 x 635
•••* = ^ = 1 9 6 , 7 0 0 x l 0 6 = ° - 0 4 3 m D

/D /= 0.029
k = 0.043 mD
5 = -4.3

xf = 42.75 ft

m' = 196.700 psia2 / cp / mscfd
b = » 851858.50

Calculations of fracture half-length Xf
s = In (2rw/ X1)

or In (Xf) = In (2 rw) - s
= In [2(.29))3- (4.3)] = 3.7553

Therefore xf= e3 7553 = 42.75 ft

l/qnl(qi-qi.l)ln(tn-t,l)

Figure 5-34. Superposition based on logarithm of time approximation to
PD-Example 5-11.

Intercept b 4 182,400

5 = In (2 rw / rx)
or In (Xf) = In (2rw) -s

= In[(2(.29)] - 4.3 = -.5447-4.3 = 3.5653
Therefore^ = e

[ In(35653)1

Slope m = 1111200 psia2 / cP;/ mscfd
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and the skin factor s is obtained from Eq. 5-99

The calculated Po-tD superposition value of permeability, k = 0.043 mD, is
the same as that calculated from the normalized type curve analysis, whereas
the fracture length x/ is 35.35 ft, an compared with 42.75 ft, an essentially
identical result.

5.9 Analysis of Pseudo-Steady-State Flow Data

If the drawdown were continued, the pseudo-steady-state would be indicated
by a deviation from the semilog straight line. As a matter of interest, the
approximate time to stabilization is calculated from Eq. 2-143. Various tests
utilizing pseudo-steady-state flow data are described. In particular, a useful
variation of a reservoir limits test, called an economic limits test, which utilizes
transient flow data instead of pseudo-steady-state flow data is discussed.

Reservoir Limits Test

If a single-rate drawdown test is allowed to flow until the reservoir boundary
is felt (pseudo-steady-state), the pressure behavior is governed by equation
given below for a circular reservoir.14

ApD = -£-+lnrD--+s' (5-100)
reD 4

By rearranging Eq. 5-100, with appropriate substitution for the dimensionless
terms, real variables and common log may be written as

* (Pt) ~ *0v) = 8 3 I 3 4 2 ^ C * + 50-30 x 106TT^Tt <p ixgiCi r2
ehTsc khTsc

x K £ H + i # ] (5-ioi)
In Eq. 5-101, nfyr^h represents the gas filled pore volume, v/>, of the reservoir.
Equation 5-101 may also be written as



A plot of A ^ L= ^(Pi) — * ( / v ) J versus t on arithmetic coordinates will give
a straight line of slope m!'. Therefore,

83,342 qTP,c
/ngiCim"Tsc

Also, Vp is equal to 7t(/)hr^ and reservoir limits

IVP x 106

r« = . / P ., (5-104)

Defining a Minimum In-Place Gas Volume

The radius of investigation rinv is, for rinv < re,

/[2.637 x lQ-4kt~\
rinv = 2 / (5-105)

Define a minimum in-place gas volume, V^m(in mmscf), as

Vpm x 106 = 7r#/fnv (5-106)

Equation 5-105 may be substituted in Eq. 5-104 to give

t = 3 O L 8 X 1 ° V ^ ^ (5-107)
kh

where t = duration of flow period required to conduct an economic limits test.
To illustrate the technique just outlined, Example 5-12 will clarify the use of
reservoir limits test data.

Example 5-1221 Estimating Reservoir Limit with Single-Rate Drawdown
Test

Estimate the pore volume of the reservoir with the single-rate drawdown
test reported in Example 5-2. Given: pt = 3965 psia; Zi — 0.9647; /z/ =
0.02458 cP; a = 0.000252 psi"1; qsc = 6.148 mmscfd.

Solution The first step is to plot /v / versus time on ordinary Cartesian graph
paper (Figure 5-36 and Table 5-22).

1. Plot column (5) versus column (2) on coordinate paper. (See Figure 5-36.)



Table 5-22
Reservoir Limit Test Data

Time Time Pressure
t t Pwf *l>{Pwf) IP(P1-Pwf)

(min) (hrs) (psia) (psia2/cP) (psia2/cP)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

1.2 0.02 1810.65 224.78E+06 636.34E+06
1.8 0.03 1807.45 224.04E+06 637.07E+06
4.2 0.07 1798.95 222.09E+06 639.03E+06
6.0 0.10 1786.35 219.21E+06 641.91E+06
7.8 0.13 1781.45 218.09E+06 643.02E-f06

10.2 0.17 1775.75 216.90E+06 644.32E+06
15.0 0.25 1768.05 215.05E+06 646.07E+06
19.8 0.33 1764.75 214.30E+06 646.81E+06
30.0 0.50 1757.45 212.66E+06 648.46E+06
45.0 0.75 1754.65 212.03E+06 649.09E+06
60.0 1.00 1755.45 212.21E+06 648.91E+06
90.0 1.50 1757.85 212.75E+06 648.37E+06

120.0 2.00 1754.65 212.03E+06 649.09E+06
150.0 2.50 1754.65 212.03E+06 649.09E+06
180.0 3.00 1751.35 211.28E+06 649.83E+06
210.0 3.50 1748.95 210.74E+06 650.37E+06
240.0 4.00 1747.35 210.38E+06 650.73E+06
300.0 5.00 1745.25 209.91E+06 651.20E+06
330.0 5.50 1742.05 209.20E+06 651.92E+06
360.0 6.00 1740.45 208.84E+06 652.28E+06
390.0 6.50 1739.25 208.57E+06 652.55E+06
420.0 7.00 1738.35 208.37E+06 652.75E+06
450.0 7.50 1738.35 208.37E+06 652.75E+06
480.0 8.00 1737.95 208.28E+06 652.84E+06
510.0 8.50 1737.55 208.19E+06 652.93E+06
540.0 9.00 1737.15 208.10E+06 653.01E+06
570.0 9.50 1737.15 208.10E+06 653.01E+06
600.0 10.00 1735.55 207.74E+06 653.37E+06
660.0 11.00 1735.55 207.74E+06 653.37E+06
720.0 12.00 1734.35 207.48E+06 653.64E+06
780.0 13.00 1733.55 207.30E+06 653.82E+06
840.0 14.00 1733.55 207.30E+06 653.82E+06
900.0 15.00 1732.75 207.12E+06 654.00E+06
960.0 16.00 1731.05 206.74E+06 654.38E+06
1020.0 17.00 1730.65 206.65E+06 654.46E+06
1080.0 18.00 1730.25 206.56E+06 654.55E+06
1140.0 19.00 1729.45 206.38E+06 654.73E+06
1200.0 20.00 1719.75 204.23E+06 656.89E+06



Table 5-22 Continued

Time Time Pressure
t t Pwf il>(Pwf) il>(Pi-Pwf)

(min) (hrs) (psia) (psia2/cP) (psia2/cP)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

1260.0 21.00 1724.55 205.29E+06 655.82E+06
1320.0 22.00 1721.75 204.67E+06 656.44E+06
1380.0 23.00 1720.95 204.50E+06 656.62E+06
1440.0 24.00 1720.95 204.50E+06 656.62E+06

Time / hours

Figure 5-36. Reservoir limit test—Example 5-12.

2. Find slope in units of mmpsia2/cP/hr.

1732 - 1734.5
Slope = m = = —0.4167 psia/hr

Thus from Eq. 5-103:

_ - O B * . -0.234X6-M8X1QO

r
 dPwf 0.000252(-0.4167)

11 hours

Slope m = -4.167

Vp= 1.370016x 1010scf
Area = 372 acres

re = 2271 ft
rinv = 409 ft
Vpm = 2.164 mmscf



Therefore

_ 1.370016x10.° (scf, _

205.475 (scf/ft3)

or

66.675557 x 10« =

0.1004x41

From Eq. 5-104, acres = 16,197,541/43,560 = 372.

/372x43,560x7
r* = Y 22 =

The slope of this curve is constant for t > 11 hr; therefore the radius of inves-
tigation rinv is calculated from Eq. 5-105:

f 2.637 x 10-4ifcf "I0'5 _ I" 2.637 x IP"4 x 8.96 x 11 I 0 5

r / n v ~ [ 0/X1Q J " [0.1004 x 0.02458 x 0.000252 J
= 409 ft

From Eq. 5-106, minimum in-place gas volume is given by

Vpm x 106 = n(/)hrlv = 22/7 x 0.1004 x 41 x 4092

= 2,164,152.31 scf
2,164,157.31

vpm = T^ = 2.164mmscf

Example 5-13 Estimating of Reservoir Pore Volume with Multirate Draw-
down Tests

Estimate the pore volume of the reservoir with the multirate drawdown tests
reported in Example 5-9.

Solution The first step is to plot

J- -̂ versus — ^ A#y- \og(tn - /y_j)
L Qn A Qn j = 1

as shown in Figure 5-37. The slope of this plot can be used and value of
non-Darcy flow coefficient, F, decreased gradually until the plot becomes
linear. The slope of the latter plot will then yield the value of the pore volume.



Time t, hours

Figure 5-37. Estimation of pore volume with a multirate drawdown test -
Example 5-13.

From Figure 5-37, we find F = 0.05, m = —4.739 and using Eq. 5-103:

A = 65,388,877.57 = 1 5 8 8 4 9 6 6 # 8 6 f t3 = 15,884,966.86/43,560
0.1004x41

= 365 acres

/365 x 43,560 x 1
re = y 22 =

Effect of Reservoir and Well Geometry

The pseudo-steady-state will start at a time given by the value of tDA corre-
sponding to the particular well and reservoir geometry:

0.000264fo
tDA = — — (5-108)

(pfigiCtA
or

r2

tDA= tD -f (5-109)

ApD = pt+sf (5-110)

where pt is dimensionless pressure drop at the well excluding skin and inertial-
turbulent flow effects and is defined by Ramey and Cobb:10

1 / AA \
p> = 2In [TTm^A )+27TtDA ( 5- n i )

Sl'ope m = -4.739

RV = 65,388,877.57 ft3

Area = 365 acres
re = 2249 ft



Equation 5-110, with appropriate substitution for tDA and dimensionless terms,
may be written as

*(„) _ V(^) = 57.920 x 1 0 6 ^ [ 4 - 5 ! X l ° : 4 / C 1 + 57-920
khTsc L 4>figiCiA J

x ! 0 ' ^ L 8 (*»%.) +0.869/1 (5-, 12)
khTsc L V r w c A / J

Equation 5-111 may be simplified further to give

*<*) - *OV) = 2 6 f 1 4 - 6 8 ^ + ^ . 9 2 0 x 1 0 ^

" W ^ ) H <5-ii3)

5.10 Application of Stabilized Deliverability
Equation

The most common reason for conducting drawdown tests, in addition to the
calculation of the well reservoir parameter, is the determination of long-term
deliverability. If flow tests are extended into the pseudo-steady-state region,
the calculation of deliverability is relatively simple. The stabilized flow con-
stants can be calculated by solving the simultaneous equations resulting from
two single-rate tests at different flow rates or a two-rate test. The stabilized
deliverability equations in terms of pressure squared is

Pi-Pt,= A'te + B'd (5-H4)

where

. 50,300Tjlzpsc (T (0A12re\ \
A = TU? In + s)

khTsc \ \ rw ) )
and

50,30OTAZAC

khTsc

In terms of pseudopressure:

*(P.O - V(Pwf) = Aqx + BqI (5-115)



where

115.82Ox IQ6Tp50 I" (0A72re\ s ~
A - khfZ L g \T^~) + 2303J

and

B^50.30xl0«TpSCD

khTsc

The single-rate and multirate tests described earlier yield values of kh, s, and D.
Hence stabilized flow constants A\ Bf, A, and B can be evaluated and substi-
tuted in Eqs. 5-114 and 5-115, respectively, to give the stabilized deliverability
equations.

5,11 Alternative Form of the Deliverability Equation

If, for any reason, it is not possible to conduct these tests and evaluate
s and D separately, a simplification may be made. An alternative form of
the deliverability equations in terms of pressure squared and pseudopressure
approaches is

_2 2 50,30077Zc/^ T1 /0472rA /I

*-**= khTsc H ~ ^ ~ ) + s \ (5"116)

115.82Ox 106Tqscpsc [ /0A72re\ sf 1

(5-117)

Equations 5-116 and 5-117 may be evaluated using the results of a single-rate
test. However, these equations are then valid only for predicting the deliver-
ability at flow rates near that used in the single-rate test.

5.12 Summary

A properly run drawdown test yields considerable information about the
reservoir. However, the test may be hard to control because it is a flowing test.
If a constant rate cannot be maintained, a multirate testing technique should
be used. Those techniques also should be used if the well was not shut-in long
enough to reach static reservoir pressure before the drawdown test. To ensure
the best possible multiple-rate test, the engineer must have an idea of a well's
flow characteristics. The rate change imposed must be large enough to give
significant change in a pressure transient behavior of the well. Normally, rate
is changed by a factor of two or three.
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Chapter 6

Fundamentals
of Pressure Buildup
Analysis Methods

6.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the most frequently used pressure buildup test. It is
the simplest test that can be run on a gas well. If the effects of wellbore storage
can be determined, much useful information can be obtained. This information
includes permeability k, apparent skin factor s\ and average reservoir pressure
~pR. The test consists of flowing the well at a constant rate qsc for a period of time
tp, shutting the well in (at At = 0), and measuring wellbore pressure increase
with shut-in time At. Horner developed the test, and this method of analysis is
generally considered the best. Other conventional methods of analysis include
the Horner plot, the Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson2 plot (often abbreviated as the
MDH plot), and the Muskat plot. Horner1 showed that a plot of the shut-in
pressure pws versus log (tp + At)/At should result in a straight line for an
infinite-acting reservoir. In the buildup tests, t refers to the drawdown period
prior to a buildup and At refers to the shut-in or buildup time. Matthews,
Brons, and Hazebroek,3 abbreviated as MBH, extended the application of the
Horner plot to finite reservoirs.

A buildup test is always preceded by a drawdown, and the buildup data
are directly affected by this drawdown. Usually, the drawdown starts from a
stabilized reservoir condition represented by the stabilized reservoir pressure,
Pi. At a time t, the well is shut in and the buildup is continued for a time At.
Under these conditions, the behavior of the static sand face pressure, pws, is
depicted in Figure 6-1.

6.2 Pressure Buildup Behavior Curves

Figure 6-2 shows pressure buildup curve shapes. As also shown in that
figure, the fracture cases and large negative skin cases approach the semilog
straight line from above when wellbore storage is small. That figure also shows



Front-end effects
Skins, after flow, fractures

Semilog straight line
Infinite-acting reservoir Boundary effects

Well bore storage (WBS) durations for test
design is:

For buildup test:
/ ^ = 1 7 0 , 0 0 0 ^ / M e014s

The prior flow period should reach semisteady-
state flow for MDH. WBS is well bore storage
after flow. A positive skin represents well bore
shrinkage while a fracture can be considered as

well enlargement

Figure 6-2. Idealized pressure buildup characteristics for a gas well (after
Miller ef a/.).2

Drainage boundary interference
Homer and MDH methods

MDH uses log time, and
Horner uses log[t+At)/At]

Type-curve matching
Type curves exhibit little character

and curve match may be difficult
except to select straight line for

MDH and Horner
End of the semilog straight line
t = 3192<pMgct/k(tDA)Figure5.4a

Pressure increase
from offset injection

Closed boundary
Pressure decline

from offset production

Muskat
Methods

Semilog
straight line

Deep fractures
Small well bore storage

Negative/skin
small

WBS"
Negative skin

large WBS
No skin,

no WBS positive skin
large WBSNo skin

-mediumVBS

Positive skin, small WBS

Log (shut-in, At time)

Gas gravity (Air =1.000)

Figure 6-1. Behavior of the static sand face pressure upon shut-in a gas well.
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that behavior can be hidden by large wellbore storage effects, so the buildup
curve may have the characteristic shape associated with wellbore storage or
with a positive skin. For the figure shown Miller, Dyes, and Hutchinson scales2

are used. The Horner plot is equally useful and is often preferred. Details
discussion can be found in the next sections.

6,3 Uses and Practical Applications of Pressure
Buildup Tests

Much information can be obtained from pressure transient tests. Pressure
transient testing techniques, such as buildup, drawdown, interference, and
pulse, are an important part of reservoir and production engineering. As the
term is used in this book, pressure transient testing includes generating and
measuring pressure variations with time on gas wells and, subsequently, esti-
mating rock, fluid, and well properties and predicting reservoir/well behavior.
Practical information obtainable from transient testing includes wellbore vol-
ume, damage, and improvements; reservoir pressure; formation permeability;
porosity; reserves; reservoir and fluid discontinuities; and other related data.
All this information can be used to help analyze, improve, and forecast reser-
voir performance.

It is generally good practice to run a base pressure transient test on a pro-
ducing well shortly after completion or an injection well after a suitable period
of injection. This can lead to early recognition and correction of many prob-
lems, of which insufficient stimulation is only the most obvious. Such tests
also provide in situ data for reservoir simulation and a base for comparison
with reservoir or well problem as they arise. Figure 6-3 shows types, uses, and
practical applications of buildup tests.

6.4 Type Curves and Desuperposition

Type curves are also applicable to the analysis of buildup tests, though
type curve matching techniques are not discussed fully in this section. Type
curve matching provides a simple method for determining the time of start
of transient flow during drawdown tests. A similar approach may be used to
determine the time of start of semilog straight-line data in buildup tests with
one additional step. Since a buildup is always preceded by a drawdown, the
buildup data must be "desuperposed" before attempting a type curve match. It
may be noted that desuperposition can also be performed on the second rate of
a two-rate test. Early-time data obtained during a buildup may be desuperposed
by assuming i/f (Pw^) to be constant at a value \l/(PWfo).



Figure 6-3. Uses and practical applications of buildup tests.

6.5 Tests Utilizing Early-Time Data

Analysis of early-time data may yield adequate approximations of kh. Such
an analysis may be necessary only when middle-time data are not available. As
mentioned in the previous section, a desuperposition of buildup data can give
the equivalent of a drawdown plot and may be analyzed as such. Consequently,
the discussions related to the early-time flow required in Chapter 5 generally
apply to buildup tests as they do to drawdown tests.

6.6 Tests Utilizing Middle-Time and Late-Time Data

In Chapter 5 it has been shown that early-time data may be used to determine
the time of start of transient flow data. A similar analysis applies to the early-
time portion of a buildup. Data should be obtained in the transient flow regime
since reservoir parameters calculated by an analysis of middle-time data are
much more reliable than those calculated from early-time data.

Data obtained from a properly conducted buildup test that follows either a
single-rate or a two-rate drawdown test and also a variable-rate drawdown test
may be analyzed to yield values of kh, sf, and ~pR. The pressure buildup behav-
ior during the middle-time period is analogous to that during the transient flow
period in a drawdown test. In other words, the reservoir is infinite acting and
boundaries do not affect the pressure-time data. The analysis of middle-time

Flow and Pressure Transient Tests

Buildup tests
Interfence and Pulse tests

Includes well bore volume,
damage, and improvement;

reservoir pressure;
permeability; porosity;

reserves; reservoir and fluid
discontinuities and other related

data

Uses

AU this information can
be used to help analyze,

improve, and predict
reservoir performance



data yields a semilog straight line, which should not be confused with the
semilog straight line for a drawdown test. This straight line, when extrapo-
lated, yields values of a false reservoir pseudopressure, **, corresponding
to /?*, which is used to calculate the average reservoir pseudopressure, \/fR,
corresponding to the average reservoir pressure, ~pR.

6.7 Pressure-Time Behavior of Infinite-Acting
Reservoirs

The most useful solution for transient flow is the so-called line source
solution. The solution including formation damage and turbulence effects is

ApD = 0.5(IntD + 0.809) + s' (6-1)

where

s' = s + Dqsc\ s = actual well damage or improvement
(may be positive or negative)

D = turbulence coefficient, which will always be positive
to = dimensionless time

ApD = dimensionless pressure drop

In terms of real variables and common log, Eq. 6-1 in terms of the pressure
squared case becomes

2 2 _ 57.920 x l06gscTpscJ[gz
Pi P*- khTsc

x I log tP + log _k_ . - 3.23 + 0.869/1 (6-2)

where k is in millidarcys. If the well is shut in at time tP and allowed to build
up for a time Ar, the effect of the shut-in may be obtained by the superposition
of two effects. During the shut-in period, the static bottom hole pressure is
given by the sum of the continuing effect of the drawdown rate qsc and the
superposed effect of the change in rate (0 — qsc) and is represented by

0 0 5 7 . 9 2 O x 106 qscTp,IZ gzT
Pt - Plf = khT

 s [ tagto + AO
+ - f e ) - ] + 5 7 ' 9 2 0 x ^ w

x [log At + log f — ^ y - 3.23)1 (6-3)



Note that the apparent skin, s\ should not be superposed in time since it is a
function only of the existing flow rate. The first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. 6-3 represents the effect due to the drawdown at a rate qsc for a time
(tp + At). The second term is the effect of the change in rate from qsc to 0 for
a time At. Combining these terms and simplifying Eq. 6-3 gives

2 2 57.920 x l06qscTPscJZgz (tP + A A
^ " ** JS5T log [-X-) (6-4)

This relationship represents the commonly used Horner plot. It is obtained from
this equation that plot of A(p2) versus \og(tp + At)/At on semilogarithmic
coordinates will give a straight line of slope m, from which

kh = 57.920 x lO%cTpsc]Zgz

mTsc

It must be noted that in all semilog plots representing drawdown or buildup
tests, only the magnitude and not the sign of the slope is considered. Defining
pwf0 as the pressure just before shut-in, Eq. 6-2 may be written as

2 _ 2 57.920 x lO%cTPscJ[gz
Pi Pwf0 ~ khTsc

x [log tP + log ( * . \ - 3.23 + 0.869s'l (6-6)

Subtracting Eq. 6-4 from Eq. 6-6 gives

A, - J^ = - ['"8 7TS7+ los {WM) ~ " 3 + a 8 6 9 / ] <6"7)

Defining pihr as the pressure at At — 1, and assuming ^ - j - = 1, Eq. 6-7 may
be simplified to give

s, = L151 K r - ^ 4 _ j ( ^ t ) + 3.231 (6-8)

where p\hr is obtained from an extrapolation of the linear segment of the plot
at Af = 1 hr (log 1 = 0). Equation 6-8 may be used to calculate sf. There is no
way to separate s' into its components s and Dqsc from a single buildup test.
However, if another is conducted following a different single-rate drawdown,
a different value of sf is obtained. The two different values of sf may be used



with Eqs. 5-46 and 5-47 to calculate s and D separately. Pressure buildup in
term of the pseudopressure W(pws) approach is

khTsc \ At )

From this form of equation it can be seen that a plot of W (pws) versus \og(tp +
At)/At gives a straight line of slope m, from which flow capacity kh may be
calculated by using Eq. 6-10:

U - 5 7 - 9 2 0 X l ^ « r " « «M0)
mTsc

s, = U51 r*^>-*^)_ l ogf_j_)+3 .23l (6_n)

Noting that W{p\hr) should be obtained from the straight-line portion (extrap-
olated, if necessary) of the Horner plot, Eq. 6-11 may be used to calculate s\
where sf = s + Dqsc. s and Dqsc can be found from two-rate buildup tests. The
two different values of sr may be used with Eqs. 5-46 and 5-Al to calculate s
and D separately.

W{Ap)skin = 0.869m/ (6-12)

FE = ^(P)-^(PWfo)-^(^P)skin 6 _ 1 3

*(p) - V(Pwfo)

Equations 6-12 and 6-13 may be used to calculate pressure drop due to ap-
parent skin and flow efficiency. The reservoir properties are evaluated at true

Pi, average pressure ~p (if available) or J[(p2 + plf)/2], IfW(P) is available,
W (p) should be replaced by W (p). V

A buildup semilog plot for an infinite reservoir is shown in Figures 6-4 and
6-5. Commonly used alternative buildup plots are shown in Figures 6-6 and
6-7 (after Matthews and Russell, p. 123)4 in which the time axis increases
from left to the right. The use of a Horner plot to calculate reservoir parameter
is illustrated in Example 6-1.

Example 6-126 Analyzing Gas Well Single-Rate Buildup Test
The well was shut in at a constant rate of 6.148 mmscfd for 147.12 hr, during

which time the pressure buildup was monitored continuously. The pressure just
prior to shut-in was 1735 psia. General data pertinent to the test are given below.
The pressure-time data are also tabulated in Table 6-3, columns 1 and 3, and are
given directly in the solution to this problem. From a recombined gas analysis:
N2 = 0.11%, CO2 = 7.84%, H2S = 0.0%, Cj = 80.55%, C2 = 5.10%,



Figure 6-5. Buildup semilog plots.

C3 = 4.36%, IC4 = 0.87%, nC4 = 0.77%, iC5 = 0.22% , nC5 = 0.09%,
C6 = 0.11%, C7+ = 0.00.

Well/reservoir data are as follows: well depth = 12,550 ft; T = 2500F;
h = 54 ft; 0 = 0.179; cg = 0.00025 psi"1; cw = 3.20 x 10"6 psi"1;

Reduced pressure

Figure 6-4. Buildup semilog plots.
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Figure 6-6. Horner buildup plots (after Matthews and Russell, p. 123).4

C0 = 3.30 x ICT6 psi"1; cf = 3.90 x 10~6 psi"1; z = 0.9467; JZg = 0.02345
cP, sw = 0.335; sg = 0.665; ct = 0.00023 psi"1; pR = 3700 psia; production
rate at shut-in time = 6.148 mmscfd; cumulative production prior to test =
11.382 mmscf; and

P8 = 0.00513 ft3/scf = 0.000913 bbl/scf

= 194.9752 scf/ft3 = 1095 scf/bbl

= 1.0948 mscf/bbl = 0.9134 bbl/mscf

Using the Horner method, determine the following:

1. Permeability k
2. Skin factor s and pressure drop due to skin, Aps\^n

3. Flow efficiency using p*
4. Effective wellbore radius

Solution From gas compositional analysis calculate gas properties: MW =
21.20, G = 0.732, Pc = 645.08 psia, Tc = 380.160R, H2S = 0.00%, CO2 =
7.84%, N2 = 0.11%, P1- = 3965 psia, /x7 = 0.02440 cP, c, = 0.0002295.

Log [t + At]I At
Boundary well in a
bounded reservoir

Log [ / + At]I At
Interference

(multiple wells)

Log [ t + At] I At
Phase separation

in tubing

Log [t + At]I At
Ideal buildup

Log [ t + At] I At
Positive skin, wellbore

storage and partial
penetration

Log [t + At]I At
Negative skin



Figure 6-7. Horner buildup plots (after Matthews and Russell, p. 123).4

From known PVT correlations calculate z and /xg, and find the real gas
pseudopressure function

p
r p

^= — dp
J ^z
0

Table 6-1 shows PVT gas properties and pseudopressure calculations.

Figure 6-8 is a plot of compressibility factor versus pressure; Figure 6-9
is a plot of gas viscosity versus pressure; and Figure 6-10 is a plot of real
gas pseudopressure versus pressure. Using Figures 6-8 through 6-10 develop
six-degree polynomial coefficients. See Table 6-2 for numerical values of
coefficients for predicting PVT properties. Table 6-3 shows the test data.

Calculate pseudoproducing time:

24x11.382
tp= 6.148 =UMhr

Log [ (/ +At) I At]
Naturally fractured

Log {{t +At)I At]
Stratified layers

Log [{t + At) I At ]
1-5 Rectangular with

well in center

Log [{t +At) I At]
Fault

Log [(t +At) I At]
Well between
two parallel faults

Log [(t +At) I At]
Lateral increase

in mobility



Table 6-1
PVT Gas Properties and Pseudopressure Calculations

Real gas
Pressure Compressibility Gas pseudopressure
(psia) factor (z) viscosity \ig (psia2/cP)

(cP)

4000 0.9647 0.024580 872.92E+06
3600 0.9445 0.023151 739.56E+06
3200 0.9282 0.217210 610.28E+06
2800 0.9169 0.020329 486.72E+06
2400 0.9113 0.019008 371.18E+06
2000 0.9120 0.017784 266.41E+06
1600 0.9189 0.016681 175.33E+06
1200 0.9319 0.015723 100.83E+06
800 0.9503 0.014932 45.51E+06
400 0.9733 0.014337 11.47E+06
14.65 0.9995 0.013978 5.17E+05

Pressure, psia

Figure 6-8. Z-factor versus pressure, psia.

Figure 6-11 shows a log-log plot. The beginning of the straight line by using
the one and one-half log cycle rule is 3.75 hr. Figures 6-12 and 6-13 show
Horner buildup data plot. From Figure 6-12 or 6-13, the following information
is obtained: beginning of straight line = 5 hr; end of straight line = 9 hr; m = 21
mmpsia2/cP/cycle.
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Pressure, psia

Figure 6-9. Gas viscosity versus pressure, psia.

Pressure, psia

Figure 6-10. \[r-p curve for Example 6 - 1 .

plhr = 650.00 mmpsia2/cP <+ 3330 psia

p* — 861.12 mmpsia2/cp «» 3965 psia

Pw/(At=O) = 201.25mmpsia2/cP <-> 1720psia

Cf = CgSg ~r C\v$w ' Cf

= 2.5 x 10"4 x 0.665 + 3.2 x 10~6 x 0.335 + 3.9 x 10~6

= 2.30 x 10"4PSi"1
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Table 6-2
Numerical Values of Coefficients for Predicting PVT Properties

Real pseudopressure
Polynomial Z-factor Gas viscosity function
coefficients — (cP) (psia2/cP)

A 0.999513 0.0139689 39453
B -6.810505E-05 6.044023E-07 -222.976
C 4.707337E-09 8.323752E-10 72.0827
D 5.011202E-12 -1.145527E-17 5.287041E-04
E -6.626846E-016 1.550466E-17 -1.993697E-06
F 1.094491E-20 -1.721434E-21 1.92384E-10

Shut-in time At, hours

Figure 6-11. Type curve match for the desuperposed buildup data (log-log
plot for Example 6-1).

1. Using Equation 6-10, permeability is

_ 57.92 x 1» x 6.H8 x 710 x .4.65

21 x 520

k = 339.07/54 = 8.27 mD

(text continued on page 337)
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Beginning of straight line
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Table 6-3
Pressure Buildup Test Data

Drainage
Time, At 1^- Pws Pws APWS i/>(APws) radius

hr — (psig) (psia) psia mmpsia2/cP r; (ft)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0.00 — 1720 1735 204.35 0.00 0
0.02 2666.92 1723 1738 204.96 0.00 16
0.03 1333.96 1733 1747 207.12 0.059 22
0.07 667.48 1773 1788 216.16 14.89 31
0.10 445.32 1803 1818 223.10 21.83 38
0.13 334.24 1854 1869 234.89 33.62 44
0.17 267.59 1911 1925 248.28 47.01 49
0.25 178.73 2014 2028 273.44 72.17 60
0.33 134.30 2120 2135 300.34 99.07 69
0.50 89.86 2297 2312 347.09 145.82 85
0.75 60.24 2601 2615 432.19 230.92 104
1.00 45.43 2805 2819 492.58 291.31 120
1.50 32.62 3132 3146 593.35 392.07 147
2.00 23.22 3295 3310 645.38 444.11 170
2.50 18.77 3335 3350 658.17 456.89 190
3.00 15.81 3352 3366 663.42 462.14 208
3.50 13.69 3368 3382 668.65 467.37 225
4.00 12.11 3370 3385 669.42 468.14 240
4.83 10.19 3377 3391 671.52 470.24 264
5.00 9.89 3382 3397 673.23 471.96 269
5.50 9.08 3388 3403 675.21 473.93 282
6.00 8.41 3393 3407 676.66 475.38 294
6.50 7.84 3397 3411 677.96 476.68 306
7.00 7.35 3400 3415 679.15 477.88 318
7.50 6.92 3404 3418 680.32 479.04 329
8.00 6.55 3406 3421 681.13 479.85 340
8.50 6.23 3410 3425 682.30 481.02 350
9.00 5.94 3413 3428 683.37 482.09 360
9.50 5.68 3417 3432 684.66 483.39 370
10.0 5.44 3421 3436 685.99 484.72 380
10.50 5.23 3425 3440 687.32 486.05 389
11.00 5.04 3429 3443 688.36 487.08 398
11.50 4.86 3432 3447 689.43 488.16 407
12.00 4.70 3434 3448 689.95 488.68 416
12.50 4.55 3436 3451 690.86 489.59 425
13.00 4.42 3438 3453 691.55 490.27 433
13.50 4.29 3441 3456 692.46 491.18 441
14.00 4.17 3444 3459 693.40 492.12 449



Table 6 -3 (Continued)

Drainage
Time, A* ^ ± ^ Pws Pws APWS i/>(APws) radius

hr — (psig) (psia) psia mmpsia2/cP r,- (ft)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

14.50 4.06 3447 3461 694.18 492.90 457
15.00 3.96 3449 3464 694.96 493.68 465
15.50 3.87 3452 3466 695.88 494.62 473
16.00 3.78 3454 3468 696.53 495.27 480
16.50 3.69 3456 3471 697.31 496.06 488
17.00 3.61 3458 3473 697.86 496.61 495
17.50 3.54 3461 3475 698.77 497.52 502
18.00 3.47 3462 3477 699.29 498.04 509
18.50 3.40 3465 3479 700.11 498.85 516
19.00 3.34 3467 3481 700.76 499.51 523
19.50 3.28 3469 3483 701.41 500.16 530
20.00 3.22 3471 3486 702.22 500.97 537
20.50 3.17 3473 3488 702.75 501.49 544
21.00 3.12 3474 3489 703.14 501.88 550
21.50 3.07 3477 3491 703.92 502.67 557
22.00 3.02 3478 3493 704.47 503.22 563
22.50 2.97 3480 3494 704.99 503.74 570
23.00 2.93 3481 3496 705.52 504.26 576
23.50 2.89 3482 3497 705.78 504.53 582
24.00 2.85 3485 3499 706.59 505.34 588
24.50 2.81 3486 3501 706.98 505.73 594
25.00 2.78 3487 3502 707.38 506.12 600
26.00 2.71 3491 3505 708.58 507.33 612
27.00 2.65 3494 3509 709.76 508.51 624
28.00 2.59 3497 3512 710.71 509.45 635
29.00 2.53 3500 3515 711.62 510.37 647
30.00 2.48 3503 3518 712.53 511.28 658
31.00 2.43 3506 3521 713.61 512.36 669
32.00 2.39 3509 3524 714.66 513.41 679
33.00 2.35 3511 3526 715.21 513.96 690
34.00 2.31 3514 3529 716.26 515.01 760
35.00 2.27 3517 3532 717.21 515.96 710
36.00 2.23 3519 3533 717.73 516.48 720
37.00 2.20 3522 3536 718.65 517.40 730
38.00 2.17 3523 3538 719.17 517.92 740
39.00 2.14 3526 3541 720.12 518.87 750
40.00 2.22 3529 3544 721.17 519.92 759
41.00 2.08 3531 3546 721.72 520.47 769
42.00 2.06 3534 3548 722.64 521.39 778
43.00 2.03 3536 3550 723.30 522.04 787
44.00 2.01 3539 3553 724.25 522.99 797



Table 6-3 (Continued)

Drainage
Time, At ^ Pws Pws APWS ^(APWS) radius

hr — (psig) (psia) psia mmpsia2/cP r, (ft)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

45.00 1.99 3540 3555 724.77 523.52 806
46.00 1.97 3543 3557 725.56 524.31 814
47.00 1.95 3445 3560 726.38 525.12 823
48.00 1.93 3547 3561 726.90 525.65 832
49.00 1.91 3549 3564 727.69 526.44 841
50.00 1.89 3551 3566 728.38 527.12 849
51.00 1.87 3552 3567 728.64 527.39 858
52.00 1.85 3555 3570 729.56 528.31 866
53.00 1.84 3559 3571 730.08 528.83 874
54.00 1.82 3560 3574 730.90 529.65 882
55.00 1.81 3663 3575 731.30 530.04 891
56.00 1.79 3565 3578 732.22 530.96 899
57.00 1.78 3567 3580 732.91 531.65 907
58.00 1.77 3568 3581 733.43 532.18 915
59.00 1.75 3570 3583 733.96 532.70 922
60.00 1.74 3572 3585 734.48 533.23 930
61.00 1.73 3574 3587 735.17 533.92 938
62.00 1.72 3576 3589 735.96 534.71 946
63.00 1.71 3578 3590 736.35 535.10 953
64.00 1.69 3579 3592 737.04 535.79 961
65.00 1.68 3580 3594 737.57 536.32 968
66.00 1.67 3583 3595 737.83 536.58 976
67.00 1.66 3584 3597 738.62 537.37 983
68.00 1.65 3586 3599 739.18 537.93 990
69.00 1.64 3588 3601 739.84 538.59 997
70.00 1.63 3589 3602 740.36 539.11 1005
71.00 1.63 3592 3604 740.89 539.64 1012
72.00 1.62 3592 3606 741.58 540.33 1019
73.00 1.61 3594 3607 741.84 540.59 1026
74.00 1.60 3596 3609 742.50 541.25 1033
75.00 1.59 3598 3611 743.16 541.91 1040
76.00 1.59 3599 3613 743.64 542.38 1047
77.00 1.58 3600 3614 744.12 542.86 1054
78.00 1.57 3604 3615 744.51 543.26 1061
79.00 1.56 3604 3618 745.60 544.34 1067
80.00 1.56 3606 3619 745.73 544.48 1074
81.00 1.55 3607 3621 746.39 545.13 1081
82.00 1.54 3609 3622 746.78 545.53 1087
83.00 1.54 3611 3624 747.31 546.06 1094
84.00 1.53 3612 3625 747.87 546.62 1101
85.00 1.52 3613 3626 748.26 547.01 1107
86.00 1.52 3615 3628 748.79 547.54 1114



Table 6-3 (Continued)

Drainage
Time, A* 1^- Pws Pws APWS ip(APws) radius

hr — (psig) (psia) psia mmpsia2/cP r, (ft)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

87.00 1.51 3616 3630 749.32 548.07 1120
88.00 1.50 3618 3631 749.71 548.46 1126
89.00 1.50 3619 3632 750.14 548.98 1133
90.00 1.49 3621 3634 750.67 549.42 1139
91.00 1.49 3624 3635 751.20 549.95 1145
92.00 1.48 3624 3638 752.15 550.90 1152
93.00 1.48 3625 3639 752.42 551.17 1158
94.00 1.47 3628 3640 752.68 551.43 1164
95.00 1.47 3628 3642 753.47 552.22 1170
96.00 1.46 3692 3643 753.74 552.49 1177
97.00 1.46 3631 3644 753.94 552.81 1183
98.00 1.45 3633 3645 754.63 553.18 1189
99.00 1.45 3635 3647 755.09 553.84 1195
100.00 1.44 3637 3650 755.88 554.63 1201
101.00 1.44 3640 3651 756.44 555.19 1207
102.00 1.44 3642 3654 757.50 556.25 1213
103.00 1.43 3644 3656 758.16 556.91 1219
104.00 1.43 3644 3658 758.72 557.47 1225
105.33 1.42 3644 3659 758.99 557.73 1232
106.00 1.42 3641 3659 758.85 557.60 1236
107.00 1.42 3644 3656 758.03 556.78 1242
109.00 1.41 3644 3658 758.72 557.47 1254
111.00 1.40 3644 3659 758.99 557.73 1265
113.00 1.39 3648 3661 759.65 558.39 1276
115.00 1.39 3651 3663 760.27 559.02 1288
117.00 1.38 3654 3666 761.26 560.01 1299
119.00 1.37 3656 3668 762.06 560.81 1310
121.00 1.37 3659 3671 762.98 561.73 1321
123.00 1.36 3662 3674 763.81 562.56 1332
125.00 1.36 3666 3676 764.74 563.48 1343
127.00 1.35 3666 3681 766.22 564.97 1353
129.00 1.34 3669 3683 766.89 565.63 1364
131.00 1.34 3669 3684 767.15 565.90 1374
133.00 1.33 3673 3684 767.15 565.90 1385
135.00 1.33 3677 3688 768.51 567.25 1395
137.00 1.32 3678 3691 769.73 568.48 1406
139.00 1.32 3680 3693 770.13 568.88 1416
141.00 1.32 3682 3695 770.92 569.67 1426
143.00 1.31 3685 3696 771.32 570.07 1436
145.00 1.31 3686 3700 772.41 571.16 1446
147.12 1.30 3686 3700 772.68 571.43 1446
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Figure 6-12. Horner buildup data plot for Example 6 -1 .

( t + At) I At

Figure 6-13. Horner buildup data plot for Example 6-1 (semilog plot).
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(text continued from page 331)

2. Using Eq. 6-11, the apparent skin factor is

,, = U 5 1 [X/W-VK/W _ / k \ + 3 1

1"65O-201.25
L 21

( 8 27 \ ~\

0.119 x 0.02345 x 2.3 x 10~4 x 0.42712J + 3 J
= 16.75

The well is damaged; the completion would probably benefit from stim-
ulation. Using Eq. 6-12, the pressure drop due to skin is:

is(AP)skin = 0.869 ms' = 0.869(21)(16.75)
= 305.65 mmpsia2/cP «» 2215 psia

3. Using Eq. 6-13, the flow efficiency is

J717 ^(P*) ~ ^(Pwfo) ~ if (^p)skin
ttL —

f(P*) ~ ̂ (Pwfo)
8 6 1 . 1 2 - 2 0 1 . 2 5 - 3 0 5 . 6 8 ^CA

— — o.54
861.12-201.25

This means that the well is producing about 54% as much gas with the
given drawdown as an undamaged well in a completed perforated interval
would produce.

4. The effective wellbore radius is

rwa = rwe~s = 0.427Ie"1675 = 2.27 x 10~8ft

The physical interpretation of this result is that the tested well is produc-
ing 6.148 mmscfd gas with the same pressure drawdown as would a well
with a wellbore radius of 2.27 x 10~8 ft and permeability unaltered up to
the sandface. Thus, of the total drawdown of approximately (861.12 —
201.25) = 659.87 mmpsia2/cP o 3340 psia, about 2125 is caused by
damage.

6.8 Finite Reservoir Behavior

Equation 2-66 may represent flow from a finite reservoir, in the absence
of skin and turbulent effects. Equation 2-66 may be written in terms of pseu-
dopressure with substitutions for dimensionless quantities, and including an



apparent skin factor s\ as

*(/>/) ~ nPwf) = 57.920 x l06^p^\logtP + log f k )
khTsc L V</>/V^/

Superposition of a buildup on the drawdown then gives

*(*> -*<„.,) = 57.920 x , 0 ^ [ , o g ( 4 ^ )

+f^-dos^1""'-^] <6-15)

For Ar «; rP;

F | A r = 0F| , p + A r = F | A ,

Equation 6-4, for At <^tP, then simplifies as

* ( # ) - * (p w ) - 57.920 x 1 0 6 ^ ^

f A p + AA 4;rrm F l
X r g ("^T-J + 2303 "2303 J (6"16)

A plot of ^(/7WJ) versus (tP + At)/At gives, initially, a straight line of slope
m. Extrapolation of the line to an infinite shut-in time Ar, or CP^ = 1),
does not result in a value for ̂  (/?/); the extrapolated value is called ^(p) and
can be used to obtain ~pR, as described later. Figure 6-14 illustrates a typical
buildup plot for a finite reservoir. Note that tp is a pseudoproduction time in
hours and is calculated by

, , = ™Z (6-17)

where Gp = cumulative production since well completion, mmscfd, qsc =
constant rate in mmscfd just before shut-in, and tDA is a dimensionless time
given by

0.0002637frp
tDA = — — (6-18)

(pfigiCtA



Figure 6-14. Buildup semilog plot—finite reservoir.

If real gas potential ^(p) is replaced by bottom-hole pressure squared, p2,
Eq. 6-14 becomes

PI ~ PI, = 57.920 x 1 0 6 f c [ W

(6-19)

Equation 6-4 becomes

p] -pi, = 57.920 x Vfq'lP
hff

Equation 6-16 becomes

pf - pi = 57.920 x 1 0 6 ^ g ^
Kn 1 sc

XL1Og ( " ^ T - J + 2303 -2303 J (6-21)



A plot of p\s versus tp^ gives a straight line of slope m. Extrapolation of the
line to an infinite shut-in time Af, or tp^' = 1, does not result in a value for
pf. The extrapolated value is called p2 and can be used to obtain ~p\.

6.9 Average Reservoir Pressure Estimating
Techniques

Average reservoir pressures are used for characterizing a reservoir, com-
puting its oil/gas in place, and predicting future behavior. In addition to these
uses, the average reservoir pressure is required to find a quantitative use in
volumetric-balance calculations of oil/gas in place in a reservoir. In this sec-
tion we will present various methods to calculate average reservoir pressure in
a gas reservoir.

Horner-MBH Method

The average reservoir pressure for a finite or bounded reservoir may be
estimated as shown below using the values of m and ̂ (p) obtained from the
Horner plot and the MBH curves.3 From Equation 6-21 for t*^ = 1.0,

»(„)-,<». "-^* " ^ P . [ J ^ - *1 (6-22)
khTsc |_ 2.303 2.303 J

where Eq. 6-22 is the defining equation ̂  (p). The material balance equation
may be written in terms of pseudopressure with substitution for dimensionless
quantities as

0.0002637foP

toA = — — (6-23)
4>V>giCiA

• te)-•(*,_ 57.920x1«.«=^ ( ^ ) (6-24)

Subtracting Eq. 6-22 from Eq. 6-24 gives

*^)-*^)=m2^3 ( 6 " 2 5 )

or

V(PR) = VCP)-M^ (6-26)



m is the absolute value of the slope of the straight-line section of the Homer
plot:

m = 57.920 x i o 6 ^ - ^ (6-27)
khTsc

F is the MBH dimensionless pressure at tDA, and the tDA is the dimensionless
time:

0 .0002637^
tDA = — (6-28)

tp is a pseudoproduction time in hours and is calculated using Eq. 6-17; ̂ (p*)
is the value of x//(pws) corresponding to tp~^ff = 1, from the extrapolated
semilog straight line. F may be obtained from Table B-I or Figures B-I
through B-5 corresponding to the appropriate well reservoir configuration and
reservoir shape. Values of tDA may be calculated from Eq. 6-28. If the MBH
Figures B-I through B-5 do not provide a particular configuration, F may be
calculated from Eq. 6-29 or 6-30, whichever is appropriate:

F = In(CAtDA) (6-29)

where CA is a shape factor and is obtained from Table B-2. For small tDA, that
is, the transient region of flow, the well is infinite-acting and value of F is

F = AntDA (6-30)

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 6-15 is a correction term for
finite or bounded reservoirs that is based on material balance. Thus, for an
infinite reservoir,

V(PR) = V(Pi) = V(p) (6-31)

where pt is the initial reservoir pressure for a bounded or finite reservoir,
the procedure described above is applicable if tDA can be calculated from a
knowledge of k, 0 , /%, Q , and A. If, however, all of these parameters are not
known, the following method may be used to calculate ty(~pR).

Odeh and Al-Hussainy Method

This method5 requires knowledge of ^(pi). A brief description of this
method is given below.

Equation 6-24 may be written as

tDA = 2^[V(Pt) - V(pR)] (6-32)



Figure 6-15. MBH dimensionless pressure function for one well in the center
of a circle (after Odeh and Al-Hussainy, p. 61 ).5

Substituting Eq. 6-32 in Eq. 6-22 and rearranging gives

npt) ~ V(P) V(Pi) ~ V(PR) F
m = m B03 ( 6"33)

Figure 6-15 shows dimensionless pressure function F. Equation 6-33 may
also be obtained by arranging Eq. 6-26. The following steps are followed to
calculate V(pR):

1. Assume a number of values for [^ (pt) — V(pR)]/m.
2. Calculate corresponding values of tDA from Eq. 6-32.
3. Choose the appropriate MBH curve, Figures B-I through B-5 or Table

B-I.
4. Obtain values for F for the calculated values of tDA.
5. Calculate [*(#) - V(p)]/m using Eq. 6-33.
6. Plot [*(P|.) - V(pR)]/m versus [*(#) - *(p)]/m.
7. Since V(pi) is known, W(p) and m can be obtained from the Horner

plot. [V(pi) - ty(pR)]/m is easily obtained from the above plot. Hence
V(PR) can be calculated.
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Ramey and Cobb Method

Ramey and Cobb6 have described a method for directly calculating ^(pR)
from a Horner plot. The solution yields

№1 -S (M4)

F may be calculated either from Eq. 6-29 or from Eq. 6-30, whichever is
appropriate. Thus ^(pR) may be read directly from the extrapolation of the
Horner straight line to a value of (tP + At)/At determined from Eq. 6-34.

6.10 Other Methods for Analyzing Pressure Buildup
Test Data

Several other methods for analyzing pressure buildup data are available and
are reviewed in this section.

MDH Method

This method3 also uses the MDH plot, but the method is limited to estimating
average reservoir pressure in a closed circular or square drainage region and to
wells operating at pseudo-steady-state before the buildup test. The following
equations and Figure 6-16 are used. Equation 6-9 can be written for large
producing times, that is, for tP ^> At, to become

V(Pi) ~ V(Pws) = 57.920 x 1 0 1 0 ^ ^ [ l o g ^ - log At] (6-35)
khTsc

Hence a plot ofV(pws) versus At on semilogarithmic coordinates should give
a straight line of slope m, from which kh may be calculated. The apparent skin
factor sr may be obtained from Eq. 6-11. The average reservoir pseudopressure
^CPR) is obtained from Figure 5-12 for various shapes. The value of AtDe is
calculated at any chosen shut-in time Ar from

0.0002637fcAr
Afa, = — — (6-36)

where r* = £ for noncircular geometry.
The corresponding value of ApD is obtained from Figure B-5. The average

reservoir pressure is then calculated from

V(pR) = V(Pws) + Y ^ A pD (6-37)



Figure 6-16. Comparison of times required to reach the end of Horner and
MDH straight line (after Cobb and Smith).7

where m = slope of the MDH semilog straight line and if(pws) = value of the
pseudopressure corresponding to the chosen shut-in time At from the straight
line.

Extended Muskat Method

This method was developed by Muskat8'9 and essentially gives a straight
line for data that occur in the late-time region. The method requires plotting of
\og[fy(pR) — ̂ (pws)] versus At. If the plot is not a straight line, another value
of ty(pR) is assumed, and the process is repeated. The method also requires
that Af and its corresponding V(pws) value be chosen in the range given by
the following relationship:

250(J)IXnCA 7'500 //, »cA
^ p _ <At< r ^ l _ (6-38)
k k

Horner



Equation 6-38 may be used to estimate the beginning and end of the Muskat
straight line for closed square. Equation 6-38 may also be written as

0.066 < tDA < 0.2 (6-39)

where

0.0002637£Af
tDA = — T- (6-40)

The following equations are used to analyze late buildup data in terms of p^s

and*(p w ) .
Using bottom-hole pressure squared, p\s\

_ 50.300 x 10%c7ZgzPsc f P2DiJtpDA) 1 (f>.,
K — —— —-T — ^o-^-i;

hTsc l(pj-pls)At=o]
k

(j)c = -0.0559=:—(slope, log10 cycle/hr) (6-42)

-0.00233fc
A = —-—— (for closed square) (6-43)

(j)lxgcmM

—0 00233&
_ — j _ _ (for a SqUare with constant pressure boundary) (6-44)

(/>/j,gcmM

Using the pseudopressure approach, ty(pws):

k = 50.30 x l06qscTpsc I" Vpint(tPDA) 1
k

(j)c = -0.0559 (slope, log10 cycle/hr) (6-46)
fig A

-0.0047 Ik
A = (6-47)

(p{igcmM

where p2
Dmi(tpDA)* or ^DintfezM)** can be found from Table 6-4, and

(pf ~ Pw)At=O or №(~pR) — V(pw)]At=o is the intercept from the Muskat
plot. The slope may also be estimated from the Muskat data plot:

Slope = M ^ - K l ) 2 - M P I ~ / q
Afi - At2

or

lOg [V {p2R - PJS)]2 ~ IQg[V(PR) ~ V(PW)h 1 _
Slope = — — cycle/hr

A^i - Ar2



Table 6-4
Muskat Dimensionless Intercept Pressure8

Constant pressure Closed
boundary system* square system**

tpDA P Dint ̂ fPDA ) ^ Dint {tpDA )

0.001 0.0265 0.0265
0.002 0.0520 0.0520
0.003 0.0760 0.0760
0.004 0.100 0.100
0.005 0.126 0.126
0.006 0.140 0.140
0.007 0.168 0.168
0.008 0.195 0.195
0.009 0.220 0.220
0.01 0.240 0.240
0.02 0.440 0.440
0.03 0.600 0.500
0.04 0.725 0.550
0.05 0.850 0.583
0.06 0.900 0.615
0.07 0.968 0.630
0.08 1.035 0.645
0.09 1.098 0.658
0.10 1.160 0.670
0.20 1.340 0.670
0.30 1.340 0.670
0.40 1.340 0.670
0.50 1.340 0.670
0.60 1.340 0.670
0.70 1.340 0.670
0.80 1.340 0.670
0.90 1.340 0.670
1.00 1.340 0.670

* Ramey, Kumar, and Gulati (1973)10

** Ramey and Cobb (1971)6

0.0002637fop
tl>DA ~ 1 ~A

(J) IJLgCA

A = nr]

Area = acre x 43,560 sq ft

Table 6-4 shows the data for both systems. For the closed-square system:

p2
Dint(tpDA< OA) =0.61 or *Dint(frn4< 0.1) =0.67 (6^7a)



Time At

Figure 6-17. Desuperposition for the slider plot (after Slider).11

If producing time exceeds the time to pseudo-steady-state, then for the constant-
pressure boundary system, Eq. 6-Ala. is applicable:

PDintitpDA > 0.20) = 1.34

*Dint(tpDA > 0.20) = 1.34 *

When producing time exceeds the time required to reach steady state, Eq.
6-47b is applicable.

Slider Method

The middle-time buildup data may be analyzed by using the approach pro-
posed by Slider1112 and is illustrated by Figure 6-17. The drawdown behavior
can be extrapolated as shown by the dotted line. This may be done either by
type curve matching or by the use of appropriate equations. Equation 6-35
applies prior to the pseudo-steady-state (t < tp)\ Eq. 6-36 applies thereafter.

x [log? + log ( 1—-\ - 3.23 + 0.869/1
L \<t>iigiCirl) J

(6-48)

Extrapolated draw down, y/wfp

Desuperposed
Pseudo-pressure

Measured buildup, i//ws

Measured draw down, y/w/



TKp/jigiCir^n kn

The desuperposed pseudopressure №(pws) — ̂ (PwJp)] at any shut-in time
At is obtained by subtracting the extrapolated drawdown, ty(pwjp), from the
measured buildup pseudopressure, ^(pws). This desuperposed pressure, if
plotted against log At9 should give a straight line of slope m given
by Eq. 6-50:

57.920 x \06qscTPscJZgz
m = TT^ (6-50)

khTsc

or

57.920 x \06qscTpscJiszkh = * sc g (6-51)
m Tsc

The intercept is given by Eq. 6-51:

*(/>i*r) = m [log ( JL_}_ 9 \ - 3.2275 + 0.8685^1 (6-52)

L \<t)ngcrlJ J
The skin factor is estimated from

s = L 1 5 1 r * ^ ) .,ogf * ) +3.23l (6-53)

Dietz Method

Dietz13 suggested extrapolating the straight-line portion of an MDH plot
(Pws versus log At) directly to P. The Dietz approach assumes that the well
has been produced at a constant rate long enough to reach pseudo-steady-
state before shut-in, and that a semilog straight line of appropriate slope will
develop. Dietz determined the time when P may be read directly from the
extrapolated semilog straight line:

Pcircle = 0.0002637CA* ( 6 " 5 4 )

For a well centrally located in a closed square drainage area:

CA = 30.8828,



so

(At)7 = 1 2 2 . 8 ^ ^ (6-55)
v 7 'square U v /

The use of various methods to analyze pressure buildup data is illustrated in
Example 6-2.

Example 6—226 Average Reservoir Pressure Computation Using Various
Methods

A pressure-buildup test was performed on a gas well in a finite reservoir.
Data obtained were as follows (see Table 6-5): qsc = 10 mmscfd, cumulative
gas produced, qsc = 105 scfd; T = 605° R; z = 0.850; m^ = 0.12 cP;
Ci = 0.000436 psi"1; h = 54 ft; 0 = 18%; rw = 0.3333 ft; well spacing =
640 acres.

Assuming the well is in the center of a circle, compute the reservoir pressure
in the drainage area of the well assuming finite boundary conditions:

1. Using the Horner or MBH method
2. Using the MDH method
3. Using the Ramey and Cobb method
4. Using the Dietz method

Table 6-5
Pressure Buildup Test Data

Shut-in time Well pressure p^s

A* (hr) pws (psia) tj^- (mmpsia2)

0 1742 — 3.035
1 1865 2401 3.478
3 1979 801 3.917
6 2023 401 4.093
10 2054 241 4.219
15 2079 161 4.322
22 2102 110 4.418
34 2128 71.6 4.528
45 2145 54.3 4.601
65 2170 37.9 4.709
126 2190 20.0 4.796



{tp +At)I At

Figure 6-18. Pressure buildup curve, Horner's plot—Example 6-2.

Solution Calculate pseudoproducing time using Eq. 6-17:

2AQP 24 x 105

1. Solution Procedure for Homer and MBH Method
From Figure 6-18

( 5 . 0 5 - 4.45) 106 ^ n i n 5 • 2, ,
m = = 6.0 x 10 psia /cycle

log 100 - log 10 f J

p2* = 5.64 x 106psia2 +> p* = 2375 psia

Calculate k using Eq. 6-10:

7 57.920 x 103 x qscTPscfiz
kh =

mTsc

For qsc = 10 mscfd = 0.01 mmscfd, T = 6050R, psc = 14.65, Tsc =
5200R, fi = 0.12 cP, z - 0 . 8 5 .

r 57.920 x 106 x 10 x 605 x 14.65 x 0.12 x 0.85

6.0 x 106 x 520

m = 0.6 mmpsia2 / cP / cycle
kh= 1678.29 mD-ft

k = 31.08 mD

\|/(P^ = 5.64 mmpsia2 /cP or / ^ = 2,328 psia



= 1678.290 mD-ft

k = 1678.29/54 = 31.08 mD

Also,

rt = y^74Q6o77=2978f t

Calculate dimensionless time using Eq. 6-40:

0.0002637 x ktP
tDA ~ 1 A

0.0002637 x 31.08 x 2400
~ 0.18 x 0.12 x 0.000436 x 640 x 43,560 ~ "

From Figure B-8 using 0.075, the ordinate (MBH dimensionless
pressure function) reads as 0.85, and thus

[~*2 0.85 x m "I0'5

P* = [p - - O - J

= [5 .64x I Q ^ - ° - 8 5 X
2

6
3

O x l O 5 ] ° - 5
= 2328 psia

2. MDH Method
Figure 6-19 presents a Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson (MDH) type buildup
graph for data of Example 6-2. The appearance of the graph is similar
to that of the Horner graph, i.e., MBH (see Figure 6-18). The slope m
of the straight-line portion is 5.9 x 105 psia2/cycle (from MDH graph);
the p\hr is exactly the same, i.e., 1903 psia.

57.920 x 106 x 10 x 605 x 14.65 x 0.12 x 0.85
5.9 x 105 x 520

= 1736.16 m D - f t

k = 31.61 mD

The difference in permeability between the two methods is only 2%.

1 ialPlhr~ Pwfo , k , o ^0I
s = 1.151 - l o g - + 3.23

L m (t>^crl J
_ [(3.62-3.03)IQ6

" L 5.9x10^

" 1 O g \0.18 x 0.12 x 0.000436 x 0.332/ + 3 ' 2 3 J
= —3.75 (well improvement)



Shut-in time At, hour

Figure 6-19. MDH graph—Example 6-2.

3. Ramey and Cobb Method
Calculate the value of F from Eq. 6-29:

F = In(CAtDA)

where CA is shape factor = 31.62 (from Table B-2)

0.0002637fop
tDA ~~ 1 A

(P/JLCA

_ 0.0002637 x 31.61 x 2400 _
= 0.18 x 0.12 x 0.000436 x 640 x 43, 560 ~ ' ?

;. F = /n(31.62 x 0.076) = 0.877

Using Equation 6-34:

(^±^) = e' = f»» = 2.40
^ ' PWS=PR

Reading directly from the extrapolation of the Horner straight line to a
value of 2.40 will give

/ > i = 7 ^ = 5.4xl06psia2

pR = 2324 psia.

kh = 1736.16 md-ft
£ = 31.61 md
5 = -3.75 (well improvement)

Slope, m = 5.9 x5 psia2 / cycle



4. Dietz Method
Calculate time when ~p may be read directly from the extrapolated
semilog straight line from the MDH plot using Eq. 6-AQ\

= 4>ygctA
v Jp 0.0002637CA£

_ 0.18 x 0.12 x 0.000436 x 640 x 43,560 _
- 0.0002637x31.62x31.61 ~

Reading directly from the extrapolated of the MDH straight line to a
value of 996.12 hr will give

Pls = ~p\ = 5.39 x 106 psia (see Figure 6-19)

pR = 2322 psia

6.11 Pressure Behavior Analysis and Estimating
Formation Characteristics

Buildup Following a Two-Rate Drawdown Test

The analysis of a buildup that follows a two-rate drawdown can yield values
of kh that provide a check on the results of a drawdown analysis. The flow rate
and time sequences used to develop multirate drawdown analysis still apply,
but with a slight modification. A well is flowed at a rate qsc\ up to time t\, at
a rate qsc2 up to time, t, and then shut in. The shut-in time is represented, as
before, by At. Using this notation, Eq. 4-50 may be modified to represent the
buildup period as

«(*)-«(^)-"-™»1jV>>-
khTsc

x |~log(/ + A?) + log ( * ) - 3.23]

57.920 x 106(frc2 - qsci)Tpsc

khTsc

x LgO + At + h) + log ( * ) - 3.23]

57.920xl06(0-frc2)7>,c

x Tlog At + log ( k \ - 3.23] (6-56)

Previous Page



Combining these terms and simplifying Eq. 6-56 gives

57.920 x lO%clTpsc [ ( t + At \
V(Pi) ~ *(/>„,) = , , T

 H Psc log f_LAt^t

khTsc I \t + At + t\J
+ log — (6-57)

qSc\ \ At J]
Hence a plot of

/ t + At \ qsc2 {t + At — t\\
*<p.,) versus ,Og ( ^ ^ r ^ ) + '— log (—5—)

on arithmetic coordinates should give a straight line of slope m from which
permeability is calculated as

k = 3 7 . 9 2 0 x 1 0 ^ 7 » , ( 6_ 5 8 )

mTsch

Calculate the skin factors from

s=i.i5i r ^ np^ - ^ ^ > i - ^ (-L-)+3.23]
L feel" ^ c 2 ) /W J \(/>flgiCiJ J

(6-59)

The following equations can be used to estimate the pressure drop across the
skin at rates qsc\ and qSC2, respectively. Thus, at qsc\,

V(Ap)sHn = 0.869(-m)(j) (6-60)

and at qsc2,

V(Ap)skin = o . 8 6 9 ( ^ V - m ) ( 5 ) (6-61)

Having found values for k and s, one may now proceed to determine p*. The
flowing bottom-hole pressure in a well at a time t\ can be expressed as

x I log ( — ^ _ j - I - 3.23 + 0.869^l (6-62)
L \<PligiCirl) J

By setting *(/>,•) = *(p) and rearranging Eq. 6-63, we have

*(P*) = 4/(Pw/) + (-m)[log ( - ^ - ) - 3.23 + 0.869*1 (6-63)



For a bounded reservoir, ^ (P) may be used as described before to calculate

Example 6-326 Buildup Following a Two-Rate Drawdown Test Analysis for
Gas Well

The gas well is tested for 6 hr at a rate of 2.397 mmscfd and finally by produc-
ing for a further 6 hr at a rate of 5.214 mmscfd. The pressures recorded during
the flowing and closed-in periods are listed in Table 6-6. The well/reservoir
data are as follows:

P1 = 3965 psia o \lr(pt) = 861.12 mmpsia2/cP;
PR = 3700 psia «•> ^ (PR) = 772.00 mmpsia2/cP;

h = 41 ft; re = 2200ft; rw = 0.4271 ft; T = HO0R;
4>HC = 0.119 fraction; /Z = 0.02345 cP, c = 0.00027 psi"1;
Tsc = 5200R;

Psc = 14.65 psia; and cumulative production= 11.382 mmscf.

1. From the pressure buildup determine k and s[.
2. From the flow tests determine k, s[, sf

2, and hence D, true skin factor s,
and deliverability constants A and B. Develop an inflow (IPR) curve for
this gas well. Use the same reservoir and well data given in Example 6-1.

Solution Table 6-7 shows pressure drawdown test data.
Since the fluid properties are the same as in Example 6-1, all other data

presented in Example 6-1 can be used in the current example.

Pseudoproducing time tp = — = 44.432 hr
6.148

1. Buildup Analysis
For a flowing time of 147.12 hr, the data necessary to draw the Horner
buildup plot are listed in Table 6-7. The corresponding build-up plot
is shown in Figure 6-20, from which the slope has been determined as
m = 21.0 psia2/cP/cycle and using Eq. 6-10, permeability k as

57.92 x 106 x 6.148 x 710 x 14.65
* = 2 1 x 1 0 ^ x 5 2 0 x 4 1 = 8 - 2 7 m D

(text continued on page 361)



Table 6 -6
Pressure Buildup Test Data

Time A* ^ - Pws Pws ^(Pws) ^(APWS) Radius
(hr) — (psig) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) r, (ft)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0.00 — 1720 1735 204.35 0.00 0
0.02 2666.92 1723 1738 204.96 0.61 16
0.03 1333.96 1733 1747 207.12 2.77 22
0.07 667.48 1773 1788 216.16 11.81 31
0.10 445.32 1803 1818 223.10 21.83 38
0.13 334.24 1854 1869 234.89 33.62 44
0.17 267.59 1911 1925 248.28 47.01 49
0.25 178.73 2014 2028 273.44 72.17 60
0.33 134.30 2120 2135 300.34 99.07 69
0.50 89.86 2297 2312 347.09 145.82 85
0.75 60.24 2601 2615 432.19 230.92 104
1.00 45.43 2805 2819 492.58 291.31 120
1.50 32.62 3132 3146 593.35 392.07 147
2.00 23.22 3295 3310 645.38 444.11 170
2.50 18.77 3335 3350 658.17 456.89 190
3.00 15.81 3352 3366 663.42 462.14 208
3.50 13.69 3368 3382 668.65 467.37 225
4.00 12.11 3370 3385 669.42 468.14 240
4.83 12.11 3370 3385 669.42 468.14 240
4.83 10.19 3377 3391 671.52 470.24 264
5.00 9.89 3382 3397 673.23 471.96 269
5.50 9.08 3388 3403 675.21 473.93 282
6.00 8.41 3393 3407 676.66 475.38 294
6.50 7.84 3397 3411 677.96 476.68 306
7.00 7.35 3400 3415 679.15 477.88 318
7.50 6.92 3404 3418 680.32 479.04 329
8.00 6.55 3406 3421 681.13 479.85 340
8.50 6.23 3410 3425 682.30 481.02 350
9.00 5.94 3413 3428 683.37 482.09 360
9.50 5.68 3417 3432 684.66 483.39 370
10.00 5.44 3421 3436 685.99 484.72 380
10.50 5.23 3425 3440 687.32 486.05 389
11.00 5.04 3429 3443 688.36 487.08 398
11.50 4.86 3432 3447 689.43 488.16 407
12.00 4.70 3434 3448 689.95 488.68 416
12.50 4.55 3436 451 690.86 489.59 425
13.00 4.42 3438 3453 691.55 490.27 433
13.50 4.29 3441 3456 692.46 491.18 441
14.00 4.17 3444 3459 693.40 492.12 449
14.50 4.06 3447 3461 694.18 492.90 457



Table 6-6 (Continued)

Time A* ^±T^ p™ p™ Hpws) V7CAP^) Radius
(hr) — (psig) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) r, (ft)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

15.00 3.96 3449 3464 694.96 493.68 465
15.50 3.87 3452 3466 695.88 494.62 473
16.00 3.78 3454 3468 696.53 495.27 480
16.50 3.69 3456 3471 697.31 496.06 488
17.00 3.61 3458 3473 697.86 496.61 495
17.50 3.54 3461 3475 698.77 497.52 502
18.00 3.47 3462 3477 699.29 498.04 509
18.50 3.40 3465 3479 700.11 498.85 516
19.00 3.34 3467 3481 700.76 499.51 523
19.50 3.28 3469 3483 701.41 500.16 530
20.00 3.22 3471 3486 702.22 500.97 537
20.50 3.17 3473 3488 702.75 501.49 544
21.00 3.12 3474 3489 703.14 501.88 550
21.50 3.07 3477 3491 703.92 502.67 557
22.00 3.02 3478 3493 704.47 503.22 563
22.50 2.97 3480 3494 704.99 503.74 570
23.00 2.93 3481 3496 705.52 504.26 576
23.50 2.89 3482 3497 705.78 504.53 582
24.00 2.85 3485 3499 706.59 505.34 588
24.50 2.81 3486 3501 706.98 505.73 594
25.00 2.78 3487 3502 707.38 506.12 600
26.00 2.71 3491 3505 708.58 507.33 612
27.00 2.65 3494 3509 709.76 508.51 624
28.00 2.59 3497 3512 710.71 509.45 635
29.00 2.53 3500 3515 711.62 510.37 647
30.00 2.48 3503 3518 712.53 511.28 658
31.00 2.43 3506 3521 713.61 512.26 669
32.00 2.39 3509 3524 714.66 513.41 679
33.00 2.35 3511 3526 715.21 513.96 690
34.00 2.31 3514 3529 716.26 515.01 760
35.00 2.27 3517 3532 717.21 515.96 710
36.00 2.23 3519 3533 717.73 516.48 720
37.00 2.20 3522 3536 718.65 517.40 730
38.00 2.17 3523 3538 719.17 517.92 740
39.00 2.14 3526 3541 720.12 518.87 750
40.00 2.22 3529 3544 721.17 519.92 759
41.00 2.08 3531 3546 721.72 520.47 769
42.00 2.06 3534 3548 722.64 521.39 778
43.00 2.03 3536 3550 723.30 522.04 787
44.00 2.01 3539 3553 724.25 522.99 797
45.00 1.99 3540 3555 724.77 523.52 806



Table 6 -6 (Continued)

Time At ^ Pws Pws ^(Pws) ^(APWS) Radius
(hr) — (psig) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) r,(ft)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

46.00 1.97 3543 3557 725.56 524.31 814
47.00 1.95 3445 3560 726.38 525.12 823
48.00 1.93 3547 3561 726.90 525.65 832
49.00 1.91 3549 3564 727.69 526.44 841
50.00 1.89 3551 3566 728.38 527.12 849
51.00 1.87 3552 3567 728.64 527.39 858
52.00 1.85 3555 3570 729.56 528.31 866
53.00 1.84 3559 3571 730.08 528.83 874
54.00 1.82 3560 3574 730.90 529.65 882
55.00 1.81 3663 3575 731.30 530.04 891
56.00 1.79 3565 3578 732.22 530.96 899
57.00 1.78 3567 3580 732.91 531.65 907
58.00 1.77 3568 3581 733.43 532.18 915
59.00 1.75 3570 3583 733.96 532.70 922
60.00 1.74 3572 3585 734.48 533.23 930
61.00 1.73 3574 3587 735.17 533.92 938
62.00 1.72 3576 3589 735.96 534.71 946
63.00 1.71 3578 3590 736.35 535.10 953
64.00 1.69 3579 3592 737.04 535.79 961
65.00 1.68 3580 3594 737.57 536.32 968
66.00 1.67 3583 3595 737.83 536.58 976
67.00 1.66 3584 3597 738.62 537.37 983
68.00 1.65 3586 3599 739.18 537.93 990
69.00 1.64 3588 3601 739.84 538.59 997
70.00 1.63 3589 3602 740.36 539.11 1005
71.00 1.63 3592 3604 740.89 539.64 1012
72.00 1.62 3592 3606 741.58 540.33 1019
73.00 1.61 3594 3607 741.84 540.59 1026
74.00 1.60 3596 3609 742.50 541.25 1033
75.00 1.59 3598 3611 743.16 541.91 1040
76.00 1.58 3599 3613 743.72 542.47 1047
77.00 1.58 3600 3614 744.12 542.86 1054
78.00 1.57 3604 3615 744.51 543.26 1061
79.00 1.56 3604 3618 745.60 544.34 1067
80.00 1.56 3606 3619 745.73 544.48 1074
81.00 1.55 3607 3621 746.39 545.13 1081
82.00 1.54 3609 3622 746.78 545.53 1087
83.00 1.54 3611 3624 747.31 546.06 1094
84.00 1.53 3612 3625 747.87 546.62 1101
85.00 1.52 3613 3626 748.26 547.01 1107
86.00 1.52 3615 3628 748.79 547.54 1114



Table 6-6 (Continued)

Time Ar *-*±£- Pws Pws ^(Pws) ^(^Pws) Radius
(hr) — (psig) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) r, (ft)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

87.00 1.51 3616 3630 749.32 548.07 1120
88.00 1.50 3618 3631 749.71 548.46 1126
89.00 1.50 3619 3632 750.14 548.98 1133
90.00 1.49 3621 3634 750.67 549.42 1139
91.00 1.49 3624 3635 751.20 549.95 1145
92.00 1.48 3624 3638 752.15 550.90 1152
93.00 1.48 3625 3639 752.42 551.17 1158
94.00 1.47 3628 3640 752.68 551.43 1164
95.00 1.47 3628 3642 753.47 552.22 1170
96.00 1.46 3692 3643 753.74 552.49 1177
97.00 1.46 3631 3644 753.94 552.81 1183
98.00 1.45 3633 3645 754.63 553.18 1189
99.00 1.45 3635 3647 755.09 553.84 1195
100.00 1.44 3637 3650 755.88 554.63 1201
101.00 1.44 3640 3651 756.44 555.19 1207
102.00 1.44 3642 3654 757.50 556.25 1213
103.00 1.43 3644 3656 758.16 556.91 1219
104.00 1.43 3644 3658 758.72 557.47 1225
105.33 1.42 3644 3659 758.99 557.73 1232
106.00 1.42 3641 3659 758.85 557.60 1236
107.00 1.42 3644 3656 758.03 556.78 1242
109.00 1.41 3644 3658 758.72 557.47 1254
111.00 1.40 3644 3659 758.99 557.73 1265
113.00 1.39 3648 3661 759.65 558.39 1276
115.00 1.39 3651 3663 760.27 559.02 1288
117.00 1.38 3654 3666 761.26 560.01 1299
119.00 1.37 3656 3668 762.06 560.81 1310
121.00 1.37 3659 3671 762.98 561.73 1321
123.00 1.36 3662 3674 763.81 562.56 1332
125.00 1.36 3666 3676 764.74 563.48 1343
127.00 1.35 3666 3681 766.22 564.97 1353
129.00 1.34 3669 3683 766.89 565.63 1364
131.00 1.34 3669 3684 767.15 565.90 1374
133.00 1.33 3673 3684 767.15 565.90 1385
135.00 1.33 3677 3688 768.51 567.25 1395
137.00 1.32 3678 3691 769.73 568.48 1406
139.00 1.32 3680 3693 770.13 568.88 1416
141.00 1.32 3682 3695 770.92 569.67 1426
143.00 1.31 3685 3696 771.32 570.07 1436
145.00 1.31 3686 3700 772.41 571.16 1446
147.12 1.30 3686 3700 772.68 571.43 1446



Table 6-7
Pressure Drawdown Test Data

First flow rate Second flow rate
qsc = 2.397 mmscfd qSC2 = 5.214 mmscfd

Flowing time t Pwf il>(pwf) Pwf ip(Pwf)
(hr) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.02 3609 742.50 3577 732.08
0.03 3544 721.30 3455 692.04
0.07 3480 700.37 3300 642.12
0.10 3440 687.30 3183 604.88
0.13 3385 669.52 3040 560.03
0.17 3347 657.11 2956 534.07
0.25 3270 632.62 2826 494.52
0.33 3224 618.00 2757 473.82
0.50 3173 601.65 2710 459.77
0.75 3142 591.82 2714 461.07
1.00 3130 588.23 2652 442.94
1.50 3145 592.95 2611 431.01
2.00 3128 587.48 2602 428.43
2.50 3130 588.10 2595 426.41
3.00 3134 589.39 2590 424.91
4.00 3137 590.27 2580 421.97
5.00 3140 591.28 2573 419.95
6.00 3144 592.45 2567 418.12

Slope, m = 21.0 mmpsia2 / cP / cycle

Figure 6-20. Horner buildup data plot—Example 6-3.



(text continued from page 355)

From Eq. 6-11:

' ' = M 5 ' [ 6 5 0 0 2 r ' ' 2 5

/ 8 27 \ 1

° g V0.119 x 0.02345 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/ + ' J
= 16.75

2. Flow Analysis
Plots of i/s(pWf) versus log t for the data listed in Table 6-7 are shown
as Figures 6-21 and 6-22, from which the following information is
obtained. From Figure 6-21, first flow rate = 2.397 mmscfd; m\ =
17.9 mmpsia2/cP/cycle; and ir{p\hr) — 535.15 mmpsia2/cP. From
Eq. 6-10;

1.632 x 106 x 2.397 x 710
Jfci = 2 = 3.78 mD

17.9 x 106 x 41

Shut-in time t, hours

Figure 6-21. Transient flow analysis of first flow period (2.397 mmscfd)—
Example 6-3.

mi = 17.9 mmpsia2 / cP / cycle



Log time t, hour

Figure 6-22. Transient flow analysis of second flow period (5.214 mmscfd)—
Example 6-3.

From Eq. 6-11,

, 1 1C1 [(861.12-535.15) x IQ6

5l = L 1 5 1 L iiJ^

" 1 O g \0.119 x 0.02345 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/ + 3 ' 2 3 J = 1 6 ' 0 3

From Figure 6-22, second flow rate = 5.214 mmscfd; ni2 = 17.2
mmpsia2/cP/cycle, and i/r(p\hr) = 442.94 mmpsia2/cP. From Eq. 6-10;

1.632 x 106 x 5.214 x 710
k2 = 17.2x10^x41 = 8 - 5 7 m D

From Eq. 6-11,

[(861.12-442.94) x 106

^ = L 1 5 1 L ^ ^ T o ^
~1 O g V0.119 x 0.02345 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/ + 3 ' 2 3 J = 2 2 ' 6 5

Finally, s and D can be calculated by solving the equations

s[=s + DqscX

sr
2 = s + Dqsc2

Slope, m2 = 17.9 mmpsia2/cP/cycle



or

16.03 = s + D (2.397)

22.65 = s + D (5.214)

From Eq. 5^8,

D = ' I - ' * = l6f3'f6l = ™**> x 10- mmscfd-
qSci ~ qSci 2.397 - 5.214

From Eq. 5-49,

s = s[ - Dqscl = 16.03 - 2.35 x 10~6 x 2.397 x 106 = 10.40

indicating the well is damaged.

From Eq. 5-115,

_ 115.82 x 106rP5C I" /0 .472r e \ s ]
A ~ kh¥;c L g \^~) + 2303 J

115.82 x 106(710)(14.65) T1 /0.472(2200)\ 10.401
8.27(41)(520) L V 0.4271 / 2.303 J

= 54.187485 x 10« P ^ ?
mmscfd

and

50.30 x IQ6TTV „
o = TTZ, L)

knTsc

_ 50.30 x 106(710)(14.65)
~ 8.27(41)(520) '
= 6.997435 x 1 0 6 P ^

mmscfd

Hence the deliverability equation is

IT(PR) ~ tiPwf) = 54.187485 x I O V + 6.997435 x 10Vc

Solving the quadratic equation, the value of AOF is calculated as

AQF= -A +JA*+4BW(pR))
IB

_ -54.187485 x 106 + V(54.187485)2+ 4(6.997435 x 106)(772.00 x 106)
~ 2(6.997435 x 106)

102.478921
= - f ^ 9 9 4 W = 7 - 3 2 m m S C f d



Table 6-8
Predicted Long-Term Gas Deliverability Calculations

Bottom-hole pressure ^(Pwf) Stabilized deliverability, qsc

(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmscfd)

3700 772.00 0.00
3500 706.80 0.63
3000 547.65 2.15
2500 399.17 3.57
2000 266.41 4.82
1500 155.04 5.87
1250 109.14 6.30
1000 70.63 6.66
750 40.06 6.94
500 17.90 7.15
400 11.47 7.21
200 2.88 7.26
100 0.74 7.31
14.65 0.00 7.32

The predicted long-term gas deliverability equation is

V(PR) ~ V(Pwf) = 54.187485 x \06qsc + 6.997435 x 106#2
c

Table 6-8 shows calculated values and Figure 6-23 illustrates IPR gas well
performance.

Example 6-426 Analyzing Two-Rate Buildup Test
The data are as follows: reservoir depth = 6550 ft; estimated initial reservoir

pressure = 4290 psia; T = 2000F; h = 50 ft; 0 = 0.15; iig = 0.0275; sg =
58%; s0 = 20 %; sw = 22%; cg = 0.00022 psi"1; co = 0.0003 psi"1; cw =
0.0000035 psi"1; cf = 0.0000039 psi"1; ct = 0.0003329 psi"1; rw = 0.30 ft;
Psc = 14.65 psia; Tsc = 5200R; drainage area = 100 acres; drainage radius =
1177.3 ft; f(pwfo)i = 585.28 mmpsia2/cP; \/r (pw/o)2 = 222.27 mmpsia/cP;
and cumulative production = 5.0 mmscf.

First stabilized rate before rate change = 40 mmscfd

Time to change the first gas rate to second rate = 8 hours

Second stabilized rate after rate change = 60 mmscfd

Pressure at time of rate change = 3570 psia

Determine fc, s, il/(Ap)skin, and deliverability constants A and B, and develop
the inflow performance curve.



Table 6-9
First Flow Period Test Data

Flowing time, Log time Flowing pressure Pw/ Flowing pressure Pwf
At9YiT At (psia) (psia2/cP)

(D (2) (3) (4)

0.75 — 3602 829.46E+06
1.00 0.00000 3596 827.39E+06
1.25 0.09689 3591 825.67E+06
1.50 0.17606 3587 824.29E+06
1.75 0.24299 3583 822.91E+06
2.00 0.30098 3580 821.88E+06
2.25 0.35212 3577 820.84E+06
2.50 0.39787 3575 820.15E+06
3.00 0.47704 3570 818.43E+06

Flow rate qsc, mmscfd

Figure 6-23. Inflow performance curve for Example 6-3.

Solution The pseudopressure function is shown in Figure 6-24. See
Table 6-9 for first flow period test data.

From Figure 6-25, find the following:

Slope of the straight line m\ = 16.64 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

Pseudopressure at 1 hr, yjf{p\hr) = 827.39 mmpsia2/cP



Figure 6-24. Real gas pseudopressures.

Log time /

Figure 6-25. Transient flow analysis—First plot flow period.

Reservoir temperature = 200° F

Flow rate = 40 mmscfd
k= 51.94 md
S1 =10.08

Slope m = 16.64
mmpsia2/cP/cycle
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Log (tp + ZlO / At

Figure 6-26. Pressure buildup test analysis.

From Eq. 5-40:

57.920 x 106 x 40 x 660 x 14.65
k = 16.64 x 106 x 520 x 50 = 5 L 9 4 m D

From Eq. 5-41:

[(827.39-585.28) x 106

51 = 1 1 5 1 I . 16.64 x 106
/ 51.94 \ "I

~ 1Og V0.15(0.0275)(0.0001329)0.32J + 3 ' J = 1 O ' ° 8

From Fig. 6-26, find the following:

Slope of buildup's straight line m^ = 16.17 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

Pressure at 1 hr, p\hr — 4255 psia

Pseudopressure at 1 hr i//(pihr) = 1057.0 mmpsia2/cP

Table 6-10 shows pressure buildup test data.
From Eq. 6-10:

57.92 x 106 x 40 x 660 x 14.65

* = 16.17x520x50 = 53A5mD

Slope m= 16.17

Flow rate = 40 mmscfd

y(
Pw

s)
>
 m

m
p
si

a2
/c

P



Table 6-10
Pressure Buildup Test Data

Time Shut-in pressure Pseudopressure
A* Pwf WPwf) '-*#• log ^
(hr) (psia) (psia2/cP) — —
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

0.50 4085 100.23E+07 7.00 0.8449
1.00 4240 105.70E+07 4.00 0.6020
1.50 4248 105.98E+07 3.00 0.4770
2.00 4252 106.13E+07 2.50 0.3979
2.50 4254 106.20E+07 2.20 0.3424
3.00 4256 106.27E+07 2.00 0.3010
3.50 4257 106.30E+07 1.86 0.2688
4.00 4259 106.38E+07 1.75 0.2430
5.00 4261 106.45E+07 1.60 0.2041
6.00 4262 106.48E+07 1.50 0.1761
7.00 4263 106.52E+07 1.43 0.1549
8.00 4264 106.55E+07 1.38 0.1383

Table 6-11
Second Flow Period Test Data

Flowing time, t Log t Flowing pressure, Pwf Flowing pressure
(hr) (hr) (psia) ^(Pwf) (psia2/cP)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

0.75 — 3076 649.20E+06
1.00 0.00000 3066 645.80E+06
1.25 0.09689 3059 643.43E+06
1.50 0.17606 3053 641.40E+06
1.75 0.24299 3048 639.70E+06
2.00 0.30098 3043 638.01E+06
2.25 0.35212 3038 636.31E+06
2.50 0.39787 3036 635.63E+06
3.00 0.47704 3029 633.26E+06

From Eq. 6-11:

[ (1057 .0-818 .50) x 106

* = L151L—161771*—

~ l 0 g V0.15(0.0275)(0.0001329)(0.3)2J J = l°3°

Table 6-11 shows second flow period test data.



Log time /

Figure 6-27. Transient flow analysis—second flow period.

From Figure 6-27, find the following:

Slope of the straight line mj = 26.08 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

Pseudopressure at 1 hr i//(p\hr) = 645.80 mmpsia2/cP

From Eq. 5^40,

f 57.920 x 106 x 60 x 660 x 14.65 ^ 1 ^
k = 26 .08x10^x520x50 = 4 9 7 1 m D

From Eq. 5 ^ 1 ,

e [(645.80-222.28) x 106

^2=L151L—^VW—
_ / 49/71 \ "I

OgV0.15(0.0275)(0.0001329)0.32/+ ' J
= 12.05

Slope m = 26.08 mmpsia2/cp/cycle

Flow rate = 60 mmscfd
A: = 49.71 mD

S2= 12.05
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Using Eq. 5-48, find the rate-dependent skin factor D:

D = —-—-—-— = 0.09850 mmscfd"1

4 0 - 6 0

Using Eq. 5-49, true skin factor

s = 10.08-0.0985x40 = 6.13

Pressure drop due to skin is

if(Ap)skin = 0.869(26.08)(6.13) = 138.93 mmpsia2/cP

For a square centered well, the Dietz shape factor is 30.8828. From Eq. 6-28,
the dimensionless time tDA is

tDA = 0.0002637(53.45)(8) =

(0.15)(0.0275)(0.0001329)(22/7 x 1177.32)

The value of tDA is small, indicating a transient region of flow; the well is
infinite acting and Eq. 6-30 can be used to calculate the MBH dimensionless
pressure function F:

F = AntDA = 4(22/7) (0.0472) = 0.5934

From Eq. 6-26 the reservoir pressure is

+ (PR) = +(P*) ~ Y^^ = 1070 - f^(0-5934)

= 1063mmpsia/cP

Calculate deliverability constants A and B using Eqs. 4-57 and 4-58, respec-
tively, as (see Table 6-12):

= 47768.23E + 02

^T , 660
B = 1.422 x 106 — D = 1.422 x 106 (0.0985)

kh 53.45x50

= 34559.66E - 03



Table 6-12
Predicted Long-Term Gas Deliverability Calculations

Bottom hole Pseudopressure Pressure Flow rate Predicted
pressure, (Pwf) tl>(PWf) ratio, ^ ratio, - ^ y flow rate, qsc

(psia) (psia2/cP) — — (mmscfd)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

4273 106.34E+07 1.0000 0.00046 0.101
4200 103.75E+07 0.97521 0.02472 5.491
4000 967.32E+06 0.90925 0.09096 20.204
3800 897.86E+06 0.84395 0.15597 34.643
3600 828.77E+06 0.77901 0.22101 49.089
3400 759.94E+06 0.71431 0.28608 63.542
3200 691.43E+06 0.64991 0.35069 77.894
3000 623.45E+06 0.58602 0.41413 91.986
2800 556.38E+06 0.52297 0.47797 106.164
2600 490.66E+06 0.46120 0.53978 119.894
2400 426.84E+06 0.40122 0.59997 133.262
2200 365.53E+06 0.34358 0.65725 145.987
2000 307.34E+06 0.28888 0.71207 158.161
1800 252.89E+06 0.23771 0.76320 169.518
1600 202.79E+06 0.19061 0.81023 179.964
1400 157.57E+06 0.14811 0.85312 189.491
1200 117.72E+06 0.11065 0.89025 197.738
1000 835.73E+05 0.07855 0.92200 204.791
800 553.71E+05 0.05205 0.94884 210.752
600 331.80E+05 0.03119 0.96987 215.425
400 168.81E+05 0.1587 0.98515 218.817

AOF 14.73 671.30E+03 0.0000 1.00000 222.116

• If value of gas rate (calculated) at PAV = zero, then PAV (calc.) is correct.
• If value of gas rate (calculated) at PAV < zero, then decrease the value of

PAV-

• If value of gas rate (calculated) at PAV > zero, then increase the value of
PAV*

Average reservoir pressure \f/ (PR) = 1063.407 mmpsia2/cP or average reser-
voir pressure PR = 4273 psia. Data are plotted in Figures 6-28 and 6-29.

The long-term deliverability equation is

[V(PR) - V(PWF)] = 47,768.23 £ + 02 x qg + 34,559.66£ - 03 x q]



Flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 6-28. Long-term deliverability curve.

Indicated liquid flow

<lg/ <Imax> dimensionless flow rate

Figure 6-29. Inflow performance relationship using dimensionless IPR curves.
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Buildup Test Preceded by Two Different Flow Rates

These types of analyses are applicable when a rate has been changed a
very short time before the well is shut in for buildup. In this case there is not
sufficient time for Homer's approximation to be valid. A Cartesian coordinate
graph (Figure 6-30) is used to plot the following function:

V(PWS)versus log — +log (6-64)
lqSc2 \ tP2 + At J \ At J]

We frequently can consider all production before time tp\ to have been at rate
qsc\ and production just before the test to have been at rate qSC2 for time tP2,
and Ar is the shut-in time. The slope m! of this plot is related to formation
permeability by

, 57.920 x IO%CTPSC

khTsc

Figure 6-30. Cartesian coordinate graph plot—For buildup test preceded by
two different rates.
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or

57.920 X l O 6 X T x Psc

~~ m'hTsc

Calculate the skin factor s from

J = 1.151 ; - log + 3.23 (6-66)

where vJ/(P1/ir) from the plot at time 1 hr and ^(Pwf) at time (tP\ + tP2) is
calculated from

*(/>•) - *(/V) = m^Tlog f / p l + r / ? 2 )+ log( f P 2 )+J (6-67)
ĉ2L \ tP2 J J

The pressure drop across the skin at rate qsc\ is

VJJ(APUn - 0.869(-m')(s) (6-68)

and at qsc2

V(AP)skin = 0 . 8 6 9 ^ V - m / ) ( 5 ) (6-69)
\qsc\J

Estimate V(P) by

VJZ(P) = vj/(Pm/) + (_m') L g f ^ P O - 3.23 + 0.869^1 (6-70)

For a bounded reservoir the intercept of the straight line on the ordinate of
the plot should yield Vj/(P), which may then be used as described before to
calculate ty(PR). A Cartesian coordinate graph plot for buildup test preceded
by two different flow rates is shown in Figure 6-30.

Example 6-5 Analyzing Pressure Buildup Preceded by Two Different Rates
The well is flowed at a rate 2.397 mmscfd up to time 6 hr, at a rate 5.214

mmscfd up to time 6 hr and then shut in. The shut-in time and pressures are
recorded by At and pws, respectively, in Table 6-13. The reservoir/well data
are the same as in Example 6-3. Determine formation permeability k, true
skin factor s, pressure drop due to skin at rate qsc\, and false reservoir pressure
xlf(p*).

Solution qsc\ = 2.397 mmscfd; tP\ = 6 hr; qsc2 = 5.214 mmscfd; tP2 =
6 hr; t = 6 + 6 = 12 hr; ir(pt) = 861.12 mmpsia2/cP



Table 6-13
Pressure Buildup Data Preceded by Two Different Rates

Shut-in Shut-in
time Pressure iP(pm) Plotting function, X

A*,(hr) />w*,(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) g* log {'"£%£? ) + log frjr1)

0 2567 418.12 —
1.0 2819 492.56 0.9687
1.5 3146 593.33 0.8413
2.0 3310 645.36 0.7138
2.5 3350 658.14 0.6465
3.0 3366 663.39 0.5791
3.5 3382 668.62 0.5354
4.0 3385 669.40 0.4917
5.0 3397 673.21 0.4369
6.0 3407 676.64 0.3820
7.0 3415 697.13 0.3481
8.0 3421 681.10 0.3142
9.0 3428 683.34 0.2910

10.0 3436 685.92 0.2677

At At = 4 hr, the plotting function is

v 2.397 /6 + 6 + 4\ /6 + 4\
x = 5214log ( - ^ r ) + l o g n r )

= 0.4597(0.2041) + 0.3979 = 0.4917

Buildup Analysis
For a shut-in of 10 hr, the data necessary to draw A(pws) versus function

X are listed in Table 6-13. The corresponding buildup plot is shown in Figure
6-31, from which

. 700 - 660 ~
Slope m = = 57.14mmpsia /cP

Intercept b' = 705 mmpsia2/cP and VKPihr) = 635 mmpsia2/cP

From Eq. 6-65, formation permeability k is

57.920 x 106 x 5.214 x 710 x 14.65

* = 57 .14x41x520 = 2 - 5 8 m D

From Eq. 6-66, true skin s is

s = US l l "* 0 ^ " fiPwf)t=° - log (-+-;) + 3-231



1sc2 \ tp2 + M J \ A/ J

Figure 6-31. Plot of f (Pws) versus plotting function.

( 2-58 ^ 1
~ l 0 S \0.1004 x 0.0235 x 0.00023 x 0.42712/ + 3 ' 2 J = 9 ' 3 8

From Eq. 6-68, pressure drop due to skin at rate qsc\ is

f(Ap)skinatqscl = 0.869(m)O) = 0.869 x -57.14 x 9.38
= 465.76 mmpsia2/cP

From Eq. 6-70, rjr(p*) is

yjr{p*) = f(pwf0) + (-m)l" ktp2 . - 3.23 + 0.869*1

= 201.21+ (-57.14)

X[0.1114x020080236x0.427P " ^ + °M9 X 9 3 8 ]
= 201.21 + (-57.14)[6.57 - 3.23 + 8.15]
= 201.21 + 656.61 - 857.86 mmpsia2/cP

£ = 2.58mD
5-9 .38

VJy(Z3*) = 857.86 mmpsia2/cP
VI/CPR) = 739.23 mmpsia2/cP
\\i(Pi) = 857.86 mmpsia2/cP

y/(AP)Skin = 465.76 mmpsia2/cP

Slope m - (700 - 660) / (0 - 0.7 ) = 57.14 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

Intercept b' = VOO mmpsia /cp
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Calculate i/s(pR) from the MDH method:

F = 1.1339

From Horner plot of Figure 6-20, i/(pR) — 772.00 mmpsia2/cP.

Buildup Following a Variable-Rate Drawdown Test

The methods of Odeh and Jones14 may be used for analyzing a buildup
following a variable-rate drawdown. The flow sequence may be summarized as

Flow rate q\ up to time t\

Flow rate qi up to time ti

Flow rate qn up to time tn

The total drawdown time is again represented by t, that is, t = tn. The shut-
in following rate qn extends over the time period At. Using these notations,
Eq. 4-67 may be extended to include the shut-in period to give

* ( P , ) - * ( „ . , > = m , ^ F A ^ _ 1
Qn j - ( L In J

+ mT log (" * . ) - 3 . 2 3 + 0.869sI (6-71)

Defining ty(Pwf0) as the pseudopressure just before shut-in, Eq. 5-67 may be
written as

" = m Z^ — 1O§ ( f - '>-!>

+ m' [log f ^r) - 3.23 + 0.869J'1 (6-72)

Subtracting Eq. 6-71 from Eq. 6-72 gives

V(PWS) - *(Pwfo) = m, y ^ Ag,- 1Q /f + A f - ^ - A m>(0-gn)

- log A? + m'| log ( ^ - ) - 3.23 + 0.8695']

(6-73)



where
, _ 57.920 x \06Tpsc

wfsc
Aqj = qj - qHX

qn+i = 0

to = qo = O

t = tn

A plot of

[*(#) - V(pws)] Iqn versus J2 - ^ log(' + A ' " 0-0
J=I L Qn J

on arithmetic coordinates should give a straight line from which kh may be
obtained from

kh = 5 7 - 9 2° X 1 Q 6 ^ ^ (^74)
wT 5 C

,, = U 5 1 [nP^-nPwfo) _ / ^ ^ \ + 3 23i (6_75)

where ^{pws\ — the pseudopressure at Ar = 1; i/(pWfO) — the pseudo-
pressure just before shut-in; and qn = the rate just before shut-in. Equation
6-75 is valid when IT flow effects are negligible or when the assumptions
sf — s[ = sr

2 — = s'n can be made; when IT flow effects cannot be
neglected, the foregoing equations may be modified to include

s' = s + Dqsc

Equation 6-71 may be written as

*<">-*(»"> = „' "f \^l loga + A. - tj-r) + 0.869D J
(In fa L <ln J

+ m! [log (—*—\ - 3.23 + 0.869J (6-76)
L \4>ngiCirl) J

A plot of

* W " ^ ^ versus V [ ^ . log(. + A, - ^ 1 ) I + 0.869D^n

on arithmetic coordinates should give a straight line from which good approx-
imations of kh and s may be calculated. This method of analysis involves a



graphical trial-and-error procedure in which values for D have to be guessed
until a straight line is obtained. The correct plot is then used to determine slope
m1 and intercept B' equal to

B' = m> \ln(™{PwSo)\ - 7.432 + 2*1 (6-77)

If log is used in place of In, Eq. 6-77 becomes

B' = m' [flog k^{Pwfo)\ _ 3.23 + 0.869*1 (6-78)

The values of kh and s may be determined by

U = 5 7 ' 9 2 0 X Vf"'T"' ,6-79)

m'Tsc

and

i = 1 .1 5 ir^-,o gf^4)+3.23l (M0,

Total pressure drop due to the skin effect then will be

V(Ap)skin = 0.869m' s qn (6-81)

Buildup Test Analysis When Rate Varies before Testing

Horner and MDH plotting techniques apply only for a constant produc-
tion rate preceding the buildup test. However, as indicated by the equation
tp = — - , variable-rate conditions may be handled approximately in many

HSC

circumstances. Nevertheless, in buildup tests with relatively short flow periods
or with widely varying rate before shut-in, it is important to include the effects
of rate variation on test analysis for infinite-acting system and unfractured
wells. The following equation may be used:

V(P1J = V(P1) -mJ2q-l\og [ '""°" '+
A

A '1 (6-82)
J^qn I tn - tj H- Af J

Figure 6-32 identifies the nomenclature for the variable-rate period. Equation
6-82 indicates that a plot of V(PWS) versus the summation term on the right-
hand side should yield a straight-line portion with slope — m given by equation



Time

Figure 6-32. Schematic of rate variation preceding a pressure buildup test
and skin factor from.

(with the final rate, qn, used in place of qsc) and intercept ^ (Pi). Permeability
is estimated from.

t _ 57.920 x Vf^TP. ( 6 _ 8 3 )

mTsch

if (fB-fB_i)»lhr.

, = 1.151 [*(/W " »<*W^> - log (-L-) + 3.231 (6-84)

Example 6—626 Analyzing Pressure Buildup Preceded by Varying Flow
Rates

The gas well is tested with four varying flow rates. Flow rates sequences,
shut-in time, and pressures along with calculated data are given in Tables 6-14
through 6-20. The reservoir/well data are as follows: ~pR — 1660 psia; T/> (~PR)
or 189.00 mmpsia2/cP; /x = 0.01639 cP; T = 6860R; Ts = 89°; Tc =
370.01° R; Pc = 650.59 psia; Px - 14.65 psia; Tsc = 600F; rw = 0.4271 ft;
re = 2106 ft; h = 69 ft; sg = 0.603; sw = 0.397; cg = 0.00064 psi"1;
cw = 3.01 x 10"6 psi"1; c / = 4.1 x 10"6 psi"1; ct = 0.000255 psi"1;
z = 0.9148; pg = 93.9944 scf/ft3; 0 = 14.6; 0HC = 0.088.
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Table 6-14
Calculated PVT Properties and Gas Pseudopressure, ip(p)

Pressure Compressibility Gas viscosity Real gas pseudopressure
(psia) factor (z) (cP) il>(p)9 (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9470 0.023689 903.57
3700 0.9598 0.022859 816.26
3500 0.9354 0.022018 730.52
3250 0.9256 0.021176 646.66
3000 0.9177 0.020345 565.11
2750 0.9119 0.019533 486.41
2500 0.9085 0.018748 411.18
2250 0.9074 0.017997 340.12
2000 0.9189 0.017285 273.93
1750 0.9128 0.016618 213.36
1500 0.9192 0.016002 159.12
1250 0.9279 0.015441 111.91
1000 0.9389 0.014940 72.35
750 0.9518 0.014507 41.00
500 0.9665 0.014147 18.31
250 0.9825 0.013868 4.60

14.65 0.9985 0.013687 0.53

1. Determine formation permeability k and skin factor s'9 using the Horner
and MDH plotting techniques (use long shut-in-time data).

2. Estimate k and s using Eq. 6-82 (summation term).

Solution Table 6-14 tabulates the calculated gas PVT properties and pseu-
dopressure function.

Using Horner and MDH Plotting Techniques

if(Ap)skin = 0.869 x 6.6 x 10.78 = 61.83 mmpsia2/cP «> 525 psia

Pressure buildup data in Table 6-15 are shown in Figures 6-33 and 6-34. The
log-log plot of the build-up data in Table 6-15 is used to check the significance
of wellbore storage. Since there is no unit-slope line, we conclude that dominant
wellbore storage has ended by 1.2 hr. However, the rapid pressure increase
shown in Figure 6-33 does indicate that wellbore storage or skin effects are
significant until about 0.50 hr. The data obtained about 0.50 hr can be analyzed.
The following information can be obtained from Figure 6-33:

Slope mi = 6.6mmpsia2/cP/cycleandT/r(/71/ir) = 189.40 mmpsia2/cP



Table 6-15
Pressure Buildup Data (tp \ = 6 hours, flow rate, qsc\ = 2.802 mmscfd,

Pwfo = 1164.55 psia or t/>(p) = 97.51 mmpsia2/cP)

A t tji+to p r e s s u r e ? p^ ^ (Pm) A ^ = *(pws)-*(Pwfo)

(hr) — (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cp)

0.03 181 1216 106.00 8.50
0.07 91 1284 117.85 20.34
0.10 61 1330 126.18 28.68
0.13 46 1382 135.97 38.46
0.17 37 1432 145.63 48.12
0.25 25 1513 161.75 64.25
0.33 19 1581 175.94 78.43
0.50 13 1634 187.32 89.82
0.75 9 1644 189.60 92.09
1.00 7 1645 189.88 92.37
1.50 5 1648 190.43 92.92
2.00 4 1650 190.98 93.47
2.50 3.4 1653 191.53 94.02
3.00 3 1654 191.88 94.37
4.00 2.5 1657 192.43 94.93
5.00 2.2 1659 192.87 95.37
6.00 2.0 1660 193.12 95.61

Equation 6-10 is used to estimate permeability k from

_ 57.920 x l06qscTPsc

mhTsc

_ 57.920 x 106 x 2.802 x 686 x 14.65 _
= 6.6 x 106 x 520 x 69 ~ * 9 m D

Skin factor is estimated from Eq. 6-11 using xj/ipihr) = 189.40 mmpsia2/cP
from Eq. 6-12:

, _ [" 189.40-97.51 / 6̂ 89 \]
Sl ' [ 6.6 °8V(.146)(.01639)(.000255)(.4271)2/J

= 10.78

We can estimate pressure drop across the skin from Eq. 6-12:

xff(Ap)skin = 0.869 x 6.6 x 10.78 = 61.83 mmpsia2/cP -o- 525 psia



A/ hours

Figure 6-33. A\j/(p) versus At for buildup test # 1.

' = ! S I P 8 9 - 4 0 " 97>51 - ( — ^l
S{ ' L 6.6 OgV(.146)(.01639)(.000255)(.4271)VJ

= 10.78

Using Horner and MDH Plotting Techniques
Pressure buildup data in Table 6-16 are shown in Figures 6-35 and

6-36. The log-log plot of the buildup data in Table 6-16 is used to check
the significance of wellbore storage. Since there is no unit-slope line, we con-
clude that dominant wellbore storage has ended by 1.5 hr. However, the rapid
pressure increase shown in Figure 6-36 does indicate that wellbore storage or
skin effects are significant until about 0.50 hr. The data obtained about 0.50 hr
can be analyzed. The following information can be obtained from Figure 6-36:

Slopera2 = 5.8mmpsia2/cP/cycle and tyipxhr) = 186.0mmpsia2/cP

Equation 6-10 is used to estimate permeability k:

57.920 x W6qscTPsc

h = T ^
mhTsc

_ 57.920 x 106 x 3.302 x 686 x 14.65 _
~ 5.8 x 106 x 520 x 69 ~ 9* m D

gsc, = 2.802 mmscfd

Approximately start of Horner straight-line

1.2 hours

Log-log data plot - Match (Using Ramey type curve)
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Figure 6-34. Horner's plot for buildup (rate # 1 = 2.802 mmscfd—Example
6-6).

Skin factor is estimated from Eq. 6-11 using i/f(pihr) = 186.0 mmpsia2/cP:

, 1 1C1 [186.0-110.15

*2 = 1-1 5 1L—is—
( 9*24 ^ 1

" l 0 g V(0.146)(0.01639)(0.000255)(0.4271)V + 3 J = 8 ' 3 9

Using Homer and MDH Plotting Techniques
Pressure buildup data in Table 6-17 are shown in Figures 6-37 and 6-38.

The log-log plot of the buildup data in Table 6-17 is used to check the signif-
icance of wellbore storage. Since there is no unit-slope line, we conclude that
dominant wellbore storage has ended by 1.3 hr. However, the rapid pressure
increase shown in Figure 6-38 does indicate that wellbore storage or skin ef-
fects are significant until about 0.50 hr. The data obtained about 0.50 hr can
be analyzed. The following information can be obtained from Figure 6-38:

Slope m^ = 5.9mmpsia2/cP/cycle and i/f(p\hr) = 184.30 mmpsia2/cP

1.2 hours
Start of Horner's straight line

Slope mi - 6.6 mmpsia2 / cP

qsci = 2.802 mmscfd
m, = 6.6 mmpsia2

^(Pwf) i hr = 189.40 mmpsia2 / cP
W(Kf0) = 97.51 mmpsia2 / cP

k, = 6.89 mD
s', = 10.78
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Table 6-16
Pressure Buildup Data (tP2 = 11.09146 hr; flow rate, qscl = 3.302

mmscfd; and Pwfo = 1215 psia or ^(p) = 110.15 mmpsia2/cP)

A* Pressure Pws <*/> (Pws) A ^ = ^ (pws) - * (pwfo)
(hrs) tj^- (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.07 167.37 1255 112.98 24.01
0.1 111.91 1321 114.61 35.65
0.13 84.19 1368 113.32 44.36
0.17 67.55 1416 142.47 53.51
0.25 45.37 1506 160.32 71.36
0.33 34.27 1576 174.84 85.87
0.50 23.18 1622 184.76 95.79
0.75 15.79 1631 186.74 97.77
1.00 12.09 1633 187.13 98.16
1.50 8.39 1634 187.32 98.36
2.00 6.55 1636 187.87 98.90
2.50 5.44 1637 188.15 99.19
3.00 4.70 1640 188.61 99.65
4.00 3.77 1642 189.09 100.13
5.00 3.22 1644 189.49 100.52
6.00 2.85 1644 189.68 100.72

Log-log data plot - Match -;( Using Ramey's type curves)

1.5 hours

Approximate start of Horner straight line

Qsc2 = 3.302 mmscfd

At, hours

Figure 6-35. A^(p) versus Af for buildup test # 2—Example 6-6.
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Figure 6-36. Homer's plot for buildup test (rate # 2 = 3.302 mmscfd)—
Example 6-6.

Equation 6-10 is used to estimate permeability k:

57.920 x \06qscTPsc

*3 = —

mhTsc

_ 57.920 x IQ6 x 3.524 x 686 x 14.65 _
~ 5.9 x 106 x 520 x 69 ~ ' m D

Skin factor is estimated from Eq. 6-11 using ijf(pihr) = 184.30 mmpsia2/cP
from Eq. 6-11:

, 1 i g i [184.3 -84.09

^ = 1 1 5 1 L 5J9
( 9'69 \ 1

~ 1Og V(0.146)(0.01639)(0.000255)(0.4271)2 + 323J J = U'29

Using Horner and MDH Plotting Techniques
Pressure buildup data in Table 6-18 are shown in Figures 6-39 and 6-40.

The log-log plot of the buildup data in Table 6-18 is used to check the

1.5 hours
Start of Homer's straight-line

Slope mi= 5.8 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

qsc2 = 3.302 mmscfd
m2 = 5.8 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

V(KsJi hr = 186.0 mmpsia2/cP
V(PwTo) =110.15 mmpsia2/cP

k2 = 9.24 mD
s'2= 8.30
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Table 6-17
Pressure Buildup Data (tP3 = 16.39274 hr; flow rate qscl = 3.524
mmscfd; and Pwfo =1079.55 psia or tp(p) = 84.09 mmpsia2/cP)

At Pressure Pws ip(pws) Ai/? = ^(pws)-^f(pwfo)
(hrs) ^ ± ^ (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.02 984.56 1137 93.02 8.93
0.03 492.78 1189 101.53 17.45
0.07 246.89 1269 115.19 31.11
0.10 164.93 1330 126.22 42.14
0.13 123.95 1389 137.34 53.26
0.17 99.36 1436 146.35 62.27
0.25 66.57 1523 163.85 79.77
0.33 50.18 1578 175.45 91.37
0.50 33.79 1614 183.05 98.97
0.75 22.86 1621 184.61 100.53
1.00 17.39 1623 184.95 100.87
1.50 11.93 1626 185.65 101.57
2.00 9.20 1628 186.15 102.07
2.50 7.56 1630 186.52 102.44
3.00 6.46 1632 187.02 102.94
4.00 5.01 1635 187.61 103.53
5.00 4.28 1637 188.00 103.92
6.00 3.73 1639 188.42 104.33

significance of wellbore storage. Since there is no unit-slope line, we con-
clude that dominant wellbore storage has ended by 2.5 hr. However, the rapid
pressure increase shown in Figure 6-40 does indicate that wellbore storage or
skin effects are significant until about 0.75 hr. The data obtained about 0.75 hr
can be analyzed. The following information can be obtained from Figure 6-^-0:

Slope ra4 = 5.7mmpsia2/cP/cycle and if(p\hr) = 178.6 mmpsia2/cP

Equation 6-10 is used to estimate permeability k:

57.920 x \06qscTPsc

U = T^
mhTsc

_ 57.920 x 106 x 3.543 x 686 x 14.65 _
" 5.7 x 106 x 520 x 69 " ' m

(text continued on page 391)



At, hours

Figure 6-37. AxIz(P) versus Af for buildup test # 3—Example 6-6.

Shut-in time At, hours

Figure 6-38. Homer's plot for buildup test # 3 (Rate # 3 = 3.524 mmscfd).

1.3 hours
Start of Honer's straight-line

Slope, niji = 5.9 mmpsia2/cp/cycle

qsl.) = 3.524 mmscfd
nij = 5.9 mmpsia2/.cP/cycle

V(^>. v.?)i hr = 184.30 mmpsia2/cP
VlZ(Z3UA;) = 8 4 - 0 9 mmpsia2/cP

A-* = 9.69 mD
s: ,= 12.29

Approximately start of Horner straight-line

1.3 hours

Log-log data plot - Match - (Using Ramey's type curves)
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Table 6-18
Pressure Buildup Data (tp$ = 40.30483 hr; flow rate qSC4 = 3.543

mmscfd; Pwfo = 1232 psia or *(/;) =113.45 mmpsia2/cP)

A* Pressure Pws ip(pws) A<0 = ^(pws)-^(Pwfo)
(hr) ^ ± p (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.07 605.57 1250 113.95 22.90
0.10 404.05 1264 114.33 32.20
0.13 303.29 1318 123.99 41.87
0.17 242.83 1355 130.94 48.82
0.25 162.22 1449 148.89 66.77
0.33 121.91 1522 163.56 81.44
0.50 81.61 1576 174.94 92.82
0.75 54.74 1589 177.70 95.58
1.00 41.30 1593 178.62 96.50
1.50 27.87 1597 179.46 97.33
2.00 21.15 1599 179.84 97.72
2.50 17.12 1601 180.31 98.19
3.00 14.43 1603 180.68 98.56
3.50 12.52 1605 181.11 98.95
4.00 11.08 1607 181.45 99.33
5.00 9.96 1608 181.78 99.65
5.50 9.06 1609 182.03 100.15
6.00 8.33 1610 182.27 100.39
6.50 7.72 1611 182.51 100.45
7.00 7.20 1612 182.57 100.82
7.50 6.67 1613 182.94 100.88
8.00 6.37 1614 183.01 101.12
8.50 6.04 1615 183.24 101.23
9.00 5.74 1615 183.35 101.36
9.83 5.48 1616 183.48 101.57

10.00 5.10 1617 183.70 101.70
10.50 5.03 1618 183.83 101.85
11.00 4.84 1618 183.98 101.94
11.50 4.66 1619 184.06 102.05
12.00 4.50 1619 184.17 102.11
12.50 4.36 1620 184.24 102.29
13.00 4.22 1621 184.41 102.44
13.50 4.10 1622 184.56 102.59
14.00 3.99 1622 184.71 102.70
14.50 3.88 1622 184.82 102.74
15.00 3.78 1622 184.87 102.83
16.00 3.69 1623 184.95 103.07
17.00 3.52 1624 185.19 103.22
18.00 3.37 1625 185.34 103.44
19.00 3.24 1626 185.56 103.57



Table 6-18 (Continued)

A * Pressure Pws i/j(pws) A ^ = V(pws)-V(pwfo)
(hr) t-£l^ (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

20.00 3.12 1626 185.69 103.81
21.00 3.02 1627 185.93 103.92
22.00 2.92 1628 186.04 104.00
23.00 2.83 1629 186.32 104.20
24.00 2.75 1630 186.43 104.31
25.00 2.68 1630 186.54 104.42
26.00 2.61 1631 186.74 104.61
27.00 2.55 1632 186.87 104.74
28.00 2.49 1632 186.97 104.85
29.00 2.44 1633 187.17 105.05
30.00 2.39 1633 187.21 105.09
31.00 2.34 1633 187.28 105.16
32.00 2.30 1634 187.48 105.35
33.00 2.26 1635 187.61 105.48
34.00 2.22 1635 187.67 105.55
35.00 2.19 1636 187.76 105.64
36.00 2.15 1636 187.91 105.79
37.00 2.12 1637 188.00 105.88
38.00 2.09 1637 188.11 105.99
39.00 2.06 1637 188.15 106.03
40.00 2.03 1638 188.26 106.14
41.00 2.00 1638 188.35 106.23
42.00 1.98 1639 188.42 106.29
43.00 1.96 1639 188.59 106.47
44.00 1.94 1640 188.66 106.53
45.00 1.92 1640 188.74 106.62
46.00 1.90 1640 188.81 106.69
47.00 1.88 1641 188.90 106.97
48.00 1.86 1641 189.01 106.88
49.00 1.84 1642 189.09 106.97
50.00 1.82 1642 189.16 107.06
51.00 1.81 1643 189.29 107.17
52.00 1.79 1643 189.36 107.23
53.00 1.78 1643 189.44 107.32
54.00 1.76 1644 189.53 107.41
55.00 1.75 1644 189.55 107.43
56.00 1.73 1652 191.33 109.26
57.00 1.72 1657 192.48 110.35
58.00 1.71 1660 193.01 110.88
59.00 1.69 1660 193.07 110.95
60.00 1.68 1659 192.81 110.68
61.00 1.67 1658 192.76 110.64
61.75 1.66 1660 193.01 110.88



At, hours

Figure 6-39. AT/T(P) versus Af for buildup test # 4—Example 6-6.

(text continued from page 387)

Skin factor is estimated from Eq. 6-11 using i/s(p\hr) = 178.60 mmpsia2/cP:

, , i g i [178.60-82.12

*4 = U 5 1 L — ^ —
/ 10.08 \ 1

~ ° g V(0.146)(0.01639)(0.000255)(0.4271)2/ + ' J "

Using Eq. 6-82
Figure 6^1 is a plot of the data in Tables 6-19 and 6-20, using Eq. 6-82,

the summation term in that equation is written as follows for value of n = 20:

^ g ; A , - Q-i + AA
J^qn

 &\ tn-tj + M )

2.802 / 1 8 - 0 + AA 3.302 / 1 8 - 6 + Af\
3.543 ° g V 1 8 - 6 + Af7 + 3.543 ° g \ 1 8 - 1 2 + A / /

3.543 / 1 8 - 1 2 + AA
+ 33431Og( It )

Rsc4 = 3.543 mmscfd

2.5 hours
Approximate start of Horner straight-line

Log-log data plot - Match - (Using Ramey's type curve)



Figure 6-40. Homer's plot for buildup (rate # 4 = 3.543 mmscfd)—Example
6-6.

_a™^Hg)+M»*(«±»)+*(«±2)
= 0.0590 + 0.0840 + 0.1139
= 0.2569

Table 6-20 summarizes the calculations. The slope in Figure 6-A\ gives m =
10.71 mmpsia2/cP. From Eq. 6-83;

_ 57.920 X l O 6 X ^ x T x Psc

mhTsc

_ 57.920 x IQ6 x 3.543 x 686 x 14.65 _
~ 10.71 x 106 x 69 x 520 " ' m

From Eq. 6-84;

s = 1.151 \inPUr) ~ * < * * ^ » - l o g * + 3.231

^ i i 5 i r ( 175 .5 -113 .45 )10 6

5.37 ]
~ l0g 0.088 x 0.01639 x 0.000255 x 0.42712 + 3'23 = l'U

2.5 hours
Start of Homer's straight line

Slope m4 = 5.7 mmpsia2/cp/cycle

9sc4 = 3.543 mmscfd
m, = 5.7mmpsia2/cp/cycle

W(Pws4)\ Ur= 178.6 mmpsiaVcP
W(Pwfo) = 82.12 mmpsiaVcP

k4= 10.08 mD
s'4= 12.20

\\f
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w
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Figure 6-41. Buildup test analysis when rate varies before testing—Example
6-6.

6.12 Concept of Drainage Radius

The radius of investigation is also known as radius of drainage. Any equation
for radius of investigation from a buildup test is very approximate. In a reservoir
that is known to be infinite acting the radius of investigation is simply obtained
by

^ = 0.03248^^^) (6-85)

Slope m = (175.0 - 190.0 ) / ( 0.2 - 1.6 )
= - 15/ - 1.4
= 10.71 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

Table 6-19
Pretest Rate and Pressure

Data

j tj 4sc
(hr) (mmscfd)

0 0 0
1 6 2.802
2 12 3.302
3 18 3.543

y(
P

w
J,

 
m

m
ps

ia
2/c

P



Table 6-20
Buildup Data and Computations

2.802 l f t fT /18+Ar \ 3.302 i / 12+Af \ 3.543 i { 6+At\
At 3343 l08(l2+A7j 3 3 4 3 1 O 8 ^ - 6 + A T J 3 ^ 4 3 l o 8 V ^ r J £ Pws ^(Pws)
(hr) 0.79091Og(If^) 0.93201og ( ^ g ) log ( ^ ) Term (psia) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.07 0.1386 0.2782 1.9381 2.3549 1210 105.02
0.10 0.1383 0.2772 1.7853 2.2008 1264 114.33
0.50 0.1347 0.2647 1.1139 1.5133 1576 174.94
1.00 0.1303 0.2506 0.8451 1.2260 1593 178.62
1.50 0.1263 0.2379 0.6990 1.0632 1597 179.46
2.00 0.1225 0.2265 0.6021 0.9511 1599 179.84
2.50 0.1189 0.2162 0.5315 0.8666 1601 180.31
3.00 0.1156 0.2068 0.4771 0.7995 1603 180.68
3.50 0.1124 0.1982 0.4337 0.7443 1605 181.11
4.00 0.1094 0.1902 0.3979 0.6975 1607 181.45
4.50 0.1065 0.1829 0.3680 0.6574 1608 181.78
5.00 0.1038 0.1762 0.3424 0.6224 1609 182.03
5.50 0.1013 0.1699 0.3203 0.5915 1610 182.27
6.00 0.0988 0.1641 0.3010 0.5639 1611 182.51
6.50 0.0965 0.1589 0.2840 0.5394 1612 182.57
7.00 0.0943 0.1536 0.2688 0.5167 1613 182.94
7.50 0.0921 0.1488 0.2553 0.4962 1614 183.01
8.00 0.0901 0.1444 0.2430 0.4748 1615 183.24
8.50 0.0882 0.1403 0.2324 0.4596 1615 183.35
9.00 0.0863 0.1362 0.2218 0.4443 1616 183.48
9.50 0.0846 0.1326 0.2130 0.4301 1617 183.70
10.00 0.0828 0.1289 0.2041 0.4158 1618 183.83
11.00 0.0797 0.1227 0.1901 0.3849 1619 184.06
12.00 0.0766 0.1164 0.1761 0.3691 1620 184.24
14.00 0.0717 0.1070 0.1572 0.3359 1622 184.82
16.00 0.0667 0.0976 0.1383 0.3026 1624 185.19
18.00 0.0629 0.0908 0.1261 0.2798 1626 185.56
20.00 0.0590 0.0840 0.1139 0.2569 1627 185.93
22.00 0.0558 0.0786 0.1047 0.2391 1628 186.13
24.00 0.0531 0.0741 0.0975 0.2247 1630 186.43
26.00 0.0504 0.0696 0.0902 0.2102 1631 186.74
28.00 0.0482 0.0660 0.0847 0.1989 1632 186.97
30.00 0.0459 0.0624 0.0792 0.1875 1633 187.21
32.00 0.0439 0.0593 0.0746 0.1778 1634 187.48
34.00 0.0422 0.0567 0.0708 0.1696 1635 187.67
36.00 0.0405 0.0540 0.0669 0.1614 1636 187.91
40.00 0.0375 0.0496 0.0607 0.1478 1638 188.26
44.00 0.0350 0.0459 0.0555 0.1364 1640 188.66
48.00 0.0329 0.0429 0.0515 0.1272 1641 189.01
52.00 0.0307 0.0398 0.0475 0.1180 1643 189.36
56.00 0.0291 0.0375 0.0445 0.1111 1652 191.33
60.00 0.0275 0.0352 0.0414 0.1041 1659 192.81
61.75 0.0269 0.0343 0.0403 0.1015 1660 193.11



This equation is valid only for rinv < re or (t + AO < ts where ts is time of
stabilization and is found from

ts = l O O O ^ ^ 1 (6-86)
kpR

Example 6-7 Calculating Radius of Investigation
We wish to run a flow test on an exploratory well for sufficiently long

to ensure that the well will drain a cylinder of more than 1000 ft radius.
Preliminary well and fluid data analysis suggests that k = 8.21 mD, </> =
0.1004, ct = 0.00023 psi"1, and /JLS — 0.02345 cP. What length flow test
appears advisable?

Solution The minimum length flow test would propagate a pressure transient
approximately 2000 ft from the well (twice the minimum radius of investigation
for safety).

_ 9S44>fictrf _ 984 x 0.1004 x 0.02345 x 0.00023 x 20002

f ~ k = 8i21
= 259.6 hr

In practice, we require a flow rate large enough that pressure change with
time can be recorded with sufficient precision to be useful for analysis; also,
it depends on the particular pressure gauge used in the test.

6.13 Analysis of Responses in Composite Reservoirs

Several deviations that may include reservoir heterogeneity, phase redistri-
bution, wellbore storage, and interference effects will affect the data collected
during buildup tests. Some of these deviations may be recognized from a
Horner plot. A few of the important deviations from the idealized reservoir
model are shown in Figure 6-2.

6.14 Summary

In conclusion, practical considerations may prevent us from conducting
pressure tests and the complexity may limit the information we can get. Thus,
it is important for an engineer to determine the objectives of the well test
and make some preliminary calculations about various flow periods and their
duration. Based upon test duration, an engineer can then estimate the shut-in
time required to obtain various flow periods, information obtained from these
flow periods, and costs for conducting these tests. Then one can establish a
reasonable basis to decide on conducting a well test. In some instances, it may



be difficult to estimate a range of various reservoir parameters. The buildup test
can then be undertaken based upon evaluation of the initial drawdown testing.
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Chapter 7

Predicting Future
Deliverability Using
Empirical
Relationships

7.1 Introduction

Deliverability testing is a commonly used technique for predicting short-
term and long-term behavior of gas wells. Typically, a well is flowed at different
rates, and the pressure-rate-time response is recorded. From analysis of these
data, information is obtained regarding the deliverability of the well, i.e., its
ability to produce against a given backpressure at a given stage of reservoir
depletion. Such forecasting is often required input for designing production
facilities, planning field development, estimating payout time, setting allow-
able rates, etc. Deliverability testing has been done using multipoint flow tests.
Empirical equations5'7 to predict current and future gas well deliverability are
presented. Deliverability calculations for both unfractured and fractured gas
wells are also briefly discussed in this chapter.

7.2 Empirical Treatment

The basic assumptions are:

1. Homogeneous, isotropic, unfractured reservoir with a closed outer
boundary

2. Single, fully penetrating well
3. Stabilized conditions prevail, i.e., pseudo-steady-state equations can be

used to describe gas flow in the reservoir
4. Turbulent factor D and a rate-dependent skin Dqsc.



Under these assumptions, the drawdown equation, in gas-field units, is

50.300 x l06qscTPsc

Tl / 2.2458 \ 1
x -InI — — J + 2ntDA + s + Dqsc (7-1)

After rearranging, Eq. 7-1 becomes

f V(Pi) -*(pwf) 1 1 (A \ 1 /2^458 \

+ 2TUDA + s + D<?5C (7-2)

For a closed drainage volume, material balance gives

r V(P1)-npR) i

L 5 0 . 3 0 0 x l 0 6 ^ c J

Combining Eqs. 7-2 and 7-3, we have

7̂ Tn = -/»( — + -InI —— + s + Dqsc

L50.300xl06x^|^J 2 V^/ 2 \ CA J
(7-4)

This equation can now be rewritten as the familiar quadratic deliverability
equation:

V(pR) - V(pmf) = aqsc + bql (7-5)

where the coefficients a and b are given by

a = 57.900 x 106-̂ -1" logf 4 ) + logf ̂ ^ ) +O.869/I (7-6)
khl VlJ \ CA J J

b = 50.300 x 1 0 6 - ^ (7-7)
khTsc

Solving Eq. 7-5 and taking the positive root to be qsc,

-a + Ja2 + 4b[V(pR) - V(PmfT] n ^
qsc Th (7-8)



and corresponding to a zero sandface pressure, the absolute open flow potential
(AOFP) is the theoretical maximum rate (AOF)current\

(AOF)cumnl(nPmf = O)) = - * + > 2 + 4 W ^ ) ] ( 7 _ 9 )

Dividing Eq. 7-8 by Eq. 7-9 we get

f qsc 1 = -a + > 2 + M[V(PR) ~ V(Pmf)]
I (AOF ) c u r r e n t J -a + Ja2 + 4b[V(pR)]

which can also be expressed in a form such as

r fa U F 1 № ^ 1 (7_n)

where F l is some functional form. The dimensionless groups [V (̂pmf)/ V (~pR)]
and [qsc/(AOF)current] can be generated for a variety of cases and develop an
empirical correlation of the form of Eq. 7-11. This will then be the IPR for
current deliverability. To calculate deliverability at future conditions, Eq. 7-9
can be rewritten as

(A(Jt ) f u t u r e = — (7-12)

Now dividing Eq. 7-12 by Eq. 7-11, we get

(AOF)future = -a + y/a2 + 4b[V(pR)f]

(AOF)current -a+ a2+ 4b[V(pR)]

This equation can be restated as

[ (A°F)^ ] = F2\^^l] (7-14)
L(AOF)current] L V(pR) J

where Fl is some other functional form. The other dimensionless groups
[V(pR)f/V(pR)] and [(AOF )future/(AOF )current] can be generated for a vari-
ety of cases and develop a second empirical relation, of the form of Eq. 7-14.
This will then be the IPR for future deliverability.

Current Deliverability Calculations

Follow these steps:

1. Knowing ^(PR) and ^(Pmf), calculate V(Pmf)/^(FR).
2. From the dimensionless IPR for current conditions (test fit curve), esti-

mate [qsc/(AOF)current].



3. Knowing qsc, calculate AOFP as

AOFP = —
[qsc/(AOF)current]

4. At any other sandface pressure V(P^)9 to find the flow rate q'sc, first cal-

culate [V (P^)/V (PR)]. Then, from the dimensionless IPR for current

conditions (test fit curve), estimate \_q'scf / (AOF) CUrrent\. Deliverability is

next calculated as qr
sc = (A0F)current x [qf

sc/(AOF)].

Future Deliverability Calculations

Follow these steps:

1. Given a future average reservoir pressure V(PR)/, and knowing the
current average reservoir pressure V(PR)9 calculate [V(P R) / /V(P R)].

2. Using the dimensionless IPR for future conditions (best fit curve), esti-
mate V(AOF )future/(AOF ) c u r r e n t \ .

3. Knowing current (AOF) current, calculate future (AOF)future as

(AOF)future = (AOF)current x [_(AOF)^K/(AOF)current\

4. At any future sandface pressure V(Pwf)f, if the flow rate qSCf is desired,
first calculate lV(Pmf)f/V(PR) f\. Then, from the dimensionless IPR
for current conditions (best fit curve), estimate lqScf/(AOF)futurei. Deliv-
erability can finally be calculated as qscf = (AOF)futUre x [qscf/ (AOF)future] •

A sample calculation is shown in Example 7-1.

Example 7-1 Future Deliverability Calculations from Current Flow Test
Data

A gas well was flowed at a rate of 5.214 mmscfd. The stabilized sandface
pressure at the end of the flow test was 2566 psia, and the current average
reservoir pressure was estimated to be 3700 psia. For a gas gravity of 0.732
and a bottom-hole temperature of 7100R, the P-V(P) table was calculated
and tabulated in Table 7-1. Figure 7-1 shows a plot of the \jr-p curve. The
objective is to simplify the method suggested in this section by calculating the
following parameters.

(a) (AOF)current at current conditions (PR = 3700 psia)
(b) Deliverability at a flowing bottom-hole pressure Pwf — 1000 psia
(c) (AOF)future at a future average pressure (PR)future = 3000 psia
(d) Deliverability at a future bottom-hole pressure Pwf = 2566 psia

Solution From Example 4-8, the deliverability coefficients are a = 91.8273
psia2/cP-mmscfd, and b = 0.1785 psia2/cP-mmscfd2. Calculate current de-
liverability, (AOF)current9 using Eq. 7-9. Find the dimensionless parameters
V (pwf)/V (PR)CUrrent and qsc/(AOF)current- The results are reported in



Table 7-1
PVT Gas Property and Pseudopressure for

Example 7-1

P Z ft *(P)
(psia) (—) (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

14.65 0.9995 0.013978 0.05
400 0.9733 0.014337 11.47
800 0.9503 0.014932 45.51
1200 0.9319 0.015723 100.83
1600 0.9189 0.016681 175.33
2000 0.9120 0.017784 266.41
2400 0.9113 0.019008 371.18
2800 0.9169 0.020329 486.72
3200 0.9282 0.021721 610.28
3600 0.9445 0.023151 739.56
4000 0.9647 0.024580 872.92

Pressure, psia

Figure 7-1. x/r-P curve data plot for Example 7-1.

Table 7-2 and the data are plotted in Figure 7-2. Calculate future deliverabil-
ity, (AOF^ture using Eq. 7-12. Find the dimensionless parameters V(PR)f/
^ (PR)current and (AOF )future/(AOF)current- The results are reported in Table 7-3
and data are plotted in Figure 7-3.
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Table 7-2
Gas Well Deliverability at Current Conditions

Dimensionless parameters

Bottom-hole Stabilized Ratio = Ratio =
pressure Pw/ V(Pwf) deliverability ^F(Pw/)/ V(PR) q/1AOFC

(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) q (mmscfd) — —

PR3700 772.56 0.0 1.0000 0.0000
3500 706.80 0.715 0.9149 0.0863
3000 547.65 2.438 0.7089 0.2943
2500 399.17 4.035 0.5167 0.4871
2000 266.41 5.454 0.3448 0.6584
1500 155.04 6.639 0.2007 0.8014
1250 109.14 7.126 0.1413 0.8602
1000 70.63 7.534 0.0914 0.9095
750 40.06 7.857 0.0519 0.9485
500 17.90 8.091 0.0232 0.9767
400 11.47 8.159 0.0148 0.9849
200 2.88 8.250 0.0037 0.9959
100 0.74 8.272 0.0010 0.9986

AOFC 14.65 0.05 8.284 0.0000 1.0000

Figure 7-2. Dimensionless IPR for current conditions—Example 7 -1 .



Table 7-3
Gas Well Deliverability at Future Conditions

Future Ratio = ^{pidfuture/ Ratio = (AOF)future/
reservoir ^(Pldfuture ^iPR)current (AOF)current

pressure (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) — —

3700 772.56 1.0000 1.0000
3500 706.80 0.9149 0.9156
3000 547.65 0.7089 0.7122
2500 399.17 0.5167 0.5203
2000 266.41 0.3448 0.3489
1500 155.04 0.2031 0.2007
1000 70.63 0.0914 0.0927

V(PR) Future / V(PR) Current

Figure 7-3. Dimensionless IPR for future conditions—Example 7 -1 .

Current Deliverability
(a) For Pwf = 2566 psia <—> V(Pwf) = 417.59 mmpsia2/cP:

TR = 3700 psia <—> ^ (PR) = 772.56 mmpsia2/cP

(b) Now Pwf = 1000 psia <—> ^(pwf) = 70.63 mmpsia2/cP:

HPjf) = m f f l = o , ( ) 9 1
f{PR)currem 772.56
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q'
——— = 0.9095 (from Figure 7-2)
(AOF ) current

q
f = (AOF)current x — — | -

[AUr )current

= (10.72) (0.9095) = 9.75 mmscfd

Future Deliverability Calculations
(c) For (Pidfuture = 3000 psia <—> ^ (PR)future = 547.65 mmpsia2/cP:

*™f = ^ = 0.7Q9
t(PR)current 772.56

unll**" = ° - 7 1 2 2 (fr0m F i § u r e 7-3)
(AOF)current

(AOF)future = (AOF)current x ( ^ W e = (10.72)(0.7122)
[AUr ) current

= 7.63 mmpsia2/cP

(d) For (Pwf)f = 2566 psia <—> ^(Pwf)f = 417.59 mmpsia2/cP:

f(PR)f = 547,65 =

f{PR)curren, 772.56

^ W g = 0 - 7 1 2 2 ( f r ° m F i § U r e 7-3>
( ^ ^ ^ ) current

s A s\n\ / A s^n\ (A(Jr )future
(AOF)future = (AOF)current X

(A(yr ) current

= (7.63)(0.5185) = 3.96 mmscfd

Sample calculations at P^ = 3000 <—> 547.65 mmpsia2/cP:

_ -a + Ja2+4b[\l/(PR)f

QrnaxJ — ry,

_ -91.8273 + 7(91.8273)2 + 4 x 0.1785 x 547.65
~ 2x0.1785
= 5.90 mmscfd



Therefore,

^ ( Z * W = ^ ^ = 0.7089 and ( ^ a x W = ^ - = 0.7122
f(PR)current ?72.56 (?max)c,7wif 8.284

General Remarks
The utility of any empirical correlation is essentially restricted to the con-

ditions from which it was developed. It should only be used for gas wells
draining from an unfractured reservoir under stabilized conditions. While the
proposed method is certainly not universal in its application, we believe that it
is a simple alternative to conventional deliverability testing methods for typical
field situations.

13 Fractured Gas Well Deliverability
Estimation Techniques

Under Darcy's Conditions

Hadinoto et al.10 have used the following backpressure equation for frac-
tured gas wells:

khT
0 50321 x K)5 T ^ ^ R ~ ^(pw^ = pD(*e/xf, tDA) - 2ntDA (7-15)

Equation 7-15 applies to short and long terms and can generate plots of
\og[\l/(PR) - is(Pwf)] versus log q provided that fracture length, fracture pene-
tration ratio, and flow capacity are known. The previous unknown can be found
from buildup and drawdown tests discussed previously in this chapter. Equa-
tion 7-15 can be rearranged to calculate AOF (absolute open flow potential)
and stabilized deliverability:

= khTsclif(pR)-if(Pwf=U.65)i
q 0.50327 x l05Tpsc[pD(xe/xf, tDA) - 2ntDA\

where

0.000264£f
tDA = — 7— and

(p/jigcA

PD = 2ntDA + -In(xe/xf)
2 + -In(2.245S/cf) + -Ai(16) (7-17)

Cf = shape factor for a fractured vertical well



All the dimensionless variables and parameters considered important are
taken into account in Figures 4-42 and 4 ^ 3 , which are log-log plots of

2.637 x l04kt
pD versus ~—.

(f)i IXiCiXf

In these parameters, Xf is the fracture half-length and xe is the distance from
the well to the side of the square drainage area in which it is assumed to be
constant. Hadinoto et al10 found that the conventional methods of determining
deliverability, namely isochronal testing and pressure drawdown variable-rate
analysis, applied to fractured reservoirs provided that the duration of the flow
period for each flow was well beyond the linear flow period. Reverse se-
quence flow-after-flow tests were discouraged. An important finding was that
the slope (n) of a backpressure curve obtained from a short-time isochronal
test on a fractured well was in general equal to 1. Consequently, deliverability
could be calculated in principle, from long-time drawdown tests assuming a
flow exponent (n) equal to 1.0. Flow of gas within a fracture reservoir, which
accounts for turbulence around the wellbore, can be modeled by

A/72 = A'tq + B[q2 (7-18)

^ - = A; + B[q (7-19)

where

!637^r 1.42 XlO-' x y i ( ? _ 2 0 )

kh L <Pn-crl J

1422^D

kgh

fig = gas viscosity, cP; T = reservoir temperature; 0R; z = gas deviation
factor; h — net thickness, ft; kg = effective permeability, mD; t = flowing
time, days; rw = wellbore radius, ft; cg = gas compressibility, psi"1; and D —
non-Darcy flow constant.

In term of pseudopressure, the equations are

f(p) = A,q + Btq
2 (7-22)

- ^ ^ = A1 + Btq
2 (7-23)



Figure 7-4. Diagram of AP2/q versus q for one fixed time,

where

16377T /1.42 XlO-2JkAI
At = ~TTT\ loS 2 2 ( 7 " 2 4 )

14227
Bt = ^^~D (7-25)

Figure 7-4 is a diagram of Ap2/q versus qsc for one fixed time. Equation 7-19
or 7-23 indicates that a plot of Ap2/q or \/r(p) versus q should result in a
straight line with slope equal to Bx and the intercept at zero flow equal to Ax.
If a similar set of plots is prepared for fixed times during each flow period,
the same slope should be obtained if Darcy's flow present in the formation.
If turbulent flow is present in the formation, the resulting lines would have
different slopes. In such a case, the remaining procedure could not be applied.
Figure 7-5 is a plot of Ap2/q or \//(p) versus q at various fixed times. Under
Darcy's conditions in the reservoir, a plot of AAA1 versus log time should result
in a straight line as indicated in Figure 7-6. The stabilized value of AAA1 can
be obtained by entering Figure 7-6 with the stabilized time (tstab)> which is
given by the equation by Van Poollen:14

(p^gcgr
2

tstab = A o g 7 — (7-26)

The parameter AAA, at stabilized conditions allows us to write a general equa-
tion that can be used to forecast future behavior of the reservoir. Such an

Flow rate q, mmscfd

Intercept = A \

Slope = B',



Flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 7-5. Ap2/qg versus qg for various fixed times—Example 7-2.

Slope - (2.66 - 1.75) / (3.0 - 0.0 ) = 0.3033x106 scfd2 / psia2

Figure 7-6. Plot of stabilized values of AAAt versus log time—Example 7-2.

Time, hours

Time, hours

Stabilized time = 47.45 hours

Stabilized value of AAA, = 2.35

General equation to forecast future behavior of the reservoir is:

(PR)2- (/V)2 = 2-35 ̂  + H/ (°-3 0 3 3 x lo6)] i2
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equation is

p? - plf = Ap2 = AAAt(stabilized)q + BBBtq
2 (7-27)

Example 7-2 Calculation of Future Deliverability of Vertical Fractured
Gas Well under Darcy 's Conditions

An isochronal test was carried out in a gas well to four different rates as
follows: pi = 3965 psia; k = 6.282 mD; re = 2200 ft; ct = 0.00023 psi"1;
0 = 0.119 fraction; /xg = 0.02345 cP

Flow rate (mmscfd) qt = 2.379 q2 = 3.200 q3 = 3.850 q4 = 4.115
Flowing time (hr) pwf (psia) pwf (psia) pwf (psia) pwf (psia)

1 3130 2652 2206 1903
2 3100 2602 2190 1889
3 3085 2509 2180 1876
4 3060 2580 2172 1870
5 3049 2573 2165 1855
6 3035 2567 2158 1836

Develop a general equation, which can be used to forecast future behavior of
the reservoir.

Solution Values of (Ap2)/q were calculated as (p2
R — p^S)/q for each flow

rate with the following results:

(Ap2)/qi (Ap2)/q2 (Ap2)/q3 (Ap2)/q4

Flowing (psia2/ (psia2/ (psia2/ (psia2/
time(hr) mmscfd) mmscfd) mmscfd) mmscfd)

1 2.471 2.715 2.819 2.940
2 2.549 2.797 2.838 2.953
3 2.588 2.817 2.849 2.965
4 2.652 2.833 2.858 2.971
5 2.680 2.844 2.866 2.984
6 2.716 2.854 2.871 3.001

Figure 7-5 shows a plot of Ap2/q versus q. From this plot, the slope BBB was
determined to be 0.3033 x 106 scfd2/psia2, and the intercepts at zero flow rate
were found to be

1. AAAn = 1.752 at fi = 1 hr
2. AAAt2 = 1.863 at t2 = 2 hr



3. AAAt3 = 1.905 at t3 = 3 hr
4. AAAt4 = 1.952 at J4 = 4 hr
5. AAA,5 = 1.978 at t5 = 5 hr
6. A4Ar6 = 2.012 at t6 = 6 hr

Figure 7-6 shows a plot of A A A1 versus log of time. A straight line is obtained
as predicted by theory. Calculation of stabilized is carried out with the use of
Eq. 7-16:

_ 0figcgr
2

e _ 0.119 x 0.02345 x 0.00023 x 22002

tstabmZed - " 5 ^ - ~ 25 x 6.282

= 1.978 days = 47.45 hours

The stabilized value of AAA1 is 2.35 psia2/mmscf from Figure 7-6. Conse-
quently, the equation that controls the deliverability of this well at stabilized
conditions is

This is a general equation, which can be used to forecast future behavior of
the reservoir.

Under Tlirbulent Flow Conditions

Forchheimer15 modified Darcy's law to account for turbulence effects as

p2
R-p2

wf=aaq+bbq2 (7-28)

or

Mp R) ~ tiPvrf) = aa'q + bb'q2 (7-29)

where

aa =
 U2^1IZ[In(re/rw) - 0.75 + s + sCA / - 1.386] (7-30)

kh

», = ! i ^ D (7_31)
kh

\A22T
aaf - — — [In(re/rw) ~ 0.75 + s + sCAj - 1.386] (7-32)

KfI

14227

bb' = ̂ f±LD (7-33)
kh



Table 7-4
Shape Factors, Cf9 for Fractured

Vertical Wells in a Squared
Drainage Area11

Xf/xe Shape factor c/

0.1 2.6541
0.2 2.0348
0.3 1.9986
0.5 1.6620
0.7 1.3127
1.0 0.7887

and

^ - « a x io-» x c«y (7_34)

P' = 2.33 x 1010yrL201 (7-35)

or

j8; = 2.73 x IO1 0^-1 1 0 4 5 (7-36)

SCAJ = Inj30.SS/cf (7-37)

The shape factor Cf is obtained from Table 7-4, where Xf/xe = fracture pen-
etration ratio; Xf = fracture half length, ft; xe = half the side of the square
drainage area, ft.

The effective wellbore radius of an infinite conductivity fully penetrating
vertical fracture is rf

w = Jt//2 for Xf/xe < 0.4. Also, for a square drainage
area, area is A = (2xe)

2 = 4x2 for Xf/xe < 0.1; c/ is calculated as

Cf = 0.25c} (7-38)

where d, is obtained from Figure 7-7.

Example 7-3 Estimation of Deliver ability of Vertical Fracture Well under
Both Darcy 's and Turbulent Flow Conditions

Given: k = 8.27 mD; h = 41 ft; T = 710° R; JI = 0.0235 cP; z = 0.9491;
Pi = 3965 psia; V K A ) = 861.10 mmpsia2/cP; pR = 3700; ^(/?/j) = 772.25
mmpsia2/cP; G = 0.732; psc = 14.65 psia; Tsc = 5200R; rw = 0.4271;
re = 2200 ft; 0 = 0.137; 0Hc = 0.1004; sg = 0.732; perforated length



Figure 7-7. Shape factors for fractured vertical wells for different fracture
formations.1213

hP = 30 ft; and x/ = 86.5 ft. Calculate the followings using the \j/(p)
equation:

(a) AOF and flow rate, assuming Darcy's flow
(b) AOF and flow rate, assuming influence of turbulence

Solution Calculation of skin factor s:

r'w = Xf/2 = — ^ = 43.25 ft and s = -In(rjrw)

= -/n(43.25/0.4271) = -4.62

Acres = 7rr^2/43,500 = 22/7 x 2200 x 2200 -=- 43,560 = 350

Calculation of SCAJ'- Assuming a square drainage area with each side being
2xe for 350 acres, we have

A = (2xe)
2, 2xe = (350 x 43,560)05 = 3905 ft or xe = 1953 ft

Penetration ratio xf/xe = 86.5/1953 = 0.00443

Well centrally
located in

drainage area



Since x//xe < 0.1, Figure 7-7 is used to calculate c^. For Xf/y/A = 86.5/
(12x1953) =0.022, from Eq. 7-38, c/ = 0.25xc'f =0.25x7.389= 1.847,
and using Eq. 7-37,

(a) Substituting these parameters in Eq. 7-32 we have

1422J
ad = ——[in(re/rw) - 0.75 + s + sCA,f- 1-386]

= - [/n(2200/0.4271) - 0.75 + (-4.62) + 1.4082 - 1.386]
8.27 x 41

= 2977.62[8.5470 - 0.75 - 4.62 + 1.4082 - 1.386] = 9525.852

The value of bb' can be calculated using Eq. 7-33 as

kh

To calculate bb', first estimate D' and ft using Eqs. 7-34 and 7-36:

^ 2.222X 1 0 - " X G x ^ 1 6 1 6 2 x iQ_5

Hrwhl
P

_ 2.222 x K r 1 5 x 0.732 x 8.27 x 41 x 0.264715 x 1010

~ 0.0235 x 0.4271 x 302

= 16.162 x 10~5

and

P' = 2.73 x 1010JT1-1045 = 2.73 x 1010(8.27)-11045

= 0.264715 x 1010 ft"1

Substituting these values into Eq. 7-33, bb' is calculated as

= i«2x7ioxi6.uaxir' = 10_5

8.27 x 41

Substituting these values of aa' and bb' into Eq. 7-29;

IT(PR) ~ t(Pwf) = 9525.852# + 48,122.890 x 10~V

The above quadratic equation is rearranged as

48,122.890 x 10"V + 9525.852^ - [f(pR) - <M/v)] = 0



Table 7-5
Calculated Flow Rates of Vertical Fractured Well (Example 7-3)

Darcy's flow, Turbulence
Pwf ip(Pwf) ^(PR)-^(Pwf) D = 0g(mmscfd) flow

(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) ip(p)/a' q (mmscfd)

3700 772.25 0 0 0
3500 706.80 65.45 6.87 5.40
3000 547.65 224.60 23.58 13.87
2500 399.17 373.08 39.17 19.65
2000 266.41 505.84 53.10 24.00
1500 155.04 617.21 64.79 27.26
1000 70.63 701.62 73.65 29.55
750 40.06 732.19 76.86 30.35
500 17.90 754.35 79.19 30.91
400 11.47 760.78 79.87 31.08
200 2.88 769.37 80.77 31.22
100 0.74 771.51 80.99 31.35

(AOF) 14.65 0 772.25 81.07 31.37

Solving the quadratic equation, the value of q is calculated as

q =

-9525.852 + v'(9525.852)2 + 4 x 48,122.890 x K ) - 5 O O * ) - is(pwf)]

2 x 48,122.890 x 10~5

Calculated values of q both with and without turbulence for various values
of pwf are summarized in Table 7-5. This table shows that turbulence has
no effect on horizontal wells; horizontal wells minimize turbulence-related
pressure drops. Thus, in high-permeability gas reservoirs, horizontal wells
provide a method for minimizing wellbore turbulence.

7.4 Summary

Chapter 7 presents simplified procedures for gas deliverability calculations
using dimensionless IPR curves and includes a discussion of a new method
for deliverability calculations of fractured and unfractured gas wells, which
eliminates the need for conventional multipoint tests.
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Chapter 8

Application of "type
Curve Matching
Techniques

8.1 Introduction

Type curve matching provides methods2'6'8 for analyzing transient gas well
tests with known dimensionless pressure PD and time tp. Type curve match-
ing techniques may be used for drawdown, buildup, interference, and constant
pressure testing. For single well testing, type curve matching should be used
only when conventional analysis techniques such as those illustrated in Chap-
ter 5 cannot be used. In such cases, type curve analysis can provide approx-
imate results. This chapter discusses the quantitative use and applications of
type curves in gas well test analysis. The most generally useful type curves
have been selected and are included herein. Fundamentals of type curve use
are presented and will allow the reader to understand and to apply newer type
curves as they appear in the literature.

8.2 Fundamentals of Type Curve Matching

A log-log plot of the line-source solution—the Theis solution—shown in
Figure 8-1 may be used to analyze such tests. Plots such as the one shown in
Figure 8-1 are known as type curves. The basis for the type curve approach can
be understood if we consider the definition of PD (rD, tD) and tD/r^. Taking
logarithms of these definitions, we obtain

kh
log[PD(rz>, tD)] = log i 4 n x i Q 6 r + 1Og[VKP,) - f(Pwf(r, t))]

(8-1)



Figure 8-1. Line source solution.

and

(tD\ /2.637 x lO~4k\

' 0 8 ( ^ ) = '°g( r*** ) + log> <8"2)

The first terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs. 8-1 and 8-2 contain the
characteristic constants that govern the pressure distribution in the reservoir.
Inspection of Eqs. 8-1 and 8-2 suggests that a plot of the logarithm of the
pressure difference versus the logarithm of time must look exactly like the
logarithm of PD(^D, tD) versus the logarithm of to/r^ curve. Thus, the basis
for the type curve approach is as follows. If actual measurements are plotted
as the logarithm of the change in pressure subsequent to the change in rate
versus the logarithm of time since the rate changed, then a plot of the measure-
ments should be similar to a log-log plot of PD (rD, tD) versus tD / r2

D. If a proper
match or alignment is obtained, then kh/'\ig can be calculated from the vertical
displacement of the horizontal axes and kh/(/)ctiJLg can be calculated from the
horizontal displacement of the vertical axes. Once the two plots are aligned, a
point commonly referred to as the match point is chosen and the coordinates
of the common point are noted. We then obtain the formation flow capacity,
kh, by substituting the coordinates of pD and ̂ s(Ap) of the match point in the
definition of dimensionless pressure, and the product, (/>cth, by substituting the
coordinate of t and to/rjy of the match point in the definition of to/r^. It is
preferable to take this approach because the effective system compressibility



Figure 8-2. The type curve matching procedure.3

may not be known precisely. If the product (j>cth is known, then it is possible
to determine the formation flow capacity from the time match point.

83 Mechanics of Type Curve Matching

The basic steps involved in the type curve matching procedure may be
explained as follows:

1. Plot the actual pressure changes versus time in any convenient units on
log-log tracing paper. Use the same scale as the type curve.

2. Place the points plotted on the tracing paper over the type curve. Keeping
the two coordinate axes parallel, shift the field curve to a position on the
type curve that presents the best fit of the measurements.

3. To evaluate reservoir constants, select a match point anywhere on the
overlapping portion of the curves, and record the coordinates of the
convenient point on both sheets of paper. Once the match is obtained,
use the coordinates of the match point to compute reservoir parameter
(kh and (pcth).

Figure 8-2 is a presentation of this procedure as presented by Earlougher.3 In
the petroleum engineering literature Elkins4 appears to have been the first to
analyze interference tests by type curve matching.

8.4 Type Curves for Constant Production Rate,
Infinite-Acting Reservoirs

Figure 8-1 represents the line source solution at any radius for constant-
rate production from an infinite-acting reservoir. It is very useful for analyzing
interference effects. Type curve matching can be performed as follows:

Time, hoursTime, hours



Figure 8-3. Dimensionless pressures for a single well in an infinite system;
wellbore storage and skin included (copyright © 1970, SPE, from Trans. AIME,
1970).7

1. Plot (iff. — i/rWf) drawdown tests or {\j/ws — \f/Wf) buildup tests versus time
on tracing paper that has the same scale as that of the type curve of
Figure 8-3.

2. Align the Aty axis of the field curve with the Ap D axis of the type
curve and match the field response with the type curve by horizontal
movement of the field plots. Once the match is obtained, choose a match
point and record the values of / and tD/r\,.

(OM, (±)
VDJM

3. Using the match determined in step 2, align the time axis (horizontal
axes) of the field curve and the type curve, and then match the pressure
response ( A ^ versus t) with the conventional log-log type curve by ver-
tical movement of the field curve. Once this match is obtained, then kh
and (j)ch can be obtained as follows. From the pressure match point:

th=(n*"*'') rg^>i ,mD.fl
\ Tsc J \_fi ~ Wmf\matchpoint

k = — ,mD - ft

LOG CYCLES



From the time match point, calculate

0.0002637fc T t I

№ir L *D /rD J match point

Figure 8-3 can be used to depict the effects of skin and wellbore storage
on constant-rate drawdown. Since surface valves control most gas well tests,
wellbore storage may be of significance in tests of short duration. Figure 8-3
is a log-log plot of V̂ D versus to with parameter s and CSD'-

khT
V D = ^(ApD) = . , . " A ^ ( 8 - 3 )

50,300 TqscPsc

Tables 8-1 through 8-5 present values of dimensionless pressure ApD versus
tD with dimensionless storage constant CD as a parameters and skin effects
of zero, + 5 , +10, +20, and —5, respectively. Portions of the solutions are
shown in Figure 8-3. Figure 8-3 is a log-log plot such as would be required if

Table 8-1
Value of ApD(s,CD,tD) versus tD Including Wellbore Storage

and Skin Effects3 (S = 0)

Dimensionless storage constant

Dimensionless time CD CD CD CD

tD 102 103 104 105

100 0.7975 0.09763 0.00998 0.00100
200 1.3724 0.1919 0.01992 0.00200
500 2.4357 0.4585 0.04956 0.00500

1,000 3.2681 0.8585 0.0984 0.00999
2,000 3.9274 1.5298 0.1944 0.01995
5,000 4.5585 2.8832 0.4697 0.0497

10,000 4.9567 4.0328 0.8925 0.0989
20,000 5.3288 4.9350 1.6275 0.1958
50,000 5.8027 5.6762 3.2109 0.4765

100,000 6.1548 6.0940 4.6773 0.9141
200,000 6.5043 6.4736 5.8871 1.6931
500,000 6.9643 6.9515 6.7895 3.4571

1,000,000 7.3116 7.3049 7.2309 5.2164
2,000,000 7.6585 7.6550 7.6185 6.7731
5,000,000 8.1168 8.1154 8.1004 7.8983

10,000,000 8.4635 8.4627 8.4550 8.3701
20,000,000 8.8101 8.8097 8.8057 8.7663
50,000,000 9.2683 9.2681 9.2664 9.2523

100,000,000 9.6149 9.6148 9.6139 9.6082



Table 8-2
Values of APD(S9CD^D) versus to Including Wellbore Storage

and Skin Effects7 (S = +5)

Dimensionless storage constant

Dimensionless CD CD CD CD
time*/? 102 103 104 105

100 0.9319 0.09929 0.009993 0.00100
200 1.7512 0.1973 0.01997 0.00200
500 3.6982 0.4843 0.04984 0.00500

1,000 5.7984 0.9410 0.0994 0.00999
2,000 7.8403 1.7820 0.1977 0.01998
5,000 9.3823 3.8349 0.4863 0.0499

10,000 9.8913 6.1533 0.9480 0.0995
20,000 10.300 8.5524 1.8062 0.1979
50,000 10.792 10.436 3.9463 0.4878

100,000 11.150 11.025 6.4558 0.9536
200,000 11.693 11.445 9.1982 1.8256
500,000 12.311 11.941 11.488 4.0388

1,000,000 12.311 12.300 12.156 6.7163
2,000,000 12.658 12.652 12.859 9.7845
5,000,000 13.117 13.114 13.090 12.517

10,000,000 13.463 13.462 13.450 13.286
20,000,000 13.810 13.809 13.803 13.734
50,000,000 14.268 14.268 14.265 14.239

100,000,000 14.613 14.615 14.613 14.601

"type-curve" matching of field performance were to be used.

0.0002637 kt
tD = — T- (8^)

4> ̂ iC girl
where

A\js = if/i — ij/mf, (drawdown test)

A\f/ = i/fws — \/fmf, (buildup test)

r 0 1 5 9 C * r« ^
(j)hcrl

where Cs is the wellbore storage constant and can be determined from the
following relation:

Cs = - ^ ^ — x — (from type curve match) (8-6)
2 4 l^Aunit slope line



Table 8-3
Values of ApD(s, CD^D) versus tD Including Wellbore Storage

and Skin Effects7 (S = +10)

Dimensionless storage constant

Dimensionless time CD CD CD CD
tD 102 103 104 105

100 0.9594 0.09958 0.01000 0.001000
200 1.8463 0.1984 0.01998 0.002000
500 4.1401 0.4904 0.04990 0.005000

1,000 7.0124 0.9629 0.0996 0.0100
2,000 10.487 1.8587 0.1985 0.0200
5,000 13.852 4.2027 0.4911 0.0499

10,000 14.797 7.2010 0.9658 0.0997
20,000 15.269 10.995 1.8693 0.1986
50,000 15.781 14.811 4.2568 0.4918

100,000 16.144 15.917 7.3677 0.9683
200,000 16.499 16.413 11.382 1.8785
500,000 16.962 16.930 15.737 4.3043

1,000,000 17.311 17.295 17.031 7.5162
2,000,000 17.658 17.650 17.556 11.773
5,000,000 18.117 18.113 18.079 16.631

10,000,000 18.463 18.462 18.445 18.138
20,000,000 18.810 18.809 18.801 18.699
50,000,000 19.268 19.268 19.264 19.227

100,000,000 19.615 19.165 19.613 19.595

and

^ = ^ , f t 3 / s c f
•*• sc P

and for a wellbore filled with a single-phase gas:

C8 = Cwb Vwb (from field data) (8-7)

where Cwb is compressibility of the wellbore fluid at mean wellbore pressure
and temperature, psi"1; Vwb is volume of wellbore tubing, ft3, which is equal
to Ttr^ x (well depth).

The type curves of Figure 8-3 involve the following steps:

1. Plot A ^ versus time on log-log paper the same size as the type curve; if
the test has a uniform slope region (45° line at earliest times), choose any
point [t, Axf/] on the unit slope line and calculate the wellbore storage



Table 8-4
Values of Apo(s,CD,to) versus to Including Wellbore Storage

and Skin Effects7 (S = +20)

Dimensionless storage Constant

Dimensionless time CD CD CD CD
tD 102 103 104 105

100 0.9776 0.09977 0.01000 0.00100
200 1.9130 0.1991 0.02000 0.00200
500 4.4896 0.4946 0.0499 0.00500

1,000 8.1212 0.9787 0.0998 0.0100
2,000 13.478 1.9172 0.1992 0.0200
5,000 21.101 4.5125 0.4948 0.0500

10,000 24.241 8.1986 0.9797 0.0998
20,000 25.186 13.709 1.9209 0.1993
50,000 25.758 21.786 4.5333 0.4953

100,000 26.134 25.271 8.2698 0.9810
200,000 26.494 26.324 13.925 1.9252
500,000 26.960 26.907 22.443 4.5545

1,000,000 27.310 27.284 26.268 8.3394
2,000,000 27.657 27.645 27.460 14.133
5,000,000 28.116 28.112 28.055 23.085

10,000,000 28.463 28.461 28.434 27.297
20,000,000 28.810 28.809 28.795 28.606
50,000,000 29.268 29.268 29.262 29.216

100,000,000 29.615 29.615 29.612 29.596

constant Cs:

C = ̂ 4 U 1 (8-8,

2. Calculate the dimensionless wellbore constant:

r 0A59Cs (^ ^
4>hcgrl

3. Calculate the time when wellbore storage effects become negligible:

%5 = 3 6 , 1 7 7 ^ , h r
kh

4. If a unit-slope line is not present, Cs and Cso must be calculated from
wellbore properties.



Table 8-5
Values of APD(S^CD^D) versus to Including Wellbore Storage

and Skin Effects7 (S = - 5 )

Dimensionless storage constant

Dimensionless time CD CD CD CD
tD 102 103 104 105

100 0.0697 0.0447 0.00896 0.00099
200 0.0992 0.0715 0.0172 0.00197
500 0.1557 0.1263 0.0394 0.00487

1,000 0.2164 0.1872 0.0718 0.00963
2,000 0.2977 0.2697 0.1267 0.01896
5,000 0.4446 0.4199 0.2518 0.0458

10,000 0.5913 0.5701 0.3990 0.0879
20,000 0.7722 0.7548 0.5972 0.1655
50,000 1.0646 1.0523 0.9313 0.3622

100,000 1.3232 1.3145 1.2254 0.6219
200,000 1.6086 1.6028 1.5422 0.9926
500,000 2.0170 2.0139 1.9806 1.6088

1,000,000 2.3420 2.3401 2.3201 2.0895
2,000,000 2.6757 2.6747 2.6630 2.5324
5,000,000 3.1248 3.1243 3.1197 3.0598

10,000,000 3.4677 3.4675 3.4644 3.4323
20,000,000 3.8124 3.8123 3.8107 3.7932
50,000,000 4.2693 4.2693 4.2685 4.2608

100,000,000 4.6154 4.6154 4.6150 4.6108

5. Using type curves with CSD as calculated in steps 2 and 3, find the curve
that best fits all the plotted data. Note the values of the match points
(ApD)M9 (Ax//)M, ^D), (t or A O M , and the value of s.

6. Calculate permeability k from the pressure match point:

50,3OQr^P, I-Aggi
hTsc [Af \M

1. Calculate (\>c from the time match point:

0.0002637JkTf or Af]
ct>c = - (8-10)

V>rl L tD ] M

8. Compare the value of 0c with values used to determine CSD from C^:

hrlCsD



Table 8-6
Constant-Rate Drawdown Test Data

Time t Flowing pressure pw/ Time t Flowing pressure pw/
(hr) (psia) (hr) (psia)

0.05 3207 3.00 2995
0.10 3199 5.00 2965
0.15 3191 10.00 2925
0.30 3168 20.00 2915
0.50 3145 30.00 2907
0.80 3110 50.00 2901
1.00 3095 80.00 2896
1.50 3055 100.00 2893
2.00 3025 200.00 2886

Table 8-7
Drawdown Data Tabulated for Plotting

Time t tpipt) - ip(pwf) Time t ^(Pi) - t/>(pwf)
(hr) (mmpsia2/cP) (hr) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.05 8.00 3.00 220.00
0.10 16.00 5.00 250.00
0.15 24.00 10.00 290.00
0.30 47.00 20.00 300.00
0.50 70.00 30.00 308.00
0.80 105.00 50.00 314.00
1.00 120.00 80.00 319.00
1.50 180.00 100.00 322.00
2.00 190.00 200.00 329.00

Example 8-115 Analyzing Drawdown Test Using Ramey's Type Curves
Determine the wellbore storage coefficients Cs, CSD, S and formation perme-
ability k from the data below and in Table 8-6, which were obtained in a pres-
sure drawdown test on a gas well. Other reservoir and well data are as follows:
qsc = 6.148 mmscfd; h = 41 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft; 0 =0.1004; ^ = 0.02441
cP; cti = 0.0002295 psi"1; pt = 3700 psia <+ i/(pt) = 861.12 mmpsia2/cP;
T8C = 5200R; Psc = 14.65 psia; well depth = 12,550 ft; Cws = 0.000292
psi"1 at Pws = 3420 psi.

Solution First prepare the data for plotting (Table 8-7). The data are plotted
in Figure 8-4. From the unit-slope line on which the data lie for t < 5.05 hr



Type curve for s = 10 , CSD = 0

Flow Time, hour

Figure 8-4. Drawdown test analysis with type curve—Example 8 -1 .

because field data are given, therefore calculate Cs from Eq. 8-7:

Cs = Vws Cws = j r r^wel l depth) x Cws

l~22 1
= — x 0.42712 x 12,550 x 0.000292 = 2.1038 ft3/psi

Then, from Eq. 8-5:

_ 0.159C5 _ 0.159 x 2.1038 _
SD ~ 4>hcrl " 0.1004 x 41 x 0.0002295 x 0.42712 " *

^ 103

Calculate the time, tws> when wellborn storage effects become negligible from
Eq. 2-141:

„ - 3 6 . 1 7 7 ^ - 3 6 , 1 7 7 ^ " " ^ - 4 . 7 7 b ,
kh 8.75 x 41

Point on unit slope line used to
calculate Cs

Type curve for
5=10, C5D=103

End of well bore storage effects
(ws = 4.77 hours

Unit slope line

Timd
Matct Pointfe:

Pressure
Match Poirjts:



For CSD — 103, the best fitting type curve is for s = 10. A time match point
is t = 1 hr when tD is 2.2 x 104; a pressure match point is [^(pt) - ^/(pWf)] —
100 mmpsia2/cP, when yfrD = 5.8. From the match, we also note that wellbore
storage distortion ends at t = A.11 hr (i.e., the type curve for CSD = 0). From
the pressure match point, using Eq. 8-9:

50,300TqxP5Cr ApDl

hTsc L AiA J M

50,300 x 710 x 6.148 x 103 x 14.65 f 5.8 "I
= 4T7520 [l0^A&\ = 8- ? 5 m D

From the time match point using Eq. 8-10, calculate <pct as

0.0002637* ["/or A H

0.0002637 x 8.75 T l ] ,
= 0.02440 x 0 . 4 2 7 l 4 ^ T W j = 0^000024P81"

Compare those with values used to determine CSD from Cs :

4>ct = (0.1004) (0.0002295) = 0.000023 psi"1

= 0.000023 -> Values in

= 0.000024 -> Values out.

Semilog Analysis of Constant-Rate Drawdown Test
From Figure 8-4, after a time of 4.77 hr, wellbore storage effects become

negligible and the analytical solution for transient flow applies. Hence from
Figure 8-5, we find the following:

(320 — 299)
Slope m = = 2 1 . 0 mmpsia2/cP/cycleF (log 100 - log 10) F y

and

AyIr(Pi) at \hr = 270 mmpsia2/cP

Using Eq. 5-40, formation permeability is

51.92qscTPsc _ 57.92 x 6.148 x 710 x 14.65 _

mTsch ~ 21.0x520x41 ~ ' m



Flow Time, hour

Figure 8-5. Semilog plot for single-rate drawdown test—Example 8-1.

and using Eq. 5-41, apparent skin factor is

y = 1.151 [ ^ - f o g - ^ + 3 . 2 3 1

|_21.0xl06

8.27 1
" l 0 g 0.1004 x 0.02441 x 0.0002295 x 0.42712 + 3 J

= 1.151[12.86 - 7.91 + 3.23] = 9.42

Discussion
The use of a type curve match to identify the approximate time-of-start of the

semilog straight line results in more reliable values of formation permeability k
and apparent skin factor sf. As described in Chapter 5, type curves find similar
applications to buildup testing in that the time for wellbore loading and other
early-time effects can be identified. However, the application is approximate
since a desuperposition of buildup data is involved. The separation of the skin

qsc = 8.148 mmscfd
h = 41 ft
rw=.4271 ft
c, = .0002295 psi"1

\y(Pj) = 861.12 mmpsia2/cp
^=.1004

V8 = .0255 cp

End of well bore storage effects

W(p)\ hr = 270 mmpsia2/cP

Slope m = (320 - 299 ) / (log 100 - log 10 )
= 21.0 mmpsia2/cP/cycle



and IT flow components of the apparent skin factor simply involves the analysis
of another single-rate test by the methods described in this example with the
only additional step being the simultaneous solution of Eqs. 5^-6 and 5^47.

8.5 Storage and Skin Type Curve
Matching Techniques

In unfractured gas wells, the early-time data are controlled by wellbore stor-
age and skin effects.2'6 Figure 4^0 , developed by Earlougher and Kerch,6 is
particularly useful for analyzing wellbore storage controlled early-time data.
The application of this type curve is to estimate kh and s, after it has been
ascertained that an analysis of early-time data is desirable. The steps involved
using this type curve are given in Chapter 4 (section 4.11). The values of kh
and s, obtained by this type curve matching technique, are not exact and should
be compared with values obtained from alternative sources to improve their
reliability. In the absence of any other information, they serve merely as an indi-
cation of these parameters and should be treated as such. However, this curve-
matching method will give a much more accurate value of kh, if Cs and s are
known from different sources. The use of this type curve (Figure 4-39) to ana-
lyze wellbore storage controlled early-time data is illustrated in Example 4-19.

8.6 Fracture Type Curve Matching Techniques5

Infinite Conductivity Vertical Fractured Wells

Figure 4̂ 4-0 represents the condition of constant-rate production for a verti-
cally fractured well. It is a combination of the linear and radial flow equations.
Its usefulness is readily seen since the majority of wells receive a hydraulic
fracture upon completion. Such fractures are generally vertical and have an
infinite conductivity. Figure 4-40 is a log-log plot of i/sp versus tp with various
values of parameter xe/x/. Figure 4-40 (see xe/x/ = oo) reveals that the early
portion of the type curve has a straight-line slope of one-half on a log-log graph,
indicating linear flow. The deviation from the half-slope line represents ellip-
tical flow or the transient from linear to radial flow response at the well. These
type curves are applicable to drawdown, buildup, and fall-off tests in fractured
wells and have been used for many years. Although the ordinate and abscissa
of Figures 4-40 and 4-41 are given in terms of \j/, they may be modified quite
easily for use with either the pressure or pressure square treatment methods by
using appropriate definitions of ApD and to'



and

0.0002637£r
to = — T- (8~13)

where

A\fr = xfri — \j/wf - > drawdown test and Axf/ = \j;ws — x//wf, —• buildup test

x / = fracture half-length, ft

After the desirability of an early-time data analysis has been established, the
following procedure may be used to estimate the permeability thickness kh,
the fracture half-length JC/, and the fracture skin factor s/.

Steps in use of Figure 4^40 or Figure 4-41 as a type curve for well test
analysis include the following:

1. Plot (V^-Vv)' drawdown test, or (^Ws-^wf), buildup test, on 3 x 5 cycle
log-log paper.

2. Select the best match by sliding the actual test data plot both horizontally
and vertically. The most likely curve is that for xe/xf = infinity, except
where the fracture length and the duration of the test are unusually large.

3. Sketch the matched curve onto the data plot, and keep the data plot
transfixed on the type curve (Figure 4-40 or Figure 4-41). Pick any
convenient match point and read the following values:

(Ax/f)M and (OM —>* from data plot

(V^D)M and (^D)M ~> from Figure 4-̂ W) or Figure 4-41

where subscript M refers to a match point.
4. Estimate formation permeability from the pressure match point:

k = 50.300 x \06Tqsc PSC x (fD)M

hTsc (\j/i - \jfwf)M

5. Estimate fracture half-length from the time match point:

/0.0002637/: (Q J
Xf = . (8-15)

Y 0/X/Q (tD)M

6. Estimate the fracture skin factor from

./—*(£) OMW

Figure 4 ^ 1 is more applicable to a vertical fracture (natural fracture). Steps
in the use of Figure 4 ^ 1 as a type curve for well test analysis are the same as for



Figure 4-40. Furthermore, if data are plotted as shown in Figure 4 ^ 0 , instead
of obtaining a single curve, a family of curves will be obtained that depends on
fracture flow capacity, formation permeability, and fracture length. However,
for infinite fracture flow capacity and a given formation permeability, a unique
curve exists for each value of xe/xf. Therefore, data from wells with finite
flow-capacity fractures generally cannot be analyzed using the type curves
developed for infinite flow-capacity fractures.

Numerical results, in the form of dimensionless pressure drop versus di-
mensionless time, were given for six different fracture penetration ratios,
Xf/xe = 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.5,0.7, and 1, respectively, and are shown in Table 8-8.

tD > 0.7 tD + 1.4127 tD + 1.0560 tD + 0.8036 tD + 0.5371 tD

+0.3980 tD + 0.3331

Example 8-215 Analyzing Pressure Drawdown Test Data for Vertical Frac-
tured Gas Well Using Type Curve Matching Technique

The reservoir and drawdown data of this gas well with a vertical fracture
are presented in Table 8-9. Use type curve matching method to calculate
permeability k and fracture length JC/. Compare your results with the values
calculated using semilog analysis and the Ax// versus ^/t plot.

Solution To establish the desirability of an early-time data analysis. Prepare
the following plots:

1. A log-log plot of \jr(pi) — i/f(Pwf) versus time was prepared on a sheet
of tracing paper (data curve). The initial data formed a straight line with
unit slope as shown in Figure 8-6. This gave an indication of linear flow
and consequently the possible of a fracture. This linear flow period lasted
less than 0.6 hr and there were no wellbore storage effects.

2. Prepare a Cartesian coordinate plot of A ^ versus t as shown in
Figure 8-7.

3. Prepare a Cartesian plot of A ^ versus +Jt as shown in Figure 8-8. This
plot shows a straight line, which has slope mvf = 52.50 mmpsia2/cP/hr1/2,
and at the end of the linear flow period, {A\j/)ef — 105 mmpsia2/cP.
Substituting in the following equation, we get the beginning of the
semilogstraightline: (A\j/)bsi = 2x(A\jr)ef = 2x 105 = 210mmpsia2/cP.

4. Prepare a plot (on tracing paper) for type curve matching. In this exam-
ple, the data curve was placed over the type curve for vertical fractures
(Figure 4 ^ 0 ) and was displaced until a match was obtained as shown in
Figure 8-9. The match obtained was perfect over the entire 4-hr draw-
down. In fact, most fracture below 3000 ft tends to be nearly vertical.

(text continued on page 440)



Table 8-8
Dimensionless Pressure Drop Function5 t/?/>

xf/ xf/ xf/xe = xf/xe = xf/xe = xf/xe =
tD xe = 0.1 xe = 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1

0.000001 0.01128 0.005642 0.003761 0.002257 0.001612 0.001128
0.000002 0.01596 0.007979 0.005319 0.003192 0.002280 0.001596
0.000003 0.01954 0.009772 0.006515 0.003909 0.002792 0.001954
0.000004 0.02257 0.01128 0.007523 0.004514 0.003224 0.002257
0.000005 0.02523 0.01262 0.008410 0.005046 0.003604 0.002523
0.000006 0.02764 0.01382 0.009213 0.005528 0.003949 0.002764
0.000007 0.02985 0.01493 0.009951 0.005971 0.004265 0.002985
0.000008 0.03192 0.01596 0.01064 0.006383 0.004559 0.003192
0.000009 0.03385 0.01693 0.01128 0.006770 0.004836 0.003385
0.000010 0.03568 0.01784 0.01189 0.007137 0.005098 0.003568

0.00002 0.05046 0.02523 0.01682 0.01009 0.007209 0.005046
0.00003 0.06180 0.03090 0.02060 0.01236 0.008829 0.006180
0.00004 0.07136 0.03568 0.02379 0.01427 0.01019 0.007136
0.00005 0.07979 0.03989 0.02660 0.01596 0.01140 0.007979
0.00006 0.08740 0.04370 0.02913 0.01748 0.01249 0.008740
0.00007 0.09441 0.04720 0.03147 0.01888 0.01349 0.009441
0.00008 0.1009 0.05046 0.03364 0.02019 0.01442 0.01009
0.00009 0.1070 0.05352 0.03568 0.02141 0.01529 0.01070
0.00010 0.1128 0.05917 0.03761 0.02257 0.01612 0.01128

0.0002 0.1596 0.07979 0.05319 0.03192 0.02280 0.01596
0.0003 0.1954 0.09772 0.06515 0.03909 0.02792 0.01954
0.0004 0.2257 0.1128 0.07523 0.04514 0.03224 0.02257
0.0005 0.2523 0.1262 0.08410 0.05046 0.03604 0.02523
0.0006 0.2704 0.1382 0.09213 0.05528 0.03949 0.02764
0.0007 0.2875 0.1493 0.09951 0.05971 0.04265 0.02985
0.0008 0.3002 0.1576 0.1064 0.06383 0.04559 0.03192
0.0009 0.3145 0.1632 0.1128 0.06770 0.04836 0.03385
0.0010 0.3264 0.1714 0.1188 0.07129 0.05093 0.03568

0.0015 0.3768 0.2027 0.1391 0.08539 0.06161 0.04370
0.0020 0.4071 0.2276 0.1568 0.09722 0.07046 0.05046
0.0025 0.4360 0.2498 0.1724 0.10760 0.07817 0.05642
0.0030 0.4628 0.2698 0.1865 0.11690 0.08509 0.06180
0.0035 0.4874 0.2880 0.1994 0.12540 0.09142 0.06676
0.0040 0.5101 0.3047 0.2112 0.13320 0.09729 0.07136
0.0045 0.5312 0.3202 0.2223 0.14060 0.10280 0.07569
0.0050 0.5509 0.3347 0.2327 0.14750 0.10800 0.07979
0.0055 0.5693 0.3484 0.2425 0.15400 0.11290 0.08368



Table 8-8 (continued)

xf/ Xf/ Xf/Xe = XfIx9 = Xf/Xe = Xf/xe =
tD xe = 0.1 xe = 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1

0.0065 0.6031 0.3735 0.2519 0.16620 0.12200 0.09097
0.0070 0.6186 0.3851 0.2607 0.17190 0.12630 0.09441
0.0075 0.6334 0.3962 0.2692 0.17740 0.13040 0.09772
0.0080 0.6475 0.4068 0.2852 0.18270 0.13440 0.10090
0.0085 0.6610 0.4170 0.2927 0.18780 0.13820 0.10400
0.0090 0.6738 0.4269 0.2999 0.19270 0.14190 0.10700
0.0095 0.6862 0.4363 0.3070 0.19750 0.14550 0.11000

0.010 0.6981 0.4454 0.3138 0.2021 0.1490 0.1128
0.011 0.7206 0.4628 0.3267 0.2110 0.1558 0.1183
0.012 0.7415 0.4791 0.3390 0.2194 0.1621 0.1236
0.013 0.7612 0.4944 0.3507 0.2274 0.1682 0.1287
0.014 0.7796 0.5090 0.3617 0.2351 0.1741 0.1335
0.015 0.7970 0.5228 0.3723 0.2424 0.1797 0.1382
0.016 0.8135 0.5360 0.3825 0.2495 0.1851 0.1427
0.017 0.8292 0.5486 0.3922 0.2563 0.1903 0.1471
0.018 0.8441 0.5607 0.4016 0.2629 0.1953 0.1514
0.019 0.8584 0.5723 0.4106 0.2693 0.002 0.1555
0.020 0.8720 0.5834 0.4193 0.2754 0.2050 0.1596

0.021 0.8851 0.5942 0.4278 0.2814 0.2096 0.1635
0.022 0.8976 0.6045 0.4359 0.2872 0.2140 0.1674
0.023 0.9097 0.6145 0.4438 0.2928 0.2184 0.1711
0.024 0.9213 0.6242 0.4515 0.2983 0.2227 0.1748
0.025 0.9325 0.6336 0.4590 0.3037 0.2268 0.1784
0.026 0.9433 0.6427 0.4663 0.3089 0.2309 0.1819
0.027 0.9538 0.6515 0.4733 0.3140 0.2348 0.1854
0.028 0.9639 0.6601 0.4802 0.3190 0.2387 0.1888
0.029 0.9737 0.6684 0.4869 0.3238 0.2425 0.1922
0.030 0.9833 0.6765 0.4935 0.3286 0.2462 0.1954

0.031 0.9925 0.6844 0.4999 0.3333 0.2499 0.1987
0.032 1.0015 0.6921 0.5062 0.3378 0.2535 0.2019
0.033 1.0102 0.6996 0.5123 0.3423 0.2570 0.2050
0.034 1.0187 0.7069 0.5183 0.3467 0.2604 0.2081
0.035 1.0270 0.7141 0.5242 0.3510 0.2638 0.2111
0.036 1.0351 0.7211 0.5299 0.3553 0.2672 0.2141
0.037 1.0429 0.7279 0.5356 0.3594 0.2704 0.2170
0.038 1.0506 0.7346 0.5411 0.3635 0.2737 0.2200
0.039 1.0581 0.7411 0.5465 0.3675 0.2769 0.2228
0.040 1.0654 0.7475 0.5518 0.3715 0.2800 0.2257



Table 8-8 (continued)

xf/ Xf/ Xf/Xe = Xf/Xe = Xf/X6 = Xf/X6 =
tD xe = 0.1 xe = 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1

0.042 1.0796 0.7600 0.5622 0.3792 0.2861 0.2312

0.044 1.0931 0.7719 0.5722 0.3867 0.2921 0.2367

0.046 1.1061 0.7834 0.5818 0.3939 0.2979 0.2420

0.048 1.1186 0.7945 0.5912 0.4010 0.3036 0.2472

0.050 1.1306 0.8052 0.6002 0.4078 0.3091 0.2523

0.052 1.1422 0.8156 0.6090 0.4145 0.3145 0.2573

0.054 1.1534 0.8256 0.6176 0.4210 0.3198 0.2622

0.056 1.1642 0.8353 0.6259 0.3273 0.3249 0.2670

0.058 1.1746 0.8448 0.6339 0.4335 0.3300 0.2717

0.060 1.1847 0.8539 0.6418 0.4396 0.3349 0.2764

0.062 1.1945 0.8628 0.6495 0.4455 0.3398 0.2810

0.064 1.2040 0.8714 0.6569 0.4513 0.3446 0.2855

0.066 1.2133 0.8798 0.6642 0.4570 0.3493 0.2899

0.068 1.2222 0.8880 0.6713 0.4625 0.3539 0.2942

0.070 1.2309 0.8960 0.6783 0.4680 0.3584 0.2985

0.072 1.2394 0.9038 0.6851 0.4733 0.3629 0.3028

0.074 1.2477 0.9114 0.6917 0.4785 0.3672 0.3070

0.076 1.2557 0.9188 0.6982 0.4837 0.3716 0.3111

0.078 1.2636 0.9261 0.7046 0.4887 0.3758 0.3151

0.080 1.2713 0.9332 0.7109 0.4937 0.3800 0.3192

0.082 1.2788 0.9401 0.7170 0.4985 0.3841 0.3231

0.084 1.2861 0.9449 0.7230 0.5033 0.3882 0.3270

0.086 1.2932 0.9535 0.7289 0.5080 0.3922 0.3309

0.088 1.3002 0.9600 0.7346 0.5127 0.3962 0.3347

0.090 1.3071 0.9664 0.7403 0.5172 0.4001 0.3385

0.092 1.3138 0.9726 0.7459 0.5217 0.4040 0.3423

0.094 1.3203 0.9788 0.7513 0.5262 0.4078 0.3460

0.096 1.3268 0.9848 0.7567 0.5305 0.4116 0.3496

0.098 1.3330 0.9907 0.7620 0.5348 0.4153 0.3532

0.100 1.3392 0.9965 0.7672 0.5391 0.4190 0.3568

0.11 1.3685 1.0239 0.7919 0.5594 0.4396 0.3742

0.12 1.3952 1.0493 0.8149 0.5786 0.4539 0.3909

0.13 1.4200 1.0727 0.8364 0.5967 0.4702 0.4069

0.14 1.4430 1.0946 0.8565 0.6139 0.4858 0.4222

0.15 1.4644 1.1151 0.8755 0.6303 0.5009 0.4371

0.16 1.4846 1.1345 0.8935 0.6460 0.5154 0.4515

0.17 1.5036 1.1528 0.9106 0.6611 0.5295 0.4654

0.18 1.5217 1.1703 0.9270 0.6757 0.5432 0.4790



Table 8-8 (continued)

xf/ Xf/ Xf/Xe = XfJX9 = XfIx9 = XfIx9 =
tD xe = 0.1 xe = 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1

0.19 1.5397 1.1869 0.9427 0.6898 0.5565 0.4922
0.20 1.5553 1.2028 0.9578 0.7035 0.5696 0.5052

0.21 1.5711 1.2181 0.9723 0.7168 0.5823 0.5178
0.22 1.5862 1.2329 0.9864 0.7298 0.5947 0.5302
0.23 1.6008 1.2472 1.0001 0.7425 0.6070 0.5424
0.24 1.6150 1.2610 1.0134 0.7549 0.6190 0.5544
0.25 1.6287 1.2744 1.0264 0.7670 0.6308 0.5661
0.26 1.6420 1.2875 1.0391 0.7790 0.6424 0.5778
0.27 1.6551 1.3003 1.0515 0.7908 0.6539 0.5892
0.28 1.6678 1.3128 1.0636 0.8024 0.6653 0.6006
0.29 1.6802 1.3251 1.0756 0.8138 0.6765 0.6118
0.30 1.6924 1.3371 1.0874 0.8251 0.6876 0.6228

0.31 1.7044 1.3490 1.0990 0.8363 0.6986 0.6338
0.32 1.7162 1.3606 1.1104 0.8473 0.7095 0.6447
0.33 1.7278 1.3721 1.1217 0.8583 0.7203 0.6555
0.34 1.7393 1.3835 1.1329 0.8692 0.7311 0.6663
0.35 1.7506 1.3947 1.1439 0.8799 0.7418 0.6769
0.36 1.7618 1.4058 1.1549 0.8907 0.7524 0.6875
0.37 1.7728 1.4168 1.1657 0.9013 0.7629 0.6981
0.38 1.7838 1.4277 1.1765 0.9119 0.7734 0.7086
0.39 1.7947 1.4386 1.1872 0.9224 0.7839 0.7190
0.40 1.8055 1.4493 1.1979 0.9329 0.7943 0.7294

0.41 1.8162 1.4599 1.2084 0.9433 0.8046 0.7398
0.42 1.8269 1.4705 1.2190 0.9537 0.8150 0.7501
0.43 1.8374 1.4811 1.2294 0.9640 0.8253 0.7604
0.44 1.8480 1.4916 1.2399 0.9743 0.8356 0.7707
0.45 1.8585 1.5020 1.2503 0.9846 0.8458 0.7809
0.46 1.8689 1.5124 1.2606 0.9949 0.8560 0.7912
0.47 1.8793 1.5228 1.2709 1.0051 0.8662 0.8014
0.48 1.8896 1.5331 1.2812 1.0153 0.8764 0.8116
0.49 1.9000 1.5434 1.2915 1.0255 0.8866 0.8217
0.50 1.9103 1.5537 1.3017 1.0357 0.8968 0.8319
0.51 1.9206 1.5639 1.3119 1.0459 0.9069 0.8420
0.52 1.9308 1.5741 1.3221 1.0560 0.9170 0.8521
0.53 1.9410 1.5843 1.3323 1.0661 0.9271 0.8622
0.54 1.9512 1.5945 1.3424 1.0762 0.9372 0.8723



Table 8-8 (continued)

xf/ Xf/ Xf/Xe = XfJX9 = XfIX9 = XfIX9 =
tD xe = 0.1 xe = 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1

0.55 1.9614 1.6047 1.3526 1.0863 0.9473 0.8824
0.56 1.9715 1.6148 1.3627 1.0964 0.9574 0.8925
0.57 1.9817 1.6250 1.3728 1.1065 0.9675 0.9026
0.58 1.9918 1.6351 1.3829 1.1166 0.9776 0.9127
0.59 2.0019 1.6452 1.3930 1.1267 0.9876 0.9227
0.60 2.0120 1.6553 1.4031 1.1367 0.9977 0.9328
0.61 2.0221 1.6654 1.4132 1.1468 1.0077 0.9428
0.62 2.0322 1.6755 1.4233 1.1569 1.0178 0.9528
0.63 2.0423 1.6855 1.4333 1.1669 1.0278 0.9629
0.64 2.0524 1.6956 1.4434 1.1769 1.0379 0.9730
0.65 2.0625 1.7057 1.4535 1.1870 1.0475 0.9830
0.66 2.0726 1.7157 1.4635 1.1970 1.0579 0.9930
0.67 2.0827 1.7258 1.4736 1.2071 1.0680 1.0031
0.68 2.0927 1.7358 1.4836 1.2171 1.780 1.0131
0.69 2.1027 1.7459 1.4936 1.2271 1.0880 1.0231
0.70 2.1127 1.7560 1.5036 1.2371 1.0980 1.0331

tD>0.1 tD +1.4127 tD +1.0560 tD +0.8036 tD +0.5371 tD +0.3980 tD +0.3331

Table 8-9
Vertical Fracture Drawdown Test (T = 7100R; rw = 0.39 ft; h = 22
ft; Psc = 14.65; Tsc = 5200R; qsc = 5.125 mmscfd; /X1 = .02134 cP;

<f> = 0.185; Ca = 0.00027 psi"1; well depth = 2950 ft)

Time/ Time V? ip(Pi)-ip(Pwf) Time/ Time V? tl>(Pi)-ip(Pwf)
(hr) (hr)V2 (mmpsia2/cP) (hr) (hr)1/* (mmpsia2/cP)

0.00 0.0000 0 4.00 2.0000 104.87
0.15 0.3872 18.00 5.00 2.2361 114.21
0.20 0.4472 22.12 6.00 2.4495 121.29
0.30 0.5477 25.75 8.00 2.8284 134.39
0.40 0.6325 31.23 10.00 3.1623 144.52
0.50 0.7071 35.65 15.00 3.8730 163.66
0.60 0.7746 40.45 20.00 4.4721 177.72
0.80 0.8944 43.50 30.00 5.4772 197.35
1.00 1.0000 50.14 40.00 6.3246 211.32
1.50 1.2247 68.24 50.00 7.1711 222.45
2.00 1.4142 78.35 60.00 7.7460 232.21
3.00 1.7321 93.24 80.00 8.9443 245.07

100.00 10.0000 256.07



Drawdown Time /, hours

Figure 8-7. Cartesian coordinate plot—Drawdown test, fractured gas we l l -
Example 8-2.

After work over

Draw down Time t, hours

Figure 8-6. Log-log plot of data in Table 8-3—Example 8-2.

Initial data formed a straight-line with a
half-unit slope, which indicated a linear
flow, hence, a possible vertical fracture.

Curve for xe / Xf infinity

0.6 hours

Half slope line

Slope = 0.5



Drawdown time, t°\ hours0 5

Figure 8-8. Plot of A^ versus t05 for data in Table 8-9—Example 8-2.

Figure 8-9. Type curve matching for vertical fractured well—Infinite fracture
conductivity.

Ay/= 105 mmpsiaVcP
(End of linear flow period)

After work over

Slope mif= (126 - 0 ) / ( 2.4 - 0 )
= 52.50 mmpsia2/cp/cycle



(text continued from page 432)

Estimates of effective reservoir permeability and fracture half-length can
be obtained as follows:

1. Match points are obtained from Figure 8-9:

A fD = 1.55 at A if/ = 70 mmpsia2/cP and tD = 200 at t = 70 min

2. Calculate effective reservoir permeability from Eq. 8-14 as follows:

_ 50.300 x \06TqscPsc {^D)M

k — x
hTsc (xf/t - i/wf)M

_ 50.300 x 106 x 710 x 5.125 x 14.65 1.55

~ 22 x 520 '20Ox 106 ~ ' m

3. Calculate the fracture half-length (for distance that the vertical fracture
extends from the center of the well) from Eq. 8-15 as

/.0002637k ( 0 M
Xf = / .

Y <l>tiiCi ' ( t D ) M

= I 0-0002637 x 1 . 8 2 ^ W =

V 0.185 x 0.02134 x 0.00027 6.5

Notice that if the match had gone as far as reaching any particular value
of xe/xf, the distance to the outer reservoir boundary could have been
calculated.

4. Calculate the fracture skin factor from Eq. 8-19 (given later) as follows:

[2rwl [2 x.391

Apparent wellbore radius rwa = xf/2 = 69.63/2 = 34.82 ft

We can also calculate fracture skin factor by

Semilog Analysis
Now we are able to examine Figure 8-10, which is a semilog plot of A\[r

versus t, and fit the semilog straight line as shown, beginning at (A^)^/ >



Drawdown time t, hours

Figure 8-10. Semilog plot, drawdown test—Fractured gas well—Example
8-2.

210 mmpsia2/cR The slope of the semilog straight line is found to be 120
mmpsia2/cP/cycle and (AV0i/ir = 20 mmpsia2/cP. Thus, from Eq. 5^4-0,

57.92 x 106 x 5.125 x 14.65 x 710
* = 120 x 10̂  x 22 x 520 = 2.25 mD

From Eq. 5^4-1, calculate fracture skin factor, s/:

_ r 2Ox IQ6 2^5 "I
Sf ~ ' [ 120 x 106 ° g 0.185 x 0.02134 x 0.00027 x 0.392 + ' J

= 1.151 [0.167-7.14 + 3.23] = -4.31

(indicating heavy fracture in a low-permeability gas reservoir)

Calculate fracture length x/ from

r' _ r p~sf
r
w — rw e

= 039e-(-43l) =29.03

Hence, xf = 2 x r'w = 2 x 29.03 = 58.06 ft.
A comparison between the log-log and semilog calculated values of

parameters is shown in Table 8-10. Note, however, that the estimation of x/ is

t = 38.5 hours
{Ay/)\ hr = 30 mmpsia2/cP

After work over

Ay/ >210mmps ia 2 / cP

Slope m = ( 260-- 140 ) / ( l o g 100 - log 10 )
= 120 mmpsia2/cP/cycle
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Table 8-10
Comparison between Log-Log and Semilog Values

of Several Parameters

Reservoir parameters Log-log solution Semilog solution

Effective permeability k (mD) 1.82 2.25
Half-fracture length xf (ft) 69.63 58.06
Skin factor s -4.49 -4.31

very sensitive to the reservoir parameters. For example, if (/> is taken equal to
0.1004 instead of 0.185, xf would be equal to 292 ft instead of 94.52 ft. Thus,
one has to keep in mind that x/ is correct only if all the reservoir and fluid
parameters are correct. Having calculated k and Jt/, we substitute in Eq. 1-141
to calculate t, the time of the beginning of the semilog straight line, which is
38.5 hr. Therefore, the beginning of the semilog straight line must meet the
following criteria:

A ^ > 120 mmpsia2/cP

t = 38.5 hr

Discussion
All data obtained from a few minutes to 100 hr have matched the appro-

priate type curve solution. The type curve solution presented in this example
application is useful and appears to represent a large portion of field data. A
combination of older semilog analytical methods with the log-log type curve
permits a second-generation well test analysis with extraordinary confidence
levels concerning the results. There are many instances, particularly in tight
gas wells, in which the linear flow period lasts for several hundred hours.
Under these conditions, neither the type curve nor the conventional approach
is uniquely applicable. However, the last point on the half-slope line may be
used to estimate an upper limit of the permeability-thickness product.

Uniform Flux and Infinite Conductivity Vertical Fracture
Type Curves910

Alagoa et al,10 presented the pressure derivative approach to analyze tran-
sient tests in both the uniform-flux and the infinite-conductivity vertical fracture
models for a homogeneous infinite reservoir. The new type curves are shown in
Figure 8-11. The two types of vertical fractures have been discussed in the sec-
tion on buildup tests in vertically fractured reservoirs. At late time the derivative
form of the infinite-acting radial-flow equation for both the uniform-flux and



Figure 8-11. Dimensionless pressure for vertically fractured well in the center
of a closed system. (Gringarten, Ramey).16'17

infinite-conductivity fractures is given by tDfPf
D = 0.5. This is characterized

by a 0.5 horizontal line asymptote. Within the half-unit slope straight line and
the 0.5 line asymptote, the fracture model type considered defines pressure
derivative response. The type curve analysis involves the following steps:

1. Plot xlf(Ap) and derivative of pressure versus At on log-log graph paper
with the same grid size as in Figure 8-11.

2. Match the constant derivative portion of the data plot with the 0.5 hori-
zontal straight lines. This will fix the pressure match.

3. Move the data plot along the 0.5 horizontal line until early time data are
matched on both derivative and pressure type curves. This gives the time
match and the C Df value.

4. Note the values of the match points

5. Calculate kh from the pressure match, fracture half-length x/ from the
time match, and wellbore storage constant C from the CDf value. The
following equations are used:

k = 50,300qgTPsc h H ^ I
hTsc L Af ]M

Drainage area

End of half slope period
Xe/Xf~ 1

Pseudo-steady-state starts at about
tDA = 0.12 for all xe /xf

Approximate,
end of half

slope
Slope = 0.5
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xf= /o.OOO2637——to] (8-17)

c = ̂ k»f (8-I8)
No wellbore storage, infinite conductivity fracture (after Gringarten,
Ramey, and Raghavan):9'10

s=In(— J (8-19)

Comparing Figures 8-3 and 8-11 shows a striking difference in the
slopes at early dimensionless times. The curves for a well with skin and
storage effect (Figure 8-3) start with a unit slope, while the curves for
the vertical fracture (Figure 8-11) start with a slope of one-half. The
one-half slope is caused by linear flow at very short times. A dashed line
in Figure 8-11 indicates the end of the half-slope period.

8.7 Summary

Based on the material presented in this chapter, the following remarks are
pertinent:

• A new technique is presented to analyze data in the bilinear flow period.
It is shown that, during this flow period, a graph of if(pwf) versus /1 / 4

yields a straight line when slope is inversely proportional to hf(k/bf)1^2.
• New type curves are now available for pressure analysis of fractured gas

wells, and the problem in the analysis is reduced considerably with the
use of these type curves.

• Prefracture information about the reservoir is necessary to estimate frac-
ture parameters.

• The type curve analysis method must be used simultaneously with the
specific analysis methods i//(pwf) versus f1/4, i//(pWf) versus £1/2, and
if (Pwf) versus log t to produce reliable results.
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Chapter 9

Pressure Derivative
Method of Analysis

9.1 Introduction

The pressure derivative application to gas well test analysis involves the
combined use of existing type curves in both the conventional dimensionless
pressure form (PD) and the new dimensionless pressure derivative grouping
(PD x ^D/CD)- Thus this new approach has combined the most powerful
aspects of the two previously distinct methods into a single-stage interpretive
plot. Use of the pressure derivative with pressure-behavior type curves reduces
the uniqueness problem in type curve matching and gives greater confidence
in the results. Features that are hardly visible on the Horner plot or are hard to
distinguish because of similarities between are reservoir system and another
are easier to recognize on the pressure-derivative plot.

9.2 Calculation of Pressure Derivative Functions

Figure 9-1 illustrates the calculation of the derivative at a given point A
given by the following relationship:

IfM _ №* + £*•)
\dxjA (X1 + X2)

9.3 Log-Log Diagonostic Plots of Pressure Change
and Its Derivative

Derivative response patterns for the flow regimes are shown in Figures 9-2
through 9-6. For each flow there is a specified plot of the portion of the data
exhibiting the characteristic derivative response pattern. On the specialized



Log At Log (tP + At) / At

Log-log diagnostic plot Horner semilog plot
(a) (b)

Figure 9-2. Well with wellbore storage and skin In a homogeneous reservoir.

plot, the data identified with the characteristic derivative response pattern lie
on a straight line, and the slope and the intercepts of the line are used to compute
well and/or reservoir parameters. Figures 9-2 through 9-6 show the specialized
plot associated with respective trends identified on the log-log diagnostic plot
of pressure change and its derivative.

Radial
flow

Wellbore
storage

Figure 9-1. Illustration of differentiation algorithm.



Log At Log (tp + At) /At
Log-log diagnostic plot Homer semilog plot

(a) (b)

Figure 9-4. Well with wellbore storage and skin in a homogeneous reservoir
with one sealing fault.

9.4 Pressure Derivative Trends for Other Common
Flow Regimes

Figures 9-7 and 9-7 a show pressure derivative trends for common flow
regimes.

9.5 Homogenous Reservoir Systems

Bourdet et al.xl introduced type curves in terms of the pressure derivative.
Their type curves are largely based on the solutions obtained by Agarwal et al?

Wellbore
storage

Radial
flow

Sealing
fault

Log At Log (tp + At) I At

Log-log diagnostic plot Horner semilog plot

(a) (b)

Figure 9-3. Well with infinite conductivity vertical fracture in a homogeneous
reservoir.

Linear flow

Transient

Radial
flow



Log At Log ( tP + At) I At

Log-log diagnostic plot Horner semilog plot

(a) (b)

Figure 9-6. Well with wellbore storage and skin in a dual porosity system with
pseudo-steady-state flow from matrix to fractures.

During early time, Agarwal et al. show that

PWD = ^- (9-2)

Thus,

dpWD/d(tD/CD) = 1

or

PWD = 1 (9-3)

Radial flow
(in fissures)

Wellbore
storage

Radial
(total system)

Pseudo-steady state
Flow from matrix

to fissures

Log At Log ( tP + At) I At
Log-log diagnostic plot Horner semilog plot

(a) (b)

Figure 9-5. Well with wellbore storage and skin in a homogeneous reservoir
with closed outer boundary.

Wellbore
storage

No flow
boundary



Wellbore storage
Infinite-acting radial flow

Wellbore storage
Partial penetration

Infinite-acting radial flow

Linear flow in an infinite-
conductivity vertical

fracture

Bilinear flow to an infinite
conductivity vertical

fracture

Wellbore storage
Infinite-acting radial flow

Wellbore storage
No flow boundary

Wellbore storage
Linear flow

Pressure change slope =1, pressure derivative slope = 1
Additional distinguishing characteristics are:

Early time pressure change and derivative are overlain.

Pressure changing increase and pressure derivative slope = 0
Additional distinguishing characteristic is:

Middle time flat derivative

k(x/ -> calculate from specialized plot
Pressure derivative slope = 0.5 and pressure derivative slope = 0.5

Additional distinguishing characteristics are:
Early time pressure change and the derivative are offset by a factor of 2

kfW -> calculate from specialized plot
Pressure slope = 0.25 and pressure derivative slope = 0.25

Additional distinguishing characteristic are:
Early time pressure change and derivative are offset by factor of 4.

Sealing fault

No flow boundary

kb2 -> calculate from specialized plot

Figure 9-7. Pressure derivative trends for common flow regimes.

Equation 9-3 shows that during early time a plot of p'WD versus ^DIQ ) is a
horizontal line and the intercept is equal to 1. In a reservoir that is homoge-
neous with respect to both rock and fluid properties and where the well is fully
penetrating the pay section, the flow must become radial after wellbore stor-
age effects have subsided. Therefore, during late time, Eq. 9-3 is applicable,



Wellbore storage
dual porosity matrix to

fissureflow

Dual porosity with
pseodo-steady-state

in terporosity flow

Dual porosity with
transient interporosity

flow

Pseudo-steady-state

Constant pressure
boundary (steady-state)

Single sealing fault
(pseudoradial flow)

Elongated reservoir
Linear flow

Semi log straight lines with slope = 1.151.
Parallel straight-line responses are characteristics of naturally

fractured reservoirs.

Pressure change slope -> increasing, leveling off increasing
Pressure derivative slope = 0, valley = 0

Additional distinguishing characteristic is middle time valley trend
during is more than I log cycle.

Pressure change slope A [//(P) -> steepening
Pressure derivative slope A y/(P') At = 0, upward trend = 0

Additional distinguishing characteristic -^ middle time slope
doubles

Pressure change slope, A y/(P) ~^ 1 for drawdown and zero for
buildup

Pressure derivative slope Ay/(P')At -^ 1 for drawdown and steeply
descending for buildup

Additional distinguishing characteristic -> late time drawdown
pressure change and derivative are overlain; slope of 1 occurs much

earlier in the derivative.

Pressure change slope -> 0
Pressure derivative slope -^ steeply descending

Additional distinguishing characteristic -> cannot be distinguished
from pseudo-steady-state in pressure buildup test.

Pressure change slope -> steeping
Pressure derivative slope -> 0, upward trend -> 0

Additional distinguishing characteristic -> late-time slope doubles

Pressure change slope -> 0.5
Pressure derivative slope -> 0.5

Additional distinguishing characteristic -^ late time pressure
change and derivative are offset by factor of 2; slope of 0.5 occurs

much earlier in the derivative

Figure 9-7a. Pressure derivative trends for common flow regimes.



assuming, of course, that the flow remains in the transient (infinite-acting)
state. Thus,

5.7920 x ltfqg1?x ,
Ir(Pi) ~ VK/V) = Hg "(log t + S)

KnI sc

_ 5.7920 x MfqgTPsc
= khl\c

x Hog t + log =- - 3.23 + 0.86951
L <t>VgCtrl J

_ 5.7920 x 104 qJPsc I" 5.922 x 10"4^f 1

2 3 0 3 khTsc \_H 4>V>gctrl + J

(9^)

Equation 9-4 may be written as

kh lt£:£%!T' - °-5"" 2-M58 '° / c°+'-c-+*•">
or

^T(PTO) - 0.5LMWCz)) + 0.80907 + /rc(CDe25)J (9-5)

Thus,

dpWD/d(tD/CD) = 0 . 5 / ( W C D )

or

p'm = 0.5/(tD/CD) (9-6)

and

log p'm = -log(tD/CD) + log 0.5 (9-7)

Equation 9-7 shows that during the transient state and after the wellbore storage
effects have subsided, a plot of p'WD versus (W CD) on log-log graph paper
will be a straight line of slope - 1 . Equations 9-3 and 9-7 show that during
early time and during the transient state pf

WD is independent of Coe2S. At
intermediate times p'WD is dependent on Coe2S and could be evaluated from
the solution of Agarwal et al. (see Figure 9-8). The resulting type curves as
given by Bourdet et al. are shown in Figure 9-9, where p'D is equivalent to

PWD-



Dimensionless time, tD / CD

Figure 9-9. Pressure derivative type curve. Copyright © 1983 World Oil.
Bourdetefa/.,May1983.17

Dimensionless time, tD / CD

Figure 9-8. Type curves for a well with wellbore storage and skin in a reservoir
with homogeneous behavior. Copyright © 1983 World Oil. Bourdet etal., May
1983.17
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Bourdet et al18 then defined the derivative of the dimensionless pressure as
follows:

Po+Ap

pf
D(tD/CD) = AtAp' *kT" 4 _ - | - I , f ( dp (9-8)

5.030 x lO~4qgT Ppc J /x(p)z(p)
Po

where At = producing time, hr:

x/f(Ap') = d Hf(Pi) - ^(pwf)\/dt

With the definition of Eq. 9-8, Bourdet et al. redrew their type curves and
presented them as shown in Figure 9-10. To use the type curve of Figure 9-10,
the field drawdown data must be plotted on log-log graph paper as At if/ (Ap')
versus At. At early time the data will fall on the straight line of unit slope and
at late time during the transient state the data will fall as the horizontal line
if(p')(tD/Co) = 0.5. In the case of buildup test, Ar represents the shut-in
time, and the buildup data are plotted as AtXJr(Ap')(tp + At)/tp versus At.
Note that since xJs(Apws) = xj/(pws) — xj/(pws at At = 0) are functions of At

Dimensionless Time, tD / CD

Figure 9-10. Pressure derivative type curve in terms of P'D (to/CD)- Copyright
© World Oil. Bourdet et al., May 1983.17



and (tp + At/At)9 respectively, then

df(Apwf) _ djs(Apwfs) dAt

d(lnAt) ~~ dAt * d(lnAt)

= f(Apwfs) x y- = f(Apwfs)At
/(AO

and

djr(pws) _ , ^Ar

d[ln{tp + Af/Af}] " ^ ( Pws)d[In{(fp + Af)/Af}]

These results show that a plot of \j/(Apf

wf)At versus AMn the case of a
drawdown is equivalent to a plot of dxj/(ApWf)/d(In At) versus At, where
At here is producing time. Likewise, in the case of a buildup, a plot of
lAt\lf(Apf

ws)(tp + At)/tp\ versus At is equivalent to a plot of \js(Apws)/
d[ln{(tp + At)/At}] versus At, where At is the shut-in time. In the usual
way, the pressure match gives kh, the time match C, and the curve match s.
The procedure to be followed for matching with the type curve in Figure 9-8
may be summarized as follows:

1. Compute dty(Ap)/dint, and plot \jr(Ap) and d\j/(Ap')/dInt versus
time on tracing paper that has the same scale as the type curve. Align
late-time derivative responses with the reference line in Figure 9-11, and
slide the field curve horizontally until responses in the storage-dominated
period are matched with the unit slope lines of Figure 9-11.

2. Obtain a best fit of field responses using both the pressure response and
the derivative response, the derivative plot being the primary basis for
obtaining a best fit.

3. Note the values of the match points

(pD)M, №P)M, ( - ^ - ) ' a n d ( C D e 2 S ) M

4. Compute k, C, CD and s by the following relations, respectively:
Reservoir permeability k\

50,3QOTq8Px fjpwu^M

hTsc ' №(AP)]M



Figure 9-11. Combined and pressure type curves for a well with wellbore stor-
age and skin in infinite-acting homogeneous reservoir (courtesy of Flopetrol
Johnson Schlumberger).14
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Wellbore storage constant C:

C = 0.000295— • ( / ) M (9-10)
V8 (tD/CD)M

Dimensionless wellbore constant C#:

Q> = 0.8936—^-z- (9-11)
(j)hctrl

Skin factor s:

s = 0.5In[iC^] (9-12)

Some typical matched data are shown later in Figures 9-14 and 9-15. The
following example illustrates the analysis of the pressure buildup test using
Bourdet et ah type curves for homogeneous reservoirs.

Example 9-1 Analyzing Pressure Buildup Test Using Bourdet et al. Type
Curves for Homogeneous Reservoirs

The test is a build-up preceded by a long production period at a single con-
stant flow rate. The pressure-time data along with calculated values are shown
in Table 9-1. The well/reservoir data are as follows: T = 7100R; Psc =
14.65 psia; Tsc = 5200R; h = 54 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft; qg = 6.148 mmscfd;
0 = 0.119; /ng = 0.02345 cP; ct = 0.00023 psi"1; and tP = 44.432 hr.
Determine reservoir parameters using both type curves (Figures 9-9 and
9-10) and semilog analyses.

Solution In view of the knowledge about the reservoir indicating that it is
not fractured in the zone near the well, the interpretation is normally made
by comparison with the "homogeneous reservoir." First prepare the data for
plotting (see Table 9-1). The data are plotted in Figures 9-12 and 9-13 re-
spectively. Figure 9-12 is a log-log plot of A\j/ versus At and Figure 9-13 is
a log-log plot of [AtAi//f(tp + At)/tP] versus At.

Type Curve Analysis
Figure 9-13 shows a match of the pressure-time data with the type curve of

Figure 9-8. From the match point, the following parameters may be obtained:

Type curve is CDe2S = 1015

Ar = 1 hr, Ai^ = 100 mmpsia2/cP, tD/CD = 14.5,
and PD = 5.5

(text continued on page 460)



Table 9-1
Buildup Data for Plotting

AfAt//
Shut-in {tp + At/tp)
pressure (Pressure

At Pyys i>(Pws) Ai/) Slope Ai// derivative
(hr) (psia) tj^- (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP/hr) (mmpsia2/cP/hr) function)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

0.00 1721 — 201.25 0.0 — — —
0.02 1735 2666.92 204.39 3.14 157.00 — —
0.03 1747 1333.96 207.10 5.85 271.00 214.00 4.28
0.04 1758 1111.80 209.15 7.65 180.00 225.50 10.00
0.05 1763 889.64 212.19 10.94 329.00 254.50 14.04
0.06 1777 741.53 214.85 13.60 266.00 297.50 16.05
0.07 1788 667.48 216.14 14.89 226.00 248.5 17.43
0.10 1818 445.32 223.08 21.83 231.33 228.67 22.92
0.13 1819 334.24 234.87 33.62 393.00 312.17 40.70
0.17 1625 267.59 248.26 47.01 334.75 363.88 62.04
0.25 2028 178.73 273.42 72.17 314.50 324.63 81.62
0.33 2135 134.30 300.32 99.07 336.25 325.38 108.18
0.50 2312 89.86 347.07 145.82 275.00 305.63 154.54
0.75 2615 60.24 432.17 230.92 340.40 307.70 234.68
1.00 2819 45.43 492.56 291.31 241.56 290.98 297.53
1.50 3146 32.62 593.33 392.07 201.52 221.54 343.57

*2.00 3310 23.22 645.36 444.11 104.08* 152.80* 319.36*
2.50 3350 18.77 658.14 456.89 25.56 64.82 171.17
3.00 3366 15.81 663.39 462.14 12.00 18.78 60.14
3.50 3382 13.69 668.62 467.37 10.46 11.30 42.67
4.00 3385 12.11 669.40 468.14 1.54 6.00 26.16
4.83 3391 10.19 671.49 470.24 2.53 2.04 10.92
5.00 3397 9.89 673.21 471.96 10.12 6.33 35.21
5.50 3403 9.08 675.18 473.93 3.94 7.03 43.46
6.00 3407 8.41 676.64 475.38 2.90 3.42 23.29
6.50 3411 7.84 677.93 476.68 2.60 2.75 20.40
7.00 3415 7.35 679.13 477.87 2.40 2.50 20.26
7.50 3418 6.92 680.29 479.04 2.32 2.36 20.69
8.00 3421 6.55 681.10 479.85 1.62 1.97 18.60
8.50 3425 6.23 682.27 481.02 2.34 1.98 20.05
9.00 3428 5.94 683.34 482.09 2.14 2.24 24.24
9.50 3432 5.68 684.64 483.39 2.60 2.37 27.33
10.00 3436 5.44 685.97 484.72 2.66 2.63 32.22
10.50 3440 5.23 687.3 486.05 2.66 2.66 34.53
11.00 3443 5.04 688.34 487.08 2.06 2.36 32.39
11.50 3447 4.86 689.41 488.16 2.16 2.11 30.55
12.00 3448 4.70 689.93 488.68 1.04 1.60 24.39
12.50 3451 4.55 690.84 489.59 1.82 1.43 22.91
13.00 3453 4.42 691.52 490.27 1.36 1.59 26.72
13.50 3456 4.29 692.43 491.18 1.82 1.58 27.81

*Column (6) -> (444.11 - 392.07)/(2.0 - 1.5) = 104.08
Column (7) -» (201.52 + 104.08)/2 = 152.80
Column (8) -* 2.00 (152.80) [(44.432 + 2.0)/44.432)] = 319.36



Figure 9-12. Log-log plot—Data from Table 9 -1 .

Figure 9-13. Log-log plot data from Table 9 -1 .
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At, hours

Figure 9-14. Buildup data plotted on log-log graph paper and matched to
type curve of Figure 9-4—Example 9 -1 .

(text continued from page 457)

Using Eqs. 9-9, 9-10, 9-11, and 9-12 respectively:

Effective permeability:
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Figure 9-15. Buildup data plotted on log-log graph paper and matched to
pressure derivative type curve of Figure 9-10—Example 9 -1 .

Skin factor:

Figure 9-15 shows a match of the pressure derivative function versus time
data with the type curve of Figure 9-10. From the match point, the following
parameters may be obtained:

Type curve CDe2S = 1015

At = 1 hr, A^ = 100 mmpsia2/cP, ^- = 15.0, and P^(tD/CD) =5.3

Using Eqs. 9-9 through 9-12, respectively,

Effective permeability:

50,300 x 6.148 x 103 x 710 x 14.65 5.3
k = 547520 TooTTo^ 6 'O 7 m D

Match points are:



Wellbore storage constant:

c = a o 0 O 2 9 5 1 ^ 5 f IIo=0-2749

Dimensionless wellbore constant:

0.2749
CD = a 8 9 3 6 0.119x54x0.00023x0.427P = 9U2

Skin factor:

Semilog Analysis
Now examining Figure 9-16, which is a semilog plot of A^ versus Ar, fit

the semilog straight line as shown, beginning at Ax/r > 470 mmpsia2/cP. The
slope m of the semilog straight line is 22.0 mmpsia2/cP/cycle and {A\j/)ihr =
448.0 mmpsia2/cP. Thus from Eq. 5-40, the effective permeability is

57.92 x 106 x 6.148 x 14.65 x 710
* = 22.0 x 10» x 54 x 520 = 5MmD

Slope m

Start of semilog straight-line

At9 hours

Figure 9-16. Semilog graph of A^ versus log Af-Data from Table 9 -1 .



Table 9-2
Comparison between Pressure, Pressure Derivative, and Semilog

Values of Several Parameters

Pressure Pressure derivative Semilog
Reservoir parameters solution solution solution

Effective permeability k 6.282 6.07 5.80
Wellbore storage constant 0.2952 0.2749 —
Dimensionless wellbore storage 978.4 911.2 —
constant

Skin factor s 13.62 13.86 18.17

From Eq. 5-41, the skin factor is

1 1 g i r 4 4 8 x l O 6

5.80 ]

~ ° g 0.119 x 0.02345 x 0.00023 x 0.42712 + ' J
= 1.151[20.26 - 7.70 + 3.23] = 18.17

Table 9-2 shows a comparison between pressure deriative and semilog values
of several parameters.

Discussion
AU data obtained from a few minutes to 13 hr have matched the appropri-

ate type curve solutuion. The type-curve solutions presented in this example
application are useful and appear to represent large portions of the field data.
The well is damaged and completion would probably benefit from stimulation.

9.6 Fractured Reservoir Systems with Double
Porosity Behavior

New type curves suitable for practical applications based on the model
by Warren and Root were introduced by Bourdet et a/.1718 These curves are
primarily used for diagnosing dual-porosity behavior and for ensuring that an
optimum, conclusive test is obtained. The idea behind these curves is that the
log-log plot consists of three typical flow regimes as follows:

1. The first flow regime represents radial flow in a homogeneous reservoir
with wellbore storage, skin, permeability kf, and reservoir storage st.

2. The second flow represents a transient period.
3. The third flow represents radial flow in a homogeneous system with

wellbore storage, skin, permeability kf, and reservoir storage (Sf + sm).



Pseudo-Steady-State Interporosity Flow

Bourdet et al. type curves as shown in Figure 9-17 can be used for the
analysis of fractured reservoirs with pseudo-steady-state interporosity flow.
Only two parameters (co and X) characterize the reservoir heterogeneity. The
parameter co is defined as the ratio of fracture storage to total storage. The in-
terporosity flow parameter X is proportional to the ratio of matrix permeability
to fracture permeability. Thus,

co = Sf (9-13)
Sf +Sm

where

Sf = fracture storage = cfrfCfhf

sm = matrix storage = (j)mcmhm

and

X ex km/kf

or

X = ar2
wkm/kf (9-14)

where

a = geometric parameter, 1/L2

L — length of matrix, ft

In Figure 9-17, the dimensionless pressure (po versus to/Co) curves show
two families of component curves as the Coe2S that correspond to homoge-
neous behavior and the Xe2S curves that show pressure behavior during tran-
sition. The pressure derivative curve response follows this sequence:

1. Initially, because of wellbore storage effects, the derivative curve follows
(Coels)f — 1 type curve.

2. When the infinite-acting radial flow occurs in the fissured system, the
pressure derivative group will follow the 0.5 horizontal straight line.

3. During the transition period when pressure stabilizes, the derivative with
respect to natural logarithm of time drops and follows the (XCo) /co(\ —
co) type curve until it reaches a minimum and then bounces back up along
the (XCo/(l — co)2 curve before returning to the 0.5 straight line. The
0.5 horizontal lines corresponding to the infinite-acting radial flow in the
total system (Coels)f+m.



Figure 9-17. Type curve showing both behavior of pressure and its derivative
(after Bourdet et a/.18). It can be used to analyze test data from fractured reser-
voirs. The behavior of the pressure derivative is reasonably resolutive for the
identification of the transition period.
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To use the type curve of Figure 9-17, one has to match the early data with
one of the type curves labeled Cpe2S. The label of the matched curve is now
referred to as (Coe2S)f- The permeability k/ is calculated from the pressure
match, and C is calculated from the time match. The matching procedure is as
follows:

1. Plot pressure derivative versus At on log-log graph paper.
2. Plot Apws versus A^ on log-log paper.
3. Copy the curve (step 1) on curve (step 2).
4. Match the derivative curve of step 3 with one of the derivative type curves

of Figure 9-17.
5. Choose any point and read its coordinates on both figures. Thus, ^(A/?)M,

(AOM, (PD)M, and {to/C^M would become known. Also read the
matched derivative curve label ACD/(1 — co)2, where CD here is

6. Now, with the match still maintained, change your focus from the deriva-
tive curve to the data curve in step 3. Read the values of the curves la-
beled Coe2S which match the initial and final segments of the data curve,
(CDe2S)f and (CDe2S)f+m, respectively.

7. Calculate the different parameters as follows:

-=(Jjf^ (9-15,
(CDe2S)f

50,30OggTPsc . J g g ^ ^ f t
f hTsc f(Ap)M

0M0295kh (At)M

^ * \CD)M

Assuming that the total reservoir storage (s/ + sm) is known from well
logs,

s = 0.5In[(CDe2S)f+m/CDf+J (9-19)

and k can be calculated from the label of the matched derivative curve
XCDf+J(l-eo)2.

x = (l-jof [ ACD / + m / ( 1 _ 2 ] ^ (9_20)

^ Df+m



For a gas well drawdown test, the derivative is calculated as follows:

d\ff(Ap) _ di/f(Ap) dAp dAt
din At ~ dAp dAt din At

= 2AP Ap'At
V(Pwf)z(pwf)

where At is the producing time and x/s(Ap) = is(pt) — i/f(pwf)- For a
buildup test, the differentiation is carried out with respect to Intp~^t

 l and
the result would be

dx/fjAp) = 2Apws , tp + At

dln'-eg- ~ M(Pw.) z(Pws)'
 Pws At

where At is the shut-in time and ^f(Ap) = is(pws) — i/f(Pwf, A*=O).

Transient Interporosity Flow

Bourdet et al. type curves as shown in Figure 9-18 can be used for the anal-
ysis of fractured reservoir with transient interporosity flow.1718 The transient
period is described by a family of ft curves, which are identical to homoge-
neous Cj)els curves except that two divides pressure and time. In the transition
interporosity flow period, the double porosity responses do not flatten out but
tend to develop a semilog straight line, the slope of which is half of the true
radial-flow slope. The dimensionless interporosity transient flow parameter ft
is defined by

= s,(CDe2S)f+m ( 9 _ 2 1 )

ke~Zb

where

8' = matrix block shape factor

= 1.8914 for slab matrix block

= 1.0508 for spherical matrix block

(The choice of matrix geometry for interpretation has to be supported by
geological models.)

Figure 9-18 shows the following characteristics:

1. ft: At early time, the fissured flow (CDe2S)f is masked by wellbore
storage, and the pressure response starts on the transition curve.

2. (CDe2S)f+m: At the late time, the homogeneous behaviors corresponding
to the total system parameters are reached.



Dimensionless pressure, P0 , and pressure derivative group, [ tD / C0] P 'D

Approximately end of
unit slope

Log-log straight-line

Dimensionless time group, tp / Cp

Figure 9-18. Type curve matching both the behavior of the pressure and its
derivative (after Bourdet et a/.).18 Transient interporosity fluid flow behavior.
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The derivative of pressure curves is three component curves:

1. /3': At early time, the response first follows an early transition derivative
curve.

2. y (C/)) /+ m / ( l — o))1'. A late transition curved is reached.
3. 0.5: At late time, the homogeneous behavior corresponding to

{Cue2S)f+m is, in general reached on the 0.5 line.

As presented in the previous sections, kf and C are calculated from pressure
and time match, respectively. The skin factor s is obtained from the curve match
and Equation 9-18. The parameter k is calculated from the transition curve
match and the following equation:

k = , ( C o ^ 1 1 . _1_ ( 9 _ 2 2 )

Choice between Pseudo-Steady-State or Transient
Interporosity Flow

The choice between pseudo-steady-state or transient interporosity flow for
interpreting doubleporosity data has been subject to debate for many years. As
a general observation, for the same values of co, the derivative of the pseudo-
steady-state model drops well below the 0.25 straight lines. Field data that pro-
duce a drop of more than one log cycle when differentiated are observed, thus
justifying the applicability of Warren and Root model.1 Selection of an appro-
priate model may sometimes be difficult, especially when pressure recording
quality is low. If the value of GO is large (for example, 0.2), the derivative of the
pseudo-steady-state model will not drop below the 0.25 line, and in some cases
the transient model can produced a very similar shape but with a much smaller
value of <w(10~3). In such cases the physical description of the formation under
consideration must be carefully studied.

9.7 Summary

Based on the material presented in this chapter, the following remarks are
pertinent:

• A new technique is presented to analyze data in the bilinear flow period. It
is shown that, during this flow period, a graph of \[/ (pwf) versus t1/4 yields
a straight line when the slope is inversely proportional to hf(kfbf)1^2.

• New type curves are now available for pressure analysis of fractured gas
wells, and the problem in the analysis is reduced considerably with the
use of these type curves.



• Prefracture information about the reservoir is necessary to estimate frac-
ture parameters.

• The type curve analysis method must be used simultaneously with the spe-
cific analysis methods ir(pwf) versus tl^4, i/(pwf) versus /1^2, and ir(pWf)
versus log t to produce reliable results.
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Chapter 10

Massive Hydraulic
Fractured Gas Well
Behavior Analysis

10.1 Introduction

References 1 and 2 presented a new set of type curves. These type curves
were specifically needed for massive hydraulic fractured (MHF) wells to handle
production under constant pressure and constant rate. A fracture is said to have
an infinite flow capacity when there is little or no pressure drop along the axis
of the fracture. The fracture is said to have a finite flow capacity when there is a
significant pressure drop along its axis. Since the distinction between the defi-
nitions of fracture flow capacity and formation flow capacity is often confusing,
it may be worthwhile to restate the definition of the formation flow capacity:

Formation flow capacity = kh, mD-ft (10-1)

Fracture flow capacity = k/w, mD-ft (10-2)

10.2 Methods of Evaluating MHF Fractured
Gas Wells

Figure 10-1 illustrates method of analyzing massive hydraulic fractured gas
wells.

10.3 Evaluation of Fracturing Treatments

Constant Wellbore Pressure and Finite Flow
Capacity Fracture

Figure 10-2 presents constant wellbore pressure type curves for finite
flow-capacity fractures. These type curves are especially useful when ana-
lyzing performance data (production rate versus time) for MHF gas wells that



Infinite flow capacity fractures

Conventional methods of analysis
such as semilog analysis and square
root time graph method, can be used

for only this type of fractures
(see Chapter 9)

Finite flow capacity fractures

Constant well pressure
and

Constant rate type curves

Low permeability gas
wells normally produced
at constant well pressure

High permeability gas
wells produced usually

at constant rate

Estimate fracture length and fracture flow
capacity using Equations 10-6 and 10-5.

Fracture Characteristics
Estimation Techniques

Figure 10-1. Methods of evaluating MHF gas wells.

Dimensionless time, tDX/

Figure 10-2. Log-log type curves for finite capacity vertical fractures-
Constant wellbore pressure (after Agarwal, Carter and Pollock).1
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generally are produced at a constant wellbore pressure, rather than a constant
rate. The reciprocal of the dimensionless rate, 1/#D> was plotted as a function
of dimensionless time, tDxf, on log-log paper with dimensionless fracture flow
capacity, FCD, as a parameter. Definitions of l/qo, tDxf, and FCD are as follows:

Dimensionless rate, 1/#D-

l / q D = 50,3O0qgTPsc

 ( 1 ( ^ 3 )

Dimensionless time, tDx/.

0№02631kt
tDxf=— 2— ( 1 0 ^

0 IXiCiXf

Dimensionless flow capacity, FCD'>

FCD = *fL (10-5)
KXf

Fracture half length, x/i

l0.0002631k(t)MXf = . (10-6)
Y </}fliCi(tDXF)M

Fracture skin, Sf:

sf = Lf + In(^-)] - In(^.) (10-6a)
L V rw / J TablelO-1 V rw /

The application of Agarwal's type curves for the constant wellbore pres-
sure case to analyze massive hydraulic fractured gas well is illustrated in
Example 10-1.

Example 10-11 3 Analyzing Pressure Drawdown Test for Massive Hydraulic
Fractured Gas Well—Constant Wellbore Pressure Case

A buildup test was conducted on a gas well producing from a low-
permeability reservoir. A prefractured buildup test yielded a permeability value
k of 0.015 mD. Following a massive hydraulic fracturing (MHF) treatment, the
well was produced at a constant pressure, i.e., \}jr (/?,-) — ̂ r (pwf)\ remained con-
stant. The rate time data are shown in Table 10-2. Additional reservoir param-
eters are given as follows: LV^(A) — ifiPwf)} = 401 mmpsia2/cP; Tsc = 5200R;
Psc = UJ psia; h = 35 ft; qg = 1050 mscfd; /x, = 0.0175; a = 2.35 x 10" 4

psi" 1; 0 = 0.11; T = 6400R.



Table 10-1
Pseudoskin Factor for a Well with a Finite Conductivity

Vertical Fracture (After Cinco-Ley and Samaniego)7

kflyWfD= Sf+ kfoWjD= Sf+
kfW/kxf In(x f/rw) kfW/kxf In(xf/rw)

0.1 3 10 0.82
0.2 2.10 20 0.80
0.3 2.40 30 0.79
0.4 2.20 40 0.77
0.5 2.00 50 0.785
0.6 1.90 60 0.778
0.7 1.85 70 0.777
0.8 1.75 80 0.776
0.9 1.73 90 0.775
1 1.60 100 0.774
2 1.20 200 0.772
3 1.10 300 0.772
4 1.00 400 0.772
5 0.94 500 0.772
6 0.90 600 0.772
7 0.85 700 0.772
8 0.88 800 0.772
9 0.84 900 0.772
10 0.82 1000 0.772

Table 10-2
Drawdown Test of MHF Gas Well

t (days) q (mscfd) l/q( X 10~3) d/mscf

25 610 1.639
35 475 2.105
65 410 2.439

100 314 3.185
150 252 3.968
250 210 4.762
300 195 5.128

Use Agarwal's type curves to compute the following:

1. Fracture permeability kf
2. Fracture length xf

3. Fracture flow capacity kfw
4. Match with past performance and prediction of future performance of

this MHF gas well



Figure 10-3. Pseudoskin factor for a well with a finite conductivity vertical
fracture (after Cinco-Ley and Samaniego).2

Solution Before we match, we must know k and is(pt) — \js(pWf). The first
steps in analyzing this type of problem are as follows:

Step 1. Prepare a plot production rate q versus time as shown in Figure
10-4.

Step 2. \/q versus time data (Table 10-2) are plotted on tracing paper using
the log-log scale of the type curves. Main x and y axes also are drawn on
the tracing paper. Such a plot is shown in Figure 10-5.

Step 3. Since formation flow capacity, kh, is known from the prefracturing
test,

w _khW(Pi) -^{Pwf)\Tsc
l/qD " 50,300qgPsc

= (0.015)(35)(401 x 106)(520)

50,300(1050)(1000)(14.7)

Also,

\/qg = = 0.952 x 10"3, day/mscf

Place the data plot on Figure 10-6 such that the axes labeled 0.952 x 10~3

and 0.141 coincide as shown in Figure 10-5. Then move the data plot



Figure 10-4. Actual performance (gas rate versus time) data.

Time t, months

Time, days

Figure 10-5. Reciprocal smooth rate versus time for MHF-Example 10-1.

horizontally until it matches one of the curves of Figure 10-2. From the
match point given in Figure 10-4, read the values of tM, tDXF, and FCD-
The calculation of x/ is made by using

/0.0002637fc(Q^"
f y (j)^iCi{tDxf)M

= I 0.0002637(0.015)(2,400) =

Y (0.11)(0.0175)(2.35 x 10~4)(215 x 10"2)
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tD X f = [ 2 . 6 3 7 x 1 0 " 4 k t ] / [ Cf)JLi1Ci (x f )
2 ]

Figure 10-6. Type curve matching for MHF gas well—Example 10-1.

Thus, the total fracture length 2xf = 1976 ft.
The matched curve is labeled [FCD\M = 50. Thus, from Eq. 10-5,

we get

Jk/M; = [FcolAfkxf = (50)(0.015)(988) = 741 mD-ft

Discussion
If the prefracturing buildup test data were not available, matching would

require shifting the tracing paper along both the x and y axes, which could be
difficult. This emphasizes the need for determining kh from a prefracturing
test.

Match of Past Performance Data
Figure 10-7 shows a match of past production data.

Long-Term Production Forecasting
To predict the future performance of a massive hydraulic fractured gas well,

the fracture characteristics determined from the type curve analysis, together
with reservoir and fluid properties and drainage area geometry, are entered in
the MHF simulator. The summary of the results is given in Table 10-3. Figure
10-7 shows the match of the past performance and prediction for the future
performance of the MHF gas well.

Match points are
/= 100 days

/a v /=2.15xl0_2

FCD = 50:

Time, /, days



Table 10-3
Summary of Results of Past and Future Performance of MHF

Gas Well

Time t Past performance q Time t Future performance q
(months) (msc/day) (months) (msc/day)

1 110.11 0 1000.01
2 175.34 6 175.20
3 195.42 12 115.19
4 199.66 18 100.26
5 202.13 24 95.78
6 147.43 30 90.23
7 117.00 36 85.12
8 123.58 42 80.67
9 107.94 48 75.44
10 100.00 54 70.22
11 98.00 60 68.55
12 95.00 66 66.34
13 93.00 72 64.12
16 91.00
18 90.00

Time, months

Figure 10-7. Match and performance prediction for MHF gas well—Example
10-1.

Dimensionless flow capacity = 50

Predicted performance

Actual performance

Initial pressure = 2400 psia
Reservoir temperature = 6400R
Formation thickness = 35 ft
Formation porosity = 0 = 1 1 $
Formation permeability = .015 mD
Fracture permeability, kf= 50 mD
Fracture width =14.82 ft
Fracture half length = 988 ft
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Discussion of Results
Fracture characteristics determined by type curve analysis, together with

reservoir and fluid properties, when entered in the MHF simulator gave rea-
sonably good matches of past performance and provided confidence in future
predictions. However, type curve analysis does not provide unique values of
fracture length and capacity. There are many factors such as the following:

1. Wellbore storage
2. Fracture face damage due to liquid invasion
3. Relative permeability effects
4. Gas compressibility
5. Confining pressure
6. Turbulence
7. Varying fracture capacity
8. Lateral and vertical reservoir heterogeneities

These factors may complicate the analysis. As for future performance pre-
dictions, it should be noted that because of the slow response of pressure
transients in tight gas formations, long-term performance data will be needed
before the lateral extent of the drainage area of the well can be estimated
reasonably.

Constant Rate and Finite Flow Capacity Fracture

Figure 10-8 presents constant-rate type curves for finite flow-capacity frac-
tures. Dimensionless pressure drop PWD has been plotted as a function of
dimensionless time tDxf on log-log paper with the dimensionless fracture flow
capacity, FCD, as a parameter. Dimensionless variables shown in Figure 10-8
are defined as follows:

Dimensionless pressure pWD:

50,300 qg TPsc

Dimensionless time tDx/.

0.0002631kt

tDxf = — o~" (1 0^>

Dimensionless flow capacity FCD'>

FCD = k-f- (10-5)
KXf



Dimensionless time, tDX

Figure 10-8. Log-log type curve for finite capacity vertical fractures (constant
well rate) (after Cinco-Ley and Samaniego).6

This definition of the dimensionless fracture flow capacity is slightly differ-
ent from that used by earlier investigators, but appears more convenient.
The definition of Prats et al.5 in our terms is

a =-^- (10-5a)

The definition of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego6 is

Cr = — (10-5b)
n

Fracture conductivity:

kfW = FCD(kxf) (10-5c)

Fracture half-length Xf\

/0 .0002637£(OM
Xf= / (10-6)

Y </>fliCi(tDxf)M
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Fracture skin s/:

Sf = /n( — ) (10-5d)

The value of fracture skin s/ may be calculated by using Eq. 10-6a or from
Table 10-1 or Figure 10-3.

sf = L + //if ̂ ) I - //if ̂ ) (10-6a)
L \rw J JTable\0-l \rw /

In Figure 10-8, dimensionless fracture flow capacity FCD ranges from 0.2
to 100. Note that the higher values of FCD normally correspond to higher
fracture flow capacity. However, higher values of FCD also may be caused
by lower formation permeability or short fracture length. The infinite flow-
capacity fracture solution is shown in Figure 10-8 by the dotted line. A curve
for FCD values of 100 or greater should approximately represent an infinite
flow-capacity fracture. This accounts for the utility of the infinite flow capacity
type curves of Gringarten et al. For the analysis of wells stimulated with
conventional fractures. For greater values of tDxf, Cinco-Ley and Samaniego
type curves may be used. For tDxf values smaller than 10~5, type curves are
influenced by porosity and compressibility in the fracture.

Example 10-213 Analyzing Drawdown Test Using Agarwal et al Constant-
Rate Type Curves

The reservoir and drawdown data are presented in Table 10^4. Estimate the
following:

1. Formation permeability k
2. Fracture half length Xf
3. Fracture conductivity kfW
4. Skin in the fracture Sf
5. Compare the results with the semilog analysis technique.

Solution A log-log cross plot of\j/(pi) — is(pwf) versus time was prepared
on a sheet of tracing paper (Figure 10-9). Notice that at early times the slope is
smaller than 0.5. The data curve was placed over the type curve for a constant-
rate finite conductivity vertical fracture (Figure 10-9) and was displaced until
a match was obtained (Figure 10-10). This match was obtained for

kfW
FCD = -j— = kfoWfo — 2n



Table 10-4
Pressure Drawdown Data for a Gas Well Crossed
by a Constant-Rate Finite Conductivity Vertical
Fracture (T = 7100R; h = 24 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft;

ct = 0.0002155 psi"1; qsc = 12.255 mmscfd;
0 = 0.1004 fraction; \x = 0.01925 cP)

Time t </>(#) - ^(pwf) Time t ipipt) - ip(pwf)
(hr) (mmscfd) (hr) (mmscfd)

0.25 72.10 40.00 276.22
0.50 83.08 50.00 295.14
1.00 94.75 60.00 313.89
2.50 121.85 70.00 326.78
5.00 149.35 80.00 336.87

10.00 182.60 90.00 349.32
20.00 225.12 100.00 358.45
30.00 253.78 150.00 399.01

Draw down time /, hours

Figure 10-9. Data curve for Example 10-2.

and indicates that the test was not run long enough to reach the semilog straight
line. Match points from Figure 10-10:

t = 10 hr, Ax// = ir(pi) - i/(pwf) = 100 mmpsia2/cP,

tD = 0.65, f(pwD) = 0.45, FCD = 5
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Dimensionless time, tDXf

Figure 10-10. Application of type curves matching techniques—Example
10-2.

Calculate formation permeability k from Eq. 10-7:

50,300 qscTPsc

k = y . , . 77—rzri^iPwD^M
h\jf{pt) - ty(pwf)Tsc

_ 50,300 x 12.255 x 103 x 710 x 14.65 x 0.45 _
= 24 x 100 x 106 x 520 = 2 ' 3 2 " ^

Calculate the half fracture length from Eq. 10-6:

/.0002637fc|~ t 1
f Y (J)IX1Ci L W J M

/ 0.0002637(2.32)(10) = 1 5 0 3 ft

Y 0.1004(0.01925)(0.0002155)(0.65)

Calculate fracture conductivity kfW from Eq. 10-5a:

kfw = 27t(xf)(k) = 2(22/7)(2.32)(204.9) = 1.494 x 103 mD-ft

Calculate fracture skin factor with the use of Eq. 10-5d:

T[2rwl [ 2 x 0 4 2 7 1 ]
sf = In\ — In\ = -5.17
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Time, hours

Figure 10-11. Semilog cross plot—Example 10-2.

Compare the value of fracture skin factor, s/, with the use of Table 10-1. This
can be done by entering Table 10-1 in the abscissa with Uf0Wf0 = 2n = 6.29
and reading in the ordinate

Sf+In(^- ) -0 .86

From Eq. 10-6a:

sf = 0.86 - /H( — ) = 0.86 - In(^—\ = 0.86 - 5.86 = -5.02

This skin indicates that the fracture is large enough to provide an improve-
ment in well productivity, in spite of the fact that the dimensionless fracture
conductivity has an intermediate value.

Semilog Analysis
Figure 10-11 is a semilog graph, which shows a straight line through the last

points with a slope m = 218 mmpsia2/cP/cycle. A conventional permeability
is calculated from Eq. 5-40:

7 57.920 x 106 x 12.225 x 14.65 x 710
k = 218 x 106 x 24 x 520 =2.11mD

t = 65 hours

Slope = (355 -137) / (log 100 - log 10)
= 218.0 mmpsia2 / cP / cycle



which compares with 2.32 mD calculated by type curve matching. A conven-
tional skin is calculated from Eq. 5-41:

11 g 1r-8 7-5 x i°6

Sf = 1 ^ 1 5 1 I 2 I 8 X l O 6
2.71 ]

" 1Og 0.1004 x 0.01925 x 0.0002155 x 0.42712 + 3*23J
= 1.151[-0.4014 - 7.55 + 3.23] = -5.43

which compares with s/ = —5.13 calculated by type curve matching.
If pressures for early times are not available, the remaining data could match

any log-log curves presented in Figure 10-11. Consequently fracture geometry
parameters could not be estimated, and the only possible way to evaluate the
data quantitatively would be to use the conventional semilog plot.

Further, it is worthwhile to examine that only a few points should form the
semilog straight line based on the match of Figure 10-10. The semilog plot of
Figure 10-11 shows that a couple of points are in the straight line. This includes
all points to the right of the arrow in Figure 10-11. The reason for the difference
lies in the fact that the analytical solutions approach the semilog straight line
asymptotically. Consequently, it may be possible in practice to stretch the rule
with regard to beginning of the straight line based on type curves and still obtain
some acceptable results. This must be done with caution and, if possible, using
the two types of cross plots.

10.4 Pressure Transient Analysis in MHF Gas Wells

Figure 10-12 shows the log-log curve of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego7 for a
finite conductivity vertical fracture. An interesting finding was for a well with
a low or intermediate conductivity fracture (ICJDWJD < 300), the slope at early
times did not exhibit the typical one-half slope straight line.

The following key assumptions were used in developing this curve:

1. An isotropic, homogeneous, horizontal infinite reservoir of constant
thickness h, permeability k, and porosity 0 which are independent of
pressure.

2. Viscosity and compressibility (slightly compressible fluids only) are con-
stant.

3. Production comes from a vertically fractured well intersected by a fully
penetrating finite conductivity fracture of width w, half-length Lf, and
permeability/:/.

The matching procedure is carried out as indicated previously. Quantitative
reservoir evaluation is carried out with the use of Eqs. 10-4 through 10-7 as
follows.



Figure 10-12. ^/{PWD) versus to for a finite conductivity vertical fracture (after
Cinco-Ley and Samaniego).7

Dimensionless time can be defined as a function of the half fracture length,
Xf or L, as follows:

0.0002637Jfcf 0.0002637fo
tDxf = — — = — Tj- (10-4)

Dimensionless pressure X//(PWD) is defined as function of real pressures by
the relationship

khli/(pi)-if(pwf)]Tsc

*{Pm) = 50,300qgTPsc
 ( 1 ° - 7 )

where A ^ = incremental pressure, mmpsia2/cP, equal to yjr(pt) — ir(pwf) in
a drawdown test and ^/(pws) — ty(pwf) in a buildup test; i/r(pi) = initial pres-
sure, mmpsia2/cP; \j/ (pWf) = flowing pressure, mmpsia2/cP; \//(pws) = shut-in
pressure, mmpsia2/cP; qsc = flow rate, mmscfd; T = formation temperature,
0R; Tsc = base temperature, 0R; PSc = base pressure, psi.

Infinite conductivity vertical fracture

Approximately start of semi-
log straight-line

Uniform flux solution
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A new parameter called dimensionless fractured conductivity (CfoTjjo) is
introduced as

Cf0T110 = ^ - (10-7a)
TCXfk

where Cjo = dimensionless fracture storage capacity and rfjo = dimensionless
fracture hydraulic diffusivity. Note that this parameter does not depend on
porosity and total compressibility of the formation and fracture. The product of
the following two dimensionless variables can also express the dimensionless
fracture flow conductivity:

kJD = Y (10-7b)

and

w
wjo = — (10-7c)

xf

where kfo = dimensionless fracture permeability and wjo = dimensionless
fracture width.

A decrease in the dimensionless fracture conductivity may be caused by
a decrease in fracture permeability, an increase in fracture length, or both.
Conversely, small values of dimensionless fracture conductivity may be caused
by either low fracture permeability or large fracture length.

Combining Eqs. 10-7a and 10-7b leads to the relationship

kfdWfo = CfOT11D = / ^ (10-7d)
KXf

This equation is useful in the quantitative analysis of pressure behavior in
wells with a finite conductivity vertical fracture. Table 10-1 shows a general
correlation of the fracture skin factor (or pseudoskin factor) from which it is
possible to evaluate Sf as a function of Wfokfo and x//rw. This is evaluated for
finding whether the fracture is really contributing to well improvement. The
application of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego's type curve for constant well rate
case to analyze massive hydraulic fractured gas well is illustrated in Example
10-3.

Example 10-313 Analyzing Drawdown Test Using Cinco-Ley and
Samaniego Type Curves Long Enough to Reach and Pass the Start of the
Semilog Straight Line

The reservoir and drawdown data are given in Table 10-5. Table 10-6 shows
the drawdown text data for conventional semilog analysis.



Table 10-5
Pressure Drawdown Data for a Gas Well Crossed by a
Constant-Rate Finite Conductivity Vertical Fracture

(T = 7100R; h = 22 ft; rw = 0.42 ft; ct = 0.00028 p s i 1 ;
qsc = 10.235 mmscfd; </> = 0.108 fraction; ^i = 0.01725 cP)

Time t Time f
(hr) i/j(pi)-ip(pwf) (hr) ^(Pi)-^(Pwf)

1 96.12 34 298.12
2 115.18 30 322.19
3 143.32 40 348.43
4 159.45 50 371.54
5 172.05 60 393.57
6 185.42 70 411.42
7 197.88 80 426.12
8 207.92 90 439.16
9 216.46 100 454.19

10 221.39 120 474.26
12 238.24 150 499.29
14 251.28 200 537.35
16 262.39 250 569.47
20 282.42 300 586.45

Table 10-6
Drawdown Test Data for Conventional Semilog Analysis

Timer ^(pwf) Timer ^(Pwf)
(hr) (mmpsia2/cP) (hr) (mmpsia2/cP)

1 800.00 40 742.11
2 794.24 50 734.18
3 789.05 60 732.76
4 784.75 70 730.55
5 781.67 80 725.13
6 782.72 90 722.23
7 778.00 100 720.14
8 775.22 120 712.25
9 774.19 150 705.00
10 770.20 200 690.17
15 765.15 250 684.12
20 755.25 300 677.12
30 750.35 350 673.14



Time /, hours

Figure 10-13. Data curve—Example 10-3.

Estimate the following:

1. Formation permeability A:
2. Fracture half-length x/
3. Fracture conductivity kfW
4. Skin in the fracture s/
5. Compare the result with that obtained using the semilog analysis tech-

nique

Solution A log-log cross plot of i/s(pi) — if(pwf) versus time was prepared
on a sheet of tracing paper (Figure 10-13). Notice that early times the slope is
smaller than 0.5. The data curve was placed over the type curve for a constant-
rate finite conductivity vertical fracture (Figure 10-12) and was displaced until
a match was obtained (Figure 10-14). This match was obtained for FCD —
kf\v/kxf = kfoWjD = 2n and indicates that the test was run long enough to
reach the semilog straight line.

MatchpointsfromFigurelO-14:^ = lOOhr, Ax// = f(Pi)-f(pWf) = 100
mmpsia2/cP, tD — 5.75, and ^(PWD) = 1-30.

Calculate formation permeability k from Eq. 10-7:

50,300 qsJPsc r | ,
k = , , / x TT—7^rW(PwD)]M

W(Pi) - ^(Pwf)Tsc

50,300 x 10.235 x 103 x 710 x 14.65 x 1.3 ,
= 22 x 100 x 10̂  x 520 = 6 ' ° 9 ^
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Time, / hours

Figure 10-14. Type curve match-—Example 10-3.

Calculate the half fracture length from Eq. 10-6:

/0.0002637A: |~ t 1

= I 0.0002637(6.09)(100) ~ =

Y (0.108)(0.01725)(0.00028)(5.75)

Calculate fracture conductivity &/w from Eq. 10-5c:

kfw = 2Jt(Xf)Qc) = 2(22/7)(6.09)(231.4) = 8.858 x 103 mD-ft

Calculate the fracture skin factor with the use of Table 10-1. This can be
done by entering Table 10-1 in the abscissa with kfoWfo = 2n = 6.283 and
reading in the ordinate

Is f + In(Xf/rw)}Tabiel0-i = 0.88

Then from Eq. 10-6a:

Sf = 0.88 - ' " ( ^ r ) = -5-43

Match points are:
WfTVaJ= 1.30

Ay/= 100
toxf= 5.75

/= 100

Uniform flux solution
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Flowing time /, hours

Figure 10-15. Conventional semilog drawdown test analysis for fractured gas
well.

This skin indicates that the fracture is large enough to provide an improve-
ment in well productivity, in spite of the fact that the dimensionless fracture
conductivity has an intermediate value. Figure 10-15 shows a semilog plot of
tyiPwf) versus time. From this figure the following information is obtained:

730-810 9
Slope m = — — = -90.0 mmpsiaz/cP/cyclev log 100-log 10 F

pihr = 885.00 mmpsia2/cP

Conventional formation permeability calculations using Eq. 5-40:

57.921 x 10"6 x 10.235 x 710 x 14.65

" = 90.0 x 106 x 22 x 520 =5'99mD

A conventional skin calculation using Eq. 5—41:

, , T 8 8 5 . 0 - 8 6 0 . 1
J = U 5 1 [ -90.0

( 5-99 A 1
° g \0.108 x 0.01725 x 0.00028 x 0.422/ + ' J

= 1.151[-0.277 - 7.81 + 3.23] = -5.59

which compares with Sf = —5.43 calculated by type curve matching.

Slope, /n = [ 730 - 810 ] / [ log 100 - log 10 ] = = 90.0 mmpsia2 / cP/ cycle



Calculate fracture length Xf from the following equation:

r'w = rwe~(S) = 0.42 x e~{-5'59) = 112.45 ft

Hence,

Xf = 2 xr^ = 2(112.54) = 224.90 ft

which compares with xf = 231.4 ft calculated by type curve matching.
If pressures for early times are not available, the remaining data could match

any of the curves presented in Figure 10-12. Consequently, fracture geometry
parameters could not be estimated, and the only possibility to evaluate the data
quantitatively would be to use the conventional semilog plot.

Final Remarks
The evaluations and prediction of performance of low-permeability gas

wells stimulated by massive hydraulic fracturing warrant the following state-
ments:

1. Pressure transient methods (both type-curve and square root graph),
based on the concept of infinite flow-capacity fracture, are not adequate
for evaluating MHF gas wells with finite flow capacity fracture.

2. Low-permeability MHF gas wells generally produce at a constant
bottom-hole pressure rather than at a constant rate; the constant well
pressure type curves appear more appropriate for analyzing the perfor-
mance data. However, where production rates are reasonably constant
or vary smoothly with bottom-hole pressure, constant-rate type curves
should be used.

3. Finite flow-capacity type curves presented here for both the constant-
pressure and constant-rate cases are intended for use with drawdown
data. However, they may be used to analyze pressure buildup data, if
producing time before shut-in is sufficiently long (tp + At & tp) so that
the buildup data are least affected.

4. In low-permeability MHF wells, testing times may not be long enough
because of practical limitations to permit semilog pressure analysis for
determining formation.

5. The data of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego need to be extended to earlier
times for MHF applications. Square root graphs with log-log type curves
should be helpful.

6. The use of a mathematical model, such as the MHF simulator, with type
curve analysis can provide a good prediction of well performance.



10.5 Fracture Characteristics Estimation Using
Pressure Transient Testing

This section presents theoretical and practical aspects of methods used to
determine formation permeability, fracture length, and fracture conductivity
in low-permeability, hydraulically fractured gas reservoirs.

Horner Analysis

Plot buildup test data on a conventional Horner graph; determine the slope
m, and thus estimate formation permeability k from

t = 57.92 x ! O V ^ 1 1 1 0

mhTsc

and fracture skin factor s/ from

= Ll5 Jt(EhLZl^A _ log ( - * ) + 3.23] (10-9)

Calculate fracture half-length from

Xf = 2rwe~s' (10-10)

Linear Flow Analysis: High Conductivity Fractures

When linear flow into a fracture dominates (at earliest times), a plot of
^s(Ap) versus a square-root-of-time function will result in a straight line with
slope mi/, related to fracture half-length and formation permeability:

^ - : J - (10-11)
mifh \k(f>ctj

Calculate fracture skin factor s/i

Sf=In(^A (10-i2)
V*/ /

The assumptions on which Eq. 10-11 is based limit its applicability in many
cases. These limiting assumptions include the following:

1. Formation permeability k must be available, if we wish to estimate x/.
2. High fracture conductivity (but not infinite) and FCD is greater than 100.
3. Earliest-time data is dominated by linear flow and no wellbore storage

distortion.



Type Curve Analysis

Several type curves34 have potential application to analysis of transient
tests in low-permeability fracture gas reservoirs. Particularly important are the
curves of Cinco-Ley and Samaniego6'7, and Agarwal et all for finite conduc-
tivity fracture. These type curves have been discussed in this chapter.

Bilinear Flow Analysis: Low Conductivity Fractures

In the case of the bilinear flow regime, a Cartesian graph of \fr(Ap) versus
t1/4 would yield a straight line. From the slope, the fracture permeability width,
kfW, may then be calculated using

V mbih J \k(/)ctj

where qg is in ft3/bbl and fig is in bbl/ft3. Note that the reservoir permeability
k is calculated from a semilogarithmic graph. For low conductivity fractures
where only bilinear flow is evident, an additional step is necessary. Figure 10-3
is a graph between FCD and Sf +In(x//rw). FCD is defined by FCD = k/w/ kx/.
Since k is known from conventional analysis technique and k/w from Eq. 10-5,
assume an Xf and calculate FCD. From Figure 10-3, obtain s/ -\-In(xf/rw) and
since Sf is known from buildup tests using Eq. 10-12 then solve for Xf and
compare with the assumed value. Continue this trial-and-error process until the
assumed and calculated values agree. Use and applications of these equations
are illustrated in the following example.

Example 10-413 Analyzing Buildup Data for Hydraulically Fractured Gas
Well Using Log-Log, Homer, and Specialized Plots

A post treatment test was conducted in a hydraulically fractured gas well and
data are plotted in Figure 10-17. Gas well and reservoir data are as follows:
rw = 0.39 ft; 0 = 0.12 fraction; h = 45 ft; T = 2200F; cf = 0.000325
psi"1; Psc = 14.7 psia; Tsc = 5200R; qsc = 75.0 mscfd; yg = 0.72; and
lig = 0.01652 cP.

Solution Figure 10-16 is a log-log diagnostic plot and shows that nearly
all of the data lie on a line of slope 1^. The pressure derivative in this case
is parallel to pressure change and offset by a factor of 2. This corresponds
to the response labeled linear flow in Figure 10-17. Since there are no data
showing a flat pressure derivative trend, an accurate value of permeability k
can be determined from these data. Figure 10-17 is a Horner plot which shows
that a value of permeability k equal to 0.35 mD and is determined from last
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Figure 10-16. Log-log diagnostic plot—Hydraulically fractured gas well.

Figure 10-17. Horner plot—Hydraulically fractured gas well.
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Figure 10-18. ^ (Ap) versus Af1/2, (hr)1/2.

data points. Figure 10-18 is a specialized plot, IrIr(Ap) versus At 1/2J; all but
a few late-time data points fit on the same line, which has a slope of m// = 4.5.
Using Eq. 10-11, the fracture half-length is computed as follows:

/ 4.064 x 75.000 x IQ3 x0.0525 \ nru^co

"*' - { JFlffeo ) • ft12 x 0.00325 " ^
= 14.0732 x 42.36 = 8389.2 mD-ft2

Using the maximum permeability k value estimated from the Homer plot,

/8389.4

* / = v W = 155ft

Using the maximum permeability value estimated from the Horner plot,
Xf = 45 ft. Since the permeability could be less, this value is a minimum. The
value for Apint determined from Figure 10-18 is approximately zero. Referring
to Figure 10-18, this indicates that the fracture conductivity is effectively
infinite (linear flow).

hour

Inifinite-conductivity vertical fracture
- Linear flow -

Slope = 4.5
k (x/ = 8389.2 mD-ft2

xf= 155 ft
V(P) Intercept = 0



Figure 10-19. ^r(Ap) versus Af1/4 , (hr)1/4.

Figure 10-19 is Ai//(p) versus Af1/4—a specialized plot for the first few
data points. From Eq. 10-13:

/ 44 .1x 57.0 x 1000 x 0.0525 x 0.01652 \ 4 1

k(kfw)2=( 5J-15 ) 1
J V 4.72 x 45 / 0.12x0.01652x0.000325

" 0.12 x 0.01652 x 0.000325

= 51.95 x 106mD3-ft2

Therefore, (kfw)2 = 5 ^ 1 0 " = 148.43 x 106 mD3-ft2 and kfw = 12,183
mD-ft, which serves as a minimum.

To calculate fracture skin factor, s/, follow these steps:

1. Using Eq. 10-5, find

kfw 12,183
FcD = TTf

 = 0.35 x 155 = 2 2 4 - 7 5

hour

Slope=, ^ f = 4.72
k (kfW)2 = 51.95x106 mD3-ft3

kfW= 12,183 mD-ft
xf= 161 ft

Finite-
conductivity

vertical fracture
- Bilinear flow -



2. From Figure 10-3, find sf + In(xf/rw) = 0.76.
3. Find fracture skin factor s/ = 0.76 — In(^) = —5.33.
4. Calculate fracture half-length xf = 2rwe~sf = 2 x 039e~(~533) =

161 ft.

For fractures that have effectively infinite conductivity, a conventional tech-
nique for determining fracture half-length is from the skin value determined
from Horner analysis. From Eq. 10-10:

Xf = 2rwe~s = 2 x 0.39^"(~405) = 45 ft

Discussion
In this case, although the pressure buildup data were acquired for more than

450 hr, the pseudoradial regime has still not developed in late time. Massive
hydraulic fractures are designed to reach up to 2000-ft fracture half-length.
Such fractures should produce a transient response dominated by bilinear
and linear flow for several months. Thus Eq. 10-10, x/ = 2rwe~\ can
rarely be used in practice, because this equation applies only for infinite-
conductivity fractures, and the fracture half-length can be underestimated
from finite-conductivity fractures using this approach. This example shows,
however, that if the permeability k has been determined, perhaps from a pre-
treatment transient test, then fracture length and fracture conductivity can be
computed from the bilinear and linear flow regimes.

10.6 Pretreatment Testing of Hydraulic Fractured
Candidate

The well testing techniques described in previous chapters can be applied to
gas wells that are candidates for hydraulic fracturing. However, low reservoir
permeability prolongs wellbore storage, which delays the appearance of the
recognizable and interpretable patterns from which reservoir permeability and
other reservoir parameters may be determined. The time for the end of wellbore
storage (in oilfield units) is

f (hr) = 3387(60 + 3.5s)^*£. (10-14)
kh

Using typical values for a gas well, /xg = 0.0245 cP, but with C = 10"1

bbl/psi, h = 45 ft, k = 0.1 mD, and s = 0 (best case), the corresponding time
is, in hours,

f(hr) = 3387[60 + 3 .5 (0 ) ] 0 ^ 4 5 X ° a l = 111
0.1 x 45



10.7 Pressure Transient Responses
under Constant Rate

Low, Medium, and High Conductivity Hydraulic
Fractured Gas Wells

Economides8'9 gives comprehensive solutions for the pressure transient re-
sponse under constant rate for a low (FCD = 1), medium (FCD = 10), and
very high conductivity fracture (FCD = 100), respectively. These figures, pre-
sented by Economides,8 are given in terms of the dimensionless pressure p&
and the fracture dimensionless time tDxf, divided by the fracture dimensionless
wellbore storage coefficient, CDf, for a range of values of the CDf. For the case
of FCD = 1 after a 45° straight line characteristic of wellbore storage, and
after a transition period, there is a long log-log straight line with slope equal
to | . Following an additional transition period, the well enters pseudoradial,
infinite-acting reservoir flow. For the much larger conductivity fracture, a long
linear flow is evident (with a log-log slope equal to ^). Again, an early time 45°
straight line and late-time pseudoradial flow are also present. The definition of
the dimensionless variables for gas in oilfield units is

Equation 10-15 includes no influence of the non-Darcy coefficient.
Including the influence of the non-Darcy coefficient, Eq. 10-15 becomes

1424T\/f(pD) 1424TD 7

fiPt) - npwf) = — ] j r ^ q s c + ~~kh~qsc ( 1 0"1 6 )

Equation 10-16 can be used to develop the transient IPR relationship for a
fractured well.

Time:

0.000264Ar
tDxf=— — (10-17)

(j>lictx
2

x

Storage coefficient:

CDf=^h (10-18)

where

Cs = Vwb x Cwb (8-7)



Dimensionless fracture conductivity:

FCD = ^ (10-19)
KXf

A plot of pressure versus the square root of time on Cartesian coordinates
forms a straight line from the slope of which the fracture half-length can
be estimated if the reservoir permeability is known. For finite-conductivity
fractures (FCD < 10), the solutions by Cinco-Ley and Samaniego6 suggest that
while such a fracture controls the well response, bilinear flow (linear flow from
the reservoir into the fracture and linear flow along the fracture into the well)
will be dominant. During this time, a log-log plot of pressure versus time will
form a straight line with a slope equal to 0.25. The slope of a Cartesian plot
of pressure versus the quarter root of time yields the kfW product. This is also
indicated in this chapter.

Example 10-5 Calculating the Beginning and End of Bilinear Flow, Linear,
and Pseudoradial Flow for a Low Conductivity Fractured Gas Well

Well/reservoir data are as follows: k = 10 mD; h = 55 ft; pt = 4700 psig;
T = 2200F; / ^ = 0.02535 cP; rw = 0.328 ft; ct = 10"5 psi"1; C5 = 10"3

bbl/psi; 0 = 0.12; xf = 1000 ft; kfw = 10,000 mD-ft.

Solution From Eq. 10-18, the dimensionless storage coefficient is

5.615 x IQ-3
 5

C D / " 2(3.14) x 0.12 x 10-5 x 55 x 10002 " ° 5 5 X 1 0

The required time in the well performance can be obtained from rearrangement
ofEq. 10-17:

_ {tDxf/CDf)^ixgctx
2
fCDf

1 = 0.000264&

Since from References 9 and 14 and are at CDf = 1.355 x 10~5, the beginning
of bilinear flow is marked and is equal to toxf/Cnf = 6.5, then

_ 6.5 x 0.12 x 0.02535 x 10"5 x 10002 x 1.355 x 10"5

1 " 0.000264 x 10
= 0.00102 hr

Also marked is the end of bilinear flow, which is at tDxf/CDf = 104, leading to
a real time of over 2.0 hr. From the same, the beginning of the infinite-acting



pseudoradial flow is at tDxf/CDf = 1.355 x 105 and from Eq. 10-17 the real
time would be

_ 1.355 x 105 x 0.12 x 0.02535 x 10"5 x 10002 x 1.355 x 10"5

1 ~ 0.000265 x 10
= 21.2 = 24hr

Therefore, the product k/w could be estimated through a test within a reason-
able time (e.g., a 24-hr buildup and if the reservoir permeability is known); the
fracture half-length could not (no infinite-conductivity behavior is evident).

Example 10-6 Developing a Transient IPR Relationship for a Fractured
Gas Well without and with Non-Darcy Coefficient Contribution

Well/reservoir data are as follows: k = 0.25 mD; h = 65 ft; p( = 4700
psig; T = 2200F; /xg = 0.0245 cP; rw = 0.328 ft; ct = 1.08 x 10"4 psi"1;
well depth == 6500 ft; tubing i.d. = 2.44 inch; pwf = 1000 psig; ptb = 780
psig; 0 = 0.15; xf = 1250 ft; and kfw =3125 mD-ft.

Solution FromEq. 10-17, calculate the dimensionless fracture conductivity:

FCD=k-^= 3 J 2 5 =10c kxf 0.25 x 1250

Calculate the wellbore storage coefficient from Eq. 8-7:

3.14 x 2.442x 6500 x 1.1 x 10"3

Cs — Vwb x Cwb — - — - — c r+c

4 x 144 x 5.615
= 4.1 x 10"2bbl/psi

where Cwb = 2/(pwf+ ptf) = 2/(1000 + 780) = 1.1 x 10"3 psi"1, and from
Eq. 10-18;

_ 5.615C5 _ 5.615 x 4.1 x 10~2

C°f " 27t(j)cthx2
f
 = 2 x 3.14 x 0.15 x 1.08 x 10"4 x 65 x 12502

= 2.2 x 10"3

Time t = 10 days and from Eq. 10-17:

0.000264 x 10 ,
*»= 0.15 x 0.0245 x 1.08 x 1(H x 1250* = ° - 1 0 2 2 = L 0 2 X 1 0



and therefore

1.02 x 1(T1

^ ^ = 2.2x10-3 =46A

Since from References 9 and 14 and are at tDxf/ CD/ = 46.4andCD/ = 2.2 x 10~3

Pz, = 0.105; then using Eq. 10-15:

khlf(Pi)-t(Pwf)\
npD) = U24^r

Substitution of the known variables and rearranging yields

Q 1 0 5 = 0.25 x 65[1250x I Q 6 - f Qy)]
~ 0.105 x 1424 x (200 + 460)

Therefore

_ 0.25 x 65[1250 x 106 - ^Ov) ]
q~ 0.105 x 1424x660

= 1.6467 x 10~4[1250 x 106 - V Ov)] (10-20)

This will be the transient IPR relationship without non-Darcy contribution.
Equation 10-16 with non-Darcy contribution would become

U24TpD 1424Z) 7
V(Pi) - V(Pwf) = — q + kh q

AssumingD = 4.25xlO~5 (mscfd)"1, then substitution of all known variables
yields

1424 x 660 x 0.105 1424 x 4.25 x 10"5
 2

HPi) ~ ^r(ZV) - 5 ^ ^ 9 + 5^7^ 9

= 6.013q + 3.7243 x 10"3^2 (10-21)

Hence in quadratic form the above equation becomes

= -6.073 + {(6.073)2 + 4(3.7245 x IQ-3^(P/) - ^(p^)]}0-5

9 ~ 2 x 3.7243 x 10~3

This will be the transient IPR relationship with non-Darcy coefficient contri-
bution for a fractured gas well at t = 10 days (see Table 10-7). The results are
shown in Figures 10-20 and 10-21.



Table 10-7
IPR Responses without and with Non-Darcy Flow Coefficient

No turbulence With turbulence
Eq. 10-20 Eq. 10-21

Flowing ip(Pwf) ^(Pi)-^(Pwf) Flow rate Flow rate
pressure (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmscfd) (mmscfd)
(psia) (1) (2) (3) (4)

4700 1250.00 0 0 0
4000 1050.45 199.55 32.86 32.20
3000 640.22 609.78 100.40 94.92
2000 295.30 954.70 157.20 144.40
1000 135.15 1114.85 182.90 166.60
14.650 200.50 189.20

IPR response
fractured gas well
with no turbulence

AOF= 200.50 mmscfd

Gas flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 10-20. Inflow performance of fractured gas well with no turbulence.
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Gas flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 10-21. Inflow performance of fractured gas well with turbulence.

10.8 Summary

Based on the material presented in this chapter, the following remarks are
pertinent:

• A new technique is presented to analyze data in the bilinear flow pe-
riod. It is shown that, during this flow period, a graph of ^(Pw/) ver-
sus r1/4 yields a straight line when the slope is inversely proportional to
hf(kfbf)V

2.
• New type curves are now available for pressure analysis of fractured gas

wells, and the problem in the analysis is reduced considerably with the
use of these type curves.

• Prefracture information about the reservoir is necessary to estimate frac-
ture parameters.

• The type curve analysis method must be used simultaneously with the spe-
cific analysis methods is(pwf) versus tl/4, ty(pwf) versus f1/2, and VK/v)
versus log t to produce reliable results.

AOF= 189.20mmscfd

IPR response
Fractured gas well

with turbulence
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Chapter 11

Fractured Gas Well
Behavior Analysis
Using Bilinear Flow
Theory

11.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the quantitative use and applications of type curves in
gas well test analysis. The most generally useful type curves have been selected
and are included herein. Fundamentals of type-curve use are presented and will
allow the reader to understand and to apply newer type curves as they appear
in the literature.

11.2 Special Type Curves for Pressure Analysis
of Fractured Gas Wells

Transient behavior of a gas well with a finite conductivity vertical fracture
has been simulated by Cinco and Samaniego.9 Usually it is assumed that
fractures have an infinite conductivity.

Finite-conductivity vertical fracture in an infinite slab is shown in
Figure 11-1. Pressure data for each flow period should be analyzed using
specific interpretation methods8'9 such as

Axf/ versus (01/ /4 f° r bilinear flow

A\j/ versus (t)l/2 for linear flow

and

Ax// versus log t for pseudoradial flow



Figure 11-2. Fracture linear flow.9

11.3 Flow Regime Identification

There are four important flow regimes, which are discussed in the following
sections.

Fracture Linear Flow

During this flow period, most of the fluid entering the wellbore comes from
the expansion of the system within the fracture and the flow is essentially
linear, as shown in Figure 11-2. Pressure response at the wellbore is given by

3.546 \kf4>ct^ I 0 5

PwD= n , , T^;—tDxf\ (11-1)
(kfbf)D VHfCf1

 J\

Figure 11-1. Finite conductivity vertical fracture in an infinite slab reservoir
(after Cinco and Samaniego).9

Impermeable
boundaries

Wellbore



Hence

O 275a T ( t \ °'5
AxIf = f{Pi) - i,(pwf) = \ l 8 ( — (11-2)

bfh \kf(j)fixgctj

Equation 11-2 indicates that a log-log graph of pressure difference against
time yields a straight line whose slope is equal to one-half. A graph of pseudo-
pressure versus the square root of time also gives a straight line whose slope
depends on the fracture characteristics excluding the fracture half-length, Xf.

The fracture linear flow ends when

0.Oi (*/*/)!,

V k(t)Ct )

This flow period occurs at a time too early to be of practical use.

Bilinear Flow

This new type of flow behavior is called bilinear flow because two linear
flows occur simultaneously. One flow is a linear within the fracture and the
other is in the formation, as shown in Figure 11-3. The dimensionless wellbore
pressure for the bilinear flow period is given by

Equation 11-4 shows that a graph of pWD versus (tDxf)
1/4 produces a straight

line whose slope is 2A5/[(kfbf)o]0'5, intercepting the origin. Figure 11-6
presents that type of graph for different values of (kfbf)D. Bilinear flow can
be identified from a log-log plot of A\j/ versus Ar, from which the pressure
behavior for bilinear flow will exhibit a straight line whose slope is equal to

Figure 11-3. Bilinear flow.9

FractureWell



Figure 11-5. Pseudoradial flow.9

one-fourth to the linear flow period in which the slope is one-half. For buildup
analysis of bilinear flow period, the pressure drop for gas may be expressed as

h(kfbf)
05^figCtk)025

Equation 11-5 indicates that a graph of ^ (Ap) versus t1^4 produces a straight
line passing through the origin, whose slope nib/, for gas, is given by

444.15qgT
mbf-hikfbffH^gctk)^ ( 1 1 " 6 )

Well

Fracture

Figure 11-4. Formation linear flow.9

Fracture



Figure 11-6. PWD versus [toxF]025 for a well with a finite-conductivity vertical
fracture (after Cinco and Samaniego).9

Hence the product h (kfbf)0'5 can be estimated by using the following equation:

»» ,» ,?»- ^ 7 5 * * ,11-7)

Figure 11-7 shows a graph for analysis of pressure data of bilinear flow, while
Figure 11-8 is a log-log graph of pressure data for bilinear flow. Figure 11-8
can be used as a diagnostic tool. The dimensionless time at the end of bilinear
flow period is given by the following equations:

For (kfbf)D < 1.6:

tDebf=h^-Z5Y (11~8)

For (kfbf)D > 3:

0.10
tDebf ** TTJT^ (11"9)

(kfbf)D

End of straight line



Figure 11-7. Graph for analysis of pressure data of bilinear flow (after Cinco
and Samaniego).9

Figure 11-8. Log-log graph of pressure data for bilinear flow analysis (after
Cinco and Samaniego).9

Log time

Slope = 0.25

L
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Figure 11-9. Dimensionless time for the end of the bilinear flow period versus
dimensionless fracture conductivity.9

For 1.6 < (kfbf)D < 3:

tDebf^0m05[(kfbf)D - 1.5]"L53 (11-10)

Figure 11-9 shows a graphical representation of these equations. From Eqs.
11-4 and 11-8, if (kfbf)D > 3, the dimensionless pressure drop at the end of
the bilinear flow period is given by

(PWD)ebf= , / f 8 (H-Il)

(kfbf)D

Hence the dimensionless fracture conductivity can be estimated using
1.38

(kfbf)D™- — (11-12)
\Pwd)ebf

(Pwd)ebf can be calculated using

MrJr(Ap)
(^*T424^ ( 1 I - 1 3 )

where \jr(Ap) is obtained from the bilinear flow graph. From Equation
11-5, a graph of log i// (Ap) versus log t (see Figure 11-8) yields a quarter-slope
straight line that can be used as a diagnostic tool for bilinear flow detection.



Figure 11-10. Type curve for vertically fractured gas wells (after Cinco and
Samaniego).9

Formation Linear Flow

Figure 11-10 shows a graph of log lpwD(kfbf)o} versus log \tDxf(kfbf)2
D\.

For all values of (kfbf)D the behavior of both bilinear flow (quarter-slope)
and the formation linear flow (half-slope) is given by a single curve. Note that
there is a transition period between bilinear and linear flows. Bilinear flow
ends when fracture tip effects are felt at the wellbore. The beginning of the
formation linear flow occurs at (k/bf)2

D « 102, that is,

100
- ' = ; « a i - i 4 )

The end of this flow period is given by

to,//«0.016

Hence, the fracture conductivity may be estimated as follows:

< w o ~ < ^ < n - i 5 )

or

(t \0"5

(kfbf)D « 1.25 x IO"2/ - ^ ) (11-16)
VbIf/

These equations apply when (kfbf)o > 100.

Approximately start of semilog straight-line

Slope = 1 / 4

Slope = 1 / 2



Pseudoradial Flow

The dashed line in Figure 11-10 shows the approximate start of the pseu-
doradial flow period (semilog straight line). See Figure 11-5 on pseudoradial
flow.9

11.4 Transient Pressure Behavior Analysis

This section describes type curve matching procedures.

Type Curve Matching Procedures

Figure 11-10 can be used as a type curve to analyze pressure data for a
fractured well. Pressure data on a graph of log \j/(Ap) versus log t are matched
on a type curve to determine

[\jf(Ap)]M, lPWD(kfbf)DjM

(OM, \tDxf.(kfbf)
2
D\M

[tbif]M, and [WlAf

From this information, we can estimate the following:

Dimensionless fracture conductivity:

l(kfbf)D\M

Formation permeability:

U24qgT lpwD'(kfbf)DjM
8 h[ir(Ap)]M [(kfbf)D]M

Fracture half length:

0.000264fc(QAf L(^z)2DJ M m l f i ,
Xf = 1 IYf \ 1 (11-15)

Fracture conductivity:

kfbf = kxfl(kfbf)D}M (11-19)

End of bilinear flow:

L%JM



Beginning of formation linear flow:

L hif\ M

Beginning of pseudoradial flow:

[tbsst\M

11.5 Specific Interpretation Methods

Reliable results can be obtained for using the specific analysis graphs. Now
we will discuss various cases where all the pressure data fall on a very small
portion of the type curve and a complete set of information may not be obtained.

Case 1: Bilinear Flow Type of Analysis

When a log-log graph of pressure data indicates that all of the test data are
dominated by bilinear flow (quarter-slope), the minimum value of fracture half-
length, Xf, can be estimated at the end of bilinear flow, i.e., for (kfb)o > 3,
using the following equation:

> / 0 . O 0 O 2 6 3 7 ( W * , , , A ° *

V (pVgCtk J

By definition, the dimensionless fracture conductivity is

(kfbf)D^~hT (11"21)

where kf b/ is calculated using Eq. 11-7 and slope mbf can be found from
the bilinear flow graph, which is a rectangular graph of real pseudopressure
difference versus the quarter root of time. This graph will form a straight line
passing through the origin. Deviations occur after some time depending on the
fracture conductivity. The slope of this graph, mbf, is used for the calculation
of the fracture permeability-fracture width product (kfbf).

The dimensionless fracture conductivity is correlated to the dimensionless
effective wellbore radius, rf

w/rf as shown in Table 11-1. Then the skin can be
calculated from the following relationship:

,=*(£) (H-22)

Generally wellbore storage affects a test at early time. Thus it is expected
to have pressure data distorted by this effect, causing deviation from the



Table 11-1
The Values of Effective Wellbore Radius as Function of

Dimensionless Fracture Conductivity for a Vertical
Fractured Well9

Dimensionless fracture f Dimensionless fracture
conductivity (kfbf)o rf- conductivity (kfbf)o rf-

0.1 0.026 5.0 0.380
0.2 0.050 6.0 0.400
0.3 0.071 7.0 0.410
0.4 0.092 8.0 0.420
0.5 0.115 9.0 0.430
0.6 0.140 10.0 0.440
0.7 0.150 20.0 0.450
0.8 0.165 30.0 0.455
0.9 0.175 40.0 0.460
1.0 0.190 50.0 0.465
2.0 0.290 100.0 0.480
3.0 0.340 200.0 0.490
4.0 0.360 300.0 0.500

one-fourth-slope characteristic of this flow period. It is important to note that
pressure behavior in Figure 11-11 for both wellbore storage dominated and
bilinear flow portions is given by a single curve that completely eliminates the
uniqueness-matching problem. Figure 11-11 is a new type curve and is used
when pressure data exhibit one-fourth slope on a log-log graph. The end of
wellbore storage effects occurs when F2{tDxf) = 2 x 102, yielding

r c 4 i1 /3
teWS = 65, 415.24 (11-23)

l(kfbf)2h*<l>ctk]

If Figure 11-11 is used as a type curve, the following information may be
obtained:

IF\(PWD)\M, YF2(tDxf)\M,

(Ap)M, and (0M

Hence we can estimate the following:

Wellbore storage constant:

= 2 . 3 5 9 ^ 7 ( Q M [ F I ( ^ D ) I M

lf(Ap)]M ' {Fi(tDxf)]M



Figure 11-11. Type curve for wellbore storage under bilinear flow conditions
(after Cinco and Samaniego).9

Fracture conductivity:

h h 0-4 / C \U24qgT[Fl(pWD)Mn3

k^ = ̂ V ^* {—mKpn~M—J (11-25)

Case 2: Transition Period Analysis between Bilinear
and Formation Flow

Cinco and Samaniego9 have presented a new set of curves given in Figure
11-10. Figure 11-10 shows a graph of log [pwo(kfbf)D] versus log|_fec/
(kfbf)2

Dj. From the type curve match of pressure data for this case in
Figure 11-10, we obtain

[pwD(kfbf)D]M, [tDxf(kfbf)2
D\M,

(At) M ,ir (Ap) M, and V(kfbf)D\M

End of wellbore storage effects



Hence

nfbf\ = 50,3OOqgTPK Ypwp{kfbf)D\u
V xf ) hTsc ' [VKAp)]M

Fracture half-length and fracture conductivity:

= nfbf \ f 0.0002637 (O^ I 0 5

V */ /L 0M«C,* [ W * / * / ) D L J

and

*/*/ = (*/) [ ^ ] (11-28)

Since the formation permeability generally is known from prefracture tests,
the dimensionless fracture conductivity can be estimated by using results from
Eq. 11-26 or 11-27. If all pressure data fall on the transition period of the
curve, type curve matching is the only analysis method available (see Figure
11-10).

Case 3: Pressure Data Exhibiting a Half-Slope Line
on a Log-Log Graph

See Figure 11-12. There is no unique match with Figure 11-10; however,
the linear flow analysis presented by Clark2 can be applied to obtain fracture
half-length if formation permeability is known, In addition, a minimum value
for the dimensionless fracture conductivity, (kfbf)D, can be estimated using
Eq. 11-28. If the wellbore storage effects are present at early times in a test for
this case, the analysis can be made using the type curve presented by Ramey
andGringarten:1

/1 \0'5

(kfbf)D = 1.25 x 10"2I -^ ) (11-29)
v«/ /

Case 4: Pressure Data Partially Falling
in the Pseudoradial Flow Period

Figure 11-13 is a graph of pWd versus tDrw>, the dimensionless time defined
by using rw> instead of Xf. This curve provides an excellent tool for type
curve analysis of pressure data partially falling in the pseudoradial flow period
because the remaining data must follow one of the curves for different fracture
conductivity. Table 11-1 must be used as an auxiliary curve to determine



Log time t

Figure 11-12. Pressure data for a half-slope straight line in a log-log graph
(after Cinco and Samaniego).9

Figure 11-13. Type curve for a finite-conductivity vertical fracture (after Cinco
and Samaniego).9

End of Linear Flow

Beginning of Semilog
Straight Line

End of Bilinear Flow



(kfbf)o when using Figure 11-13. The type curve of Figure 11-13 involves
the following steps:

1. Plot a log-log graph of the pressure data to show that neither a one-fourth
slope nor a half-slope is exhibited by the data.

2. Apply Figure 11-13 to match pressure data.
3. Estimate reservoir permeability from the pressure match point:

7 _ 50,30Oq8TPx (PWD)M
k~ hTsc '(V(Ap))M ( 1 1 3 U )

4. Using information from the time match, estimate effective wellbore
radius,

ro,OOQ2637t ( A Q ^

5. By using L ( ^ / ^ / ) D J M from Table 11-1, obtain (rw>/xf)Tabien-\\ hence

*'=riT*— (11"32)

Lr/ JTable 11-1

6. Estimate the skin factor as follows:

,-*,(£) (11-33,

7. Calculate fracture conductivity as follows:

kfbf = (kfbf)Dkxf (11-34)

8. The pressure data falling in the pseudoradial flow period also must be
analyzed using the semilog method to estimate k, rf

w> and s.

The following three field examples illustrate the application of several of the
methods and theory previously discussed.

Example l l - l 1 2 Pressure Data Analysis for Bilinear Flow Period
A buildup test was run after fracturing this gas well. The reservoir and

pressure data are given in Table 11-2.



Table 11-2
Pressure Buildup Data (flowing wellbore pressure

pwf = 2550 psia; production rate qq = 2.175
mmscfd; production time tp = 1500 hr; h = 70 ft;
k = 0.0075 mD; T = 7100R; ct = 0.000145 p s i 1 ;
</> = 0.11 fraction; /j,g = 0.02141 cP; rw = 0.42 ft)

At (hr) A*1/4 (hr1/4) A ^ (mmpsia2/cP)

0.0016 0.20 18.80
0.0260 0.40 37.61
0.04 0.45 42.32
0.06 0.50 47.15
0.09 0.55 51.75
0.18 0.65 61.02
0.32 0.75 70.50
0.41 0.80 75.21
0.66 0.90 84.67
1.00 1.00 94.05
1.46 1.10 103.49
2.44 1.25 117.50
2.86 1.30 122.27
3.84 1.40 131.65
5.06 1.50 141.40
7.41 1.65 155.12
8.35 1.70 159.83

11.71 1.85 173.90
16.00 2.00 188.00
21.37 2.15 202.10
23.43 2.20 206.81
25.63 2.25 211.53
39.06 2.50 235.00
57.19 2.75 258.56
81.00 3.00 282.12

Determine the following:

1. Type of flow
2. Fracture conductivity kfbf
3. Fracture half-length x /
4. Fracture skin factor Sf

Solution A log-log graph of pressure data (Figure 11-14) indicates that
the buildup test was completely dominated by bilinear flow (quarter slope),
corresponding in this example to case 1 in the type curve analysis section.



Figure 11-14. Log-log graph of pressure data for Example 11-1.

The bilinear flow graph (Figure 11-15) yields a straight line whose slope, mbf,
can be used to calculate (kfbf) from Eq. 11-7:

(t h V>-* _ 444.75ggr

444.75 x 2.175 x IQ3 x 710
~ 94.0 x 106(0.11 x 0.02141 x 0.000145 x 0.0075)0-5

= 379.96 mD-ft

If we assume that the last data point corresponding to the end of the bilinear
flow period and (kfbf)D > 3, then from Eq. 11-20:

T 0.0002637(A^z)2U/] °'25

L (pligCtk J

> f 0.0002637(379.96)2(81) I 0 2 5

~ L0.11(0.02141)(0.000145)(0.0075)J

and from Eq. 11-21:



Figure 11-15. Bilinear flow graph for Example 11-1.

From Table 11-1, r'w/xf < 0.49. Hence r'w < (768.21 x 0.49) = 376.42, and
from Eq. 11-22, calculate fracture skin factor s/i

Example 11-212 Pressure Data Analysis for Transition Period between
Bilinear and Linear Flows

A buildup test was run after fracturing this gas well. Information about the
test and reservoir/well data is presented in Table 11-3.

Solution Figure 11-16 shows a log-log graph of pressure buildup data
matching the type curve given in Figure 11-10. Notice that wellbore stor-
age effects influence the first data points and the rest of the data fall in both
the bilinear and the transition flow periods. The matching results also are pre-
sented in Figure 11-16. A minimum value for (kfbf)o can be estimated from
the position of the last data point with respect to the type curves. For this case:

(&/&/)£>min ^ 14.77

/CyA = 379.96 mD
Xf= 7668.21 ft

(kfbf)D = 65.35
Effective wellbore radius = 376.42 ft

Sf= - 6 . 8 0

Last point
End of bilinear flow

tet>i = 8 1 hours

Slope, mbf= 94.0 mmpsia2 / cP / hr0 5



Table 11-3
Pressure and Reservoir Data (T = 2500R;

ct = 0.000135 p s i 1 ; pwf = 1560 psia; k = 0.028
mD [prefracturing test]; h = 55 ft; Rw = 0.42 ft;
(\> = 0.1008 fraction; /j,g = 0.02152 cP; producing

time tP = 1750 hr; producing rate = 7.25
mmscfd; Psc = 14.65; Tsc = 5200R)

At/? = i/>(pws)—tl>(Pwf)
At (hr) At1/4 (hrx/4) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.0001 0.10 1.01
0.00051 0.15 10.01
0.0016 0.20 25.21
0.0081 0.30 35.06
0.026 0.40 55.08
0.063 0.50 65.11
0.130 0.60 93.12
0.240 0.70 103.11
0.410 0.80 124.01
0.656 0.90 140.13
1.000 1.00 155.00
2.073 1.20 187.02
3.842 1.40 240.00
6.554 1.60 273.12

10.498 1.80 309.16
16.000 2.00 345.10
25.629 2.25 410.00
39.062 2.50 488.02
57.191 2.75 555.07
81.000 3.00 650.05

111.507 3.25 740.07
150.063 3.50 830.00

indicating that the dimensionless fracture conductivity is

(kfbf)D > 5n

The end of wellbore storage occurs at approximately 0.35 hr and the end of
bilinear flow is at 2.0 hr. We also see that the linear flow period was not reached
in this test. Since the test was not long enough to match a curve for a specific
value of (kfbf)o, this example corresponds to case 2 in the type curve analysis
section.



Figure 11-16. Type curve matching for Example 11-2.

Match points from Figure 11-16 are

A\l/(pws)M = 100 mmpsia2/cP and lt(pwD)(kfbf)D\M = 0.79

(AOM = 10 hr and [tdxf{kfbf)
2\M = 0.82

Using the pressure data match points and from Eq. 11-26,

/kfbf\ = 5 0 , 3 0 0 ^ ^ mpwp)(kfbf)D]M

V Xf ) hTsc A\l/(pws)M

PwD(kfbf)
2
D = 0.79

Ax// = 1.0 x 108

tDxf(kfbf)
2
D = 0.82

At = 10

_ 50,300x7.25 xlO3 x710x14.65 0.79

~" 55 x 520 100 xlO6

= 1.048 mD-ft/ft

Match Point

At, hours

Beginning of semilog
straight-line

Bilinear
flow

At, hours

Linear
flow



From the time data match information and Eq. 11-27, we can calculate

_ / * / M rO-0002637 (At)M I 0 5

Xf ~~ V Xf )[ <p(igctk [t<kf(kfbf)
2]M\

= 1.2998[ °-0 0 0 2 6 3 7 i 0 - ! 0 5

[0.1008 x 0.02152 x 0.000135 x 0.028 0.82 J

= 814.0 ft

Now application of Eq. 11-28 yields

kfbf = xA ^ - \ = 814.0 [1.048] = 895.40mD-ft

Match points are:

Estimate from Equation 11-1:

From Table 11-1:

rf

-^ = 0.49; therefore r'w = 814.0 x 0.49 = 399.86 ft
xf

Calculate fracture skin factor s/ from Eq. 11-22:

Bilinear Flow Analysis
Figure 11-17 shows the bilinear flow graph [Ai//(pws) versus Af1^4J for

this example. Based on the information provided by Figure 11-17, the correct
straight line is drawn. The slope of this straight line is 155.0 mmpsia2/cP/hr1/4,
and at end of bilinear flow, A\l/(pws)ebi ^ 200.0 mmpsia2/cP-hr1/4. Notice that
the pressure curve after the end of the bilinear flow period is concave upward,
indicating that (kbf)p > 1.6.

From Equation 11-7:

{kfbf) ~ mbA^gctk)025

444.75 x 7.25 x 103 x 710
~ 155.0 x 106(0.1008 x 0.02152 x 0.000135 x 0.028)0-25

= 28.21 mD-ft



Figure 11-17. Bilinear flow graph for Example 11 - 2 .

Therefore kfbf = (28.21)2 = 795.80 mD-ft. From Eqs. 11-12 and 11-13,

1.38(1424 ftT)
(kfbf)D = khAir(Pws)M

_ 1.38(1424 x 7.25 x 103 x 710)
0.028 x 55(187.0 x 106) ~ "

Hence

Xf = k(kfbf)D
 = 0.028(35.126) = 8 ° 9 1 4 ft

and

k-&- = 795.80/809.14 = 0.972
xf

From Table 11-1, we can get r'w/xf = 0.49; therefore,

r'w = 809.14 x 0.49 = 396.48 ft

hour

End wellbore storage effects = .35 hours

Slope, mbf= 1.55 xlO8 psia2/cP/hr1/4

End of bilinear flow
= 2.0xl08psia2/cP

kfbf= 795.8 md-ft
Xf= 809.14 ft

(kfbfh = 35.13
effective wellbore radius = 396.48 ft

Sy= - 6 . 8 3

Curve concave upwards -> ( kfbf)D > 1.6



Table 11-4
Summary of Analysis Results: Buildup Test for

Example 11-2

Analysis results Semilog solution Type curve solution

kfbf,mD-ft 795.80 895.4
(kfbf/xf),mD-fUft 0.972 1.048

(kfbf)D 35.126 37.43
r;,ft 396.48 399.86
xf, ft 809.14 814.0

Sf -6.83 -6.84

Calculate the fracture skin factor Sf using Eq. 11-22:

The results provided by both the type-curve analysis and semilog analysis
methods are in good agreement as shown in Table 11-4.

Example 11-31 2 Pressure Data Analysis for Pseudoradial Flow
A buildup test was run on this fractured gas well after a flowing time of 1450 hr.
Reservoir and test data are given in Table 11-5.

Identify the type of flow period and determine the following using type
curve matching and semilog analysis techniques:

1. Reservoir permeability
2. Fracture wellbore radius
3. Fracture half-length
4. Fracture skin factor
5. Fracture conductivity

Solution Figure 11-18 shows a log-log graph of the pressure data; from this
graph we can see that neither a one-fourth slope nor a half slope is exhibited
by the data. Figure 11-19 shows that the pressure data match the curve for
(kfbf)o = 2TT given in Figure 11-10 and the last 14 points fall on the semilog
straight line.

Match points from Figure 11-19:

[1r(Ap)]M = 100 mmpsia2/cP and ( A O M = 10 hr

№(PWD)]M = 0.45 and U Z ^ J M = 1.95



Table 11-5
Pressure and Reservoir Data (qg = 6.50 mmscfd; h = 52 ft;

C1 = 0.000175 psi"1; rw = 0.39 ft; T = 6900R; 0 = 0.11 (fraction);
fig = 0.02035 cP; Psc = 14.65 psia; Tsc = 5200R)

Alp = ^(Pws)-^(Pwf) Al/? = i/>(pws)-1p(Pwf)
At (hr) (mmpsia2/cP) A/ (hr) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.50 105.10 40.00 443.11
0.60 106.31 50.00 465.00
0.70 108.05 60.00 490.03
0.90 120.00 70.00 510.17
1.00 127.07 80.00 530.22
1.50 135.02 90.00 545.17
2.00 150.11 100.00 560.00
3.50 180.13 120.00 580.17
4.00 187.17 130.00 592.11
5.00 205.01 140.00 600.00
6.00 215.05 150.00 610.18
7.00 235.00 160.00 615.21
8.00 245.02 170.00 625.12
9.00 255.04 180.00 632.11

10.00 264.09 190.00 637.04
20.00 355.13 200.00 645.02
30.00 400.05

At, hours

Figure 11-18. Log-log graph for Example 11 - 3 .
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Figure 11-19. Type curve matching for Example 11 - 3 .

From the pressure match, estimate reservoir permeability using Eq. 11-30:

= 50,300qgTPsc [ir(pWD)]M

hTsc ' [Vr(Ap)]M

_ 50,300 x 6.25 x 103 x 690 x 14.65 0.45 _
= 52 x 520 100 x 106

Using the information from time match in Eq. 11-31:

, _ r0.0002637fc (AOM I 0 5

= [ 0.0002637 x 0.53 j M ° ' 5
 = 4 2 7 7 f t

L 0.11 x 0.02035 x 0.000175 " 1.95 J

From Table 11-1, r'w/xf = 0.49; hence, xf = 42.77/0.49 = 87.29 ft.
The fracture skin factor is estimated by using Eq. 11-33:

Match Point

At, hours

Beginning of semilog
straightline



From Eq. 11-34, the fracture conductivity is

k/bf = (kfb/)D - kxf

= 2TT(0.53)(87.29) = 1290.80 mD-ft

Semilog Analysis
Figure 11-20 is a semilog graph for this example. The correct semilog

straight line has a slope m = 286.0mmpsia2/cP/cycleandi/r(A/?)i/ir = —65.0
mmpsia2/cP. The formation permeability can be calculated using Eq. 5-40:

_ 57.920 x \06qgTPsc

mhTsc

_ 57.920 x 106 x 6.25 x 690 x 14.65 _
~ 286.0 x 106 x 52 x 520 " ' m

Slope, m = (558.0 - 272.0) / ( log 100 - log 10 )
= 286.0 mmpsia2 / cP / cycle

£ = 0.49md
s = -4 .51

X7= 70.92 ft
Effective wellbore radius = 35.46 ft Last 14 points fall on

Semilog straight line

\\J (Ap)i hr = - 65.0 mmpsia2/cP

A
 \f/

 m
m

ps
ia

 
/ c

P

At, hours

Figure 11-20. Semilog graph for Example 11-3.



Match Points are

ir (Ap) = 100

Ir (Pm)=O .45

At = 10

tDr'w = 1.95

\xjf(Ap)lhr k , , - o / |
Sf = 1.151 log- + 3.23

L m 4>V>gctrl J
_ r-65.0xl0^

" L 286.0 xlO6

0.47 "I

~~ 1Og 0.11 x 0.02035 x 0.000175 x 0.392 + 3 J

= 1.151[-0.227 - 6.92 + 3.23] = -4.51

Find the effective wellbore radius from rearranging Eq. 11-22:

r'w = rwe~sf = 0.39^"("4-51) = 35.46 ft

Finally, the fracture half-length is calculated by using

In(xf) = In(2rw) - sf = In(I x 0.39) - (-4.51) = 4.26

Hence, xf = e1"^ = e426 = 70.92 ft.
A summary of analysis results is given in Table 11-6. The results provided

by both the type curve analysis and semilog analysis methods are reasonable.

Table 11-6
Summary of Analysis Results for Example 11-3

Analysis Type curve Semilog
results matching solution solution

Permeability, mD 0.53 0.47
Fracture skin factor Sf -4 .70 -4 .51
Effective wellbore radius rr

w, ft 42.77 35.46
Fracture half-length JC/, ft 87.29 70.92
Fracture conductivity mD-ft 46.26 33.33



From these examples it is demonstrated that type-curve matching analysis,
when applied properly, provides an excellent diagnostic tool and a technique
to estimate both reservoir and fracture parameters.

11.6 Summary

Based on the material presented in this chapter, the following remarks are
pertinent:

• A new technique is presented to analyze data in the bilinear flow period.
It is shown that, during this flow period, a graph of x//(pwf) versus /1 / 4

yields a straight line when slope is inversely proportional to hf(kfbf)1^2.
• New type curves are now available for pressure analysis of fractured gas

wells, and the problems in the analysis are reduced considerably with the
use of these type curves.

• Prefracture information about the reservoir is necessary to estimate frac-
ture parameters.

• The type curve analysis method must be used simultaneously with the spe-
cific analysis methods ^/(pwf) versus t1^4, \/f(pwf) versus £1/2, and ^(pWf)
versus log t to produce reliable results.
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Chapter 12

Practical
Application of
Interference and
Pulse Tests

12.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses two well-testing techniques not yet discussed in the
text: interference tests and pulse tests. This chapter also discusses various
cross plotting techniques, the appearance of common flow regimes, log-log
diagnostic, Horner, and specialized plots, and their field applications. Details
and supporting materials are also presented in this chapter for the benefit of
those who would like to learn more.

12.2 Interference Test Analysis Techniques

Interference tests are used to determine whether two or three wells are in
pressure communication (i.e., in the same reservoir) and, when communication
exists, to provide estimates of permeability k and porosity/compressibility
product cj)ct in the vicinity of the tested well. Convenient analysis techniques
for interference tests are the use of type curves. Figure 12-1 shows these type
curves, presented by Earlougher,4 which are plot of the logarithm of pD (rD, tD)
versus the logarithm of to/r^,. Using the following equations generate these
type curves:

PD«D, rD) = - 1 £ Y ~ ° ^ S M (12-1)

or

PDHD, rD) = l-[ln(tD/r2
D) + 0.80907] (12-2)



Figure 12-1. Type curves for interpretation of interference tests (after Mueller
and Witherspoon SPE, JPT, April 1965).1

where

PD = dimensionless pressure = — — (12-2a)
Ul.2qgpgitigi

Pgi = 0 .00504 Z / ( r + 4 6 0 ) x 106 (Rbbl/mmscfd)
Pi

. 1 0.0002637**
tD = dimensionless time = — (12-2b)

<t>№tirl
rD = dimensionless distance between active and observation well, r/rw

Evaluation of Eq. 12-1 gives the type curves shown in Figure 12-1.
Figure 12-1 shows pn as a function of td and r/>, the dimensionless radius
distance from the well, for the infinite-acting system. When rD > 20 and
tul^D > 0.5, or when W D > 25, rd = 20 and the "exponential-integral
solution" lines on Figure 12-1 apply. Equation 12-2 may be used when

tD/r2

D > 100 (12-3)

but the difference between Eq. 12-1 and 12-2 is only about 2% when to/r^ >
5. The exponential-integral solution is also called the line-source or the Theis
solution to the flow equation. Figure 12-1 is useful for analyzing interference
effects.

Exponential
integral solution



Interference Test Analysis by Type Curve Matching

The type curve analysis method is simple, fast, and accurate when the
exponential integral PD applies, that is, when rD = r/rw > 20 and tolr\ >
0.5. Type curve matching can be performed as follows:

1. Plot pressure drawdown in an observation well, Ap — pt — pr, versus
elapsed time / on the same size log-log paper as the full-scale type curve
version of Figure 12-1 using an undistorted curve (the reader can prepare
such a curve easily).

2. Slide the plotted test data over the type curve until a match is found.
(Horizontal and vertical sliding both are required.)

3. Record pressure and time match points,(pD)MP(Ap)Mp and [(tr>/rD2)MP,
tMpl

4. Calculate permeability k in the test region from the pressure match point:

k = 141.2gg^g l- (PD)MP

h (Ap)MP

5. Calculate (pct from the time match point using the following equation:

/0.000264*^ [ tMP "I
$ct = -— 2 , (12-5)

where r is the distance between the two wells. The following example
illustrates interference-test analysis by type-curve matching.

Example 12-1 Analyzing Interference Test Data
An interference test was run in gas reservoir. The producer well, well 2,

produced 6.45 mmscfd gas. Pressure responses in shut-in wells 1 and 3 are
plotted in Figures 12-3 and 12—4 and the locations of the producer and ob-
servation wells are shown in Figure 12-2. Addition reservoir/well data are as
follows: T = 250° R; P1 = 3700 psia; zt = 0.9491; /X1- = 0.0235 cP; 0 =
0.1004 fraction; h = 41 ft; rw = 0.4271 ft.

Solution We assume that a gas reservoir is infinite-acting; we use the £,-
function type curves to estimate k and the product of (pct. The data fit the Et

function type curve well. A pair of match points is (A^ = 160hr, to/r^ = 1.0)
and (Ap = 2 psi, pp = 0.1) (see Figure 12-5).

Calculate reservoir permeability k from Eq. 12-4:

_ U1.2qgpgiiigi \PDI _ 141.2 x 6.45 x 917.91 x 0.0235 0.1
= h L ̂ PLP = 41 ~2~
= 23.96 mD



Figure 12-3. Interference data of well 3.

where

figl = Q05040-9491 x (460 + 250) y ^ = ^ 9 1 , ^ -

3/UU

Calculate product 0c, from Eq. 12-5:

__ /0.000264fc\ I" t 1 _ 0.000264 x 23.96 160
0 Q " V Hgir2 ) ' L W ^ J M P ~ 0.0235 x 1360^ ' " T

= 23.284 x 10"6 psi~l

Time, hours

Observation Observation
Well # 1 Well # 3

Figure 12-2. Location of producer and observation wells.

Producer
Well # 2

6.45 mmscfd



Time, hours

Figure 12-4. Interference data of well 1.

Time, /

Figure 12-5. Match of interference data of well 3.

Match Points
4/=160

AP = 2 psi
PD = OA

tDr'D= 1.0



Therefore

0c, 23.284 x 10~6 ^ 4 . ,
c = — = = 2.32 x 10"4 psi"1

0 0.1004 F

12.3 Analysis of Pulse Test Pressure Response

Pulse tests have the same objective as conventional interference tests: to
determine whether well pairs are in pressure communication and to determine
reservoir permeability k and product of (j)ct in the area of the tested wells. The
tests are conducted by sending a coded signal or pulse sequence from an active
well (producer or injector) to a shut-in observation well. The pulse sequence
is created by producing from (or injecting into) the active well, then shutting it
in, and repeating, that sequence in a regular pattern. An example is indicated
in Figure 12-6, Highly sensitive pressure gauges usually are required to detect
these small coded pulses, which may have magnitudes of less than 0.1 psi.

Analysis techniques for pulse tests usually are based on simulating the pres-
sure response in an observation well with the familiar E1 function solution to
the diffusivity equation, using superposition to model the rate changes in the
pulsing sequence. From the simulations of pulse tests, Johnson et al? have de-
veloped charts relating key characteristics of the tests to reservoir properties.
Before we discuss these charts (Figures 12-9 through 12-16) and their appli-
cation, it will be useful to introduce nomenclature used in pulse test analysis,
using the system of Earlougher4 and his schematic pulse-test rate and pressure-
response history. Pulses can be analyzed for k and (pct. It is good idea to analyze
several pulses and compare the results.

Time

Figure 12-6. Typical rate schedules in pulse test.
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Figure 12-7. Pressure response In pulse test.

Characteristics of Pressure Response

For each pulse the pressure response (very small) at the observation well
is recorded with a very sensitive pressure gauge. The pressure response in the
pulse test is schematically illustrated in Figure 12-7. In pulse tests, pulse 1
and pulse 2 have characteristics that differ from those of all subsequent pulses.
Following these pulses, all odd pulses have similar characteristics and all even
pulses also have similar characteristics. Any one of the pulses can be analyzed
for k and (pct. It is good idea to analyze several pulses and compare the results.

Pulse Test Responses with Flow and Shut-in Time

Figure 12-8 shows pulse testing for a two-well system. The lower portion of
the figure illustrates the pressure behavior at the observation well and correlates
the pressure pulses with the rate pulses. The upper portion of the curve shows
the constant production rate before the test and the rate pulses The flow time
and shut-in time are equal as shown in Figure 12-8. Pulse testing can be done
with unequal flow and shut-in times.
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Time

Figure 12-8. Rate history and pressure response for a pulse test (after
Johnson et a/.).3
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Pulse Test Analysis Method

The following equations are used to calculate permeability and the porosity-
compressibility product (0cr):

k = —hETp { fe/AO2 ) (12"6)

0.000264£;L

0 ^ = 2 r 2 1 (12-7)

where A/7 = amplitude of a pulse, Atc = total cycle length (including both
shut-in and flow periods), tL = time lag (time elapsed between the end of
a pulse and the pressure peak caused by the pulse), ApD = dimensionless
pressure response amplitude and is equal to

_ khAp
APD " U1.2qscvgBgi'

where

Bgi = 0.00504— x 106 rbbl/mmscfd

OL)D = dimensionless time lag and is given by
0.0002637foL

VL)D = T 9

rD = r/rw = dimensionless distance between the tested wells (rw is for the
observation well). The values of the terms ApD(tL/ Atc)

2 and L (^L)D/^ - I ^^
obtained from Figures 12-9 through 12-16. These figures use t^lAtc and
F' = Atp/ Atc, where A^p is the length of the pulse period. Example 12-2
illustrates how these figures are applied.

Pulse Test Design Procedure

A prior knowledge of the expected pressure response is important so that
the range and sensitivity of the pressure gauge and the length of time needed
for the test can be predetermined. To design a pulse test follow these steps:

1. The first step in designing a pulse test is to select the pulse ratio. If a
specific pulse ratio is more convenient for gas field operations, this ratio
should be used. Otherwise, a pulse ratio near 0.7 or 0.3 is recommended,
depending on whether the odd pulses or the even pulses will be used to



Figure 12-10. Time lag and cycle length relationship for the first odd pulse.2

analyze the results of the test. In no case should the ratio be below 0.2
or above 0.8.

2. Calculate the dimensionless time lag using the following equations:

(tL)D = 0.09 + 03Rf (odd pulses)

(tL)D = 0.09 x 0.3(1 - /?') (even pulses)

IU I

(Time lag) / ( cycle length), tL / Atc
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Figure 12-9. Time lag and response amplitude relationship for the first odd
pulse.2
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(Time lag) / (cycle length), tL / Atc

Figure 12-12. Time lag and cycle length for the first even pulse.2

3. Determine the dimensionless cycle period using the dimensionless time
lag and the appropriate curve in Figures 12-10, 12-12, 12-14, or 12-16.

4. Determine the dimensionless response amplitude using the dimension-
less time lag and the appropriate curve in Figures 12-9, 12-11, 12-13,
or 12-15.

(Time lag) / (cycle length), tL/Atc

Figure 12-11. Time lag and response amplitude relationship for the first even
pulse.2
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( Time lag ) / (cycle length ), tL / Atc

Figure 12-14. Time lag and cycle length relationship for all odd pulses after
the first.2

5. Using approximate known values of the formation permeability, porosity,
and thickness, the viscosity of the gas, and the total compressibility,
together with the dimensionless cycle period, the dimensionless response
amplitude, and Eqs. 12-8 and 12-9, calculate the cycle period and the
response amplitude.

io-1 i
(Time lag) / (cycle length), tL / Atc

Figure 12-13. Time lag and response amplitude relationship for all odd pulses
after the first.2
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(Time lag ) / (cycle length ), tL / Atc

Figure 12-15. Time lag and response amplitude relationship for all even
pulses after the first.2

(Time lag ) / (cycle length), tL / Atc

Figure 12-16. Time lag and cycle length relationship for all even pulses after
the first.2
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Time

Figure 12-17. Schematic of pressure response in pulse test.

Dimensionless cycle period:

At =
 k A t ^ ( 12-8)

cycD 56,900<j,ctfigrl

Dimensionless response amplitude:

A f D _ ^ ^ ( 1 M )

70.6pgfigqsc

6. Using the pulse ratio and the cycle period, calculate the pulsing period
and the shut-in period.

The following example illustrates how to analyze a pulse test.

Example 12-2 Analyzing Pulse Test Data
A pulse test was run in a gas reservoir in which the distance between wells,

r, was 660 ft. Formation gas viscosity, \±g, was 0.0235 cP, formation thickness
h 41 ft, and porosity (p 0.105. In the test following rate stabilization, the active
well was shut in for 2 hr, and then produced for 2 hr, shut in for 2 hr, etc.
Production rate qg was 5.25 mmscfd, and formation volume factor fig was
917.91 rbbl/mmscfd. The amplitude Ap of the fourth pulse (Figure 12-15)
was 0.625 psi, and the time lag was 0.4 hr. From these data, estimate formation
permeability k and (j>ct.

Solution To analyze the fourth pulse, we use Figures 12-14 and 12-15.
From these figures determine ApD(tL/Atc)

2, and thus k. We note that

Fr = Atp/Atc = 2/(2 + 2) = 0.5, tL/Atc = 0.4/4 = 0.1
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Then, from Figure 12-14:

ApD(tL/Atc)
2 = 0.00221

and from Eq. 12-6:

k = U1.2qgpgiiigi ApD(tL/Atc)
2

hAp ' (tL/Atc)
2

141.2 x 5.25 x 917.91 x 0.0235 0.00221

= ?nro625 o¥~ = mA3mD

From Figure 12-15: (tL)D/r2
D = 0.091. Thus using Eq. 12-7:

_ 0.000264fc fa)

0.000264 x 169.43 0.4 fi ,
= 0.0235 x 660^ ' OQ9T = 1 9 ' 2 1 X 1 0 PSi
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Chapter 13

Well Testing
Terminology
in Multilayered
Reservoir Systems

13.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses various types and testing of gas layered reservoir
systems including multilayered responses in fractured reservoirs. It also de-
scribes crossflow identification and the nature and degree of communication
between layers. Performance equations for cases of constant flowing pres-
sure and constant producing rate are presented and discussed. The chapter
also reviews "layer effect" on pressure and/or production behavior including
economic aspects of interlayer crossflow.

13.2 Classification of Layered Reservoir Systems

Layered reservoirs can be classified into four groups.

Crossflow Reservoirs

Figure 13-1 shows a crossflow reservoir, which consists of four continu-
ous layers that are communicating at the contact planes. These layers are not
entirely separated by impervious layers, therefore interlayer crossflow could
occur during the test. The crossflow would be directed from the layer of low
permeability to the layer of higher permeability, as shown in the figure. If k\
is greater than k^ , then the pressure transients would travel faster in the layer
of permeability k\ than in the layer of permeability k^. The duration of the
crossflow periods depends on the storage of each layer. If the storage of the
layer of permeability k\ is negligible when compared to the storage of the layer
of permeability fe, then the crossflow will continue throughout the life of the



Figure 13-2. Three-layer without-crossflow reservoir.

well. If the opposite occurs, then the duration of the crossflow period will be
short.

Without-Crossflow Reservoirs

This type of layered reservoir consists of two or more separate layers and
is carried to the surface through a common wellbore. Each layer has different
properties as shown in Figure 13-2. Production is commingled at the well, so
layers communicate only through the wellbore.

Commingled Reservoirs

This type of reservoir is also known as a composite reservoir. Layers com-
municate only through the wellbore as shown in Figure 13-3. Investigators1"3

have conducted studies on wells with commingled fluid production from two
or more noncommunicating zones. In those cases, fluid is produced into the
wellbore from two or more separate layers and is carried to the surface through
a common wellbore.

impervious layer

impervious layer

impervious layer

Shale Barrier

Shale Barrier

Shale Barrier

Sand

Sand

Sand

Well

Figure 13-1. Four-layer crossflow reservoir.
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Figure 13-4. Schematic view of a portion of a two-layer reservoir with inter-
layer crossflow.

Interlayer Crossflow Reservoirs

Figure 13^4 shows that crossflows between the layers can occur; the pres-
sure and production behavior of a gas well can be interpreted by the use of
homogeneous reservoir theory. A gas well in a layered reservoir with crossflow
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Figure 13-3. Reservoir consisting of commingled zones and crossflow layers.
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behaves like a well in a homogeneous, single-layer reservoir that possesses the
same dimensions and pore volume as the crossflow system and a permeability-
thickness product (kh) equal to the total kh of the crossflow system. The oc-
currence of crossflow can be confirmed by the homogeneous-like appearance
of the pressure and/or production behavior.

133 Pressure Analysis Methods in Layered
Gas Reservoirs

Figure 13-5 shows pressure buildup for a layered gas reservoir with cross-
flow. Such a layered reservoir behaves like a homogeneous system. A semilog
plot for any pressure transient test can be analyzed just as it can for homoge-
neous systems and should yield an estimate of (kh)t. The following equations
are applicable to analyze these tests:

n

(kh), = J2 Wj (13-D
j=i

n

(4>Cth)t = J2 McMj (13~3)
7 = 1

Shut-in time At days

Figure 13-5. Pressure buildup for crossflow gas reservoir.
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If {kh )t is known from a well test, individual layer permeabilities may be
approximated from

kj = (—[(kht)/hj]\, ./ = l , 2 , . . . . , n (13-4)

Pressure Buildup for Two-Layer Reservoir
without Crossflow

Figure 13-6 shows a graph of dimensionless pressure Po versus dimension-
less time to for a two-layer reservoir with permeability ratios k\ / ki of 1,2,10,
and 100. All four curves are for re/rw = 2000. The dimensionless terms are

0.000264**
tD = — — (13-5)

0.000264 kt
tDA = — -r- (13-6)

(frfigcA
kh ( Pt - PJ)

p» = 140^7 <13-7)

tDA - 0.000264 kt / ^ c A

Figure 13-6. Muskat straight-line intercepts for two-layer reservoirs without
crossflow (after Cobb, Ramey, and Miller).4

Approximate end of
Transient state



where pg = 0.00504(zTPsc)/(pTsc ), bbl/scf, and

All +/?2

h = hi+ h2 (13-9)

hi +h2

Figure 13-6 indicates that during the early transient period, the slope of the
straight-line is 1.151 (2.303/2). The approximate semilogarithmic period ends
at to — 5 x 105 and behavior beyond the end of the semilogarithmic period is
strongly influenced by permeability ratio.

Muskat Plot Characteristics

Figure 13-7 shows a Muskat plot for a well in the center of a closed two-
layer reservoir with a permeability contrast of 2. Figure 13-8 illustrates Muskat
straight-line intercepts for two-layer reservoirs as a function of producing time
for selected permeability ratios. These plots can be used to estimate average kh
and reservoir pore volume for a two-layer system produced to pseudo-steady-

AtDA = 0.000264kt / ^ cA

Figure 13-7. Muskat plot for-layer reservoir with a permeability contract of
2 (after Cobb, Ramey, and Miller).4

Producing time, tDApproximate start of
Muskat Straight-line



Figure 13-8. Muskat straight-line intercepts for two-layer reservoirs (after
Cobb, Ramey, and Miller).4

state before shut-in by

u = HlJ2w.fi, (0-87) ( 1 3 _ n )

(PR ~ Pws)At=o

The effective skin factor for a commingled reservoir system will be given by

The reservoir volume may be obtained from

$Ac = 0.000264 — (slope, log-cycle/hr)"1 (13-13)

where m is the slope of Muskat plot straight line.

MDH Method2

Figure 13-9 shows a MDH plot, which also provides a straight line for
the early buildup, has an approximate slope for the early buildup, and has an
approximate slope of 1.15 for a producing time of any length. Thus the method
can be used to estimate average kh. This method can also be used to estimate
static pressure, if theoretical buildup curves exist.



Figure 13-9. MDH buildup curves (after Raghavan et a/.).7

13.4 Multilayered Responses in Fractured
Gas Reservoirs

Reference 7 has introduced the concept of reservoir layer conductivity CRDJ,
given by

Cm = J=-^Nj (13-14)

where r\j = diffusivity of layer j , rj = k/((f)ctiiig), CRD = Y^=I CRDJ, and
an equivalent fracture length and equivalent fracture conductivity are defined,
respectively, by

n

Xf = ] P CRDjxjj (13-15)

and

kfw = '— (13-16)

Start of Muskat Straight-line
End of the straight-line

Producing time, tD



The dimensionless fracture conductivity is then defined by

CfD = & * (13-17)
KXf

Camacho, Raghavan, and Reynolds6 have studied the correlations of mul-
tiplayer responses with the single-layer solutions for a number of cases. They
assume that the fractures are not in communication. If fractures are in com-
munication, the values of CfD are somewhat higher and the ration hf/xjj is
an important factor in the performance of the fractured well. When layers are
stimulated by fractures, then maximum productivity will be achieved if the
fracture tip in each layer begins to affect the well response at approximately
the same time. For a two-layer gas reservoir system, the criterion for maximum
productivity is given by

CfQ2H2 _ CRD2Xf2

——— — — ^ o--i o;
LfD\n\ tRDiXfi

where

r n - kfjWj

The vertically dashed line in Figure 13-10 represents Eq. 13-18.

Figure 13-10. Criteria for maximum productivity (after Camacho, Raghavan,
and Reynolds).6
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These results are based on the assumption that boundary effects are neg-
ligible. The reservoir layer conductivity concept does not apply if boundary
effects dominate the pressure response. During pseudo-steady-state flow the
well response is given by a well in a circular reservoir.

13.5 Pressure-Production Performance
Response Equations

During the period 1960 to 1962, seven papers1"4 were published on the
theoretical behavior of reservoir systems composed of intercommunicating
layers. Russell and Prats3 summarized the practical aspects of the finding of
these papers in a later paper. Performance relationships are given here for two
cases.

Constant Producing Rate

Pressure performance for transient flow period is given by

2 2 57.920 x lO%cTTZgzPsc^ (kh)tt ]
Pwf = Pi TJTV^ l o 3 Z ^ 2 ~ 3 ' 2 3 (13-19)

J (kh)tTsc L (<t>h)tVgcrl J
if ^ if ^ 57.920 x l06qscTpsc f, (kh)tt ]

t(Pwf) = Ir(pi) — — log — - 3.23 (13-20)
(kh)tTsc L ((ph)tfigcrl J

For larger times (semisteady state), the pressure behavior is described by

2 2 141.2^c7Zg/^[0.000528(£/z),r , r f ]
Pw/= Pi TTT^— ~7IT\ 2~+/«( r g / r w ) -0 .75 (13-21)

J (kh)t L (4>h)tligcrl J

f(pw) = nPi) T7^-I 2 +In(re/rw) ~ 0.75 (13-22)
(kh)t L (</>h)tV>gCr* J

where (kh)t = k\h\ +k2h2; ((ph)t = (0iAi) + (^2^2); ht = h\ + h2', t =
time in hours; and figt = 0.00504z/r/?5C/p/ Tsc in rb/mmscfd.

The time at which the semisteady state starts is given by

/S1136.4(W^hr (13-23)
(kh)t

For semisteady-state flow, the slope of the plot of flowing bottom-hole pressure
versus time is given by

Slope = 0 . 0 7 4 5 5 - ^ - r psi/hr (13-24)
((/)h)tcrj



Time / , hours

Figure 13-11. Idealized constant-rate pressure performance in two-layer
reservoir with crossflow (after Russell and Prats).3

Figure 13-11 shows an idealized constant-rate flowing bottom-hole pressure
performance curve, and reservoirs of the type should possess the properties
shown on this plot.

Constant Producing Pressure

For the case of constant bottom-hole producing pressure, the following
formula for producing rate was developed. Reference 5 has also provided the
method to calculate cumulative production from multilayered reservoirs:

(kh)t = k\h\ H- k2h2, and (<f)h)t = $\h\ + (J)2Ii2

_ (M), (P1 - Pwf)
q&~ 141.2&/*g(/n£- 0.75)* ( I 3 " 2 5 )

where

AB = \ 0-0127 (fcft), 1
lit h)tc^8 r? (In^-0.75)\

13.6 Flow Identification and Performance Analysis

Figure 13-12 presents the methods that can be used to identify the degree
of communication between layers and type of crossflow.

Eq. 13-24 gives slope
Time to reach semisteady state is

given by Eq. 13-23

Semi-steady state performance
(Eq. 13-21 or Eq. 13-22

Transient performance ( Eq. 13-19 or Eq. 13-20)
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Figure 13-12. Systemic diagrams to determine degree of communication and
type of crossflow.

13.7 Pressure Buildup Behavior in Layered
Reservoir Systems

Figure 13-13 shows pressure buildup behavior in layered reservoir systems
in a single-well, multiple-layer reservoir. Reference 3 has stated that, after the
initial semilog straight line, the buildup curve flattens, then steepens and finally
flattens toward the average reservoir pressure as indicated in the figure. This
is not always correct. The C-D portion in Figure 13-13 can be insignificant
for some systems. That is particularly true for large contrasts in porosity or
thickness, for more than two layers, or for nonsymmetrical systems. Classi-
fications and pressure response characteristics including detailed analysis of
multiple-layered reservoir systems are described in the previous sections.
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Analyses of
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pressure
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Detecting degree of
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Crossflow
Without

crossflow

Gas flow will
decline

exponentially
after a short

period of time
(see Figure 13-1)

Production
characteristics is of
exponential decline

type, after the one of
the reservoir layers
ceases to produce,

the decline rate will
gradually decrease
(see Figure 13-2)

Degree of communication can be
determined before the well is completed

Detecting type of flow

Determining degree of communication and
type of crossflow



Figure 13-13. Schematic pressure buildup curve for a layered reservoir
system.5

Buildup Behavior Curve in Two-Layer Gas Reservoir

The pressure builds up first in the more permeable layer, giving a straight-
line section as shown in Figure 13-14. Then the less permeable layer, which is
at a higher average pressure, begins to feed fluid into the more permeable layer.
This causes the rise above the straight line. Finally, equalization will occur,
and the curve will flatten as indicated by the dotted line. Figure 13-14 shows
pressure buildup behavior in two-layer gas reservoir including the effects of
wellbore damage and storage. Total flow capacity can be obtained from the
shape of a field data plot by using the following equations:

Pressure squared case (Eq. 6-5):

= 57.920 x IQ6 gscTPscJIgz
mTsc

Pseudopressure case (Eq. 6-10):

n^ _ 51.920 x \06qscTpsc
yKn)t —

mTsc

Wellbore storage (WBS) durations for test
designs are: For build-up test:
twbs= 170,000 (u g c /kh)e 0 1 4 s

The initial semilog straight-line segment may be
used to estimate the total permeability-thickness

product. The second steep slope is not analyzable
by known methods.
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Figure 13-14. Pressure buildup behavior in a two-layer gas reservoir.

13.8 Determining Reservoir Characteristics
in Commingled Systems

References 2 and 4 have provided techniques to determine average reservoir
pressure in commingled systems. It requires some knowledge of the layer
properties and correlations for specific systems. The following types of tests
may be used to estimate individual zone properties for a two-layer reservoir
with communication only at the wellbore:

• Single well test
• Pulse tests
• Flow meter surveys

Apparent kh/fig is always equal to or greater than the actual total (kh/fjig)t for
the reservoir. Apparent (j>cth is always equal to or less than the total ((pcth)tfor
the reservoir. Deviation of apparent values from actual total values depends on
the pulse duration.

13.9 Factors Affecting Performance

The following factors can affect the performance of multilayered reservoir
systems:

• Relative permeability. If both layers have the same relative permeability
characteristics, average gas saturation will be higher in the tighter layer
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than in the more permeable layer, because of the average pressure is
always higher in the less permeable layer.

• Pore size. If pore size in the tight layer is smaller than that in the more
permeable layer, then it will tend to reduce crossflow. This effect can be
estimated from capillary pressure curves.

• Reservoir geometry. The geometrical nature and extent of interlayer com-
munication have some effect on observed field performance.

• Permeability anisotropy. In most petroleum reservoirs, vertical perme-
ability is significantly less than horizontal permeability.

• Reservoir n-layer system. Analysis of performance can be handled to ac-
ceptable accuracy merely by the previously presented formulas YTj kjhj
and YTj <t>jhj f° r (kh)t and ((/)h)t respectively.

13.10 Economic Aspects of Interlayer Crossflow

The absence or presence of crossflow between interlayers can control the
economic success of a gas production venture. Some of the advantages of
interlayer crossflow are as follows:

• Shorter operating life
• Higher ultimate gas production
• Reduced perforating and completion costs
• Generally less engineering time required for interpretation of routine tests

Note: A without-crossflow reservoir can be converted into a crossflow reser-
voir by fracturing. Thus a vertical fracture can help to establish vertically ad-
jacent gas-production strata, which were not in communication prior to the
fracture job except at the wellbore.
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Chapter 14

Pressure Behavior
Analysis in
Heterogeneous
Reservoir Systems

14.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the effects of some common reservoir heterogeneities
on pressure transient behavior. It is difficult to delineate specific heterogeneities
from well tests. The difficulty occurs because many different conditions can
cause the same or similar well test response. If we have an idea of the type of
heterogeneity, it may be possible to determine some of the properties involved
by pressure transient testing. Some knowledge of geological, seismic, fluid
flow, and performance data is necessary before hypotheses are formed about
the type and location of the heterogeneities. It may be possible to design
a specific transient test to investigate the possibility of a particular type of
heterogeneity. This chapter discusses and classifies reservoir heterogeneities,
permeability, and anisotropy and describes how these heterogeneities affect
transient testing. Several types of heterogeneities can cause similar transient
test pressure response, but results should be supported by other data. The next
section will illustrate a variety of situations such as faults, lateral changes
in the hydraulic diffusivity such as occur at fluid contacts, and man-made
heterogeneities.

14.2 Causes of Heterogeneities

Heterogeneities may have the following causes:

• Postdepositional changes in reservoir lithology
• Folding and faulting
• Changes in fluid type or properties
• Variations in rock and fluid properties from one location to another



• Physical barriers, gas-water contacts, thickness changes, lithology
changes

• Different properties in each layer, etc.
• Man-made heterogeneities, including changes near the wellbore from

hydraulic fracturing, acidzing, or gas injection

14.3 Pressure-Dependent Properties

It is well known from laboratory studies as well as from observed pres-
sure behavior in some wells that both porosity and permeability decrease as
reservoir pressure declines. For reservoir rocks, which are "normally" com-
pacted, these effects are usually less than for those which have unusually high
pore pressure, i.e., geopressured reservoirs. Carbonate rocks are more hetero-
geneous. Sandstone rocks are less complex than carbonate rocks. However,
a quantitative evaluation of the porosity resulting from the interaction of the
various factors is possible only by laboratory measurements. Sandstones and
other classic rocks tend to be more elastic in their behavior than carbonate
rocks. Limestones often are somewhat plastic in their behavior.

In general, it is expected to observe a decline in calculated permeability from
successive transient pressure tests run throughout the life of a well in depleted
reservoirs. Declines of 10% or so may be observed, but because of variations
of other kinds such as two-phase flow effects, quantitative evaluation becomes
difficult. Therefore laboratory-determined curves of porosity and permeability
versus pressure should be used to predict pressure behavior.

References 1-5 concluded that neither permeability nor skin factor should
be estimated from drawdown or buildup tests using techniques like those given
in Chapters 5 and 6 in formation with pressure-dependent permeability. Figure
14-1 illustrates their findings.

14.4 Pressure Responses Near Flow Barriers

Linear sealing faults and barriers have been an interesting topic in the
transient-testing literature.6"8 Horner7 considers pressure buildup and Russell1!

discusses two-rate flow testing in that system. Regardless of test type, the lin-
ear flow barrier affects the test in about the same way. To obtain the effect of
the linear fault, the following interpretation formulas, which are needed in this
particular instance, are given. A computed example of a buildup test in a well
located 239.3 ft from a fault is shown in Figure 14-6. The data assumed for this
example are given on the figure. It can be seen that the buildup test plot pos-
sesses two distinct straight-line slopes. As in the case with a pressure buildup,
the second or "late-time" portion of the buildup test curve has a slope which
is exactly double that of the "early-time" portion of the curve. The pressure



Figure 14-1. Effect of pressure-dependent permeability on drawdown and
buildup tests.

response at a well near a sealing fault can be directly obtained from

W(PWDQD))] = -0.5[Ei(-l/4tD) + Et(- r2

dD) + s\ (14-1)

Here rdD = 2L/rw, where L is the distance to this fault. If times are small
enough, then the second term in Eq. 14-1 can be assumed to be negligible
compared with the first, and the line source solution (Eq. 14-2) can be used to
analyze responses in the conventional way:

№(PD(rD, tD))] = 0.5Ei(- r2

D/AtD) (14-2)

If the logarithmic approximation to the exponential integral is used, then
^[PDQD, tD)]is given by

№(PD(rD, tD))] = 0.5[ln(4tD/rl) - 0.5772J (14-3)

If flow times are long enough such that both exponential integrals can be
approximated by the logarithmic approximation, then we have

№(PwD)[tD]] = In(4tD/e05112) - In(Ta,) + s (14-4)

This equation suggests that one should get a second straight line with a slope
twice that of the first. In practice, the doubling of the slope on semilogarithmic
coordinates is normally taken to be indicative of a sealing fault. If a fault exists,
then the first straight line should exist for a time period given by

6 < tD < 0№r2

D (14-5)

Deep gas reservoirs Low-permeability gas reservoirs

Both permeability and
porosity tend to decline with
declining reservoir pressure.

Drawdown tests Buildup tests

Short production times, initial permeability is constant.
For longer production times, the reservoir pressure has
decreased and the actual reservoir permeability decreases
as a result.
Increase in gas production will increase in slope with
increasing production times.
Buildup analysis will give useful average permeability at
the time of buildup test.

Slopes decrease
with decreasing gas

production rate.



The second straight line should begin at 3r2
dD. In the time range 0 . 0 8 ^ <

to < 3r\D it can be used to analyze pressure measurements or predict pressure
responses. The distance to the fault can be obtained if we equate the semilog
approximation of the line source solution Eq. 14-3 to the right-hand side of
Eq. 14-4. If we denote this time by 0.8rJD, then e°-57nrjD/4; then the distance
to the fault is given by

L = d = ^-0.5772(0.0002637^/0^/^) (14-6)

where tx is the intersection time in hours. This procedure assumes that both
straight lines are evident.

Estimating Techniques for Distance to the Discontinuity

The effect of a sealing fault or barrier in an infinite-acting reservoir is to
cause the buildup plot to start off as a straight line with the proper slope,
gradually bend over, and eventually become another straight line with twice
the slope of the first. The first straight line gives the proper value of kh. The
second straight line gives the proper extrapolation to ty(pi). The distance
between the well and the fault may be obtained by using the expression given
by Davis and Hawkins9 for drawdown tests and seems to apply reasonably
well to buildup tests. The approximation takes the final form

L= ;/0.000148*A,A
V V ^ g C J

where Atx = value at the intersection of the two lines.
The distance to a barrier can also be calculated by using Eq. 14-8, developed

by Van Poollen and coworkers:10

where (tp +Atx)/Atx is the value at the point of deviation from the first straight
line. The following equation is applicable to both buildup and drawdown tests
and is known as Gray's equation:8

V kh / L A 0.000264feAfJJ ( }

where fig = psczTR/TscpR x 106 and qsc is gas rate in mmscfd. This equation
is most accurate if At is large. This is a trial-and-error procedure by assuming
various values of L until the right-hand side of Eq. 14-9 is equal to the left-
hand side. Gray also suggested that distance to the nearest boundary can be



estimated approximately by

L = 0.01217'JkAtx /(/)ijLgc (14-10)

where A x̂ is the time at which the buildup curve becomes nonlinear.
From pressure buildup testing, the intersection point of the two straight lines

is related to the dimensionless pressure at the intersection line by

{pD[tD/(2L/rw)2]} = 0.5 I n { ^ ^ - \ (14-11)

Calculate pD from Eq. 14-11. Then from Table 14-1, with the value of pD,
determine tD/(2L/rw)2. Finally, use the following equation to estimate the
distance to the fault:

= / 0-0002637^,
Y 4^gct[tD/(2L/rw)2]

Relationships between po(to, r^) and tujr^ are given in Table 14-1. The
detailed derivations of Eqs. 14-11 and 14-12 are given in Ref. 12.

Table 14-1
Dimensionless Pressure at Various Values of Dimensionless Time13

Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless
Dimensionless time Dimensionless time Dimensionless time
pressure/?/) to/QL/rw)2 pressure po to(2L/ryy)2 pressure po to/(2L/rw)2

0.01 0.00 1.6 9.0 4.0 1500
0.02 0.00 1.7 12.0 4.1 1750
0.03 0.00 1.8 17.0 4.2 2000
0.04 0.15 1.9 20.0 4.3 2500
0.05 0.16 2.0 25.0 4.4 3000
0.06 0.18 2.1 27.5 4.5 3500
0.07 0.19 2.2 30.0 4.6 4200
0.08 0.20 2.3 45.0 4.7 5000
0.09 0.22 2.4 60.0 4.8 7000
0.10 0.24 2.5 70.0 4.9 9000
0.20 0.38 2.6 80.0 5.0 1.OxIO4

0.30 0.52 2.7 90.0 5.5 3.OxIO4

0.40 0.70 2.8 110.0 6.0 7.OxIO4

0.50 0.94 2.9 140.0 6.5 1.75xlO5

0.60 1.20 3.0 170.0 7.0 5.0xl05

0.70 1.65 3.1 220.0 7.5 2.OxIO6

0.80 2.00 3.2 260.0 8.0 5.OxIO6

0.90 2.50 3.3 300.0 8.5 1.5xlO7

1.0 3.00 3.4 400.0 9.0 3.0xl07

1.1 4.00 3.5 500.0 9.5 1.5xl08

1.2 4.80 3.6 600.0 10.0 2.OxIO8

1.3 6.00 3.7 700.0 — —
1.4 8.00 3.8 900.0 — —
1.5 8.50 3.9 1200.0 — —
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Figure 14-2. Fault near single boundary.

Figures 14-2 and 14-3 show various situations of linear discontinuities for
single and multiple boundary cases. Figure 1 4 ^ shows various methods to
estimate the distance to a linear discontinuity and their limitations.

Example 14—1 Estimating Distance to a No-Flow Boundary
A pressure buildup test was run in a newly drilled gas well. Geologists

suspect a fault. Data from the test are given in Table 14-2. Well and reservoir
data include the following: <j> = 0.088 (fraction); fig = 0.01633 cP; h = 59 ft;
rw = 0.39 ft; ct = 0.000255 psi"1; qsc = 5.20 mmscfd; T = 7100R; pseudo-
producing time tp = 819 hr.

Calculate the distance to the linear fault using various methods.

First straight line

. Point of
intersection

Second straight line

Plan view

Producing
well

image
well

Linear sealing fault



Table 14-2
Analysis of Data from Well near Boundary

At f/>(p) At *l>(p)
(hr) ^±p (mmpsia2/cP) (hr) ^ ± p (mmpsia2/cP)

2.5 328.6 110.2 43.0 20.1 127.2
4.0 205.8 111.1 91.0 10.0 138.4
8.0 103.4 113.0 102.0 9.1 139.4
9.0 92.0 114.2 117.0 8.0 142.3

10.0 83.0 115.5 137.0 7.0 145.0
12.0 69.3 116.0 164.0 6.0 150.1
14.0 59.5 117.7 205.0 5.0 153.4
16.0 52.2 118.4 213.0 4.0 158.2
21.0 40.0 120.0 410.0 3.0 164.2
28.0 30.0 123.3

Sealing Faults

Sa
nd

 p
in

ch
 o

ut

gas-water contact

Plan view of reservoir

Straight-line section

Log {t+At)ZAt

Figure 14-3. Fault near multiple boundaries.



Figure 14-4. Various methods to determine the distance to a linear disconti-
nuity.

Single-boundary situations Multiple-boundary situations

Davis and Hawkins method9

This method can be used for both buildup and
drawdown tests, but gives good results for

drawdown test
Limitations -> value of time, t should be large

and is valid for
[{t+Atx)ZAtx] > 30
Equation 14-7

Constant-rate drawdown
test is probably the best

to run

Van Poo Hen method ''

Equation 14-8

Exponential Integral Solution method
This method is valid if tp » At, a useful

estimate of linear fault may be made
from a pressure buildup test by using

Equations 14-11 and 14-12 with Atx in
place of tx.

Methods to estimate distance to linear
discontinuity and their limitations

Reservoir heterogeneity or geometrical effect can
be inferred from two-rate flow test analysis in a

manner similar to that usually employed for
conventional pressure buildups. In these cases

longer tests may be required. Russell11 has studied
the pressure behavior during a two-rate flow test of
a well located near a fault or other linear barrier to

flow. The detailed derivation and interpretation
formulas are given in Reference 7. Thus, if a fault
is present, an estimate of the distance to the fault
must be obtained before initial pressure can be

calculated.

Gray Approximate method 8

This approximate formula, which generally
gives reasonable results. The calculated

distance value is quite dependent upon the
time at which the buildup is judged to be

nonlinear.
Equation 14-10

Gray method 8

This method is also known as Ap method. This is trial
and error procedure and most accurate method if t is

large. It is a faster method in term of test time.
Equation 14-3 is applicable to both buildup and

drawdown cases. Atx is the intersection point and is a
function of the distance to and number of boundaries.

Gray also suggested, that distance to the nearest
boundary can be estimated approximately from

Equation 14-4., where At is the time at which the
buildup curve becomes nonlinear.
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Figure 14-5. AI/A(P) versus Af for buildup test (log-log plot).

Solution Pressure buildup data are shown in Figures 14-5 and 14-6. The
log-log plot of Figure 14-5 indicates that wellbore storage effects are not im-
portant, so the increase in slope in Figure 14-6 is probably caused by reservoir
heterogeneity. The ratio of the two slopes is 2.20. Since the absolute value of
the slopes is increasing with shut-in time, and since the slope ratio is about 2,
a linear fault is suspected. Formation permeability k is estimated from the first
straight line using Eq. 6-10. Recall that for a Horner plot the slope is — m\, so
m\ =25.0 mmpsia2/cP/cycle.

, 7 57.92 x 106 x 5.20 x 710 x 14.65

** = ^ 5 2 0 = m 9 8 " ^ "

If we wish, we may use Eq. 6-11 and data from the first straight line to
estimate skin factor, s:

t ^\^(P\hr)-^(Pwfo) , k "I
s = 1.51 log + 3.23

L m <t>l*gcrl J
_ r 112.4-101.5 4.08 "I
~ L L 25 ° g 0.16 x 0.0215 x 0.000255 x 0.422J
= -3.75

To estimate the distance to the fault, we determine (tp-\- Atx)/Atx =28.5 and
Atx = 25.8 (see Figure 14-6).

Point of intersection, Atx = 26

A
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P)
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m
m
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Horner Dimensionless Time, (tp + At) I At

Figure 14-6. Estimating distance to a no-flow boundary.

1. Line source solution method (Eq. 14-6):

V V <$>vgct J
I / 0.0002637 x 4.08 x 25.5 \

= f 5 6 1 5 (o .O88 x 0.01633 x 0.255 x 10-3 j = 2 ° 5 - 5 ft

2. Davis and Hawkins method (Eq. 14-7):

/0.000148fcAf7 _ / 0.000148 x 4.08 x 25^5
~ Y 4>V>gCt " V 0.088 x 0.01633 x 0.255 x 10~3

= 205.0 ft

3. Van Poollen method (Eq. 14-8):

_ / 0.000933^^ _ / 0.00093(4.08) (819)
L = Y <t>figc(tplftx) ~ Y 0.088(0.01633)(0.000255)(28.5)

= 270.5 ft

First slope m, - 25.0 mmpsia2/cP

Point of Intersection
(tP + Atx) I Atx = 28
Atx = 26 hr

Second slope m = 55 mmpsia2/cp

</)= 0.088 fraction
JJ8 = 0.01639 cp
^0.255XlO-3PSi"1

L = 239.3 ft
k = 4.08 mD
S= -3.75



4. Gray Approximate method (Eq. 14-10):

I IcAtx I 4.08 x 25.5
L = 0.01217^ ^ - = 0.01217^ 0 0 8 8 x Q - 0 1 6 3 3 x 0 2 5 5 x 10_3

= 205.0 ft

5. Gray method (Eq. 14-9):

/-70.6^AL Et(_ W )]
y V kh / L V 0 . 0 0 0 2 6 4 £ A r / J

6. Exponential integral solution method (Eqs. 14-11 and 14-12):

{pD[tD/(2L/rw)2]} = ° ' 5 I n ( t p ^ t ) = 0.5//i(28.5) = 1.675

When pD > 10, the values of j>/)/(2L/rw)2] can be calculated from

( tD \ = e
2(PD -0.4045)

V(2L/rw)V

/ 0.0002637**,
~y44>ligct[tD/(2L/rw)2]

I 0.0002637 x 4.08 x 819
" V 4 x 0.088 x 0.01633 x 0.255 x 10"3 x 10.5
= 239.3 ft

Methods 1, 2, and 4 give reasonably close linear fault values (Table 14-3).

Table 14-3
Comparison of Linear Discontinuities by Six Methods

Equations Distance to
Methods used fault L (ft) Remarks

1. Line source solution 14-6 205.1 Low value
2. Davis and Hawkins 14-7 205.4 Low value
3. VanPoollen 14-8 270.5 Fairly good
4. Gray approximate equation 14-10 205.0 Low value
5. Gray Ap 14-9 296.0 Good
6. Exponential integral solution 14-11, 14-12 239.3 Fairly good



14.5 Effect of Lateral Changes on Pressure Behavior

Figure 14-7 shows idealized reservoir situation studies.1'3'4'5 Changes in the
hydraulic diffusivity occur at the boundary between differing geological depo-
sitional units due to changes in porosity and permeability. Reference 10 has in-
vestigated the effect of linear discontinuities in hydraulic diffusivity on pressure
drawdown and buildup behavior. A brief summary follows in terms of these
parameters: zone 1 hydraulic diffusivity, r\\ — k\/(f>ijbiici; zone 2 hydraulic
diffusivity, T]1 = k2/(J)1IJL2C1', ratio= r)2/rn = [(W02M2C2)]/[(£i/0iMiCi)] =
[&2Mi/&iA^]/[02C2/0iCi] = Mk/Rpc = permeability contrast/porosity con-
trast.

The ratio of hydraulic diffusivities 772/̂ 1 is equal to Mk/Rpc. The greater the
reduction in hydraulic diffusivity from the zone containing the well to the zone
beyond the discontinuity, the move closely the slope change will approach a
factor of 2, as with faults, gas-water contacts may not be distinguishable from
a fault in practical cases. Large increases in diffusivity across the discontinuity
will cause the pressure drop to arrest and become essentially constant.

For diffusivity contrast ratio Mk /Rpc — !,homogeneous reservoir behavior
results. If the diffusivity contrast ratio Mk/Rpc > 1, the buildup curve slope
will flatten. If the diffusivity contrast ratio Mk/Rpc = 1, the buildup curve
slope increases after the effect of discontinuities.

Figure 14-7. Schematic cross-section of some practical reservoir situations.

Zone 2 Zone 1

well Linear boundary between
Zonel and Zone 2

Zone 2 Zone 1



14.6 Evaluation of Heterogeneity of Reservoir Rock
Porosity Systems

Evaluation of heterogeneity of the reservoir rock's porosity systems can
be made using a wire-line formation tester. This a sample chamber of up to
several gallons capacity combined with pressure gauges. The test chambers
are forced against the borehole wall in a sealing pad, and firing a shaped
charge perforates the formation. The signal to fire the charge is transmitted on
logging cable. Fluid is collected during sampling, and pressure is recorded.
Following sample collection, shut-in pressures are recorded as the buildup with
time.

Reservoir Rock Porosity Distribution System Analysis

The pressure versus time records from the formation tester permit the eval-
uation of the heterogeneity of the reservoir rock's porosity system, whether it
may be considered as a uniform and homogeneous porosity development or as
a multiple porosity system made up of matrix porosity and of course porosity
(vugs, fracture, fissures, joints, etc.). By a Pollard type plot19 of log(ps — p)
versus time, it is possible to identify the type of prevailing porosity and the
respective fraction of each; these data are important in the interpretation of
fractured rocks. It has been shown by Pirson and Pirson12 that the respective
volumes of the coarse and fine pore systems may be evaluated by plotting
the successive pressure differences versus time on semilog paper. Figure 14-8
is a representation of porosity partition in heterogeneous porous rock and

Figure 14-8. Porosity partition in heterogeneous porous rock.
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Figure 14-10. Log (ps - Av) versus time—First and second difference curves.

shows how to develop the equation of partitioning coefficient. Notice that this
approach interrelates buildup analysis with log interpretation. Figure 14-9 is a
plot of log(ps — pw) versus time. The straight-line portion (BC) indicates the
matrix porosity repressuring the fracture porosity, when Ap within the fractures
and Ap between the coarse fissures and the wellbore has become negligible.
Figure 14-10 is a log of pressure differential (average fracture pressure minus
well pressure) across the "skin" near the wall of the well. This is represented
by the difference plot (AB — DB) versus time. When the pressure drop due
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to skin becomes negligible, a straight line (FG) results. Pollard concluded that
such plots of the log of pressure differential associated with any of the regions
against time would result in a straight line from which it would be possible
to determine properties such as volume of the fracture pore space system and
well skin effect.

Matrix Pore Volume Calculation

With plots of Figures 14-9 and 14-10, it is possible to calculate the matrix
pore volume, Vm from the following relationship as proposed by Pirson and
Pirson:12

Vm = (14-13)
ax<t>m(D + H)cf

where

q = flow rate at moment of shut-in, cm3/sec

a\ = slope of straight line (BC) of first differences, sec/cycle

(j)m = matrix porosity, fraction

D = intercept of first difference at time zero, psi

H = intercept of second difference at time zero, psi

Cf = compressibility of fluid in the fracture, psi

Fracture Pore Volume Calculation

From Figures 14-9 and 14-10, we can also evaluate the pore volume of the
fracture Vf from the relationship

Vf = — | — (14-14)
OL1HCf

where Ot1 is the slope of the straight line (FG) of second difference, sec/cycle.

Partitioning Coefficient Estimation

The partitioning coefficient concept, introduced by Pirson, has proven an
important tool for the evaluation of fracture media. It is porosity breakdown
between coarse (fracture) and fine (fracture) pore space. The partitioning coef-
ficient v can be estimated from the following relationship. Figure 14-9 shows



how to develop the equation of the partitioning coefficient.

V0 = Vf + Vm (14-15)

V1 = Vf + Vm<pm — Total volume of a heterogeneous porous rock
(14-16)

= Vf = Vf
vt vf + vM<pm

= * " * " (14-17)
(1 - 0m)&

where

v/ + VM VO

Also

u = i , U (14-!9)

Well Skin Effects

Figure 14-10 indicates that the extrapolated E value is approximately the
difference between the pressure in the fractures close to the wellbore and the
average coarse fissure flowing pressure at shut-in. The pressure differential
due to skin, Aps, is

Ap5 = {ps-D- E), psi (14-20)

An example problem will illustrate the technique.

Example 14-2 Analyzing Reservoir Rock's Porosity Distribution System
A buildup test data for a well #1, Loving County, Texas believed to be frac-

tured vertically. From these data, presented below and in Table 14-4 calculate
the pressure differential. Table 14-5 shows the data for a formation tester.

Well depth = 15,545 ft; T = 245°F; Sp. gravity = 0.595; Tc = 357°R;
Pc = 672 psia; rw = 0.3542 ft; re = 2980 ft; h = 16 ft; Swi = 26.70%;
Sgt = 73.3%; ct = 64.75 x 10"6 psi"1; z = 1.4924; figi = 0.001934 ft3/scf;
lLg = 0.03793 cP; 0 = 0.108 fraction; and (/>HC = 0.0792 fraction.

Solution Gas properties and necessary well/reservoir data were calculated
from available literature and are listed in Table 14-2. Plot of real gas pseudo-
pressure versus pressure is shown in Figure 14-11.



Table 14-4
Pressure Buildup Data (tp = 42 hr; qsc = 312.0 mscfd/d; pwfo = 1306.2

psig <-> if>(pWfi,) = 132.20 mmpsiaVcP; well depth = 15,545 ft;
pR = 12,360.0 psig <-• V(^*) = 4667.36 mmpsia2/cP)

A* /IH,/ 1/7 (/7H,/) A ^
(hr) ^ p (psig) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.0000 oo 1306.2 132.200 0.000
0.0166 2532.12 1361.1 143.008 10.808
0.0333 1262.26 1352.9 141.369 9.169
0.0666 631.63 1358.2 141.428 10.227
0.1000 421.00 1382.7 147.366 15.166
0.1333 316.08 1443.7 161.048 28.848
0.1666 253.10 1482.0 168.159 35.958
0.2500 169.00 1602.3 194.980 62.780
0.3333 127.01 1712.7 221.122 88.922
0.5000 85.00 1930.0 276.664 144.464
0.6666 64.01 2109.3 326.363 194.162
0.8333 51.40 2299.1 382.532 250.332
1.00 43.00 2476.6 438.154 305.954
1.25 34.60 2724.9 520.572 388.371
1.50 29.00 2980.1 610.341 478.141
1.75 25.00 3206.7 693.871 561.671
2.00 22.00 3428.6 778.747 646.547
2.50 17.80 3878.9 958.886 826.685
3.00 15.00 4291.9 1131.523 999.327
3.50 13.00 4719.4 1315.728 1183.528
4.00 11.50 5103.1 1484.465 1352.265
5.00 9.40 5829.1 1808.993 1676.793
6.00 8.00 6499.5 2111.161 1978.961
7.00 7.00 7065.5 2365.996 2233.796
8.00 6.25 7512.5 2568.506 2436.306
10.00 5.20 8255.2 2896.115 2763.915
12.00 4.50 8786.6 3129.466 2997.265
14.00 4.00 9082.2 3258.259 3126.058
16.00 3.63 9312.3 3358.015 3225.815
18.00 3.33 9482.2 3431.397 3299.197
20.00 3.10 9662.7 3509.108 3376.908
24.00 2.75 9881.7 3603.060 3470.860
28.00 2.50 10049.9 3674.979 3542.778
29.67 2.42 10099.6 3696.191 3563.991
32.20 2.31 10089.6 3691.924 3559.724
36.00 2.17 10246.2 3758.662 3626.462
40.00 2.05 10366.9 3809.990 3677.789
44.00 1.95 10475.4 3856.050 3723.850



Table 14-4 (continued)

Af pwf Ip(Pw/) Ai/?

(hr) ^±££ (psig) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

48.00 1.88 10582.3 3901.361 3769.161
52.00 1.81 10670.4 3938.653 3806.453
54.40 1.77 10720.9 3960.010 3827.810
95.40 1.44 11357.1 4227.999 4095.799
103.90 1.41 11385.0 4239.713 4107.513
108.00 1.39 11438.0 4261.959 4129.758
112.00 1.38 11474.0 4277.064 4144.863
116.00 1.36 11506.0 4290.487 4158.287
120.00 1.35 11539.0 4304.327 4172.126
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Figure 14-11. Pseudopressure •ft(P) versus pressure {ft-P curve).

Pressure Buildup Analysis

The well was shut in for 120 hr during which the pressure buildup was mon-
itored continuously. The pressure just prior to shut-in was 1321 psia. The pres-
sure time data tabulated and the Horner plot (Figure 14-12), when extrapolated
to log (^pO = 1, yielded a value of "ft {pi) = 4680 mmpsia2/cP. The average
reservoir pressure \lr(p) for a bounded reservoir could be calculated using the
values of slope and \/r(p), obtained from the Horner plot and MBH curves.



Table 14-5 Pressure Record of Formation Tester

Shut-in time Pressure Ap
(min) (psig) (psi) Ap2 X 106 AAp2 X 106

15 1,602.3 9937.0 130.58 58.58
30 1,930.0 9609.0 129.42 57.42
60 2,476.6 9062.4 127.01 55.51
90 2,980.1 8558.9 124.27 53.27

120 3,428.6 8110.4 121.39 52.89
180 4,291.9 7247.1 114.73 47.73
240 5,103.1 6435.9 107.11 42.11
360 6,499.5 5039.5 90.91 28.91
420 7,065.5 4473.5 83.23 23.23
480 7,517.5 4021.5 76.64 17.92
600 8,255.2 3283.8 65.00 10.75
720 8,786.6 2752.4 55.94 5.14
840 9,082.2 2456.8 50.66 3.61
960 9,312.2 2226.8 46.43 —

1080 9,482.2 2056.8 43.24 —
1200 9,662.7 1876.3 39.78 —
1440 9,881.7 1657.3 35.50 —
1680 10,049.9 1489.1 32.15 —
1780 10,099.6 1439.4 31.15 —
1932 10,089.6 1449.4 31.35 —
2160 10,246.2 1292.8 28.16 —
2400 10,366.9 1172.1 25.68 —
2640 10,475.4 1063.6 23.41 —
2880 10,582.3 956.7 21.16 —
3120 10,670.4 869.0 19.29 —
3264 10,720.9 819.0 18.21 —
5724 11,357.1 181.9 4.16 —
6234 11,385.0 154.0 3.53 —
6480 11,438.0 101.0 2.32 —
6720 11,474.0 65.0 1.50 —
6960 11,506.0 33.0 0.76 —
7200 11,539.0 0.0 0.00 —

Examination of the log-log plot of the buildup data (Figure 14-12) shows
a large increase on the predicted buildup over the interval of \ hr to 24 hr.
A match of the above desuperposed buildup data plot with the type curve
indicates the time of start of the middle-time (or Horner semilog straight-line)
data is approximately 24 hr. The pressure behavior of the Warren and Root
model is similar to one seen in the buildup test (Figure 14-14). The buildup,
however, has only one distinct straight line. This situation arises when the ratio
of matrix permeability thickness to fracture permeability thickness is small.



Shut-in Time, At, hours

Figure 14-12. Log-log plot of fractured gas well.

Table 14-4 shows data for the buildup test. Figures 14-13 and 14-14 show
that the pressure levels are consistently lower as flowing time previous to shut-
in is increased. Further, it can be noticed that pressure levels tend to return to
the initial pressure.

Using Eq. 6-10, calculate reservoir permeability k:

_ 57.920 x 106^crP5c _ 57.920 x 106 x .312 x 705 _
* " rihc = 2310 x 106 x 520 " °* ?

= 0.01 mD

Using Eq. 6-11, estimate apparent skin factor s':

s>=1.15l\f(phhr-*iP»fo)-\og(
 k \ +3.231

["(800-132.2)106

" [ 231OxIO6

~ 1 O g V0.0792 x 0.037929 x 64.75 x 10~6 x 0.35422/ + 3- J

= -2.41
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Horner Dimensionless time (tp +At) I At

Figure 14-14. Semilog plots—Buildup test of fractured gas well.

Horner Dimensionless Time, (tp -+At) I At

Figure 14-13. Semilog plot of buildup test of fractured gas well.

W(Pwfo) = 800 mmpsia2/cP

Slope, m = 2310 mmpsia2/cP
k = 0.01 mD
s' = -2.41

M/(AP)skin = - 4837.81 mmpsia2/cP
= - 1095 psia

\\i(P*) = 4680 mmpsia2/cP

it= 0.01 mD
5=-2 .41

vWskin = -4837.81
mmpsia2/cP

= - 1095 psia

XjZ(P*) = 4680 mmpsia2/cP Slope m = 2,310 mmpsia2/cP

V(Pihr) = 800 mmpsia2/cP



Using Eq. 6-12, calculate the pressure drop due to the apparent skin factor,
f{p)skin>

ty(p)skin = 0.869ms' = 0.869 x 2310 x 106(-2.41)

= 4837.81 mmpsia2/cP *± -1095 psia

A calculation after acidizing gives a negative value of additional pressure
drop, which indicates that less pressure drop is required. Flow efficiency greater
than 1, a negative skin effect, and a negative damage factor will all indicate suc-
cessful stimulation. Percentage increase in flow efficiency can be determined
by comparing the tests before acidizing.

Porosity Distribution
Since most fluid recovered was gas, the pressures were squared as shown

in Table 14-5. Values of the first difference (Ap2) and the second difference
(AAp2) were then calculated. These data were plotted in Figure 14-15 and
resulted in a first straight line with a slope a\ = 1/258,000 cycle/sec. The
straight line was extended to a time zero and yielded a D curve equal to
74 x 106 (Pirson). The second difference (AAp2) resulted in a straight line

Intercept at zero shut-in time, D = 74.OxIO6

Slope a, = (log 1 - log 10)/(6.23 - 3.65 = 1/ 258,000 cycle /sec

Intercept at zero shut-in time, H = 16Ox 106

Slope CC2 = (log 100 - log 10) / (0.556 - 0.25) = 1 / 306,000 cycle/sec

v= 14.78 %, (j>m = 10.80 % and $ = 12.44 %

Shut-in Time (sees.) x 60,000

Figure 14-15. Interpretation of formation tester pressure buildup by the
Pollard-Pirson method.
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with a slope c*2 = 1/30,600 cycle/sec. The intercept of this line at zero time
yields H = 160 x 106. Using Eq. 14-19 as follows makes use of the previous
data to calculate the partitioning coefficient:

1

1 ^ <*i(D+ff)

_ 1
V ~~ i I (1/30,600)x(16Ox IQ6)

1 -*" (l/258,000x(74xl06+160xl06)

= T^mM = TT565 = ( U 4 7 8

1 + 906.98 l t J l U J

This approach interrelates buildup analysis with log interpretation. With
these plots, it is possible to determine porosity distribution from the matrix
into the fracture system by using Eq. 14-17,

v ~ ( l - 4>m)4>t

Knowing matrix porosity (/>m = 0.1080, we can find total porosity as follows:

0.1478 = * - ° - 1 0 8 0

(1-0.1080)0,

Therefore, <f>t = 0.1244. The partitioning coefficient in formation producing
gases was determined and can provide an insight into the percentage of total
porosity made out of fracture. In this case, the fracture porosity comprises
12.44%.

14.7 Use of Pressure Transient Tests to Describe
Reservoir Heterogeneity

Figure 14-16 presents the key steps involved in describing reservoir het-
erogeneities using single- and multiple-well tests as well as different models.
Analysis techniques are described and guidelines are presented, including their
advantages and limitations. The use of single- and multiple-well tests to de-
termine their properties in different systems is discussed in the next section.
Figures 14-16 (and 14-16a) also shows the different steps that should be used
to analyze the results of multiple well tests to obtain a reservoir description.
This figure also shows the criteria to be used when determining the validity of
each method.



Figure 14-16. Systematic procedures and guidelines to describe reservoir
heterogeneity.

14.8 Detecting Fracture Trends and Reservoir
Heterogeneities

Kamal and Brigham13 have proposed the following equation to investigate
the presence of an isotropic reservoir without fracture or discontinuities:

70.6 x UPqxP8P8 / -569OO0^cr 2 \
L&P !Calculate = TT ^i ( 7 I (14-21)
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Figure 14-16a. Systematic procedures and guidelines to describe reservoir
heterogeneity.

Matching pressure distribution
for the entire match pressure

Regression Analysis for
obtaining a two dimensional
areal description

Least square fit and linear
programming techniques from
given performance data

Iterative reservoir
performance matching
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Magnified diagonal
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Determining reservoir heterogeneity properties such as:
porosity, ^)(x,y,z), thickness, h(x,y), and permeability, k(x,y,z)

Parameter estimation techniques
(Automatic history matching)



( c ) Possible sealing fault ( d ) Possible naturally fractured system

Figure 14-17. (a) Location and distance between wells, (b) Possible nonseal-
ing faults, (c) Possible sealing fault, (d) Possible naturally fractured system.

where r is the distance between producing and observation well, ft, and t is the
flowing time in minutes. Figures 14-17a through 14-17d show general trends
of various reservoir heterogeneutities. Figure 14-18 can be used to confirm
communication through the reservoir between producer and observation well
or possible to determine general trends or possibilities.

Example 14-3 Detecting Reservoir Heterogeneity or Fracture Trends
Table 14-6 shows the location of six wells. All six wells were shut in until a

stabilized pressure buildup was obtained. The middle well (1) was then placed
on production for 110 days. Well/reservoir data are as follows: Pt — 4450 psi;
fig = 0.025 cP; rw = 0.550 ft; pg = 6.06 bbl/scf; h = 45 ft; gas injection
rate qg = 5.0 mmscfd; T = 164°F; 0 = 8.5%; ct = 4.45 x 10"3 psi"1; well
depth = 6340 ft.

Substituting the above values in Eq. 14-21 results in the values given in
Table 14-7.

Table 14-7 shows as examples the match for well pairs A2-A1, A4-A1,
A5-A1, and A6-A1. This will indicate an isotropic reservoir without fractures.

( a ) Location and distance between wells ( b ) Possible nonsealing faults

Producing
well



Table 14-6 Well Locations and Properties Related
to Intereference Wells

Distance from k from buildup tests kh product
Well number well 1 (mD) (mD-ft)

2 660 3.24 146
3 750 3.00 135
4 620 2.67 120
5 890 3.36 151
6 660 3.16 142

Table 14-7 Calculated Pressure Drop Values from Eq. 14-21

Well Calculated Ap values
locations r(ft) 70.6qgiJ,g/3g/kh Et{-x) (psi)

A2-A1 660 36.63 0.0669 2.45
A3-A1 750 39.61 3.0100 119.22
A4-A1 620 44.57 0.0660 2.94
A5-A1 890 35.42 1.4800 52.42
A6-A1 660 37.66 0.0728 2.74

Table 14-8 Comparison of Observed Well Pressures with Those
Calculated Using Eq. 14-21

Calculated pressure Observed pressure
Well # (psi) (psi) Percent difference

2 4452 4450 0.05
3 4570 4685 2.45
4 4453 4456 0.06
5 4503 4493 0.22
6 4453 4450 0.07

The well pair A3-A1 shows possible nonsealing faults. Figure 14-18 can also
help to interpret these results.

14.9 Determination of Reservoir Parameters
and Fracture Orientations

For more accurate determination of reservoir anisotropic parameters and
fracture orientations the methods proposed by Elkins and Skov14 and by
Ramey15 are recommended. The following formula will permit estimation



Figure 14-18. Systematic approaches to detect fracture trends and reservoir
heterogeneity.

of the reservoir parameters in various directions based upon pressure drops
measured in observation wells for conditions of single-phase flow:

Ap = (P, -p) = —M£l E1 [ l ^ l z S l l (14_22)
4njkjryh(l.m) [ ^(6-32) J

where pt = initial pressure, psi; p = pressure (psi) at x, y at time t in days;
c = effective compressibility of gas, water and rock, psi"1; kx = effective per-
meability in *-direction, darcies; ky = effective permeability in j-direction,
darcies; x — XQ = distance from producing to observation well in x -direction, ft;

Possible nonsealing fracture

Indicates fractures

Presence of isotropic
reservoir without fracture or

discontinuities

Presence of sealing fault

If ^!calculated < 4pAieasured

If 4^/calculated > 4HMeasured

If both 4?|calculated and 4p|Measured
are matched

IfZlplcalcuIated and ^Measured
Zero

Ap|Measured using Equation 14-21

Ap I Measured from pulse or interference tests

Determine

Simple approach to estimate fracture
trends or heterogeneities



y — y0 = distance from producing to observation well in ^-direction, ft;
qg = gas rate, mmscfd; fig = gas formation volume factor, rbbl/mmscfd =
0.00504Z^ x lO6/pr, and E1 is exponential integral, -Ei(-x).

The pressure reductions at a point due to production of different wells are ad-
ditive. For uniform permeability, Eq. 14-22 reduces to the simpler, well-known
form involving r2 and k. Reservoir parameters including effective compress-
ibility and uniform or anisotropic permeability can be determined only by trial
solutions until the set of values is found which gives the best match between
calculated pressures and measured pressures. Fracture orientation, diffusivity
parallel to the main fractures, and diffusivity perpendicular to the main frac-
tures are related; *Jkxky and pt are explicit. A sequence to determine the best
set of these factors is given in Figure 14-19 and requires a computer (see also
Figure 14-20).

14.10 Investigating Reservoir Heterogeneity
by Multiple-Well Tests

Pressure transient tests can be used to investigate and obtain adequate
reservoir descriptions for homogeneous (both isotropic and anisotropic) and
heterogeneous systems. Type curves have proven very useful for evaluating
pressure buildup, interference, and pulse tests in gas reservoirs influenced
by reservoir boundaries. Multiple-well tests (interference and pulse tests) are
used to establish communication between wells and to determine the interwell
properties.15

The basic equations describing the pressure responses as well as pressure
drop at some distance from a producing well are presented along with field
examples in the next section to determine properties such as permeability
k(x, y, z), porosity (p(x, y, z), and thickness h(x, y) in different systems.

Analysis of Homogeneous Isotropic Reservoir Systems

In these types of systems, the permeability is the same everywhere and in all
directions. Porosity and thickness are also the same everywhere in the reservoir.
The following analysis techniques (interference and pulse tests) can be used
to determine reservoir properties in homogeneous isotropic formations.

Interference Tests

Interference tests can be analyzed by the type curve matching method, be-
cause it is simple, fast, and accurate when the exponential integral pu applies:
that is, when rD = r/rw > 20 and tDlr2

D > 0.5. The reservoir properties such



Find x and y coordinates of all pressure
observation and producing wells

Rotate these coordinates to an assumed
fracture orientation axes in Equation
14-22 corresponding to directions of

maximum and minimum permeabilities

Calculate summation of right-hand side of
Equation 14-22 for each pressure

observation well using assumed values of
diffusivity in the new x and y directions

Determine the associated values of ^Jkxky

and pi by least-squares method

Modify the fracture orientation and diffusivities
in the x and y directions until a set of values of

these factors is found such that any further
modification increases the sum of squares of the

difference between measured and calculated
pressures of the individual observation wells

(See Figure 14-20)

Figure 14-19. Systemic determination sequences of fracture orientations.

as the mobility-thickness product kh//ag and the porosity-compressibility-
thickness product (j)cth can be calculated from the following relationships:

f = 1 4 1 . 2 ^ ^ (14-23)

0.0002637 kh \t\M
4>cth = -2 " " (14-24)

r2 /xg \tD/r2
D\M

where qg is gas flow rate in scfd and pg is equal to 0.00504zT/p bbl/scf.



Measured Pressures

Figure 14-20. Calculated versus measured pressures.

Pulse Tests

Pulse tests can be used to determine the same information as interfer-
ence tests. Pulse tests are not affected by unknown linear trends in reservoir
pressures.17 Therefore, conducting pulse tests rather than interference tests is
preferable. Reference 19 has provided the relationships among dimensionless
time lag, cycle period, and response amplitude in both graphical and analyt-
ical forms. The detailed discussion along with field examples can be found
in Chapter 12. The following relationships can be applied to calculate the
reservoir properties:

ttD = - » - (14-25)
Atcyc

and

Maximum
assumed

variations

Minimum assumed
variations

Modified values of anisotropic
permeability and major trends
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General Remarks

If the reservoir is acting as a homogeneous isotropic system, reasonable
identical values of kh/jjLg and (f>cth can be calculated from several tests in the
same areas. If there are big differences among the calculated values of kh/fig

and those of <j)cth, then a homogeneous anisotropic system should be used.

Analysis Methods for Anisotropic Reservoir Systems

Porosity and thickness are uniform throughout the reservoir. Permeability
is the same everywhere, but varies with direction. Figure 14-21 shows the
major and minor axes of the permeability and axes of the well pattern. Many
formations, such as channel sands, appear to exhibit simple ky-kx anisotropy.
Directional permeability has an important effect on planning gas recovery
by cycling. Ramey5 presents a method for estimating anisotropic reservoir
properties from interference data. At least three observation wells are required
for analysis. Figure 14-21 defines the necessary nomenclature. The active
well is located at the origin of the coordinate system and the observation wells
are each located at coordinates indicated as (x, y). The anisotropic analysis
requires pressure data from at least three observation wells. Assuming that
the active well/observation well system is infinite acting and homogeneous

Minimum (minor)
permeability axis

Observation well at (x,y)

Maximum (major)
permeability axis

Well pattern coordinates

Active well

The minor permeability axis is
oriented at 90° to the major

permeability axis.

Figure 14-21. Nomenclatures for anisotropic permeability system.



with the exception of having anisotropic permeability, Ramey5 shows that the
pressure at an observation well is

p{t,x,y) = Pi . p / ? M _ I (14-28)
V fcmin *max "> \ L ̂ D J direction /

where

2 _ 0.0002637; T kminkmax 1
K<D/rD)direction - ^ ^ [kxy2 + kyX2_2kxyXy\ ( 1 4" 2 9>

In Eq. 14-29:

kx = principal permeability in x -direction, mD

ky = principal permeability in y-direction, mD

kxy = principal permeability in .^-direction, mD

kmin = minimum permeability in x -direction, mD

kmax = maximum permeability in x -direction, mD

6 = angle of orientation, degree

The following steps are used to analyze the interference test:

1. Observed pressure data from at least three wells are plotted and matched
to the type curve of Figure 8-1 . Each of the three data sets is matched
so the pressure match point [ApMP, {PD)MP\ is the same for all three
observation well responses. The time match point [tMp, (to/r^Mp} will
be different for each set of observation data.

2. Rearrange Eq. 14-28 in the form

/j—r- _ U\2qglxwfiw (pD)MP

h (&P)MP

L h (Ap)Mp J

kminkmax = Average system permeability, mD

kminkmax = & — ^x^y ^xy \1^~*^)

k = y/kminkmax (average system permeability, mD) (14-33)

Rearrange Eq. 14-29 in the form

, B / r , /MOMgTA. / * A - V ) (M_34)
V <piigct J \kxxy

2 + kyyX2 - Ik^xy)



or

2 /0.0002637A / kmaxkmin \
tDlY° = [-^r) • [^+ ^-Tk19Xy) (14~35)

Write the following equations for each observation well match:

r(to/ r£Lp] = Q-0002637r / kmaxkmin \
L *MP J WeM </>flgCf Vkxxy2 + kyyX2 - 2kxyXy)

r ( W ^ L P 1 = 0.0002637 / kmaxkmin \ ^ ^
L fMP J Hfe/C ^ / ^ ^ ^ \ kXXy2 + ^yyX2 - 2 ^ X J /

T ( ^ A D L P 1 = 0-0002637 / kmaxkmin \ (1

L M̂P JweiB <t>HgCt \kxxy
2 + ^ 2 - Ik^xy)

where rM/> is the same for each well, and (to/r^MP is different for each well.
Estimate average system permeability from Eq. 14-33. There are three equa-
tions (14-36, 14-37, 14-38) in four unknowns (kxx, kyy, kxy, and (pi±oct). They
may be solved simultaneously to obtain such as kxx, kyy, and k^, each in terms
of the unknown (\>\JLgct. Then kx,ky, and k^ (in terms of (/)jJigCt) are substituted
into

Since the right side of Eq. 14-32 is known from Eq. 14-30, it can be solved
to estimate 0JHOC?. Then we estimate kx,ky, and k^ from their relationship to
(/)/uLoct. Determine the minimum and maximum directional permeability and
the angle of orientation by using the following equations:

kmin = kxx = 0.5 [(kx + ky) - y/(kx-ky)
2 + 4kl\ (14-39)

kmax = kw = 0.5 [(*, + ky) - J(kx-ky)
2 + 4kl\ (14-40)

^ / ^max & XX \ /t A * t\

0max = arctanl j (14-41)

n , {Kmin — kYY\ /1A .^
0min = arctan (14-42)

V *xy /
where

fig = gas formation volume factor, bbl/scf
Q = total system effective compressibility, ps i " 1



cg = gas compressibility, psi l

cw = water compressibility, psi"1

Cf = pore space compressibility, psi"1

h — net formation thickness, ft
k = average system permeability, mD

kxx — maximum (major) principal permeability, mD
kyy = minimum (minor) principal permeability, mD

kxx, kyy, kxy = components of the permeability tensor, mD
0max = direction of maximum permeability, Kmax

0min = direction of minimum permeability, Kmin

Total system compressibility can be related to the pore space saturation of the
two phases:

ct = sgcg + swcw + Cf (14-43)

{Cg — Cw)

Equation 14-44 can be used to estimate in-place gas saturation using a transient
test.

Important note: Analysis of more than one interference test in the same area
should, therefore, provide information on the feasibility of using homogeneous
anisotropic techniques. If the match of pressure is the same in different tests,
the technique is applicable. If not, heterogeneous system analysis should be
considered.

The following example will clarify the use of these equations to determine
directional homogeneous anisotropic reservoir properties.

Example 14-4 Analyzing Interference Tests Homogeneous Anisotropic
Reservoirs

An interference test was run in a 5-spot pattern. At the end of a gas cycling,
before testing, all wells were shut in. Gas injecting at 7.25 mmscfd/d ran
the test and the fluid levels were observed in five of the shut-in production
wells, both during injection and during the subsequent falloff period. The test
information and reservoir properties are as follows: P1- = 265 psi; /JLW = 1 cP;
rw = 0.550 ft; fiw = 1 rbl/stb; h = 30 ft; injection rate qt = 120 stb/d;
T = 72°F; 0 = 19%; co = 7.5 x 10"6 psi"1; cw = 3.3 x 10"6 psi"1; cf =
3.7 x 10~6 psi"1; API = 37°; so = 0.25; sw = 0.30; well depth = 1200 ft:
Figure 14-22 shows the well locations.

Tables 14-9, 14-10, and 14-1Oa give observation pressure data for wells 1,
2, and 3 during the gas injection period. Figure 14-22 shows the well locations.



Table 14-9 Observation Pressure
Data for Well 1

t PX>y:( A p = Pi ~ PX>yyt
(hr) (psi) (psi)

34 272 -7
39 273 -8
50 279 -14
78 286 -21
98 291 -26
120 289 -24
188 280 -15

Figure 14-22. Well locations for Example 14-2.

Estimate the following homogeneous anisotropic reservoir parameters:

• Average system permeability k
• Product of 0/xcr

• Maximum directional permeability kmax

• Minimum directional permeability kmin

• Directions of kmax and kmin

• In-place gas saturation

Injection
well

Well # 3

Well # 2

Well # 1



Table 14-10 Observation Pressure
Data for Well 2

t PX)y)t Ap = Pi — PX>yyt

(hr) (psi) (psi)

22 270 -5
49 277 -12
71 281 -16
93 286 -21
116 288 -23
124 291 -26
210 284 -19
289 281 -16

Table 14-1Oa Observation Pressure
Data for Well 3

t Pxyy,t Ap = Pi — pXyy>t

(hr) (psi) (psi)

28 269 - 4
48 271 - 6
70 275 -10
94 277 -12

117 282 -17
124 283 -18
190 276 -11
238 272 - 7
297 271 - 6

Table 14-1Ob

Match points
Well # (At)MP tD/r2

D tMP (Figure 14-24) r(ft)

1 10.0 25 30 480
2 10.0 35 38 480
3 10.0 45 70 702

Solution Figure 14-22 shows well pattern, distances and coordinates in ft
and Figure 14-23 is a net sand isopatch map. Figure 14-24 shows the match
of the data in Tables 14-9 through 14-1Ob to the type curve of Figure 8-1. The
match was made so the pressure match point [(Ap)Mp, (PD)MP\ is the same
for all three responses, while the time match points vary.



Figure 14-23. Net sand isopatch map—Example 14-2.

Well # Dimentionless
location from Coordinates parameter
injection well (x, y) (ft) tD /r£

1, injection well 480,0 25
2, injection well 0,480 35
3, injection well 480,702 45

Calculate System Permeability k
From the pressure match point for all wells, (PD)MP = 0.29 and (Ap)MP =

10. Rearranging Eqs. 14-31 and 14-3, we have

_ \U\.2qniwpw (PD)MP]2

L h (Ap)MP J

[141.2 x 12Ox 1.0 x 1.0 0.29 1 2

* = Vkminkmax = V268.3 = 16.38 mD

Also, k = J(kxxkyy - k^).

Well # 3
480,0

Injection
well

Well # 1
0,480

Well # 2
480, 702



Injection Time, hours

Figure 14-25. Interference data matched to Figure 8 -1 . Pressure match is the
same for all curves.

Estimate Product </>/zc,
Equations 14-36 through 14-38 now may be used with the time-match data

to write three more equations. Match time was 10 hr and using the coordinate
for each well from Figure 14-25 we have the following:

For well 1:

[ ( W ^ M P 1 0.0002637; / kmaxkmin \

L fMP \Wein <l>Vgct \kjocy2 + kyyX2 - k^xyj

Substituting the values, we get

pO"j _ 0.00026371" 268.3 1
L25 J ^ i = 4>V>ct L4802^ + (0)% - 2(0X480)*^ J

Well numbers
Match Points

The match was made so the pressure match
point [ (Ap)M , (PD)M is t n e same for all three
responses, while the time match points vary:

Well # r, ft tD I rl

1 480 25
2 480 35
3 702 45
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Figure 14-24. Coordinates for anisotropic permeability solution.

Well # Coordinates in ft
1 x,y = 480, 0
2 x,y = 0, 480
3 x,y = 480, 702

Injection well

KJU major permeability axis

Kyy minor permeability axis



Simplified and normalized, this equation becomes

3.685 x IQ-7

kx = (14-45)

For well 2:

pO"| _ 0.00026371" 268.3 1

l_25_L/2 " 4>№ L(O) 2^ + (4S0)2ky - 2(0)(480)^ J

Simplified and normalized this equation becomes

3.334 x IQ-7

ky = (14-46)
(J)JJiCt

For well 3:

1"7Ol _ 0.0002637 T 2683 1

l^lweia ~ 4>№ [5302/:x + (4S0)2ky - 2(480)(530)^ J

Simplified and normalized this equation becomes

0.552U, + 0.4528JL - *« = L 1 0 1 X 1 0

(j)llCt

Combining Eqs. 14-45 through 14-46 gives

r, « „ 3 ' 6 8 5 X 1 0 " 7 ^ , ^ n 3 - 3 3 4 X 1 0 " 7 L 1 0 1 X 1 0 " 6

kxy = 0.5521 + 0.4528
<PllCt (J)IlCf (pllCt

= 3-4 3 4 x l°-8 (I«7)
(J)IlCf

Using Eqs. 14-45, 14^6, and 14-47 in Eq. 14-32 results in

k k — k2 — k k —1?1^x 1^y 1^ xy — ^min^maX — 1^

or

(3.685 x 10"7)(3.334 x 10~7) /3.434 x 10"7\ 2 _

(0/XQ)(0/XQ) V (0/^Q)2 /

12.2858 x 10"7 22.7924 x 10"7 _

((/)llCt)2 ((l>№t)
2

Therefore

/O 4934
< ^ c ' = V ^ T = 3 - 2 4 x 10"6cP/psi"'

V ZOo. 5



Now Eqs. 14-45, 14-46, and 14-47 are solved using the computed (/>jjict:

3.434 x 10"8

^ = 3.24x10-6 = 1 ° 6 O m D

Now we can estimate maximum permeability kmax using Eq. 14-40:

kmax = kXX = 0.5[kx +ky+ yJikxx-kyY^+Akl]

= 0.5 [11.373 + 10.290 + 7(11373 - 10.290)2 + 4(1.06)2J

0.5[21.663 + 2.3806] = 12.02 mD

Estimate minimum permeability kmin using Eq. 14-39:

kmin =krY = 0.5[21.663 - 2.3806] - 9.64mD

We know \fkmaxkmin = 16.38 from Eq. 14-32, so we can check the computa-
tions:

y/kmaxkmin = >/(12.02)(9.64) = 10.77( close enough)

Determine the direction of maximum permeability kmax from Eq. 14^-1:

a f (kmax~kxx\ f ^12.02-11.373^
Omax = arctan = arctan - —

V kxy ) \ 1.06 /

= arctan (0.6104)

0.5480(180)
= = 31.39 from the x-axis

Correcting for the orientation of the axes, the maximum permeability direct-
ion is

31.39°-25° = N 6.38 W.

Determine direction of minimum permeability kmin from Eq. 14-42:

a t (krnax-krA f ^12.02-10.29^
emin = arctan = arctan —

V fcxy / V 1.06 /

= arctan(0.6104) = = 58.48° from the x-axis



Correcting for the orientation of the axes, the minimum permeability direct-
ion is

58.48° - 25° = N 33.48 W

As shown in Figure 14-23, the jc-axis was chosen as a line through wells 1, 2,
and 3. True north lies along the line through wells 2 and 3.

Estimate gas saturation using Eq. 14-44:

_ ct - cw - Cf _ 7.85 x 10~6 - 3.30 x 10~6 - 3.70 x 10"6

S° ~ co-cw "~ 7.40 x 10~6 - 3.30 x 10"6

0.85 x 10"6

= -4i ino^ = 0-21

Hence water saturation is sw = 1 — so — 1 — 0.21 = 0.79.
If we check these saturation values with electric log and core data, they are

in good agreement, hence it is possible to make a rough estimate of in-place
saturation using a transient test.

Summary
Equations 14-28 through 14-47, coupled with the log-log type curve pro-

cedure, form a powerful tool for detecting reservoir anisotropy. The injection
interference test described can be applied widely to aid in planning fluid in-
jection programs.

Analysis of Heterogeneous Systems

If the data from multiwell tests fail to meet the homogenity requirement
for both isotropic and anisotropic cases, numerical solutions must be used to
analyze pressure transient data from heterogeneous systems. References 17
and 18 have suggested numerical solutions for performing the analysis by
parameter estimation techniques to describe reservoir heterogeneities using
pressure transient data. They consider the case of heterogeneous isotropic
systems using the following diffusion equation:

V . (-Vp) = (t>ct
d-^ + Q (14-48)

where Q is the diffusion equation source term and p is pressure, psi. In order
to estimate the values of kh(x, y, z) and (j>cth(x, y, z) that minimize E:

Chaventefa/.:17

E = J^f {pf-pffdT (14-49)



Chen et a/.:18

E = Ilil(ptS-PCnf)2 (14-50)
W = I J = I

where

£ = sum of the squares of the difference between observed and
calculated pressure, psi2

S = number of observation wells

N = number of observations at well S

p°bs = observed pressure at well S, psi

peak _ c a i c u i a t e ( j pressure at well S, psi

p°b* = observed pressure at well S and data point n

p™l
s
c = calculated pressure at well S and data point n
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Chapter 15

Gas Well Testing
Field Case Studies

15.1 Introduction

This chapter presents various field case studies in low, high permeability,
and fractured carbonate gas wells including summary, conclusions, and rec-
ommendations. It also includes a gas well test evaluation sheet, state report
forms, and various cross plotting techniques before and after workovers.

15.2 Gas Well Test Evaluation Sheet

Well Data and Basic Parameters

Filed name aaaa-
~ Well name bbbb

Zone number cccc-
Interval feet
Reservoir datum feet ss
Estimated reservoir pressure psia
Reservoir temperature 0R
Net hydrocarbon thickness feet
Gas saturation fraction
Porosity fraction
Fluid viscosity cP
Compressibility psi"1

Hydrocarbon porosity fraction
Fluid gradient psi/ft
Z-factor —
Well radius feet
Drainage radius feet
Cumulative production prior to test mmcf



Gas Composition

"Gas IH2SI CO2 IN2 I Ci I C2 I C3 11C4 I nC4 I iC5 I nC5 I C6 I C 7 +

composition

M o I % I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Well Test Data

Choke size I Rate I Duration I Cumulative I Final BHP I Final THP
(-/64") (mmcfd) (min) time(hr) (psia) (psia)

Amerada Data

Amerada no. Serial no. Last calibrated data Depth of Amerada

Interpreted data:

MBH correction: tp (hr)

tpDA (dimensionless time)

Buildup slope m(mmpsia2/cP)

if(Pwfo) (mmpsia2/cP)

f (Pwf) At=i (mmpsia2/cP)

Calculated data:

1.632 x 10%cT
kh = , md - ft

m
k = kh/h

, '= i . i5 i r » ( * > i * - * Q ^ > _ log
 k

 + 3 .2 31
L rn <t>hix ctrl J

m(Ap)j' = 0.867 m /

Ap =



Pressure data:

HPi) =
F = 4ntDA

Af is(Pwf) = f(pR) = eF

15.3 Shallow Low-Pressure and Highly Productive
Gas Reservoirs

The following example illustrates how to determine the stabilized deliver-
ability curve and AOF.

Example 15-1 Determining Stabilized Deliverability Curve and AOF from
the Test Data

A gas well produces from a shallow low-pressure, highly productive reser-
voir. The well has been tested by a multirate test and the results are plotted in
Figure 15-1. One and one-half durations of each flow period was enough to
reach stabilization of flowing wellbore pressure. In fact, it was observed that
pressures stabilized almost instantaneously after each rate change.

Solution The log-log backpressure plot gives a straight line which defines
a backpressure exponent n = 1 /slope = 0.56. The backpressure coefficient is

Gas flow rate, mmscfd

Figure 15-1. Linear plot for determining high-velocity effect on gas well
performance.

Intercepts = 0.00145
Indicates pressure loss due to steady

state skin s

Slope, B = 0.001607
Indicates pressure loss due to

high velocity flow Dqsc



calculated from the curve as

C = 8.0 x 106(ll,200)a56 = 43,204 scf/day/psia2

The backpressure equation then is qsc = 43,204(p| — / ^ ) 0 ' 5 6 and the absolute
open flow is 45.538 mmscfd. A Cartesian plot of Ap2/qsc versus qsc (Figure
15-1) gives a straight line (except for a small deviation and the low rate point).
The intercept of the line is A = 0.00145 psia2/scfd/D and the slope is

B = 1.607 x 10-3 P d i a 2 / S C M

mmscfd

or, when expressed in scf/d,

* = 1.607xl0-9p S i a 2 / S C f d / d

scfd/d

The low n value and the high B value indicate large rate-dependent skin. The
slope B in Figure 15-1 indicates the significance of the high-velocity effect on
the productivity of the well. A large slope implies large rate-dependent skin.
The intercept A is related to steady-state skin factor. If the rate needs to be
written in terms of flowing pressure, the quadratic equation can be solved as
follows:

^A2+ 4B(pl-p2
wf)-A

qsc = YB

^(0.00145)2 +4(1.607 x I O " 9 ) ^ - plf) - 0.00145
= 2(1.607 x 10"9)

This equation can be used to calculate the AOF for this example.

15.4 Recommended Form of Rules of Procedure
for Backpressure Tests Required by State

Regulatory Bodies

All backpressure tests required by a state regulatory body shall be conducted
in according with the procedures set out by the state regulatory body except
for those wells in pools where special testing procedures are applicable.1"3

The calculations shall be made in the manner prescribed in the appropriate test
examples. The observed data and calculations shall be reported on the pre-
scribed forms. Gas produced from wells connected to a gas transportation
facility should not be vented to the atmosphere during testing. When an accu-
rate test can be obtained only under conditions requiring venting, the volume
vented shall be the minimum required to obtain an accurate test. All surface



pressure readings shall be taken with a dead weight gauge. Under special con-
ditions where the use of a dead weight gauge is not practical, a properly cali-
brated spring gauge may be used when authorized by the state regulatory body.
Subsurface pressures determined by the use of a properly calibrated pressure
bomb are acceptable. The temperature of the gas column must be accurately
known to obtain correct test results; therefore a thermometer well should be
installed in the wellhead. Under shut-in or low-flow-rate conditions, the ex-
ternal temperature may distort the observed wellhead temperatures. Whenever
this situation exists the mean annual temperature should be used.

15.5 Appropriate State Report Forms

The appropriate state report forms are as follows.

Texas Gas Well12

• Uses tubing pressures
• Square root chart entries for gas measurement
• GE system dialogue
• Answers transferred to G-1 form

New Mexico Gas Well1'2

• Uses tubing pressures
• Deviated well
• UCS system dialogue
• Answers transferred to preprinted state form C-122

Oklahoma Gas Well3

• Uses casing pressures
• Single-point test
• Case No. 1 assigned to input data
• GE system dialogue
• Answers presented in report form

Offshore Gas Well Using IOCC Procedure3

• Uses bottom-hole pressures
• UCS system dialogue
• Answers presented in report form for natural gas Oklahoma



15.6 Stimulation Efforts Evaluation, Summary,
and Recommendations

This section presents theoretical and practical aspects of methods used to
determine absolute open flow potential (AOF), formation permeability, overall
skin factors, average reservoir pressure, and gas in place in low- and high-
permeability gas reservoirs. Test analysis methods examined include deliver-
ability, Horner, type curves, and reservoir limit test analysis. It also includes
a brief summary, conclusions, and recommendations of two field case stud-
ies. One case is for a low-permeability gas reservoir; the other is for a high-
permeability gas reservoir. These two cases demonstrate well test analysis
applications in low- as well as high-permeability gas reservoirs.

Low-Permeability Gas Well, Nilam Gas Field, Indonesia

Case Studies: Nilam Gas Field, Well # N-38/gas, Zone GSOA

Nilam gas field is in Kalimantan, Indonesia, and is "offshore." The reservoir
is 12,950 ft deep and consists of layers of clay and sandstone. The overall
thickness is about 52 ft with average porosity of about 14 to 20%.

The empirical deliverability equations are

qsc = 1.3152 x 10"6 (~p2
R - plh) (wellhead conditions)

qsc = 0.5997 x 10~6 (~p2
R - plf) (bottom-hole conditions)

Stabilized flow equations are also developed using the LIT(\J/) approach to
estimate deliverability potential of this gas well against any sandface pressure.
The values of exponent n = 1 and formation permeability = 8.274 mD indi-
cate, that it is a low-permeability gas reservoir (see Table 15-1 for a summary
of results).

The laminar-inertial-turbulent (LIT) flow equations are

^(PR) ~ is(Pwh) = 45.5574scq + 2.1429q2
c (wellhead conditions)

is(pR) - if(pwf) = 9l.S213qsc + 0.1785 q)c (bottom-hole conditions)

Returning again to the Forscheimer equation, ~p\ — p^ = Aqsc + Bq2
c, kh

is small (339.23 mD), A qsc becomes large, and the B q2
c term can become

negligible (not necessarily zero) when compared to the laminar pressure drop
term. We could then write qsc = j(~p2

R — P^f)1'0-
Calculate the following quantities

n

J2S> = 76.145
i

n

Y^q = 27.087



Table 15-1
Summary of Results

Wellhead Bottom-hole Flow rate Choke size
pressure (psia) pressure (psia) (mmscf/d) (inch)

Shut-in 2388 3700 —
Ratel 2015 3144 2.397 16
Rate 2 1640 2566 5.214 24
Rate 3 1365 2158 6.144 32
Rate 4 1015 1836 7.186 48

Extended rate 1015 1721 6.148 32
Final shut-in 2388 3700 —

n 1.0 1.0
C 1.3152 x 10"6 0.5997 x 10~6 mmscfd/psia

AOF 7.50 8.21 mmscfd

Table 15-2
Specific Results of Pressure Buildup Analysis Using Four Rate Tests

Parameters Estimated values Remarks

qsc 6.148 mmscfd
VKPvv/i) 690xl06psia2 /cP
xjf(Vwfo) 669xl06psia2/cP

m 21.0x106 psia2/cP
kh 339.23 mD-ft
k 8.274 mD
s' +16.869 Apparent skin
s +3.649 True skin See Table 15-3
D 2.137511 Turbulent factor See Table 15-3

\lr(AP)skin 64.44 mmpsia2/cP 995 psia True skin
xjf(Pi) 861.12 mmpsia2/cP 3955 psia From Horner plot
xJr(PR) 772.0 mmpsia2/ cP 3702 psia

Static gradient 0.110 psi/ft

J2<12= !60.088

^TY xq = 441.037

Solving by the least square method, we get

s = +3.649 (true skin)

D = 2.137511 (turbulent factor)

Figure 15-2 shows a graphical method to estimate true skin factor.



Table 15-3
Evaluation of True Skin and TVirbulent Factor

Gas flow rate # 1 2 3 4 5

Gasflowrate^mmscfd 2.397 5.214 6.144 7.186 6.148
T/r(Pw/l),mmpsia2/cP 770 765 752 745 650
^(Pw/o),mmpsia2/cP 592.45 418.12 306.21 227.88 201.25
m, mmpsia2/cP/cycle 15 20 21 22 21
Jch,mD-ft 185.163 302.078 339.00 378.480 339.229
K,mD 4.516 7.366 8.268 9.231 8.279
S', apparent skin 8.748 14.842 16.728 18.958 16.869

Gas flow rate q, mmscfd

Figure 15-2. Apparent skin factor s ' versus gas flow rate.

Radius of Investigation

At the beginning of the middle transient regime (MTR), At =1 hr, 102 ft.
At the end of the middle transient regime (MTR), At =10 hr, 321 ft. Thus
a significant fraction of the well's drainage area has been sampled and its
permeability is 6.282 mD.

AtAr = 147.12 hr, 1233 ft.
At Ar = 468.78 hr, 2200 ft which is equal to the assumed re.

True skin s = 3.80
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Reservoir limit:

m* = 0.29412 x 106 psia2/cP/hr

Vp = 2.59288 x 1011 scf (gas filled pore volume of the reservoir)

Basis on pt = 3965 psia

Conclusions and Recommendations

A Homer plot using pseudopressure was used to obtain reservoir parameters.
This completion has fair permeability to gas and positive true skin factor,
indicating an undamaged well.

Overall, the results of analysis are reasonable and can be accepted as reliable.
Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that:

• The completion would probably benefit from stimulation.
• Test procedures were suitable for this well.
• Production could continue from this reservoir at this gas well using a

32/64 inch choke size.

High-Permeability Gas Well: Batak Gas Field, Indonesia

Case Studies: Batak Gas Field, Well # B-9Ugas, Zone F-I

Batak gas field is in Kalimantan, Indonesia, and is "offshore." The reservoir
is 5500 ft deep and consists of layers of sand and limestone. The overall
thickness is about 68 ft with average porosity of about 15 to 22%.

The empirical deliverability equations are

qsc = 0.00095(~p2
R - plh)°'69 (wellhead conditions)

qsc = 0.00473 (~p2
R - plf)°

M (bottom-hole conditions)

Stabilized flow equations are also developed using the LIT(VO approach to
estimate deliverability potential of this gas well against any sandface pressure.
The values of exponent n = 0.69 (wellhead conditions), n = 0.61 (bottom-
hole conditions), respectively, and permeability = 920 mD indicate that it is a
high-permeability gas well. See Table 1 5 ^ for a summary of results.

The laminar-inertial-turbulent (LIT) flow equations are

IT(PR) ~ is(Pwh) = I.lSlSqsc + 0.2677q2
sc (wellhead conditions)

^(PR) - f(Pwf) = 0.6430#5C + 0.0597^2
c (bottom-hole conditions)



Table 15-4
Summary of Results

Wellhead Bottom-hole Flow rate Choke size
pressure (psia) pressure (psia) (mmscf/d) (inch)

Shut-in 2602 3795 —
Ratel 2567 3774 1.446 16
Rate 2 2532 3757 6.681 24
Rate 3 2317 3723 15.790 32
Rate 4 2281 3717 16.566 48
Extended rate 2463 3754 10.822 32
Final shut-in 2602 3795 —
n 0.69 0.61
C 0.00095 0.00473 mmscfd/psia2

AOF 49.07 110.03 mmscfd

Table 15-5
Specific Results of Pressure Buildup Analysis: Two-Rate Test

Units Buildup # 1 Buildup # 2

qsc mmscfd 16.566 10.822
ir(Pwfi) mmpsia2/cP 834.85 838.55
ir(Pwfo) mmpsia2/cP 816.51 827.90
m mmpsia2/cP 0.40 0.35
kh mD-ft 45,284.82 33,809.17
k mD 1053.14 786.26
s' Apparent skin +39.25 +27.57
s True skin +5.57
D Turbulent factor 2.03308
^-(AP)1S^n mmpsia2/cP 1.6975 psia (true skin)
\/f (Pi) mmpsia2/cP 839.3

3786 psia from Horner Plot
is (PR) mmpsia2/cP
Static gradient psi/ft 0.116

Returning again to the Forscheimer equation ~p\ - p^f = Aqsc + Bqfc, kh is
large (920.0 mD), A qsc becomes small, and we would have

— 1 /—2 2 \ °-61

qsc = V B ^ P R ~ Pwf*
It is clear then that it is not necessary for flow to be completely turbulent
throughout the reservoir for the slope (n) to be equal to 0.5.



Conclusions and Recommendations

A Horner plot using pseudopressure was used to obtain reservoir parameters.
This completion has high permeability to gas and positive true skin factor,
indicating an undamaged well.

Overall, the results of analysis are reasonable and can be accepted as reliable.
Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that:

• The completion would benefit very little from stimulation.
• Test procedures were suitable for this gas well.
• Restrictions caused by turbulent effects are occurring in this well.
• Larger tubing size is recommended.
• Production could continue from this reservoir at this well using a 32/64

inch choke size.

15.7 Formation Characteristics from Fractured
Carbonate Gas Reservoirs

Field Case Study for Analyzing Buildup Tests
Having Two Slopes

Special pressure responses from well tests must be analyzed in light of all
available information. Adams et al.4 have presented a complete evaluation of
a fractured carbonate gas reservoir. In a conventional buildup plot, two slopes
were observed, with the first one having a higher value than the second one
(Figure 15-2). After a detailed analysis, they concluded that the matrix perme-
ability could be evaluated from the first slope, and the mean permeability of the
matrix-fracture system could be evaluated from the second slope. Their results
using this criterion were reasonable when compared with known geologic and
core data. The use of special pressure responses for buildup tests in a fractured
carbonate gas reservoir will be illustrated with an example using the method
proposed by Adams et al.4

Example 15-2 Analyzing Buildup Test with Two Slopes in a Fractured Car-
bonate (CO3) Reservoir

Figure 15-4 shows a buildup for well A, which is located in a fractured
carbonate reservoir. The figure shows three straight lines. Figure 15-3 shows
permeability variation of core data for this well. Gas properties are as fol-
lows: T = 900F; psc = 15.025 psia; Tsc = (60 + 460) = 5200R; qg =
0.548 mmscfd; h = 160 ft; rw = 0.3 ft; \xg = 0.0131 cP; 0 = 0.03 fraction;
ct =0.0009psi"1.

Solution Figure 15-4 shows a buildup plot of Xogi^—1) versus x/f(p).
This figure shows three straight lines, with their corresponding slopes, the



Cumulative sample frequency, %

Figure 15-3. Core permeability variation for gas well (after Adams et a/.).4

extrapolated value of ij/(p) at infinite shut-in, and ty(pws)\hr at 1 hr. Adams
et al. carried out the interpretation as follows (see Table 15-6).

1. The matrix permeability km was calculated from

_ 57.92 x l06qscPpST

mihTsc

_ 57.92 x .548 x 15.025 x (90 + 460)

~ 26.0 x 106 x 160 X °
= 0.121mD (15-1)

2. The skin factor s was calculated from

s = 1.151 \fiPhhr - fiPwf) - log J ^ , + 3.231

1 ^ 1 [(98.7-37.4) xlO6

^ = 1 1 5 1 L 26.0x10^

0.12 ]

~ ° g 0.03 x 0.0131 x 0.0009 x 0.32 + ' J

= 1.151 [2.358 - 7.019 - 3.23] = -1.131

Vertical
Fv= (0.0047 - 0.002) / 9.9947

= 0.96

Horizontal
FA = ( 0 .2 -0 .01) /0 .2 =

0.95
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Table 15-6
Calculated Gas Properties

Pressure (psia) Z-factor Gas viscosity fj, (cP) il>(p) (mmpsia2/cP)

1800 0.792 0.0149 296.0
1600 0.805 0.0142 237.5
1400 0.821 0.0135 184.2
1200 0.841 0.0129 136.8
1000 0.861 0.0122 95.6
800 0.886 0.0188 61.3
600 0.912 0.0144 34.5
400 0.949 0.0111 15.4
200 0.969 0.0107 3.9

0 1.000 0.0105 0
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V(F*) = 159mmpsia2/cP

Straight-line intersect at
(t+At) /At = 26.5

Slope m2 = 10.5 mmpsia2/cP/cycle

Slope m/ = 26 mmpsia2/cP/ cycle

q = 548 mscfd
/= 1570 hours

Wellbore radius, rw = 0.3 ft
h = 160 ft

V(P), hr =-98.7
mmpsia2/ cP

i|/(P)Wf= 37.4 mmpsia2/cp

Figure 15-4. Pressure buildup curve for gas well.

3. Well A is located in the center of one-half of a 2:1 rectangle. The per-
meability of outer region k2 was calculated from

kxmx
k2 =

0.12 x 26.0 x l O 6 U ;

Jc2 = 2 = 0.3 mD
10.5 x 106



The ratio fe/^i equals 2.48. Since the drainage area is known to be
780,000 sq ft, the dimensionless producing time can be calculated from

_ 0.000264Jfc2f _ 0.000264 x 0.3 x 1570 _
tDA = (f)iJict A

 = 0.03 x 0.0131 x 0.00063 x 780,000 = '
(15-3)

*
The dimensionless correction to ^r(P) is 1.2 from curve III of Figure
B-3 for the case of a 2:1 rectangle.

* _ m,2 x correction
xlr(p) — xl/(p) =
^V } ^yy) 2.303

ilr(p) = 159.0 x 106 - 5.5 x 106 = 153.5 mmpsia2/cP

4. The reservoir flow efficiency can be calculated from

xlf(p)-xjf{pwf)-QM9mxs
1 1 , = —

f(p) - f{pwf)

_ 153.5 - 37.5 - 0.869 x 26.0(-1.131) _ , o g

~ 153.5 - 37.4 ~ ( }

5. The distance x to the change in permeability can be calculated from

k2 L m2 4>V>ctrl

0.3

~ 1 O g 0.03 x 0.0131 x 0.0009 x 0.32 + 3 ' 2 3



Consequently x/rw = 292 and x = 87.6 ft. This distance to change in
permeability can also be compared from4

/ x \ 2 _ AtD A2V-^-*!)

w ~ HW)x W (i5 7)

JC/rw = 322 and JC = 96.6 ft. The values of x calculated by two methods
are of the same order of magnitude and consequently it can be concluded
that the change of k is about 90 ft from the wellbore.

15.8 Buildup Interpretations Before
and After Workovers

In practice, it is desirable to get as much information as possible from a
pressure buildup test. Trying as many crossplotting techniques as possible can
do this. The buildup data before and after workover were obtained in various
zones, block III, Benuang Gas Field, and South Sumatra, Indonesia. Field
examples are reproduced here because of their practical implications.

Buildup Data Completely Controlled by Afterflow

Figure 15-5 shows a conventional plot of shut-in pressure versus log of
shut-in time. The pressure buildup data are completely controlled by afterflow.

At, hours

Figure 15-5. is(P) versus Af-Semilog plot.

Condition ratio = 3.9
No work over is recommended

Improved conditions
Around the wellbore

Curved



Interpretation would be based on conventional radial flow equations, using
what appears to be the straight-line portion of the curve A. The condition
ratio using as a basis this straight line is 3.9 and indicates improved con-
ditions around the wellbore. Under these conditions, no workover would be
attempted in this well. Figure 15-6 shows a plot of shut-in pressure versus shut-
in time in Cartesian coordinates. A straight line is obtained, which indicates
that the buildup data are entirely dominated by wellbore storage (afterflow).
Figure 15-7 shows a log-log plot of pressure differential versus time. A straight
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Figure 15-6. if (P) versus Af-Cartesian coordinate crossplot (fractured gas
well).

Buildup data dominated by
wellbore storage (afterflow)

Straight line of slope 1.0
(45°) indicates afterflow

At, hours

Figure 15-7. Log A^ versus log At—Log-log plot (fractured gas well).

Straight line indicates
buildup data entirely
dominated by after-

flow



Shut-in time At, hours

Figure 15-8. is(P) versus log Af-Semilog plot.

line with a unit slope is obtained, which also indicates that the buildup data
are dominated by afterflow.

Pressure Buildup Data with Long Afterflow
and Beginning of Linear Flow

Figure 15-8 shows a conventional semilog plot of shut-in pressure versus
time. The apparent straight line A allows the calculation of a condition ratio
greater than 1 and a negative skin. Under these conditions no workover should
be attempted. The analysis, however, was followed by cross plotting the shut-in
pressure versus time in Cartesian coordinates. The plot revealed a straight line
for the first 25 hr (Figure 15-9), which was indicative of afterflow.

Figure 15-10 is a log-log cross plot of incremental pressure Ap (shut-in
pressure — flowing pressure) versus time. A straight line of unit slope was not
apparent during the first 40 hr of shut-in. Absence of such a straight line points
to the possible presence of skin on the face of the fracture. Starting at 40 hr,
there is a straight line of half-unit slope, which is indicative of linear flow. The
interruption of the straight line is attributed to change of pumps and or skin
damage on the surface of the fracture around the wellbore. Figure 15-11 is
a plot of pressure differential versus square root of shut-in time on Cartesian
coordinates. This type of cross plot results in a straight line, in which linear
flow dominates. The intercept of the straight line at zero shut-in time equals
the pressure drop due to skin. The slope of the straight line can calculate
the length of the fracture or the formation permeability depending on which
parameter can be reasonably assumed. In this case the combination of all plots
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Shut-in time At, hours

Figure 15-10. Log AP versus log Af-log-log plot (fractured gas well).

provided valuable information and led to the recommendation of a stimulation
job. Figure 15-12 shows the results of a pressure survey after the workover in
semilog coordinates.

Figure 15-13 shows a straight-line portion on Cartesian coordinates, which
is indicative of afterflow. This period ended after 16 hr shut-in. Figure 15-14
shows a log-log cross plot of pressure differential versus time. A straight line
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25° degree
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Figure 15-9. f(P) versus shut-in time—Cartesian coordinate plot (fractured
gas well).
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Figure 15-11. A^ versus V^Af-Specialized plot (fractured gas well).

Shut-in time At, hours

Figure 15-12. \j/(P) versus log Af-Semilog plot (gas well).

with unit slope is obtained which ends at 20 hr. This unit slope is indicative of
afterflow. Another straight line is obtained after 20 hr. The slope of this line is
0.5 and indicates that flow becomes predominantly linear.

Figure 15-15 shows a Cartesian cross plot of pressure differential versus
square root of shut-in time. The resulting straight line indicates the presence

After work over

Curved
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Figure 15-13. A^ versus Af-Cartesian coordinate plot (fractured gas well).
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Figure 15-14. x/r(P) versus log Af-Semilog plot (gas well).
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Figure 15-15. \/r(P) versus At—Cartesian coordinate plot (fractured gas well).

of linear flow. The intercept at zero shut-in time is equivalent to the pressure
change due to skin, and in this case is negative indicating that the stimulation
job was successful. Note: The variety of cross plots presented in this case led to
recommend stimulation of a well with damage and resulted in damage removal
and improved conditions around the wellbore.

Pressure Buildup Data Controlled for a Short Period

Figure 15-16 shows the conventional semilog plot and the "first glance"
straight line. Figure 15-17 shows a cross plot of shut-in pressure versus time
in Cartesian coordinates. The lack of a straight line at early times indicates
that the afterflow period dies very quickly. Figure 15-18 shows a log-log
plot of pressure differential (shut-in pressure — flowing pressure) versus time.
A straight line of half-unit slope is obtained which indicates linear flow. Also
notice that the unit slope straight line, indicative of wellbore storage, is missing.

Figure 15-19 shows a Cartesian cross plot of pressure differential (shut-in
pressure — flowing pressure) versus square root of shut-in time. A continuous
straight line is obtained which indicates the predominance of linear flow. The
intercept of this line at zero time is negative, indicating improved conditions
around the wellbore.
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Figure 15-16. is (P) versus Af-Semilog plot (fractured gas well).

Lack of a st-line early times indicates
that after flow period dies very quickly
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Figure 15-17. V(P) versus Af-Cartesian coordinate plot (fractured gas well).
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Figure 15-18. Log Axj/ versus log At—Log-log plot (fractured gas well).
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Figure 15-19. A\[r versus +/At—Specialized plot (fractured gas well).

Pressure Buildup Data Showing a Small Afterflow

Figure 15-20 shows a conventional semilog cross plot which results in
two straight lines named A and B. Figure 15-21 shows a Cartesian cross plot
of shut-in pressure versus time which indicates no early straight line and,



Shut-in time At, hours

Figure 15-20. is(P) versus log Af-Semilog plot (fractured gas well).

consequently, that the afterflow period dies rapidly. Figure 15-22 shows a
log-log cross plot of pressure differential (shut-in pressure — flowing pres-
sure) versus shut-in time. There are a few early-scattered points and then a
straight line in the half-unit slope, which indicates linear flow. In the late por-
tion there is a slightly curved line, which indicates the presence of radial flow.
Finally, a plot of pressure differential (Ap) versus square root of shut-in time
is shown in Figure 15-23. There is a very clear straight line, which suggests
linear flow, followed by a curved portion when radial flow is attained. The
straight-line portion A of Figure 15-20 can calculate formation permeabil-
ity using radial flow theory. With the slope of Figure 15-23, its intercept at
zero shut-in, and the formation permeability determined from Figure 15-20,
we can calculate the fracture length and pressure drop with a good degree of
accuracy.
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Figure 15-21. f{P) versus t—Cartesian coordinate plot (fractured gas well).
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Figure 15-22. Log Ax/r versus log Af-Log-log plot (fractured gas well).
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Figure 15-23. A^ versus At—Cartesian coordinate plot (Fractured gas well).
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Chapter 16

of Decline Curve
Analysis Methods

16.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with analysis of decline curves during the transient and
pseudo-steady-state flow periods. Classifications of production decline curves
and their practical uses are discussed with field examples including methods
to forecast performance of horizontal and vertical fracture gas reservoirs.

16.2 Transient Decline Behavior Analysis

The solution in Figure 16-1 presents the behavior of a well during the
transient period, when it behaves as an infinite reservoir. Accordingly, this de-
cline solution is referred to as "infinite acting." The terms "infinite-acting
decline" and "transient decline" are used interchangeably. Note: The rapid
rate decline is normal transient behavior. Figure 16-1 is useful for test analysis
by type curve matching.

Transient Drainage Radius during Infinite-Acting Period

It is related to the dimensionless rate by

re(f) = rwa exp( -qD) (16-1)

where

rwa = rwe~s (16-2)

and solving for the skin factor;

s= -InI — (16-3)



Figure 16-1. Infinite-acting dimensionless rate-solution (after Jacob and
Lohman).9

Characteristics of Exponent b during Transient Flow

If rules during transient flow are used to compute the value of exponent b,
then such measurements may suggest that the value of b is greater than unity
and is given by

In most cases the exponent b would be greater than unity, if transient responses
were used to predict performance. Behavior in rate will follow the b = 0 curve
only for the case Xt/ct = constant as long as ct / kt is a linear function of
time.

Production Characteristics during Transient Period

This section illustrates the use of the general infinite-acting solution and
reservoir properties, to calculate wellbore conditions during the transient pro-
duction period of a gas well.

At long time, tD > 100, qD may be approximated by:
qD = 0.5 / [ In (tD) + 0.80907]

For Constant Pressure Rate Decline
Reservoir permeability, k is estimated:

(Use Equation 5-17)
Reservoir porosity-compressibility is estimated:

(Use Equation 5-20)



Constant-Pressure Rate Decline

The following equations can be used to analyze a gas well producing from
a low-permeability gas reservoir. Use the match points to calculate wellbore
conditions, permeability, and skin factor for a gas well:

SqA = H11Z1T

\ijmatch 0.103kh(pj-p2
wf)

or

k = ^f1 2 , • (SL) (16-5)

/ f c \ = 0-000264*

\* /match 4> PgICH1Ia

or

i-^-(f) <*-7>
4>lHCi \tDjmatch

where

^w« = rwe~s (16-8)

and, solving for the skin factor;

s = _Inf
r^A (16-9)

To predict rate-time behavior, follow these steps:

1. Calculate dimensionless time for start of pseudo-steady-state flow by

tDApss= 0 . 1 (16-10)

or

top,, = 0.1 n (—) (16-11)
\rwa/

In real time, this condition corresponds to



In terms of real time, the condition in Eqs. 16-11 and 16-1 Ia becomes

tpss = 3 7 9 ^ ^ (16-12)

where

tpss = start of pseudo-steady-state time, hrs
/JLJ = gas viscosity, cP
cti = system compressibility, psi"1

k = gas permeability, mD
A = gas field spacing, ft2

2. List production time (in days) in 10-day increments.
3. Calculate the corresponding dimensionless time tp.
4. Read qD from Figure 16-1 at corresponding value of tD.
5. Calculate the corresponding rates qg(t) from qD using Eq. 16-13:

0.103kh(pf-plf)
qg(t) =

 V V * 9D (16-13)

Constant-Rate Production, Pressure Declining

To predict pressure-time behavior, follow these steps:

1. List production time in days, in day increments.
2. Calculate the corresponding dimensionless time to using

0.000634&
tD = —t (16-14)

^Wi rla

3. Read PD values from the type curve in Figure 16-1, corresponding to to
values.

4. Calculate [pf - plf(t)} by substituting PD in Eq. 16-15:

V-[r f -^O)] . ^ f P 0 (16-15)

5. Calculate pw/(t) by subtracting Ap2 from pf, which gives

pwf=pf-Ap2 (16-16)

163 Pseudo-Steady-State Decline

A general expression for pseudo-steady-state decline for constant pressure
production, according to the analytical solution, is

qD = Eie-
E2tD (16-17)



Figure 16-2. Full analytical constant pressure, dimensionless rate solution
showing pseudo-steady-state depletion stems (after Fetkovich).6

where E\ and E2 are constants defined by the ratio re/rwa. Fetkovich6 devel-
oped expressions for E\ and Ei in Eq. 16-17 and stated that

Ei = \ (16-18)
in (re/rwa) - 0.5

El = (r/r )2 1 ( 1 6 " 1 9 )

The expressions for E\ and E2 reflect the observation that different ratios of
re/rwa give different stems as shown in Figure 16-2.

Forecasting Rate Decline

Figure 16-3 shows depletion decline characteristics after the start of the
pseudo-steady-state as well as the transient or infinite-acting period prior to
depletion. The instantaneous change occurs at tpsS9 which can be estimated
from Eq. 16-21. The dimensionless time for start of pseudo-steady-state-flow

Start of depletion for various values of re/'rwa

Vertical fracture
Uniform flux



Dimensionless time

Figure 16-3. Complete rate solution plotted in terms of unit variables (after
Fetkovich).6

is

tDpss = 0.1 Tt (—) (16-20)

Real time is

16.4 Characteristics and Classifications
of Production Decline Curves

Development and the pertinent relationship for the three types of produc-
tion decline curves on coordinate, semilog and, log-log graph paper can be
found.1'2 Decline curve analysis is a useful tool for reserves estimation and
production forecasts. Decline curves also serve as diagnostic tools and may
indicate the need for stimulation or remedial work. Production decline curves
can be classified as follows:

• Exponential decline. Decline is constant (b — V).
• Hyperbolic decline. Decline is proportional to a fractional power b of the

production rate (0 < b < 1).
• Harmonic decline. Decline is proportional to production rate (b = 1).

The use of type curves for decline curve analysis is demonstrated with
examples.
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Transient decline

Infinity

Depletion decline

Harmonic
^ 6=1.0

Hyperboloic
. 6 = 0.5

Exponential
6 = 0



Example 16-1 Estimating Future Production Rates Using Decline Curve
Method

Using the production data from a gas field, estimate:

1. Future production down to a rate of 50 mmscfd
2. Decline rate
3. Effective monthly and annual decline rates
4. Remaining life

Production Data

Cumulative Cumulative
Rate qg production Rate qg production
(mmscfd) Gp (mmscf) (mmscfd) Gp (mmscf)

200.00 10,000 130.00 190,000
210.00 20,000 133.00 220,000
190.00 30,000 115.00 230,000
193.00 60,000 110.00 240,000
170.00 100,000 115.00 250,000
155.00 150,000

Solution A graph of qg versus Gp is shown in Figure 16-4 on Cartesian
coordinates. A straight line is obtained indicating constant percentage decline.

From graph Gp = 398,000 mmscf at qg = 50 mmscfd. Future production =
398,000 - 250,000 = 144,000 mmscf.

The slope of the straight line gives the nominal decline rate. Picking two
points on the straight line:

(\g (mmscfd) Gp (mmscf)

250.00 0
100.00 276,000

The nominal daily decline rate is

The nominal monthly decline rate is

Dm = 30.4 Dd = 0.0127 month"1



Cumulative Production, mmmscf

Figure 16-4. Gas flow rate versus cumulative production.

The nominal yearly decline rate is

Da = \2 Dm= 365 Dd = 0.152 year"1

The effective monthly decline rate is

D'm = 1 - e~Dm = 1 - e~-0U1 = 1.26% per month

The effective annual decline rate is

D'a = 1 - e-l2D™ = 1 - e-
n{m21) = 1 - e"0-1524 = 1 - 0.8586 = U.U%

The time to reach a production rate of 50.00 mmscfd or remaining life is
obtained as follows:

At t = 0, qg = 115.00 mmscfd:

In(qi/qn) /n(50/115)

Using Figure 16—4 requires that we calculate

Gg^ 144,000

q0 (115X365) *

Dr
a = 14.4%
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50 mmscfd

Future production @ 50 mmscfd = 400 mmscf
Nominal daily gas rate = 0.000417 day'1

Nominal monthly gas rate = 0.0127 month1

Nominal yearly gas rate = 0.152 year"1

Time required at 50 mmscfd = 5.5 years



Table 16-1
Estimating Future Production History

Using Decline Curve Method

Date Production rate (mmscf/month)

1-1-95 1000
2-1-95 962
3-1-95 926
4-1-95 890
5-1-95 860
6-1-95 825
7-1-95 795
8-1-95 765
9-1-95 735

10-1-95 710
11-1-95 680
12-1-95 656
1-1-96 631

The remaining life from Figure 1 6 ^ is 5.3 years, which is slightly less than
the value calculated using decline curve equations.

Example 16-2 Estimating Future Production History Using the Decline
Curve Method

Using the production history for the year 1995 given in Table 16-1, estimate
the following:

1. Investigate the type of decline.
2. Calculate reserves at the end of 1985 to the economic limit of 25

mmscf/month.
3. When will the economic limit be reached?
4. Predict future rate and cumulative production until the economic limit is

reached.

Solution The plot of q versus t on semilog graph paper (Figure 16-5) indi-
cates a straight-line trend; therefore, constant percentage decline is assumed.
The reserves at economic limit production rate can be calculated from

GpDa - - ^ -

1. The nominal decline rate D can be determined from the rate-time equa-
tion or from the slope of the rate-time plot on semilog graph paper.



Figure 16-5. Plot of q versus time t on semilog paper.

Using two points on the straight line (t = 0,qt = 1000; t = I2,qg =
631.0 mmscfd/month):

-KJ) - "-(^)
//n(631/1000) \

= f — J = 0.0384 per month

2. Thus, reserves to be produced from 1995 to the economic limit of
25 mmscfd/month are

qt - (E.L) 1000 - 25
GpDa = ^ - ^ = ^ ^ = 25,391 mmscf

3. The life of the gas well is given by

InV(E.L)Iq1X 7^(25/1000) ^ AA

t = = ——— = 96 months or 8.00 years

4. The production rate each year is given by

q = qie-nDt = ^*-1 2 ' -0 3 8 4"
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Economic limit = 25 mmscf/ month
Lift of gas well = 8.0 years

Production rate each year = q = q, e-
12(°-384>-'

Cumulative production = GpD = (qt-q) / D



Table 16-2
Future Production Rate and Production

Annual Cumulative
qt q production production

Year (mmscf/month) (mmscf/month) GPD (mmscf) GPD (mmscf)

1995 631 398 6068 6,068
1996 398 251 3828 9,896
1997 251 158 2422 12,318
1998 158 100 1510 13,828
1999 100 63 964 14,792
2000 63 40 599 15,391
2001 40 25 391 15,782

5. The cumulative production each year is given by

G = gi - g = g/ - g
pD D 0.0384

Note: qi = rate at start of year and q — rate at end of year.

Table 16-2 shows the future production rate.

Characteristics and Decline Exponent b Estimation Techniques

Reference 5 has provided a graphical method to determine the value of b
quickly at any time on decline, if the value of qt/q is less than 100. These
figures can also be used for extrapolating decline curves to some future point.
The most important equations, which are applicable during depletion stage,
are as follows. For hyperbolic decline (b > 0):

The rate-time relationship is

* - <!+£.)•/» <16"22)

where

qt = gas rate at the beginning of depletion

Di = initial decline rate, day"1

t = time, days

b = decline exponent, dimensionless

The rate-cumulative relationship is



Cumulative production down to the economic limit is

GpDa = ( 1 _ ^ ) A [ 1 - (qa/qi)(b-l)] (16-24)

The remaining time on decline is

, l - b GpDa/qiy-b (qt/qaf-X
ta = -r-^rU (*/*)•-*-1 (16"25)

It has been noted that for a bottom water-driven reservoir, b = 0.5.16 The
rate-time relationship becomes

«-[i+(£/w (1^26)

and the rate-cumulative relationship,

GpD = ^ ( V * - V ^ ) (16-27)

The remaining life to abandonment for b = 0.5 is

ta = —*—£ (16-28)

or

ta = ^ A / ^ (16-29)

Gas wells usually produce at constant rates as prescribed by gas contracts.
During this period the well pressure declines until it reaches a minimum level
dictated by the line or compressor intake pressure. Therefore, the well will
produce at a declining rate; the decline will be approximately hyperbolic with
b equal to 0.5. The effective decline rate and nominal decline rate are related
as follows:

D[ = 1 - (1 + bDi)-(l/b) (16-30)

Di = ^ t ( I - D 1 O - * - ! ] (16-31)

Fetkovich6 presents a refined decline curve analysis, which provides a tool
with more diagnostic power. The use of type curves for decline curve analysis
is demonstrated with examples. Some of the type curves are shown in Figures
16-6 through 16-8.



Figure 16-6. Type curves for Arps empirical rate time decline equations, unit
solution (D/ = 1) (after Fetkovich).6

Figure 16-7. Dimensionless flow rate functions for plane radial system,
infinite-acting and finite outer boundary, constant pressure at inner bound-
ary (after Fetkovich).6

EXPONENTIAL—
COMMON TO ANALYTICAL
ANO EMPIRICAL SOLUTIONS

TRANSIENT DEPLETION

EXPONENTIAL

HARMONIC

DEPLETION TYPE CURVE SOLUTIONS



Table 16-3
Gas Well Production Data

Daily Cumulative
Time production production

Date (year) rate (mmscfd) (mmmscf)

Jan. 1, 1987 0 10.0 0
July 1, 1987 0.5 8.45 1.70
Jan. 1, 1988 1.0 7.20 3.10
July 1, 1988 1.5 6.15 4.32
Jan. 1, 1989 2.0 5.40 5.38
July 1, 1989 2.5 4.75 6.30
Jan. 1, 1990 3.0 4.20 7.10
July 1, 1990 3.5 3.75 7.80
Jan. 1, 1991 4.0 3.40 8.50

Figure 16-8. Composite of analytical and empirical type curves of Figures
16-6 and 16-7 (after Fetkovich).6

Example 16-3 Estimating Future Production Down to an Economic Limit
of 0.5 mmscfd

The following production data are available for a gas well (see Table 16-3).

Solution First determine the values of b and Dt by using Table 16-4.
Figure 16-9 is a plot of \/D versus tav, which yields a straight line. From

this plot we can find

Slope b = (5.0 - 2.60)/(4.0 - 0) = 0.60



Table 16-4

Time q -Aq qav tav

(years) (mmscfd) (mmscfd) (mmscfd) ^ = ^qfv^t (years)

O 10
0.5 8.45 1.55 9.23 2.98 0.25
1.0 7.20 1.25 7.83 3.13 0.75
1.5 6.15 1.05 6.68 3.18 1.25
2.0 5.40 0.75 5.78 3.85 1.75
2.5 4.25 0.65 5.08 3.91 2.25
3.0 4.20 0.55 4.48 4.07 2.75
3.5 3.75 0.45 3.98 4.42 3.25
4.0 3.40 0.35 3.58 5.11 3.75

Intercept = 2.60
A = 0.385

Slope b = [5.0 - 2.6] / [4.0 - 0.0] = 0.60

Time t, (years)

Figure 16-9. 1/D versus time.

Intercept = 2.60 and Dt = 0.385 per year.

*<"> = 515 = 2 M

To check the value of linearity, plot q~b versus t (see Figure 16-10). The
correct value of b will yield the best straight line. See Table 16-5.



Table 16-5
Graphical Determination of Value of b

b = 0.60
b = 0.40 q0M b = 0.80

tav qav q*M Correct < r 0 8 0

0.25 9.25 0.4107 0.2632 0.1687
0.75 7.83 0.4390 0.2909 0.1927
1.25 6.68 0.4678 0.3200 0.2189
1.75 5.78 0.5140 0.3490 0.2457
2.25 5.08 0.5220 0.3771 0.2725
2.75 4.48 0.5489 0.4067 0.3013
3.25 3.98 0.5755 0.4366 0.3312
3.75 3.58 0.6004 0.4652 0.3605

Time t (years)

Figure 16-10. Graph of q~b versus time.

Calculate the gas rate from Equation 16-22:

qt 10.00
9 = ( l + » A 0 " » = 0+0.6x0.385x5)1/0.6 = 2™ " ^

Calculate gas cumulative production from Eq. 16-23:

GpD~ {\-b)Dt
[qi ~q J

= n ™& nooJ 3 - 3 6 1 " ' 6 " 2.781-6] = 10.019 mmmscfd
(1 - 0.6) x 0.385

qb = q0M b is too high

qh = q06 b is correct

q'b- q04 b is too small
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Estimate cumulative production down to the economic limit from Eq. 16-24:

= ( 1 - 0 . " 6 X C O O 1 " - <°-5/3.3«'-«] = 4480 mmscf

Estimate remaining time on decline from Eq. 16-25:

= l-b GpDa/qi\
X-b {qi/qa)b-\

b ' q, \qa) (qi/qay-b-\

_ 1-0.6 /4480\ /3.36\ l-6 (3.36/0.5)-6 - 1
0.6 \336j\0j) (3.36/0.5)1"-6 - 1

= 9.76 years

The calculated values are shown in Table 16-6. Results are plotted in Figures
16-11 and 16-12.

Past history
Predicted performance by decline curve

Initial gas rate = 10 mmscfd
b = 0.60

A = 0.385 year"1

Future

Past

Time, years

Figure 16-11. Final history match and prediction.



Table 16-6
Field History Match and Prediction of Future Gas Rate

and Production

Actual Predicted
Actual Predicted cumulative cumulative

Time gas rate gas rate production production
(years) (mmscfd) (mmscfd) (mmmscf) (mmmscfd)

0 10.00 10.00 0 0
0.5 8.45 8.33 1.70 1.762
1.0 7.20 7.07 3.10 3.238
1.5 6.15 6.09 4.38 4.498
2.0 5.40 5.31 5.40 5.592
2.5 4.75 4.68 6.35 6.548
3.0 4.20 4.16 7.19 7.398
3.5 3.75 3.72 7.80 8.167
4.0 3.40 3.36 8.57 8.839

Future Future
performance performance

4.5 3.05 9.453
5.0 2.78 10.019
6.0 2.35 10.993
7.0 2.01 11.841
7.0 1.75 12.551
8.0 1.53 13.202
9.0 1.36 13.745

10.0 1.22 14.125
11.0 1.09 15.572
12.0 .99 15.984
14.0 .50 18.495

16.5 Horizontal Gas Reservoir Performance
Using Production Type Curves

The following example illustrates the use of production type curves in hor-
izontal gas wells.7 These type curves represent the constant-pressure solution,
i.e., the bottom-hole pressure remains constant during the well's life.

Example 16-4 Forecasting Cumulative Production from the Production
Type Curve for a Horizontal Gas Well

Given the following data, calculate cumulative gas production of a horizon-
tal gas reservoir: T = 645°R; p = 3400 psia; pwf = 2500 psia; Tc = 354.5°R;
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Past History
Predicted by decline curve

Past Future

Initial gas rate = 10 mmscfd
b = 0.60

D1 = 0.385 year1

Time, years

Figure 16-12. Final history match and prediction.

Table 16-7
Gas PVT Properties

Gas Real gas
viscosity pseudopressure

Pressure (psia) Z-factor (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

3400 0.9250 0.01959 765.79
3000 0.9111 0.01847 619.26
2500 0.9011 0.01711 448.47
2000 0.9109 0.01585 296.92
1500 0.9115 0.01486 171.12
1000 0.9327 0.01401 76.99

Pc = 664.5 psia; G = 0.80; JL = 0.01835 cP; rw = 0.2385 ft; L = 2000 ft;
h = 60 ft; kh = 6 mD; kv = 0.7 mD; 0 = 0.14 fraction; ct = 0.0002941
psi"1. (Assume well spacing is 640 acres.)

Table 16-7 shows gas PVT properties.



Solution These three steps are illustrated below for time t = 1 day

1. Calculate to for different time steps using Eq. 3-118.
2. Determine GpD from type curves.
3. Calculate q for different time steps from GpD using Eq. 3-119.

These three steps are illustrated below for time t = 1 day.

1. Calculate to corresponding to t = 1 day from Eq. 3-118:

_ 0.001055^
(pjjLCtL

2

= 0 - 0 0 1 0 5 5 x 6 x l
 = 0.0021

0.14 x 0.0835 x 0.002941 x 20002

2. Determine QpD from type curves. To choose the correct type curve for
calculating QpD, it is necessary to calculate LD and rwD from Eqs. 3-117
and 3-116, respectively.

Dimensionless length LD = [L/(2h)]/(kv/kh)
05 (Eq. 3-117)

= 2000/(2 x 60)/(0.7/6)05 = 48.8 « 50

For a square drainage area,

rwD = firtjd- = f X
2"0

2
0
3
2
852 = 0.000239 * 2.5 x 10"4

(Eq. 3-116)

3. From Figure 3-26, the dimensionless production GpD on curve LQ = 50
corresponding to tD = 0.0021 and rwD = 2.5 x 10"4 is GpD = 0.0178.
Then find GP from Eq. 3-119:

_ 9.009GPr
GpD = h(/>fictL

2[xlf(Pi) - x/f(pwf)]

0 0 1 o 9.Q09GPX645

60 x 0.14 x 0.01835 x 0.0002941x 20002 [(765.79 -448.470) x 106]

Therefore, Gp = 178.0 mmscf. This procedure is repeated to calculate
the cumulative gas production over time as shown in Table 16-8. Results
are plotted in Figures 16-13 and 16-14.
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Table 16-8
Summary of Results, Production Forecasting Horizontal Gas Well

Dimensionless Dimensionless Cumulative
Time Time time production gas production
(days) (years) tD function GpD G^(SCfXlO9)

0 0 — — 0
1 0.0027 0.0021 0.018 0.178

30 0.0822 0.0630 0.148 1.465
60 0.1644 0.1260 0.195 1.931
90 0.2466 0.1890 0.220 2.178

120 0.3288 0.2520 0.270 2.673
180 0.4932 0.3780 0.350 3.465
250 0.6849 0.5250 0.480 4.753
300 0.8219 0.6300 0.560 5.545
365 1.0000 0.7665 0.800 7.921

LD = 50
A = 640 acres

rvvD = 2.5E-04

Dimensionless time tD

Figure 16-13. GPD versus fo.

16.6 Horizontal and Fractured Vertical Gas
Reservoir Production Forecasting

Arps1 and Fetkovich6 have provided decline analysis equations. Equations
16-22 through 16-29 are applicable to predict gas rate and production with
modification of Eq. 16-31 as

0.00634&/((j)iJLgctrl)

'~0.5[(^)2-l][/n(r,/r;)-0.5]
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History

Prediction

Well length, L = 2,000 ft
Initial pressure, /?, = 3,400 psia

Flowing pressure, pwf— 2,500 psia
LD = 50
rvvD = 2.5E-04

Time, days

Figure 16-14. Predicted productions—Horizontal gas well.

For a horizontal gas well (Eq. 3-7):

r , = 0.5rehL/a
Vw [1 + y/\ - (0.5L/a)2] [0.5ph/rw]Ph/L

where variables a and /J are defined by Eqs. 3-8 and 3-8a, respectively.
For a fractured vertical gas well:

r'w = Xf/2 for infinite-conductivity fracture

= Xf/e for uniform flux fracture(e = 2.718)

For hyperbolic decline (b > 0), the rate-time relationship is

q = H + HD1I)W <1 6-3 2)
where

qt — gas rate at the beginning of depletion
Dt = initial decline rate, day"1

t = time, days
b = decline exponent, dimensionless

The rate-cumulative relationship is

G^=^b)oMl~b)-q(l~b)] (16~33)



Example 16-5 Predicting Performance of Horizontal and Fractured Verti-
cal Gas Well Using Decline Analysis Equations

Given the following data, calculate performance of a horizontal gas well;
A = 100 acres; T = 1100F; pt = 2000 psia; /x = 0.0250 cP; z = 0.95;
kh = 0.1; kv = 0.1; qx• = 25.60 mmscfd; rw = 0.396 ft; JC/ = 250 ft; h = 45
ft; cr = 0.000375 psi"1; 0 = 0.14; well length L = 2000 ft; b = 0.5.

Solution First calculate the following parameters:

r. _ (Ai£5«) " . ( « « ^ » ) = 1177.29 f,

From Eq. 3-6,

re, = [(L/2 + rev) (rCT)]05 = [(2000/2 + 1177.29) (1177.29)]05

= 1601 ft

From Equation 3-8,

a = 0.5 L [0.5 + 70.25 + (2reh/L)4] °5

= 0.5 x 2000[0.5 + 72(1601/200O)4]0-5 = 1763.95

For a horizontal well, r'w from Eq. 3—7 is

, = 0.5rehL/a
r™ ~ [1 + y/\ - (0.5L/a)2][0.5ph/rw]WL

_ 0.5 x 1601 x 2000/1763.95

~ [1 + ^ l _ (0.5 x 2000/1763.95)2] [ 0 ^ p ] ( l x 4 5 / 2 0 0 0 )

= 327.22 ft

For a fractured vertical well,

r'w = Xf/2 = 250/2 = 125 ft

Calculate D, for a horizontal well from Eq. 16-29:

_ 0.00634 x 0.1/ (0.14 x 0.025 x 0.000375 x 0.3962)
Di ~ 0.5[(1177.29/0.396)2 - 1] [/«(1177.29/327.22) - 0.5]

= 0.0008933 day"1

= 0.0268 month"1

= 0.3261 year"1



Calculate D1- for a fractured vertical well as:

_ 0.00634 x 0.1/(0.14 x 0.025 x 0.000375 x 0.3962)
Di = 0.5[(1177.29/.396)2 - 1] [Zn(1177.29/125) - 0.5]

= 0.0004 day"1

= 0.0126 month"1

= 0.1460 year"1

Calculate gas production rate, q(t), corresponding to t = 0.25 year from Eq.
16-22:

q(t) = [l+bDit]Vb

25.60
~ [1+0.5x0.3261 x / ] 2

25.60
~ (1+ 0.1632 x 0.25)2

= 23.63 mmscfd

Calculate cumulative gas production, Gp, corresponding to q(t) = 23.63 from
Eq. 16-23:

n Qi T^l-b ^l-bl 25.60 nl-0.5 .̂5-1

°P = ( T ^ ) A fo - * J= ( 1 - 0.5) x 0.3262[25'6° " q ]

= 156.959 [5.0596 - q0-5] = 156.959 [ 5.0596 - 4.8611]

= 31.161 mmscf
The foregoing procedure is repeated to calculate the well rates and cumulative
production over time as shown in Table 16-9. A field history match is shown
using Arps1 and Fetkovich6 decline curves (see Figure 16-15). The example
provides a 10-year forecast obtained from the type curve for b = 0.5. A
horizontal well's gas rate and cumulative production versus time forecast are
plotted in Figures 16-16 and 16-17.

16.7 Estimating In-Place Gas Reserves

Knowing the drainage radius re, in-place gas reserves drained by the well
are calculated by a simple volumetric equation:

43,56O(7rr2)/*0 (1 - Swi - S»r)
N (well) = —' V e) *— scf (16-34)

Pgi



Table 16-9
Summary of Results, Forecasting Horizontal Gas Well Performance

Gas Dimensionless Dimensionless Cumulative
Time Time rate q(t) time rate gas production
(days) (years) (mmscfd) tDd = Dit qDd = q(t)lqi Gp (mmscf)

0 0 25.60 — 1.0000 0
36.50 0.10 24.78 0.0326 0.9680 12.816
91.25 0.25 23.63 0.0815 0.9230 31.161*

182.50 0.50 21.89 0.1630 0.8551 59.790
273.75 0.75 20.32 0.2445 0.7938 86.614
365 1.00 18.92 0.3261 0.7391 111.423
547.5 1.50 16.53 0.4891 0.6457 156.000
730 2.00 14.56 0.6521 0.5688 195.232
1095 3.00 11.54 0.9782 0.4508 260.951
1460 4.00 9.38 1.3042 0.3664 313.435
1825 5.00 7.77 1.6303 0.3035 356.631
2190 6.00 6.54 1.9563 0.2555 392.752
2555 7.00 5.58 2.2824 0.2180 423.381
2920 8.00 4.82 2.6084 0.1883 449.554
3285 9.00 4.20 2.9345 0.1641 472.479
3650 10.00 3.70 3.2605 0.1445 492.233
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qt = 25.60 mmscfd
A = 100 acres
k = 0.1,kh = 0.1
b = 0.5
rw = 0.396 ft
r'w = 327.22 ft
L - 2000 ft
D1 = 0.3261 year'1

Dimensionless time, tpD

Figure 16-15. History match and prediction of horizontal gas reservoir (Arps
and Fetkovich decline curve).
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Horizontal well length, L = 2000 ft
Drainage area = 100 acres

P1 = 2,000 psia
r'w = 327.77 ft

A = 0.3261 year"1
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Figure 16-16. History match and prediction, Gp versus time.

Pi = 2,000 psia
A= 100 acres

q{~ 25.60 mmscfd
L = 2000 ft

r 'w = 327.22 ft
D, = 0.3261 ft

6 = 0.50
Prediction

History

Time, years

Figure 16-17. History match and gas flow rate versus time—Example 16-5.



where

pgi = zPscT = 0.0283— bbl/scf (16-35)
P Tsc Zsc Pi

16.8 Determination of Economic Limit

The following example illustrates the method of estimating the economic
limit.

Example 16-6 Estimating Economic Limit
Given: Natural gas price, mscf = $3.0;
severance tax = 5%; additional (valoren) tax = 3%; royalty = 12.5%;
direct operating cost = $2800/month. Estimate the economic limit.

Solution Net income/mscf = 7/8(1 - 0.05)(l - 0.3)($3.0) = $2.42/mscf
Economic limit = ($2800)/($2.42) (30.4 days/month) = 38 gross mscfd
= 38 x 30.4 = 1160 gross mscfd/month
= 38 x 30.4 x 12 = 13,870 gross mscfd/year
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Chapter 17

Overall Skin Effects
and Impact on Gas
Well Performance

17.1 Introduction

Various types of skin factor evaluation techniques and impact on gas well
performance with examples are described in this chapter; more discussion
including equations is given, and the accuracy, data requirements, and results
of these techniques are presented in detail.

17.2 Rate-Dependent Skin Factor

In many gas wells, the observed flow rate is different from that calculated
theoretically. As noted in Chapter 1, the concept of skin factor was developed
to account for the deviation from the theoretical rate. For example a gas well
located centrally in the drainage plane, during pseudo-steady-state flow, the
gas flow rate can be calculated as follows.

In term of pressure-squared treatment:

= 0.0007027^-^)
q* TzJi[In(re/rw) - 0.75 + ^]

In term of pseudopressure treatment:

= 0.0007027khlxlf(pR) - x!f(Pwf)]
9* T[In(re/rw)-0.15 + st]

 { )

All parameters in Eqs. 17-1 and 17-2 are in U.S. gas field units and st is
total skin factor, which includes the effects of partial penetration, perforation
density, mechanical skin damage due to drilling and completion, etc. Positive
skin effects can be created by "mechanical" causes such as partial completion
(i.e., a perforated height that is less than the reservoir height) and inadequate



number of perforations (again, causing a distortion of flow lines), by phase
changes (relative permeability reduction to the main fluid), by turbulence, and,
of course, by damage to the natural reservoir permeability.

Negative skin effects would result in a flow enhancement. The pressure drop
in the near-wellbore zone is less than it would have been from the normal, undis-
turbed, reservoir flow mechanisms. Such negative skin effects, or a negative
contribution to the total skin effect, may be the result of matrix stimulation
(near-wellbore permeability exceeds the natural value), hydraulic fracturing,
or a highly inclined wellbore. Damaged wells have positive skin factors and
stimulated wells have negative skin factors. The mechanical skin factor sm rep-
resents the damage caused by drilling and completion fluids. Most of the drilled
wells when completed show mechanical skin damage, and hence, the well is
normally acidized before it is put on production. The mechanical damage, de-
noted as a positive skin factor, would cause a loss in well productivity if it is
not removed. In addition to mechanical skin damage, many other parameters
cause either loss or gain in well productivity. These parameters include:

1. Wells completed in part of the pay zone, i.e., partially penetrated wells
2. Near-wellbore turbulence
3. Perforated density
4. Slant wells

The damage in well productivity due to these parameters is described by assign-
ing an equivalent skin factor called pseudoskin factors. The skin factor of a gas
well is estimated by either drawdown or buildup tests. The skin factor calculated
from well test analysis is usually a linear combination of a mechanical skin fac-
tor and various pseudoskin factors; for example, for a partially penetrating well,

st=s + Dqsc (17-3)

where

st = total skin factor
s = true skin factor

D = rate-dependent skin factor, mmscfd"1

qsc = gas flow rate, mmscfd

Dqsc is an important term in Eq. 17-3. This is called turbulence skin, or rate-
dependent skin factor.23 The term accounts for additional pressure drop in the
wellbore region due to high gas velocity. The total skin factor st or s can be ob-
tained from well test analysis test performed at several different rates. They can
be used to isolate the skin effect, s. A plot such as the one shown in Figure 17-1
of apparent skin factor s' versus flow rate qsc suggests that s is the intercept and
D is the slope. This is the proper manner for the field determination of D and
the forecast of the impact of the rate-dependent skin on future well production.
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Slope = D (non-Darcy flow coefficient)

s' = s (total or true skin factor)

Gas Flow Rate q, mmscfd

Figure 17-1. Field determination of skin factor and non-Darcy coefficient from
multiple gas well tests.

D is also called turbulence coefficient (rate-dependent skin factor) and is
defined as

Srds = Dqsc (17-4)

where qsc is gas flow rate in mscfd and D is turbulence coefficient (1/mscfd),
given by 1 " 3

D _ 2.226 x IQ-" W ( ] 7 _ 5 )

№pwf rwh p

where

. 2.73 x 101 0

. 2.33 x 101 0

/3' = high velocity flow coefficient, I/ft; ka = effective gas permeability near
wellbore, mD; /jtpwf = gas viscosity at wellbore conditions, cP; yg = specific
gas gravity (air — 1.000); rw — wellbore radius, ft; and hp = thickness of
perforated interval, ft.



Note that in Eq. 17-5 fipwf is a function of pressure, thus the turbulence
coefficient D is pressure dependent. Equations 17-6 and 17-7 for turbulent
coefficient /3' are from Refs. 14 and 1, respectively. References 2 and 3 include
detailed discussions on the effect of turbulent flow in porous media. Chapter
3, 5, and 6 include methods to estimate pseudoskin factors due to horizontal
and fractured vertical wells.

17.3 Skin Factor Due to Partial Penetration

Many gas wells are completed in a part of the pay zone. This is normally re-
ferred to a partially penetrated well. The following correlations4"7 are available
to calculate skin factors due to a partial penetration.

Papatzacos's correlation4 showed that for a single-layer, infinite reservoir
the skin factor, sP, for partial penetration can be determined as follows.

Well producing from the top or bottom of the formation (see Figure 17-2a):

HH'-(^)+H^(^)1 <™
Well producing only from the central section (see Figure 17-2b):

Figure 17-2. Effect of restricted fluid entry on well productivity.

(a)
Well producing from the top
or bottom of the formation

(b)
Well only producing

from the central section

(C)
Well with N intervals
open to production



Well with Af intervals open to production (see Figure 17-2c):

where

A = ̂ T S v <17-n)

and

B = \ (17-12)
h\ + J5hP

where

h\ = distance from top of the reservoir to the top of the open
interval, ft (see Figure 17-3)

h2 = distance from bottom of the reservoir to the bottom of open
interval, ft (see Figure 17-3)

hP = perforated interval, ft

,, hP •
b= —, penetration ratio

Figure 17-3. A schematic view of a restricted-entry well.

kft ~ horizontal permeability, tnD
kv - vertical permeability, mD
ho = dimensionless pay zone, ft

Open Interval
Length = hp



ho = dimensionless pay zone thickness, defined in Figures 17-2a
through 17-2c

h = total pay zone thickness, ft
kH = horizontal permeability, mD
kv — vertical peimeability, mD

Odeh's correlation5 presents an equation for calculating skin factor for an
arbitrary location of perforated interval, hP:

/ , \ 0.825

sP = 1.35^— - I j [In(rwhD + 7) - 1.95

-In(rwe){0A9 + 0.1 In(rwhD}] (17-13)

where

rwc = rw exp | 0.2126 (2.753 + y j1 (17-14)

forO < Zm/h < 0-5, and

Zm=H1 + (ftp/2) (17-15)

If h\ = 0 , i.e., if the well perforates at the top of the formation, then use

The Brons and Marting method6 has suggested the following correlation to
calculate an additional pressure drop due to restricted fluid entry: If zm/h >
0.5, replace zm/h in Eq. 17-14 by [1 - (z'Jh)]:

SP = (^- l\ Un(hD) - F (b')] (17-16)

where

ho = p=, dimensionless pay zone thickness
r №•

wy kv

hP = perforated interval, ft
h = total pay zone thickness, ft

kH = horizontal permeability, mD
kv = vertical permeability, mD
b' — hp/h, penetration ratio

F(b') = 2.948 - 7.363b' + 11.45(Z/)2 - 4.67(Z/)3 (17-16a)

Reference 6 has also presented a plot of Sp versus penetration ratio V for
several ho values (see Figure 17-4). For each well configuration, the
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Penetration Ratio, b'= hP/h

Figure 17-4. A correlation of pseudoskin factor due to partial penetration.6

dimensionless pay zone thickness hp is defined differently (see Figures 17-2a
through 17-2c).

The Yeh and Reynolds method7 has presented an equation to calculate skin
factor Sp caused by partial well completion:

(\-b'\
sp = l —g- Un(hWD) (17-17)

where

hWD = ' (17-18)
exp(ci)



Figure 17-5. A graphical correlation of parameter C to be used in Eq. 17-18
(after Yeh and Reynolds).7

The parameter d accounts for the location of the open interval and is obtained
from Figure 17-5, where

C1 = 0.481 + 1.01 (bf) - 0.838 (Z/)2

(17-18a)
AZD = mm[h\/h, /12/A1]

The definitions of h\, /?2, and h are shown in Figure 17-3. If the open interval
is at the top or bottom of the reservoir, then d = 2. This correlation can also
be used for a multilayer reservoir.

17.4 Skin Factor Due to Perforation

Karakas and Tariq8 have presented a semianalytical solution for the esti-
mation of the perforation skin effect. The majority of the wells are cemented
and perforated. Perforations, depending upon their short density, offer flow
restrictions to the wellbore, resulting in a reduced production rate. Loss of
productivity due to perforations can also be expressed as a skin factor sp and
depends upon perforation geometry and perforation quality. The total perfora-
tion skin effect is then

spf =sH+sv + swb (17-19)

where

sH = plane flow effect
sv = vertical skin effect
swb = wellbore effects



Calculation of sH'.

••-K^) ° 7 - 2 o )

where rr
w{9) is the effective wellbore radius and is a function of the phasing

angle (9:

r'w{0) = { a e ( r w + LPerf)} f o r 6 ^ 0 (17-2Oa)

r ; ( 0 ) = L ( V w + ^ ) ) for 0 = 0 (17-2Ob)

Calculation of sv:

sv = Whh-lrh
D (17-21)

where hD and rD are defined by

a = ax\ogrD+a2 (17-24)

b = blrD+b2 (17-25)

The constants a\, a2, b\, and b2 are also functions of the perforation phasing
and can be obtained from Table 17-1.

Table 17-1
Constants for Perforation Skin Effect Calculation8

Perforation
phasing a a\ «2 ^i ^i c\ ci

0°(360°) 0.250 -2.091 0.0453 5.1313 1.8672 1.6E-01 2.675
180° 0.500 -2.025 0.0943 3.0373 1.8115 2.6E-02 4.532
120° 0.648 -2.018 0.0634 1.6136 1.7770 6.6E-03 5.320
90° 0.726 -1.905 0.1038 1.5674 1.6935 1.9E-03 6.155
60° 0.813 -1.898 0.1023 1.3654 1.6490 3.0E-04 7.509
45° 0.860 -1.788 0.2398 1.1915 1.6392 4.6E-05 8.791



Calculation of sWb'-

swb = C1 e*™> (17-26)

where

rWD = - ^ - (17-27)

The constants c\ and c>i also can be obtained from Table 17-1.

Example 17-1 Calculating Total Perforation Skin Factor
Given: rw = 0.39 ft; SPF = 4; rP = 0.25 inches (0.0208 ft); LP =

8 inches (0.667 ft); and 0 — 168 and 0. Calculate the perforation skin effect
ifkH/kv = 10 and 1.

Solution From Eq. 17-2Oa and Table 17-1 (0 = 120°),

r'w(0) = (0.648) (0.39 + 0.667) = 0.685

Then, from Eq. 17-20,

*"="• (£§) = - ° - 5 6 3

From Eq. 17-22 and remembering that

hP = 1 /SPF= 1/4 = 0.25

and from Eq. 17-23:

0.0208 ,—
rD = - ( I + VoI) = 0.0548

Using Eqs. 17-24 and 17-25 and the constants in Table 17-1,

a = -2.018 log(0.0548) + 0.0634 = 2.4817 and

b = 1.6136(0.0548) + 1.777 = 1.8654

From Eq. 17-21:

sv = 10248171.185(L8654-1)0.0548L8654

= (303.18)(1.1582)(0.0044) = 1.5589



Finally, from Eq. 17-27:

^ = 06Jfo39 = a 3 6 9

and with the constants in Table 17-1 and Eq. 17-26:

sWb = 6.6 x iO-V5-32O)(a369) = 0.047

Then total perforation skin effect is

sPf = -0.563 + 1.5589 + 0.047 - 1.043

For 0 = 120° and kH/ky = 1, % and sWb do not change; sy, though, is only
0.3443, leading to

spf = -0.563 + 0.3443 + 0.047 = -0.1717

reflecting the beneficial effects of good vertical permeability even with rela-
tively unfavorable perforation density (SPF = 4).

17,5 Skin Factor from Partial Completion and Slant

Cinco-Ley et al.10 presented tables of these skin effects for various combi-
nations of partial completion, completion elevation, and well deviation. Figure
17-6 shows the relevant variables.

hw = perforated height, ft
zw — elevation of the perforation midpoint from the base

of the reservoir
h = reservoir height, ft
6 = angle of well deviation

rw = well radius, ft
hD — h/rw = dimensionless thickness

zw/h = elevation ratio
hw/h = completion ratio

sc+e = composite skin effect

Tables 17-2 through 17-5 give the results for reservoir dimensionless thick-
ness ho(=h/rw) equal to 100 and 1000, respectively. Relevant ratios are zw/h
(elevation ratio) and hw/h (completion ratio). The composite skin effect, sc+e,
and the individual parts, sc and SQ, are listed.

Example 17-2 Calculating Composite Skin Effect for a Slanting Well
Given: Well radius rw = 0.39 ft; reservoir height = 40 ft; perforated com-

pleted height hw = 10 ft; and midpoint elevation zm = 35 ft. Calculate the
skin effect due to partial completion for a vertical gas well ( if 0 = 0° and
0 = 60° slant).



Figure 17-6. Inclined partially completed and skewed well configuration (after
Cinco-Leyefa/.).10

Solution Calculate the following parameters:
Dimensionless reservoir thickness = h/rw — 40/.39 = 102.56 = 100

Elevation ratio = Zm/h = 35/40 = 0.875 and
Completion ratio = hw/h = 10/40 = 0.25

From Table 17-3 for 0 = 0 slant, sc+e = sc + se = 8.641 + 0 = +8.64

From Table 17-3 for 0 = 60° slant, sc+e = sc + se = 8.641 - 4.924
= 3.717

17.6 Skin Factor Due to Reduced Crushed-Zone
Permeability

The effect of a crushed zone can be expressed as a mechanical skin factor1'9

and is given by the following equations known as "McLeod's equations" for
steady-state skin factor due to reduced crushed-zone permeability:

If perforated overbalanced,

*_( ,*- *)^fc(!>±W) ( 1 7-28)
V kd) NLp \ rP )

If perforated underbalanced,

*_ (2* ')•£*(£ + *») (17-29)
V kd) NLp \ rP )

where kdp = crushed-zone permeability, mD; k = formation permeability,
mD; N = total number of perforations, kd = damaged-zone permeability near

(text continued on page 680)

Slanted well

Vertical well



Table 17-2
Skins from Partially Penetrating Slanted Wells (hD = 100)a

0 hD Zw/h hw/h SQ+r Sr So

0 100 0.95 0.1 20.810 20.810 0
15 20.385 20.810 -0.425
30 18.948 20.810 -1.861
45 16.510 20.810 -4.299
60 12.662 20.810 -8.147
75 6.735 20.810 -14.074
0 100 0.80 0.1 15.809 15.809 0
15 15.449 15.809 -0.360
30 14.185 15.809 -1.623
45 12.127 15.809 -3.682
60 8.944 15.809 -6.864
75 4.214 15.809 -11.594
0 100 0.60 0.1 15.257 15.257 0
15 14.898 15.257 -0.359
30 13.636 15.257 -1.621
45 11.583 15.257 -3.674
60 8.415 15.257 -6.842
75 3.739 15.257 -11.517
0 100 0.50 0.1 15.213 15.213 0
15 14.854 15.213 -0.359
30 13.592 15.213 -1.620
45 11.540 15.213 -3.673
60 8.372 15.213 -6.841
75 3.699 15.213 -11.514
0 100 0.875 0.1 8.641 8.641 0
15 8.359 8.641 -0.282
30 7.487 8.641 -1.154
45 5.968 8.641 -2.673
60 3.717 8.641 -4.024
75 0.464 8.641 -8.177
0 100 0.75 0.1 7.002 7.002 0
15 6.750 7.002 -0.251
30 5.969 7.002 -1.032
45 4.613 7.002 -2.388
60 2.629 7.002 -4.372
75 -0.203 7.002 -7.206
0 100 0.60 0.1 6.658 6.658 0
15 6.403 6.658 -0.249
30 5.633 6.658 -1.024
45 4.290 6.658 -2.447
60 2.337 6.658 -4.320
75 0.418 6.658 -7.076

a From Cinco-Ley et al.10



Table 17-3
Skins from Partially Penetrating Slanted Wells (hD = 100)"

O hD Zw /h hw/h se+r sr so

0 100 0.75 0.50 3.067 3.067 0
15 2.878 3.067 -0.189
30 2.308 3.067 -0.759
45 1.338 3.067 -1.729
60 -0.082 3.067 -3.150
75 -2.119 3.067 -5.187
0 100 0.60 0.50 2.430 2.430 0

15 2.254 2.430 -0.176
30 1.730 2.430 -0.700
45 0.838 2.430 -1.592
60 -0.466 2.430 -2.807
75 -2.341 2.430 -4.772

0 100 0.50 0.50 2.369 2.369 0
15 2.149 2.369 -0.175
30 1.672 2.369 -0.697
45 0.785 2.369 -1.584
60 -0.509 2.369 -2.879
75 -2.368 2.369 -4.738
0 100 0.625 0.75 0.934 0.924 0

15 0.778 0.924 -0.145
30 0.337 0.924 -0.587
45 -0.411 0.924 -1.336
60 -1.507 0.924 -2.432
75 -3.099 0.924 -4.024
0 100 0.50 0.75 0.694 0.694 0

15 0.554 0.694 -0.139
30 0.134 0.694 -0.560
45 -0.581 0.694 -1.275
60 -1.632 0.694 -2.336
75 -3.170 0.694 -3.864

0 100 0.50 1.0 0 0 0
15 -0.128 0 -0.128
30 -0.517 0 -0.517
45 -1.178 0 -1.178
60 -2.149 0 -2.149
75 -3.577 0 -3.577
0 100 0.50 0.25 6.611 6.611 0
15 6.361 6.611 -0.249
30 5.587 6.611 -1.023
45 4.245 6.611 -2.365
60 2.295 6.611 -4.315
75 -0.451 6.611 -7.062

aFrom Cinco-Ley et al.10



Table 17-4
Skins from Partially Penetrating Slanted Wells (hD = 1000)"

0 hD Zw /h hw/h so+r sr se

0 1000 0.95 0.1 41.521 41.521 0
15 40.343 41.521 -1.178
30 36.798 41.521 -4.722
45 30.844 41.521 -10.677
60 22.334 41.521 -19.187
75 10.755 41.521 -30.766

0 1000 0.80 0.1 35.840 35.840 0
15 34.744 35.840 -1.095
30 31.457 35.840 -4.382
45 25.973 35.840 -9.867
60 18.261 35.840 -17.599
75 8.003 35.840 -27.837
0 1000 0.60 0.1 35.290 35.290 0

15 34.195 35.290 -1.095
30 30.910 35.290 -4.380
45 25.430 35.290 -9.860
60 17.710 35.290 -17.580
75 7.522 35.290 -27.768
0 1000 0.50 0.1 35.246 35.246 0

15 34.151 35.246 -1.095
30 30.866 35.246 -4.380
45 25.386 35.246 -9.860
60 17.667 35.246 -17.579
75 7.481 35.246 -27.765

0 1000 0.875 0.25 15.733 15.733 0
15 15.136 15.733 -0.597
30 13.344 15.733 -2.389
45 10.366 15.733 -5.367
60 6.183 15.733 -9.550
75 0.632 15.733 -15.101

0 1000 0.75 0.25 14.040 14.040 0
15 13.471 14.040 -0.569
30 11.770 14.040 -2.270
45 8.959 14.040 -5.081
60 5.047 14.040 -8.993
75 -0.069 14.040 -14.109

0 1000 0.60 0.25 13.701 13.701 0
15 13.133 13.701 -0.568
30 11.437 13.701 -2.264
45 8.638 13.701 -5.063
60 4.753 13.701 -8.948
75 -0.288 13.701 -13.989

aFrom Cinco-Ley et al.10



Table 17-5
Skins from Partially Penetrating Slanted Wells (hD = 100Of

0 hD Zw /h hw/h So+r Sr S0

0 1000 0.50 0.25 13.655 13.655 0.000
15 13.087 13.655 -0.568
30 11.391 13.655 -2.264
45 8.593 13.655 -5.063
60 4.711 13.655 -8.944
75 -0.321 13.655 -13.976
0 1000 0.75 0.50 5.467 5.467 0
15 5.119 5.467 -0.348
30 4.080 5.467 -1.387
45 2.363 5.467 -3.104
60 -0.031 5.467 -5.498
75 -3.203 5.467 -8.670
0 1000 0.60 0.5 4.837 4.837 0
15 4.502 4.837 -0.335
30 3.503 4.837 -1.334
45 1.858 4.837 -2.979
60 -0.424 4.837 -5.261
75 -0.431 4.837 -8.268
0 1000 0.50 0.5 4.777 4.777 0
15 4.443 4.777 -0.334
30 3.446 4.777 -1.331
45 1.806 4.777 -2.971
60 -0.467 4.777 -5.244
75 -3.458 4.777 -8.235
0 1000 0.625 0.75 1.735 1.735 0
15 1.483 1.735 -0.252
30 0.731 1.735 -1.004
45 -0.512 1.735 -2.247
60 -2.253 1.735 -3.988
75 -4.595 1.735 -6.330
0 1000 0.50 0.75 1.508 1.508 0
15 1.262 1.508 -0.246
30 0.528 1.508 -0.980
45 -0.683 1.508 -2.191
60 -2.380 1.508 -3.888
75 -4.665 1.508 -6.173
0 1000 0.50 1.00 0.000 0 0
15 -0.206 0 -0.206
30 -0.824 0 -0.824
45 -1.850 0 -1.850
60 -3.298 0 -3.298
75 -5.282 0 -5.282

aFrom Cinco-Ley et al.10



Figure 17-7. Geometry of perforation with crushed zone (after McLeod).9

(text continued from page 675)

the wellbore, mD; rP = perforation radius, ft; rdp = rP + 0.5 = crushed-zone
radius, ft; LP = depth of perforation, ft and hp = perforated interval, ft.

It is believed that these equations are difficult to use with certainty and thus
are primarily useful for sensitivity analysis. Figure 17-7 shows the geometry
of perforation with a crushed zone.

17/7 Slant Well Damage Skin Effect
on Well Productivty

Figure 17-8 shows a schematic diagram of a slant well and Figure 17-9
presents pseudoskin factors of slant wells as a function of ho for different slant
angles 0. Reference 10 presented an equation to calculate the skin factor due
to a slant well, which depends on the well geometry:

ss = -(0'/4I)2 '06 - (0'/56)L8651Og(WlOQ) (17-30)

Damaged radius

Permeability, kd
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Figure 17-8. A schematic of a slant well (after Cinco et a/.).10

Slant angle, 6

Slant well

Slant angle

Dimensionless Height, hD

Figure 17-9. Slant well skin factor (after Schechter).11

for tD > tDX and 9' < 75°, where

0f = tan"1 / — tan# (17-31)
LV*ff J
(k \0'5

hD = h/rJy-\ (17-32)

tD = 0.000264kHt/((pfictrl) (17-33)

Horizontal well slant
angle, 0=90°



and

7Or*

tm = max (25/3) [ rD cos 9 + (hD/2) tan 0 ')]2 (17-34)

(25/3) [rDcos6> - (hD/2) tan<9')]2

0 is slant angle. Note that in Eq. 17-33, t is in hours. The effective wellbore
radius is given by

rf
w = rw exp (-^} (17-35)

and the productivity index of a slant well can be compared to an unstimulated
vertical well by using the following relationship:

In(re/rw)
Js/Jv = T ( , , . (17-36)

r'w = (L/4)[0.454Sin (360° x rw/h)]h/L

where

L = h/cosO

It has been reported that the results of effective wellbore radius and skin
factors calculated from the Cinco-Ley et al. equation, Eq. 17-30, and from
the equation of Van Der Vlis et a/., Eq. 17-36, are in fairly good agreement
with each other, and therefore either one of them could be used for calculation
purposes.

Example 17-3 Calculating Productivity Improvement of a Slant Well over
a Vertical Well

Given: Well spacing = 80 acres; kv/kH = 1.0; rw = 0.39 ft; h = 550 ft;
slant angles = 30°, 45°, 60°, and 70°. Calculate ratio Js/Jv u s i n g the Cinco-
Ley et al. and Van Der Vlis et al. correlations.

Solution The calculations are illustrated for a slant angle of 30°.

1. Cinco et al. method (Eqs. 17-30, 17-32, 17-35, and 17-36):

0 = 30°

rw Y kv .39

sSs = - ( 3 0 / 4 I ) 2 0 6 - (30/56)L865log(1410.3/100) = -0.8843

r'w = 0.39exp- ("a8843) = 0.944

re = ^/80 x 43,560/TT = 1053 ft



Table 17-6
Comparison of Cinco et al. and Van Der Vlis et al. Methods

Slant Cinco et al method Van Der Vlis et al method

angle 0 L(ft) Ss Js/Jv r'w Ss Js/J^

30 635 -0.884 1.125 0.737 -0.636 1.088
45 778 -1.795 1.332 2.504 -1.860 1.291
60 1100 -1.174 1.816 13.268 -3.527 1.780
70 1608 -4.315 2.606 53.262 -4.917 2.631

| = M 1 0 5 3 / 0 . 3 9 ) / / n ( 1 ( ) 5 3 / 0 9 4 4 ) = U 2 5

2. Van Der Vlis et al. method (Eq. 17-36):

L = h/cos0 = 550/0.866 = 635 ft

r'w = (635/4)[0.454 sin(360° x .39/550)] 550/635

= 158.75[0.454 sin( 0.2553)] 8661 =0 .737

—K9 = -'"(w) —
A=M(1053/039yfa(1053/()737) = 1.088

Calculated results using these two methods are shown in Table 17-6, which
indicates that the calculated results using these two methods are in good agree-
ment with each other. Therefore, either equation could be used for predicting
productivity improvements.

A more detailed discussion on estimation of perforation depth, LP, is provided
in Refs. 1 and 14. Table 17-7 presents the penetration depths for different
perforation diameters.1

Example 17-4 Calculating Flowing Pressure Drops Due to Skin Effect
Flow Path (Reservoir, Laminar Skin, and Turbulent Skin) for a Perforated

Well
Given: re = 1177 ft; Ic = 49.71 mD; rw = 0.39 ft; h = 50 ft; ct =

0.0003329 psi"1; z = 0.895; fig = 0.0275 cP; 0 = 0.15; qg = 40 mmscfd;
and from two-rate build-up test, s = 6.13, D = 0.09850 mmscfd"1. Determine
pressure drops due to reservoir, laminar, and skin factors.



Table 17-7
Perforating Gun Data1

Gun size
(inch)

Retrievable
through tubing

if
i£
2

Z 8
2 ^
Z 8

Expendable
through tubing

if

Z 16
2 8

Retrievable
casing guns

2 *
2i
3 |

3 |
3 ^
4

5

TUbing/casing
(inch)

5i
4 I to 5 I csg

4 ^ to 5 ^ csg

2 I tbg to 4 \ csg

4±csg

4 i csg

2 § tbg

2|tbg5±csg

5 \ to 7 csg

2 I tbg to 5 i csg

4 5 csg

4 ^ csg

4^csg

4 I csg

4 i & 5 i c s g

5 \ to 9 § csg

6 I to 9 § csg

Perforation
diameter,

averge
(in)

0.21

0.24

0.24

0.32

0.33

0.36

0.19

0.30

0.30

0.34

0.42

0.39

0.38

0.37

0.42

0.36

0.39

0.51

0.73

Perforation*
average
(inch)

3.03

4.70

4.80

6.50

7.20

10.36

3.15

3.91

5.10

6.00

8.20

7.70

10.55

10.63

8.60

9.10

8.90

10.60

12.33

Perforation*
longest
(inch)

3.30

5.48

5.50

8.15

8.15

10.36

3.15

3.91

5.35

8.19

8.60

8.60

10.5

10.6

11.1

10.8

12.8

13.5

13.6

* Penetration length measured from casing ID.

Solution After rearranging Eqs. 17-1 and 17-3, the pressure drop is

2 _ -2 2 _ Fz/Zffg \In(re/rw) - 0.75 + s + Dqg\
AP -pR~pM- O.OOOlOUkh

2 _ 669 x 0.895 x 0.0275 x 40.0 [/«(1177/0.39) - 0.75 + 6.13 + 0.0985 x 40.0]
AP = 0.0007027x49.71x50

= 377.102 [0.7262 4- 6.13 4- 3.94]



Therefore,

Pressure drop due to reservoir = [377.102(0.7262)] 1Z2 = 17 psi
Pressure drop due to laminar skin = [377.102(6.13)]1/2 = 48 psi
Pressure drop due to turbulent skin = [377.102(3.94)] 1Z2 = 39 psi
Total pressure drop due (reservoir + skin + turbulent skin) =104 psi

17.8 Horizontal Well Damage Skin Effects

Frick and Economides20 developed equations for the skin effect that reflect
the damage around a horizontal well. Figure 17-10 describes the shape of
damage along and normal to a horizontal well. The shape of damage depends
on the permeability anisotropy index /am, is a measurement of vertical to
horizontal permeability anisotropy, and is given by Eq. 17-37. Figure 17-11
shows simulated responses for three different values of Iani.

lam = J ^r- (17-37)

The geometry of the shape of damage resulted in a skin effect analogous to
Hawkins's formula for a vertical well:

s'eq = (h- - i W ^ ^ V W ^ + ?*=« + iYI (17-38)

Equation 17-38 assumes no damage at the end of the well. This skin effect
can be added to the denominator of the horizontal gas well production rate
Eqs. 17-39 and 17^+0, but it must be multiplied by Ianih/L, called the aniso-
tropic scaled aspect ratio, as shown in Eqs. 17-39 and 17-40.

Vertical well

Largest horizontal axis near the
vertical section, oiH,max

(Penetration of damage)

Horizontal Well

Permeability anisotropy
index Iani=(kH/kvf-

5

Figure 17-10. Distribution of damage along and normal to horizontal well.20



Figure 17-11. Effect of vertical to horizontal permeability anisotropy.20

Impact of Skin Effect on Horizontal Gas
Well Performance

The impact of this skin effect on the gas production rate can be very large.
Joshi21 presented a horizontal well deliverability relationship that was aug-
mented by Frick and Economides.20 The relationships for gas flow in pressure
squared and pseudopressure (mixed steady state in the horizontal plane and
pseudo-steady state in the vertical plane) are

0.0007027 ifcHA (p2
R -P2J

qg = , K——^ (17-39)

^8Z1 \ln\ L/2 } + V L ) I [^(W+Dl ±Seq\)

= 0.0001027kHh(xlf(pR) - jf(pwf))
98 / I [ .+V^MZT^I / W A I Iani | \

1 \ m \ L/2 } ^ V L ) I [^(/oni+1)] ^ S*4\)

where qg is gas flow rate in Mscfd at 14.65 psia and 600F and a is the large
half-axis of the drainage ellipsoid formed by a horizontal well of length L.
The equation for this ellipsoid is

a = - (0.5 + [0.25 + ( ^ ) J } for - < 0.9^ (17-41)

The productivity index ratio JH/ Jv in a specific reservoir may be large,
assuming that an appropriate candidate is selected, the well is drilled in the
optimum direction, and it is stimulated effectively. This productivity index
ratio can be manifested by an increase in the gas production rate, a decrease in
the pressure drawdown, or both. Therefore, horizontal wells can be excellent



means of reservoir management where problems of water or gas coning or
sand production are present.

Sandstone Reservoirs

Stimulation fluids will penetrate the pore space, eliminating foreign damage,
and the posttreatment skin effect equation is

+ I f * - - k V n [ ^ m a x + aiH>™x + l l
2 Ui ksj I rI rw J

-(^- lWo.866(Iani + I)] (17-42)

Limestone Reservoirs

The shape of the stimulated zone, affected by reaction kinetics and not by
flow in the porous medium, is cylindrical. For the skin effect with elliptical
damage but cylindrical stimulated zone, the equation is

'-- K£ -1H2T+ 2 1T+ 1]
+ K H H I f + ^ + 1 ]
- (^- - 1 Wo.866 (Iani + I)] (17-43)

where r\imax is the largest radius. The productivity index of a horizontal well
can be compared to an unstimulated vertical well by using Eq. 17-39 or 17-40
and dividing by Eq. 3-2 or 3-A. The productivity index ratio equation is

ft- „ , №4 , (.7^4,

Example 17-5 Analyzing Horizontal Well Skin Effect and Impact on Gas
Well Performance

Use the data for gas well in Chapter 3, Examples 3-1 and 3-2. Calculate
the following:



• Productivity index ratio JH/Jv for various values of aiH,max
• Skin effect versus penetration of damage (piH,max) f° r different perme-

ability impairment ratios such as k/ks = 20, 10, 5, and 1

Also plot the equivalent skin factor versus k/ks ratio for different values of
&iH,max'

Solution Productivity index ratios can be calculated using Eqs. 17-39 and
3-2. The results are reported in Table 17-8. Calculate horizontal well equiva-
lent skin effect from Eq. 17-42 for various values of permeability impairments
(k/ks). The calculated results are reported in Table 17-9.

Table 17-8
Productivity Index Ratio versus s'eq

<XsHmax(ft) s'eq JH/JV

1.0 0.15 4.10
1.5 8.04 3.80
2.0 12.40 3.50
2.5 16.03 2.78
3.0 18.51 2.25
3.5 22.21 2.00
4.0 24.50 1.95
4.5 26.45 1.75
5.0 28.02 1.32

Table 17-9
Horizontal Gas Well Skin Effects on a Range of Penetration

Damage and Permeability Impairments

Impairement ratio k/ks = 20 k/ks = 1 0 k/ks = 5
&s,Hjnax,ft Seq $eq Seq

1.0 0.15 0.1 0.05
1.5 8.38 4.13 2.18
2.0 15.25 8.15 3.85
2.5 19.21 10.33 4.48
3.0 23.15 12.50 5.10
3.5 24.20 13.90 5.38
4.0 25.26 15.30 5.65
4.5 26.64 16.78 5.84
5.0 28.02 18.25 6.0
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Figure 17-12. JH/Jv versus SQQ.

S'eq JH? Jv
0 1.00
5 3.50

10 3.15
15 2.75
20 2.35
25 2.20
35 2.00
40 1.85
50 1.72

Figure 17-13. Horizontal well equivalent skin effect for range of penetration of
damage and k/ks as parameters.

Figure 17-12 shows a plot of productivity index ratio JH/Jv versus seq. Hor-
izontal gas well equivalent skin effects are significant, because they denote
that the productivity index benefits (either increased production rate or de-
creased drawdown) may be affected by a horizontal well that is not removed.
Figure 17-13 presents a plot of horizontal well equivalent skin effect versus

Ratio



Table 17-10
Horizontal Well Equivalent Effects for Maximum Penetration

Damage with k/ks as Parameters

Permeability
i m p a i r m e n t OLsH,max, CXsH, max, OLsH,max OLsH, max OC8H, max

ratio k/ ks (ft) = 1 (ft) = 2 (ft) = 3 (ft) = 4 (ft) = 5

1 0.025 0.045 0.15 0.210 0.23
5 0.105 3.2 4.3 5.75 6.42

10 0.210 6.7 9.7 11.26 13.50
20 0.254 13.5 19.5 24.5 25.15

Table 17-11
Stimulated Horizontal Well and Associated Productivity Index Ratio

for Various Values of Maximum Penetration of Damage

Maximum penetration Horizontal well equivalent Productivity index ratio
of damaged a,-H,max,(ft) skin effect s'eq JH/JV

1 29.50 1.15
2 31.32 1.95
3 12.85 2.98
4 7.75 3.92
5 3.65 4.14

penetration damage asH,max with permeability impairment ratio k/ks as a pa-
rameter. From this figure the equivalent skin effect can be calculated.

Table 17-10 is prepared by using Eq. 17-42 for various values of perme-
ability impairment ratio of 5, 10, and 20 with maximum penetration damage
as H,max a s a parameter. Figure 17-14 is prepared using these data.

Figure 17-15 is a summary of the results of this example. The posttreatment
skin effect is obtained with Eq. 17-42, assuming that the shape of stimulation
imitates the shape of damage. This shape would require the appropriate dis-
tribution of the stimulation fluids. When aiH,max = aSH,max then seq = 0. The
corresponding productivity index ratio JH/Jv c a n be used in an economic
evaluation of the benefits versus costs of the treatment. Table 17-11 shows
various values of maximum penetration of stimulation af-H,max', the original
maximum penetration of damage aSH,max is 5.



Permeability Impairment Ratio, k / ks

Figure 17-14. Horizontal well equivalent skin effect versus permeability im-
pairment ratio for various values of penetration of damage—Sandstone
reservoir.
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Figure 17-15. Stimulated horizontal well and associated productivity index ra-
tio increase (over that of a vertical well).
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Chapter 18

Selection of Gas
Wells for Production
Stimulation

18.1 Introduction

Before a well is selected for stimulation treatment, it must be determined
that the reservoir contains sufficient gas-in-place and has adequate potential
gradients or formation pressure available to produce gas at higher rates follow-
ing the creation of a high-permeability fracture. The cause for low productivity
must also be determined so that the right type of treatment job can be applied.

18.2 Major Causes of Low-Productivity Gas Wells

Figure 18-1 illustrates causes of low productivity of a well.

18.3 Formation Condition Evaluation Techniques

Formation damage may be indicated by production tests, pressure buildup
and drawdown tests, comparisons'with offset wells, careful analyses of produc-
tion history, including prior completion, and workover. Figure 18-2 shows the
difference in pressure drawdown in a normal well compared with a well with
serious "skin damage." In a relatively undamaged well with low reservoir per-
meability, days or weeks may be required for reservoir pressure to stabilize. In
a relatively high-permeability well with severe skin damage, reservoir pressure
measured in the well may stabilize within a few hours. "Skin" damage calcu-
lations using productivity tests and buildup and drawdown analyses are carried
out many areas prior to planning well stimulation. Equations 18-1 and 18-2
can be applied to calculate average formation permeability kBu and interwell
permeability plus wellbore effects kPI. Pressure drop in the skin or damaged
zone near the well by the amount of the skin effect is shown in Figure 18-2.



Figure 18-2. Pressure drop difference between pressure drawdown In dam-
aged and undamaged reservoirs.

Figure 18-3 can be used to find causes of low productivity.

kBU = 1 6 2 - < W ' (18-1)
mn

U1.2qgligpgln(re/rw)
Kp1 = — (lo-2)

nyPws - Pwf)
where kBu is the average formation permeability and can be calculated from
buildup test data measured during the first 5 hr after the well is shut in, and kPI

may be determined from the productivity index test by producing a well at a
nearly constant rate as possible for as long as possible, or until the producing
bottom-hole pressure has ceased to change significantly. Interwell permeability
k plus wellbore effects can be approximated using Eq. 18-2.

Pressure drop across zone of reduced
permeability in damaged reservoir

Pressure drop with
undamaged reservoir

APSKIN = Pressure drop
across skin

Pressure in formation

Damage well

Static pressure

Undamaged well

Pressure

Result of permeability
reduction near the well

Result of low permeability in
the reservoir

Reservoir pressure has been
depleted even in the interwell area

Removal of block by small
fracturing treatment

Deep-penetrating fractures
achieved with large volume

fracturing treatment

Stimulation
treatment is not

profitable

Figure 18-1. Causes of low permeability.

Causes of Low Productivity



If k from DST test < k from buildup test

If k from DST test > k from buildup test

If k I p, from DST = k \ Bu buildup Test

If reservoir pressure has been depleted

Permeability reduction near wellbore

Small volume of acid treatment is required

Reservoir being too tight and fracturing
treatment is required.

Stimulation is not recommended

Calculate
k I PI from DST
Equation 18-1

Calculate
k I BU from Buildup Test

Equation 18-2

Investigating causes for low permeability

Figure 18-3. Causes of low permeability and stimulation treatment.

18.4 Relative Indicators of Wellbore Conditions

The efficiency of the completion can be determined by comparing the actual
productivity index, / , and the ideal (no skin). The ratio of these two quantities is

FlOW efficiency = [Jactual/Jideal] = (Pi - Pwf- Apskin)/(Pi - Pwf)

This ratio is quite similar to the condition ratio of Gladfelter et al.4 Find flow
efficiency or condition ratio from Eqs. 18-3 and 18-4. Well problems can be
interpreted using Figure 18-3. Condition ratio (CR) = k\PI/k\Bu- Figure 18-4
shows various values of condition ratio and their effect on fracturing treatment
jobs.

18.5 Skin Factor Concepts, Relationships,
and Equations

The skin concept was originally introduced by Van Everdingen2 and Hurst
et al? to describe the behavior of damaged wells2 and is illustrated in
Figure 18-5. Equation 18-6 shows that the pressure should rise by an amount
Apskin immediately after shut-in to calculate the skin factor; it is necessary to
measure the well pressure both before and after closing in. The skin factor s



Permeability reduction near wellbore and required small acidizing job.

Formation permeability is low and fracturing treatment job is required.

Reservoir is too tight and fracturing treatment is required.

Moderately high permeability formation and stimulation
treatment is required.

Low permeability formation and fracture treatment is required.

Figure 18-4. Various values of CR and treatment jobs.

Actual pressure

Wellbore

Pressure with no skin present

(4y)skin = Additional pressure drop
caused by skin effect

rw = wellbore radius, ft

rs = skin radius, ft
ks = permeability in skin zone, mD

k = formation permeability, mD
re = drainage radius, ft
Pw1= flowing bottom-hole pressure

Figure 18-5. Pressure responses in a gas reservoir with a skin.

Skin
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can be expressed as a function of ks and rs by the relation

s = (k/ks - l)In(rs/rw) (18-3)

Equation 18-3 indicates that if ks < k, then s is positive; if ks = k, then s is
zero; and finally, if the permeability ks is greater than that in the formation (&),
such as from fracturing or acidizing, s will be negative. Hydraulically fractured
wells often show values of s ranging from —3 to —5.

s =s + Dqsc = 1.151 ; log 1+3.23

(18-4)

s = ll5l^(Pur)-nPwf) _ ( ^ \ + 3 2J (18_5)

(Ap)skin = O.S69ms where s — skin (18-6)

Important Skin Factor Relationships and Equations

This section summaries analysis equation for single-well tests and their
relationships with skin factor. These equations listed below are also presented
elsewhere in the text.

r'w = rwe~s, x/ = 2rf
w = 2rwe~s; and fracture penetration = x//re

Pressure Derivative Type Curves with Double Porosity Behavior

°> - 7 § ^ <>8-7)
(CDe2S)f

kfh = 5O'300*'^* (18-8)

r 0-000295 kfh [(AfW]
u ' \ (tD \ \
^g L\CZ)MP]

C ° - 8 9 3 6 C
 r1R 10̂

CD'~ = -^Ml (18~10)

s = 0.5/4(CZyC^] (18-n)

k =
 {±Z^L . [xCDf+J(l - co)2]Mp (18-12)

C Df+m



Linear Flow Analysis

« x > ! « a / W £ \ " (18_13)

mlfh \k</>ctj

Sf=In(—\ (18-14)

Bilinear Flow Analysis

,^.(*!!te)'.(>f M
\ mu J \k<t)ctj

Sf = (sf + In(xf/rw))Tabie7_i3 - In(x//rw) (18-16)
Jc7 = 3rw<Ts' (18-17)

18.6 Completion Types and Related Skin Factors

Table 18-1 shows various types of stimulation treatments to improve skin
factor.

Table 18-1
For Wellbore Radius rw = 0.29 ft and 0.39 ft

Apparent Apparent
Skin wellbore Fracture wellbore Fracture

Type of stimulation factor radius radius x/ radius radius x/
treatment s (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft)

Natural completion 0 0.2900 0.5800 0.3900 0.7800
Light acid -0.5 0.4781 0.9562 0.6430 1.2860
Medium acid or light -1.0 0.7883 1.5766 1.0601 2.1220
fracture
Heavy acid or medium -2.0 2.1428 4.2856 2.8817 5.7634
fracture
Heavy fracture -3.0 5.8248 11.6496 7.8334 15.6668
Heavy fracture in low -4.0 15.8335 31.6670 21.2933 42.5866
permeability
Very large fracture in -5.0 43.0398 86.0796 57.8811 115.7622
low permeability



General criteria

State of depletion of the
producing formation

Types of formation

Formation permeability

Formation thickness

Gas well production
history

Location of water-gas contact

Fracture treatment is successful in increasing permeability
in the vicinity of the wellbore. Fracturing generally will

not increase gas production enough to justify the expense
of the treatment. Successful treatment can be performed in

old fields where pressures are relatively low.

Fracturing treatment in consolidated formation such as
limestone, dolomite, sandstone, and conglomerate can be
successful. Unconsolidated formation is not considered

applicable.

Natural production increases more from fracturing low
permeability pay zones than from fracturing high

permeability pay zones.

Thin producing zones produce better results
than thick ones.

Flat or steep production declines curves offer good
opportunities for fracture treatment.

Creating fractures into water bearing zones would increase
water production without increasing gas production.

Figure 18-6. General criteria for selecting gas well for fracturing treatment.

18.7 Selecting Gas Wells for Fracturing Treatment

Kaufman7 has published general criteria for selecting wells for fracturing
treatment. The criteria in Figure 18-6 are believed to be applicable in most
cases.

18.8 Productivity Improvement
and Treatment Variables

The optimum fracturing treatment requires that the productivity increase
resulting from various fracture radii be determined. The ratio of productivity
after fracturing to that before fracturing is a function of fracture radius, fracture
capacity, and formation characteristics. These variables are related to well
production by the discontinuous permeability formula for steady-state flow.4



Figure 18-7. Showing various variables.

With this method it is assumed that, because of the creation of a fracture, the
permeability in a zone around the wellbore differs from that at a distance. It
may be shown that

kavg = 1 ^ ^ ^ (18-18)
Tf log[(r//rw) + l/ke] • logfo/r,)

where ke is the original permeability of the formation before treatment and
kf is the permeability of the formation from the wellbore to the fracture ra-
dius. Figure 18-7 illustrates this system. In applying Eq. 18-17, kf is equal
to the effective horizontal permeability of the formation lying within the ra-
dius of fracture. The value that should be assigned to this effective horizontal
permeability is somewhat indefinite because the height of formation, vertical
permeability, thickness of fracture, etc., all influence it. For the purpose of
these calculations, however, it is believed that a sufficiently accurate estimate
of its value may be determined from

*/ = ^ ^ (18-19)

When all factors in Eq. 18-18 have been estimated as explained earlier, the
average permeability of the whole producing zone (kavg) is calculated. After this
average permeability is obtained, the stabilized production gas rate following
hydraulic fracturing may be estimated as follows.

Pressure-squared case:

0.000305kavghCp2
R -pi)

qsc = ~-T7 < , / (18"20)

figzTlog(re/rw)



Pseudopressure case:

0.000305kavgh№(pR)- jr(pw)i
qsC = riog(r./rw) ( 1 8 " 2 1 )

18.9 IPR Modification to Different Hydraulic
Fracture Designs

Hydraulic fracture design depends on a large number of variables. The cost
of the treatment and the associated costs of testing are only one component
of the net present value (NPV) design approach. In the parametric studies
shown here, four of the most important variables affecting fracture design are
as follows.

• Permeability
• Fracture height
• Optimum fracture half-length
• Net present value (NPV)

Figure 18-8 shows the effect of the reservoir permeability on NPV. In this
study the optimum fracture half-length is 350 ft, corresponding to NPV values
of $1.86xlO6, $1.28xlO6, and $0.62xl06 for permeabilities of 0.15, 0.75,
and 1.5 mD, respectively. Figure 18-9 shows a parametric study with IPR
modification (e.g., corresponding to different hydraulic fracture design).

Figure 18-9 indicates the benefit of well stimulation. Once again, it should
be remembered that stimulation costs money. Therefore, the gain in production

Optimum fracture half-length Xf- 330 ft

k= 1.5 mD

& = 0.75mD

* = 0.15mDN
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Fracture length, Xf, ft

Figure 18-8. Effect of permeability on net present value (NPV).
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Figure 18-9. Parametric study with IPR modifications (corresponding to dif-
ferent hydraulic fracture design).

from the stimulation should be sufficient to pay for the stimulation in a rea-
sonable time to make the stimulation job economically justified.
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Chapter 19

Design Criteria of
Flow and Pressure
Transient Tests

19.1 Introduction

Specific test data are required for each transient test analysis technique;
adequate data are essential for satisfactory transient test results. Thus, an im-
portant part of preparation for a transient well test is deciding which data are
needed and how they will be obtained. This chapter discusses the design of
deliverability and transient tests and data required and describes characteristics
of suitable equipment.1

19.2 Deliverability Tests

The accuracy of the results calculated depends on the accuracy of data used.
Obtaining accurate field data can be accomplished only if the field personnel
follow established procedures for data collection. Detailed procedures can be
found in Refs. 1-3. Brief procedures are summarized below.

Equipment and Procedure for Field Tests

The wells were shut in preparatory to running the initial drawdown test. In
Appendix D, Figure D-I shows the equipment used for these tests. A bottom-
hole pressure bomb recorded bottom-hole pressures. A dead-weight tester
periodically measured surface pressures. For all tests, the bomb was lowered
on a wire line to the same pressure datum.

The initial flow rate was selected with the aid of well capacity information
made available from the AOF data, considering that two or three added flow
rates were to be used within the span of the well's indicated capacity. Once the
rate was selected, the pressure controller was set to provide a constant pressure



downstream of the choke, thus maintaining a constant rate throughout the test.
The specific rate was obtained by using the appropriate orifice plate and critical
flow proper pressure.

The bomb was pulled after a period of 24 to 72 hr, depending on the clock
used. Pressures and flow rates were determined immediately. Plots were pre-
pared. By flowing pressure performance it could be determined whether the
test should be continued or terminated. Rerunning the pressure bomb did not
affect flow rate or pressure data.

Guidelines for Designing Deliverability Tests

In designing a deliverability test, collect and utilize all information, which
may include logs, drill-stem tests, previous deliverability tests conducted on
that well, production history, fluid composition and temperature, cores, and
geological studies. Knowledge of the time required for stabilization is a very
important factor in deciding the type of test to be used for determining the
deliverability of a well. This may be known directly from previous tests, such as
drill-stem or deliverability tests, conducted on the well or from the production
characteristics of the well. If such information is not available, it may be
assumed that the well will behave in a manner similar to neighboring wells
in the same pool, for which the data are available. When the approximate
time to stabilization is not known, it may be estimated from Eq. 19-3. If the
time to stabilization is of the order of a few hours, a conventional test may be
conducted. Otherwise one of the isochronal tests is preferable. The isochronal
test is more accurate than the modified isochronal test and should be used if
the greater accuracy is required. A single-point test is appropriate when the
deliverability relationship of the well is known from previous tests, and only
updating of this relationship is desired.

Some of the factors affecting the choice of equipment are the expected
flow rates and pressures and the composition of gas and liquid. The possibility
and location of hydrate formation must be investigated. Production of liquid,
water or condensate, causes fluctuations in the rate and pressure measurements.
Long flow times of at least 6 to 8 hr are needed before the liquid-to-gas ratio
stabilizes.

Some idea of the flow rates at which a well is capable of flowing may
be obtained from the drill-stem test or from the preliminary well cleanup
flows. In the absence of any data whatsoever, the AOF may be estimated from
the equation given below by assuming stabilized, purely laminar flow in the
reservoir.

AOF = p —'- =- (19-1)
3.274 x 1O6J [log(0.472^j + ^ J



or

AOF = * * * « - * « = O) (19_2)

1.422 x 1067^In(0.472^J +sj

s may be estimated from similar stimulation treatment performed on approxi-
mately similar wells in the formation. The duration of the isochronal periods
is determined by two considerations, namely, (a) wellbore storage time and (b)
the radius of investigation.

The wellbore storage time tws is the approximate time required for the
wellbore storage effects to become negligible. This can be calculated by

_ 36MlTZgVwsCws
tws - Ih ( 9 ~ 3 )

where

Vws = volume of the wellbore tubing (and annulus, if there is no packer)
Cws = compressibility of the wellbore fluid evaluated at the wellbore at the

mean wellbore pressure and temperature

For wells with no damage or improvement an approximate time to investigate
100 ft is obtained from Eq. 19-4:

tm = 107^S (IiM)
kP R

Equations 19-3 and 19^4 give the minimum duration of flow that will yield data
representative of the bulk formation rather than the wellbore area. Duration
equal to about four times this value is recommended for the isochronal periods.
In conducting a multipoint test, the minimum flow rate used should be at least
equal to that required lifting the liquids, if any, from the well. It should also be
sufficient to maintain a wellhead temperature above the hydrate point. When
these considerations do not apply, the minimum and maximum flow rates are
chosen, whenever practical such that the pressure drops cause at the well are
approximately 10%, respectively of the shut-in pressure. Alternatively, they
may be taken to be about 10%, respectively, of the AOF.

Designing Suitable Deliverability Tests

The following example illustrates how to design a suitable deliverability
test.



Example 19-1 Designing a Suitable Deliverability Test
A gas well was completed in a new pool and no deliverability tests have, so

far, been performed on it. It has been cored, logged and drill-stem tested,
acidized, and cleaned. Design a suitable deliverability test. Given: PR =
2200 psig; re = 2640 ft; 0 = 0.20 (from logs); sg =0.733 (from logs); k =
125 m£> (from drill-stem tests); h = 10 ft (from logs); [i — 0.0159 cP; length
tubing = 5000 ft; T = 5800R; diameter of tubing = 0.50 ft; rw = 0.29 ft; and
Cws = 0.0006psi~1.

Solution No data are available. Assume s = 0.0 and (pHC = 0.20 x 0.733 =
0.15. Calculate time of stabilization using the following equation:

ts = 1 0 0 0 ^ i = 1000 x 0.15 x 0.0159 x 264Q2 =
b kpR 125 x 2200

The time of stabilization is considered to be too long to conduct the four rates
of a conventional test. The isochronal procedures will be considered instead.
The permeability and the buildup characteristics experienced during drill-stem
testing suggest that a modified isochronal test will be chosen to determine the
deliverability relationship. Determine the time necessary to investigate 100 ft
into the reservoir by using the following equation:

_ ^1(J)HCTL 1 0 7 X 0.15 x 0.0159 n n o n i n u
1̂0O = 10 = = 0.09 = 0.10 hr

Kp R 125x2200

Flow Periods and Rates

Vws = n x 0.252 x 5000 = 982.14 cu ft

Calculate time required for wellbore storage effects using Eq. 19-3:

_ 36,1777ZVVs Cws _ 36,177 x 0.0159 x 982.14 x 0.0006
tws" kh " 125 x 10

= 0.27hr

since tws > fioo-

The duration of the isochronal period is

= 4 tws = 0.27 x 4 = 1.08 hr = 1.5 hr (say)

The duration of the extended flow period is

ts = 60 hr = 72 hr (say)



Flow rates during well cleanup are not available, therefore approximate,
estimate of the AOF will be made from Eq. 19-2. Find W(PR) = 335 x
106 psia2/cP from the *I> - p curve.

AOF = ^ =•

1.422 x 106r[/>i^^+sJ
125 x 10 x 335 x 106

= F—,HAT, ^ A ^ =r = 60.69 mmscfd
1.422 x 106 x 580 [in (°-47

0
2*9

2640) + 0]
10% of AOF = 6 mmscfd

75% of AOF = 45 mmscfd

A suitable range of approximate flow rates would be

First rate = 6 mmscfd, for 1.5 hr

Second rate = 1 2 mmscfd, for 1.5 hr

Third rate = 24 mmscfd, 1.5 hr

Fourth rate = 48 mmscfd, for 1.5 hr

An extended flow rate of about 25 mmscfd for 72 hr is recommended.

19.3 Procedures for Conducting Deliverability Tests

Next section will illustrate to conduct deliverability tests such as conven-
tional backpressure, isochronal, and modified isochronal tests.

Conventional Backpressure Tests

Gas well deliverability tests have conventionally been called backpressure
tests because flowing against particular pipeline backpressure greater than
atmospheric pressure tests wells. The conventional backpressure test is also
referred to as a flow-after-flow test, or a multipoint test. A test is referred to as a
multipoint test if the rates of flow are imposed in succession without allowing
a shut-in period in between the flow rates. If the well is shut in between the
flow rates, the test is isochronal. A multipoint test is also referred to as a three-,
four-, or five-point test, depending on the number of flow-rate changes during
the test. The flow-rate and pressure histories for such a test are depicted in
Figure 19-1.

The following steps are used for successfully conducting and analyzing a
backpressure test:

1. Produce a well for sufficient length of time at a flow rate large enough
to clear the wellbore of accumulated liquids prior to the shut-in period.
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Figure 19-1. Conventional test—Flow rate and pressure diagrams.

2. Shut in the well until the rate of pressure stabilizes, i.e., pseudo-steady
state is reached. The Railroad Commission of Texas defines "stabilized"
as when two consecutive pressure readings over a period of 15 min agree
within 0.1 psi. The IOCC defines "stabilized" as when two consecutive
pressure readings over a period of 30 min agree within 1 % of the previous
recorded pressure.

3. A series of at least four stabilized flow rates and the pressure correspond-
ing to each flow rate are recorded. Any shut-in time between flow rates
shall be held to a minimum. The flow rates are normally in increasing se-
quence; a decreasing sequence may be used in case of high-liquid-ratio
wells or unusual temperature conditions. A decreasing sequence will
result in higher wellbore temperature, thus avoiding hydrate formation.
A decreasing sequence may be required if liquid holdup in the wellbore
will be a problem. A good spread of flow rates is recommended.

4. If the well produced hydrocarbon liquids, using the specific gravity of
separator gas, calculate the specific gravity of the flowing fluid.

5. Calculate the shut-in pressure, ~pR, and the flowing bottom-hole pressure
pwf at each rate of flow.

6. Calculate the difference between the shut-in pressure and the flowing
pressure for each rate of flow, (p2

R - plf).
7. Plot the ~p\ — p^f = Ap2 versus the corresponding rate of flow on

3 x 3 log-log graph paper.

Time, t



8. Draw a best-fit line through at least three of the total points. The line is
referred to as the stabilized deliverability curve. Calculate the exponent,
n using the straight line and the following equation. The (~p2

R — plf)qscl and
(P2R ~ ptf)qSC2 should be read on the straight line corresponding to qsc\
and qSC2, respectively, exactly one log cycle apart. The value of n may
also be obtained from the angle the straight line makes with the vertical,
in which case l/n = tanO.

, \ (PR ~ Plf)q~i~\
n = log — {

1(PR-Plf)qsc2]
9. Determine the value of performance coefficient C by extrapolating the

straight line until the value of (~p2
R — p^) is equal to 1.0.

10. Determine the AOF from the straight line (or its extrapolation) at ~p\, if
p^ = 0 psi, or at (~p2

R — p^f) when pwf is the atmospheric pressure.
11. The following equation represents the straight-line deliverability curve:

qsc = C(p2
R-p2

wf)
n (19-5)

Generally, the value of n ranges from 0.5 to 1.0. Exponents n < 0.5 may be
caused by liquid accumulation in the wellbore. Exponents apparently greater
than 1.0 may be caused by fluid removal during testing. When a test is con-
ducted using decreasing rate sequence in slow stabilizing reservoirs, an expo-
nent greater than 1.0 may be experienced. If n is outside the range of 0.5 to 1.0,
the test data may be in error because of insufficient cleanup or liquid loading
in the gas well.

Note that the bottom-hole static and flowing pressures are determined by
Amerada-type downhole pressure gauges or by converting the stabilized static
and flowing tubing pressures (determined at the surface) to bottom-hole con-
ditions using the Cullender and Smith method (see Appendix E).

If the value of n is known or if it can be assumed, only a one-point test
will provide the stabilized deliverability curve. The Oklahoma Corporation
Commission allows the operator to use one-point test and assume the value
of n = 0.85. The one-point test is conducted by shutting in the well until a
stabilized static reservoir pressure is obtained. The well is then flowed at a
constant rate for 1 to 3 days, and the stabilized bottom-hole flowing pressure
is recorded.

Isochronal Tests

When dealing with low-permeability reservoirs or when flaring has to be
minimized, the time required to obtain stabilized flow conditions in conven-
tional backpressure tests may be very long. In an isochronal test, a series of



one-point tests is performed, each starting with a well shut in and the shut-in
pressure constant or nearly constant with time. The flow rates are for a pre-
determined and fixed period of time. The basic principle is to establish a
deliverability curve for a smaller portion of the drainage area. The procedure
normally followed in this test is as follows:

1. Shut in well until stabilized static reservoir pressure ~p is obtained.
2. Open the well at the first rate qsc\ flow for 6 hr.
3. Shut in well again until the same static pressure as in step 1 is obtained.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 two or three additional times at different flow rates.
5. After the last flow period, one flow test is conducted for an extended

time period to attain stabilized flow conditions.

The stabilized flow data that are obtained above are analyzed as follows:

1. Plot the three or four isochronal points on log-log paper.
2. Draw a best-fit line through the points.
3. Obtain the value of the exponent n from the slope of this line, n =

1/slope.
4. Plot the point of extended flow rate and the corresponding (p2

R — p\)
at the stabilized pressure PWf at this rate. Draw a line through this point
parallel to the best straight line plotted in step 2. This line will repre-
sent the stabilized deliverability curve. Once the stabilized deliverability
curve is determined. AOF is established in the usual way as previously
discussed. The behavior of the flow rate and pressure with time is illus-
trated in Figure 19-2.

Modified Isochronal Tests

In extremely low-permeability gas formations, an isochronal test may not
always be practical since it is very difficult to attain a completely stabilized
static reservoir pressure before the first flow period and during each subsequent
shut-in period. Modified isochronal tests are used widely because they conserve
time and money. However, the method is an approximation of the regular
isochronal test. The only difference is in actually conducting the test and not
in the analysis of the test data. In modified isochronal test, the flowing and
shut-in periods are of equal duration, and the final shut-in BHP (pws) before
the beginning of a new flow period is used as an approximation to ~pR in
the test analysis procedure. Note that the initial static reservoir pressure is
used to calculate (~p2

R — p^f) for the flowing pressure obtained during the
extended flow period. The flow-rate pressure behavior with time is shown in
Figure 19-3.
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Figure 19-2. Isochronal test—Flow and pressure diagrams.
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Figure 19-3. Modified isochronal test—Flow rate and pressure diagrams.



19.4 General Concepts for Designing
Transient Pressure Tests

Figure 19-4 describes the steps in designing a transient test.

Choice of Test Type

Production Well Transient Tests

Choose between buildup, drawdown, and multiple rate testing

Design Calculations

1. Estimate the complete expected pressure response using assumed for-
mation properties.

2. Determine key factors in test response, such as the end of wellbore
storage effects, the end of the semilog straight line, the semilog straight
line slope, and the general magnitude of the pressure response.

3. Run the test without design calculations.

Interference Test Design

It is best to estimate the pressure response at the observation well as a
function of time.

Choose the appropriate tests for the existing situation, such as buildup;
drawdown, multiple-rate, interference, etc.

Estimate the test duration and expected pressure response

Select appropriate pressure measuring equipment

Describe what other data are required

Figure 19-4. Important steps in designing a pressure transient test.



Pulse Test Design

Reference 2 has developed a method of interference determination by pulse
testing. In this method a production well near the observation well is alternately
produced and then closed in to give series of pressure pulses. These pressure
pulses are detected at the observation well by a very accurate (0.001 psi)
pressure gauge. Use of this gauge allows the interference pressure pulses to be
detected much more rapidly.

Design of Flow and Buildup Tests

Test design should include the following:

1. A set of calculations are performed similar to those made during analysis
of results using likely assumed values, so that the flow rates and time are
chosen properly.

2. Be certain that test results can be adequately analyzed before spending
the time and money, including risk in the field.

Guidelines for Designing Drawdown Tests

1. Wells that have not been produced or wells that have been shut in long
enough to permit pressure stabilization are good candidate for drawdown
testing and analysis.

2. In the isochronal deliverability tests discussed in the previous section, a
series of shut-in periods is required to attain pressure stabilization; in the
conventional deliverability tests, each flow period must be continued to
pressure stabilization. In either case, the time required for stabilization
may be very large and will limit the application of such tests.

3. A drawdown test may prove to be particularly attractive, since such a
test minimizes the loss of production associated with a shut-in.

4. Drawdown tests may also be conducted to supplement information ob-
tained from other tests such as buildup or deliverability tests.

5. When it is difficult to achieve constant flow rates because of slugging of
the well, a drawdown test is not recommended.

6. Tests utilizing early-time data and their interpretations are only recom-
mended, if, after testing, it is found that they are the only data amenable
to analysis.

7. Tests utilizing transient flow data are recommended when an accurate
knowledge of reservoir characteristics and skin effects is desired.

8. A single-rate test is acceptable when IT flow effects are negligible; oth-
erwise two single-rate tests should be conducted to evaluate the skin and
IT flow components of the apparent skin factor.



9. In some situations, a long shut-in period is necessary between two single-
rate tests. When this is not practical, two-rate tests may be more appro-
priate. A two-rate test, with a declining rate, is particularly suitable when
wellbore storage effects are to be minimized or phase redistribution in
the wellbore during shut-in is to be eliminated.

10. Variable-rate transient flow tests are rarely designed. Single-rate tests
in which the flow rate cannot be maintained at a constant value lend
themselves to a variable-rate analysis.

11. To obtain information on reservoir limits, a conventional deliverability
test with a continuous recording of the flowing well pressure is rec-
ommended. Economic limits tests should be used whenever possible to
minimize flaring and wastage of gas.

12. In a fractured well during stimulation, early-time data might provide a
good match on the type curve and where transient flow tests economically
prohibitive, tests may be designed with a view to utilizing early-time data.
However, it is advisable to confirm the results, whenever possible, by an
appropriate transient flow analysis.

13. For tests of long duration, longer than 1 week, a surface-recording
bottom-hole pressure bomb is recommended. When conducting a two-
rate test in which the first flow rate is the production rate itself and only
the second rate is being analyzed, the pressure bomb should be lowered
into the well, preferably without stopping the first flow rate.

14. Duration of flow rates must last for at least 5, but preferably 10, times
this wellbore storage time, tws:

= 36,177MV-C. .

kh

Duration of flow applies to the single-rate test, the two single-rate tests,
and the first rate of all multirate tests. In the case of reservoir limits tests,
the time required for a limit is given by

ts = 1000 1Ve (19-7)
kpR

If the reservoir is noncircular, then a reservoir limits test should be run
for a time equal to at least three times that given by the value of tDAfor
the appropriate shape.

15. For a fractured well, the time of departure from the straight line of slope
on half has been given by Wattenbarger13 as

Xf)JJLjCiXl



Approximately 10 to 20 times this value of t should be sufficient to match
the data plot and type curves.

Procedures for Estimating Reservoir Drainage Volume
and System Shape Factor

Drawdown tests run specifically to determine the reservoir volume commu-
nicating with the well are called reservoir limit tests. Such tests, introduced
by Jones,2'3 use the pseudo-steady-state part of the drawdown data. The fol-
lowing test procedures should be used to determine reservoir drainage volume
and system shape factor.

1. Prepare a plot of i/s(PWf) versus time t on Cartesian coordinate graph
paper as shown in Figure 19-5. From this plot find slope m* and intercept
i* (Pint) (intercept of straight line). The equation of the straight line is

x/f(Pwf)= m*t +Ir(Pn) (19-9)

where

^•-"•y 09-10,
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Figure 19-5. Cartesian plot of the drawdown test.
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Figure 19-6. Semilog curve.

and

(19-11)

Equation 19-9 indicates that a Cartesian plot (Figure 19-5) of bottom-
hole flowing pressure versus flowing time should be a straight line during
pseudo-steady-state flow, with slope m * given by Eq. 19-10 and intercept
by Eq. 19-11.

2. The system shape factor is estimated from

CA = 5A56^-Exp[2303(xlf(Plhr) - f{Pint))/m] (19-12)
m*

where m and ty{P\hr) can be determined from a semilog plot (see
Figure 19-6).

Important Factors Influencing Pressure Buildup
and Drawdown Tests

Buildup Tests

1. Pressure buildup tests are difficult to conduct and many factors can in-
fluence the shape of a pressure buildup curve.

Slope, m



2. In addition to wellbore storage effects, hydraulic fractures, particularly
in low-permeability formations, can have a major effect on buildup curve
shape and analysis. Chapter 6 gives a more detailed discussion of both
these factors.

Drawdown Tests

1. The test may be hard to control since it is a flowing gas well.
2. The early part of the drawdown data is influenced by wellbore storage.

Sometimes it is possible to draw a straight line through the semilog plot
of data taken during this time. The slope of that line gives incorrect values
of permeability and skin. A log-log data plot of the drawdown data must
be made to select the correct semilog straight line.

19,5 Test Planning and Data Acquisition

The important parts of test operation and planning include the following:

1. Good and complete rate stabilization
2. Placement of the pressure instrument before the test begins
3. Careful documentation of what happens during the test, both at the test

well and at nearby operating wells

The general data checklist in Figure 19-7 is an aid to complete data acquisition.

19.6 Guidelines for Gas Well Testing

Accurate field data can be obtained if the field personnel follow established
procedures for data collection.

Choice of Testing Equipment

It depends upon the nature of the produced fluids and the type of test being
conducted. Various wellhead-testing facilities are necessitated by the presence
of condensate, water, or acid gases in the natural gas being produced.

Sweet Dry Gas

Figure 19-8 may be used. As shown in this figure, if valve A is closed
gradually while valve B is being opened, maintaining a constant pressure in
the flow string, the flow rate being measured by the flow prover will be the
same as the production rate. The deliverability of constant flow rates during
tests is very important. Figure 19-9 illustrates the wellhead rigging that may
provide constant flow rates. Flow downstream from the flow prover is usually



Short time data includes such as pressure data at short intervals
while wellbore storage is important.

Pressure just before testing—record the pressure observed just
before the test is started. Skin factor calculations and log-log plots

depend on this information.

Such data should include pattern size and shape, and information
about location of other wells.

To explain test behavior, one should include a diagram of wellhead
and surface piping.

Spot checks on the rate for several days before testing. Rate should be
stabilized before testing. It is important to know when an active well might

have been shut-in before testing. Use a recording flow meter to have a
detailed description of the rate behavior during testing one should also

record rates and properties of all fluids flowing at the well.

Continuously recorded bottom-hole measurements are usually essential to
good well test analysis. Additional data are also important, as stated below.

Trends before testing

This should include size and location of casing and tubing,
location of any packers. Gauge should be run to the depth where

pressure is to be measured.

General Data Checklist

Well completion data

Rate data

Pressure data

Pattern data

Surface piping

Figure 19-7. General data check list.

vented in the atmosphere. If, however, the produced gas must be flared, care
must be taken to ensure that critical flow conditions are maintained in the flow
prover. The theory and application of the metering devices are discussed in
Appendix E.

Sweet Wet Gas

A natural gas containing heavier hydrocarbons appears as a condensate in
the produced gas. In some instances, water may also be produced but it is not
included in the definition of a wet gas. The presence of condensate in produced



Figure 19-9. Flow diagram of wellhead rigging for constant-rate tests.

gas creates requirements for more complex testing facilities than those required
for sweet, dry gas wells. A typical facility includes the following:

• Flow rate measurement devices
• Pressure measurement devices
• Thermometers
• Gas and condensate sampling equipment
• Line heaters
• Separation facilities

Several stages and a combination of measurements may be required for
highly productive wells, but the most commonly used configurations involve

Thermo well

Pressure
Gauge

Pressure
controller

Pressure
gauge

Critical
flow prover

Vent
/flare

Thermo well

Figure 19-8. Flow diagram for measuring flow rates not equipped with flow-
rate measuring equipment.

Pressure gauge
Thermo well

Pipeline

Valve AValve B

Thermo well

Pressure gauge

Critical flow prover



Figure 19-11. Flow diagram of surface well testing facilities for wet gas -
Single-stage separation.

either a single separator or two separators in series. Figures 19-10 and 19-11
are a guide in the selection of test equipment. The requirement for line heaters
is necessitated by the possibility of hydrate formation within the flow line and
testing equipment.

Sour Gas

For testing sour gas wells, more elaborate facilities are required. In addition
to the standard equipment, depending on whether the gas is dry or wet a gas
meter and a flow line to an appropriate flow stack are required. In addition,
liquid seals may also be necessary to protect the gas meter and pressure-
measuring device from H2S gas.

Stock
tank

Turbine
meter

Stock tank vapor

Flow prover
or orifice meter

High
Low

Pressure
separator

Water to tank

Thermo well

Line heater

Choke

Figure 19-10. Flow diagram of surface well testing facilities for wet gas—Two-
stage separation.
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Flow Measurement

The accurate measurement of gas and liquid production rates is essential to
the proper conduct and analysis of gas well tests. Correct sampling procedures
are also necessary in order to obtain representative samples of the produced
fluids and an accurate estimate of the constituents of the serving gas.

Pressure Measurement

The accurate measurement of static pressures and the pressures correspond-
ing to flow rates measured during the flow periods of various tests is of great
importance in gas well testing, since interpretation of deliverability drawdown
and buildup test results must be based on the theory of flow in the reser-
voir sandface pressure (in the wellbore). Ideally this pressure is measured
directly through use of an accurate, carefully calibrated bottom-hole pressure
gauge.

19.7 Problems in Gas Well Testing

The following problems can result when testing gas wells. These problems
are discussed from the viewpoint of the types of errors that can result in the
test data obtained.

Hydrate Formation

This kind of problem normally occurs in high-pressure gas wells. Maintain-
ing the well stream temperature above the hydrate formation temperature can
eliminate this problem.

Liquid Loading

This problem occasionally occurs when testing low-productivity gas wells
with high liquid gas ratios. Wide variations of surface pressures may indicate
liquid loading.

Sour (H2S) Gas

This hazardous substance is highly toxic and at certain concentrations can
cause illness and death. Special precautions should be taken when testing wells



where hydrogen sulfide is present to ensure that exposure will not exceed the
safe maximum allowable concentration for the work period required. In testing
sour gas wells, care must be taken to not allow any unflared gas to escape to
the atmosphere, especially in populated areas. Extensive testing should be
delayed until the gas can be sent to a pipeline or gas plant. AU gas produced
during preliminary tests should be flared. Testing equipment such as separators,
pressure gauges, and meters should be thoroughly tested before beginning a
sour gas well test, especially if the equipment has previously been used in sour
gas service.

Wet Gas Streams

Such streams will often deposit liquid in the flow line downstream of the
point where the orifice was installed. Therefore it is necessary to meter a gas
stream at the wellhead. If the gas gravity is measured on the gas sample obtained
at such a downstream point; its value will not represent the gravity of the gas
that flowed through the orifice. In this instance, the measured gas gravity must
be adjusted to give the gravity of the full stream this can be accomplished by
using

yg+A5UYo/R
Ygas ~ 1 + V0/R

 ( i y '

where

ygas = specific gravity of the mixture (air — 1.00)
Yg = specific gravity of the separator gas
yo = specific gravity of the condensate

_ 141.5
Yo ~ 131.5+0AP/
R = producing gas-condensate ratio
V0 = condensate vaporizing volume, ft3/bbl

19.8 Reporting Gas Well Test Data

Rather than attempt to list data for a particular purpose, a complete list of
well test data is given in Figure 19-12.



Gas rate for all streams, mscf per day or mmscf per
day; condensate rate, stock tank barrels per day; water

rate, barrels per day; condensate gravity,
API (at 60° F).

Psig: flowing wellhead pressure; shut-in wellhead
pressure; flowing bottom-hole pressure (sometimes
calculated) shut-in bottom-hole pressure (sometimes

calculated); atmospheric pressure.

0F : bottom-hole temperature; wellhead temperature;
stock-tank liquid temperature; atmospheric

temperature.

Inches

Psig and 0F: number of separators; separator pressures
and temperatures; stabilized pressure and inlet and

outlet temperatures.

Minutes, Hours, Days:
Duration of flowing test; length of time on test choke

size before test period; shut-in time for pressure
measurement.

Flow measurements

Pressure measurement

Temperature measurement

Choke size

Separation conditions

Time data

Amount and Type of Data

Figure 19-12. List of necessary well test data.
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Appendix A

Use of SI Units in
Gas Well Testing
Equations

Example A-I Converting Metric to English Gas Field Units
Equation A-I describes the gradual decline in flowing bottom-hole pressure

(atmospheres) in a gas or water well as related to time in seconds, when the
rate of production is q (reservoir cc/sec). This liquid flow equation is useful
generally even when gas is present. The following conversion factors and
arithmetic will convert Eq. A-I to A-2 from metric to English gas field units
(however, leaving the tjy parameter in Darcy units).

1 foot = 30.48 cm
lday = 86,400 sec
1B/D = 1.84cm3/sec
1 mD = 0.001 D
lpsi = 1/14.65 atm

in x = 2.303 log x

Change g to (#$,), so that q = tank barrels

Darcy units English units

h cm ft
rw cm ft
t sec day
q cmVsec bbl/day
/JL CP CP

k D mD
p atm psi



Pi - Pw/ (1.84)gjLtj80

14.65 ~ 4 x 22/7&(0.001)/*(30.48)

x [2.303 log { ±
 kt .\ + 0.809 + 2s\

_ = 1 6 2 | ^ r / fo\ + 0 35 + 0 869 1



Table A-I
Conversion of Common Field Units to Metric (SI) Units (Base

conditions: Field 6O0F, 14.65 psia; Metric (SI) 15°C, 101.325 kPa)

Field
unit

Acre
Acre
Acre-foot
Atmosphere
Barrel (35 imp. gal.)
Btu per standard cubic foot

(600F, 14.65 psia)
Centipoise
Cubic foot
Cubic foot gas per gallon

(600F, 14.65 psia)
Darcy
Degree Fahrenheit
Degree Rankine
Gallon (Cdn.)
Gallon (U.S.)
Gas constant

Mcf (thousand cubic foot)
(600F, 14.65 psia)

Millidarcy
MMcf (million cubic foot)

(600F, 14.65 psia)
Pound-force per square inch

(psi)
Pound-mass
Psi per foot
Section (540 acres)
Section (640 acres)
Standard cubic foot
(600F, 14.65 psia - ideal gas)

Tcf (trillion cubic foot)
(600F, 14.65 psia)

Ton (U.S. short—2000 Ib)
Ton (U.K. long—2240 Ib)

Multiplication
factor

4.046 856 E+03
4.046 856 E-Ol
1.233 482 E+03
1.013 25 E+02
1.589 873 E-Ol
8.799 136 E-Ol

1.0E+00
2.831 685 E-Ol
7.494 773 E+00

9.869 233 E-Ol
(°F-32)5/9 E+00
5/9 E+00
4.546 09 E-03
3.785 412 E-03
8.314 32 E+00

1.191 574 E+00
2.826 231 E+01
9.869 233 E-04
1.191 574 E+00
2.826 231 E+01
6.894 757 E+00

4.535 924 E-Ol
2.262 059 E+01
2.589 988 E+06
2.589 988 E+02
1.191 574 E+00
2.826 231 E-02
1.191 574 E+00
2.826 231 E-02
9.071 847 E-Ol
1.016 047 E+00

Metric
(SI) unit

Square meter
Hectare
Cubic meter
Kilopascal
Cubic meter
Kilojoule per mole

Millipascal
Cubic meter
Mole per
cubic meter

Square micrometer
Degree Celsius
Kelvin
Cubic meter
Cubic meter
Joule per
mole kelvin

Kilomole
cubic meter (API)

Square micrometer
Megamole
cubic meter (API)

Kilopascal

Kilogram
Kilopascal per meter
Square meter
Hectare
Mole
cubic meter (API)

Teramole
cubic meter (API)

Tonne
Tonne

Symbol

m2

ha
m3

kPa
m3

kJ/mol

mPa*s
m3

mol/m3

/xm2

0C
K
m3

m3

J/(mol*K)

kmol
m3 API
fim2

mmol
m3 API
kPa

kg
kPa/m
m2

ha
mol
m3 API
Tmol
m3 API
t
t



Appendix B

Correlation Tables
and Charts for
Dimensionless
Functions

This appendix presents correlations tables and charts for dimensionless func-
tions for single-well systems producing at constant rate. Some data from the
literature have been modified to be consistent with the nomenclature used in
this text.

Figure B-I. MBH curves for a well at the center of a regular shaped drainage
area (after Matthews, Brons, and Hazebrock).3

Hexagon and Circle
Square

Equilateral Triangle

Rhombus

Right Triangle



Table B-I
MBH Dimensionless Pressure Functions for Various Closed Shaped

Reservoirs (after Earlougher, Ramey, Miller, and Mueller)1

DIMENSIONLESS
TIME F=MBH DIMENStONlESS PRESSURE FUNCTION

DIMENSIONIESS
TIME F=MBH DIMENSIONLESS PRESSUREFUNCTION



Figure B-2. MBH curves for a well situated within a square (after Matthews,
Brons, and Hazebrock).3

Figure B-3. MBH curves for a well situated within a 2:1 rectangular (after
Matthews, Brons, and Hazebrock).3



Figure B-4. MBH curves for a well situated within a 4:1 rectangle (after
Matthews, Brons, and Hazebrock).3

Figure B-5. MBH curves for a well situated in various rectangular geometries
(after Matthews, Brons, and Hazebrock).3



Figure B-6. MBH curves for a well situated within a square and in 2:1 rectan-
gle (after Matthews, Brons, and Hazebrock).3

Figure B-7. MBH curves for a well situated in 2:1 rectangle and in an equilat-
eral triangle (after Matthews, Brons, and Hazebrock).3

I Wd11/6 of Height Away From Side
II Weil 1/8 of Height Away From Side
Hi Weil 1/8 of Height Away From Side

IWM1/16 of Leng» Away From Side
!I WBH VS of AWludB Away Front Apex



Table B-2
Pseudo-Steady-State Shape Factors for Various Reservoirs (from Dietz)2

Stabilized Stabilized
In Bounded In CA CA Conditions In CA CA Conditions
Reservoirs for tDA > for tDA >

In water drive
reservoirs

In reservoirs of unknown production character



Figure B-8. MBH dimension less pressures ABCDEF (after Pitzer).4
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Appendix C

Estimation of
Formation
Characteristics
from Drill-Stem Test

The normal Homer and/or Miller, Dyes, and Hutchinson methods are applica-
ble to drill-stem tests. At times, shortcut methods as used by service companies
in field analysis are reliable. The drill-stem test often uses two bombs, and one
or more flow and shut-in sequences are recorded, as illustrated in Figures C-I
and C-2. To illustrate how a typical DST is performed, we will examine a
schematic chart (Figure C-I) of pressure versus time from a test with two flow
periods and two shut-in periods.

Point A: Tool is lowered into the hole.
Point B: Tool is on bottom.
Point C: Packers are set, the mud column is compressed, and a still higher

pressure is recorded.
Point D: Tool is opened for an initial flow period and the pressure drop as

shown.
Point E to point F: Fluid accumulates in the drill stem above the pressure

gauge, the well is shut in, and pressure rises to point F.
Point G to point H: After a suitable shut-in period, the well is reopened for

a second final flow period from point G to point H.
Point H to point I: Final shut-in period.
Point J to point K: Packers are then released; the testing device is then

removed from the hole.

C l Normal Routine Drill-Stem Test

The first flow is very short and is designed to remove any excess pres-
sure, which may have resulted from setting the packers. The first buildup is
rather long since a reliable value for the initial reservoir pressure is desired.



Figure C-2. Interpretation method for pressure buildup: Horner plot with min-
imum after flow obtainable with packer.

The second flow is somewhat longer and is designed to evaluate the formation
for some distance from the well. The second shut-in is used to calculate trans-
missibility and other characteristics of the reservoir. If the second extrapolated
pressure is less than the pressure of the first shut-in, depletion of the small
reservoir should be suspected.

C.2 Determination of Effective Permeability, Skin
Factor, and Damage Ratio

A drill-stem test (DST) is a short-duration test. Drill-stem test pressure
buildup data are analyzed much like any other pressure buildup data; the

Second shut-in

Initial
shut-in

Final shut-in

Time, t

Figure C-I. Schematic of drill-stem test pressure chart.
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techniques of Chapter 6 apply. In a DST, the flow period is about the same
duration as the shut-in period, so pressure buildup data must be analyzed with
the Horner plot,

y(Pws) versus log -1— L

The value used for tp is usually the length of the preceding flow period. If
the shut-in period is long enough and if wellbore storage is not dominant, a
Horner plot of the buildup data should have a straight-line section with slope
m, as indicated in Chapter 6. The value of m may be used to estimate reservoir
permeability k from Eq. 6-5:

_ 57.920 x \0%cTPsc

mhTsc

If iig and h are not known, kh/fig may be estimated by rearranging Eq. 8-4.
The flow rate normally used is the average over tp. The skin factor is estimated
from

L m \ tp J \(p{j,giCir2 J J

(C-2)

DST analyses commonly report damage ratio:

DR = ^(P*) ~ ^(/V) ( C _ 3 )

f (PR) ~ f(Pwf) ~ Ir(Ap)skin

where pressure drop across the skin is computed from

is(Ap)skin = 0.869ms' (C-A)

C3 Initial Reservoir Pressure Estimation Technique

Initial or average reservoir pressure is estimated by extrapolating the Horner
straight line to infinite shut-in time, (tp~^ff) = 1. If the rate varies during the
flow period, then the multiple analysis technique is used. Odeh and Selig2

proposed a simplified analysis technique that is useful for large rate variation
when tp is less than shut-in time. The rate and tp are modified by

<?* = iZ>^-0-i) (C-5)
1P j=\



and

C.4 Radius of Investigation

The modified values t* and q* are used in the Horner plot. For practical
purpose, the radius of investigation during DST is equivalent to the radius of
drainage given by

/ kAtmax

1 ~ }j 94S4>n8ct
 ( °
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Appendix D

Gas Flow Rate
Measurement
Techniques

D.I Gas Flow Rate Calculations

The natural gas is measured by volume in standard cubic feet at an operating
pressure and temperature and is corrected to some reference or base pressure
and temperature, generally 600F and atmospheric pressure. The two most com-
monly used gas measurement devices are the orifice meters and critical flow
provers.

D.2 Determining Orifice Meter Constants
and Factors

Orifice Meters

An orifice meter is utilized for gas measurement if environmental constraints
prohibit gas venting to the atmosphere. A typical closed-orifice metering sys-
tem consists of orifice plates, meter tubes, flange taps, and pipe taps. The gas
flow rate through a closed-orifice metering system is determined using

qsc = Cy/K pf (D-I)

where

C = FbFPbFtbFgFtfFrFPvFmY (D-2)

The term C is known as the orifice constant, the value of which depends
primarily on the basic orifice factor, Fb. Values for most of these constants are
tabulated for various orifice sizes and flowing conditions in Tables D-I and
D-2. The FhFPbFtbFgFtfFrFPvFm Y factors are determined empirically and are
periodically updated by the AGA.



Table D-I
Basic Critical Flow Prover Factors (Psc = 14.65 psia;

Tsc = 5200R; Tb = 5200R; <yb = 1.000)

2-inch prover 2-inch prover 4-inch prover 4-inch prover
orifice diameter factor Fp orifice diameter factor Fp

(inch) (mscfd) (inch) (mscfd)

1/16 0.06560 1/4 1.74
3/32 0.1446 3/8 2.414
1/8 0.2716 1/2 4.319

3/16 0.6237 5/8 6.729
7/32 0.8608 3/4 9.643
1/4 1.115 7/8 13.11

5/16 1.714 1 17.08
3/8 2.439 1-1/8 21.57
7/16 3.495 1-1/4 26.57
1/2 0.06560 1/4 1.74

Orifice Constants

The values of the constants in Eq. D-2 depend on the points between which
the differential pressure hw is measured. Two standards are provided in gas
measurement flange taps and pipe taps. With the former, the flange or orifice
holder is tapped so that the center of the upstream and downstream taps is
1 inch from the respective orifice-plate surface. For standard pipe taps the
upstream tap is located i\ inch pipe diameters upstream and 8-inch pipe di-
ameter downstream. The location of the taps makes an obvious difference in
the values obtained. Table D-I is provided for both configurations. The relative
locations of the taps are shown in Figure D-I .

Basic Orifice Factor Ff,

The charts show values of Fb for both flange and pipe taps.

Pressure Base Factor Fpb

The Fpb factor corrects the value of Fb for cases where the pressure base
used is not 14.73 psia. It may be determined by the equation Fpb = 14.73/Pb.

Temperature-Base Factor Ftb

The Ftb factor corrects for any contract wherein the base temperature is not
5200R (6O0F). This factor may be computed by the formula Ftb — Tb/520.



Table D-2
Orifice Coefficient for Critical

Flow Provers"

Size of
orifice 2-inch 4-inch
(inches) prover prover

1/16 1.524
3/32 3.355
1/8 6.301
5/16 14.47
7/32 19.97
1/4 25.86 24.92
5/16 39.77
3/8 56.68 56.01
7/16 81.09
1/2 101.8 100.2
5/8 154.0 156.1
3/4 224.9 223.7
7/8 309.3 304.2
1 406.7 396.3
1-1/8 520.8 499.2
1-1/4 657.5 616.4
1-3/8 807.8 742.1
1-1/2 1002.0 884.3
1-3/4 1208
2 1596
2-1/2 2566
3 3904

a Adopted from Bureau of Mines Monograph
7 by the Interstate Oil Compact Commission.

Specific-Gravity Factor Fg

The Fg factor is to correct the basic orifice equation for those cases where
the specific gravity of the gas is other than 1.000. The equation isFg = y/l/yg.

Flowing-Temperature Factor Ftf

The Ftf factor corrects for those cases where the flowing temperature of the
gas is other than 600F. The equation is Ftb = ^ (520 / 7 » .

Reynolds-Number Factor Fr

The Fr factor takes into account the variation of the discharge coefficient
with Reynolds number. In gas measurement the variation is slight and is often



Pressure Profile (Orifice)

Figure D-I. Relative locations of taps. Courtesy John M. Cambell.

ignored in production operations. Values are shown in the charts. It has been
assumed in these charts that gas viscosity is substantially constant. The constant
b shown in the charts is then primarily a function of pipe diameter, orifice
diameter, and the location of the differential-pressure taps.

Expansion Factor Y

The Y factor accounts for the change in gas density as the pressure changes
across the orifice. This correction is small and often ignored; the value used
depends on which of the differential-pressure taps is used to measure static
pressure and the location of the tap. The additional primary variables involved
are (1) /3, (2) ratio of differential pressure to absolute pressure, and (3) the
specific-heat ratio Cp/Cv. In the standard chart the last variable is taken as
constant and equal to 1.3. Tables of this factor are shown in the charts.

Supercompressibility Factor Fpv

The variation from the ideal gas laws of an actual gas is corrected by the
Fpv factor. It may be estimated from the equation Fpv = ^/TJz where z is
equal to the compressibility factor obtained from standard correlations.

Permanent Pressure Loss

A -> Flange taps
B -> Vena contracta taps
C -> Pipe taps
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Manometer Factor Fm

The Fm factor is used only with mercury-type meters, to correct for the
slight error in measurement caused by having different heads of gas above
the two legs of the manometer. For all practical purposes it is insignificant.
A thorough discussion of all types of fluid meters may be found in Ref. 2.
A limited selection of tables for determining the constants for use in orifice
meters is included in this appendix. A more complete set of tables and charts
may be found in Ref. 1, 2, and 3.

Example D-I Calculating Gas Flow Rate
A meter run that is equipped with flange taps and a 2.5-inch orifice has

an inside diameter of 7.625 inches. The static pressure, obtained from the
downstream tap, reads 795 psia and the average differential pressure is 22
inches of water. If the pressure and temperature bases are 15.05 psia and 600F,
respectively, calculate the daily flow rate of gas through an orifice meter. The
gas specific gravity is 0.734 and the flowing temperature is 88°F.

Solution

1. Calculate C — FbFpbFtbFgFtfFrFpvFmY by using Eq. D-2. From the
tables, for d = 2.50 and D = 7.625,

Fb = 1272.3, Fpb = 1 ^ - = 1 ^ - = 0.9787, Ftb = 1.000,
pb 15.05

Fg = (K^)"05 = (0.734) -°-5 = 1.1672

From Table D-I , b = 0.0239; therefore

Fr = l+ , b = 1 + /
a ° 2 3 9 = 1.00015

Jh~^s V(33)(795)

For Yg = 0.734, T = 88°F, Pf = 795 psia, the value calculated for z is
0.8448.

FPy = (z)-° 5 = (0.8448)"05 = 1.0880; Fm = 1.000

To determine Y,

B = d/D = 2.50/7.625 = 0.3279

hw/pf = 33/795 = 0.04151

From the tables, Y = 0.9988 (requires interpolation).

C = 1272.3(0.9787)(1.000)(1.1672)(1.00015)(1.088)(0.9988)

= 1579.64



2. Calculate qsc:

qsc = C'JKp} = 1579.64v
/(33)(795) = 255,857.80 scf/hr

= 24 x 255,857.80 = 6.141 mmscfd

Example D-2 Determining Orifice Plate Size
A metering system is required to measure approximately 2.316 mmscf/d of

0.732 gravity gas at a line pressure of 815 psia. The meter run is to be made
of 8-inch pipe (7.625 inch i.d.). Determine the size of orifice plate to give a
differential of about 77 inches. Flowing temperature averages about 88°F.

Solution For hw = 77 and using Eq. C-I ,

" "'6x'°' —
24^/77(815)

For an approximation all of the terms in Eq. C-2 except Fg and Ftf can be
ignored in this case. Therefore,

C 359.3
Fb = FgFtf = (1.1688)(0.9741) = 3 1 5 ' 5 8

From the Fb tables for large taps, for D = 7.625 one obtains:

d Fb

1.25 313.19
1.376 380.25

Therefore, a 1.25-inch orifice plate would be selected to obtain an hw reading
of approximately 77 inches at the design flow rate.

D.3 Critical-Flow Prover

The critical-flow prover is a device that also exhausts the gas to the atmo-
sphere. It is also a special pipe nipple with a flange for holding special plates to
the end. The equation for calculating the rate of flow through a critical prover is

q~= ( ^ ( D - 3 )



where

qsc = rate of flow, mcf/d, measured at 14.4psiaand60°F
yg = specific gravity of gas (air = 1.000)
T = absolute temperature, 0R,
p = pressure on prover, psia
C = orifice coefficient for prover

The critical-flow prover is one of the basic devices used for determining
the gas flow rate in the open-flow testing of gas wells. In the open orifice
metering system, gas is measured using the critical-flow prover in which gas
flows directly to the atmosphere. This type of gas metering is quick and easy
to install for well testing; however, when the gas is vented, a large pressure
drop across the orifice may cause hydrates or ice to form. The equation for
calculating the rate of flow through a critical-flow prover is

/ 520 [T [T
qsc = F?xp™xiT^m^7g'i-z

 a>4)

where Fp is the basic orifice prover factor and pm is the upstream pressure of
the orifice plate in psi.

References and Additional Reading

1. American Gas Association; "Orifice Metering of Natural Gas," Gas Mea-
surement Committee Report No. 3, 1969, revision.

2. Fluid Meters—Their Theory and Application: Report of ASME Research
Committee on Fluid Meters, 6th ed. The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York, 1971.

3. Orifice Meter Constants: Handbook E-2. Singer American Meter Division,
1973.



Appendix E

Computing Flowing
Bottom-Hole
Pressure from
Wellhead Pressure

Ideally, pressure should be recorded continuously during a transient test. Best
results are obtained when the bottom-hole pressure is measured, although
surface pressures often can be converted to bottom-hole values if adequate
information is available about the wellbore system. It is usually beneficial
to record bottom-hole, tubing-head, and casing-head pressures during a well
test. That combination of data can provide information about wellbore effects,
such as storage, and leaking packers or tubing. Such surface pressures data may
be valuable in verifying correct operation of the down-hole pressure gauge.
This appendix will describe a method to determine bottom-hole pressure from
wellhead pressure.

E.I Cullender and Smith Method

The procedure for this method is as follows:

1. Calculate the Reynolds number:

20,0nygqsc
^VRe = Z=T-, (Ii-I)

{id

2. Estimate friction factor / :

3. Calculate F2:

F=<^pi <E-3)



4. Find the ratio

TVD True vertical depth
= — = cos6> (E-4)

MD Measured depth

5. Estimate It/.

_p_

ltf = T (E"5)

0.001 (0%§ + F*
6. Calculate p*;.

p*mf = / v ( * + 2 - 5 x 1 0 ~ 5 x ^ r <&•*>

7. Estimate / m /

P/7Z
/ = S (E-7)

o-ooi (£ ) 2 ^ +1*

8. Calculate Pm/:

P«-Pt+¥&L (E-S)

9. Compare Pmf and P1^. If not close enough, set P*f = Pwf and go to 4.
10. Repeat until abs (PWf — P^) < 0.001 or any other tolerance preferred.

When the tolerance is met, the pressure calculated in step 8 is correct.

Example E-I Calculating the Flowing Bottom-Hole Pressure Using
Cullendar and Smith Method

Given: Well depth = 10,000 ft; gas gravity = 0.75; formation temperature =
245°F; wellhead temperature = 1100F; roughness = 0.0006 inches; /x =
0.012 cP; d = 2.441 inches; Ptf = 2000 psia; qscx = 4.915 mmscfd.

Solution From Eq. E-I , NRe = 2.518 x 106, and find from Eq. E-2 friction
factor / = 0.015.

Using Eq. E-3:

F2 = 0.00279

First Trial
From Eq. E-5:

ltf = 181.60



Using Eq. E-6:

P ^ = 2250 psia

From Eq. E-7:

Imf= 197.81

Using Eq. E-8:

Pmf = 2371 (not close enough to P*f)

Second Trial

From Eq. E-5:

Itf= 189.88

Using Eq. E-8:

Pwf = 2379

Third Trial

From Eq. E-5:

Itf= 189.41

Using Eq. E-8:

Pwf = 2379 psia
Therefore the pressure at the midpoint of the gas well is 2379 psia. The value
of Pwf is now calculated.

Estimate from Eq. E-6:

P1^ = 2676

Calculate from Eq. E-7:

Imf = 199.39

First Trial

Calculate from Eq. E-8:

Pwf = 2741

Second Trial
Calculate from Eq. E-7:
Imf = 196.00



Calculate from Eq. E-8:

Pwf = 2744 psia

This is close enough to the previously calculated value of 2741 psia. Therefore,
the flowing bottom-hole pressure is 2744 psia.

References and Additional Reading

1. Cullender, M. H., and Smith, R. V., "Practical Solution of Gas Flow Equa-
tion for Wells and Pipelines with Large Temperature Gradients," Trans.
AIME (1956) 207.
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Appendix F

Fluid and Rock
Property
Correlations

This appendix presents concepts and applications of fluid and rock properties
usually required for solving reservoir engineering and transient well test anal-
ysis problems. The engineering equations and correlations presented in this
appendix represent technical papers well known to the petroleum engineers.
For most of these properties, laboratory analysis provides the most accurate
answer; however, in many cases, laboratory results are not available, and the
test analyst must use the following two approaches, which are adopted for
computing or finding the various properties:

1. Equation approach and
2. Figure, chart, or table approach

When laboratory results are not available, the test analyst must use empirical
correlations of experimental data. This appendix provides a summary of cor-
relations that have proved useful for test analysis. The appendix is divided into
the following sections:

• Gas properties and correlations
• Reservoir rock properties
• Reservoir PVT water properties

For the properties where the equations require simple mathematical manipu-
lations, both the equations and the charts are presented. You may use either
the equations or the charts and tables. Each property computation and its use
are illustrated by a solved example.
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F.I Gas Properties and Correlations

Pseudocritical Properties

Each component of a gas mixture has its own critical temperature Tc and
critical pressure Pc. When the individual critical property is multiplied by the
mole fraction of the whole gas mixture, we get pseudocritical temperature Tpc

and pseudocritical pressure Ppc. If gas composition is available, more accurate
properties will be calculated using the composition. Tpc and Ppc will be esti-
mated from empirical correlations developed by Brown et al.1 using equations
or charts.1

For Condensate Fluids

Tpc = 187 + 330yg - l\.5y2
g (F-I)

Ppc = 706 - 51Jy8 ~ n.\y2
g (F-2)

For Miscellaneous Gases

Tpc = 168 + 325yg - 12.5}// (F-3)

Ppc = 677 + 15.0y, - 37.5y2 (F-4)

where yg is the specific gravity of whole gas mixture (air = 1.000). Equa-
tions F-I and F-2 are used for calculations when gas is in equilibrium with
crude oil or condensate in the reservoir. Equations F-3 and F-4 are used for dry
surface gases. These equations were developed for gases with no contaminants,
such as H2S, CO2, and N2. If any or all of these contaminants are present, the
values obtained above must be corrected using the Wichert-Aziz correction.2

In Eqs. F-I through F-4, yg is replaced by yhc and is given by

yg - 0.967FN2 - 1.5195FCo2 - 1.1765FH2s
Yhc = (r-5)

/\.
and the pseudocritical temperature and pressure for the whole gas mixture are

Tpci = ATpc + 227.3FN 2 + 547.6FCo2 + 672.4FH2s (F-6)

Ppcl = APpc + 493 .0FN 2 + 1071FCo2 + 1306FH2s (F-7)

where

Fco2 = mole fraction of carbon dioxide in gas mixture

FN2 = mole fraction of nitrogen in gas mixture

FH2S = mole fraction of hydrogen sulfide in gas mixture

A = (1 - FN2 - Fco2 - *H2S)



The pseudocritical properties Tpc\ and Ppc\ are then corrected for acid gases
(CO2 and H2S) by means of the Wichert-Aziz correction factor. The Wichert-
Aziz correction factor s is given by

E = 120(Fco2 + ^H2s)0'90 - (̂ CO2 + FH2S)L6 + 15(FH2s)a5 - ( ^ s ) 4 (F-8)

The corrected pseudocritical temperature and pressure are

Tp*c = TpcxX - s (F-9)

P* =
 Ppcl X TPC (F-IO)

pc Tpcl + FH2S (1 - ^H2S);-

The pseudocritical temperature and pressure may also be determined graphi-
cally using gas gravity and Figure F-I. Figure F-I represents Eqs. F-I through
F-4. If there are contaminants present, the pseudocritical properties are cor-
rected by determining the Wichert-Aziz temperature correction factor from
Figure F-2 and using Eqs. F-9 and F-IO.

Pseudoreduced Properties

These pseudoreduced properties are related to the pseudocritical properties
by the following equations:

T r* + 46° mm
1Pr = O-l 1)

J-pc

PPr = "jr (F-12)

where Tpc is the pseudoreduced temperature in 0R and Ppc is the pseudore-
duced pressure in psia; TR is the reservoir temperature in 0F; and PR is the
reservoir pressure in psia. If Tpc and Ppr are the same for two gases, their physi-
cal properties will be equivalent even if their absolute pressure and temperature
are not the same. These properties are widely used in gas properties determi-
nation. If contaminants are present, then T*c and P*c are used in calculating
pseudoreduced properties.

Example F-I Computing Pseudocritical Pressure and Temperature
Given: Dry gas gravity = 0.732 (air = 1.000); reservoir temperature =

2400F; reservoir pressure — 3700 psia; and gas contains H2S = 5%, N2 = 2%,
and CO2 =3%. Determine pseudocritical and pseudoreduced temperature
using charts.
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Figure F-I. Pseudocritical properties of natural gases (after Brown et al.;A

inserts from Carr et a/.).5

Solution From Figure F-I using dry gas gravity = 0.732, determine Tpc and

Ppc.

Tpc = 4010R and Ppc = 671 psia

Compute A.

A = 1-Yn2- Yco2 - ^H2S
- 1 - 0.02 - 0.03 - 0.05 = 0.90
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Figure F-2. Pseudocritical temperature adjustment factor e (from Wichert and
Aziz).2

Using Eqs. F-6 and F-7:

Tpcl = 0.9 (401) + 227.3(0.02) + 547.6(0.03) + 672.4(0.05) = 420.50R
Ppcl = 0.9(671) +493.0(0.02) + 1071(0.03) + 1306(0.05) = 711.19 psia

Using Figure F-2, compute the Wichert-Aziz correction factor e:

s = 13.2

Using Eqs. F-9 and F-10, compute corrected T£ and P*c:

T*c = 420.5 - 13.2 = 407.30R

711.19x407.3
P- = 420.5+ 0.05(1-0.05) x 13.2 = 6*7M ^



Using Eqs. F-Il and F-12, determine pseudoreduced properties as follows:

240 + 460

Ppr = 687^4 = 5 3 8

Gas Deviation Factor

Gas compressibility factors account for the deviation of a real gas from the
ideal gas behavior. In order to facilitate computations of PVT properties of
natural gases using ideal gas laws, a gas deviation or compressibility factor,
symbol z, is used. A natural gas with a gas compressibility factor of 1 will
behave in the same way as an ideal gas would.

The deviation factor in most cases is determined from empirical correlation
developed by Standing and Katz as a function of pseudoreduced pressure and
temperature.4 The Standing and Katz z-factor chart and the extended Standing
and Katz z-factor chart developed by Yarborough are presented in Figures F-3
and F-4, respectively.15 These charts will be utilized in finding the gas devia-
tion factor. Equations have been developed to fit this correlation, but they are
nonlinear, and therefore iterative solutions are required. Solving the equations
by hand would be very time consuming.

Example F-2 Determining Gas Deviation Factor ( z-Factor)
Given: Gas gravity = 0.732 (dry gas); reservoir temperature TR = 2400F;

reservoir pressure = 3700 psia.

Solution Using Figure F-I or equations, calculate pseudocritical pressure
and temperature:

Tpc = 4010R (from Figure F-I) and Ppc = 671 psia (from Figure F-I)

Determine pseudoreduced pressure and temperature using Eqs. F-Il and
F-12:

Read the gas deviation factor z from Figure F-3 or Figure F-4 as z = 0.915.
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Figure F-3. Gas deviation factor for natural gases (from Standing and Katz ).4

Gas Formation Volume Factor

The gas formation volume factor, symbol fig, is used to convert the reservoir
gas volume (at reservoir temperature and pressure) to gas volume at standard
conditions, Psc and Tsc. The factor is generally expressed in either cubic feet or
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Table F-I
Standard Pressures by Location

Location Psc (psia) Location Psc (psia)

California 14.73 Texas 14.65
Arkansas 14.65 Oklahoma 14.65
Colorado 15.025 Utah 15.025
Illinois 14.65 West Virginia 14.85
Kansas 14.65 Wyoming 15.025
Louisiana 15.025 New Mexico 15.025
Michigan 14.73 U.S. federal lands 14.73
Mississippi 15.025 Canada 14.696

barrels of reservoir volume per standard cubic foot of gas, or as the reciprocals
of these in standard cubic feet per cubic foot or per barrel of reservoir volume.
The following equations are used to compute /3g:

h = 1 ^ - CF-13)
T-scP

Where Psc = 14.7 psia and Tsc is 600F,

^ = 0 . 0 2 8 2 9 — cuft/scf

= 0.00504— bbl/scf
p P (F-14)

= 35.35— scf/cuft
zT

= 198.4— scf/bbl
zT

The constants in Eqs. F-14 are only for 14.7 psia and 600F, and different
constants must be calculated for other standards. The standard pressures used
in various locations in the United States are presented in Table F-I.

Example F-3 Computing Gas Formation Volume Factor, j5g

Given: z-Factor = 0.915; reservoir temperature TR = 2400F; reservoir
and pressure = 3700 psia; standard temperature and pressure are 600F and
14.65 psia.

Solution Using Eq. F-13,

(60 + 460) x 3700
* " 14.65x0.915 x (24O + 460) = W5M5 • * » «



Gas Viscosity

Gas viscosity of natural gases, symbol /xg, at reservoir temperature and pres-
sure can be determined from correlations developed by Carr et al.5 and pre-
sented in Figures F-5 and F-6. The correlations require gas gravity or molecu-
lar weight, pseudoreduced temperature and pressure, and reservoir temperature
and pressure. If the gas contains any contaminant gases, the gas viscosity read
from Figure F-5 must be corrected using the correction factors from the insets.
The correction factors may be calculated using Eqs. F-16 through F-18. The
gas viscosity is reported in cP. The following steps are required to obtain gas
viscosity:

1. Find molecular weight from gas gravity (MW = yg x 28.968). Using
Figure F-5, determine gas viscosity /Xi at atmospheric pressure and
reservoir temperature.

2. Correct /Xi for contaminant gases, if any, using insets in Figure F-5 or
Eqs. F-16 through F-18.

Corrected /Xi = /xi(uncorrected) + N2 correction + H2S correction

+ CO2 correction

3. Read viscosity ratio (fi/fi\) from Figure F-6 and convert gas gravity at
atmospheric pressure to reservoir pressure using the equation

fig = (/x//xi) x /xi (F-15)

where \±g is the gas viscosity at reservoir conditions in cP and \x\ is the
gas viscosity at one atmospheric in cP. The equations used to compute
correction factors are

H2S correction = FR2S 8.49 x 10"3 log yg + 3.73 x 10~3 (F-16)

CO2 correction = FCo29.08 x 10"3 log yg + 6.24 x 10"3 (F-17)

N2 correction = FN28.48 x 10~3 log yg + 9.59 x 1(T3 (F-18)

Example F-4 Estimating Gas Viscosity for the Gas in Example F-I
Given: Reservoir temperature TR = 2400F; reservoir pressure = 3700 psia;

Tpr = 1.72; Ppr = 5.38; gas gravity = 0.732; H2S = 5%; N2 = 2%; and
CO2 = 3%.

Solution Find molecular weight (MW = 0.732 x 28.869 = 21.13). Read
/Xi from Figure F-5, using gas gravity yg = 0.732 and TR = 2400F. /Xi =
0.0126 cP. Using insets in Figure F-5,

Corrected /Xj = 0.0126 + 0.0002 + 0.00048 + 0.00015 = 0.01343 cP

Read /x//X! = 1.70 (from Figure F-6). fig = 1.70 x 0.01343 = 0.02283 cP.



M -> Molecular Weight

Figure F-5. Viscosity of natural gases at 1 atm (© SPE Trans. AIME 1954).5

Gas Gravity (Air = 1.000)



Pseudo Reduced Temperature, Tr

Figure F-6. Viscosity ratio at elevated pressures and temperatures (from Carr
et a/.).5

Gas Isothermal Compressibility

Gas isothermal compressibility cg is extensively used in well test analy-
sis and other reservoir engineering problems and is defined as the change in
pressure.

For an ideal gas,

cg = I/p (F-20)

For a real gas,

p Z \dpJT

If z values are known as a function of pressure, Eq. F-21 can be used to estimate
cg by plotting z against p:

Slope of plot = — = ( — I
Ap \dpj
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Pseudo reduced pressure, Pr

Figure F-7. Viscosity ratio versus pseudoreduced pressure (from Carr et a/.).5

The slope of the plot can be substituted in Eq. F-21 to calculate gas compress-
ibility.

Correlations

Correlations developed by Trube as presented in Figure F-8 are utilized.9

The required parameters are TR, pR, Tpc, Ppc, Tpr, and Ppr. Figure F-8 is used
to determine pseudoreduced compressibility cpr as a function of Tpr and Ppr.
Cg is then estimated using

c, = °f- (F-22)
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Pseudo Reduced Pressure, Ppr Pseudo Reduced Pressure, Ppr

Figure F-8. Correlation of pseudoreduced compressibility for natural gases

(© SPE, Trans. AIME ).9

Example F-5 Estimating Gas Isothermal Compressibility—Example F-I
Given: Reservoir temperature TR = 2400F; reservoir pressure =

3700 psia; Tpc = 420.50R; Ppc = 711.19 psia; Tpr = 1.72; Ppr = 5.38;
gas gravity = 0.732; H2S = 5%; N2 = 2%; CO2 = 3%.

Solution Determine pseudoreduced compressibility from Figure F-7, and
using Equation F-22, compute cg.

cpr = 0.148 (from Figure F - 7)

F.2 Reservoir Rock Properties

Naturally occurring reservoir rocks contain fluid, water, gas, or a combina-
tion of these fluids. The petroleum engineer is obviously concerned with the
properties of reservoir rocks. These properties constitute a set of fundamental
parameters by which the rock can be quantitatively described.
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Table F-2
Formation Compressibility as a Function of Formation

Porosity

Porosity (%) C/ X 10~6 (psi"1) Porosity (%) C/ x 10~6 (psi"1)

2 9.48 14 4.23
4 7.11 16 4.00
6 6.01 18 3.81
8 5.33 20 3.65

10 4.86 22 3.51
12 4.51 24 3.38

Formation Compressibility

Formation compressibility c/ in most cases is estimated from the correlation
developed by Hall10 presented in equation form as well as in Table F-2:

Cf = w x ^0'415 (F~23)

where 0 is the formation porosity in fraction and c/ is the formation isothermal
compressibility in psi"1.

Total isothermal compressibility above dew-point pressure:

ct = cgSg + cwSw + Cf (F-24)

Total isothermal compressibility below dew-point pressure:

ct = C0S0 + CgS8 + cwSw + Cf (F-25)

Effective compressibility above dewpoint pressure:

Ce = cgSg + - ^ - (C) + - ^ - (F-26)
1 — Ovy 1 — O W

R3 Reservoir PVT Water Properties

This section presents Tables F-3 through F-10 for computing reservoir
formation PVT properties such as gas solubility and then compressibility, for-
mation volume factor, density, and density gradient for both gas-free and gas-
saturated conditions. Viscosity is calculated which is gas-free. The
author of this book using the data supplied by previous authors12"14 developed

(text continued on page 783)



Table F-3
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T = 1000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.10;
base pressure Psc = 14.70 psia; base temperature, Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.721; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 66.92 lb/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

0.9218
0.9231
0.9235
0.9234
0.9233
0.9231
0.9230
0.9228
0.9226
0.9225
0.9225
0.9224
0.9224
0.9224
0.9223
0.9223
0.9223

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4736
0.4722
0.4706
0.4698
0.4690
0.4682
0.4674
0.4666
0.4658
0.4651
0.4644
0.4636
0.4629
0.4626
0.4622
0.4619
0.4616

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0924
1.0892
1.0856
1.0837
1.0819
1.0800
1.0782
1.0764
1.0746
1.0729
1.0712
1.0695
1.0679
1.0671
1.0663
1.0655
1.0648

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ft3/bbl) (lb/ft3)

20.11 68.1923
17.96 67.9884
15.94 67.7648
14.97 67.6495
14.03 67.5334
13.10 67.4177
12.15 67.3030
11.18 67.1900
10.14 67.0792
9.02 66.9708
7.77 66.8648
6.35 66.7612
4.74 66.6597
3.84 66.6096
2.87 66.5599
1.82 66.5104
0.76 66.4641

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

0.9814
0.9843
0.9876
0.9892
0.9909
0.9926
0.9943
0.9960
0.9977
0.9993
1.0009
1.0024
1.0039
1.0047
1.0054
1.0062
1.0069

Compressibility
(psr1)

0.210535E-05
0.220900E-05
0.227536E-05
0.230103E-05
0.232466E-05
0.234816E-05
0.237318E-05
0.240115E-05
0.243322E-05
0.247034E-05
0.251315E-05
0.256211E-05
0.261738E-05
0.264737E-05
0.267889E-05
0.271191E-05
0.274424E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4685
0.4675
0.4667
0.4663
0.4658
0.4654
0.4650
0.4646
0.4642
0.4637
0.4633
0.4628
0.4624
0.4621
0.4619
0.4617
0.4615

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0806
1.0784
1.0765
1.0756
1.0746
1.0737
1.0727
1.0717
1.0707
1.0680
1.0686
1.0676
1.0666
1.0661
1.0656
1.0651
1.0647

Density
(lb/ft3)

67.4558
67.3182
67.1968
67.1383
67.0800
67.0209
66.9606
66.8989
66.8358
66.7714
66.7064
66.6415
66.5777
66.5467
66.5163
66.4870
66.4605

Table F-3 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

0.9921 35.35
0.9941 31.56
0.9959 28.01
0.9968 26.32
0.9976 24.66
0.9985 23.02
0.9994 21.36
1.0003 19.64
1.0013 17.82
1.0023 15.84
1.0032 13.65
1.0042 11.17
1.0052 8.33
1.0056 6.74
1.0061 5.04
1.0065 3.20
1.0069 1.34

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.253267E-05
0.255487E-05
0.257268E-05
0.258336E-05
0.259601E-05
0.21080E-05
0.262766E-05
0.264828E-05
0.266612E-05
0.268637E-05
0.270598E-05
0.272354E-05
0.273737E-05
0.274227E-05
0.274545E-05
0.274562E-05
0.274561E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Table F-4
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T = 1000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.20;
base pressure Psc = 14.70 psia; base temperature Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.1311; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 70.61 lb/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

1.0574
1.0600
1.0607
1.0606
1.0604
1.0601
1.0597
1.0594
1.0591
1.0589
1.0587
1.0586
1.0585
1.0585
1.0585
1.0584
1.0583

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4960
0.4947
0.4933
0.4926
0.4919
0.4912
0.4905
0.4909
0.4892
0.4885
0.4879
0.4872
0.4866
0.4863
0.4860
0.4856
0.4854

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.1442
1.1411
1.1379
1.1363
1.1348
1.1332
1.1316
1.1300
1.1284
1.1269
1.1254
1.1239
1.1224
1.1217
1.1210
1.1203
1.1196

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ft3/bbl) (lb/ft3)

12.43 71.4250
11.09 71.2309
9.85 71.0330
9.25 70.9333
8.67 70.8336
8.09 70.7342
7.51 70.6352
6.90 70.5369
6.26 70.4397
5.57 70.3436
4.80 70.2489
3.93 70.1558
2.93 70.0646
2.37 70.0197
1.77 69.9753
1.12 69.9315
0.47 69.8907

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

0.9886
0.9912
0.9940
0.9954
0.9968
0.9982
0.9996
1.0010
1.0024
1.0038
1.0051
1.0064
1.0071
1.0084
1.0090
1.0097
1.0130

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.194705E-05
0.201171E-05
0.204519E-05
0.205627E-05
0.206628E-05
0.207698E-05
0.208983E-05
0.210608E-05
0.212672E-05
0.215249E-05
0.218389E-05
0.222116E-05
0.226432E-05
0.228803E-05
0.231310E-05
0.233946E-05
0.236534E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4927
0.4917
0.4908
0.4903
0.4899
0.4894
0.4890
0.4885
0.4881
0.4876
0.4871
0.4867
0.4862
0.4860
0.4858
0.4855
0.4854

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.1366
1.1342
1.1321
1.1311
1.1301
1.1291
1.1280
1.1270
1.1259
1.1248
1.1237
1.1227
1.1216
1.1211
1.1206
1.1201
1.1196

Density
(lb/ft3)

70.9499
70.7986
70.6663
70.6033
70.5408
70.4778
70.4140
70.3488
70.2823
70.2147
70.1465
70.0784
70.0115
69.9789
69.9471
69.9163
69.8884

Table F-4 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

0.9952 35.35
0.9973 31.56
0.9992 28.01
1.0001 26.32
1.0009 24.66
1.0018 23.02
1.0027 21.36
1.0037 19.64
1.0046 17.82
1.0056 15.84
1.0066 13.65
1.0076 11.17
1.0085 8.33
1.0090 6.74
1.0094 5.04
1.0099 3.20
1.0103 1.34

Compressibility
(psr1)

0.219652E-05
0.219763E-05
0.219689E-05
0.219866E-05
0.220264E-05
0.220914E-05
0.221830E-05
0.223008E-05
0.224427E-05
0.226042E-05
0.227790E-05
0.229580E-05
0.231300E-05
0.232091E-05
0.232810E-05
0.233436E-05
0.233920E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Table F-5
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T = 1000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.30;
base pressure Psc = 14.70 psia; base temperature Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.1690; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 72.97 lb/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

1.2172
1.2213
1.2224
1.2222
1.2219
1.2213
1.2208
1.2202
1.2198
1.2194
1.2192
1.2190
1.2189
1.2189
1.2188
1.2187
1.2186

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.5118
0.5105
0.5092
0.5086
0.5080
0.5074
0.5068
0.5062
0.5055
0.5049
0.5043
0.5037
0.5032
0.5029
0.5026
0.5023
0.5021

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.1806
1.1775
1.1746
1.1732
1.1718
1.1704
1.1690
1.1676
1.1662
1.1648
1.1634
1.1620
1.1607
1.1600
1.1594
1.1588
1.1582

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ft3/bbl) (lb/ft3)

7.06 73.6941
6.30 73.5047
5.59 73.3239
5.25 73.2351
4.92 73.1470
4.60 73.0592
4.26 72.9714
3.92 72.8838
3.56 72.7963
3.16 72.7092
2.72 72.6227
2.23 72.5372
1.66 72.4533
1.35 72.4122
1.01 72.3716
0.64 72.3318
0.27 72.2951

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

0.9902
0.9927
0.9952
0.9964
0.9976
0.9988
1.0000
1.0012
1.0024
1.0036
1.0048
1.0060
1.0071
1.0077
1.0083
1.0088
1.0093

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.161694
0.169788
0.174782
0.176674
0.178413
0.180151
0.182022
0.184130
0.186556
0.189357
0.192565
0.196187
0.200205
0.202350
0.204577
0.206875
0.209092

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.5098
0.5087
0.5077
0.5072
0.5068
0.5063
0.5059
0.5054
0.5049
0.5044
0.5039
0.5034
0.5029
0.5027
0.5025
0.5023
0.5021

Sp. Gr.
(air=1.000)

1.1761
1.1735
1.1712
1.1701
1.1691
1.1680
1.1669
1.1658
1.1647
1.1636
1.1624
1.1613
1.1602
1.1597
1.1591
1.1586
1.1581

Density
(lb/ft3)

73.4153
73.2510
73.1087
73.0414
72.9751
72.9096
72.8415
72.7732
72.7038
72.6334
72.5625
72.4917
72.4221
72.3882
72.3550
72.3229
72.2938

Table F-5 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

0.9939 35.35
0.9961 31.56
0.9981 28.01
0.9990 26.32
0.9999 24.66
1.0008 23.02
1.0017 21.36
1.0027 19.64
1.0036 17.82
1.0046 15.84
1.0056 13.65
1.0066 11.17
1.0076 8.33
1.0080 6.74
1.0086 5.04
1.0089 3.20
1.0093 1.34

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.174606E-05
0.178667E-05
0.181628E-05
0.183038E-05
0.184514E-05
0.186110E-05
0.187865E-05
0.189794E-05
0.191899E-05
0.194158E-05
0.196533E-05
0.198963E-05
0.201368E-05
0.202532E-05
0.203651E-05
0.204712E-05
0.205642E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Table F-6
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T - 2000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.10;
base pressure Psc = 14.70 psia; base temperature Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.0721; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 66.92 lb/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

0.3695
0.3599
0.3699
0.3698
0.3697
0.3695
0.3694
0.3693
0.3692
0.3691
0.3690
0.3690
0.3690
0.3689
0.3689
0.3689
03689

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4602
0.4586
0.4571
0.4563
0.4556
0.4548
0.4541
0.4534
0.4527
0.4521
0.4514
0.4507
0.4500
0.4496
0.5592
0.4488
0.4485

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0616
1.0580
1.0544
1.0526
1.0509
1.0492
1.0476
1.0460
1.0444
1.0428
1.0412
1.0396
1.0380
1.0372
1.0363
1.0354
1.0345

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ft3/bbl) (lb/ft3)

40.59 66.2674
33.47 66.0404
27.13 65.8152
24.27 65.7054
21.59 65.5980
19.10 65.4932
16.77 65.3908
14.59 65.2906
12.52 65.1920
10.54 66.0941
8.61 64.9952
6.69 64.8958
4.73 64.7945
3.73 64.7418
2.69 64.6877
1.61 64.6321
0.57 64.5781

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

1.0099
1.0133
1.0168
1.0186
1.0202
1.0218
1.0234
1.0250
1.0286
1.0281
1.0296
1.0312
1.0328
1.0337
1.0346
1.0354
1.0363

Compressibility
(psi-1)

9.230275E-05
0.240640E-05
0.247276E-05
0.249844E-05
0.252207E-05
0.254556E-05
0.257058E-05
0.259855E-05
0.263063E-05
0.266774E-05
0.271056E-05
0.275951E-05
0.281478E-05
0.284477E-05
0.287629E-05
0.290931E-05
0.294164E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4540
0.4531
0.4523
0.4520
0.4517
0.4515
0.4512
0.4509
0.4506
0.4502
0.4499
0.4496
0.4492
0.4490
0.4488
0.4487
0.4485

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0473
1.0451
1.0435
1.0428
1.0421
1.0414
1.0408
1.0401
1.0394
1.0386
1.0379
1.0371
1.0362
1.0358
1.0354
1.0350
1.0346

Density
(lb/ft3)

65.3742
65.2393
65.1363
65.0916
65.0492
65.0079
64.9664
64.9239
64.8798
64.8337
64.7855
64.7353
64.6835
64.6572
64.6306
64.6040
64.5791

Table F-6 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

1.0237 60.99
1.0258 50.29
1.0274 40.77
1.0281 36.46
1.0288 32.45
1.0294 28.70
1.0301 25.20
1.0308 21.92
1.0315 18.82
1.0322 15.84
1.0330 12.94
1.0338 10.06
1.0346 7.11
1.0350 5.60
1.0355 4.04
1.0359 2.43
1.0363 0.85

Compressibility
(psi-1)

0.268492E-05
0.273038E-05
0.276266E-05
0.277716E-05
0.279154E-05
0.280622E-05
0.282139E-05
0.283705E-05
0.285298E-05
0.286876E-05
0.288371E-05
0.289690E-05
0.290715E-05
0.291074E-05
0.291305E-05
0.291386E-05
0.291307E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Table F-7
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T = 2000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.20;
base pressure Psc = 14.70 psia; base temperature Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.1311; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 70.6 lb/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

0.4275
0.4281
0.4281
0.4279
0.4277
0.4275
0.4272
0.4270
0.4268
0.4267
0.4265
0.4264
0.4263
0.4263
0.4263
0.4262
0.4261

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4824
0.4839
0.4795
0.4789
0.4782
0.4776
0.4770
0.4764
0.4758
0.4752
0.4746
0.4740
0.4734
0.4731
0.4727
0.4724
0.4721

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.1128
1.1094
1.1062
1.1047
1.1032
1.1018
1.1004
1.0990
1.0976
1.0963
1.0949
1.0935
1.0920
1.0913
1.0905
1.0898
1.0890

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ftVbbl) (lb/ft3)

27.38 69.4615
22.57 69.2483
18.30 69.-495
16.37 68.9550
14.56 68.8634
12.88 68.7743
11.31 68.6871
9.84 68.6012
8.45 68.5161
7.11 68.4311
5.81 68.3452
4.51 68.2577
3.19 68.1676
2.51 68.1212
1.81 68.0738
1.09 68.0252
0.38 67.9784

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

1.0165
1.0196
1.0226
1.0240
1.0253
1.0267
1.0280
1.0292
1.0305
1.0318
1.0331
1.0344
1.0358
1.0365
1.0372
1.0380
1.0387

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.218482E-05
0.224948E-05
0.228296E-05
0.229403E-05
0.230405E-05
0.231474E-05
0.232760E-05
0.234385E-05
0.236449E-05
0.239026E-05
0.242166E-05
0.245893E-05
0.250208E-05
0.252580E-05
0.255087E-05
0.257723E-05
0.260310E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4780
0.4770
0.4762
0.4750
0.4755
0.4752
0.4749
0.4746
0.4743
0.4740
0.4736
0.4732
0.4729
0.4727
0.4725
0.4723
0.4721

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.1027
1.1003
1.0985
1.0977
1.0970
1.0963
1.0956
1.0948
1.0941
1.0933
1.0925
1.0917
1.0908
1.0903
1.0899
1.0894
1.0890

Density
(lb/ft3)

68.8313
68.6830
68.5701
68.5216
68.4758
68.4314
68.3871
68.3420
68.2954
68.2468
68.1962
68.1434
68.0890
68.0613
68.0334
68.0054
67.9791

Table F-7 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

1.0258 60.99
1.0280 50.29
1.0297 40.77
1.0304 36.46
1.0311 32.45
1.0318 28.70
1.0325 26.20
1.0332 21.92
1.0339 18.82
1.0346 15.84
1.0354 12.94
1.0362 10.06
1.0370 7.11
1.0374 5.60
1.0378 4.04
1.0363 2.43
1.0387 0.85

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.238565E-05
0.240981E-05
0.242345E-05
0.242917E-05
0.243518E-05
0.244201E-05
0.245005E-05
0.245956E-05
0.247061E-05
0.248310E-05
0.249673E-05
0.251102E-05
0.252528E-05
0.253214E-05
0.253822E-05
0.254470E-05
0.254984E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Table F-8
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T = 2000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.30;
base pressure Psc = 14.70 psia; base temperature Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.721; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 72.97 Ib/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

0.5070
0.5082
0.5081
0.5078
0.5074
0.5070
0.5066
0.5063
0.5060
0.5057
0.5056
0.5053
0.5052
0.5051
0.5050
0.5049
0.5048

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4980
0.4966
0.4953
0.4949
0.4942
0.4937
0.4932
0.4926
0.4921
0.4916
0.4911
0.4905
0.4899
0.4897
0.4894
0.4891
0.4888

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.1488
1.1456
1.1427
1.1413
1.1401
1.1388
1.1376
1.1364
1.1352
1.1340
1.1328
1.1315
1.1302
1.1295
1.1289
1.1282
1.1275

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ft3/bbl) (lb/ft3)

17.87 71.7131
14.73 71.5082
11.94 71.3282
10.68 71.2449
9.50 71.1650
8.41 71.0876
7.38 71.0117
6.42 70.9367
5.51 70.8619
4.64 70.7864
3.79 70.7098
2.96 70.6313
2.08 70.5503
1.64 70.5088
1.18 70.4665
0.71 70.4233
0.25 70.3819

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

1.0176
1.0204
1.0230
1.0242
1.0253
1.0265
1.0276
1.0286
1.0297
1.0308
1.0319
1.0331
1.0343
1.0349
1.0355
1.0361
1.0368

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.186768E-05
0.194862E-05
0.199856E-05
0.201748E-05
0.203487E-05
0.205226E-05
0.207096E-05
0.209204E-05
0.211630E-05
0.214431E-05
0.217639E-05
0.221261E-05
0.225279E-05
0.227424E-05
0.229651E-05
0.231949E-05
0.234166E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4951
0.4939
0.4931
0.4927
0.4924
0.4921
0.4917
0.4914
0.4911
0.4907
0.4904
0.4900
0.4896
0.4894
0.4892
0.4890
0.4888

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.1420
1.1394
1.1375
1.1366
1.1359
1.1351
1.1344
1.1336
1.1328
1.1320
1.1312
1.1303
1.1294
1.1289
1.1284
1.1280
1.1275

Density
(lb/ft3)

71.2876
71.1265
71.0044
70.9521
70.9031
70.8558
70.8089
70.7614
70.7126
70.6518
70.6089
70.5540
70.4972
70.4683
70.4391
70.4099
70.3842

Table F-8 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

1.0236 60.99
1.0259 50.29
1.0277 40.77
1.0284 36.46
1.0291 32.45
1.0298 28.70
1.0305 25.20
1.0312 21.92
1.0319 18.82
1.0326 15.84
1.0334 12.94
1.0342 10.06
1.0351 7.11
1.0356 5.60
1.0359 4.04
1.0363 2.43
1.0368 0.86

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.194914E-05
0.200925E-05
0.205152E-05
0.206923E-05
0.208591E-05
0.210231E-05
0.211901E-05
0.213643E-05
0.215485E-05
0.217437E-05
0.219494E-05
0.221635E-05
0.223825E-05
0.224923E-05
0.226015E-05
0.227094E-05
0.228090E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Table F-9
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T = 3000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.10;
base pressure Psc = 14.70 psia; base temperature Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.721; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 66.92 lb/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

0.2497
0.2498
0.2497
0.2496
0.2494
0.2493
0.2491
0.2490
0.2489
0.2488
0.2488
0.2487
0.2487
0.2486
0.2486
0.2486
0.2486

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4461
0.4438
0.4418
0.4409
0.4400
0.4392
0.4384
0.4377
0.4369
0.4362
0.4355
0.4348
0.4340
0.4336
0.4332
0.4328
0.4324

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0291
1.0238
1.0191
1.0170
1.0150
1.0131
1.0113
1.0096
1.0079
1.0063
1.0047
1.0030
1.0012
1.0003
0.9994
0.9984
0.9974

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ft3/bbl) (lb/ft3)

18.57 64.2415
17.70 63.9103
16.57 63.6167
15.90 63.4833
15.17 63.3580
14.36 63.2400
13.47 63.1282
12.46 63.0212
11.33 62.9175
10.05 62.8155
8.58 62.7131
6.91 62.6083
4.98 62.4986
3.91 62.4413
2.76 62.3817
1.53 62.3196
0.28 62.2587

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

1.0417
1.0471
1.0520
1.0542
1.0562
1.0582
1.0601
1.0619
1.0636
1.0654
1.0671
1.0689
1.0708
1.0718
1.0728
1.0738
1.0749

Compressibility
(psr1)

0.278618E-05
0.288982E-05
0.295619E-05
0.298286E-05
0.300549E-05
0.302899E-05
0.305401E-05
0.308198E-05
0.311405E-05
0.315116E-05
0.319398E-05
0.324294E-05
0.329821E-05
0.332820E-05
0.335972E-05
0.339273E-05
0.342507E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4377
0.4367
0.4361
0.4358
0.4356
0.4354
0.4351
0.4349
0.4346
0.4343
0.4340
0.4336
0.4332
0.4330
0.4327
0.4326
0.4323

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0096
1.0075
1.0060
1.0054
1.0049
1.0043
1.0038
1.0032
1.0026
1.0019
1.0011
1.0002
0.9993
0.9988
0.9983
0.9977
0.9972

Density
(lb/ft3)

63.0216
62.8899
62.7976
62.7600
62.7252
62.6915
62.6572
62.6209
62.5815
62.5381
62.4900
62.4367
62.3780
62.3467
62.3139
62.2799
62.2468

Table F-9 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

1.0619 99.02
1.0641 87.37
1.0657 68.19
1.0663 59.54
1.0669 51.52
1.0675 44.12
1.0681 37.31
1.0687 31.07
1.0694 25.38
1.0701 20.18
1.0709 15.43
1.0718 11.08
1.0728 7.06
1.0734 5.15
1.0739 3.30
1.0745 1.50
1.0751 0.16

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.340631
0.349258
0.354600
0.356373
0.357674
0.358576
0.359132
0.359375
0.359317
0.358949
0.358235
0.357121
0.355527
0.354521
0.353357
0.352022
0.350599

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Table F-IO
Reservoir Formation Water PVT Properties11 (reservoir temperature T = 3000F; total dissolved solids TDS = 0.20;
base pressure Psc - 14.70 psia; base temperature Tsc = 600F; specific gravity, Sp. Gr. = 1.721; density of pure water

at standard conditions = 62.42 lb/ft3; density of brine water at standard conditions = 70.61 lb/ft3)

Viscosity
(cP)

0.2928
0.2931
0.2928
0.2926
0.2924
0.2922
0.2919
0.2917
0.2915
0.2914
0.2913
0.2911
0.2910
0.2910
0.2909
0.2909
0.2908

Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4677
0.4657
0.4641
0.4633
0.4626
0.4620
0.4614
0.4608
0.4602
0.4596
0.4590
0.4583
0.4577
0.4573
0.4570
0.4566
0.4562

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0788
1.0743
1.0705
1.0688
1.0572
1.0657
1.0643
1.0629
1.0615
1.0602
1.0588
1.0573
1.0558
1.0549
1.0541
1.0532
1.0523

Gas free conditions

RSW Density
(ft3/bbl) (lb/ft3)

11.99 67.3418
11.43 67.0620
10.70 66.8244
10.27 66.7183
9.80 66.6192
9.28 66.5257
8.70 66.4362
8.05 66.3496
7.32 66.2641
6.49 66.1783
5.54 66.0906
4.46 65.9993
3.22 65.9026
2.52 65.6518
1.78 66.7989
0.99 65.7439
0.18 65.6899

FVF
(bbl/bbl)

1.0485
1.0529
1.0586
1.0583
1.0599
1.0614
1.0628
1.0642
1.0655
1.0669
1.0683
1.0698
1.0714
1.0722
1.0731
1.0740
1.0749

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.270918E-05
0.277384E-05
0.280732E-05
0.281839E-05
0.282841E-05
0.283911E-05
0.285196E-05
0.286821E-05
0.288885E-05
0.291462E-05
0.294602E-05
0.298329E-05
0.302644E-05
0.305016E-05
0.307523E-05
0.310159E-05
0.312747E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



Gradient
(psi/ft)

0.4519
0.4509
0.4602
0.4599
0.4597
0.4594
0.4592
0.4589
0.4586
0.4583
0.4579
0.4575
0.4571
0.4569
0.4566
0.4564
0.4561

Sp. Gr.
(air = 1.000)

1.0656
1.0632
1.0616
1.0610
1.0604
1.0598
1.0592
1.0586
1.0579
1.0572
1.0563
1.0554
1.0544
1.0539
1.0534
1.0528
1.0522

Density
(lb/ft3)

66.5156
66.3703
66.2685
66.2273
66.1894
66.1529
66.1161
66.0773
66.0355
65.9895
65.9387
65.8824
65.8205
65.7873
65.7528
65.7168
65.6818

Table F~10 (continued)

Gas saturated conditions

FVF RSW
(bbl/bbl) (ft3/bbl)

1.0615 99.95
1.0638 87.37
1.0655 68.10
1.0661 59.54
1.0667 51.52
1.0673 44.12
1.0679 37.31
1.0686 31.07
1.0692 26.38
1.0700 20.18
1.0708 15.43
1.0717 11.08
1.0727 7.05
1.0733 5.15
1.0738 3.30
1.0744 1.50
1.0750 0.16

Compressibility
(psi"1)

0.313009E-05
0.319562E-05
0.323-26E-05
0.323923E-05
0.324409E-05
0.324575E-05
0.324499E-05
0.324244E-05
0.323853E-05
0.323354E-05
0.322751E-05
0.322034E-05
0.321175E-05
0.320681E-05
0.320136E-05
0.319534E-05
0.318910E-05

Pressure
(psia)

8000
7000
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
750
500
250

15



(text continued from page 766)

the graphical and empirical correlations.11 New tables showing water PVT
properties as functions of pressure-temperature and total dissolved solids are
presented which improve accuracy of prediction and save time.

Tables F-3 through F-IO show the following formation water PVT proper-
ties:

1. Formation water compressibility—gas free
2. Formation water compressibility—gas-saturated
3. Gas solubility in brine
4. Water formation volume factor—gas free
5. Water formation volume factor—gas saturated
6. Formation water density—gas free
7. Formation water density—gas saturated
8. Density gradient—gas free
9. Density gradient—gas saturated

10. Water viscosity—gas free
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Appendix G

Substantial Set of
Problems without
Solutions

G-I A gas reservoir was produced at a constant rate qsc of 4.525 mmscfd
for a time t of 48 hr. The sandface pressure pWf at that time was 1750 psia.
General data are as follows: ~p = 3100 psia; pt = 3375 psia; Zi = 0.895; ct —
0.000296 psi"1; c = 0.000323 psi"1; k = 7.5 mD; T = 6050R; rw = 0.42 ft;
h = 35 ft; JZ1 = 0.01425; fit = 0.01402; 0 = 0.142. Calculate dimensionless
quantities tD, PD, and qp using the p, p2, and \[r treatments. (Use xj/ — P curve
for Example 2-1.)

G-2 A gas well in an infinite-acting reservoir was produced at a constant
rate qsc of 6.85 mmscfd for a period of 45 hr. The flowing bottom-hole pressure
pWfi at that time was 1850 psia. The same well was produced at a constant rate
qSC2 of 10.75 mmscfd for a time of 35 hr. The flowing bottom-hole pressure
pwfi at that time was 1560 psia. The stabilization shut-in pressure PR prior to
each of the two flowing periods was 2100 psia.

Other data pertinent to the test are as follows: k = 21.5 mD; rw = 0.33 ft;
T = 6040R; </> = 0.145; /Ji1 = 0.01465 cP; a = 0.00054 psi"1; 1̂- = 320.12
mmpsia2/cP; t\ = 45 hr; qsc\ = 6.85 mmscfd; pwf\ = 1850 psia; t2 = 35 hr;
qsc2 = 10.75 mmscfd; pwfi = 1560 psia.

Calculate the skin and IT flow effects, s and D, respectively. Also calculate,
for the second flow rate,

(a) The pressure drop due to laminar flow effect
(b) The pressure drop due to skin effect
(c) The pressure drop due to IT flow effect
(d) Total pressure drop

(Use the same ty-p curve given in Example 2-1.)
G-3 Estimate steady-state gas flow rate from a gas well with a 200-ft-long

conductivity fracture. Given: rw = 0.4271 ft; re = 2106 ft; Psc = 14.65 psia;
Tsc = 5200R; T = 686°R; z = 0.9148; pR = 1660 psia; iig = 0.01639 cP;



Table G-I
Calculated Gas PVT Properties

Pressure Compressibility Gas viscosity Pseudopressure
(psia) factor Z (cP) ^(p) (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9647 0.024580 872.92
3600 0.9445 0.023151 739.56
3200 0.9282 0.021721 610.28
2800 0.9169 0.020329 486.72
2400 0.9113 0.019008 371.18
2000 0.9120 0.017784 266.41
1600 0.9189 0.016681 175.33
1200 0.9317 0.015723 100.82
800 0.9503 0.014932 45.51
400 0.9733 0.014337 11.47

14.65 0.9995 0.013978 0.52

Table G-2
Gas Well Deliverability Stabilized Flow Data

Initial Duration Surface Bottom-hole Choke size Flow rate
shut-in (hr) pressure (psia) pressure (psia) (inches) (mmscfd)

Initial shut-in 147.2 2388 3700 — —
Flow 1 6 2015 3144 16 2.397
Shut-in 6 2388 3700 — —
Flow 2 6 1640 2566 24 5.214
Shut-in 6 2388 3700 —
Flow 3 6 1365 2158 32 6.144
Shut-in 6 2368 3698 —
Flow 4 6 1015 1836 48 7.186
Extended flow 24 1015 3690 32 6.148
Final shut-in 22.75 2388 1727

h = 69 ft; reservoir permeability kh = 10.0 mD; vertical permeability kv =
10.0 mD; well flowing pressure 1250 psia.

G-4 Calculate inflow performance responses for vertical and horizontal gas
wells. The reservoir and gas properties are as follows: Reservoir = sandstone;
depth = 12,550 ft; pR = 3700 psis; reservoir thickness h — 54 ft; average
reservoir permeability k = 6.282 mD; vertical permeability kv = 6.282 mD
(assume); well spacing = 640 acres; average porosity (p = 0.179; T = 7100R;
Y = 0.665; Tc = 380.160R; Pc = 645.08 psia; Tsc = 5200R; Psc = UJ psia.

G-5 The data in Table G-2 were reported for a flow-after-flow test. At each
rate, pseudosteady state was reached. Initial (i.e., before the test) shut-in well-
head and bottom-hole pressures were 2388 psia and 3200 psia, respectively.



Gas properties are given in Example 4 -1 . Estimate the following:

(a) Gas well deliverability at wellhead and bottom-hole conditions using
simplified and LIT(T^) analysis approaches.

(b) Inflow performance response using both approaches.

G-6 A flow-after-flow test was performed on a well located in a low pressure
reservoir in which the permeability was high. Using the following test data,
determine:

(a) The values of n and C for the deliverability equation
(b) The AOF
(c) The flow rate for Pwf = 1 6 0 psia

Test Pwf (psia) #sc (mmscfd)

201 PR 0
1 196 2.730
2 195 3.970
3 193 4.440
4 190 5.550

G-7 An isochronal test was conducted on a well located in a reservoir that
had an average pressure of 1952 psia. The well was flowed on four choke sizes
and the flow rate and the flowing bottom-hole pressure were measured at 3 hr
and 6 hr for each choke size. An extended test was conducted for a period of
72 hr at a rate of 6.0 mmscfd, at which time Pwf was measured at 1151 psia.
Using the preceding data, find the following:

(a) Stabilized deliverability equation
(b) AOF
(c) Generate an inflow performance curve

t — 3 hr t = 6 hr
qsc (mmscfd) Pw/ (psia) Pwf (psia)

2600 1793 1761
3300 1757 1657
5000 1623 1510
6300 1505 1320
6000 Extended flow, t = 72 hr 1151

G-8 A four-point test was conducted on a gas well that had a perforated
zone of 20 ft. Static reservoir pressure is 5250 psia. Determine the following:



(a) Laminar and turbulent coefficients A and B
(b) Absolute open flow potential AOF
(c) New AOF if the perforated interval is increased to 30 ft

Test Data

Test no. qsc (mmscfd) pw/ (psia)

1 9.300 5130
2 6.000 5190
3 5.200 5203
4 3.300 5225

G-9 A stabilized four-point drawdown test is run on a gas well when the
average pressure in the drainage area is 2800 psia. The last flow rate of 4.5
mmscfd gave a stabilized flowing bottom-hole pressure of 2445 psia. The well
drains 2250 acres. Assume that turbulence effects are negligible although this
is not realistic. Other reservoir data are as follows: k = 74 mD; 0 = 15%;
fig = 0.021 cP; Zav8 = 0.87; c = 3.57 x 10"4 psi"1; h = 4.0 ft.

Calculate the following:

(a) What must the bottom-hole pressure be in this well to produce at a rate
of 5 mmscfd if Pe has declined to 2000 psia and the other reservoir
parameters remain unchanged?

(b) How long must each rate be maintained to reach stabilized conditions
during the flow test?

(c) During the flow test at 4.5 mmscfd where P1- = 2800 psia, how rapidly
does the average reservoir pressure decline once the pseudo-steady state
is reached ?

(d) A pressure drawdown test was performed on an exploratory gas well.
The data obtained are shown in Table G-3. Other test data, reservoir,
and fluid properties are as follows: Pressure prior to test = 6966 psia;
constant gas-producing rate during test qg — 1.800 mmscfd; /z = 15 ft;
0 = 0.19 fraction; sw = 25%; \x = 0.0385 cP; gas gravity = 0.920
(air = 1.00); T = 1200F; Tsc = 520°R; Psc = 14.70 psia; cg =
0.000065 psi"1; cw = 0.000004 psi"1; cf = 0.0000039 psi"1;
z at 6966 psia = 1.223; z at 6546 psia = 1.171; pav = 6756 psia;
and P8 = 0.5174 res bbl/mscf.

Find:

• Formation permeability, kg

• Sketch of drainage area
• Estimate initial gas in-place



Table G-3
Pressure Drawdown Test Data

Time t Time t Flowing well pressure
(hr) (days) Pwf (psia)

0.0331 0.00138 6928
0.0533 0.00222 6919
0.0660 0.00275 6915
0.0984 0.00410 6908
0.125 0.00520 6901
0.247 0.00665 6895
0.353 0.0103 6885
0.487 0.0147 6875
0.648 0.0203 6860
1.044 0.0270 6845
1.584 0.0435 6820
2.448 0.0660 6800
3.216 0.102 6776
4.896 0.134 6758
6.384 0.204 6730

10.44 0.266 6712
15.72 0.435 6670
20.22 0.655 6617
22.80 0.950 6546

G-IO Determine k, s, and Cs from the data below and in Table G-4, which
were obtained in a pressure drawdown test on a gas well. Given: P1 = 3000;
swi = 0.22; Vw = 290 cu ft; h = 12 ft; T = 2100F; rw = 0.39 ft; qg = 1000
mcf/d; Cti = 0.000245 psi"1; 0 = 0.20;/z, = 0.01925 cP; yg = 0.655;
drainage area = 640 acres (square); well centered in drainage area.

G-11 A two-rate test was conducted on a well in gas reservoir, pt = 2550
psia. The pressure time data for the first flow rate, qsc\ = 17.016 mmscfd, were
not recorded. The flow rate was changed at ô = 4 hr at which time the flowing
bottom-hole pressure, pWfO, was 2250 psia. The second flow rate, qSC2 = 11.463
mmscfd, was continued for 8 hr, during which time the following bottom-hole
pressures were recorded continuously. These pressure time data are given in
Table G-5.

Gas properties and well/reservoir data were as follows: pc = 380.16; Tc =
645.080R; G = 0.666; CO2 = 7.84%; N2 = 0.11%; H2S = 0.00%; ^1 =
0.0186 cP; C1 = 0.000274 psi"1; T = 632°R; ft = 59 ft; rw = 0.3542;
0 = 0.272 fraction; <pHC = 0.1801; sg = 0.662.



Table G-4
Single-Rate Drawdown Test Data for Ramey's Type

Curve Analysis

Time t Flowing pressure ifiiPwf) AiJ) =
(hr) jpw/(psia) (mmpsia2/cP) V(Pi) - ^(Pwf)

0.02 1810.65 221.41 639.71
0.03 1807.45 220.68 640.44
0.07 1798.95 218.74 642.38
0.10 1786.35 215.87 645.24
0.17 1775.75 213.47 647.64
0.25 1768.05 211.74 649.38
0.33 1764.75 211.00 650.12
0.50 1757.45 209.36 651.76
0.75 1754.65 208.73 652.38
1.00 1755.45 208.91 652.20
1.50 1757.85 209.45 651.67
2.00 1754.65 208.73 652.38
2.50 1754.65 208.73 652.38
3.00 1751.35 208.00 653.12
3.50 1748.95 207.46 653.66
4.00 1747.35 207.10 654.01
5.00 1745.25 206.64 654.48
5.50 1742.05 205.92 655.19
6.00 1740.45 205.57 655.55

Calculate the following:

• The formation permeability k
• Apparent skin factors s[ and sf

2

• Inertial-turbulent flow factor D
• True skin factor s
• Pressure drop due to actual skin
• Rate-dependent pressure drop

The xjr-p curve, developed in Example 4.1, is applicable to this problem.

f(Pi) = 424.50 mmpsia2/cP «-> 2550 psia and

f(pwfo) = 365.12 mmpsia2/cP o 2250 psia

t\ — 6 hr, Two-rate drawdown test data are given in Table G-5.
G-12 An isochronal flow test is performed on a gas well at two differ-

ent rates. Given the reservoir data and fluid properties below, determine the
following using pressure-squared and real pseudopressure approaches:



Table G-5
Two-Rate Drawdown Test Data for Gas Well (qscl = 17.016

mmscfd; qsc2 = 11.463 mmscfd)

Time t Drawdown pressure Drawdown pressure
(hr) Pwf (psig) Pwf (psia)
(D (2) (3)

0.02 2355.0 2357.0
0.03 2352.0 2355.5
0.07 2350.0 2355.3
0.10 2350.0 2355.0
0.13 2349.8 2354.4
0.17 2349.8 2353.8
0.25 2349.3 2353.0
0.33 2349.6 2352.0
0.50 2349.6 2351.9
0.75 2349.6 2351.9
1.00 2350.0 2351.9
1.50 2350.0 2351.9
2.00 2349.6 2351.9
3.00 2350.0 2351.9
4.00 2350.0 2351.9

Table G-6
PVT Gas Properties and Pseudopressure

Pwf Mean Ap zip/yz) X il>(Pwf)
(psia) Z /x(cP) zip/fiz) z(p/fiz) (psia) Ap (mmpsia2/cP)

400 0.95 0.0117 71.975 35.988 499 14.4 x 106 14.4
800 0.90 0.0125 142.222 107.099 400 42.9 x 106 57.3

1200 0.86 0.0132 211.416 176.819 400 70.7 x 106 128.0
1600 0.81 0.0146 270.590 241.003 400 96.5 x 106 224.5
2000 0.80 0.0163 306.748 288.669 400 115.5 x 106 340.0
2400 0.81 0.0180 329.218 319.000 400 127.6 x 106 467.6

• Flow capacity kh
• The apparent skin factors s[ and sr

2

• Non-Darcy flow coefficient D for the well
• True skin factors

Reservoir and well data are as follows pt — 2300 psia; rw — 0.5 ft; re =
2980 ft (640-acre spacing); T = 5900R; zt = 0.805; //,/ = 0.0176 cP; 0 =
0.077; and a = 0.00041 psi"1.



Table G-7
Two-Rate Drawdown Test Data

Flow no. 1 Flow no. 2
Flowing time t qsc\ = 2.65 mmscfd qSC2 = 4.23 mmscfd

(hr) pwf (psia) pwf (psia)

0.232 1855 1105
0.4 1836 1020
0.6 1814 954
0.8 1806 906
1.0 1797 860
2.0 1758 700
4.0 1723 539
6.0 1703 387

Table G-8
Two-Rate Drawdown Test Data for Gas Well (qscl = 17.016

mmscfd; qsci = 11.463 mmscfd)

Drawdown pressure Drawdown pressure
Time t (hr) Pwf (psig) Pwf (psia)

(D (2) (3)

0.02 2355.0 2357.0
0.03 2352.0 2355.5
0.07 2350.0 2355.3
0.10 2350.0 2355.0
0.13 2349.8 2354.4
0.17 2349.8 2353.8
0.25 2349.3 2353.0
0.33 2349.6 2352.0
0.50 2349.6 2351.9
0.75 2349.6 2351.9
1.00 2350.0 2351.9
1.50 2350.0 2351.9
2.00 2349.6 2351.9
3.00 2350.0 2351.9
4.00 2350.0 2351.9

G-13 A two-rate drawdown test was conducted on a gas well. Given the
following reservoir data and fluid properties: T = 632°R;rw = 0.3542 ft; re =
2200 ft; h = 59 ft; 0 = 0.1801 fraction; figi = 0.018017 cP; ct = 0.00028
psi"1; initial pressure prior to test = 2550 psia <•> 424.00 mmpsia2/cP; first
flow rate qsc\ = 11.463 mmscfd; time t\ at which first flow rate changed = 4 hr;



flowing bottom-hole pressure at that time = 2355 psia «» 410.70 mmpsia2/cP;
second flow rate qSC2 = 17.016 mmscfd. The x/r-p curve in Example 4.1 is
applicable to this problem.

Calculate the following:

• Formation permeability k
• Apparent skin factor s[ related to flow rate qsc\
• Apparent skin factor s'2 related to flow rate qsc2
• Non-Darcy flow coefficient D
• True skin factor s
• Pressure drop across the skin related to flow rate qsc\
• Pressure drop across the skin related to flow rate qSC2
• Reservoir pressure PR
• The values of deliverability constants A and B
• Absolute open flow potential AOF
• Inflow performance response

G-14 A modified isochronal test was made on a well believed to be pro-
ducing from a 640-acre drainage area. The bottom-hole pressure-time data
are given in Table G-9. During the first flow and buildup periods, the pressure
buildup was monitored and also presented in Table G-9. Determine k and s\
both transient and semisteady-state deliverability; and the deliverability at a
wellhead pressure of 1200 psia, given the following reservoir, fluid, and tubing
characteristics: initial pressure P1 = 3200 psia; rfr(Pi) = 639.00 mmpsia2/cP;
yg = 0.876; T = 271°F; /x7 = 0.02052 cP; N2 = 0.0; H2S = 0.0; CO2 =
0.0; Z1 = 0.9192; Ct = 3.2 x 10~4 psi"1; rw = 0.25 ft; 0 = 0.17; h = 60 ft;
depth = 10,000 ft; and tubing i.d. = 2.441 inches.

G-15 The well described in Example 6-2 was flowed at arate of 565.0 mscfd
for a period of 120.5 hr and then shut in for a buildup test. The flowing pressure
at shut-in was 3295 psia. Calculate k, s\ and ~pR if the well is producing from
the center of a square drainage area containing 22 x 106 sq ft. The pressure
versus time data are tabulated below (tP = 120.5 hr).

Af (hr) Pws (psi)

0 3295
0.53 3296
1.60 3385
2.67 3547
3.73 3573
4.80 3591
5.87 3605
6.93 3614
8.00 3623
9.87 3634



(continued)

At (hr) Pws (psi)

12.00 3644
14.67 3654
18.67 3664
24.53 3672
29.33 3676
35.73 3684
45.87 3688
49.87 3691

Table G-9
Modified Isochronal Deliverability Test

Duration (hr) Bottom-hole pressure (psia) Flow rate q (mmscfd)

1 12 3041 4.00
Shut-in 12 3193

2 12 2997 5.00
Shut-in 12 3188

3 12 2954 6.00
Shut-in 12 3183

4 12 2911 7.00
5 96 2878 7.00

Shut-in 60 3183

Buildup data, first flow period

Af (hr) Pressure (psia) ip (P) (mmpsia2/cP)

0 3041 586.349
0.5 3166 627.399
1 3173 629.699
1.5 3177 630.994
2 3179 631.829
3 3183 633.069
4 3185 633.849
5 3187 634.429
6 3188 634.869
7 3189 635.229
8 3190 635.519
9 3191 635.749
10 3192 635.959
11 3192 636.139
12 3193 636.299



G-16 A pressure-buildup test was performed on a well located in a gas field
on 640-acre spacing. Data obtained were as follows:

At (hr) i±£ Pws (psig)

0 — 1727
1 2401 1850
3 801 1964
6 401 2008

10 241 2039
15 161 2064
22 110 2087
34 71.6 2113
45 54.3 2130
65 37.9 2155

126 20.0 2175

tP = 100 days; h = 54 ft; T = 6050R; z = 0.85; 0 = 18.0%; rw = 0.33 ft;
PR = 2320 psia; P1- = 2390 psi; fig = 0.12 cR

(a) Compute the reservoir pressure in the drainage area of the well assum-
ing finite boundary conditions, using the Horner and Matthews et al
methods.

(b) If the well is completed across the entire formation thickness, calculate
the effective permeability.

(c) Calculate the value of the mechanical skin factor.
(d) What is the additional pressure drop in the wellbore due to the skin?
(e) If it is initially assumed that the well is draining from the center of a

circle, is it valid to equate Pt to P*?

G-17 A modified isochronal test was made on a well believed to be produc-
ing from a 640-acre draining area (re = 2980 ft). The bottom-hole pressure-
time data are given in Table G-10. During the first flow and buildup periods, the
pressure buildup was monitored and also presented in Table G-10. The objec-
tive is to determine k and s; both transient and semisteady-state deliverability;
and the deliverability at a wellhead pressure of 1200 psia, given the follow-
ing reservoir, fluid, and tubing characteristics: h — 60 ft; Ct = 3.2 x 10~4

psi"1; Pi = 3200 psia; 0 = 0.17; yg = 0.876 (air = 1.00); depth = 10,000 ft;
N2 = 0; CO2 = 0; H2S = 0; t(Pt) = 638.739 x 106 psia2/cP; ^1 = 0.02052
cP; tubing i.d. = 2.441 inches.

G-18 A modified isochronal test was made on a well believed to be pro-
ducing from a 640-acre draining area. The bottom hole pressure-time data are



Table G-IO
Modified Isochronal Deliverability Test

Duration (hr) End pressure (psia) Gas flow rate (mmscfd)

4 3041 12
Shut-in 3193 12

5 2997 12
Shut-in 3188 12

6 2954 12
Shut-in 3183 12

7 2911 12
7 2878 96

Shut-in 3183 60

Buildup data, first flow period

t (hr) A* (hr) Pressure (psia) A(P) (mmpsia2/cP)

12 3041 586.349
12.5 0.5 3166 627.399
13 1.0 3173 629.699
13.5 1.5 3177 630.999
14 2.0 3179 631.879
15 3.0 3183 633.879
16 4.0 3185 633.849
17 5.0 3187 634.429
18 6.0 3188 634.869
19 7.0 3189 635.229
20 8.0 3190 635.519
21 9.0 3191 635.749
22 10.0 3191 635.959
23 11.0 3192 636.139
24 12.0 3193 636.299

given in Table G- I l . During the first flow and buildup periods, the pressure
buildup was monitored and also presented in Table G - I l .

Determine k and s; both transient and semisteady-state deliverability; and
the deliverability at a wellhead pressure of 1200 psia, given the following well/
reservoir characteristics: P1- = 3200 psia; yg = 0.876; ^r(P1-) = 638.739 x
106 psia2/cP; /LL1 = 0.02052 cP; zt = 0.9192; 0 = 0.17 fraction; ct = 3.2 x
10~4 psi"1; h = 60 ft; depth = 10,000 ft.

G-19 The well was shut-in at a constant rate of 25.794 mmscfd for 41.67 hr,
during which time the pressure buildup was monitored continuously.



Table G-I l
Modified Isochronal Deliverability Test

Q (mmscfd) Duration (hr) End pressure (psia)

4 12 3041
Shut-in 12 3193

5 12 2997
Shut-in 12 3188

6 12 2954
Shut-in 12 3183

7 12 2911
7 12 2878

Shut-in 12 3183

Buildup data, first flow period

t (hr) At (hr) Pressure (psia) A (P) (mmpsia2/cP) (tP + At)/ At

12 3041 586.349 —
12.5 0.5 3166 627.399 25.0
13 1 3173 629.699 13.0
13.5 1.5 3177 630.999 9.0
14 2 3179 631.879 7.0
15 3 3183 633.069 5.0
16 4 3185 633.849 4.0
17 5 3187 634.429 3.4
18 6 3188 634.869 3.0
19 7 3189 635.229 2.71
20 8 3190 635.519 2.5
21 9 3191 635.749 2.33
22 10 3192 635.959 2.2
23 11 3192 636.139 2.09
24 12 3193 636.299 2.0

The pressure just prior to shut-in was 2362.65 psia. General data pertinent
to the test are given below. The pressure-time data are also tabulated in
Table G-12.

From a recombined gas analysis, N2 = 0.18%, CO2 = 2.83%, H2S =
0.0%, Ci = 88.51%, C2 = 4.02%, C3 = 2.45%, IC4 = 0.52%, nC4 = 0.55%,
iC5 = 0.24%, nC5 = 0.14%, C6 = 0.56%, C7+ = 0.00.

Well/reservoir data: well depth = 12,000 ft; T = 172°F; ft = 59 ft; 0 =
0.272; cg = 0.00041 p s i " 1 ; ^ = 3.10 x 10~6 psi"1; c0 = 3.30 x 10"6

psi"1; Cf = 4.0 x 10"6 psi"1; z = 0.8620; jZ = 0.018017 cP; sw = 0.338;



Table G-12
PVT Gas Properties and Pseudopressure Calculations

Pressure Z-Factor Gas viscosity Pseudopressure
(psia) — (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9226 0.02433 956.79
3600 0.8988 0.02278 815.17
3200 0.8798 0.02122 676.27
2800 0.8671 0.01966 542.01
2400 0.8620 0.01817 415.02
2000 0.8657 0.01677 298.62
1600 0.8783 0.01554 196.63
1200 0.8993 0.01449 112.92
800 0.9273 0.01366 50.82
400 0.9608 0.01303 12.78

14.65 0.9970 0.01266 0.17

sg = 0.662; ct = 0.00028 psi"1; pR = 2374 psia; production rate at shut-in
time = 27.497 mmscfd; cumulative production prior to test = 36.5245 mmscf;

pg = 0.00646 ftVscf

= 0.001151 bbl/scf

= 154.7567 scf/ft3

= 869 scf/bbl

= 0.8689 mscf/bbl

= 1.1508 bbl/mscf

From gas compositional analysis, the gas properties are as follows
MoI. wt. = 19.29; G = 0.666; Pc = 658.73 psia; Tc = 370.620R; H2S =
0.00%; CO2 = 2.83%; N2 = 0.18%; P, = 2400 psia; /Z7 = 0.01817 cP;
a = 0.0002195.

Using the Horner method, determine the following: permeability k, skin
factor s, pressure drop due to skin Apskin, flow efficiency using /?*, and effec-
tive wellbore radius

(a) Using the MDH method
(b) Using the Ramey and Cobb method
(c) Using the Dietz method

G-20 A gas well was flowed at a rate of 3.543 mmscfd. The stabilized
sandface pressure at the end of the flow test was 2566 psia, and the current
average reservoir pressure was estimated to be 1660 psia. For a gas gravity



Table G-13
Pressure Build-up Test Data

Pw8

Time At tp+At Pws ^(Pws) A(Pwf)
(hr) P At (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

0.0 — 1735 204.35 0.00
0.02 2666.92 1738 204.96 0.00
0.03 1333.96 1747 207.12 0.059
0.07 667.48 1788 216.16 14.89
0.10 445.32 1818 223.10 21.83
0.13 334.24 1869 234.89 33.62
0.17 267.59 1925 248.28 47.01
0.25 178.73 2028 273.44 72.17
0.33 134.30 2135 300.34 99.07
0.50 89.86 2312 347.09 145.82
0.75 60.24 2615 432.19 230.92
1.00 45.43 2819 492.58 291.31
1.50 32.62 3146 593.35 392.07
2.00 23.22 3310 645.38 444.11
2.50 18.77 3350 658.17 456.89
3.00 15.81 3366 663.42 462.14
3.50 13.69 3382 668.65 467.37
4.00 12.11 3385 669.42 468.14
4.83 10.19 3391 671.52 470.24
5.00 9.89 3397 673.23 471.96
5.50 9.08 3403 675.21 473.93
6.00 8.41 3407 676.66 475.38
6.50 7.84 3411 677.96 476.68
7.00 7.35 3415 679.15 477.88
7.50 6.92 3418 680.32 479.04
8.00 6.55 3421 681.13 479.85
8.50 6.23 3425 682.30 481.02
9.00 5.94 3428 683.37 482.09
9.50 5.68 3432 684.66 483.39
10.00 5.44 3436 685.99 484.72
10.50 5.23 3440 687.32 486.05
11.00 5.04 3443 688.36 487.08
11.50 4.86 3447 689.43 488.16
12.00 4.70 3448 689.95 488.68
12.50 4.55 3451 690.86 489.59
13.00 4.42 3453 691.55 490.27
13.50 4.29 3456 692.46 491.18
14.00 4.17 3459 693.40 492.12



Table G-13 (continued)

P

Time Ar tp+At Pws il>{Pws) A(Pwf)
(hr) A* (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

14.50 4.06 3461 694.18 492.90
15.00 3.96 3464 694.96 493.68
15.50 3.87 3466 695.88 494.62
16.00 3.78 3468 696.53 495.27
16.50 3.69 3471 697.31 496.06
17.00 3.61 3473 697.86 496.61
17.50 3.54 3475 698.77 497.52
18.00 3.47 3477 699.29 498.04
18.50 3.40 3479 700.11 498.85
19.00 3.34 3481 700.76 499.51
19.50 3.28 3483 701.41 500.16
20.00 3.22 3486 702.22 500.97
20.50 3.17 3488 702.75 501.49
21.00 3.12 3489 703.14 501.88
21.50 3.07 3491 703.92 502.67
22.00 3.02 3493 704.47 503.22
22.50 2.97 3494 704.99 503.74
23.00 2.93 3496 705.52 504.26
23.50 2.89 3497 705.78 504.53
24.00 2.85 3499 706.59 505.34
24.50 2.81 3501 706.98 505.73
25.00 2.78 3502 707.38 506.12
26.00 2.71 3505 708.58 507.33
27.00 2.65 3509 709.76 508.51
28.00 2.59 3512 710.71 509.45
29.00 2.53 3515 711.62 510.37
30.00 2.48 3518 712.53 511.28
31.00 2.43 3521 713.61 512.36
32.00 2.39 3524 714.66 513.41
33.00 2.35 3526 715.21 513.96
34.00 2.31 3529 716.26 515.01
35.00 2.27 3532 717.21 515.96
36.00 2.23 3533 717.73 516.48
37.00 2.20 3536 718.65 517.40
38.00 2.17 3538 719.17 517.92
39.00 2.14 3541 720.12 518.87
40.00 2.22 3544 721.17 519.92
41.00 2.08 3546 721.72 520.47



Table G-13 (continued)

P
Time At tp+At Pws ^{Pws) A(Pwf)

(hr) A* (psia) (mmpsia2/cP) (mmpsia2/cP)
(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

42.00 2.06 3548 722.64 521.39
43.00 2.03 3550 723.30 522.04
44.00 2.01 3553 724.25 522.99
45.00 1.99 3555 724.77 523.52
46.00 1.97 3557 725.56 524.31
47.00 1.95 3560 726.38 525.12

Table G-14 PVT Gas Property and Pseudopressure

P ii *(P)
(psia) Z (cP) (mmpsia2/cP)

4000 0.9598 0.023689 903.57
3750 0.9470 0.022859 816.26
3500 0.9354 0.022018 730.52
3250 0.9256 0.021176 646.66
3000 0.9177 0.020345 565.11
2750 0.9119 0.019533 486.41
2500 0.9085 0.018748 411.18
2250 0.9074 0.017997 340.12
2000 0.9089 0.017285 273.93
1750 0.9128 0.016618 213.36
1500 0.9192 0.016002 159.12
1250 0.9279 0.015441 111.91
1000 0.9389 0.014940 72.35
750 0.9518 0.014507 41.00
500 0.9665 0.014147 18.31
250 0.9825 0.013868 4.60

14.65 0.9985 0.013687 0.53

of 0.681 and a bottom-hole temperature of 686°R, the P-^(P) table was
calculated and tabulated in Table G-14.

Deliverability coefficients are a = 28.5136 psia2/cP-mmscfd, and b =
0.34783 psia2/cP-mmscfd2. The objective is to simplify the method suggested
in this section by calculating the following parameters:



Table G-15 Constant-Rate Drawdown
Test Data

Time t Flowing pressure Pseudopressure
(hr) (psia) (mmpsia2/cP)

0.02 3608.95 742.50
0.03 3544.35 721.30
0.07 3480.25 700.37
0.10 3440.05 687.30
0.13 3385.15 669.52
0.17 3346.65 657.11
0.25 3270.25 632.62
0.33 3224.35 618.00
0.50 3172.75 601.65
0.75 3141.55 591.82
1.00 3130.15 588.23
1.50 3145.15 592.95
2.00 3127.75 587.48
2.50 3129.75 588.10
3.00 3133.85 589.39
4.00 3136.65 590.27
5.00 3139.85 591.28
6.00 3143.55 592.45

(a) (AOF)current at current conditions (~pR = 1660 psia )
(b) Deliverability at a flowing bottom-hole pressure Pw/ = 1000 psia
(c) (AOF)fUture at a future average pressure (PR)future = 1500 psia
(d) Deliverability at a future bottom-hole pressure Pwf = 1250 psia

G-21 Determine wellbore storage coefficients Cs, CSD, S, and formation
permeability k from the following data and those in Table G-15, which were
obtained in a pressure drawdown test on a gas well: qsc = 2.397 mmscfd;
h=4l ft; rw = 0.4271 ft; 0 = 0.1004; ^ = 0.02441 cP; cti = 0.0002295
psi"1; Pt = 3700 psia «> f(pt) = 861.12 mmpsia2/cP; Tsc = 5200R;
Psc = 14.65 psia; well depth = 12,550 ft; CV5 = 0.000292 psi"1 at Pws =
3420 psi.



Symbol

A
A

a

at

a1

au

A
A
AOF

b

Description

Drainage area
Gross cross-sectional area
Coefficient in the
stabilized deliverability
equation
Coefficient in the
transient form of
deliverability equation

Coefficient in the
stabilized deliverability
equation
Coefficient in the
stabilized deliverability
equation
Gross cross-sectional area
Drainage area
Absolute open flow
potential of a well
or the deliverability
against a zero sandface
pressure (Ch. 3)

Coefficient in the
stabilized deliverability
equation

Field units

ft2

psia2

(cP)(mmscfd)

psia2

(cP)(mmscfd)

psia2

mmscfd

mmscfd

ft2

mmscfd

psia2

(cP) (mmscfd)

Metric (SI) units

m

kPa2

(/xPa.s)(kmol/d)

kPa2

(mPay) (kmol/d)

kPa2

kmol/d

kPa
kmol/d

m2

kmol/d

kPa2

(jtPa.s) (kmol/d)

Nomenclature



Symbol

bx

bn

C

cf
cg

CO

Ct
cw

Cwf

("ws

C

CA

Cs
CSD

Cw

D
e

Et
FE
Fr

F

G
h
hi

hD

(continued)

Description

Coefficient in the
stabilized deliverability
equation
Coefficient in the
stabilized deliverability
equation
Compressibility of gas
at average conditions
Formation compressibility
Gas compressibility
Oil compressibility
Effective total compressibility
Water compressibility
Gas compressibility
corresponding to /?wf
Compressibility of
wellbore fluids evaluated
at the mean wellbore
temperature and pressure
Coefficient in the
deliverability equation
Shape factor
Wellbore storage constant
Dimensionless wellbore
storage constant
Coefficient in the
wellhead deliverability
equation
IT flow factor
2.718, base of natural
logarithms
Exponential integral
Flow efficiency
A factor defined by
Equation 6-29
MBH dimensionless pressure
function
Specific gravity of a gas
Net formation thickness
Thickness of ith layer in a
multilayer reservoir
Dimensionless formation
thickness

Field units

psia
mmscfd

psia
mmscfd

psia"1

psia"1

psia"1

psia"1

psia"1

psia"1

psia"1

psia"1

ft3/psia

mmscfd"1

ft
ft

Metric (SI) units

kPa
kmol/d

kPa
kmol/d

kPa"1

kPa"1

kPa"1

kPa"1

kPa"1

kpa"1

kPa"1

kPa"1

m3/kPa

(kmoyd)-1

m
m



Symbol

k
k
kh

kh

ki

k k k
1^g, KO, KW

in
log
L

m

mf

m"

M
M
MBH

MDH

M1

n

N

P

Pa, Pb,

Pc, Pd

Pc

Pci

Pe

(continued)

Description

Permeability of a medium
Reservoir permeability
Permeability thickness of
a formation
Transmissibility of a formation
Permeability of the ith layer
of a multilayer reservoir
The permeability of a medium
to gas, oil and water,
respectively, in multiphase
systems
Logarithm to the base e
Logarithm to the base 10
Length of the flow string

Slope of the semilog
straight line
Slope of the straight line
plot Equation
Slope of the straight line
plot Equation
Molecular weight
Match point
Abbreviated form of
Matthews, Brons, and
Hazebrock (1954)
Abbreviated form of Miller,
Dyes, and Hutchison (1950)
Molecular weight of any
pure component i
Reciprocal slope of the
deliverability line
Number of data points for
least-square curve fit
Pressure
Pressure drawdown
calculated by different
methods
Pseudocritical pressure
Critical pressure of
any pure component i
Pressure at the external
boundary of the reservoir

Field units

md
md-ft

md-ft
cp

md

mD

ft
psiaVcP

cycle

psi

psia
psia

psia

Metric (SI) units

/xm2

/xm2x m

/xm2xm
/^Pa x m

fim2

m

kPaV/xPa's
cycle

kPa

kPa
kPa

kPa



Symbol

Pf

Pi

Pi

Pwf

Pr

PR

Psc
Pwf
Pws

PR

Pt

Ap

ApD

Ap D HOR

(ApD)IT

Ap D MDH

(ApD)skin

q

qD

qsc

qtotal

(continued)

Description

Flowing reservoir pressure
at any position in the
reservoir, except at the well
and the external boundary
Initial stabilized shut-in
pressure in a new reservoir
Stabilized shut-in pressure
prior to a flow test
Flowing well midpoint
pressure
Pseudoreduced pressure
Stabilized shut-in
reservoir pressure
Standard pressure
Flowing bottom-hole pressure
Static bottom-hole pressure
Arbitrary reservoir pressure
Dimensionless pressure
drop at the well excluding
skin and inertial-turbulent
flow effects
Pressure difference
Dimensionless pressure drop
Horner dimemsionless
pressure drop
Dimensionless pressure
drop due to IT flow
MDH dimensionless
pressure drop
Dimensionless pressure
drop due to skin
Flow rate
Gas flow rate at well A
Gas flow rate at well B
Production rate of gas
in a multiphase system
Volumetric flow rate at
standard conditions of
temperature and pressure
Sum of the flow rates of
two wells creating a no-flow
boundary between them

Field units

psia

psia

psia

psia

psia

psia
psia
psia
psia
psia

psi

mmscfd
mmscfd

mmscfd

mmscfd

mmscfd

Metric (SI) units

kPa

kPa

kPa

kPa

kPa

kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa

kPa

kmol/d
kmol/d

kmol/d

kmol/d

kmol/d



Symbol

q*
q
Q,

QT
r

rA

rAD

rB

rd
rD
re

reD

rf
FiriV

Vskin

rw

t"weffective

R
S

Sc

SK

S

S
Sc

SF
t

tc
tD

(continued)

Description

Production rate of water
in a multiphase system
Modified flow rate
Production rate
Dimensionless total
production number
Cumulative production
Radius
Distance of well A from
a point P in the reservoir
Dimensionless value of
^A,/rw
Distance of well B from
a point P in the reservoir
Dimensionless value of r#,
rB/rw
Effective drainage radius
Dimensionless radius, r/rw

Radius of external boundary
Dimensionless external
(boundary) radius, re/r\y
Fracture radius
Radius of investigation
Radius of a hypothetical
permeability ksidn

Well radius
Effective well radius

Gas constant
Skin factor
Condensate skin effect
Skin due to altered permeability
Apparent skin factor
Apparent skin factor associated
with the flow rate qn

Parameter
Hydrocarbon liquid saturation
required to reach mobility
(fraction of pore volume)
Stabilized factor
Time
Corrected time of flow
Dimensionless time for
various systems

Field units

BbVd

mmscfd
mmscfd

scf
ft
ft

ft

ft

ft

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft

hr
hr

Metric (SI) units

M3Id

kmol/d
kmol/d

mol
mol
mol

m

m

m

m
m
m

m
m

hr
hr



Symbol

tDA

ts

tws

tWSD

T

Tc

Ta

Tmf

Tr

Tsc
T<f

Twf
T

^100

At

AfDA

AtDe

Af1-

VP

Vpm
T/

X

x, y,z

XD

Xe

Xf
Xi

(continued)

Description

Dimensionless time based
on drainage area
Time to stabilization
Time for wellbore storage
effects to become negligible
Dimensionless time for
wellbore storage effects
to become negligible
Reservoir temperature
Pseudocritical temperature
Critical temperature of
any pure component /
Flowing well midpoint
temperature
Pseudoreduced temperature
Standard temperature
Flowing wellhead (top-hole)
temperature
Flowing bottom-hole temperature
Static bottom-hole temperature
Time required to investigate 100 ft
of reservoir
Modified time
Shut-in time
Dimensionless time based
on drainage area
Dimensionless shut-in time
based on external radius
Time of intersection of semilog
straight lines for a well near a fault
In-place gas volume of a
reservoir
Minimum in-place gas volume
Volume of wellbore
Distance
Rectangular coordinate
Dimensionless distance defined
for various systems
Distance from well
to external boundary
Fracture half-length
Mole fraction of component
i in a mixture

Field units

hr
hr

0R
0R
0R
0R

600F
0R

0R
0R
hr

hr
hr

mmscfd

mmscfd
ft3

ft

ft

ft

Metric (SI) units

hr
hr

K

K

K

K

15°C
K

K
K
hr

hr
hr

kmol

kmol
m3

m

m

m



Symbol

X

X
Ax
yD

Y

Z

Zi

a

a'
ay

Pg
Pw

P

P

P

P'
Yg
Yhc

£

8 (x)
0
OO

Ml

H

Vg
M

(continued)

Description

Parameter in the viscosity
correlation
Boltzmann transformation
Distance in the x -direction
Dimensionless location of a well
in a rectangular drainage area
Parameter used in the viscosity
correlation
Vertical downward direction
Compressibility factor at
initial conditions
-^ ,d i f fus iv i ty
constant (Ch. 2, Eq. 2-35)
Slant angle
Mass fraction of jth
component in /th phase
Gas formation volume factor
Water formation volume factor
Turbulent coefficient,
ft"1 (Ch. 2, Eq. 2-14a)
Ratio diameter orifice to
inside diameter
Ratio of horizontal and vertical
permeability defined in
Ch. 3 (Eq. 3-8a)
High velocity flow coefficient
Gas gravity (air = 1.000)
Wichert-Aziz correction term
2.637 x 10"4 constant term
Total mobility
Correction factor
(Appendix F, Eq. F-8)
=0.159 (constant term)
Delta function (Ch 2, Eq. 2-129)
Angle of well deviation
Infinity
Gas viscosity at atmospheric
pressure
Gas viscosity
Gas viscosity
Average gas
viscosity

Field units

ft

ft

degree

I/ft

md/cp

degree

cP

cP
cP
cP

Metric (SI) units

m

m

1/m

/xm
/xpa*s

//,Pa* s
/x Pa* s
/xPa*s
/xPa*s



Symbol

fit

7V

P

<t>
<t>t

f

fwf

tywfo

fwf\

fws

\/f*

Ax/rD

(AlIf)1T

(Air) Skin

(AxIrY5

V, V2, V;

(continued)

Description

Gas viscosity at initial
conditions
Water viscosity
A constant, 3.1415
Fluid density
Porosity of the medium
Total porosity
Pseudopressure as defined
by Al-Hussainy
Pseudopressure
corresponding to pi
Pseudopressure
corresponding to pwf
Pseudopressure
corresponding tp pwfo

Pseudopressure
corresponding to pwf\
Pseudopressure
corresponding to pws

Pseudopressure
corresponding to pw/\
Pseudopressure
corresponding to PR
Pseudopressure
corresponding to /7*
Dimensionless
pseudopressure
Inertial turbulent
pseudopressure drop
Skin pseudopressure drop
Apparent skin
pseudopressure drop
Gradient operators (Ch. 2)

Field units

cP

cP

lbm/ft3

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP

psia2/cP
psia2/cP

Metric (SI) units

/xPa*s

/xPa*s

kg/m3

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//iPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s

kPa2//xPa*s
kPa2//xPa*s
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Index 

Index terms Links 

A 
Absolute open flow potential 147 152 158 164 

 180 182 214 219 
 280 363 365 400 
 504 614 617 620 
 706 709 

Compressibility of wellbore fluid 707 
Design of deliverability test 706 
Volume of the wellbore tubing 707 
Wellbore storage time 707 

Accounting for different reservoir geometry 58 

Afterflow    305 625 627 633 

Analytical solution of gas flow equation 34 
Complementary error function 48 
Finite circular reservoir (steady-state conditions) 44 
Finite reservoir (pseudo-steady state) 42 
Infinite and finite circular reservoir, constant 

production rate 45 
Infinite and finite circular reservoir, constant well 

pressure 45 
Infinite-acting reservoir (Transient) 34 
Linear flow, constant production rate, infinite 

reservoir 46 
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Index terms Links

Analytical solution of gas flow equation (Continued) 
Radial-spherical flow, constant production rate, 

infinite reservoir 47 
Values of exponential integral 36 

Anisotropic reservoir systems 598 
Angle of orientation 599 
Average system permeability 599 
Maximum permeability in x-direction 599 
Minimum permeability in x-direction 599 
Nomenclatures for anisotropic permeability system 598 
Principal permeability in x-direction 599 
Principal permeability in xy direction 599 
Principal permeability in y direction 599 

Anisotropy 123 133 567 590 
 598 599 601 608 
 610 

AOF (See Absolute open flow potential) 

Apparent wellbore radius 84 86 91 
Vertical fractured wells 91 

Average permeability 701 

Average reservoir pressure 37 340 349 371 
Dietz method 348 
Drainage region 393 
Matthews-Bron-Hazebrock method 340 342 
Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson method 343 351 381 383 
Muskat method 344 
Other methods 343 
Pressure buildup tests with short Production period 304 
Ramey-Cobb method 343 351 
Slider method 347 
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B 
Backpressure equation 160 166 172 179 

 181 188 

Bottom-hole shut-in pressure 348 

Boundary conditions 31 47 

Boundary pressure 47 

Brons-Miller method 367 

Buildup testing and analysis 319 
Average reservoir pressure 340 

Dietz method 348 
Extended Muskat method 344 
Horner and MBH method 340 
MDH method 343 
Odeh and Al-Hussiany method 341 
Ramey and Cobb method 343 
Slider method 347 

Finite reservoir behavior 337 
Infinite-acting reservoir 323 
Single- rate test 325 
Two-rate test 253 
Variable rate test 373 

C 
Calculating gas-pseudopressure Ψ(P) function 32 

Carbonate reservoirs 619 621 

Cartesian coordinate plot 373 438 

Causes of low permeability and stimulation treatment 696 

Causes of low permeability 695 

Choice of equation for gas flow testing and analysis 62 
Pressure case 62 
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Choice of equation for gas flow testing and analysis (Continued) 
Pressure squared case 63 
Pseudopresure case 63 

Commingled reservoirs 522 

Comparison of linear discontinuities by six methods 577 

Complementary error function 48 

Complete rate solution plotted in terms of unit 
variables 642 

Completion efficiency 143 145 

Composite of analytical and empirical type curves 650 

Composite reservoir 395 552 

Compressibility 720 
Formation (rock) 720 
Gas          709 
Total system 721 
Water        721 

Compute correction factor 
CO2 correction 761 
H2S correction 761 
N2 correction 761 

Concept of drainage radius 393 

Condition ratio 657 658 

Conditioning ratio 697 

Constant pressure testing 302 309 
Estimating permeability 307 315 
Estimating porosity-compressibility product 393 

Constant-rate pressure performance 561 

Constants for perforation skin effect calculation 672 

Continuity equation 23 

Conventional backpressure behavior curves 150 
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Conventional semilog drawdown test analysis 492 

Conversion factors 685 

Converting metric to English gas field units 685 

Core permeability variation 622 

Correlation of pseudoskin factor due to partial 
penetration 670 

Correlation tables and charts for use in pressure 
buildup and flow test analysis 730 

Criteria for maximum productivity 559 

Critical flow prover 746 

Critical flow 703 

Crossflow    651 

Cullender and Smith method 748 

Current deliverability 400 

D 
Decline curve analysis methods 637 

Constant pressure rate decline 639 
Constant rate production 640 
Decline exponent, b 647 
Exponential decline 642 
Forecasting rate decline 641 
Harmonic decline 642 
Hyperbolic decline 642 
Transient drainage radius 637 

Deliverability test plot 158 

Deliverability tests 137 705 
Flow-after-flow tests 149 
Gas flow calculation 699 701 
Inertial-turbulent flow factor 222 
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Deliverability tests (Continued) 
Isochronal tests 164 
Modified isochronal tests 168 
Single-point test 188 
Time of stabilization 186 
Wellhead deliverability 185 

Designing suitable deliverability tests 707 
Flow periods and rates 708 

Designing transient pressure tests 714 
Choice of test design 714 

Design calculations 714 
Design of flow and buildup tests 715 
Interference test design 714 
Production well transient test 714 
Pulse test design 715 

Determination of stabilized flow constants 157 

Determination sequences of fracture orientations 596 

Determining pressure change effects 54 

Diagrams to determine degree of communication and 
type of crossflow 562 

Differential equations: describing flow of fluid 
through porous media 71 

Dimensionless formation thickness 244 

Dimensionless fracture conductivity 513 517 

Dimensionless fracture flow capacity 480 482 501 

Dimensionless fracture flow conductivity 488 

Dimensionless fracture hydraulic diffusivity 488 

Dimensionless fracture storage capacity 488 

Dimensionless interporosity transient flow parameter 467 
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Dimensionless pressure drop functions 433 

Dimensionless pressure drop 27 

Dimensionless storage constant 240 246 248 421 
 428 457 460 462 
 466 698 

Dimensionless time 27 

Distance to the discontinuity 540 

Double porosity behavior 463 

Drawdown test analysis with type curve 427 

Drawdown test analysis 229 
Drawdown rate normalization 305 
Minimum in-place gas volume 310 
Multirate drawdown test 280 

Semi steady sate conditions 292 
Steady state conditions 295 
Using pressure squared approach 284 
Using pseudopressure approach 289 

Reservoir limit test 309 
Reservoir pore volume 313 
Single-rate test 251 

Using Pwf approach 252 
Using Pwf

2 approach 253 
Using pseudopressure approach 254 

Two-rate drawdown test 260 
Ψ(Pi) known 261 
Ψ(Pi) not known 262 
Darcy flow coefficient 278 
Using pressure squared approach 262 270 
Using pseudopressure approach 273 

Variable rate test 298 
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Drill stem test 737 
Determine skin factor 739 
Estimate damage ratio 739 
Estimating reservoir permeability 739 
Initial pressure estimation 739 
Normal routine drill-stem test 737 
Pressure drop across skin 739 
Radius of investigation 740 

E 
Early-time radial flow 110 114 119 

Effect of permeability on net present value 702 

Effect of pressure dependent permeability on 
drawdown and buildup tests 569 

Effect of restricted fluid entry on well productivity 667 

Effect of vertical to horizontal permeability 
anisotropy 656 

Effective permeability Estimating from buildup 
testing 325 331 345 348 
 350 355 362 367 
 369 374 378 382 
 386 392 612 

Estimating from drawdown testing 247 250 259 265 
 274 276 283 288 
 294 303 307 308 

Estimating from interference and pulse tests 538 544 550 596 
Estimating from production decline curves 639 
Estimating using type curve analysis 420 425 428 431 

 440 443 

Effective skin factor 557 

Effective wellbore radius 337 
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Efficient gas well test analysis programs 2 

Equivalent horizontal permeability 116 

Equivalent permeability 119 

Estimating distance to a no-flow boundary 576 

Estimating for effects of more than one well 51 

Example calculation 
Analysis pressure buildup test data for homogeneous 

reservoirs 451 
Semilog analysis 462 
Using Bourdet et al. Type curve 457 

Analyzing backpressure using theoretical method 162 
Analyzing buildup data for hydraulically fractured 

gas well 495 
Using Horner plot 496 
Using log-log plotting technique 495 
Using specialized plots 497 

Analyzing buildup following a two-rate 
Drawdown     355 
Flow analysis 361 

Analyzing buildup test with two slopes in a fracture 
carbonate reservoir 621 

Analyzing Completion efficiency 145 
Analyzing drawdown test data using Cinco-Ley et al. 

type curve matching techniques 488 
Analyzing drawdown test using constant rate type 

curves 482 
Agarwal et al. type curves analysis 482 
Semilog analysis 485 

Analyzing drawdown test using Ramey’s type curve 248 
Analyzing drawdown test using Ramey’s type curves 426 

Semilog analysis 428 
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Example calculation (Continued) 
Analyzing interference test data 538 
Analyzing interference test data – homogeneous 

anisotropic reservoir 601 
Calculating system permeability, k 
Determining anisotropic reservoir parameters 605 
Estimating gas saturation 608 
Estimating product, Φµct 605 
Finding direction of minimum permeability 607 

Analyzing isochronal test data 170 
Analyzing modified isochronal test data both 

wellhead and bottom hole pressure conditions 174 
LIT(Ψ) analysis approach 181 
Using pressure squared approach 180 

Analyzing multirate drawdown test under stabilized 
flow conditions 284 

Using LIT(Ψ) approach 289 
Using pressure square approach 284 

Analyzing multirate drawdown test, assuming semi-
steady state conditions 292 

Analyzing multirate drawdown test, assuming 
steady-state conditions 295 

Analyzing pressure buildup preceded by two 
different rate 374 

Analyzing pressure buildup preceded by varying 
flow rate using Horner-MDH plotting methods 380 

Analyzing pressure data for bilinear flow period 521 
Analyzing pressure data for pseudoradial flow 529 

Semilog analysis 532 
Analyzing pressure data for transition period between 

bilinear and linear flow 524 
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Example calculation (Continued) 
Analyzing pressure drawdown test data for vertical 

fractured well using type curve matching 
techniques 432 

Using semilog analysis 440 
Using Type curve analysis 432 

Analyzing pressure drawdown test for massive 
hydraulic fractured gas well-constant wellbore 
pressure case 474 

Long-term production forecasting 478 
Analyzing pulse test data 549 
Analyzing reservoir rock’s porosity distribution 

system 582 
Porosity distribution 588 
Pressure buildup analysis 584 

Analyzing short flow test using type curve (fractured 
well) 226 

Analyzing short flow test using type curve 
(unfractured well) 221 

Analyzing short-term flow test data using LIT(Ψ) 
approach 214 

Analyzing single rate buildup test 325 
Analyzing single-rate drawdown test data using 

pseudopressure approach 255 
Analyzing stabilized flow test 160 
Analyzing stabilized flow test 165 
Analyzing two-rate buildup test 364 
Analyzing two-rate drawdown test data, when initial 

pressure is known 264 
Analyzing two-rate drawdown test data, when initial 

pressure in unknown 268 
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Example calculation (Continued) 
Estimating Ψ(Pi) 

Analyzing two-rate drawdown test 269 
Using pressure square approach 270 
Using real pseudopressure approach 273 

Analyzing two-rate drawdown tests and predicting 
well inflow response, when PR is not known 275 

Analyzing unstabilized flow-after-flow test data 168 
Analyzing variable rate drawdown test 302 
Calculating average reservoir pressure, knowing 

stabilized deliverability equation 205 
Calculating average reservoir pressure, not knowing 

stabilized deliverability equation 205 
Calculating deliverability equation from short flow 

test data 209 
Using pressure squared approach 209 

Calculating deliverability for a single point test 188 
Calculating flowing BHP, accounting for different 

reservoir geometry 59 
Calculating flowing BHP, assuming steady state 

conditions 44 
Calculating flowing BHP, effects of more than one 

well 52 
Calculating flowing BHP, finite-acting reservoir 42 
Calculating flowing BHP, infinite-acting reservoir 37 
Calculating flowing BHP, no flow boundaries within 

a reservoir 56 
Calculating future deliverability from current flow 

test data 401 
Current deliverability 404 
Future deliverability 405 
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Example calculation (Continued) 
Calculating future deliverability of vertical fractured 

well under Darcy’s flow conditions 410 
Calculating gas flow rate for horizontal well 

assuming steady state flow conditions 87 
Calculating gas pseudopressure 14 32 33 
Calculating inflow performance responses for 

vertical and horizontal gas wells 125 
Calculating pressure drop due to laminar, skin and IT 

flow effects 65 
Calculating radius of investigation 193 
Calculating radius of investigation 395 
Calculating reduction in turbulence related pressure 

drop 131 
Calculating reservoir parameters using backpressure 

equation 192 
Calculating sandface pressure for rate change effect 50 
Calculating stabilized deliverability relationships 

assuming negligible turbulent effect 203 
Calculating steady state gas flow rate, infinite 

conductivity fracture 86 
Calculating the beginning and end of bilinear, linear 

and pseudoradial flow for low conductivity 
fracture gas well 499 

Calculating the time required to end of early-time 
radial flow 111 

Calculating the time required to start pseudoradial 
flow 113 

Calculating the time to start and time to end of early-
time linear flow 112 

Computing average reservoir pressure 349 
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Example calculation (Continued) 
Using Dietz method 353 
Using Horner or MBH method 349 
Using MDH method 351 
Using Ramey and Cobb method 352 

Converting factors 8 
Detecting reservoir heterogeneity and fracture trends 592 
Determining stabilized deleveribility curve and AOF 

from well test data 613 
Developing a transient IPR relationship for a 

fractured gas well, without and with non-Darcy 
coefficient contribution 502 

Estimating distance to a no flow boundaries 572 
Comparison of various methods 577 
David and Hawkin method 576 
Exponential integral solution method 577 
Gray approximation method 577 
Gray method 577 
Horner plotting technique 576 
Line source solution method 576 
Van Poollen method 576 

Estimating future deliverability of vertical fractured 
well under both Darcy’s and turbulent flow 
conditions 410 

Estimating future production down to an economic 
limit of 0.5 mmscfd 650 

Estimating future production history using decline 
curve method 645 

Estimating future production rate using decline curve 
method 643 

Estimating radius of investigation 70 
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Example calculation (Continued) 
Estimating reservoir limit with single rate drawdown 

test 310 
Estimating reservoir parameters and flow behavior 

from limited data 199 
Using pressure squared approach 199 

Estimating reservoir parameters and flow behavior 
from limited data 199 

Using pressure squared approach 199 
Estimating reservoir size with multirate drawdown 

tests 313 
Estimating stabilized flow equation from a single 

stabilized flow test 201 
Field Case studies 616 

High permeability gas well 619 
Low permeability gas well 616 

Finding the end of wellbore storage effects 69 
Forecasting cumulative production from a production 

type curve for a horizontal gas well 654 
Influence of turbulence 19 
Normalizing drawdown test data 307 
Predicting performance of horizontal and fractured 

vertical well using decline analysis equation 659 
Analyzing horizontal well skin effect and impact 

on gas well performance 687 
Calculating Composite skin effect for a slant 

well 674 
Calculating flowing bottom-hole pressure 

Using Cullendar and Smith method 706 
Calculating flowing pressure drops due to skin 

effect 683 
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Example calculation (Continued) 
Calculating gas flow rate 745 
Calculating Productivity improvement of a slant 

well over a vertical well 682 
Calculating pseudocritical pressure and 

temperature 754 
Calculating total perforation skin factor 673 
Computing Gas formation volume factors 760 
Designing a suitable deliverability test 708 

Flow periods and rates 708 
Determing gas deviation factor (z-factor) 757 
Determining orifice plate size 746 
Estimating economic limit 663 
Estimating gas isothermal compressibility 765 
Estimating Gas viscosity 761 
Reservoir PVT water properties 767 

Gas free conditions 767 769 773 775 
 777 779 781 

Gas saturated conditions 768 770 772 774 
 776 778 780 

Wellbore pressure 16 

Exponent (n) 150 154 158 165 
 172 178 179 194 
 230 711 

F 
False reservoir pressure Ψ(P*) 339 350 354 370 

 376 

Fault near multiple boundaries 573 

Fault near single boundary 572 
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Field case studies 611 
Appropriate state report forms 615 

New Mexico gas well 615 
Offshore gas well using IOCC procedure 615 
Oklahoma gas well 615 
Texas gas well 615 

Determine high-velocity effect 613 
Stimulation efforts evaluation 616 

Analyzing buildup tests having two slopes 621 
Buildup characteristics before and after 

workovers 625 
Buildup data controlled by afterflow 625 
Buildup data controlled for a short period 631 
Long afterflow and beginning of linear flow 627 

Buildup data showing a small afterflow 633 
High-permeability gas wells 619 
Low-permeability gas wells 616 

Field determination of skin factor and non-Darcy 
coefficient from multiple gas well tests 666 

Finite reservoir behavior 318 
Average reservoir pressure estimation 320 

Example calculation 30 

Flow efficiency 253 255 260 325 
 337 696 

Flow regime identification 508 
Bilinear flow analysis 527 
Bilinear flow graph 524 
Bilinear flow type of analysis 516 
Bilinear flow 509 
formation linear flow 514 
Fracture linear flow 508 
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Flow regime identification (Continued) 
Pseudoradial flow 515 
Type curve matching procedures 515 

Flow regimes and horizontal wellbore pressure 
responses 106 

Flow time equations and solutions 105 

Flow-after-flow tests 153 
Empirical methods 154 
Theoretical methods 155 

Flow-after-flows test 149 

Formation compressibility 766 

Formation damage 64 

Formation flow capacity 472 

Four-layer crossflow reservoir 552 

Fracture characteristics estimation using pressure 
transient testing 494 

Bilinear flow analysis – low conductivity  
fractures 495 

Horner analysis 494 
Linear flow analysis – high conductivity  

fractures 494 
Log-log diagnostic plot 496 
Type curve analysis 495 

Fracture conductivity 491 495 515 

Fracture evaluation with pressure transient testing in 
low-permeability reservoirs 467 

Bilinear flow analysis 467 
Example calculations 493 496 

Linear flow analysis 467 
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Fracture half length 431 433 440 443 
 474 477 481 484 
 491 493 497 499 
 515 519 521 523 
 527 533 699 

Fracture permeability 
Estimating from pressure derivative curves 455 460 466 490 
Estimating using bilinear flow theory 515 518 521 523 

 531 

Fracture skin factor 431 440 444 457 
 461 466 474 482 
 484 491 494 516 
 521 524 527 529 
 531 533 699 

Fracture storage 464 

Fractured gas well deliverability estimation 
techniques 406 

Under Darcy’s conditions 406 
Under turbulent flow conditions 411 

Full analytical constant pressure, dimensionless rate 
solution 641 

Future deliverability calculations 378 
Example calculation 378 

Future deliverability estimation techniques 375 
Current deliverability calculations 377 
Theoretical treatment 377 

G 
Gas deviation factor 713 

Gas deviation factor 757 
Gas formation volume factor 758 
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Gas flow and pressure analyses methods 6 

Gas flow equations 24 

Gas flow in infinite-acting reservoir 137 

Gas flow rate measurement 741 
Basic orifice factor 742 
Expansion factor 744 
Flowing temperature factor 743 
Manometer factor 745 
Orifice constant 742 
Orifice meter constants and factors 741 
Orifice meter 741 
Pressure base factor 742 
Reynolds number factor 743 
Specific gravity factor 743 
Supercompressibility factor 744 
Temperature base factor 742 

Gas formation volume factor 423 

Gas isothermal compressibility 763 

Gas property and correlations 709 

Gas radial flow equation 23 

Gas saturation 608 

Gas viscosity 761 

Gas well deliverability testing 149 

Gas well test evaluation sheet 597 

Gas well test interpretation methods 6 

Gas well testing problems 681 

Gas well testing 1 62 

Gas well transient testing 229 

Gas-condensate model 73 

Geometric parameter 464 
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Geometry of perforation with crushed zone 680 

Graphical determination of value of exponent (b) 652 

Guidelines in gas well testing 678 

H 
Hall correlation for formation compressibility 766 

Heterogeneous reservoir systems 567 
Anisotropic reservoir systems 598 
Calculate system permeability 604 
Causes of heterogeneities 567 
Detecting fracture trends 590 

Procedures and guidelines 591 
Effect of lateral changes on pressure behavior 574 

Hydraulic diffusivity contract ratio 578 
Estimate product Φµct 608 
Estimating distance to the linear discontinuity 570 

Davis and Hawkins’s method 570 
Exponential solution 570 
Gray ∆p equation 570 
Gray’s approximate equation 571 
Line source solution equation 569 
Van pollen equation 570 

Fracture orientation 593 
Approaches to detect fracture trends 594 

Homogeneous isotropic reservoir systems 595 
Interference tests 595 
Pulse tests 597 

Linear sealing faults and barriers 568 
Reservoir rock porosity distribution system analysis 579 

Fracture pore volume calculation 581 
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Heterogeneous reservoir systems (Continued) 
Matrix pore volumes calculation 581 
Partitioning coefficient estimation 581 

Pressure buildup analysis 584 
Well skin effects 582 

Use of pressure transient tests to describe 
reservoir heterogeneity 589 

Horizontal and vertical well drainage area 90 

Horizontal equivalent skin factor 689 

Horizontal well 84 123 
Average reservoir pressure prediction 203 
Common flow regimes 102 
Effective wellbore radius 93 
Estimating reservoir properties from production type 

curves 132 
Flow time equations 105 111 
Gas flow equation and solution 137 
Gas flow rate calculation 741 
High permeability reservoirs 124 
Homogeneous isotropic system 132 
Horizontal and vertical fracture wells 95 657 
Horizontal well drainage area 90 
Horizontal well performance prediction 125 
Horizontal well productivity 121 

Turbulence flow 124 
Infinite-conductivity fracture 100 
IPR calculation for horizontal well 125 
Isotropic    132 
Linear flow 107 115 120 
Pressure transient characteristics 88 
Production type curves 132 
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Horizontal well (Continued) 
Pseudoradial flow 107 
Pseudosteady-state flow 21 
Radial flow 107 116 121 
Rectangular drainage area 137 
Skin factor for horizontal well 90 92 93 
Solution under Pressure buildup tests 119 
Solution under Pressure drawdown tests 114 
Square drainage area 133 
Steady-state turbulence flow 18 
Tight gas reservoirs 122 
Transient relationship 233 
Turbulence identification 125 
Uniform flux 101 
Unsteady state flow 23 

Horner’s approximation 57 

Hydrate formation 723 

I 
Infinite acting 37 47 50 304 

Infinite-acting dimensionless rate-solution 638 

Inflow performance relationships: 
For horizontal gas well 129 
For vertical gas wells 126 
Inflow performance curve for short flow tests 214 
Inflow performance curve for two-rate buildup 

curves 365 
Inflow performance curves for vertical wells 128 
Inflow performance for horizontal gas well 130 
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Inflow performance relationships: (Continued) 
Inflow well performance-bottom-hole  

conditions 185 
Inflow well performance-wellhead conditions 183 
IPR calculations for horizontal gas wells 130 
IPR calculations for vertical wells 127 
LIT(Ψ) flow analysis 164 

Initial pressure 66 739 

Interference test analysis 507 
Bounded systems 318 
Effect of wellbore storage and damage 68 87 
Estimating permeability 239 251 255 271 

 285 
Estimating porosity compressibility product 
Type curve matching 393 

Intermediate time linear flow 106 109 115 120 

Interporosity flow 464 

Interpretation of formation tester pressure buildup by 
Pollard-Pirson method 588 

Interpreting flow tests 155 

Interprosity flow parameters 441 464 466 469 

Interwell permeability 695 

Investigating for rate change effects 49 

IPR (See Inflow performance relationships) 

Isochronal performance curves 151 

J 
Jones et al. Odeh method 354 

Jones et al. method 292 
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K 
Karakas and Turiq method 633 

Katz z-factor chart 713 

Kumar and Ramey method 327 

L 
Late-time analysis method 292 

Late-time linear flow 104 109 118 121 

Late-time radial flow (See Pseudoradial flow) 

Late-time radial flow equation 104 

Layered reservoirs 521 
Commingled 522 
Line source solution 393 
Linear barriers 538 
Linear discontinuity 538 
Linear faults 543 
Linear flow period 485 
Log-log data plot 419 
With crossflow 521 

Least square method 187 

Line source solution 418 

Linear plot for determining high-velocity effect on 
gas well performance 613 

Liquid loading 723 

LIT (Ψf) flow analysis 188 

Log-log type curves for finite capacity vertical 
fractures, Constant wellbore pressure 473 

Long-term production forecasting 478 
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M 
Major flow regimes in horizontal gas wells 89 

Match and performance prediction 479 
Fractured gas wells 500 
Low, medium and high conductivity hydraulic 

Match of interference test data 549 

Mathews-Brons-Hazebrock 59 320 

Matrix block shape factor 467 

Matrix block shape factor 467 

Matrix storage 464 

MDH buildup curves 558 

Methods of evaluating MHF gas wells 473 

Miller-Dyes-Hutchison 323 

Minimum in-place gas volume 310 313 

Mobility     74 
Total mobility ratio 74 

Modified isochronal testing 151 152 

Modified isochronal testing 152 173 182 712 
Deliverability testing of gas wells 168 

Most common gas well test interpretation methods 5 6 

Multilayered reservoir systems 551 
Classification of layered reservoir systems 551 
Commingled reservoirs 552 
Constant producing pressure 561 
Constant producing rate 560 
Crossflow reservoirs 551 
Determine degree of communication and types of 

crossflow 562 
Factors affecting performance 564 

Economic aspects 565 
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Multilayered reservoir systems (Continued) 
Permeability anisotropy 565 
Pore size    565 
Relative permeability 564 
Reservoir geometry 565 
Reservoir n-layer system 565 

Interlayered crossflow reservoirs 553 
MDH method 557 
Muskat plot characteristics 556 
Pressure buildup behavior curve in two-layered gas 

reservoir 563 
Two-layered reservoir without crossflow 555 
Without-crossflow reservoirs 552 

Multiple-phase flow 283 

Multiple-rate testing 269 354 
Analysis plot, slope, intercept 280 
Estimating permeability 279 
Estimating skin factor 279 

Muskat method 325 

Muskat plot for-layer reservoir with a permeability 
contract of 2 556 

Muskat straight-line intercepts for two-layer 
reservoirs without cross flow 555 

N 
No-flow barrier 57 

No-flow boundaries 44 56 

Nomenclature 747 

Non-Darcy turbulent factor (See Turbulent factor) 
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Numerical reservoir simulation 71 

Numerical solutions of partial differential  
equations 71 

Areal two-dimensional models 73 
Compositional (multicomponent) model 74 
Multiphase (gas-condensate) flow model 73 
Radial one-dimensional model 72 
Radial two-dimensional coning model 73 
Three-dimensional models 71 

O 
One-dimensional coordinate systems 26 

Linear flow 26 
Radial cylindrical flow 26 
Radial spherical flow 27 

Orifice plate size determination 702 

Original permeability 701 

Overall skin effects 664 
Constant for perforation skin effect 672 
Horizontal well damage skin effect 685 
Limestone reservoirs 687 
Perforation gun data 684 
Rate-dependent skin factor 664 
Sandstone reservoirs 687 
Skin factor due to partial penetration 629 
Skin factor due to perforation 671 
Skin factor due to reduced crushed-zone  

permeability 642 
Skin factor from partial completion and slant 674 
Slant well damage skin effect 680 
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P 
Partial differential equations: 

Areal two-dimensional models 73 
Compositional (multicomponent) model 74 
Multiphase (gas-condensate flow) model 73 
Radial one-dimensional model 72 
Radial two-dimensional coning model 73 
Solution of flow equations 80 
Three-dimensional model 71 

Partitioning coefficient estimation 581 

Performance coefficient (C) 150 154 157 159 
 166 172 180 188 
 194 230 614 

Permeability: 
Estimating by type-curve matching of vertical gas 

wells 247 250 430 425 
of fractured gas wells 428 440 

Estimating from drawdown testing after short shut in 276 
Estimating from drawdown testing 252 259 

of two-rate drawdown test 261 265 
Estimating from interference testing 538 
Estimating from multi-rate pressure buildup testing 380 
Estimating from pressure buildup testing 325 
Estimating from pulse testing 544 
Estimating in composite system 554 

Pore volume 298 312 

Porosity partition in heterogeneous porous media 579 

Porosity-compressibility product: 
Estimating by type curve matching 421 
Estimating from interference testing 539 
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Porosity-compressibility product: (Continued) 
Estimating from pulse testing 544 

Porosity-compressibility-thickness product: 
Estimating from interference test 596 
Estimating from pulse test 597 

Predicting future deliverability using empirical 
relationships 398 

Current deliverability calculations 400 
Empirical treatment 398 
Future deliverability calculations 401 

Pressure buildup analysis methods 302 
Buildup following variable rate test 354 
Single-rate 351 
Two-rate test 324 

Pressure buildup behavior in a two-layer gas 
reservoir 564 

Pressure buildup curve for a layered reservoir  
system 563 

Pressure buildup curves 320 327 336 339 
 350 360 376 383 
 386 388 390 

Pressure buildup for crossflow gas reservoir 554 

Pressure buildup test and data 325 332 349 355 
 364 368 371 375 
 382 387 389 394 

Pressure change effects 54 

Pressure derivative trends for common flow  
regimes 450 451 

Pressure derivative type curves 453 454 
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Pressure drawdown curves 239 250 257 265 
 271 273 293 296 
 303 304 308 312 
 314 

Pressure drawdown test and data 258 259 267 270 
 276 286 287 296 
 297 298 302 307 
 311 312 

Pressure drop due to skin 279 

Pressure response in a gas reservoir with a skin 697 

Pressure response in pulse test 542 

Pressure type curves for a well with wellbore storage 
and skin in infinite-acting homogeneous 
reservoir 456 

Problems in testing horizontal wells 123 

Procedures and guidelines to describe reservoir 
heterogeneity 590 

Production stimulation, (See stimulation) 

Production type curves to forecast horizontal gas 
reservoir performance 560 691 

Production type curves 134 

Pseudo skin factor with a finite conductivity vertical 
fracture 476 

Pseudocritical properties 753 
Condensate fluids 753 
Miscellaneous gases 753 

Pseudoproducing time 328 338 355 

Pseudoreduced properties 754 

Pseudoskin factor 115 475 

Pseudo-steady state (finite) flow 21 
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Pulse test design procedure 544 

Pulse test responses with flow and shut-in time 542 

Pulse tests 511 

R 
Radial cylindrical flow 26 

Radial flow 107 116 121 

Radial gas flow equations in dimensionless variables 
and groups 27 

Pressure squared treatment 30 
Pressure treatment 27 
Pseudopressure treatment 30 

Radial spherical flow 27 

Radius of investigation 148 193 310 313 
 393 

Rate change effects 49 

Rate dependent skin factor (See Turbulent factor) 

Rectangular drainage area 137 

References: 
Buildup test analysis methods 396 
Decline curve analysis 663 
Deliverability testing and analysis 235 
Design criteria of flow and pressure transient tests 725 
Drawdown test analysis methods 317 
Field case studies 636 
Fluid flow equations to gas systems 81 
Massive hydraulic fractured gas well behavior 

analysis 506 
Multilayered reservoir systems 565 
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References: (Continued) 
Overall skin effects and impact on gas well 

performance 692 
Predicting future deliverability using empirical 

equations 415 
Pressure behavior analysis in heterogeneous systems 609 
Selection of gas wells for production stimulation 703 
Type curve matching techniques 444 
Well behavior analysis by bilinear flow theory 534 
Well testing techniques in horizontal gas wells 138 

Regulatory bodies 615 

Relating future production rates to times 620 
Economic limit 626 

Reservoir consisting of commingled zones and 
crossflow layers 553 

Reservoir geometry 58 

Reservoir layer conductivity 558 

Reservoir performance analysis and forecasting 647 
Gas-in-place under water drive 626 
Material balance methods 651 

Reservoir Pressure 37 

Reservoir rock properties 765 
Formation compressibility 766 

Reservoir system characterization flow chart 5 

Reservoir water PVT properties (See Water PVT 
properties) 

S 
Selection of gas wells for optimum treatment 4 

Semilog analysis 485 
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Semilog cross plot 485 

Semilog plot for single-rate drawdown test 429 

Semilog plot, drawdown test 441 

Set of problems without solution 785 

Shape factor dependent skin factors 99 

Shape factors f for off-centered fractured vertical 
wells 102 406 

Shape factors 95 103 228 413 

Shaped related skin factor 95 103 

Simplified analysis 158 

Simulating boundary effects 55 

Single point test 188 

Skin effect: See Skin factor 

Skin factor effects on well flow performance 92 

Skin factor 90 92 93 95 
 100 117 120 121 
 122 129 228 229 
 244 252 255 260 
 263 266 283 289 
 292 301 307 348 
 354 374 375 384 
 391 412 413 422 
 429 431 440 441 
 444 457 461 462 
 463 466 482 486 
 492 494 516 524 
 527 529 531 575 
 586 637 618 620 
 622 637 639 665 
 667 671 674 675 
 685 686 696 
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Index terms Links

Skin factor (Continued) 
Calculating from short flow tests using deliverability 

equation 209 218 
Estimating by decline curve analysis 639 
Estimating by method of least square 284 289 290 292 

 617 
Estimating by type curve matching 220 224 226 228 

 248 
Estimating by type curve matching 421 429 431 440 

 444 461 466 484 
 485 491 516 521 

Estimating from buildup testing in horizontal wells 119 
Estimating from buildup testing 337 348 351 354 

 361 367 374 379 
 382 386 391 632 

Estimating from drawdown testing in horizontal 
wells 115 

Estimating from drawdown testing 252 254 259 260 
 266 272 278 288 
 291 295 301 303 
 306 309 

Estimating from DST in horizontal wells 90 
Estimating from effective wellbore radius and 

horizontal well length 100 
Estimating from well completion data 228 

Skin, IT flow, and wellbore storage effects 64 
Accounting for effects of formation damage 64 
Accounting for effects of the turbulence 65 
Radius of investigation 69 
Time of stabilization 70 
Wellbore storage effects 68 
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Index terms Links

Slant well skin factor 681 

Slider method 327 

Sour (H2S) gas 723 

Special cross-plotting techniques 591 
Buildup data completely controlled by afterflow 591 
Buildup data controlled by short period 594 
Buildup data showing a small afterflow 596 
Buildup data with long after flow and beginning of 

linear flow 592 

Square drainage area 133 

Stabilized deliverability equation in term of 
Pressure squared 156 163 
Pseudopressure 152 156 

Steady-state laminar flow 12 

Steady-state turbulence flow 18 

Stimulating 694 
Causes of low permeability 695 
Completion efficiency 696 
Flow efficiency 696 
Parametric study with IPR modification 703 
Skin factor relationships and equations 698 

Bilinear flow analysis 699 
Double porosity behavior 698 
Linear flow behavior 699 
Selecting gas well for fracturing treatment 700 
Types of stimulation treatment 699 

Variable effecting fracture design 702 

Substantial set of problems without solutions 785 

Surface well testing facilities 722 
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Index terms Links

System permeability 604 606 

System shape factor 718 

T 
Test planning and data acquisition 719 

Testing facilities including: 
Flow measurement 723 
Pressure measurement 723 

Three-layer without crossflow reservoir 552 

Time of stabilization 147 191 206 395 
 408 

Total system compressibility 330 601 

Transient deliverability equation in term of 
Pressure squared 143 155 
Pressure     155 
Pseudopressure 142 151 155 

Transient interporosity flow 467 

True skin factor 207 212 218 220 
 224 273 275 

Estimating from multirate tests 295 
Estimating from variable drawdown tests 306 
Estimating using least square method 284 289 292 
Estimation from two-rate drawdown tests 278 

Turbulence coefficient 18 213 226 228 
 254 260 263 273 
 275 278 300 370 

Estimating by least square method 284 289 292 

Turbulence identification 125 

Turbulent (IT) flow factor 198 

Turbulent factor (See turbulence coefficient) 
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Index terms Links

Turbulent factor in horizontal well 128 

Turbulent flow 124 

Two-layer reservoir with interlayer crossflow 553 

Type curve analysis 457 

Type curve matching for MHF gas well 478 

Type curve matching for vertical fractured well 439 

Type curve matching procedure 419 

Type curve matching 132 219 243 393 
Constant production rate 
Finite flow capacity vertical fracture type curves 446 
Fracture type curve matching 405 
Homogeneous isotropic systems 132 

Rectangular drainage area 137 
Square drainage area 133 

Infinite-acting reservoirs 394 
Predicting gas well deliverability 219 

Drawdown testing 243 
Fractured gas well 224 
Unfractured gas well 220 

Pressure derivative type curve matching techniques 419 
Special type curves for pressure analysis of fractured 

gas wells 459 
Storage and skin type curve 405 
Type curves for finite conductivity vertical fracture 452 

Type curve showing both behavior of pressure and its 
derivative 465 

Type curves for interpretation of interference tests 537 

Types, limitations, and uses of deliverability tests 148 

Typical rate schedules in pulse test 541 
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Index terms Links

U 
Unit         4 727 

Units systems 727 

Unit-slope straight line 427 438 

Unstabilized flow-after-flow test data analysis 167 

Unsteady-state (transient) flow 23 

Use of Homer’s approximation 57 

Use of SI    727 

V 
Values of exponential integral 36 

Variable-rate testing: See Multiple-rate testing 269 283 

Various methods to determine the distance to a linear 
discontinuity 574 

Velocity coefficient 124 198 218 

Vertical interference testing: See Interference 507 

Vertical permeability 509 

Vertical pulse testing 511 

Vertically fractured wells 405 
Comparison of dimensionless pressure with 

unfractured wells 212 
Estimating fracture length 406 410 413 463 
Estimating fracture skin factor 406 448 
Estimating permeability 406 410 453 463 
Finite-conductivity fracture 446 452 
Horner plot 308 317 331 360 

 363 
Infinite-conductivity fracture 405 
Interference testing 505 
Linear flow period end 481 
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Index terms Links

Vertically fractured wells (Continued) 
Pressure buildup testing 301 372 
Pulse testing 511 
Reservoir Limit testing 511 
Type-curve matching 509 
Uniform flux fracture 416 

Viscosity: 
Gas          716 
Water        722 723 724 725 

W 
Water PVT properties 766 

Gas free conditions 767 769 771 773 
 775 777 779 781 

Gas saturated conditions 786 770 772 774 
 776 778 780 782 

Well geometry 297 

Well inflow performance response 167 

Well skin effects 582 

Well test data acquisition and analysis program 3 

Wellbore damage Improvement (See stimulation) 

Wellbore loading (See wellbore storage) 

Wellbore pressure 16 

Wellbore radius 315 

Wellbore storage coefficient 213 220 222 224 

Wellbore storage constant 220 222 224 239 
 246 424 427 444 
 457 460 462 466 
 698 
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Index terms Links

Wellbore storage 64 68 89 422 
Effect on transient tests 64 
Time         234 
Unit-slope straight line 231 

Wellbore storge effect 234 

Wellhead deliverability plot 192 

Wellhead deliverability 191 

Wet gas streams 724 

Wichert-Aziz correction factor 754 

Workovers    598 
Buildup interpretations before and after 591 

Z 
Z-factor     713 
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